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THE

VEGETARIAN MESSENGER.

INTRODUCTION.
0:vE of the most promisiii;j^ features of this eventful and hopeful period of the world, is its

diffusive character aud tendency. Principles which in the past have been discovered by the

few who have dared to dive into the causes of things, who have studied human nature in

themselves, and have been bold enoiiga to declare the results of their investigations with but

little chance or liope of immediate approval or adoption
; principles which have been cherished

by the philosopher in his solitude, the poet in his reverie of ecstatic contemplation of a

"Grolden age," either of the past or the future
;
principles which have warmed the heart and

lighted the eye of devoted philanthropists, who have desired their universal dissemination, but

without the means of fuliilling that desire
;

principles which have been thus loved and
practised by a certain portion of the thinking part of society, at different times and m
different parts of the world, are now being disseminated among all classes, and meeting with

responsive feelings in the hearts and consciences of millions of the human race. The prin-

ciples of Temperance, Peace, and Universal Christian Charity, are pleasing instances of this

interesting phenomenon. In this position do we find the Vegetarian Piunciple : it has
long been the theme of the deep student of human nature ; it has been advocated, to a greater

or less extent, by the physical and metaphysical philosophers ; it has made its appearance on
the pages of remote, ancient, aud modern history ; it has been frequently referred to, and
even made the leading feature of valuable scientific and psychological works ; it has not

unfrequently been clothed in the richer language of poetry, for there are few of " nature's

poets" that have not shrunk with horror at the unnatural and cruel conduct of man towards
those he was designed to protect, or who have not looked forward with joyful anticipation to

that happier state of man of which it can be said :

*' No longer now
lie slays the lamb that looks him in the face ;"

it has assumed various names and forms at different periods of the world ; its value has been
understood and appreciated in proportion as it has been adhered to in practice, and the period

seems at length to have arrived for its more extensive dissemination ; the principle of diffusion

is now to be brought to bear upon it, and it is with the hope of humbly assisting to accom-
plish this, that we have ventured the first number of the Vegetarian Messenger.

Our OBJECT is to make this periodical a messenger of Truth in relation to the food of

man ; because we believe that the success of all truth is greatly promoted by the practical

application of right principles to those daily habits which exercise so great an influence on
the lives and characters of men.

Our PLAN is to issue occasionally a sheet uniform with this, containing such matter as is

calculated to enlighten the public mind upon the Vegetarian System, in the form of Reports of

Meetings or Lectures, Essays, Reviews of New or Old Books, Correspondence, &c. As we aim
more at completeness in the information we convey, than at variety of articles, we shall some-
times devote a whole number to a single report or essay, so that it will, in fact, frequently

constitute a very cheap edition of what would, under other circumstances, be published only

in an expensive form ; and thus, whilst the Vegetarian Advocate remains the medium of

information, more particularly interesting to Vegetarians, such as condensed accounts of

meetings and the transactions of the Vegetarian Society, the Vegetarian Messenger will be
adapted to, and largely distributed among, the members of the various religious and philan-

thropic societies, and those friends to whom Vegetarians may desire to impart a knowledge of

their system.

Under the influence of the merciful principle which we have espoused, we trust that

every expression which we may use in the advocacy of that principle, will be characterized by
charity and forbearance towards those who may differ from us in sentiment or opinion. "We
are more confident in the power of truthful kindness, than in that of forceful argument. We
will quarrel with none ; whilst we would seek to win all to the love and practice of that truth

and virtue, by which men become free and happy.
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VEGETARIANISM: ITS PRmCIPLE, THEORY, AND PRACTICE.

There seems to be a direct analogy between the effect of principles and theories on the
human mind, and that of solids and fluids on the human body. The elements of food, such
as are contained in wheat, barley, rice, peas, beans, ^:c., are, in their natural condition, hard to

masticate, difficult of digestion, and not very inviting to the palate ; but by combination with
water,^ and other liquid substances, they are rendered easy of mastication and digestion, and
by a little skill and ingenuity, will produce food in great variety of flavom- and appearance, so

as to suit the taste of almost every palate. Just so with many principles : they may be
unpalatable and hard to digest in themselves ; but by a judicious combination with tlieorctical

truth from the " living fountain," those principles which were hard to understand, are softened

down into digestible, perhaps beautiful ideas, and can be presented in such a variety of

attractive forms, as to be suited to the taste, comprehension, and adoption of every diversity

of mind. Just as food, although dead in itself, is, by the force of the vital economy,
gradually converted into the very life-blood of the system, and lastly, forms the solid matter
of the body itself, so do principles of thought gradually become incorporated Avith our mental
existence, and ultimately constitute a part of our very selves ; and so intimately so, as to

demonstrate what has not unfrequently happened, that men, rather than forsake those

principles which they have held most dear, have parted with life itself. Food can only
strengthen the system in proportion as it becomes assimilated ; it is powerless till then ; and
principles can only strengthen the mind in proportion as they enter into and form the motive
power of mental activity and life.

The principle of Vegetarianism, like any element of food, is plain and simple : That
man as a physical, intellectual, and moral being, desiring the development of all his faculties

to their fullest extent, can best accomplish his desire, by living in accordance with his original

constitution or nature, which requires that he should subsist on the direct productions of the

vegetable kingdom, and totally abstain fi'om the flesh and blood of the animal creation.

The theoretical truths which can be brought to bear upon this principle, and which we
^believe will render it acceptable, and capable of being appreciated by every order of mind, are

very numerous : they comprehend the truths of sacred and profane history ; of anatomy ; of

physiology ; of chemistry ; of agriculture ; of rural, social, domestic and political economy

;

as well as of intellectual and moral philosophy. These, in all their diversity of Divine

injunction ; sacred narration ; interesting description of the habits, customs and practices of

the past ; the comparative structure of the human system with that of other animals ; the

habits and propensities of the difl'erent classes of animals and the relation of these to the food

they subsist on ; the nature and operation of the functions of digestion and nutrition ; the

efl'ect of difl'erent kinds of food on the animal economy ; the nature and relative proportions

of nutriment contained in difl'erent articles of food; the cultivation and improvement of

the soil, and a just appropriation of its productions ; the social relationships of man to man
;

improvement in household arrangements ; the efl'ect of these on the whole community ; the

efl'ect of different descriptions of food on the mental and moral powers, on the training and
education of children ; and, as a comprehensive view, the probable effect of improved prac-

tices in all these respects on the future prosperity and happiness of mankind.

As it will be our pleasing duty in future numbers of this periodical to show that the

Vegetarian principle is supported by all these important sciences of life, we think it best, at

this commencement of the Messenger, to explain the practice it is our intention to recommend
to the adoption of our readers, for it should be remembered, there is no better way of learning

a theory or a principle, than commencing the practice which its fu'st elements teach us. It is

the same with aU the arts and sciences : all the study which books could afl'ord would never

teach a man so much of even the commonest art, as a few month's practical occupation, when
combined with that study, would do. Chemistry can be best acquired in the laboratory

;

agriculture, on the farm ; drawing, in the studio ; and Vegetarianism, in the dining-room.

An individual who subsists upon the products of the vegetable kingdom, and abstains

entirely from the flesh of animals, is considered a Vegetarian, and is eligible as a member of

the Vegetarian Society ; but in first adopting this course, after having pursued the ordinary

habits of society, it is necessary to be guarded against what may be termed an injudicious

trial of the Vegetarian system : a hasty and extreme adoption of the plainest and coarsest fare,

beyond either the moral courage or the compliance of the physical system to sustain, after

both have been weakened by indulgence in rich or luxurious diet. It is, therefore, important

that certain principles of diet be kept strictly in view.

Three meals a day : breakfast at from 8 to 9 o'clock ; dinner at from 1 to 2, and supper

at from 6 to 7, or at least two hours previous to retiring to rest, are all that are ever needed

with substantial Vegetarian fare.
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"\Yheaten bread is certainly the most important article of diet, and stands tiiily, in

Vegetarian habits, as "the staff of life;" that which is made of meal, containing the bran,

as Avell as the line flour, being unquestionably the best adapted for the human constitution

No one should consider he is giving the Vegetarian system the fairest trial, whilst he con-

tinues the exclusive use of baker's white bread, frequently, though not necessarily, adulterated

as it is by alum and other injurious substances, instead of using altogether, or in part, in

accordance with peculiarities of constitution to be considered, pure, home-made, brown,

wlieatnieal bread. But where home-made bread cannot be secured, the brown meal-bread,

or digestive biscuits of the bakers, being less liable to adulteration than the bread made of

refined flour should, as much as possible, be made use of. Much of the indigestion and con-

stipation which now so lamentably afflict our population, would be removed, simply by taking

brown bread instead of white. Wc would particularly refer our readers to the excellent instruc-

tions in bread making, page 229 of Graham s Science of Human Life, for further information

on this important subject, where they will find the use of brown bread is strongly recommended
on physiological grounds, and supported by numerous interesting facts and experiments.

AVith bread of this character for the foundation of his diet, the experimentalist should

select his other articles of food with some regard to his previous dietetic habits, as well as

those of his employment, whether active or sedentary. If accustomed to highly seasoned

dishes of flesh-meat, sauces, condiments, &c., and to taking a moderate amount of exercise,

and he should not feel sufficiently convinced of the importance of the simple diet prescribed

in the physiological deductions of Mr. Sylvester Graham, in his excellent and admirable

work already alluded to, he will find a moderate use of eggs, butter, milk, and cream, most
agreeable to the state of his palate, and that of his moral courage to sustain the change of

practice. The book of Recipes of Vegetarian Diet, part I, will afford him the necessary

instructions for the use of these. The soups mentioned, whilst simple in preparation, are the

most nutritious that can be prepared, whilst the omelets and fritters, composed chielly of

bread-crumbs, rice, eggs and herbs, are intended to be eaten with vegetables, and to take

exactly the same place, in the arrangements of the table, which the flesh of animals formerly

occupied. The vegetables can be selected, two or three kinds at a meal, from potatoes,

parsnips, cauliflowers, French beans, cabbage, sea-kale, carrots, asparagus, artichokes, spinach,

peas, beans, &c. ; these being cooked in the best possible way. The same book contains

recipes for puddings and moulds of farinaceous food, which, with pies or tarts, and fruits,

according to the season, will readily supply the other accompaniments of a complete dinner.

For the particulars in relation to the provision for each meal, and the mode of preparing

the dishes, we must refer to the book just mentioned.

If, however, it is tlie wish of our new convert to Vegetarian principles, to adopt more
simple habits, either for the sake of still greater economy, or health, or both of these, espe-

cially if he be a working man, he wiU be perfectly safe in making, with one of the soups

mentioned, as peas and barley, the bread above described, constitute the chief portion of

his principal meal ; whilst, where more is desired, his palate will, in a short time, find as

much enjoyment in partaking of two or three kinds of well cooked vegetables, with boiled or

moulded rice (page 21, Recipes of Vegetarian Diet, part I), as it could on more savoury fare.

Sago, tapioca or pearl barley, prepared in a similar way to the moulded rice, vsdll make an
agreeable after dish, with either ripe, dried, or preserved fruit ; and oatmeal pomdge, with
milk and bread, though accompanied by any of the above mentioned lighter articles and
fruit, would best serve as the basis of his morning and evening meal. Fruit pies or puddings
made with plain pastry of wheatmeal, lightened with baking powder, and if preferred, a
small quantity of butter or cream, will be found wholesome and agreeable to the palate.

Good ripe fruit in the summer, and either preserved or dried fruit in the winter, should be
provided in abundance on every Vegetarian table, and form part of the meal to be eaten,

rather than a dessert. For the sedentary, this latter description of Vegetarian Diet, taken,

of course, in smaller quantities, and with less variety, will be found most conducive to health,

sti'ength, and enjoyment. More complete and particular instructions in this description of

diet win be found in Recijyes of Vegetarian Diet, part II, which "will shortly be published.

Thus have we given a brief and general description of the principle, theory, and practice

of Vegetarianism, constituting a miniature of what will be presented on a larger scale, and in

more particular detail, in the succeeding numbers of our work. We feel assured, that a
consistent adherence to this practice will lead on gradually to a fidler and more complete
knowledge of the theory and principle which it involves, and that living in other respects

according to the dictates of truth, that health, strength, and vigour of body and mind will be
secm-ed, which render life indeed a blessing, and all its pursuits as manv Ajuntains of happi-
ness, delightful serenity, and gratitude to heaven.
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SECOND ANNUAL MEETING OF THE YEGETAEIAN SOCIETY.

THE FESTIYAL.

On Thursday, July the 12th, 1849, the

second anniversary of the estahlishment of

the Vegetarian Society was celebrated by a

festival of a very brilliant character, in the

Town Hall, Manchester. At 4 o'clock, on

the entrance of tho guests, the scene presented

was most enchaiiting : a long line of tables

on a raised platform at the further side of the

Hall, and nine others diverging therefrom,

displayed a beautiful variety of flowers, in

handsome vases, intermingling tastefully

decorated savoury dishes, sweets, and fruits

in rich profusion ; the stewards, with the

emblamatical badge of an ear of wheat in a

white satin rose tte (representing the sub-

stantiality anl purity of vegetarian diet),

were seen active'/ engaged in providing seats

for the rcspeclive guests, carefully placing

together thoF;c most likely to contribute to

each other's happiness ; the choir was per-

forming some lively airs ; the light of heaven

darted its bright rays to all parts of the

beautiful hall, from the glass dome at the top

of the building ; the angels and cherubs

which are represented in exquisite painting

on the ceiling, floating in the clear blue sky,

seemed to smile approvingly on the scene

below ; the arrangements indeed appeared to

indicate a great and holy purpose, and to bear

a close relation to that principle which is cal-

culated to elevate and refine the feelings, and

to prepare the mind for the enjoyment of

those "more than earthly scenes," which

poets and artists have always loved to describe

and to pourtray, and which those who love

and practise truth must ultimately realize.

Some idea of the natm-e of the provision

will be learned from the following Bill of

Fare.

Savoury Dishes :—Savoury Pies, Mush-
room Pies, Savoury Fritters, Bread and

Parsley Fritters, Rice Fritters, and Beet Root.

Sweets :—Moulded Rice, Moulded Ground
Rice, Moulded Sago, Moulded Barley, Blanc-

Mange, Cheesecakes, and Custards.

Fruits :—Pine Apples, Strawberries,

Grapes, and Cherries.

Beverages :—Tea, Cofl'ee, Milk, and
Water; with other accompaniments of the

Tea-Table.

The following ladies formed the Committee
of Management, and presided at their respec-

tive tables :—Mrs. Brotherton, Mrs. James
Simpson, Mrs. Rostron, Mrs. Joseph Martin,

Mrs. Harvey, .Mrs. Milner, Miss Bury, Mrs.
Hordern, Mrs. Foxcroft, Mrs. James Hordern,
and Mrs. Kershaw.
At 5 o'clock, in the absence of Joseph

Brotherton, Esq. M.P., James Simpson,
Esq., President of the Society, took the chair,

and was supported on the right and on the

left by the elder members of the Yegetaria»
Society, many of whom have abstained from
the flesh of animals for upwards of 40 years,

the following officers appointed for the

occasion occupying their respective places :

—

Vice Presidents : Isaac Pitman, Esq.

(Bath), Joseph Gunn Palmer, Esq. (Birming-
ham), George Dornbusch, Esq. (London),
L. Rostron, Esq., Charles Tysoe, Esq.,

Robert Milner, Esq., John Smith, Esq.

(Malton), William Horsell, Esq. (London),
W. Harvey, Esq., and Joseph Martin, Esq.

(Liverpool).

—

Chief Steward :—Lawrence
Rostron, Esq.

—

Stewards : Mr. H. S. Clubb
(Colchester), Mr. Benn Pitman, Mr. Buckley,

Mr. Turley (London), Mr. Hibberd (London),
Mr. Chas. Tysoe, Mr. Joseph Hordern, Mr.
E. T. Bennett (London), Mr. Edward
Harvey, Mr. Sandeman (Accrington), Mr.
W. H. Barnesley (Worcester), Mr. Henry
Pitman, Mr. C. T. Harvey, Mr. Simpson
Rostron, Mr. Joseph Bury, Mr. Mawson
(Newcastle-on-Tjne), Mr. Thomas Hordern,
Mr. Foxcroft, Mr. Joseph Hordern, and Mr.
Joseph Mc. Farlane. There were also

present, Miss Brotherton, Miss M'Intyre,

Miss Williamson, Miss Hamerton (Rastrick),

Miss Hind, Mrs. Bayley (Accrington), Mrs.

B. Pitman, ]\Iiss Philbrick (Witham), Mrs.

Broomhead, Mrs. Hudson (London), Mrs.

Beales, Miss Jane Monks, Mrs. Strettles, Mrs.

Peacock, Miss Hordern, Mrs. Osbaldiston

(Bagueley Moor), Miss Peacock, Miss Collier,

Mrs. Barrow, Miss Husscy, Mrs. Howarth,
Mrs. David Ross, Mrs. David Morris, Miss

Hunt, Mrs. Hurlostone (London), Mrs.

Sandeman, Mrs. Crompton, Miss Scholefield

;

the Rev. W. Bruce (Edinburgh), Rev J.

Bayley (Accrington), Rev. J. H. Smithson,

Rev. T. G. Le^e, Rev. J. B. Strettles, Rev.

John Cros.3lcy, Rev. F. Howarth, Rev. Mr.
Carveth (Stockport), Rev. Mr. Weston, A.
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Howarth, Esq., B. Morris, Esq., J. Schole-

field, Esq., W. Morris, Esq., Bonn Pitman,

Esq., C. T. Harvey, Esq., E.R.C.S., W. W.
Scholefield, Esq., F.R.C.S., J. BirchaU, Esq.,

David" Winstanley, Esq. (Miles Platting),

Mr. Jolmson, Mr. John Mason, Mr. Wyth
(Warrington), Mr. Wright (Bolton), Mr.
Martin, Mr. Necsom (London), Mr. Taylor,

Mr. Gaskill, Mr. Birkett, Mr. David Ross,

&c., &c. About 340 members and friends

were present during the evening. The pro-

ceedings were commenced by the

Rev. J. B. Strettles, who rose and said

grace, as follows :— " Be pleased, Lord, to

vouchsafe thy blessing upon the pro^dsion

that, without guilt incurring, has been made
for us on the present occasion, and dispose us

to partake of the same in temperance and in

wisdom, that we may best promote our health

and strength, with the view of being useful

to our fellow -beings and serviceable and
acceptable unto thee. Amen."
The happy recognition of distant friends

;

the exhilarating character of the repast ; the

ardent enthusiasm wliich beamed from every

countenance, and above all, the consciousness

of having met to serve merciful and benevo-

lent principles, seemed to combine with the

beauty of the scene to render complete the

joy which gladdened every heart, and which
appeared to raise the occasion far above the

festivities of the past or present, where such

principles are wanting, and by which they

are indeed generally violated. At the con-

clusion of the feast.

The Rev. J, B. Strettles returned thanks

in the following words :
—"Accept, Lord,

our sincere and grateful thanks for these and
all thy mercies from time to time so liberally

bestowed upon us, and dispose us ever to be

satisfied with the bountiful provision thou
hast made for us in nature ; and to leave all

living creatures to enjoy, unmolested, the

existence thou hast given them, and the

humble pleasures, the sportive gambols, and
innocent delights, of which their nature is

susceptible. Amen."
At half-past six o'clock,

The Chairman rose and said :
" Ladies

and gentlemen, I liave very great pleasure in

calling upon you all to fill your glasses : to fill

them with a beverage which never does liarm,

and which is, therefore, the better adapted
to be drunk to the health of her Majesty. I do
so with much pleasure, not only because there

are many here who are total abstainers from
intoxicating drinks, but because all Yegeta-

rians are total abstainers from these as well

as from the flesh of animals. (Loud ap-

plause.)

SENTfi'.rEMT.—The health of her most
gracious Majesty.

Air.—"God save the (iucen." .

THE MEETING.

The Chairman, on rising, was greeted with

enthusiastic applause. He stood before them
as president of that numerous meeting under

considerable disadvantage. Up to that day,

it had been expected that their excellent and
long-tried vegetarian friend, Mr. Brotherton,

M.P. for Salford, (loud applause,) would have
presided it happened, however, and he re-

gretted it especially, that circumstances of a

very urgent nature had prevented his being

present that evening. Mr. Brotherton had
desired him to present his kind regards to

the meeting, and to express his regret that

he was unavoidably prevented taking part in

their proceedings. Under those circum-

stances he solicited the indulgence of the

meeting. Happily there was something in

the advocacy of truths in relation to the

vegetarian practice, which could give words
to those who otherwise would be silent.

That practice involved a philanthrophy of

conduct, which alone enabled him to stand

before them with any degree of confidence.

All who had not reasoned upon their daily

habits, would necessarily consider it exceed-

ingly strange that a society should have been

originated for discountenancing the use of

the flesh of animals as food ; but that society

had been originated, and its principles pro-

pagated with the object of benefiting their

fellow men, and rendering the world happier.

(Applause.) All customs pre-supposed some
basis of reason ; but he would contend that the

positions that were understood to support

the eating of the flesh of animals, were

eminently fallacious. It was stated, first,

that man possessed canine teeth, which indi-

cated that he was designed to consume the

flesh of animals as part of his diet. Facts, and
the opinions of naturalists, such as Cuvier,

Linnaeus, Monboddo, Daubcnton, and many
others, completely controverted that state-

ment, inasmuch as if they made man natui'ally

of carnivorous or mixed habits, they would
have to make the horse and the camel still

more carnivorous than he, the same teeth

existing in each of those animals, and being

longer than in man. Next, the internal

structure, and cellulated colon of man, resem-

bling those of the herbivora, declared that he

should not subsist upon the flesh of animals.

Baron Cuvier had said: "Fruits, roots and
the succulent parts of vegetables, appear to

be the natural food of man ; and his short

canine teethe not passing beyond the conwion

line of the others, would not permit him
eitlier to feed on herbage, or devour flesh,

luile.^s those aliments were previously pre-

pared by the culinary processes." Linnaeus,

one of the most celebrated naturalists that

ever lived, speaking of fruits, had said

:
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" This species of food is that which is most
suitable to man : which is evinced by the

series of quadrupeds ; analogy; wild men; the

structure of the mouth, of the stomach, and
the hands." Lord Monboddo had remarked

:

" It appears to me that by nature, and in his

original state, man is a frugivorous animal,

and that he only becomes an animal of prey
by acquired habits." Then it was said that

flesh was more nutritive than vegetable food.

Chemical analysis had proved that whilst the

flesh of animals contained only 25 per cent

of solid matter, various vegetable productions

contained from 70 to 90 per cent. Besides

that, it was found that whilst flesh supplied

principally but one kind of nutriment, where
three kinds were required, vegetable produc-

tions contained from 50 to 80 per cent of

another ingredient, which flesh, except as to

its portion of fat, did not contain at all,

besides extra ashes for the bones. Then it

was said that the nutriment of flesh was
superior ; but the researches of Liebig had
incontestably established that all the elements

of nutrition originated in the vegetable king-

dom
;

(hear, hear,) so that in partaking of

flesh, men had to take the very vegetable

principles, through the bodies of animals,

which they could have directly from the

bosom of nature. *' Grain, and other nutri-

tious vegetables yield us," said Liebig,

"not only in stax'ch, sugar^ and gum, the

carbon which protects our organs from the

action of oxygen, and produces in the orga-

nism the heat which is essential to life, but

also in the form of vegetable fibrine, albumen
and caseine, our blood, from which the other

parts of our body are developed."—" These

important products of vegetation, are espe-

cially abundant in the seeds of the difi'erent

kinds of grain, and of peas, beans, and
lentils, and in the roots and juices of what
are commonly called vegetables. They exist,

however, in all plants, without exception,

and in every part of plants, in larger or

smaller quantity." Again : — " Vegetable

fibrine and animal fibrine, vegetable albumen
and animal albumen, hardly differ, even in

form ; if these principles be wanting in the

food, the nutrition of the animal is arrested

;

and when they are present, the graminivor-

ous animal obtains in its food the very same
principles on the presence of which the nutri-

tion of the carnivora entirely depends." The
next statement was very important to be

remembered. " Vegetables produce in their

organism the blood of all animals, for the

carnivora in consuming the blood and flesh

of the graminivorn, consume, strictly speak-

ing, only the vegetable pi'inciples which have

served for the nutrition of the latter." Thus
it was proved, that it was not necessary to go

to the animal kingdom for the flesh, blood.

and bone of the human body, and if they
did so, they must take it, in popular phrase,
" second hand," whilst they could have it

direct, by living upon vegetable productions.

(Hear, hear.) It was commonly supposed,

that the flesh of animals w'as more digestible

than vegetable food. If, however, they con-

sulted the tables bearing on that subject, by
Dr. Beaumont, and took the average of every-

thing he had put down as being digested in

the stomach of St. Martin, they would find a
difi'erence of 22 minutes, 23 seconds, in favour

of the digestibility of the vegetable produc-
tions. (Applause.) And then, it would be
inquired, *' what said experience ? " To know
the real bearing of facts in relation to vege-
tarian diet, it was necessary to resort to a
practical appeal. He felt himself honoured
in being surrounded on that occasion by
many who had practised vegetarian diet for,

at least, one half of a long life. On his

right, and left, he had gentlemen who had
practised vegetarian diet in strictness, for

upwards of forty years. (Applause.) He
would submit to that meeting that there

must have been something very strong

and decided in their convictions on that

subject, if they could thus depart from
the ordinary usages of society, and
especially in times when men were much
less considerate of the diff"erences of habit

they met with in those around them, (Hear,

hear.) If they could see the octogenarian

who had tried both sides of the question for

forty years, they could but receive his evi-

dence with some degree of respect. But it

required only months, not years, to verify the

goodness of that system. Lamartine, who
had perhaps done more than any other indi-

vidual could have done, to prevent bloodshed
j

during the late French revolution, was '

trained in his younger years in strict accord- !

ance with the Vegetarian principle. There '

was, in the experience of all who had tried ,

that principle, something which they never
^

forgot, even if, like Lamartine, in the hurry *

of life, they might occasionally, or altogether
i

set aside their previous training. Lamartine
in his recent work, Les Consciences, had
alluded to that ; and the passage was well

worthy of remark: "My mother," said he,

"was convinced, and on this head I have
retained her conviction, that to kill anim.als,

in order to draw nourishment from their flesh

and blood, is one of the most deplorable and
shameful infirmities of the human constitu-

tion; that it is one of those curses pro-

nounced upon man, whether by his fall at

some unknown period, or by the hardening

efi'ects of his own perversity. She thought,

and I think with her, that this hardening of

the heart with regard to the gentlest animals,

our companions, our aids, our brothers in
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labour, and even affection here below, that

these immolations, this appetite for blood,

this sight of palpitating flesh, cause the

brutalization, and render ferocious the in-

stincts of the heart." (Applause.) As pre-

senting one of the most important arguments
for the Vegetarian system, he thought that

the mind must be very much impressed with

its importance, on looking at it merely in its

economic points of view. If they looked into

nature, they invariably found that all her

order was simple and direct

:

'* In human works, tho' labour'd on with pain,

A thousand movements scarce one purpose gain ;

In God's, one single can its end produce.
And serves to second, tooj some other use."

In contradistinction, however, to the order of

nature, which kept up simplicity and direct-

ness of application throughout, they had
there a system of obtaining nutriment from
the flesh of animals, which was secondary

and grossly expeusive. Elesh contained 25

per cent, of solid matter, and the rest was
water. When, therefore, they bought it at

7d. per lb. and he would give them all the

bone, membrane and fat as part of it, and
call the whole nutritive matter (which it

obviously was not), they could not have 100
lbs. of nutriment from that kind of food

without paying £11 13s. 4d. for it. Whilst,

if they sought to take 100 lbs. of nutriment

from beans, at 6s. lid. per 100 lbs., they

could do so at a cost of 8s. l|d. ;
(hear, hear)

from peas, at 10s. 5d. per 100 lbs., they

could do it for 12s. 4|d. ; whilst, as he had
shown, if they would have it from beef or

mutton, they must pay £11 13s. 4d. (Hear,

hear, and prolonged applause.) Those facts

were proved by the chemical analysis to

which he had referred, and they showed that

that was a great question as applied to the

masses of mankind. In a political point of

view, it was highly important, since it was
also proved, that the amount of land required

to feed one man on flesh, would, even accord-

ing to the present system of agriculture, feed

fifteen on vegetable productions, and sixty on
the improved culture of the land. (Hear,

hear, and applause.) They could not look at

those facts without being convinced tliat

there might be much more in the Vegetarian

system than its mere application to the

ordinary habits of individuals. He had said

nothing in relation to the miserable con-

sequences induced on the physical system by
the immense quantities of diseased meat
passed off upon the public. A paper had
just been placed in his hand, containing a

return prepared by Inspector Taylor, which
showed that a gross total of bad flesh-meat

and fish, which had been detected in the

markets in Manchester, amounted, in one
vear, to 22,339 lbs. But there was a moral

question attaclied to the principle, as well.

The moral feelings of men who were partakers

of flesh, were frequently offended, and that

sensibility would rapidly increase, were its

cause dwelt upon. Men did not reason upon
their daily habits of life, or else they would
start with concern, from many acts of which
they were directly or indirectly the cause, in

relation to the feeding and slaughtering of

animals. Would they know the Vegetarian

system in its moral aspects, he called on each

one to practice it. (Loud applause.) Could

he speak of charity, or judge of the gospel of

Christ even, without a practical acquaint-

ance therewith ? They must " do truth," if

they "would come to the light," and they

might rest assured that the Vegetarian system,

resting pre-eminently upon facts, must be

tried before it could be fully understood.

Let them look at it on economical grounds,

as a benefit to the working classes, in enabling

them to build up the human frame at the

cheapest rate ; as improving the health and
physical constitution; making men happier

in all their daily habits of life ; and he would
promise them, that though they entered upon
it upan those grounds merely, tliey should

see, as hundreds of others bad seen, that it

had its moral bearings as well; that the

mind was elevated above those external

views of it, and enabled to perceive that it

was connected with high morality. It rose

higher, it sank deeper, than all their other

moral and philanthrophic movements. It

embraced all those ; it was friendly to them
;

it loved them. They were a part of a

system, but it had a broader basis, and was
a whole system in itself. It was not merely

mercy to mankind, but it was mercy to all

suffering creation. (Hear, he;.r, and ap-

plause.) But it was asked by some, ''did

not Scripture sanction the use of flesh." They
knew well that they might partake of the

ficsli of animals as food, and tliat the Creator

in liis providence permitted them to commit
moral enormities, even ; they might choose

the life of degradation if they pleased, and
neglect the moral and spiritual practices in

which the gospel was designed to conduct

them. All that man had the poicer to do,

and so he might partake of the flesh of

aniiv.als as food. But, in the earliest page of

all history, they found there was a dietary

laid down for mankind, in which the flesh of

animals formed no part ; and that that sys-

tem was carried out in the earliest ages of

the world, when men were highest, happiest,

and nearest to their Creator. They knew
that since that time, man had fallen, and
hence evil was permitted, and thus ho mig-l.t

say, they had flesh ^\Qi 2Jcrmittcd. The Jc.\s

were once permitted to put away their wive?,

and were told it was "for the hardness of
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their hearts." The free will of man might
make it necessary that the flesh of animals

should be allowed, but if they would live as

near the order of Creation as might be, they

must adhere to the teachings of the system

first established by the Creator himself ; since

the facts of scientific research, confirmed by
experience, showed that what was good at

Creation, was most reasonable in 1849.

(Hear, hear, and applause.) If they would
join, thus, the past and the future to that

experience, they would perceive that the

system tended to elevate man in the scale of

being ; and it therefore, was no matter of

surprise that men should contend against

custom, and adhere to their highest percep-

tions of truth, and come forward on occasions

like that and seek to influence the reflective,

and to get them to reflect upon that question,

in order that they might understand it, im-
prove their own habits of diet, and in time

become supporters and advocates of that very

system, which they might probably have
questioned at first. (Applause.) Statistical

returns were being made ; and it was found
that if men had entered upon that system as

invalids, they had improved their health, and
that if they had entered upon it in health,

they had made well better. (Hear, hear.)

The experience of Vegetarians, as shown by
those returns, bore him out in the statement,

that though entering it on external grounds,

they had become sensibly aware that it re-

lated to moral and spiritual life ; and thus

they might see, since all truths were uniteii,

and centred in the great Creator, the source

of all truth, the past proving the appointed

order of man's food, whilst the teachings of

Vegetarianism were confirmed by the know-
ledge and experience of the present, that the

consumption of the flesh of animals as food,

could only be maintained from the mistaken

impressions which he had endeavoured to

remove. (Prolonged applause.)

The Secretary then read the report of

the proceedings of the society during the past

year, which stated that the progressive num-
ber of members on the register was 463, 440
of whom composed the present members of

the society ; that a new and cheaper edition

of Smith's Fruits and Farinacea the Proper
Food of Man had just appeared; that

Qyahams Science of Ilaman Life was also

published in the form of a people's edition

;

that the Vcgcto/rian Advocate had been

greatly extended in circulation; and that

various pamphlets and tracts had been exten-

sively distributed, and much good had resulted

from the extensive circulation of the report

of the banquet held in July, 1848. Meetings

had been held, and lectm-es delivered in

London and many other places, with excellent

results. Classes, under the supervision of the

local secretaries, had also been formed in

several districts, for the study of Vegetarian
truths, and soirees and meetings held, in con-

nexion therewith, of a very encouraging

character. Much of the success of the so-

ciety, and the state of its funds, was owing to

the private efforts of those members who
honoured and respected the cause of benevo-

lence, and served it with singleness of pur-

pose. The report concluded by affirming

that nothing could impede the progress of

Vegetarian principles but want of informa-

tion, and that it should be remembered, that

society, in the main, was never ill-disposed to

adopt improved habits of life, when once it

was satisfied upon their reasonableness.

Having facts for its basis, the Vegetarian

system would be found more and more to

command the attention and to affect the

practice of men, making them wiser and
happier, as the result of living in accordance

with reason and the appointed order of

creation. (Applause.)

John Smith, Esq., author of Fruits and
Farinacea the Proper Food of Man, was
received with loud applause. They had met
that day to celebrate a truth involving the in-

terests and happiness of man, and materially

affecting him as a progressive being. The
sentiment which he would submit for their

consideration—was, " That the Vegetarian

system claims the attentive consideration of

society, as conducive to the physical, moral,

and spiritual well-being of man." All truth

was essentially allied to human happiness, and
all error as essentially hostile to it ; but no
man, from the limited nature of his faculties,

could be conversant mth all truth. Man was
first attracted to such considerations as ap-

peared to him to have a most direct bearing

upon his interests. Vegetarianism seemed to

many too insignificant to require examination.

"What did it signify," said they "whether
we dine on beefsteaks or rice, provided our

bodies are nourished, and our palates grati-

fied?" (Laughter.) That would be a very

proper observation, if they were to limit the

inquiry simply to the production of the effects

there mentioned, without reference to the

consequences which resulted from their being

produced in the most natural and best possible

manner. But since it could be shown that

the organization of man had been especially

adapted for the digestion of fruit and farina-

ceous substances; that upon that diet man
possessed sounder health, and was less liable

to disease; that his development was more
complete, and his organs better qualified for

discharging their respective functions ; that

the mental powers were more active, the

animal passions more controlable, the moral
and social virtues more practicable, and, con-

sequently, the pleasures arising therefi^om of a
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much higher and more satisfactory character;

and that that diet was more consistent with
universal benevolence, and more favourable to

a long and healthy life ; and tliat it was
capable of supporting a much larger popula-

tion upon the same extent of ground ; lie

thought it could be clearly shown, that the

question could no longer be considered one too

insignificant for their inquiry, but one of the

greatest importance, as atfecting man in every

relation of life. (Applause.) When a per-

son first heard of the opinions, or, he Vv^ould

rather say, of the principles held by Vegeta-
rians, objections would frequently crowd
upon the mind, and make the subject appear

almost ridiculous. But of all the objections

raised, and difficulties suggested, he had not
met mth one which had tended in the least

degree to invalidate the arguments upon
which the practice of Vegetarianism was
based. "Why were sheep, oxen, &c., created,

if not for food.''" was a question frequently

asked. If those who put that question would
fi«st say for what purpose all other animals

were created which man did not eat, then

might Vegetarians reasonably be expected to

state why those were created which man was
accustomed to select for food. (Applause.)

They would find the number of animals com-
monly made use of for food extremely limited,

compared with the rest of animated nature,

which man never thought of partaking of. It

was the vanity of man which led him to

suppose that all things were created purposely

for his use. Many animals on the earth were
decidedly destructive to him. Many made
him their prey, and some of the minor crea-

tures could not exist without making use of

his living body for food. Since, therefore,

he was necessary for their existence, it ap-

peared as rational to suppose that he was
created for them, as that those animals which
he fed on, were brought into existence to

supply him with food. How foolish, then,

to suppose that, because he was able to make
use of the herbivora food, they were especially

created for that purpose, or that his throat

was designed to become an open sepulchre, in

wliich to deposit the mangled bodies of other

animals. Pope, addressing man, had properly

asked :

—

" Is it for thee the lark ascends and sin^s ?

Joy tunes his voice, joy elevates his winsrs.
Is it for thee the linnet pours his throat?
Loves of his own, and raptures swell his note."

(Applause.) All animals were doubtless

created for much higher purposes than to be-

come the food of man. Each creature, how-
ever humble, was admirably constituted for

enjoyment, and for contributing to the general
happiness, and for the praise and glory of that

great Being whose wisdom and goodness were
so conspicuous in the harmony and beauty

which everywhere prevailed. It was trea-

chery in man to foster and domesticate the

inferior animals, and after securing their

aifections, cruelly to slaughter them and feed

on their flesh. It had frequently been

questioned, Avhether the land could be culti-

vated without keeping stock, and tims obtain-

ing manure for enriching the land. Mr.
Nesbitt, a well-kno-wTi lecturer on agi'icul-

tural chemistry, but not a Vegetarian, had
shown that if green crops were ploughed into

the land, heavier crops would be obtained

than if those crops had been employed in

fattening stock for the sake of their manure.
Mr. Trumper, a practical farmer, had tried

this upon an extensive scale, and the result

was, that the following wheat crop was much
larger where the crops had been ploughed in,

than where the animal manure had been
used instead. The wheat was from eight to

ten inches higher, and was believed to yield

about one quarter per acre more, and the

succeeding crops of turnips, and also that of

barley, following, were much larger in the

former case than in the latter. There were
numerous sources of manure which might be

enumerated, and which were now almost

entirely neglected. He did not believe,

therefore, that there would be any difficulty

whatever in cultivating the land, supposing

tliat the whole population were to adopt the

Vegetarian system, which he had no doubt

would be the case, though many years might
yet elapse. If Vegetarianism were a truth,

that truth would in the end prevail, however
its progress might be opposed at first.

(Applause.) It was a great mistake to

suppose, that the Vegetarian life was one of

constant self-denial; he believed that every

Vegetarian's experience Avas decidedly the

reverse of that. He had practised the system

thirteen years, and his health had been much
better upon it; and the enjoyment of his

food had been beyond what it Avas when
living upon a more stimulating diet.

(Applause.) Many said, what could Ave

possibly find to live upon if Ave did not eat

animal food .• (Laughter.) The great diffi-

culty with Vegetarians Avas, to know how to

select their food ; they had so many things,

they scarcely knew what to choose ; and the

great danger was, of their taking too much.
He had found it so himself; but, if a man
did transgress Avith regard to quantity upon
vegetable diet, it was only productive of a

small evil, compared with that which a similar

transgression on animal or mixed diet pro-

duced. As to enjoyment, he was quite sure

every Vegetarian would bear him out in the

statement, that it was far beyond Avhat could
be had from the use of the liesb of animals.

(Hear, hear.) Rather than dwell longer en
those objections, he would urge all those who
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system, to study the positive evidence of tlie

gveat superiority of a fruit and farinaceous

di'et, over an animal or mixed diet. The
knowledge of a few well-defined and well-

established physiological laws, would impart
greater confidence in Vegetarian habits than

any inferences which could be drawn from
individual experience. If man would adhere

to the fixed laws of his nature, depend upon
it he would bo right in the end, because all

laws or principles Avere but the visible mani-
festations of the will of God. Their prayer

should be, " Teach me thy way, Lord, and
I will walk in thy truth." When they had
clearly ascertained any law of the vital

economy, it was their interest, as well as their

duty to obey it, because all law should be

understood as an expression of the will of

God, and he believed there was no law,

physical, mental, moral, or spiritual, the

observance of which was not attended with

reward. (Applause.) It was not enough
for them to see and believe the truth ; they

must love and obey it. Happiness was not

promised to mere knowledge, but to obedience.
" If ye know these things, happy are ye if ye

do them." They must not refuse allegiance

to any practical truth, they must act up to

what they knew to be truth, for "light is

sown for the righteous," and " he that will

do his will shall know of the doctrine, whether
it be of God." He would relate an anecdote

which would show how unnecessary it was to

delay embracing a practical truth till they

could answer all objections. When advocat-

ing that system in a social party, some years

ago, previous to the discovery of many-

extraordinary facts of chemistry bearing

upon it, all his auditors seemed very much
impressed with the subject, with the excep-

tion of a medical gentleman, who said it was
impossible for man to subsist upon vegetable

diet, (laughter,) because the flesh of animals

contained nitrogen, of which vegetables were
nearly destitute, and that nitrogen was neces-

sary for the support of the human body.

That was the opinion of chemists of that

day. He inquired of his opponent if he
were quite certain that the flesh of animals

u?ed for food contained as much nitrogen as

was requisite for man ; he replied un-

doubtedly that was the case, for chemists had
found by careful analysis that the same
amount of nitrogen existed in the flesh of

the herbivora as in that of man. He then

said to him, as he admitted that the flesh of

oxen and sheep contained as much nitrogen

as that of man, would he be kind enough to

inform him how they obtained it from grass

and herbs, and then he would tell him how
man appropriated it when he confined him-
self to a fruit and farinaceous diet ? If

cattle derived nitrogen from their food, then

ch(!mists were in error when they said that

vegetables did not contain it ; if they derived

it from some other source, as the atmo-
sphere, that boundless reservoir was equally

ready for the supply of man. (Loud ap-

plause.) It was admitted by the com-
pany present, that thouirli he did not

v.ntie the gordian knot, he had successfully

cut it, and even his antagonist admitted the

correctness of his inferences. Very recent

discoveries had shown not only that aU vege-

tables contained nitrogen in variable quanti-

ties, but there were also other soui'ces of

nitrogen when food was deficient of it. Its

presence, therefore, in greater or less abund-
ance in difterent articles of food, Avas not a

correct measm-e of their nutritive value, as

some had supposed. That anecdote showed
that apparently great ditficulties should not

deter them from trusting to principles, pro-

vided their truth were established by r^-itive

evidence. Some years ago a friend of his

was suff'ering from a severe and long atta(jj£

of indigestion. He had become extremely

emaciated, and was in danger of becoming a

confirmed hypochondriac. He had carefully

examined the arguments in favour of a fruit

and farinaceous cUet, and Avas quite convinced

that it Avas the very best food for people in

health, " but," he said, " he Avas so extremely

thin and weak, that nothing but strong and
substantial food could prevent his immedi-
ately sinking into the grave." He asked

him : "If he had a weak limb, would he
employ it in strong work, or Avould he seek

to strengthen it by gentle exercise.^" He
admitted that the latter would be the most
judicious coiu'se. " Why, then, did he give

his weak stomach and digestive organs such

strong food to digest, which might stimulate

them for the time, but Avhich must eventually

destroy their little remaining energy?" He
advised him to take a light, nutritious, vege-

table diet, which he did; and in less than one

month, he could Avalk Avith as much ease, and
possessed as sound health, as he had ever

previously enjoyed, Mr. Smith concluded

by earnestly recommending the sentiment he
had had the honour to propose, to the serious

consideration of their leisure and private

hours, and sat doAvn amidst enthusiastic

applause.

Mr. Thomas Taylor said, if any one in

tlmt room could speak to the truth of Avhat

had been advanced by Mr. Smith, it was
himself. He was sure that the adoption of a

Vegetarian diet had been of great serAdce to

his physical, intellectual and moral powers,

as well as to his spiritual state. (Applause.)

He had found himself vastly more indepen-

dent, and able to overcome the difficulties of

life Avith far greater ease than he possibly
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could have done by indulging in the ordinary-

stimulants of food and drink, which tended

so much to irritate and render restless the

human constitution. He would call upon
the young, particularly, to adopt the system,

because they would find it conducive to their

success in this life, and their preparation for

the next. (Applause.) He had great

pleasure in supporting the sentiment proposed

by Mr. Smith.

Isaac Pitman, Esq., of Bath, the weU-
known author and inventor of the Phonetic

System, rose to move :
—" That health, en-

durance, and longevity, are promoted by the

practice of Vegetarian diet." He coidd sup-

port that sentiment by the facts of science, as

well as by those of experience. He would,

however, confine himself to the latter course.

He abandoned the use of the flesh of animals

eleven years ago. He was then struck by
the marked mental superiority of those who
confined their food to the simple productions

of the earth, and particularly their aptitude

to perceive and adopt truth. (Hear, hear.)

He said to himself, there certainly were no
peculiar advantages in the slaughter of ani-

mals for food considered in itself, and if the

purposes of eating could be as well answered
by confining himself to the fruits of the

earth, he could see many advantages that

would folloAv such a practice, particularly

with regard to cleanliness, humanity, and
economy. He tried the system, and the

experiment turned out a very successful one.

He would refer to an incident which hap-
pened at that time, which helped on his

resolve to adopt the Vegetarian system.

They kept a few fowls; the boy who fed

them had formed an attachment to one. It

was his pet. The boy at last received orders

to kill it. He refused, his better feelings

revolting at the act, although he had killed

many others. To show him that nothing

should be allowed to interfere with his duty,

he (Mr Pitman) ordered him to hold the

bird to the block, whilst he chopped its head
ofl". The writhing and fluttering of the poor

creature made his own heart writhe, flesh

-

eater as he was. This circumstance strength-

ened his determination to try a plan of life

which would render such scenes unnecessary.

He kept to that determination, and from
that time to the present, he had not known
a single day's general illness. (Applause.)

Before he commenced that practice he had
frequent symptoms of dyspepsia. Those
symptoms disappeared on the change of diet,

and he had felt nothing of the kind since.

(Hear, hear.) Though he was not very

strongly built, he thought he shoidd be a

match for any man of his weight and habits

of life who was accustomed to eating flesh.

For the last eleven years he had only had

one week's relaxation throughout the year,

nor above one or two hours' relaxation in a

week from desk labours that had continued

from six o'clock in the morning until ten at

night. The factory operatives very properly
i reckoned twelve hours a-day a long day's

work, but he made fourteen or fifteen, and
frequently sixteen, and was never out of

order, except an occasional headache, which
any one might be led to expect ; and that

passed oft' dming sleep. Those labours

would soon wear out a person living in the

ordinary style. If eating flesh were discon-

tiimed, those two blackest spots upon the face

of the country, Smithfield and Billingsgate,

would be removed. (Applause.) No man
could convey to another the sensations of his

own feelings. When his labours were for a

time suspended, and the mind able to turn

upon itself, on going out for a short time to

take a walk, he felt as if every fibre of his

being were alive, possessing consciousness of

life, and its little lips were perpetually utter-

ing praises to the great Creator, who had
made man for the sole end that he might be

happy in the observance of Divine laws.

(Applause.) There was an intimate con-

nection between the low sensuality of the

working-classes, and their ignorance of

reading and writing. They would always

eat flesh, when they could get it, until

they were instructed as to the deleterious

effects of such a course of life ; and how,
he would ask, were they to be instructed,

if they could not read? At the present

time it had been asserted, on government
authority, that there were five millions of

the population unable to read ! The intro-

duction of a simple mode of learning to read,

such as the Phonetic system presented, which
would eftect the object in from twenty to

thirty hours, would put them in a position

to understand all that had been written on
that important subject; and when they

understood the matter, those of them who
loved truth and acknowledged it as the

standard of duty, and did not make them-
selves alone a law unto themselves, would
become supporters of the Vegetarian system.

(Loud cheers.)

Mr. Wright, of Bolton, said he was well

aware, however true and beneficial the senti-

ment he was called to support might be to

those who stood most in need of the benefits

of Vegetarian habits, that all were not pre-

pared to embrace its arguments, and, there-

fore, he should present none upon the subject,

but merely state that he Avas in the condition

of the man who, when asked by the magis-

trates if he v/ere worth £50, on presenting

himself as bail for a fi'iend, had replied that he

had got the sum in his pocket. (Laughter.)

Arffument was not needed to maintain the
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truth of the sentiment, inasmuch as he had
the goods described upon him. (Loud
laughter, and cheers.) Not only had he
realised what was described, but if considered

deficient in himself, he had others on his

right and left who could more than suffice

for the assurance to be given. (Applause.)

He well remembered the second Monday in

July, as the day on which he had com-
pleted his fortieth year of Vegetarian life.

He had not been dissuaded from his practice,

because he had adopted a principle which
established the first part of the sentiment in

regard to health. Through life he had
foUowed whatever seemed to harmonise with
the appointments of God, without for a

moment stopping to inquire respecting health,

ever feeling that he dared trust God to

supply all that he needed, (applause,) whether
as regarded health, endurance, or length of

life. And thus he stood there a practical

Vegetarian, without ever once in his long life

having doubted the soundness of his princi-

ples, either for time or eternity. He was
then in his 74th year, and saw his wife there,

who, like himself, had been forty years a

Teetotaler and Vegetarian; (applause,) and
he might add, that during that period she

had never known but one week of illness,

(applause,) and that he had himself had far

better health as a Vegetarian, than he ever

had upon the mixed diet. His three sons,

present on that occasion, were born Vegeta-

rians, and like their esteemed president, had
never known any other diet. (Hear, hear.)

He called attention to the v/hite heads near

the Chairman, and cited those as facts in

Vegetarian practice, which none could deny,

and would venture to assert that the hair

of his friends was bleached by experience,

and not for the purpose of being exhibited

there. (Laughter and cheers.) A medical

man, who enjoyed his joke, had said, that

his (Mr. Wright's) appearance bespoke his

being a Vegetarian, and asked him if doctors

did not know best about diet. He had said

that they oiight^ but the misfortune was, that

they did not ; (hear, hear,) and, that as to

appearance, he claimed to be the best-looking

man of the two. (Laughter and cheers.)

WiLLiATSi HoRSELL, Esq., Secretary of the

Society, begged to present the sentiment :

—

" That disease is less frequent, and more
readily, eradicated from the system, when the

diet is Vegetarian." He said that the senti-

ment given utterance to long ago, "As iron

sharpeneth iron, so doth the countenance of

man his friend," had been fully borne out

during the last speech, where the countenance

of every one had been sharpened, by that of

iheir excellent and vigorous friend of 74,

who had so incontestably supported the pre-

vious sentiment. If the countenances around

him were an index of the mind, it certainly

could never be said that Vegetarian diet pro-
duced melancLoly ; and certainly, there was
in the fact of the increased cheerfulness

experienced, as consequent upon the change
to Vegetarian habits, one argument in favour
of tbe position claimed, that disease was less

frequent. The previous speech of their

friend, had supplied them with one important
fact, also, to bear out his opinion, only
one week's sickness having been experienced
by the lady alluded to, during her forty

years' Vegetarian practice. (Hear, hear.)

His excellent friend of 82, on the right

of the Chairman, could scarce call to mind
when anything ailed him

;
(cheers,) and

certainly he had never had one iUness
in that period of his long abstinence from
flesh and intoxicating drinks. (Hear, hear.)

Such might also be said of others near him,
who, if ever subject to illness at all,

had to count far less in their experience,

since they had adopted those improved
habits. His own was a case in point. Whilst
following the mixed diet, he had gene-
rally its frequent accompaniment, the pills

or the draught, to take as well
;

(laughter,)

but was happy to say, that he had known
none of those since he had become a
Vegetarian, and practically acquainted
with the virtues of the application of water
to the skin. That disease was more readily

eradicated from the system, if entertained,

his own knowledge enabled him to state

to the meeting, as well as that that

could be done on the authority of the experi-

ence of those medical men who had tended
the children of Vegetarians, or adults who
had come under their care. Did time per-

mit, it would be easy to cite cases of that

natui'e, but he would only mention one. A
gentleman had called upon him a few days

previously, and in mentioning that the

scarletina had raged in his neighbom--
hood, and carried off numbers of children,

stated that it had, in visiting his own
family, merely produced something little

less inconsiderable than a common cold.

The cholera was a striking instance of that

position, and whether facts in relation to

that disease were referred to the cases in this

country or in America, the result was the

same. It had been stated in the public

papers, that the use of vegetable food Avas

likely to produce attacks of the cholera ; but

it was found in New York, in 1832, when
the cholera raged there in all its fury, that

although there were several thousand Vegeta-

rians, many of whom were humanely engaged
in ministering to the sick, not one fatal in-

stance had occurred amongst them. (Cheers.

)

The same was the case with the Vegetarians

there, in Manchester and Salford, well known
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to many present. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)

If the habits were correct, and in accordance

with the principles of Vegetarianism, there

was nothing to fear from cholera; and
althoiig-h all might not escape its attacks,

he was assured that all such attacks could

not be entertained by the system, as was
ordinarily the case, the healthfulncss of their

habits enabling such persons to shake off the

foe, and again to go on their way rejoicing.

(Hear, hear.) There was a principle of the

heart, that told them that they were right, and
such as, ever reverberating to the true spirit

of kindness, would lead to the adoption of

their principle, notwithstanding the prejudices

which resulted from the false opinions and
customs that surrounded them. (Applause.)

In their advocacy of truth they had but to

blend energy with kindness, and thus they

could not fail of success, because the princi-

ples they sought to apply, were based on the

rock of truth. (Cheers.) He had, there-

fore, great pleasure ia presenting the senti-

ment he had read to the meeting, trusting

that it would be didy considered, and that

the principles would be submitted to the

test of experience, by many there, before they

met to celebrate another anniversary. (Loud
applause.)

Mr. TuRLEY, of London, supported the

sentiment by a statement of his personal

experience.

Mr. J. S. HiBBERD, of London, proposed,—"That the present conclusions of science,

combined with the experience of Vegetarians,

enjoin abstinence from the flesh of animals as

food, and proclaim that the food appointed

by the Creator is still the most natural and
best." He based his convictions of the truth

of that sentiment on a careful examination of

scientific facts, and on his own individual

experience, and supported the sentiment by
a speech of great length and eloquence.

Mr. Benn Pitman was received with great

applause. In supporting the sentiment just

advanced, he said, there seemed to him to

exist in society the strangest misapprehension
respecting the effects of Vegetarian habits on
the physical and mental constitution. It was
quite unusual to meet with any who did not

consider that stimulating and exciting meats
and drinks, such as fermented drinks, flesh

meats, rich foods, and hot drinks," with
tobacco, were not only harmless, but condu-
cive to health and happy existence. Those,
however, who had directed their attention to

the subject, and could add experience to

reason, knew well that such meats and drinks

were not only unnecessary but hurtful. Little

argument was required to prove that the

system suffered fi-om prostration, sooner or

later, as the result of the unnatural excitement
of stimulants, teUing fearfully on the system

in the course of years. Those who abstained

from such stimulants not only perceived the

reasonableness of their habits, but were
rewarded by an amount of health and physical

and mental enjoyment, that never could fall

to the lot of those who adopted contrary

habits. (Hear, hear.) He felt assured that

disregard of those considerations perilled both
the mortal and immortal natures of man.
(Cheers.) Most people consulted, not reason,

but taste, in the choice of food ; and taste

being perverted by a blind adherence to

custom, an amount of physical, and thence of

mental suffering, was entailed upon themselves

and upon their children, that was fearful to

contemplate. Reason had convinced him,

that at least four-fifths of the meats and
drinks, ordinarily consumed, were not only

unnecessary, but injurious. (Hear, hear.)

Believing as he did that the Vegetarian

principle was intimately connected with the

best interests of the human family, he had
felt it his duty, as well as his pleasure,

to bring the subject before hundreds in that

city with whom he had been brought into

contact, and whose minds had been fitted im-
partially to entertain the subject. He had
addressed a large meeting in the Mather-
street Temperance Hall, during the Whitsun-
tide holidays, when, instead of confining his

attention to abstinence from the grossest

kinds of stimulants, supplied by intoxicating

drinks, he had advocated entire abstinence

from all stimulating foods and drinks what-
ever, as being most conducive to health, and
man's present and eternal happiness ; and he
was happy to say that his labours had been
productive of the most gratifying results.

(Loud cheers.)

The Chairman here rose and stated, that

a card had just been handed to him, which
stated that :

" Influenced by the arguments
and facts produced that evening by the

speakers, seven persons present, all total

abstainers from intoxicating drinks, of some
standing, had pledged themselves to try the

experiment of total abstinence from animal
food for seven weeks, with a view to their

adopting the principles, in conjunction with
the blessings of abstinence from strong

drinks." (Applause.)

Mr. BoRMOND, a temperance advocate,

said he should but express his feeling on the

sentiment he begged to present to the meet-

ing :
—" That peace to the individual and

charity to mankind are the results of the

practical carrying out of the Vegetarian

system." He could not withhold a few
words expressive of his own history in

Vegetarian diet. It was five years since he
had first commenced the practice of abstinence

from flesh, and whilst he had, during all that

time, held the principle inviolate, excepting
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in tAvo or three instances, before making his

declaration on joining the society, he begged
to state, that in those few departures from the

principle of his now confirmed life, he had
always felt disrobed of a great amount of

moral power, of which he was previously

conscious, feeling his physical condition even

affected at the same time. He congratulated

himself on having made that public declara-

tion, and identified himself with that benevo-

lent movement; and would beg to state

something more of his individual experience,

and that of his family. He had nine children,

which he could compare with any nine

children whatever, for symmetry of form and
health of body. He had related that to some
acquaintances who knew his principles, on his

way to that meeting, and had been reminded
of the reply of the French gentleman, whilst

holding a dispute with another, who had
said, " the facts go against you, sir," and was
met by the reply, " very good; so much the

worse for the facts;" (laughter,) since those

acquaintances seemed to consider that such

facts as those of health secured by Vegetarian

diet, could be set aside. He ventured to

observe, that they who were labouring for the

improvement of the human character, had
more power to act upon the mind and cha-

racter of others, whilst free fi'om carnivorous

indulgences. He himself had, during the

year, endured an amount of physical and
mental exertion, that would stagger those

who ranked themsel.es amongst "wine-
bibbers and riotous eaters of flesh," He be-

lieved the time would come, when men would
no more think of eating the flesh of beings

highly formed with all the sensibilities of

life, than they now thought of eating their

fellow-men. He therefore responded heartily

to the sentiment put into his hands. (Ap-
plause,)

Mr. Nr.ESOM, of London, could not refrain

from expressing the pleasure he felt on that

occasion, as it gave him the opportunity to

inquire what they had done, during the past

year, to promote that state of existence so

beautifully set forth in the sentiment he had
been invited to support. His humble efforts

in that direction had been more successful

than he had anticipated. A medical friend

of his, eminent in the profession, and of a

truly benevolent disposition, had recently

adopted the practice, much to his personal

advantage, and was now engaged in recom-

mending the adoption of the system to all his

friends, without reserve. (Hear, hear.) If

the medical profession generally, Avould but

act honestly to their convictions, they would
do good service to the cause of truth and
luimanity. He could not refrain from ofi'er-

ing a word or two to those who had been
foremost in the Peace movement, the Society

of Friends. They might rest assured that

their work would never be complete, until

the carnivorous passions of men were sub-

dued by the mild and peaceful principles or

the Vegetarian system. Joseph Sturge, that

excellent champion of moral reform, had said,

he held the life of a human being so sacred,

that he would not preserve his own at the

expense of that of his fellow man. He could

not understand, unless from ignorance of

the Vegetarian principle, how a man of such
i"'umane feeKngs could .reconcile the taking
life by proxy from any sentient being, and
eating parts of its mangled body, whilst the

earth abounded with a supply of all things

needful for human food. He Avould implore
mothers to withhold from their children,

everything that could tend to unfit them for

blessing the world. A Vegetarian could

never become a soldier. The Vegetarians and
Teetotalers had nothing to do "with the sixty

millions spent yearly in intoxicating drinks,

(as stated by Mr. Brotherton in the House of

Commons,) nor wdth the one million spent

for tobacco. He had great pleasm-e in sup-
porting the sentiment. (Applause.)
The Chairman, on rising to close the

meeting, said :—He felt assured that the

matter which had been presented and listened

to with so much interest by all present, would
not have been said in vain. Their proceed-

ings were at an end, and he begged to express

the satisfaction he derived ft'om having had
the honour of presiding on that occasion. He
trusted, that the subject treated of that

evening, would lead to useful results in

various ways ; and that it would induce
much reflection, and that a practical appeal

to the benefits of the system advocated,

would follow, and be attended "with the hap-
piest consequences. (Applause.)

John Smith, Esq. then moved, "That
the thanks of this meeting be presented to

the ladies, who have rendered their valuable

services on this occasion ; and to the Chairman,
for the excellent manner in which he has

conducted this meeting."
Lawrence Eoston, Esq., seconded the

motion, which was carried "with great enthu-

siasm.

The Chairman, on the part of the ladies

and himself begged to state, that there

had been as much happiness, he felt assured,

in contributing to the provisions for that

meeting, as there possibly could have been
in partaking of them. No thanks were
needed, but all were happy indeed to have
ministered in any degree to the service of a

truthful and highly important principle,

(Applause,)

The meeting then separated, at about half-

past ten o'clock, having occupied five hours

and a half.
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THE DAWN
Of all the interesting and varied operations

in nature, perhaps there are none more
fraught with interest and instruction, than

those ol" light and heat. Some part of this

revolving globe is continually exposing its

rugged or even surface to the benignant

influence of the sun's rays. The first percep-

tion of " ever glorious light," " the early

dawn," is ever and anon taking place at some
part of this huge baj^l of earth; and that

magnificent object which can be but faintty

described, the "rising sun," is ever to be

seen by some portion of the earth's busy

inhabitants, shedding on every susceptible

object its more than golden lustre; and whilst

it is reflecting its glorious image in the

atmospheres of globes and worlds, it is to be

seen in the dew drop as it spangles in the

opening flower. Faint, and almost imper-

ceptible, are the first glimmerings of twilight,

scarcely to be distinguished from that of the

Luminaries of the night ; and yet they go on
brightening, strengthening, expanding, from

one degree of intensity to a greater, till the

object from whence "this scene mysterious"

proceeds, comes at last into view ; but even

then, brilliant as are his rays, they seem
almost powerless ; the eye can yet rest

upon the sun without sensations of pain ; but

the light goes on increasing in power and
brilliancy ; all nature awakes into life,, activity,

and joy ; the lark is first in his song of

gratitude, which begins even before the owl
and the bat have left their dark pursuits ; the

birds of less pretension chirp and flutter their

wings as the light and warmth reach their

happy hiding places ; all the tribe of animals

follow in their turn, and respond to the

roriistless call of light and duty ; the flowers

open their downy petals, and expose a rich-

ness of colour, and emit a fragrance, speaking

in the silent eloquence of beauty and aflection

their tales of unconscious charms; whilst

men of elevated minds, in various degrees of

perception and appreciation, behold with

expanding, glowing hearts, this enchanting

scene ; and, in addition to the music of birds,

the activity of animals, and the ennobling
" sentiment of flowers," can read the moral
lesson, that these things are a beautiful image
of the " world within." The simplest object

is sufficient to teach much of the philosophy

of life : the particles that formed the dev/-

drop, by being submitted to the operation of

the sun's rays, had been raised, in a distilling

vapour, from the earth, but had yet to

assume a more humble form, and by the

cooling influence of night, 'ot become con-

densed into a little globe, so clear, as to

reflect a beautiful image of the most exalted

object in nature. Thus man, by suDmilting

to the rcfiniuG: influence of the love and lio-ht

OF TRUTH.
of truth, may become raised above the earthly

state, which may at first produce an elation

of mind which is commonly mistaken for

true elevation ; but the night of temptation

which succeeds, serves to cool and condense

his mind, and fit it for becoming, although

a more humble, a more faithful reflex of

the Sun of Heaven. The dawn of light

and truth on the mind is ever going on, so

long as like the earth man continues to turn

towards its woudi'ous source. By the per-

severing revolution and activity of his mind,

every domain of thought receives in its turn

its share of illumination. How faint and
dubious are the first perceptions of truth on

those parts of his mental earth Avhicli have

yet to see the "glorious dawn;" they may
appear to him but as the last glimmerings of
" moon-light, soon to pass away," but they

grow stronger as his mental day advances

;

his soaring thought mounts with his songs

above the clouds of his earthly state, and

catches the first glimpses of the ligbJ. of truth,

even before the sensual principles, the " owls

and bats of his mind" have ceased their

search for prey ; that thought and high per-

ception may again sink to the earth ; again

be immersed in the mist and clouds. of sensual

life , but,, at last, " all powerful'truth" forces

conviction on the mind, by appearing to him,

even in his earthly state ; the clouda which

kept him in doubt are passing away, and his

first impressions of the glorious object of his

more exalted thollght, beconie gradually more
and more confirmed ; he looks it full in the

face, for he has yet to learn its all-subduing

power ; it goes on increasing in strength and
effulgence, tinging all his thoughts and
feelings with a new and a deeper, perhaps a

golden hue; his thoughts of "less preten-

tion" gain an activity, a life, a joy^, which

the night in which they had been immersed

could not impart ; his best affections, like the

Iambs of BUiomfield's Spring,

"impetuous, ardent, strong,'*

find new objects in every scene on which- to
" bound along",

Down the slope,, then up the hillock chnib.
Where every molehill is a bed of thyme ;"

the flowers of genius open their mod^t petals

to this "Dawn of Truth," and- t|Ll their

silent tales of uuconsoious charms, # beauty

and fragrance, to the active and: industrious,

who like the honey bees, seek with diligence,

the sweets of virtue which the ^cul, thus

raised and expanded, is ever ready to impart.

And have not the first perception: of truth

on various subjects, been of this gradual

character ? "When Galileo declared that the

sun was fixed, that the earth revolved on its

own axis; "moonshine," said the wise and

learned of the earth ; and Galileo was seized
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and imprisoned. But his dungeon, however
dark, did not obscure his mental vision ; the

earth * still moved" to him, though it stood

still to all the rest of the world. From this

conviction of the motion of the earth,

Columbus believed in the existence of, and
discovered the American continent. Colum-
bus's theory of a western continent was treated

as ' moonshine" for many years by the Courts

to which he divulged it; but when his

discovery was announced, it assumed the

form of an established truth. Dr. Harvey
declared that the blood circulated through

the veins; '* moonshine," was the cry of all

his medical brethren ; and Harvey was laughed

at, and satirized; lost his practice, and was
disowned by his profession. But still the

truth was triumphant. Even Sir "Walter

Scott, with his stupendous brain, is said to

have pronounced the scheme of lighting towns

by gas as so fanatical, as to propose sending

the schemer to a Imiatic asylum. Thomas
Grey who first proposed to travel from one
town to another by means of a railway, was
subject to a like condemnation. Brindley's

proposal to construct an aqueduct across the

Irwell, was considered another scheme of

madness dindi lunacy ; but it was executed, and
still stands a monument of skill and inge-

nuity. The first steam-ship before being

launched, was called the *' Fulton Folly;" on
being cast upon the water, however, it sailed

from New York to Albany ; but even then "it

was doubted if it could be done again, whether
it would ever be made of any value." The
electric telegraph had the same, if not greater

doubts of its success to contend with. Every
ray of light first cast upon dark places meets

this cold reception in the scientific world, and
the moral world is not exempt from similar

features of moral darkness. The Temperance
principle has had the same verdicts of

lunacy passed upon it ; the sanatory principle

;

the peace principle, and all other moral
illuminations come in for their turn of obscure

and partial perceptions ; and if the Vegetarian

principle had not, in a similar way, clouds to

break through, it would be contrary to the order

of nature, and all our notions of the mental

development and progress of society. So far

from lamenting this state of things, we regard

it as one of the wise ordinations of the

Creator. If the full power of the sun's rays

were felt at first, they would destroy the

power of vision ; just so with the mind : if

the full glare of the perception and conviction

of truth were received at once, it would cause

mental blindness ; the moral stamina being

insufficient to withstand its power; but

modified by the atmosphere of its own con-

dition, the mind is enabled gradually to

receive, appreciate, love, and practice truth.

But though, in looking back on the past.

we see so much of the difficulty which truth

has had in reaching certain subjects, and
throwing its halo around certain objects, we
may congratulate all who are engaged in the

important work of making way for its recep-

tion, that every victory it has achieved, every
mist it has dispelled, has prepared for

greater and more extensive triumphs. The
moral atmosphere has been cleared and puri-

fied by the Temperance, Peace, and other

movements ; many of the elements of conten-

tion and strife are thus removed, and light

can be shed on other subjects without exposing
its promoters to persecution and scorn. "We
have, therefore, great cause for thankfulness

that we live in a period when freedom of

thought and action is so much enjoyed

;

when we can expound hitherto-neglected

principles with a certainty of reception,

which the promulgators of other principles

did not at first possess.

Combining, then, the experience of the

past, the light of the present, and the hopeful

views of the future, let us be encouraged con-

tinually to persevere, as unceasingly as the

diurnai motion of the earth, to present to the

light of truth all our thoughts, words, and
actions, and more particularly, in the present

instance, those which relate to human food.

These form a portion of the '* mental earth"

which has yet to be illuminated. "With a

vast majority of our fellow creatures this part

of their minds is in utter darkness ; it is not

because light does not exist, but because it hr,s

not yet dawned upon them. To such we
would say, pass not this subject by, as un-

worthy a deeper thought. It may appear

faint and glimmering now ; in the sincerity

of your conscience you may not be able to

perceive that it has much relation to that

bright and happy day of moral excellence.

Christian charity, and universal love, for

which we are all hoping and striving ; but if

you perceive in perusing the following pages

its first ray of light and conviction, allow it

gradually to dispel the prejudice of custom
and habit ; learn from the early activity of

the birds, to let this be the signal for your

active co-operation ; remember that if like

owls and bats we sit and mope when the light

appears, we shall never enjoy its blessings,

whilst in proportion as we obey the summons
of conscience, and follow its dictates, our joy

will increase in like proportion ; our percep-

tion and appreciation of this, as of all truth,

will increase with our faithfulness to it, and
it is by seeing, understanding, and obeying

it, that we become the happy instruments of

its propagation in the world, just as the

atmosphere, Avhcn, in obedience to the

" king of day," is gradually cleared of mists

and clouds, becomes the translucent medium
of imparting light and heat to a joyful world.
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THE VEaETAETAN PEINCIPLE.

Lecture I: Introductory, Physical Advantages.

To investigate the present subject with
success, we should endeavour to raise our
minds to a free and independent state with
regard to the customs and conventionalities

of the world. Our object is truth, and the

more our minds can be withdrawn from lower
objects, the more readily Avill they be engaged
in this noble pursuit. To approach a subject

which so materially affects the every day
duties of man to himself and to his fellow crea-

tures ; which involves so much of the health

and happiness of our race, and which is so

closely connected with the progress of the

human mind towards a higher and a better

state, we should apply to the Source of

wisdom ibr assistance, and after the manner
with which Milton commenced his lofty song
of paradise, we should say :

—

" And chiefly thou, oh ! Spirit, that dost prefer
Before all temples the upright heart and pure.
Instruct me, for thou knovvest, thou from the first

Wast present; and -with mighty wings outspread.
Dove-like, sat'st brooding on the vast abyss,
And mad'st it pregnant. What in me is dark,
Illumine ! What is low, raise and support,
Tliat to the height of this ^reat argument,
I may assert Eternal Providence,
And justify the ways of God to men."

The life of an individual may be con-

sidered an epitome of the world's history :

the paradise of the ancients was the infancy

of the world. So long as innocence was
preserved, happiness and peace were unin-

terrupted. Eut, urchin-like, the young
world disobeyed its parent, and, although

in the primeval state, man shed not the blood

of any of God's creatures, he now, not only

gradually commenced the slaughter of ani-

mals, but began absolutely to commit violence

on his own kindred. Man has since been
continually warring with his OAvn best

interests, lead on by his almost unchecked
lusts of dominion and power, until later times

of approaching maturity are teaching him
something higher and nobler for his guidance,

than the unhallowed desires of his own
sensual condition, and the period of the

world, the position of mankind in which it is

our privilege to live, corresponds to that of

an aspiring youth, who, seeing the folly of

his former pursuits of depraved indulgence,

has given up some of them
;

" The days of chivalry are gone;"

duelling, bull-baiting, boxing, and many
other cruel sports may be numbered among
the things that are passing away, and he is

looking forward for the time, when the full

development of his wonderful nature shall

constitute him an adult human being, possess-

ing entire control over his passions, appetites,

and desires, enabling him to unite the humility
and innocence of the infant—of paradise,
with the dignity and wisdom of his maturity

—

of Christian perfection.

The wars, bloodshed, and general depravity
of mankind, evidently show, that there must
be a thorough reformation in the character of
man, before justice, peace, good-will, piety,

and health, can be universally established on
earth. Can we expect that war wiU cease
whilst the love of dominion is cherished in
the human heart ? Can the tree of liberty

flourish in the human soil, whilst man is the
slave of intemperance, revenge, and all the
*' household tyrants" to which he has resigned
the government of his will.^ Temperance
societies. Peace societies, Sanatory societies,

and Educational societies have done, and are
doing much for the moral, intellectual, and
physical health of the people ; but there are
still habits and passions remaining rampant
among mankind, which none of these societies

have ventured to attack : a man may be a
member of the Temperance society, and yet be
a glutton; a brother of the Peace Confedera-
tion, and yet indidge in revenge and hate ; a
supporter of sanatory reform, whilst every day
he partakes of that which is procured at the
expense of public health, and which injures
his own ; a staunch friend of education, and
yet be impeding the progress of that mighty
movement which is gradually raising the
condition of mankind, by his own dietary
practice and example. The obstructions to

improvement which the Vegetarian principle
is calculated to remove, may not be all that
obstruct human advancement ; but it strikes

at the root more deeply, takes a wider grasp
of the evils of society, than do these excellent

institutions, which are admirably adapted to

move some minds, and to prepare the way
for the more sweeping measure of reform,

which it seems the province of the Vegetarian
system to promote.

The experience of every day proves, that

however some may strive to keep things as

they are, the world is growing in virtue and
intelligence ; it is approaching a real and
dignified manhood ; breaking through the

restraints of custom and prejudice, and by
allowing the better part of his nature to

become developed ; man is gradually rising

in the fulness of his soul to a superior con-

dition to that which he has ever before

attdiacd , a state of high morality and
leligion ; and it remains for us, each and all,

to pour the influence of our own practice and
example into the stream, which is now
cleansing the world of its impurities ; making
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it the fit habitation of bettpr men, th« scene
i

of every noble action ; tJ/e garden of the
j

future paradise ; realizing that high purpose
\

of Creation, the perfection of man ''in the I

image and likeness of his Creator."

Our position, tlicn, being one of continual

growth, aspiration and hope, let us impartially

examine vrhatever we believe aS'ects our

growth in virtue ; our aspiration for elevating

sentiment ; and our hope for future wisdom
and integrity.

We have all of us had different influences

at work upon our different organizations,

and we may consequently view the same sub-

ject in different aspects. We should not,

however, follow the example of tlie two
"gallant kuights," who, approaching a

statue from opposite sides, declared, the one

that the shield of the statue was brass, the

other thatit vfOa iron ; and a dispute ensuing,

a heavy conflict, involving blows and loss

of blood followed, vfhich ended in the dis-

covery, that the shield of the statue was brass

on one side, and iron on the other. Much
valuable time would thus be saved, if people

would only look on both sides of the question

in dispute, as the truth could then be dis-

covered. The position which we take in

viewing an object is sure to affect our per-

ceptions of it. This table, from the position

in which I stand, appears broad and square

;

to you who are at a distance, and in a different

position in relation to it, it may appear

scarcely more than a rail on two, three, or

four legs, according to your point of view

;

and thus it is with any moral principle ; the

moral point of view must be closely observed,

or we may form a very erroneous opinion,

especially of what has never before been

presented to our notice. The position which

I take in viewing the Vegetarian piinciple,

is that that food is best which contributes

most to the physical, intellectual, and moral

health, regardless of custom or prevailing

inclination. "Fix on that course of life

which is most excellent," says Pythagoras,

and custom will render it the most delight-

ful." If, therefore, any present should view

this subject from another position, imagining

that temporary stimulation is better than

permanent strength ; that the gratification

of the palate, wlxic^h is mostly in accordance

with custom, is better than moral, intellectual,
i

and physical enjoyment of a higher order (for,

I beg those questions for a moment for the

sakeof illus^traiion,) it is most likely we shall

entertain very different views v.ith respect to

the Vegetarian principle.

This principle has its origin in the laws of

man's nature in relation to food. It is this .

that man as a piiysicai, inteHectnal, and
moral being, desiring the development of all

his faculties to their fidlest extent, can best

accomplisli his desire, by living in accordance
with his original constitution or nature, which
requires that he should subsist on the direct

productions of the vegetable kingdom, and
totally abst.iin from the flesh and blood of the

animal creation.

We nmst flrst consider man as a physical

being, and see how this principle affects liini.

This brings us to . I. The Antiquity of the

Vegetarian principle. II. Its aci;ordance

with the human constitution. III. As con-

ducive to physical health, strength, and
longevity.

I. Every true principle is eternal ! It

may exhibit itself more at one period of the

world than at another ; it may appear to lie

dormant for centuries, and then biu'st forth

upon the world as a new idea ; it may be

received as a novelty, perhaps as an absurdity,

by those who have devoted no attention to it

;

it may be condemned, and its advocates scoffed

at
;
persecuted ; compelled to drink the fatal

draught ; beheaded ; nailed to a cross ; burned
at the stake, or doomed to exile ; but all this

does not destroy that vital thing called prw-
ciple. Man may close his mind to its recep-

tion, and by depraved practices, dim his

mental \ision and sear his conscience, so much
so, indeed, as to disbelieve the clearest truths,

and thus to deprive himself of the purest

pleasures and the highest enjoyments; but

with all this, principle is unchanged ! and

however popular will may deter it for a time

from realization in the world, the progress of

the human mind, must eventually develop

it in all its power and fulness. All true

principles are anterior to error ; they are

positive ; errors are their negatives, their

perversions. The Vegetarian principle lays

claim to tliis priority, for it is represented to

have been expressed by the Creator himself:
" Behold I have given you every herb bearing

seed, and every tree in the which is the fruit

of a tree yielding seed ; to you it shall be for

meat." (Genesis, i, 29.) It was practised

by man in Paradise ; by the children of Israel

during forty years journey through the wil-

derness; by Daniel the prophet and his

healthy companions. It afterwards assumed

the form of the philosophy of Pythagoras

;

it has been practised by good and wise men
at all periods of the world's history, and it is

now, by its own intrinsic merits, engaging

the attention, approbati(Ui, and adoption of

so.ne of the best of men in oiir own day ; and

although it has assumed various forms at

different times, it now assumes that of the

Vegetarian principle. Both sacred and pro-

fane history unite in lecording, that the first

inhabitants of tlie world practised this para-

disaical principle, and that it was not till

after the fall, that it was thrown aside, and

a gross aliment, furnished by flesh, suited to



the more degraded state and condition was
resorted to. The antiquity, therefore; both of

this principle and the practice of it is fully

established.

II. This important fact that man, fresh from
the hands of his Creator, was instructed to

adopt this principle, should be sufficient to

convince us that it is in perfect accordance

with the human constitution. Bat we, in our

present state, are not satisfied with a direct

injunction, though it comes from heaven. We
are apt to find excuses ;

" This climate," say

so ne, "compels me to partake of flesh;"
" My constitution requires stimulation," say

others ; so that evidence racist be adduced
which will be received by the reason and
judgment, and such evidence in this instance

is abundant.

The physical senses, sight, smell, taste,

touch, and hearing, may all be brought as

vv'itnesses in support ^of this proposition.

Would the unvitiated sight of man be

tempted by the gory limbs and mangled
remains of a slaughtered fellow-being ?

Could the odour of the butchers' shambles,

or of highly seasoned game, charm the

sense of smell, if that sense were unpolluted

by habit? Could the flavour of flesb, un-

seasoned or uncooked, ever excite a refined or

uncorrupted taste ? Could touching the

quivering limbs of the dfmg animal, or when
"cold in death," commimicate to the mind
unaccustomed to it, a desire to partake of its

substance .' "Would the horrid moans of the

heifer on receiving the fatal stroke ; the

melancholy winings of the slowly bleeding

calf; the lowering bleat of the sufi'ering

slieep, or the still more touching appeal of

the innocent lamb,

" Keadytolick the hand upraised to shed its blood,"

falling on the unaccustomed ear of man,

be any incentive to partake of its flesh ?

And does not this intuitive abliorrence of

all the physical senses to these sig-hts and
sounds, bear conclusive evidence that flesh

eating is contrary to man's true nature ; that

it is a habit which man lias acquired, and not

a nature which has been created ? AVe know
that, by practice, the senses may be made to

take delight in the most unnatural pursuits,

smoking, intoxication, and the like, but

this is no proof that man's constitution is best

adapted for such gratifications, and tliat its

interests are in any way promoted by them.

This natural abhorrence of the physical

senses to these carnivorous practices is no new
discovery: "Plutarch, that man of great

learning and extensive research, who
flourished long after the stern simplicity of

Eoman virtue had passed away; long after

tlie foundations of the Roman empire had
bcg:un to crumble iiiuler the iafiuonce of

luxury and excess, thus expresses himself on
the subject of human diet :

' I am astonished
to think what appetite first induced man to

taste of a dead carcass, or what motive could
suggest the notion of nourishing himself with
the flesh of animals which he saw, just
before, bleating, bellowing, walking and
looking about them.^ How could he bear
to see an impotent defenceless creature
slaughtered, skinned and cut up for food.?

How could he endure the sight of the con-
vulsed limbs and muscles? How could he
bear the smell arising from dissection ?

Yfhence happened it that he was not dis-

gusted and struck with horror when he came
to handle the bleeding flesh and to clear

away the clotted blood and humours from the
wounds!"'* The physical senses, then, to

say nothing in this place of the moral ones,

all seem to give the most powerful evidence
in favour of the Vegetarian principle being in

accordance with the human constitution.

Conclasive as this evidence of the senses

appears to be, that of the structure of the

human body, may be considered still more
satisfactory ; because, however the senses may
be perverted, the structure, as a general

rule, remains the same. Naturalists pro-

fess to tell the food natural to animals by the

structure of their teeth and alimentary
organs ; and however much their opinions

may differ as to the natural food of man,
there appears so much evidence in favour of

its being the productions of the vegetable

kingdom, that contrary views can alone be
ascribed to the power which custom, when
long established, exercises over the views and
opinions of even reflective men.—" Linn^us,
one of the most celebrated naturalists that ever

lived, speaking of fruits, says :
" This species

of food is that which is most suitable to man

;

which is eviijced by the series of quadrupeds,

analogy, vi^iid, men, the ftructure of the

mouth, of ^c stomach, and the hands."

—

M. DaubenTox, the associate of Bufifon,

observes :
" It is, then, highly probable that

man, in a state of pure nature, living in a

confined society, and in a genial climate,

where the earth required but little culture

to produce its fruits, did subsist upon these,

without seeking to prey upon animals."

—

Gassendi, in his celebrated letter to Van
Helmont, says :

" Wherefore I repeat, that

from the primeval and spotless institution of

our nature, tlie teeth were destined to the

mastication, not of flesh, but of fruits."

—

Sir
EvERED Home says: "While mankind
remained in a state of innocence, there is

ground to believe that their only food was
the produce of the vegetable kingdom."

—

Baron Cuvier, whose knowledge of com-

* Alcott's Vegetable Diet Defended.
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parative anatomy was profound, and whose

opinion, therefore, is entitled to the greatest

respect, jthus writes :
'* Fruits, roots, and the

succulent parts of vegetables, appear to he

the natural food ofman ; his hands afford him
a facility in gathering them ; and his short

and canine teeth^ not passing beyond the

common line of the others, and the tubercular

teeth, would not permit him either to feed on

herbage, or devour flesh, unless these ali-

ments were previously prepared by the

culinary processes."

—

Ra.y, the celebrated

botanist, asserts :
" Certainly, man by nature

was never made to be a carnivorous animal,

nor is he armed at all for prey or rapine,

with jagged and pointed teeth, and crooked

claws, sharpened to rend and tear ; but with

gentle hands, to gather fruits and vegetables,

and with teeth to chew and eat them."—
PiiOFESSOB Lawrence observes ;

" The
teeth of man have not the slightest resem-

blance to those of carnivorous animals, except

that their enamel is confined to their external

surface. He possesses, indeed, teeth called

canine ; but they do not exceed the level of

the others, and are obviously unsuited to the

purposes which the corresponding teeth

execute in carnivorous animals." * * "Thus we
find, that whether we consider the teeth and
jaws, or the immediate instruments of diges-

tion, the human structure closely resemble

that of the simia?, all of which, in their

natural state, are completely frugivor-

ous." (Fig. 5.)

—

Loud Monboddo says:
" Though I think that man has, from nature,

the capacity of living either by prey or

upon the fruits of the earth, it appears to me,

that by nature, and in his original state, he

is a frugivorous animal, and that he only

becomes an animal of prey by acquired

habit."

—

Mr. Thomas Bell observes: "The
opinion which I venture to give has not been

hastily formed, nor without what appears to

me sufficient grounds. It is, I think, not

going too far to say, that every fact connected

with the human organization goes to prove

that man was originally formed a frugivorous

animal, and therefore tropical, or nearly so,

with regard to his geographical position.

This opinion is principally derived from, the

formation of his teeth and digestive organs,

as well as from the character of his skin, and

the general structure of his limbs." The
incisors or cutting teeth of man, (z. Fig. 2,)

are eight in number, large broad, and com-
pressed, with a fiat eclge ; whilst those of the

carnivorous animal are twelve in number,

small and pointed, standing further apart,

and comparatively unimportant. (Fig. 3.)

In herbivorous animals, as the cow, the liorse,

&c.. they are broad as in man, but varying in

form and number. The canine or eye teeth

liunian, (c. Fig, 2,) are supposed by some

anatomists to indicate that man is partly

carnivorous ; but the same evidence would
prove that the camel is still more carnivorous

than man, because these teeth are longer in

that animal than in man. (Fig. 4.) The
bicuspids, (i^. Fig. 2) in man, have two pro-

minences, but in carnivorous animals they
rise into sharp points like saw teeth, much
larger and more prominent than those of

man ; they present nothing of the grinding
and triterating surface which those of man
and herbivorous animals present ; but like

their eye teeth, they are tit for tearing and
cutting. (Fig. 3.) The cheek teeth in the

lower jaw of man, like those of the herbivor-

ous and frugivorous animals, arc simply raised

into rounded elevations, and are directly oppo-

site to those of the upper jaw, so as to mash
and grind the substances that come between
them ; but in carnivorous animals they shut

within those of the upper jaw, so as to tear

and cut the flesh on which they feed. When
both series are viewed together, the general

outline may be compared to a saw, and their

action to that of a pair of shears. (Fig, 4.)

The lateral motion of the lower jaw of man,
as in herbivorous animal?, shows an adapta-

bility to the grinding process which is

necessary for grain, pulse, and vegetables,

but which the jaws and structure of the teeth

of carnivorous animals will not admit of.

The other alimentary organs, the stomach
and alimentary canal, are in perfect accordance

with man's teeth, adapted to a vegetable and
farinaceous diet. The colon, (Fig. 1,) like

that of herbivorous animals, is large and
deeply cellulated, whilst that of carnivorous

animals is uniformly smooth. The external

appearance, the limbs, mouth, nose, cars,

eyes, head, face, hands, fingers, and nails

;

in fact, the whole structure of man, present

anything but the appearance of a carnivorous,

flesh-eating animal, uniting with all the

senses in declaring the human constitution

to be best adapted to subsist on the direct

productions of the soil. Man's beautiful

symmetry when undeformed by any pernicious

habit, is totally at variance with any act of

cruelty or bloodshed. His countenance pre-

sents too mild and gentle an appearance even

to lead a stranger to such practises to suppose

him capable of a deed of slaughter, or of

unjust conduct towards defenceless innocence

;

His hands are not furnished with sharp claws

with which to scratch and tear; but his

symm.etrical fingers arc tipped with a pro-

tective nail, as beautiful as it is inoffensive,

and well adapted to pluck the ear of corn,

the luscious grape as it hangs suspended on

its slender stem, or any of the multifarious

fruits of the orchard, which hang so in-

vitingly amid the green luxuriant leaves,

soon to fall to the earth, if not plucked by



the favoured hand of man, or pecked by the

sweet choristers of nature.

III. That which is most in accordance with
the nature of the human constitution, must of

necessity be most conducive to health,

strength, and longevity ; and what is taught
us by the anatomical structure of man is

borne out by the results of phsiological

investigation and experience. These unite to

show that flesh is more stimulating than
strengthening to the system, and con-

sequently that more of the vitality of exis-

tence is required to digest and assimilate

flesh, than vegetable and farinaceous food.

Dr. Beaumont's tables of digestion show,

that on an average, the latter is digested

22 minutes, 23 seconds sooner than the

former.* The efi'ect of flesh on the stomach,

is to cause feverish excitement and irritation,

which is the opposite efl^ect to that produced
by digestion of vegetable, fruit, or farinaceous

food. Flesh, in proportion as it is indulged

in, causes man to live faster : to use the

vitality of the future for the exciting re-

quirements of the present, and thus to bring

on prematui'e old age or deficiency of vital

action, as is abundantly evidenced by the

researches of Sylvester Graham, in the ^^Science

ofHumxn Lifey The constant motion of

carnivorous, or flesh-eating animals, when
enclosed in dens, is an illustration of this

continual wearing to which the system, fed

on flesh, is unavoidably subject. Chemistry
seems to have furnished information as to the

cause for this singular characteristic of the

carnivorous tribes. Flesh is stated in the

tables of Playfair to contain nothing more
than 2-5 per cent of fibrin, and 75 per cent of

water, and not supplying any of the heat-

producing principle of the body ; it is

necessary that the tissues of the animal itself,

should be the more rapidly consumed by
constant activity, in order to supply the

material of whic.i the food is deficient ; hence

the restlessness of carnivorous animals. Lut
it may be said that the fat of animals will

supply this deficiency of carbon to the

human system ; but it is found that fat is the

most indigestible form in which carbon can

be presented in the shape of food to the

stomach ; whilst vegetable and farinaceous

food supplies carbon in abundance, in such a

form as to produce no abnormal appearance

of the stomach, as shown by the experiments

of Dr. Beaumont.
How many a slight incident of life has

risen into an "insurmountable difficulty," in

consequence of the deceptive, distressing

disease, called dyspepsia ! The brain is soon

afiected ; the whole nervous system becomes

impaired ; and the unfortunate victim is

• Vcge'arinn Messenger, page 6.

frequently sunk into the most awful des-

pondency ; every pursuit becomes tedious and
wearisome ; life itself is rendered not worth
caring for ; suicide is frequently contemplated,

and sometimes actually committed, in con-

sequence of this dreadful disorder, which is

frequently mistaken for a mental disease,

beyond the possibility of human skill to

remedy. ''Remove the cause and the effect

will cease," is never more truly realized than
when the dyspeptic ceases the carnivorous or

fleshly indulgences of the appetite, and adopts

an easily digested, wholesome, and palatable

Vegetarian diet ; and numerous are the

instances of this kind which could be men-
tioned. Air and exercise, are of course

essential to the perfect restoration of those

who arc troubled with this source of almost

all other diseases. It should not be supposed

that this diet alone, can do all that is desired;

but this, in combination with other "returns
to natm'e," are the modes by which disease

can be removed; because all mental and
physical disorders can be traced to a departure

from the natural order of our existence—to

disobedience. Let us then obey, and health,

freedom, and happiness cannot fail to be
secured.

We are very apt to deceive ourselves as to

the amount of health we are capable, even
under present circumstances, of enjoying.

Habit has in many cases, so inured us to a

state of partial disease, that we fancy ourselves
" quite well," when perhaps half the intellect

is beclouded, our moral senses blunted, and
consequently our real and substantial enjoy-

ment very much abridged by a physical debility,

brought on the system by such slow and
imperceptible degrees, as to render it beyond
the possibility of our own detection. But the

amount of service, valuable, intellectual, and
moral service, which is thus lost to the world,

is incalculable. The loss of physical sight

would easily be perceived by a more interior

siglit, the intellect; but when that is

gradually obscured, or cliecked in its growth,

there is no sight superior to detect the grow-
ing evil, unless, ere it be too late, the moral
sense be aroused to perceive its imminent
danger, so as to stay its downward course.

But in how many instances does this also fall

a prey to erroneous practice in relation to

food and drink. Still with all this amount of

degradation to which some become subject,

there is an obscured something called con-

science^ which, when it is once reached, its

voice listened to, and its dictates obeyed, the

gradual work of destruction is stopped, and,

through mucli conflict, the individual is

restored. But is it not much better to avoid

these evils at first ; to keep the intellect un-

clouded, the moral sense keen, and the con-

science inviolate } This is the great Avork of
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the education of youth ; and this can only be

effected by proper attention to physical, as

well as moral and intellectual trainini^. The
body as the external covering of tlio mind,

must be kept in good condition to allow the

Litter, a fair chance for its full and complete

development
;
just as the external covering of

the nut, is essential to the growth and com-
pletion of the kernel.

Physical health and strength, depend

chiefly on the adaptation of the blood to per-

form its important functions. Majendie found

that the chyle eliminated from flesh diet, on
being exposed to the atmosphere, decomposed

nine days sooner than that produced from

vegetable food. The blood and flesh made
of the former, e^adently pariake of a similar

decomposing tendency. The flesh of a cat

fed on flesh, will become putrid many days

sooner than that of a sheep or a lamb, fed on
vegetable food ; and the national abh'^-rrence

which even the eaters of flesh entertain of

carrion, or the flesh of dogs, catS; and other

carnivorous animals, is a proof that that flesh

which is produced from flesh, is of an inferior

quality to that which is produced from

vegetables. Chemistry shows that vegetables

contain all the elements of nutrition;* that

the flesh of the herbivora contains its proper

proportion of nitrogenf and other necessaiy

constituents, and it therefore follows, that

vegetable substances are amply suHicient for

complete nutrition ; they are indeed the ele-

ments from which all flesh is derived, j
But besides these facts of physiology and

chemistry in relation to the flesh of healthy

animals, it is now becoming generally known
and acknowledged, that nearly all the animals

which are slaughtered, are in a state of disease

previously ! Sylvester Graham says :
" It is

a notorious fact, that almiost every animal

whieli is fatted and killed for human food is

actually in a state of disease when butchered.

It is extremely difficult, indeed nearly im-

possible, to find in the butchers' markets, of

any of our cities or towms, a perfectiy healthy

liver from a fatted animal ; and it is by no
means an uncommon thing for fatted hogs to

die of disease when just about to be killed for

the market,"

§

The reason of this may be traced to the

unnatural process of fattening to which the

animals are subjected. The pig, for instance,

in order to become a hog, fit for market, is

shut up in a small sty; fed on a highly

nutritious food, and, without exercise, is com-
pelled continually to breathe the air which is

liorribly polluted by the filth of his sty,

and whether he stand, sit, sleep, or walk, he

is still " wallowing in the mire," and here he

* Vcgelnrinn Messenger, pi^e 6.

t Ibid, p:!2-o 10. % Ibul,'na,''e 6.

\ Sdence of Ilnnvtn Life.

remains, until he is loaded down with the

most loathsome fat, which is, in fact, a sure

symptom of disease, and when he would
soon die if not killed, his master puts an end

to his existence by cutting his throat. The
animal, before ahnost inanimate, summonses
all the strength he is master of, and the

most agonizing convulsions continue ; men,
and even women, look on with coolness,

children with a shudder, but with hardening

hearts, because they see their parents sanction,

and even commit, the bloody deed ; and ere

the convulsions have wholly died away, the

body is placed in a vessel of scalding water
;

its bristles cleared off, and then it is drawn
up and suspended by its heels ; the wonder-

ful mechanism of its interior is exposed to the

gaze of men, amid oaths and the most dis-

gusting language. The viscera of its system

excites in them no admiration of the beauti-

ful adaptations of nature, no veneration for

the great Creator of all things. Examine
the liver ; it is sure to present blotches ; the

lungs, too, are affected by its habitual

breathing of impure air ; the intestines are

loaded with fat, and the whole presents, to

the discerning eye of a naturalist, a state of

disease, although to the butcher's eye, it is a

"fine fat hog, of some 10 or 15 score."

Cutting, seasoning, cooking, and eating, ends

the disgusting scene. But the effects do not

end here ; the disease which was well nigh

fatal to the hog, is finding its elements in

the human system, with which it incorpo-

rates, and lays the foundation for, and
renders the unfortunate sufferers liable to

fevers, scrofula, influenza, and a host of dis-

orders, which commit such awful ravages

among our population. The dispositions of

the mind cannot fail to be affected by such

disorders ; the gross and depraved part of

human nature, naturally becomes developed ;

and thus has t]iis practice of killing, and of

eating, the flesh of diseased animals, done its

part to degrade and enslave mankind, who
thus become the easy prey of passion, avarice,

and crime.

How different to all this is the Vegetarian

practice ! This, of course, requires entire

abstinence from the flesh of other animals,

cither separately, or in combination with,

vegetable and farinaceous substauoes. But
notwithstanding this apparent limitation, it

admits of an almost boundless variety of good,

wholesome, and highly nutritious food,

capable, by a judicious system of cookery,

of suiting every variety of taste and con-

stitution. AVhilst flesh-eating limits the

power of enjoying an extensive variety, fruit,

and most kinds of vegetables, are generally

almost discarded by those wdio partake freely

of flesh
;
(and may not this be, because good

aud bad food, physically as v/ell as morally,
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can never assimilate well to^^etlier?) the

Vc\i,^ctarian practice, by bringiu<^ the palate

into a more natural condition, raises its

power of enjoyment, and increases its ability

to appreciate the unlimited productions of

tlie vegetable kingdom. It is a mistake,

tlierefore, to suppose, that even gustatory

enjoyment is abridged by the adoption of

Vegetarian practices. Gustatory enjoyment,

though one of the sensual delights, is in

itself, perfectly allowable, and even com-
mendable. It is capable, in fact, of becom-
ing a means of moral improvement, if rightly

appreciated. Who has not found a moral
satisfaction in taking that food which he is

sure is best adapted to his constitution ? AVho
has not discovered, that in a short time, food,

which produces this moral satisfaction, is

conducive to a much liigher degree even of

alimentary pleasure, than the food, which is

known to be injurious, however savoury?

That man has made but little progress in the

art ofliving, who has not thus felt the harmony
of the palate, with the most wholesome and
natural food. It is a principle which applies

to all the pleasures of sense, that that which
effects the purpose best, is capable of yielding

the most delight. The end, the object, of

eating, should always be kept in view, that it

is to supply the vital principle with material,

in quality and quantity, best adapted for the

formation of blood. With this object con-

stantly in view, the pleasure of eating

becomes converted from a merely animal

gratification, to a rational, and where the con

science is brought into operation, a moral
enjoyment, producing a mental., as well as a

bodily satisfaction. And admirably is the

Vegetarian system calculated to effect this

more than double pm-pose.

Tlie question hence arises, what is the

Vegetarian practice ? It must not be sup-

posed, that mere abstinence from flesh, con-

stitutes of itself, a consistent trial of the

Vegetarian system, if other dietetic habits

are contrary to physiological truth. Some
persons, on giving up the practice of eating

flesh, confine themselves to one kind of food,

such as rice, white bread and butter, tea, and
coff'ee, and then because a sinking sensation

is experienced, return again to their former

practice, with the impression that " Vege-
tarianism will not suit their constitutions."

It would be surprising if such a trial were
productive of any more satisfactory results.

Although the Vegetarian practice varies con-

siderably, with diflferent individuals and
families, it may be generally described as

partaking of farinaceous food in the form of

bread, soups, omelets, puddings, moulds

;

of vegetables, prepared in various ways ac-

cording to the best principles of cookery,

and of fruit, ripe, diied, preserved, or pre-

pared separately, or in combination with
pastry ; full instructions for which will be
found in the Vegetarian Cookery Books.*

AVith careful attention to the instructions

which these books afford, the new prac-

titioner can scarcely fail to make a successful

trial of this system, and the marked superiority

of the preparations to anything supplied by
; the animal kingdom, will soon become ap-

{
parent to every unprejudiced mind.

! The Vegetarian cook has at least a dozen

[ diff'erent kinds of grain and pulse, each of

1 which will supply a great variety of different

dishes, suited to every kind of unvitiated

appetite. These form the foundation of the

Vegetarian system of cookery. Nearly all

kinds of grain contain from 80 to 93 per
cent, of solid and nutritious material, from
which the firmest flesh can be produced. All

must acknowledge the safety of such a foun-

dation, and none Avill deny that " bread is the

staff of Life," Many Vegetarian ladies, by
turning their attention to this subject, have
produced such a variety of recipes for dishes,

as to render the transition from flesh-eating,

or carnivorous habits, to abstinence or vege-

tarian habits, so perfectly easy and agreeable,

as to do away entirely with the notion that

it is any privation to adopt the practice.

Every lady who becomes fully informed
upon the subject, perceives at once the course

she should adopt in order to secure her own
comfort and enjoyment, as well as what she

esteems of more consequence, the comfort
and enjoyment of her family. She perceives,

also, that so much in accordance with her
refined taste and feeling, are the practical

details of this Vegetarian system, that instead

of regarding it as a more or less irksome task

to attend to these domestic concerns herself,

as is frequently, and not unreasonably the

case where flesh and blood are used, she may
well regard it as one of the duties of her life,

the performance of which is replete with
satisfaction and delight. It will also be per-

ceived that the duties of providing food, are

far more important than those of providing

medicine ; the one including to a great ex-

tent the preservation of health and the pre-

vention of disease, whilst the other, at best,

only effects restoration to health. Justly

estimable, therefore, as is the position of the

physician ; valuable as is the medical profession

to society ; the position of all who know how
to preserve the health of a family is equally

estimable and important.

It may next be properly asked, what says

experience on this subject.^ It is true that

there are so many circumstances connected

* The Vegetarian Cookery Book is preparing
for publication, and Recipes for Vegetarian Diet,

price 4cl. The Penmj Vegetarian Cookery, aiid

some others, are on sale at the publishers.
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wltli health, that but few instances occur

which can be considered a complete test of

any particular principle.

Although the Laplanders, living on flesh,

arc a diminutive race, the Finns, Uvinj in the

same climate, chiefly upon the produce of the

soil, to the cultivation of which they devote

considerable attention, are as fiue a race as

the Swedes or Norwegians. "'This differ-

ence," says Dr. Larabe, "must be attributed

mainly or entirely to diet."*

History abounds in instances of health,

strength, and longevity, under a Vegetarian

practice. The first inhabitants of the world

are universally acknowledged to have lived

in health to a good old age, upon the direct

productions of the earth. Daniel, the

prophet, and his three friends, who preferred

pulse and water to the king's meat, were
''fatter and fairer" than those who lived

upon the rich dainties of the court. Pytha-
goras made abstinence from flesh an important

part of his philosophy, and he must be con-

sidered one of the most practical and useful

philosophers of antiquity. He lived a long

life of health and activity, and his followers

afforded the most numerous instances of

longevity.f The early Christians attained to

a great age on the simple productions of the

soil, among whom may be mentioned

:

Arsenius, who lived 120 years; Rombald,
120 years ; St. Ephinius, 115 years ; Simeon,

,112 years; and St. Anthony, 105. Elizabeth

De Vail, attained the age of 101 years upon
vegetable food ; Joseph Ekins, lO'J^ears ; an
Hungarian shepherd is recorded as living 126
years; Mary Patten, 136 years; Old Parr,

152 years ; and Henry Jenkins, v/ho lived in

a similar way, retained his faculties and powers
in great vigour for nearly a century and a

half, and, with little abatement, carried them
up to the age of 169.

J

Howard, the philanthropist, who was also a
Vegetarian, not only affords an instance of

great endurance under fatigue, but of ability

to resist the influence of contagion.

And do not the greater portion of the

hardy sons of toil, who cultivate our corn

field, subsist almost entirely on Vegetable

productions? and are they not for health,

strength, and longevity, unequalled by other

classes of society in the same climate ? The
children in the highlands of Scotland,

brought up upon oatmeal forrilge, butter-

milk, and bread, are the finest specimens of

health in the British dominions. Ireland, with

a bread and potatoe diet, has supplied both the

English and American armies with the t^h st

robust and powerful men. The strongs ot,

and finest, of the London police force are

* Lamb's Reports, page 173.

+ Hufeland; Science of Human Life, page 272.

X Science of Human Life, page 269.

Irishmen, and by far the most powerful
labourers in the metropolis were born and
brought up in the "Emerald Isle."

Adam Smith, in his Wealth of Nations,

informs us, " that the most beautiful women
in the British dominions, are said to be, (the

greater part of them,) from thJTlower ranks of

the people of Ireland, who are generally fed

with potatoes. The pcasaaty of Lancasliire

and Cheshire, also, who live principally on
potatoes and butter-milk, are celebrated as

the handsomest race in England."
The peasantry of Wales, Norway, Sweden,

Russia, Denmark, Poland, Germany, 'I'urkey,

Greece, Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, and
almost every country in Europe, from the

most northern part of Russia, to the Straits of

Gibraltar, subsist principally, and most of

them entirely, on vegetable food. The Per-

sians, Hindoos, Burmese, Chinese, Japanese,

the inhabitants of East Indian Archipelago,

of the mountains of Himalayah, and, in fact,

most of the Asiatics, live upon vegetable-

productions. The great body of the ancient

Egyptians and Persians, confined themselves

to a vegetable diet ; and the Egyptians of

the present day, as well as t'.e Negroes,

(whose great bodily powers are well known,)
live chiefly on vegetable substances. The
brave Spartans, who for muscular power,

physical energy, and ability to endure hard-

ships, perhaps, stand unequalled in the

history of nations, were Vegetarians. The
departure from their simple diet was soon

followed by their decline. The armies

of Greece and Rome, in the times of their

unparalleled conquests, subsisted on vege-

table productions. In the training for the

public games in Greece, where muscular

strength was to be exhibited in all its varied

forms, vegetable food was adhered to, but

when flesh-meat was adopted afterwards,

those hitherto athletic men became sluggish

and stupid. " From two thirds to three

fourths of the whole human family, from the

creation of the species to the present time,

have subsisted entirely, or nearly so, on

vegetable food, and always, when their ali-

mentary supplies of this kind have been

abundant and of good quality, and their

habits have been, in other respects, correct,

' they have been well nourished and well sus-

tained in all the physiological interests of

their nature."*

To all this mass of evidence and ex-

perience, may be added those of several

thousands of persons, in our own country,

and in America, who have adopted the

Vegetarian practice, mostly, from a con-

viction of the truth of the principle. A
number of these met at Ramsgate, on the

Fruits and Farinacea the Proper Food of Man,
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30th of September 1847, when Joseph
Brotherton, Esq., M. P., for Salford, pre-

sided, and a society was formed, the objects

of which are, " to induce habits of Abstinence

from the Flesh of Animals as Food, by the

dissemination of information upon the sub-

ject, by means of Tracts, Essays, and Lec-

tures, proving the many advantaj^es of a

Physical, Intellectual, and Moral Character,

resulting from Vegetarian Habits of Diet

;

and thus to secure, through the Association,

Example, and Efforts of its Members, the

adoption of a Principle, which will tend essen-

tially, to True Civilization, to Universal

Brotherhood^ and to the Increase of Hu-
man Happiness, generally."

The Society is constituted of a President

;

a Treasurer ; a Secretary ; Local Secretaries
;

Foreign Corresponding Secretaries, and an
unlimited number of Members in the United

Kingdom, and Honorary Members abroad,

above the age of 14 years, who have sub-

scribed to the following Declaration ;

—

"I hereby declare, that I have Abstained

from the Flesh of Animals as Food, for the

space of One Month, and upwards ; and
that I desire to become a Member of the

Vegetarian Society ; and to co-operate

with that Body, in promulgating the know-
ledge of the advantages of a Verjetarian

Diet."

The following statistics show that this

society is composed of persons in various

avocations of life, from a member of the

legislature to the humble labourer

Member of Parliament ^ .

County Magistrates . .

Alderman
Physicians, Surgeons, &c. .

Ministers ....
Authors ....
Professional men . ,

Merchants ...»
Farmers
Private Gentlemen . . .

Tradesmen, Mechanics, and
Labourers ...

Females
Males .

1

2

1

16
5

7
43
15

6

6

245

Total number of ilembers

158
320

478

The periods of abstinence from the flesh

of animals, of the members of the society,

form an interesting feature, and having been
collected with great care, these statistics may
be confidently relied on as correct, inasmuch,
as every declaration is attested by a member of

the society, by whom the applicant is well

known. Abstained from the flesh of animals

One month and upwards . , 478
Oiie year . . ... . . .342
Ten years ....... 199
Twenty years 147
Thii'ty years .74
Forty years 7
Eighty-six years 1

Whole lives 79

Evidence of practical experience, in rela-

to the most laborious occupation, as well as

the most sedentary employmerit, followed by
Vegetarians, is daily accumulating. In
Manchester, alone, it is calculated that seve-

ral huudrcds are trying the Vegetarian
practice, and their numbers are daily in-

creasing. Books and pamphlets, especially

those on the subject of cookery, are in great

demand. The Vegetarian Advocate, a

monthly periodical, is steadily increasing its

circulation and influence. The Vegetaria7i

Messenger, No, I, published in September,

1849, circulated nearly 5000 copies, and is

likely to meet Avith a very extensive sale.

These are all indications that the principle is

receiving a degree of public attention, which
is the natural result of the growing intelli-

gence and virtue of mankind.
This principle should be regarded, as not

so much an object in itself, as a means to

promote " true civilization, universal brother-

hood, and the increase of human happiness

individually and generally ;" or, in other

words, the advancement of the human race.

It v/as for this that God said, " Let there be

light, and there was light ;" for this the

planets revolve in their orbits, and ten

thousand suns send heat and light to myriads

of worlds ; f r this did Moses and the

prophets, the \ hil )sophers and the martyrs,

live, and so many render up their lives ; for

this did Christ perform his miracles, and
exhort his hearers to purity of life, and for

this was he sacrificed; for this does revela-

tion come with spirit and power ; for this is

life given and withdrawn ; for this the

world rolls round ; for this the rain des-

cends, the sun shines, the winds blow, and
the tempests rage ; for this the depths of the

mighty ocean are explored; the bowels of

the earth opened, and their valued contents

brought forth ; for this seas are traversed,

and continents discovered ; cities and empires

rise and fall ; thrones are built and crumble
.

into dust ; institutions after institutions

exercise their influence in the v.'orld, and

sink beneath their nobler successors ; for this

nature, art, literature, science, creation, re-

demption, providence, time, eternity,

heaven, and hell, with all their awful and
delightful consequences, weighty interests

and deep concerns, exercise their gigantic

influences over the human race.
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Lecture II

THE VEGETAEIAN PEmCIPLE.
Economy ; Intellectual and Moral Advantages.

The conclusion of the last lecture explained

that the Yegetarian principle should not be

regarded as so much an object in itself, as a

means to promote the advancement of man-
kind ; and it sliould be borne in mind, that

whatever advantages the Vegetarian practice

may confer on its adherents, they are to be
regarded only as valuable, in proportion as

they promote that great end. In showing
that this principle is conducive to rural,

domestic and political economy, for instance,

Ave must not regard it as a means of ad-

vancing individual interests, or of increasing

national wealth, for their own sakes, nor for

the glory or honour that such wealth can
purchase ; but because a due regard to the

principles of economy—a just appropriation

of the abundant supplies of a bountiful Pro-

vidence—would increase our power, indivi-

dually and nationally, of imparting physical,

as well as moral and religious advantages, to

the poor and needy in our own country, and
in distant lauds. Economy, if viewed in this

light, and practised to this end, can no longer

be regarded as a cold and selfish thing, but it

seems to warm and brighten into a high
moral principle of Christian charity, and
draws our attention to it as worthy of the

deepest and most candid investigation of all

classes of the community. It is a principle

which pervades the universe. There is no
waste in nature : from the moss which grows
on the stubborn rock, to the finest trees

which grace our fertile soil ; every plant,

every tree, every leaf and fibre, has its ap-

pointed service to perform in the wise

economy of nature. And when the moss
decays, the plant dies, or the leaf falls to the

ground, it iiumcdiatc4y commences its trans-

formation into some other form, equally

serviceable, equally important. The leaf

that falls in autumn, is the very best return

to the ground, for the nourishment of which
the tree's growth had deprived it during the

spring and summer—the best possible appli-

cation to prepare the soil for the demands
made upon it during the spring and sunnner

which succeed. Thus we may see in nature

a wise example for our guidance, not only in

a just appropriation of the various physical

materials placed at our disposal, but if every

leaf, fibre, and vein has its service to perform

to complete the harmony of its naiure,

should not every thought, word, and action of

our lives, likewise serve to preserve the har-

mony of our creation ?

The crime, misery and premature death,

caused by diseases to which our less luxurious

forefathers were utter strangers, must con-

c

vince us that all is not right—that there is a

great mistake somewhere. "We cannot attri-

bute the suff'ering which so lamentably

abounds in the world to a beneficent Creator
;

this would be little short of blasphemy. It

must be because we have departed from the

created harmony of our nature—because we
do not live as we ought, in some way, that

all this misfortune pervades our otherwise

happy existence. It is for this reason that

we ought to be always ready to learn where
we are wrong—to discover in what way we
have offended against the laws of our nature

or the voice of God, so as to bring so much
unhappiness on our race ?

Charity should lead us to conclude, that

the evils of society are not caused mfen-
tionalli/, but by mistake. We have all of us

been addicted, more or less, to wrong prac-

tices, (arising in some measure from wrong
education,) which gives rise to a vast number
of erroneous views, and these in return, exer-

cise an injurious tendency on our daily habits

of life. No man would willingly or wittingly

do what he was convinced wotdd do himself

an injury. Such, at least, is the normal
feeling, however much habit may have per-

verted or deadened its influence. Because I

believe that the flesh-eating practice is one of

these wrong habits that have helped to per-

vert our judgments, and to make our views

erroneous, and, consequently, to cause much
of that misery and want which it is the object

of every philanthropist to remove ; because I

believe it is a system, the evil efl"ects of which

are entailed from generation to generation

—

a system which needs only to be impartially

examined and truthfully exposed, in order to

be held in abhorrence by every individual of

taste and feeling—I will proceed to further

treat of it, and those practices which it

necessarily involves.

It is by no means a pleasant theme, this

flesh- eating, blood-spilling system. If I

could describe it as a practice of a barbarous

people, where the light of science, art, and

religion had not dawned ; if I could regard

it merely as the practice of our ancestors

during the dark ages of the world, a people

and a period to which it rightly belongs,

r;ither than as the practice of civilized, en-

lightened England in the nineteenth century,

tiie subject Avould not require to be so deli-

cately touclied upon, nor should I require so

much indulgence at your hands ; but, because

I believe it is a practice which has been pre-

served from the wreck of savage and barba-

rous customs ; because the sv/ccping tide of

civilization has yet to cleanse it Irom our
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shores, a sense of duty impels me to do

what personal feeling, and a regard for the

feelings of others, might otherwise forbid.

Much rather would I pay a tribute to the

virtues of England; much rather would I

describe the generous, the kind, the god-like

features of the human character, and dwell

on those scenes of moral excellence and
social happiness, which give us such high
hopes for our race, than allude to any of

those scenes and practices which appertain to

the low and the sensual indulgences of our

times. But, if in my anti^mthy for cruelty

and bloodshed of every kind, I should

wound the feelings of any present, I trust

that it will not be regarded as my intention

to do so ; for whilst I would not willingly

hurt the feelings of the meanest of God's

creatures, it cannot be supposed, that I

should have pleasure in wounding those of

the " noblest work of God."
Having endeavoured to show in the previ-

ous lecture, that the Vegetarian principle is

in accordance with the laws of our nature,

and, consequently, favourable to health and
longevity ; and "that these conclusions have
been arrived at after much experience, by
some of the wisest and the best of men, I

will proceed to show that, in a pecuniary and
economical point of view, this principle is

fraught with every advantage; and, conse-

quently, that it is a subject worthy the atten-

tion of reformera of every grade, whether
civil, moral, or religious ; feeling confident,

that, in proportion as the errors and mistakes

I

of the past or the present shall be pointed

j
out, and understood to be such, men will

strive to correct and rectify them, however
the doing so may clash with the long stand-

ing opinions, and usages of society.

The practice of eating the flesh of animals,

involves some other practices which need to

be mentioned: the rearing of animals; the

fattening of animals ; the slaughtering of

animals, and the preparation of animal
carcases for food. I will proceed to inquire

into the relation of these practices to the

principles of rural, domestic, and political

economy.
I might take any of the animals that are

killed for food, to illustrate these processes

;

from a pig to a bullock, or a chicken to a
turkey-cock. They are all equally perverted

from the order in which n^iture designed them
to exist ; all prematurely destroyed, to gra-

tify an artificial want of man ; a want which,

by habit, he has mistaken for a natural one.

As the most agreeable object for contempla-

tion, I will select that beautiful, inoffensive

creature, the lamb, in illustration of these

several processes.

Lambs, from the unnatural condition of

the sheep, premature weaning, and various

diseases to which they are subject, frequently

die in great numbers before they are fatted

for slaughter. I will not say the carcases

are all sent to the London and other markets,

for honest farmers will do no such thing.

But here is a positive loss to begin with. It

must be evident, also, that the quantity of

food consumed by the lamb during the first

seven months of its existence must be very

large, in proportion to the little flesh pro-

duced. This proves another pecuniary loss.

The fattening process is equally unpro-
ductive of profit to the farmer. The lambs
in many parts of the country are taken from
their natural haunts in the fields and on the

hills, confined in a fold or shed, fed on a more
nutritious diet, and taking little exercise,

they, many of them, die of disease. It is

stated in the Journal of the Ptoyal Agricul-

tural Society of England^ that there are no
less than twenty-six different diseases to

which the sheep is subject* The losses

owing to the small pox, rot, and other epi-

demics, are sometimes very considerable, and
I have known farmers discontinue the keep-

ing of sheep altogether, for these very reasons.

To produce 1 lb. of flesh or fat by this pro-

cess requires from 60 to 80 ounces of oil-

cake,f when this is the food used, which
costs the farmer from 3d. to 5d. This is

without reckoning anything for labour, hay,

&c. The wholesale price of mutton will

seldom average more than 4d. or 5d. per lb.,

whilst experiments could be adduced to show
that the cost of its production in food alone,

during the process of fattening , is 6d. or 7d.

per lb. ! %
This fattening process frequently proves a

heavy loss to farmers, Mr, C. Hilyard states,

in the before-mentioned Jour)ial,§ that after

spending £6 8s, each for feeding six heifers,

they only fetched £4 more in the market than
he gave for them four months previously,

and he said truly, ^' this was paying rather too

much for improvement by manure." Much
more evidence might be adduced to prove the

positive loss sustained by the farmer in keep-

ing stock, and when, as I hope to show
presently, it is quite unnecessary to do so, in

order to supply the land with manure, the

practice will be seen to be one of the most
absurd, in relation to economy, which it is

possible to conceive.

If rearing and fattening animals are waste-

ful processes, slaughtering, and preparing

their carcases for food, are none the less so

;

from the bleeding of the sheep, to the cook-

ing of its limbs, every operation which the

flesh undergoes decreases its weight, and,

consequent value to tho consumer; whilst

• Page 294, vol. i.

T Highland Society's Transactions, vol. ii, p. 375.

J- Supplement, page 3. I Vol. iv. page 247.
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wheat, peas, rice, sago, or any farinaceous

substances, wliich form the basis of Vegeta-
rian diet, are considerably increased in

weight in their preparation as food. Thus,

1 lb. of rice, by the absorption of water, will

make 4 lbs. of nutritious food, whilst 1 lb. of

flesh will scarcely weigh, when cooked, f lb.,

which, after all, as has been shown, is

not so suitable to the system as farinaceous

food.

Chemistry, as propounded by Liebeg and
Playfair, comes to our aid^ in showing the

economy of Vegetarian diet, compared with
flesh. The albumen, or flesh-forming sub-

stance in beans, which is identical with that

of flesh itself,* only costs, at the average
price, £1 2s. 6d. per 100 lbs. ; whilst that

of beef costs £11 13s. 4d. per 100 lbs., and
of lamb, £15, t whilst the £1 2s. 6d. fur-

nishes, at the same time, 166-'^lbs. of car-

bouiiceous or heat-forming principle, and
11| lbs. of bone-forming principle, beyond
what is furnished by the £11 13s. 4d.

spent in beef, or the £15 spent in lamb.
Taking Mdieatmeal as containing 85 per
cent, of the relative proportions of nutri-

ment required for t1ie support of life, we
sliall find that at Hd. per lb. it yields for

2d. 1 lb. of such nutriment, whilst to obtain

1 lb. of one kind of nutriment from flesli,

4 lbs. of flesh is required, as it contains but
25 per cent, of nutriment ; this, at 6d. per
lb. cost-i 2s. : hence, as much nutriment can
be obtained from wheatmeal for Id. as from
flesh for Is. This must be regarded as a

fact of great importance in domestic economy.
I might add, as another necessary item in

the losses occasioned by flesh-eating, that of

doctors' bills, and the loss of time occasioned

by the numerous illnesses to which "flesh is

heir," and to which those who partake of
flesh are particularly subject. Mr.. Holt, of

Manchester, stated the other day, at a Vege-
tarian supper party in Salford, that " one
supper of pork cost hiiP, in loss of time from
aiiiiction, no less than £10. :|: There are,

indeed, few families who could not trace

similar losses to a similar cause. But what
I have stated, must be sufficient to show,
that this flesh- eating practice, and all the
practices which it involves, occasion a series

of pecuniary losses from beginning to end,

which, by a judicious observance of the
Vegetarian practice, are entirely avoided.
This is an additional proof of the harmony
of the Vegetarian principle, as all wasteful
practices must be opposed to the true economy
of nature.

There is, however, another striking iilus-
|

tration of the waste occasioned by the flesh-

* Liebeg. Fcgelarian Messenger, page 6. 1

t Supplement, pa^e 4. f

X Fegelarian Advocate, Vol. ii. page <0. ;

eating practice : Mr. Mechi has shown, that
the production of bones costs the farmer £45
per ton, in the shape of food for cattle ; but
when the bones have been crushed, they are

only worth £7 per ton.* The price given
by the consumers of flesh for bones is from
£50 to £60 per ton. This, of itself, must
form a large item in the expenditure of the
country.

But a question arises here of considerable

importance : how is the land to De cultivated

without keeping stock for the supply of

manure .^ and does not the material thus fur-

nished compensate for the apparent loss

which is sustained in wasting so large a pro-

portion of wholesome grain in the production

of a small portion of flesh-meat.^ Nature
herself will furnish the best reply to this

question. I have before adverted to the fact

that the leaf which falls in autumn is the

best preparation of the soil for the future

growth of its peculiar tree, and what is true

of the vegetable kingdom, we have the

strongest reason to believe, is also true in the

vegetable and animal kingdoms combined.
Every animal, in the waste of its body, sup-

plies the very best soil, to prepare the ground
for the production of its peculiar food, and
what is amply sufficient for the purpose.

Man is no exception to this universal law in

the wise economy of nature ; all fear there-

fore, on this score, is perfectly groundless.

And as to the economy of keeping stock for

converting good food into manure, in order

tliat grain and other crops may be again pro-

duced, the system itself is too absurd to

require a single argument to upset it. But it

is a convincing proof of the economy of the

Vegetarian principle, that even on the subject

of manure it is strikingly manifest. It must,

be evident tliat no more is obtained from the

animal than is given to it in the shape of

food, fodder, &c., and that it simply assists to

decompose these, a result which can be at-

tained without their aid by natm-al and
chemical operations. And then to compare
the cost of one of the principal animal
manures with that which is found its most
complete substitute, we find that bone-dust

costs £7 a ton, whilst phosphate of lime,

found in great abundance in Surrey and
Suffolk, supplies a manure of equal quality

for £2 per ton. Peat and turf can be burnt

into charcoal for about 8s. per ton, and expe-

rience shows that, in many instances, these

iurnish a superior manure to bone-dust.

f

There can be no doubt but the refuse of

towns, which is the most natural manure for

the production of human food, could be ap-

plied to the land with immense advantage t/>

our country, instead of its being allowed, as

* Gardener's Chronicle, Oct. 11, 1847.

•t Supplement, page 4.
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at present, to pollute the air by poisoning our

rivers and streams, tlie banks of which,

instead of being the most pleasing resorts for

our population, are, in many mstanccs, ren-

dered highly offensive and unhealthy. But
where all these manures are unobtainable,

(and such places must be very few in Eng-
land,) others will doubtless present them-
selves; and it has even been shown by Mr.
Mechi, that the poorest clay can, by burning,

for 7d. per ton, be converted into a manure,
which causes Tiptree Heath itself to produce

most abundant crops of wheat and clover.*

I need not allude to the many chemical

manures which have been discovered, nor

need I add to the praises which have been
bestowed upon guano, which, although an
animal production, can be readily obtained

without slaughter or bloodshed. What I

have stated in relation to rural economy, is

based upon the experience of our best agri-

culturalists, which harmonizes with the che-

mistry of LiEBiG and Pl.vyfair, and from the

actual observation of nature, in connection

with my own practice of agriculture.

The human body has been appropriately

termed the *• house I live in;" but what
architect on being requested to draw up a

plan for building a substantial dwelling-

house, would first propose to build a number
of inferior houses at considerable cost, with

new material ; and when completed, or about

to fall into decay, to pull them down, and
build the substantial dwelling-house with the

second-hand material? Would not such a

proposition be met with ridicule and regarded

as a proof of insanity ? Yet this is just

what many people of the present age are

doing : they are using the new material

—

the flesh-forming substances of nature—to

build the bodies of the lower animals, and
when they have completed their work, and
even gone so far as to engender disease by I

over- feeding, they take away all the living ij

principle that remains, and use the dead body
—the second-hand material—to build up
their own superstructure !

Having shown that this flesh-eating sys-

tem is a sad perversion of the productions of

our soil ; that in every practice connected

with it, we find an enormous waste of those

productions which are so evidently calculated

to sustain life in the best possible way, it

necessarily follows, that it is opposed to both

rural and domestic economy ; and as these

applied nationally, must constitute political

economy, I am compelled to come to the

conclusion, after much consideration and in-

vestigation of the subject, that the Vegeta-
rian principle is in accordance with, and con-

ducive to, political economy. Economy has

* Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of
England, vol. vii, page 297.

always engaged the attention of philosophers
in all ages of the world, and it must engage
the attention, more or less, of every individual

who "eats his daily bread;" it is indeed a
subject, the practical application of Avhich,

must result in the social improvement and
political prosperity of nations.

Can we wonder that famine should some-
times visit our shores, whilst we continue so

enormously to misappropriate the resources

placed at our disposal ? Can we wonder that

thousands and tens of thousands of our I'ellow-

creattires are in a state of privation and want,

whilst we continue to feed and fatten, Avitli

the produce of our soil, the lower animals,

instead of feeding men, women and children ?

Will it not be a reproach to our characters as

Englishmen, if we continue thus to waste the

wealth of our country, whilst five millions of

our population arc without the means of ob-

taining the rudiments of education ? It has

been said by an eminent Vegetarian, that

"my wealth consists, not so much in the

abundance of my possessions, as in the few-

ness of my wants." What is true individu-

ally, is true collectively, and nationally : to

diminish the physical wants of a people, is

tantamount to increasing a nation's wealth,

and means of education.

As to freedom and independence, without

which there can be no real virtue, it has been

truthfully said

:

" lie that Avoiilcl be free,

Himself must strike the blow."

And how can this blow be struck—how
can the tyranny of mistaken custom be so

easily brought low, and freedom and virtue

made triumphant, as by having our physical

wants so few, that no adversity can make us

really poor, whilst the greatest fortune can

never mislead ? This is a blow which every

man can strike for himself, an.d which no one

can strike for him. It is one which, whilst

it injures not his neighbour, makes him rich

indeed. A man th'as freed from the despo-

tism of pernicious habit, enjoys a degree of

liberty and happiness, unknown to the sen-

sualist. Such a man, instead of making tlie

"means of living" the sole objects of life,

can spend the reatest portion of this life

even, in acts of usefulness to his fellow men,

and in supporting those glorious movements

of Christian charity which are now blessing

the world. He can make the universe his

studio, and the good of mankind the aim of

his existence. Such a man fears no oppres-

sion, and laughs at taxation, when applied to

himself. He can rise above the troubled

waves of worldly misfortune, for he possesses

a freedom, of which no man can deprive

him. He realizes the ideal of the poet,

" He is a freeman whom the truth makes free,

Thouj^h all were slaves beside !

"
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But do not for a moment suppose that we
desire to see the " flocks and herds," the
'• cattle on a thousand hills" deprived of a

means of subsistence. No : we love to see

them 1' wandering o'er the plain," giving

life and beauty to the landscape ; teaching us

many lessons of parental kindness, patient

endurance, and playful innocence. Rather
do we wish to see them there, in the numbers
which nature, not art, should regulate : we
wish to see them fearlessly enjoying that life

and liberty for which they are so wisely

adapted. The fact of their existence proves

their right to the means of living, so far as

they do not interfere with the right of any
higher part of creation. The world is large

enough for us alL But whilst v/e find that

man's management of them does not make
them happier, which can easily be seen on a
visit to Smithfield on a market day ; that

whilst these are over- fed, even to disease, men,
women, and chiith-en are in destitution,

misery and want, at almost every turn in our

streets ; when we think of honesty driven to

crime by dire distress ; of children asking for

bread, with all the earnestness v»-hich hunger
can provoke ; when Ave hear of the sufi'ering,

but fond mother, giving the last morsel of

bread to her youngest child, added to the

mental destitution which such a state of things

must tend to promote ; and when we think

of the eff'ect of all this on the succeeding

generation, to go no further ; when we know
that the cost of unnaturally multiplying and
keeping so many millions of animals, would be
sufficient to keep in comfort and respectability,

at least an equal number of human beings

;

whilst there is nothing obtained from the

animal, which cannot be obtained far better,

and in greater abundance, from the vegetable

kingdom ; these, added to the facts already

stated, seem to show most clearly, that it

would be far better to leave the animals to

their own happy freedom, and turn our atten-

tion to the cultivation and improvement of

human beings ; to the training and educating

of children ; capable as these are, by proper

development, of experiencing all the kind
and gentle emotions of a hig-her existence, of

practising the Christian virtues, and of

uniting together, in all manner of noble en-

terprizes, for the elevation of mankind.
Firmly rooted in the grounds of physical

science, this principle extends its branches to

the higher truths of intellectual and moral
philosophy. To reach these liiglier branches,

we must first climb the stem : the practice of

physical truths, will best lead to those rela-

ting to the mind, just as the practice of the

first rules of arithmetic, will lead on to the

solution of the greatest mathematical prob-

lems. This is the way the Vegetarian system

must be learned, to be fully appreciated, and

it can be learned in no other way. It is

nature's own method : all the theory which
could ever be brought to bear, could never
teach a cliikl to walk, if it were never allowed
to "feel its weight" on its own feet. Did I
possess all the power and eloquence of
ancient and modern times ; could I teach as

Socrates taught, and combine therewith the
language of poetry, I could not impart to

you a hundredth part of the information
which you can obtain for youiselves, by
giving a fair trial to the Vegetarian practice.

If, therefore, in treating of the intellectual

and moral part of the subject, there should

appear anything which we cannot understand

or fully appreciate, we may rest assured, if

we adhere consistently in practice to what
we have learned, what we have yet to learn

will soon become clearer to our minds. The
reason of this is, our thoughts flow from our
desires ; and whilst we continue in a practice,

be it good or bad, we are most likely to

incline towards it, and our reasoning and
thinking will remain in accordance with it.

But a change of practice has a wonderful

efiect upon the feelings, tlioughts, and
reasoning powers, especially if persevered in

throughout consistently. It is no uncommon
thing to find men of high standing in the

philosophical world, advocating so foolish a

habit as taking snuff, for instance : Avhy }

Not because it is in accordance with soumi'

philosophy ; not because it accords with com-
mon sense even, but because they are in the

habit of taking it, they have learned to like it,

and their regard for it, has so perverted their

otherwise clear judgment, as to bring their

thoughts and reasoning down to it. But let

them desist from the practice sufficiently long

to lose the desire for it, and all their former

arguments soon appear like " airy nothings,"

unworthy " a local habitation" or ''a name,"
and they may even begin to condemn, the

very practice they before advocated. Many
indeed, are the instances of this kind, in

relation to narcotic, alcoholic, and carnivor-

ous stimulants. The convictions, however,

against these things, become much stronger

than they ever were in favour of them, for

this reason : he who has first tried doing with

them, and has been led to abstain, is enabled

to perceive the evil of the former and the

good of the latter course. Those therefore

who would solve the intellectual and moral

problems of the Vegetarian principle, must

first practice the physical truths which seem

selfevident, and those of higherimportance will

be sure to be undei-stood and appreciated in

proportion to their faithfulness to conviction.

I am anxious for this to be understood, not

merely for the sake of the principle itself,

but for the sake of those who, because they

may not be able to find a reason for every act
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or opinion of Vegetarians, may deprive them-
selves of the advantages and pleasure which
the practice affords, for the want of giving it

that fair trial, which would soon remove all

their difficulties, either supposed or real.

No evidence need be adduced to show, that

that which conduces most to tiie pliysical

health, must also tend to mental, or intellectual

and moral health, for it is almost impossible

that the mind can be fully cultivated and
developed, if the body be neglected. A vigour-

ous, healthy frame may be said to form the

basis for true mental cultui'e, and it would be
well if this truth were more practically ac-

knowledged in public and private education.

If, therefore, the physical truth of the Vegeta-

rian principle is proved, its intellectual and
moral tendencies follow as a, necessary con-

sequence, because all the laws of nature

invariably harmonize with each other, and it

must be a moral duty to obey the physical

laws of our nature ; and such obedience may
be regarded as a stepping stone to the practice

of morality in all its forms.

TiiEorHRASTEs, the disciple of Plato, and
who lived to the age of 107, says " that eating

much and feeding upon flesh, makes the mind
more dull, and drives it to the extreme ofmad-
ness." Diogenes attributed the dullness and
stupidity of the ancient Athletse, after their

departure from their original simple discipline,

to their excessive use of the flesh of swine and
oxen; and the Calmucks, Esquimaux, and
otherpeople who subsist principally or entirely

on animal food, are noted for similar qualities,

Sir John Sinclair observes ;
" Vegetable

food has a happy influence on the powers of

the mind, and tends to preserve delicacy of

feeling and liveliness of imagination, and an
acuteness of judgment seldom enjoyed by
those who make a free use of animal food.

Franklin ascertained, that a vegetable diet,

promoting clearness of ideas and quickness of

perception, is to be preferred by those who
labour with the mind." * * Sir John
substantiates this opinion by the following

narrative. '* A friend of mine states, that he
has more than once selected from his tenants'

children (in Ireland), a boy remarkable for

that smartness of intelligence so common in

Irish youth, while in the capacity of errand

boys on the farm, or helpers in the stables,

and before they became pampered with better

food than their parents' cabin afforded. The
lads at first were lively and intelligent, and
displayed a degree of shrewdness, exceeding

what is met with from the youth of a more
elevated walk in England. But lie invariably

found, that in proportion as those boys be-

came accustomed to animal food, and (accord-

ing to common notions) were better fed, they

relaxed in activity, and became dull and

stupid ; and be is confident that the change

in disposition was the effect of a change of

diet."* CASPEiiilAUSER is another striking

instance of this kind, and the experiments of

tliG effect of Vegetarian diet on the mental
powers of tlic children in the Orphan Asylum
of Albany, New York,t afford most conclusive

evidence of the intellectual advantages of the

Vegetarian practice. History indeed supplies

us with abundant evidence on this subject, and
perhaps none is more striking than that

aff'orded by the lives of some of the most
prominent men of the past. A few only of

these can be referred to. It will be seen that

not only has the Vegetarian practice been
associated with great intellectual achieve-

ments, but by a large degree of moral
influence, many of these men having been the

brightest moral examples with which the

world has ever been blessed. Daniel the

prophet, and his three friend were, in the end,

after living upon pulse and water, not less

distinguished from the other selected children

of Israel, for personal comeliness, than for

their toisdom^ knowledge^ and understanding

.

Pythagoras, whose intellectual research and
profundity are only equalled by his moral

dignity and excellence of character, whilst

laying the foundation of much of the philo-

sophy of Greece and Rome, was a most

decided Vegetarian, both in principle and in

practice. Plato, too, a man of no ordinary

intellect, practiced this principle. Menede-
Mus, Zeno, Epicurus, Epictetus and many
other philosophers of antiquity, were also

Vegetarians. Plutarch, whilst collecting

and comparing the philosophers of Greece and
Rome, no very easy task, performed this im-

portant service to the world, whilst a Vegeta-

rian. Tryon wrote his excellent work. The
Way to Healthy Long Life and Happi7iess,

and many other deeply philosophical produc-

tions, whilst a Vegetarian. Franklin, who
whilst in his youth was laying up that store

of knowledge, and preparing himself for that

philosophical discernment which enabled him
to perform such amazing service to mankind,

and who was the first to draw lightning

from the clouds, was also a Vegetarian. I

know he slightly departed from this mode of

life when in public, to suit the habits of

society ; but he says whenever he retired into

private life, he invariably returned to his

simple dietary habits, much to his own
personal advantage. Swedenborg, whose

writings on Natural Philosophy are 100 years

old, and can nevertheless be read -with profit

by the most advanced student of the present

day, whilst writing some 100 volumes on the

most profound subjects the human mind can

grasp, and whilst describing the harmony of

• Code of Health, vol. I. page 427.

+ Graham's Science ofHuman Life, "pz-ge 288.
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the spiritual, mental and natural worlds, was
also a Vegetarian. Newton, of whose in-

tellectual greatness not a word need be said,

whilst writing his work on optics, in order

that his natural and mental vision might be

clear, was a Vegetarian. Wesley, too,

whilst bringing down the sublime truths of

Revelation to the comprehension of the

humblest minds ; laying the foundation of a

large and important Christian Church, and

endm'ing a great amount of both physical and
intellectual labour in the cause he espoused,

was also a Vegetarian.* Grea.ves, a man of

high spiritual and moral attainment, was also

a practical Vegetarian. Howard affords an

instance of physical, intellectual, and moral

endurance seldom to be met with in the same
individual. " In the period of 16 or 17 years,"

says his biographer, " he travelled between

60 and 70 thousand miles, for the sole pur-

pose of relieving the distresses of the human
race. The fatigues, the dangers, the priva-

tions which he underwent or encountered for

the good of others, were such as no one else

was ever exposed to in such a cause, and such

as few could have endured. He often travelled

several nights and days in succession, without

stopping, over roads almost impasiable, in

weather the most inclement, with accommo-
dation the meanest and most wretched ; summer
and winter, heat and cold, rain and snow in

all their extremes, failed alike to stay liim for

a moment in his course ; whilst pLigue, pes-

tilence and famine, instead of bein;^ evils that

he shunned, were those with which he was

most familiar, and to many of the liorrors of

which he voluntarily exposed himself, visiting

tlie foulest dungeons, tilled with malignant

infection, spending 40 days in a filthy and

infected lazaretto
;
plunging into encampments

where the plague was committing its most

horrid ravages, and visiting where none ol' his

conductors dared to accompany him, and

through ail this he subsisted entii-ely on a

most rigidly abstemious vegetable diet, care-

fully avoiding the use of wine and ail other

aicholic drinks; " and such was the result of

this man's extensive experience and observa-

tion, that he earnestly advised others who
were exposed to the I'lague, to abstain from

the use of animal food ; and this it cannot be

supposed he would have done, had he not

been fully confident of the correctness of such

advice. His opportunities to test the correct-

ness of Ills opinions were neither brief nor

limited, but the most extensive, varied and

long enduring, ever experienced by any one

man: and such was the accuracy of his judg-

ment, that althougli n -t himself a physician,

he was more successful in treating the plague

than any of the pliysicians vv^liere he went.

* Life oj the Rev. John Wedcy, hy Dr. C^kc and
Mr: Moore, published 1792. page 1)5, and I 16.

Howard's opinion, therefore, on such a sub-

ject is of the highest value, and at the close of

his life, he made the following record in his

diary :
** I am persuaded as to the health of

our bodies, that herbs and fruits will sustain

nature in every respect, far beyond the best

flesh."*

And what has been the main principle on
which these and many other philosophers and
philanthropists have so uniformly abstained

from flesh indulgence ? It is the very principle

which I am endeavouring to impress upon
your minds : that whilst flesh-eating is known
to gratify and expand the lower propensities

of our nature, it is opposed to the develop-

ment of the intellectual and moral faculties
;

that it excites in us those " lusts which war
against the soul ;

" and which, in degree, are

as much opposed to the growth of the intel-

lectual and moral faculties, as darkness is

opposed to light, and evil to good. It is

impossible to say how much of the success in

intellectual and moral attainment which so

pre-eminently characterises these gifted men,

is owing to their adherence to the Tempe-
rance principle in this its more extensive

application. The lives of these men may
ever be held up as examples of excellence to

the young, and their works form the basis of

the intellectual, moral, and even religious

education of a large portion of the human
fa!\iily. To reap the full advantage of such

men, it is not enough to admire their theories

and boast of their names, we should study

their practices, and imitate their lives. The
great purpose of having philosophers and

philanthropists in the world is, that their

philosophy and philanthropy shall be known
and practised by the world.—That the phi-

losopliy of our age shall become the common-
sense priucipb of succeeding ages, that the

truth discovered by the few, should become
possessed by the masses of mankind. And
we have great cause for congratulation, that

we live in an age of Avhich this extension of

knowledge, and its practical appreciation, is

the distinguishing characteristic.

But to come more particularly to the moral
j

advantages of Vegetarian practice, and with-

out censuring any who may difler from me
upon this subject, I feel bound to say, that

when a person is convinced that this principle

is right on physical or intellectual grounds, it

becomes at once a moral duty for him to

jjractically adopt it; a procedure, which

like adherence to any moral duty, brings with

it its own moral advantage. The nervous

and dyspeptic condition which flesh-eating

commonly induces, especially among the

sedentary, has a powerful effect in checking

the intellectual and moral growth of the

• Graham's Science ofHuman Life, p. 189.
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mind, and the temper is always more or less

affected by it. Thousands there are who pass

for ill-tempered people, and who are miser-

able to themselves, and a source of discomfort

and annoyance in domestic life, whose lives

might be rendered happy by a change of diet.

They do not intend to " speal; an unkind
word," nor is it their wish to be an annoyance
to their nearest and best friends ; but their

continued suffering from indigestion, and its

consequences, is of such a character, as to stop

up the channels of social and domestic affec-

tion, and that very intercourse which should

form the source of the highest enjoyment, and
which should be ever expanding the mind,

and opening in it new stores for the reception

of " heavenly food," and which, consequently,

should give rise to ** words of kindness " and
" looks of love," is by this insidious disease,

often rendered the occasion of the exercise of

selfish feeling, which finds its expression in

uncouth words and angry looks. Few, indeed,

can calculate the amount of the real pleasure

of existence, of which they are deprived,

owing to mistaken dietary practice.

Nature, in her beautiful and harmonious
arrangements, is peculiarly happy in pointing

out the connection ofVegetarian practice, with

moral disposition and character. Every beast

of the field, and every bird of the air, has

its peculiar appetite in accordance with the

peculiar disposition which predominates in it.

The appetites of the ferocious beasts and
birds, such as lions, tigers, wolves, ravens and
hawks, can only be satisfied by flesh and
blood ; whilst the appetites of mild creatures,

such as elephants, camels, giraffes, pigeons

and doves, seek only the productions of the

Vegetable kingdom. And what does this

fact teach us ? That flesh is a food most in

accordance with the savage, the ferocious, and
cruel dispositions ; that it is gratifying to

them and we know the more any disposition

is gratified, the more powerful it becomes.

It teaches us, too, that a diet consisting of

the productions of the soil, is in accordance

with the mild, the gentle, and the kindly

disposition, which it gratifies and tends to

develop. And if we were to carry this in-

vestigation further, it is probable we should
discover, that the disposition of the animal on
which each carnivorous beast or bird delights

most to feed, is the one which is directly

opposite to its own peculiar character, as the

simplicity of the goose and the cunning of

the fox, its mortal foe ; the innocence of the

lamb, and the blood-thirstiness of the wolf,

its deadliest enemy; just as simplicity and
innocence in the human character, frequently

become the prey of cunning duplicity and
guilty passion. But it may not be well to

dive too deeply into the beautiful truths of

nature, unless we are prepared to practice

those which they reveal in relation to our*

own pursuits. Are we willing to be humble,
and learn from God's book of nature ? If so,

we may discover much which will lead us

to a higher degree of mental development,

which alone can enable us to see clearly those

moral lessons of wisdom, which it is intended

to reveal. Those who can see thus far, that

flesh-eating and ferocity of disposition, are

conducive to each other, may rest assured

that the practical acknowledgment of this,

will lead on to a still more extensive percep-

tion and appreciation of the moral truths and
precepts which the creation, as displayed

around us, is admirably designed to teach.

This principle, that food feeds the passions,

is an acknowledged one among both ancient

and modern physiologists, and it is of im-
mence importance in the training and educa-

tion of children ! Why should not that food

be given to children which will conduce to

the development of the higher faculties, in-

stead of such as excites the lower passions,

and renders them iretful, peevish, and mis-

chievous ? How much of the suffering and
conflict of after-life might be avoided, if

children were so trained as to subdue, rather

than to encourage, the growth of these! And
it is impossible to over-estimate the value of

a judicious system of Vegetarian diet in this

respect. It is a remarkable fact, and one

well worthy of remembrance, that the chil-

dren of parents born and brought up under
the Vegetarian system, prove to be far less

troublesome to manage, and more obedient to

their parents' will, than those trained in the

ordinary way. Their faces are oftener lighted

up with a smile than a frown ; and the

features, as maturity advances, become settled

with that calm and tranquil smile, playing

around the lips, which indicates a mildness of

disposition, and a serenity of temper, which
is seldom to be met with where unnatural

stimulation, either offood or drink, is indulged

in. The present infants are to become the

future world. It becomes, therefore, of the

highest importance that those fierce passions

which have deluged nations in blood ; which
have set nation against nation, and man
against man, should be made subservient to

the moral and intellectual powers. This can

never be done so effectually as in the early

years of life, when every feeling and every

thought, seems capable of being turned either

to a good or an evil purpose, and .when the

most apparently trifling habits, are capable of

exercising such an amazing influence on after

life. Thus it is that the Vegetarian prin-

ciple strikes so deeply at the root of nearly

all the present evils of society. There is not

a disease nor an accident ; a crime nor a mis-

fortune; a war nor a famine; a pestilence

nor a plague, which afflicts mankind, but
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could be tfcaced originally to the intemperate

gratification of some of these passions, appe-
tites, and desires of the human race. What
then can tend so raucli to prevent these evils ;

whatrcan make so decided a step towards the
" good time coming," as that principle which,

as soon as practised, will remove a great in-

centive to such intemperance ? This analogy,

or connection of certain kinds of food, with

the dispositions of the mind, seems to raise

the principle above controversy. It becomes,

like all other moral principles, a matter of

choice between right and wrong—between
evil and good. If, for instance, we wish to

become carnivorous, ferocious, or unclean in

our dispositions, practices, and desires, let us,

by all means, follow the dietetic example of

those animals which are carnivorous, ferocious,

and unclean— let us live on prey. This
would enable us to fight and kill each other

on the battle field, just as they delight to do

in the forests and on the plains. If, however,

we wisii to be moderately carnivorous, savage,

and unclean ; if we would be moderately

virtuous, and moderately refined, then let us

follow the example of these beasts in a mode-
rate degree. But if we wish to become
anti-carnivorous, mild, gentle, clean, kind to

each other, then let us by all that is merciful

and generous in the human character ; by all

our hopes for progress in intelligence and
virtue ; by our regard for the true position of

man, as the highest, the gentlest, the " noblest

work of God," be wise enough to learn a

lesson from those creatures which tread our

pastures and our hills with gentleness and
grace ; whose delight is to caress and to serve

one another ; whose aS"ection for their off-

spring is excessive ; tha example of whose
playful cheerfulness, when unmolested, would
improve many a family circle, and whose
obedience to the laws of their nature, in

every respect, and particularly with regard

to their food, comes with all the power of a

silent rebuke to every conscientious mind.

Let us thus be willing to learn what is good
from these humblest objects of creation, and

to reject what is bad from the proudest of

our race.

There are other reasons why the Vege-
tarian principle accords with moral feeling.

If we wish to see depravity more depraved,

and barbarism in the midst of civilization

;

if Ave wish to see cruelty and crime carried on

to the most revolting depths ; where can tliis

wish be so well gratified, as in our Smith-

fields, our Leadenhalls, and our Billings-

gates ? There must be a cause for tliis extra

degradation. Does it not plainly indicate

that the practices pursued in these localities

have a tendency to lower the moral standard,

and to exalt the brutal and degrading part of

human nature ? Ought we not to feel our-

selves responsible for the effects of our daily

habits upon our fellow-creatures } Should
we not pause, ere we partake of that which
cannot be procured without a practice which
is hardening hundreds and thousands in

crime, and destroying all the noblest sympa-
thies of human nature .• There is not an
individual present, unless one accustomed to

the scene, but would feel a " thrill of horror
through the soul" on witnessing the act of

slaughter. Let each of us ask ourselves :

Could I lift the knife to destroy the life of

unoffending innocence ? I am sure the re-

sponse of all present must be, no ! Therefore

I pretend to no superior feeling in this re-

spect, for I believe it is a feeling common to

us all. It is a feeling implanted in each of

us for some good purpose, and spite the force

of custom and the weia-ht of ages of disregard

of its teachings, is still dominant in all we
can esteem and call amiable. And, allow me
to ask, is it not more in accordance with
moral philosophy, that this respect for that

life which none of us can give, should be

encouraged, than that it should be gradually

destroyed by a practice so directly opposite }

Whether, then, we regard the Vegetarian

principle as a physical question of health or

strength ; of pecuniary concern ; as relating

to our intellectual studies, and ability to per-

form a great amount of mental labour, or as a

moral question embracing all these and a

great deal more ; comprehending ability to

withstand the temptations which beset our

path in various ways, and, consequently, as

vastly affecting the training and education of

children, or as comprehending in itself a

more merciful, orderly, and tasteful system in

every way, Vv^e find it fraught with every

possible advantage. We find that it is con-

sistent with the practice of truth and virtue
;

of justice, kindness, and all that is conducive

to the welfare and happiness of man. Not
that Vegetarians claim possession of these

excellencies of character in a higher degree

than other men. Being a Vegetarian, will

not of itself make a man more virtuous, any

more than reading a prayer, will necessarily

make him more devout. But the man of

sincerity in other respects, will find this

practice an immense advantage to his own
individual, mental, and moral growth, just as

he does any other right practice. He will

find, indeed, that the advantage is co-extensive

witli the expansion of the mind itself.

Feeling thankful that I was lead, nine

years ago, to the adoption of this principle,

and finding its benefits to be great in propor-

tion as it is adhered to in practice, (never

having, during that period had occasion to

consult a medical man, or lost a day from

sickness,) that its benefits need not to be

accepted by the multitude to secure them to
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the individual, but are such as every individual

can obtain for himself ; benefits which afford

pleasure without remorse to ourselves, or

pain to others ; my desire has been to place

such facts before you as shall enable you in

some degree to judge of the merits or de-

merits of the system. I feel deeply conscious

of my inability to do full justice to a subject

which involves so much and which is so sim-

ple withal ; which affects our highest interests

and our choice of food ; but having arrived

at this part of the subject, I shall leave the

matter to your hearts and consciences, resting

assured, that you will not come to a decision

on a matter of such vast importance without

giving the subject a most candid investigation

and a fair trial ; for, depend upon it, unless

the latter be combined with the former, it

will be impossible to judge truthfully of its

merits.

Should the remarks I have made induce an
inclination in many present to commence this

practice, as I doubt uotthey will, rest assured

the inclination is worthy to be followed, and
will lead to the happiest results. I desire not

to make men Vegetarians, but that their own
convictions should make them so. I desire

that they sho'ild become Vegetarians, not that

they may increase our numbers merely, but I

wish them to adopt this principle, because

I am convinced that they will thereby be
placing themselves in a position of greater

usefulness to those around them, and con-

sequently of greater happiness to them-
selves.

I feel confident that what I have said wil^

not, however opposed it may be to the

opinions of many present, be taken personally.

I find fault with mistaken practices, not with
conscientious adherents thereto. I endeavour,

however humbly, to exalt principles which I

conceive to be true, not men who may prac-

tise them.

This principle particularly recommends it-

self to the adoption of all who are interested

in those moral movements which indicate

the advancement of the liuraan mind. It is

calculated essentially to serve the cause of

education, temperance, peace, early closing,

health of towns, anti-slavery, abolition of

capital punishment, financial reform, and civil,

religious, and commercial freedom ; forming
as these do, a mighty movement of the world
towards a state in which all that is good and
true shall be in the ascendency, and all that

is evil and false shall be laid low ; when men
shall be happy because they "do justice, love

mercy ^ and walk humbly with their God."
To all classes, therefore : the toil-worn operative

labourer who desires to realize for himself a

state of comparative independence by honest

industry ; to the butcher, even, who desires to

be released from the soul-degrading practice

of slaughter ; to the soldier who wishes to be

spared from the crimes and dangers of the

battle-field, and emancip ited from the slavery

of his position ; to the tradesman who wishes

to be released from the many cares of business,

in order to be enabled to devote more of this

life to meditation on things connected with

the future ; to the farmer who wishes that his

land should be the means of employing and
supporting man instead of beast ; to the artist

who wishes to be devoted to the improvement
of ever glorious art ; to the author who desires

to serve mankind, rather than himself, and
who is anxious that as little time as possible

shall be wasted in the concerns of the body,

in order that the more may be devoted to

those of the mind ; to the poet, for the same
reason, who desires that his mind sliall rise to

a comprehension of all that is sublime and
beautiful in nature, that he may be enabled

to write that which shall tend to elevate the

heart, and improve the taste of his fellow-men

;

to the legislator who is desirous of possessing

that calm judgment and clear discernment so

necessary to the framing of such laws as shall

tranquilize nations, and do justice to indi-

viduals ; to the patriot who desires that his

whole life shall be devoted to the service of

his country, and not to be perplexed with the

concerns of his own indivi lual subsistence

;

to the philanthropist who desires all mankind
to be made happy by the practice of virtue

;

to the physician who would remove the cause

of sickness and disease ; and above all, to the

minister of religion, who like a good shep-

herd is desirous, not only that his flock should

be " meek and lowly of heart," lamb-like in

their dispositions, and godly in their lives

;

but who desires to devote his whole heart,

and mind, and strength to the service of his

Divine Master, and liis substance to the poor

;

in fact, to all Avho are desirous of having less

care for the flesh, and more regard for the

spirit ; who desire to rise above the troubles

and anxieties of this life, in order to prepare

for the next ; to live a life of charity, mercy,

and usefulness here, as a means of securing a

still better state hereafter ; to regard. the pre-

sent as good, only in proportion as it tends to

a glorious future ; who desire to place less

confidence in things corruptible, and more in

thinks incorruptible ; less in time, and more
in eternity ; less in the creature, and more in

the Creator ; to all who are desirous thus to

devote their lives to the highest and best pur-

poses of existence, does this Vegetarian

principle offer a helping hand, far better

perceived in practice than in theory, and
accompanied as that practice ever should be,

with a firm reliance on Him who said

:

'* Blessed are the merciful^ for they shall

obtain mercy ; blessed are the pure in heart,

for they shall see God."
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THE rtECEPTlON OF TllUTH.

Winter with its cliilling blast ; its driving

snow ; its clear, hard frost, or its gloomy
fog, is now in all its terrible severity around

us. But like every operation of nature, it is

full of instruction—fertile in its very di-eari-

ness. Confidence in the wisdom of all that

God ordains, will prepare us to be as thankful

for the winter as for the spring, the summer,
or the fruitful autumn. The chilling blast,

driving the snow into every crevice of the

rugged face of the earth, is as essential to the

fertility of the soil as the milder breezes of

the spring. So with the piercing storms of

adversity which every mind, more or less,

experiences, and which result from the oppo-

sition of our own wills and desires; for so

long as any portion of these remain
stubborn, and unconverted to truth, so long

will the winter of adversity prevail, conflict

be experienced, and our reception of truth be

cold and inanimate. The "showers of divine

blessing" which are ever ready to descend

upon the soid, are, ere they reach it, con-

verted into frozen particles ; the fountains of
" living water" are closed up ; and although

icicles may spangle in the sun—although the

mind may occasionally reflect a ray of light

—

it is a cold light ; it pleases for a time, but it

does not impart the lasting impress of living,

active truth. But still, this is not to be

despised. There is a charm suited to the

season in all these appearances. The very

fog, which in the town we afl'ect so to despise,

in the country, robes the trees and flowers in

a mantle of white, by freezing to every twig,

which gives them, for a time, the appearance

of new objects. So does the fog of mental

obscurity in this cold state, sometimes clothe

men's thoughts with a semblance of purity
;

"conversions" are often taking place; men
think themselves "new beings," clothed with

the "mantle of holiness," which, like the

hoar-frost on the shining of the sun, melts

away, when brought to the test of truth, and
nothing but the black sticks of selfish pur-

poses appear to remain.

But beneath all these deceptive appear-

ances, there remains a vitality which is real

;

and when the "fogs of error" and the

"storms of temptation" are gone, and the

stubborn will is subdued by the light and
heat of active truth ; then does this vitality

begin to exhibit itself; not in the broad
mantle of deception, but in the humblest
forms ; in " buds of promise," not only of

leaves, but of the flowers and fruits of ge-

nuine Christian charity and usefulness of life.

Man is continually subject, in some part

of his "world within," to the alternations of

winter. The best of us will generally be
found to present the "cold shoulder" to some

D

of the rays of truth by which we are sur-

rounded, just as some portion of the world
without is always under the dominion of

cold ; but so sure as the earth moves in its

orbit, and every part becomes in its turn

subject to the milder influence of genial

spring ; so man, if he continues in the active

love of duty, becomes, in all his principles,

illuminated and animated by the gradual

reception of truth.

When a man receives truth on a certain

subject, he naturally imagines he has dis-

covered the "new life"—that he is "born
again ;" he goes through much mental expe-

rience ; he feels for the time its revivifying

influence ; he advocates it with zeal and fer-

vour ; he promotes " the cause," and feels

that it is the highest and the holiest purpose
of his existence to embrue others with the

same spirit, and thus to realize abundant
fruits. A time comes, however, when a cer-

tain degree of good has been accomplished,

that he begins to discover something beyond
what he had almost concluded to have been
the ultimatum of his attainment, to which he
had before been cold and indifferent. He is

thus led on through the season of temptation

—of winter—to the furtlier reception of truth,

and to the higher and deeper conviction and
appreciation of its glorious realities. And if

during these gradual but certain operations,

liis mind has been well cultivated, every step

he takes in this direction, renders him more
and more valuable and productive, just as the

well- cultivated soil increases in fertility every
returning season ; the spring, summer,
autumn and winter, being all, in their turn,

conducive to its improvement.
How important is it that we should learn

this lesson of mental cultivation ! The more
the soil is drained of its stagnant waters,

pulverized, and exposed to the action of air,

frost, light and heat ; the oftener a new sur-

face is thus exposed ; the deeper it is dug,

and the more it is cleared of noxious weeds,

the more prolific does it become. And so the

mind, drained of erroneous doctrines ; re-

fined ; new surfaces being continually ex-

posed to the operation either of the storms n/

temptation or the light of living truth, and
perseveringly cleared of every wrong or noxi«-

ous habit ; the mind thus determined to lean \

of nature, and to act in harmony with her
laws, cannot fail to become receptive of a
higher and deeper development of that prac-

tical wisdom which makes life useful au<l

happy.

We feel assured that the temperance, peace,

and in fact all practical reformers—men wliQ

live reform as well as talk about it—will

understand well, how the reception of one
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degree of moral science leads on to another

which includes both. They know that tem-
perance is the forerunner of peace, and they

only need to present another surface or

feature of their minds to the action of mental
liglit, to discover that the Vegetarian prin-

ciple is, like a third spring in the cultivation

of the soil, capable of taking advantage of

the improvement already effected. That
"it," as has been beautifully remarked,

"rises higher, it sinks deeper than all your

moral and philanthropic movements of the

day. It embraces all these ; it is friendly to

them, it loves them. They are part of a

system, but it has a broader basis, and is a

whole system in itself." That "it is not

merely mercy to mankind, but it is mercy to

all suffering creation." *

Those who know anything of rural life,

well know that the full advantage of im-

provements on the land can never be reaped

in one or two seasons ; that a succession of

spring, summer, autumn and winter, several

times repeated, and persevering industry the

whole time, is essential to enable the culti-

vator to make a due return for his original

outlay. So it is in the moral cultivation of

the world. The temperance movement has

its seasons. It is received by coolness and

something worse ; conflicting storms ; the

thick gloom of vile beastiality and drunk-

enness ; the dark clouds of error and igno-

rance ; the sharp frosts of cutting but un-

principled criticism, and worse than all,

the cold apathy of the professional Christians

who adhere to the pure garment of " mo-
deration ;" these, and a thousand other sea-

sonable trials, are gradually overcome. The
spring-time at length appears. The move-
ment becomes more or less popular ; it

grows ; the warmth of public enthusiasm is

brought to bear upon it ; and it yields a

more or less abundant harvest.

The peace movement then takes its turn.

It experiences similar difficulties and vicissi-

tudes, though less contentious. It grows.

Its apostles migrate at certain seasons, and

show their friendship in foreign climes. The
heat of war and strife is changed into the

warmth of affection and fraternal recognition.

Heart beats in unison with heart, and hand
grasps hand. The "bonds of peace" are

discovered to be more free than the " liberty

of war." Heaven showers down its blessings,

and " great is the increase." The movement
has its abundant reward. Armaments are

reduced, and war and strife are averted, if not

destroyed.

The Vegetarian movement, too, will have

its seasons—its " seed time and harvest,"

With many minds the young plant has al-

* Speech of James Simi'SON, Esq., Vegetarian
Advocate, p. 150, vol. i.

ready survived the storms of temptation, and
is springing into all the vigour of maturer

growth. Its root has had time to take a

firm hold ; and what it has had to endure,

has rendered it all the more hardy to resist

the " occasional blast," as well as to endure

the rapid growth of the warmer and more

active season about to follow. It has the ad-

vantage of a well prepared soil. Temperance
has drained it of much of the stagnant waters

of drunkenness. The sublime principles of

peace on earth, and good-will to men, have

prepared it for receiving that universal peace

which extends good-will to all animated

nature, and thus, with what has been done,

wliat is doing, and what is intended to be

done in future, we have reason to hope for a

still more abundant realization of all the

blessings of unqualified temperance, peace,

and mercy. Although three distinct move-

ments, these are most decidedly one in spirit.

Mention temperance, and you include, if

properly understood, both the peace and the

Vegetarian principle. Mention peace, and

universally applied, it must imply temperance

and Vegetarian principles, because its prac-

tical realization can only be the result of toti.!

abstinence from intemperate and carnivorous

indulgences ; whilst the Vegetarian principle

is temperance and peace, placed on the broad

basis of entire aversion to intoxicating and

stupifying drink and food, to every species of

bloodshed, contention, and strife ; and to all

those cruel sports of shooting, fishing, and

hunting, which have been the means of train-

ing the youth of our country, to delight in

the destruction of life, and accustomed them

to scenes of blood.

It is borne out by experience, that, when
men cease to eat the flesh of animals on prin-

ciple, they lose, at the same time, the thirst

for intoxicating liquors ; and we think it hard

to conceive, that a youth, brought up under

the influence of the merciful practice of the

Vegetarian system, and a continual training

of aversion to cruelty and bloodshed of every

kind, could ever be induced to attempt the

lives of his fellow men. In these three prir -

ciples, then, there is a triunity of result, and

the complete reception of one, involves the

practice of all.

It becomes, therefore, to those who thus

see the wide extent and meaning of these

principles, a threefold delight to promote

tlieii' reception among men. How is this

best to be done .> The trutli is not ours, any

more than the sun which belongs to our

atmosphere. Let us be humble enough to

acknowledge this, not in word merely but in

spirit. Let us persevere in the preparation

of the soil, to expose new surfaces of thought

to the action of truth. For many years men
were content to simply drain the surface ut

rd
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the soil, so that the showers intended to sink
deeply to the roots of plants, frequently ran
olf at the surface with very little effect.

Drains under the surface were tried and
proved ^successful. Drains double the original

depth were tried and proved doubly useful
;

and now, where the soil is capable of it,

three times the original depth is resorted to,

with the most gratifying results. As in

agriculture, so iii' moral science. There is as

much difference between the produce of the

old-fashioned system of agriculture and the

present improved methods, as there is between
that of the world beset with intemperance,
(in which state the "showers of truth" and
the "light of heaven" can be but very par-

tially received,) and what may fairly be
expected to result from the deep and thorough
system of mental cultivation which it is our
privilege to promote.

It is our intention not to be content with
surface ploughing merely. An acre of ground
with three surfaces or depths of soil, which
can, ill their turn, be exposed and made pro-

ductive, is worth as much as three acres with
only one surface. So men, deeply and con-

scientiously embrued with the Vegetarian

principle, including as it does tlie other two,

must become proportionably increased in

value. Every plant—every thought—on soil

tlms prepared takes a deeper root. Every
'

' shower of divine blessing " sinks more deeply

and imparts a three-fold fertility. The varia-

tions of Aveather—the influences from without
—are far less likely to aflfect it. It is never
inundated by floods of error, or parched by
the hciit of passiou. Rut it goes on increasing
in its reception of all the fertilizing, ennobling
principles of mental nature.

Truth is ever ready to flow in and impart
its blessings. The humblest minds are the
first to be moved by its influence, just as the
humblest flowers, the snowdrop, the daisy,

the violet, and the primrose, are the first to

be moved into blossom and fragrance at the
first approaches of spring ; whilst the proud
are always late in their appreciation of truth

;

and, like the sunflower and hollyhock, are
liable to fall, with the first storm of tempta-
tion.

With humility, trustful confidence, and
undeviating perseverance, then, the happy
work of genuine civilization must go on.
And as "while the earth remaineth, seed
time and harvest, and cold and heat, and
summer and winter, and day and night, shall

not cease,"* so while man remaineth earthly,
will he be subject to all these alternations in
his mental state ; but he may, at the same
time, turn them to the wise purpose of pre-
paring for a still higher state of existence,

when, rising above the storms and temptations
of life, he will enjoy the bright realities of
that world where

" Everlasting' sprinw abides,
And never withering flowers."

FEUITS AND FAEIMCEA THE PROPER FOOD OF MAN.t
Under this happy and appropriate title, Mr.
S^NiiTii presents us with a mass of well-

arranged facts and calm reasonings, which
are evidently the result of a sincere, impar-
tial, and practical inquiry after truth. We
believe it would be impossible for any un-
biassed mind to read this valuable contribu-

tion to Vegetarian literature, without feeling

a deep sympathy with the views and feelings

of its esteemed author. Though written

with a certain well defined object, as its title

indicates, its style is so softened by the spirit

of Christian charity which pervades its pages,

that the most interested advocate of carniv-

orous habits can scarcely fail to be consider-

ably affected by a careful perusal. And we
have even heard of an individual engaged in

the trade of a butcher, becoming a practical

Vegetarian through its instrumentality.

Although not a medical man, it is evident

Mr. Smith p<;:besses no small degree of phy-
siological knowledge and skill, which is

virtually acknowledged by the profession, as

will be seen by the following remark in the

preface to this second edition.

"The leniency with which the work was
treated in the medical reviews of this country,
has been a source of much satisfaction to one
who, not being a member of the medical
profession, has dared to meddle with a subject

requiring perhaps a more extensive acquamt-
ance with medicine and its collateral sciences

than he ventures to profess ; but i-t has been
still more gratifying to receive from various

professional men, an unhesitating approval
of the opinions which he has endeavoured to

support and illustrate."

It is interesting to find that a work so

eminently useful, is the result of an apparently
accidental, although we should prefer to call

it a providential circumstance. The author
having read a paper at a Literary society, on
the "Manifestations of Mind," was, by the

discussion which followed, lead to the con-

sideration of the resemblance of the organs
of sense in the superior class of animals, to

* Genesis, chap, viii, 22.

+ London: John Cliurchill, Princess Street, Soho;
William Horsell, Aldine Chambers, Pateruoster
E.OW.
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those of man, and this gave rise to the

question: *' Is man justified in slaughtering

animals for his food, seeing that by means
of a beautifully organized structure, they are

rendered exquisitely sensible both of pleasure

and pain?" To answer this question, led to

study, conviction, and practice. The latter

led to what Mr. Smith little anticipated;

a restoration of his digestive functions, after

a long standing dyspepsia ; and the benefit

experienced, combined with the feelings of

benevolence and desire that those benefits

should be enjoyed by his fellow-creatures,

prompted the execution of this valuable

work.

The channels through which this book has

been circulated, have rendered it peculiarly

serviceable in bringing the subject under the

consideration of medical men ; and numbers
are now convinced of the truth it inculcates,

who are yet unprepared to publicly declare

their convictions. The system, however, has

only to be made fashionable, and more or

less popular, and the profession generally

will, we feel assured, declare their adhesion

to it. The number of medical men already

in the Vegetarian Society, bears a large pro-

portion to the number of members, being

more than three medical men to every 100

members. And we believe Mr. Smith's book
has been mainly instrumental in effecting

this.

AVe purpose to present to our readers the

principal evidence and arguments which are

adduced in a series of papers, under the

several heads, with such additional informa-

tion and remarks, as may from time to time

occur to uf.

The work is divided into three parts

:

Part I. treats of the Original Food of Man.
Part II. The Natural Food of Man. Part
III. The Best Food of Man.

THE ORIGINAL FOOD OF MAN.
After referring to the Divine injunctions

contained in Genesis, chap, i. 29, in relation

to the food designed for man, our author

proceeds to quote the Greek and Latin writers

who refer to the '* golden age," when man
" fed upon the fruits of the earth ; when his

bodily strength and mental energies were in

great perfection ; when human life extended

through such long periods of time, tbat the

men or heroes of tliose days were considered

immortal ; when peace reigned throughout
the whole creation ; and when a perpetual

spring rendered the earth abundantly pro-

ductive." (p. 13.) Ovid, speaking of the

people of this happy period, says :

—

" Content with food which nature freely bred.
On wildings and on strawberries they fed ;

Cornels and bramble-berries gave the rest,

And falling acorns furnished out a feast."

And, after describing the horrid cruelties of
slaughter, the same poet remarks :

—

" Xot so the golden age, who fed on fruit.

Nor durst with bloody meals their mouths pollute.
Then birds in airy space might safely move.
And tim'rous hares on heaths securely rove*.
Nor needed fish the guileful hooks to tear,

For all was peaceful ; and that peace sincere." •

Modern poets are next quoted. We only
extract those passages which iipply directly to

the subject. Pope, in reference to the golden
age, remarks :—

•

" Pride then was not, nor arts that pride to aid;
Man walked with beast, joint tenant of the shade.
The same his table and tiie same liis bed ;

No murder clothed him, and no murder fed.
In the same temple, the resounding wood.
All vocal beings hymned their equal God ;

The shrine with gore unstained, with gold undrest,
Unbribed, unbloody, stood the blameless priest:
Heaven's attribute was universal care.
And man's prerogative to rule, but spire.
Ah, how unlike tlie man of times to come !

Of half that live, the butcher and the tomb:
Who, foe to nature, hears tlic general groan,

! Murders their species, and betrays his own.
I But just disease to luxury succeeds.
And every deatli its ow n avenger breeds

;

The fury-passions from their blood began.
And turned on man a fiercer savage-man."t

Speaking of herbs, Thompson says :

—

" But who their virtue can declare ? Who pierce
With vision pure, into the secret stores
Of health, and life, and joy '! The food of man.
While yet he lived in innocence, and told
A length of golden years, unfleshed in blood,
A stranger to the savage acts of life,

Death, rapine, carnage, surfeit, and disease;
The lord and not the tyrant of the world." t

Whatever opinion may be entertained of

the origin of man, and the state in which he
first made his appearance on earth ; the fact

that both ancient and modern poets and his-

torians, in their description of man's state of

innocence, express their convictions of its

being utterly averse to slaughter, is a power-
ful evidence that there is among the most
keen observers of human nature, a general if

not a universal opinion on this subject, and
that is, that the food derived from the vege-

table kingdom is conducive to the happiest

and best condition of the human race. We
believe that every individual who refiects

candidly upon this, will come to a similar con-

clusion ; because every man is more or less

a poet, in feeling if not in expression. Every
man has an "ideal state of bliss" in his

mind, which, on comparing with the state

which permits the practice of killing and
eating animals, impresses his mind strongly

with the conviction that such a practice is

not only incompatible with this state, but

that it is one of the great barriers to the

realization of his most cheiished thoughts.

* Melnmorphoses, Book xv. 1. 137; Drydeii's
Translation.
+ Essay on Man, Epis. iii. 1. 147. t Spring, 1. 233.
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Men of business and of the world, may
regard poets as "visionary enthusiasts;" but

the real poet is he who sees moje of truth

than other men ; and the time is now coming,

when such will be more justly esteemed.

When the ''finespun theory" shall become
the well-tried and successful practice—when
the man who toils sLall thank the thinker for

lightening his labour by the application of

truth to life ; when the labour of the hands

shall be directed by the labour of the head ;

and by a combination of the two—a pleasing

interchange of thought and practice ; tlie

man of business and toil will bring his life

into harmony with true philosophy ; whilst

the philosopher and poet will learn from the

practical worker, that labour is a blessing

when thus regulated and guided ; that it

conduces in its flow of health and vigour to a

more vigorous state of mind as well as body
;

that the active co-operation with nature is

the way to learn nature, and thus may be

seen the Avisdom of placing man *'in the

garden of Eden to dress it and to keep itJ'

Who is there that cannot learn from the

following lines of Lucretius encouragement

to live more in accordance with truth and

nature. Speaking of the ancients, Lucre-
tius says :

—

" The nerves that joined their limbs were firm and
strong-

;

Their life was healthy and their age was long-

:

Returning years still saw them in their jirinie

;

Tliey wearied ev'n the wina^s of measurinsftime;
No colds nor heats, no strong diseases wait,

And tell sad news of coming- hasty fate;

Nature not yet grew weak, nor yet began
To shrink into an inch the larg-er span.*

Soft acorns were their first and chiefest food.

And those red apples that adorn the wood."t

Mr. 5mith enumerates upwards of twenty

other historians and poets who conlirm this

opinion of the original food of man. We
agree with him in the opinion, that although

the use of flesh was strictly forbidden before

the deluge, it is most probable that this, as

well as other sensual gratifications, was more
or less indulged in the time when "all flesh

had corrupted his way upon the earth." %
Mr. Smith simply quotes the Scriptures as

historical records, and not to enforce the

opinion, that to eat flesh is to violate a Divine

command. In fact, he comes to the conclu-

sion, that " when the deluge had swept away
the first generations of man, permission ap-

pears to have been granted to man to eat

flesh-meat ; as we learn from the following

words :
—

' Every moving thing that liveth,

shall be meat for you ; even as the green

herb have I given you all things. But flesh,

with the life thereof, which is the blood

• CreeclCii Translation, book v, 1. 981.

t Ibid, 1. 997. % Gen. vi, 12, 13

thereof, shall ye not eat,'* * * I am
inclined to admit the full force of such pas-

sages ; and to acknowledge that man is not,

since the flood, restricted by the law of God
from partaking of animal food. It was,

doubtless, foreseen by the Omniscient, that

mankind would, in obedience to his command,
' be fruitful and multiply, and replenish the

earth ;'f that they would, in consequence of

emigration and various causes, frequently be
placed in such circumstances, that fruits,

roots, rice, wheat, and other grains, could not

be procured. Man, however, is so admirably

organized, as to be capable of inhabiting

every clime : he is not only to ' replenish the

earth,' but to ' subdue it ;' to bring it into a

state of universal cultivation, and to 'have
dominion over everything that moveth upon
the earth.' In accomplishhig these Divine
purposes, he would frequently be exposed to

great privations ; for, as grass, and other in-

ferior herbage, affording support to herbivor-

ous animals only, are tlic sole productions of

cold climates, man would be under the neces-

sity of becoming carnivorous, until art and
industry had rendered the soil of newly-in-

habited parts of the earth fruitful and pi'O-

ductive. Plutarcii, in reference to this,

observes :
—

' And truly, as for those people

who first ventured upon the eating of flesh,

it is very probable, that the sole reason of

their doing so, was scarcity and want of other

food.' If then, the original restriction as to

food has not been relaxed, man, in obeying the

impulses of nature to preserve his own life,

would have broken the law of God ; but the

moral and pliysical laws of an all-wise Crea-

tor, are always in strict conformity Avith each

other. Man was to increase, multiply, and
replenish the earth, and subdue it ; to have

dominion over all animals in all climates : it

is, therefore, consistent with all correct views

of Divine government to expect, that he

would receive such an organization from the

Divine hand as would render him capable of

subsisting on the greatest variety of food
;

the productions of all climates ; with full

liberty to use all such as he might be induced

by his instincts or reasoniug faculties, to

adopt, as circumstances might require. The
flesh of animals, therefore, could not be ex-

cepted ; for in mnny climates no other food

could be procured." (p. 21.)

Now, whilst we are willing to admit the

force, to some extent, of this reasoning and

deduction from the literal expressions of

Scripture, and from this mode of viewing

them, we would venture to suggest another

mode of viewing the subject, which will be

apprcriCndcd by those who are willing to give

the subject that candid consideration which

its importance demands. We believe men
• Gen. ix, 3, 4 t Ibid, i. 28, and ix. 1.

;=-l
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are now growing too wise to fear the result

of freedom of expression, or to take offence

on the ground of difference of opinion

;

whilst it is little short of an insult to a reader,

not to give him credit for charitable judg-
ment, especially on religious questions.

We confess ourselves strongly impressed

with the idea of the unalterable character

of God. We believe his laws are unchange-
able, and that departure from them now
deprives man of his true enjoyment of life, as

certainly as it did when it expelled man from
Paradise. We believe that it is nothing but

this continual disobedience to the laws of

God, both natural and spiritual, which pre-

vents man from regaining that happy state

which the word paradise describes. Every
child begins the world in the "paradise of

innocence," and its departure from innocence

is followed by its expulsion from the garden
of delight. If laws were "relaxed," it would
be inconsistent with Divine justice not to

relax the punishment and pain which natu-

rally follow their violation. But we find

that such is not the case ; that the penalty

of both physical and mental suffering is

incurred as much now as before the deluge.

And this penalty is permitted in mercy, we
have reason to conclude, to teach us wisdom.

To suppose that meat for the hody only

was imj)lied in the expression, "Every
moving thing that liveth shall be meat for

you," would be to suppose that reptiles,

poisonous animals, and herbs, trees, and
"every moving thing that liveth" should be

adapted for the human stomach, which we
know is untrue. And to defend eating flesh

on the ground of eating no blood with it, is

equally fallacious, because blood is in fact so

incorporated with flesh, that it is almost

impossible to eat the latter without some
portion of the former. And especially do

those who emigrate to new countries consume
"flesh with the blood thereof." Who can

pass the ordinary dining houses in our streets,

and see the cooked joints of meat exposed,

without perceiving the red blood issuing

from the blood-vessels of the muscular tissue:

Wash a piece of flesh in water, with friction,

so as to rinse out all the blood which it con-

tains, and the fibre, the empty veins, blood-

vessels, nerves, and sinews which remain, will

not be particularly tempting to the most
carnivorous appetite. Even, therefore, taking

a literal view of this passage, it seems. to

give a decided exception to " flesh with

blood," and as the former is not eaten with-

out the latter, it may reasonably be taken as

a repetition—a confiimati(>n—of the former

wise ordination of man's food. Flesh is not

a "living thing," nor does it move. It is

dead, and especially when blood is entirely

abstracted from it, is it destitute of vitality
;

whilst lierbs, seeds, and fruits, all possess the

vitality of vegetable life, and are full of all

the elements of animal nutrition. Thus the

exception to flesh becomes the stronger, as it

is everything that liveth^ which is to be meat
for man. Then as to the necessity of man's
eating flesh in certain climates : the question

may be asked, does man ever arrive at such

a state of absolute necessity, but by some
departure from right conduct in other ways }

God could never ordain certain laws, and then

place man in such a position as to be unable

to obey them. It is by departure from those

laws that man thus becomts a slave to cir-

cumstances. Man is created free^ but his

choice of evil renders him a slave. AVhat,

for instance, renders emigration apparently

necessary to the prosperity of this country ?

The mistaken application of that land which
is cur.ivated, and the non-application of much
that is capable of cultivation ! Man's disre-

gard of the laws of his constitution, has led

him to feed animals on the produce of the

soil, instead of feeding human beings, and he

supposes that Providence intends him to seek

in distant and uncultivated, perhaps barbarous

countries, the means of living. If to " re-

plenish the earth and subdue it," must be

taken literally, we should ask ourselves

whether we have done om- duty at home,
before we commence operations on less fa-

voured lands .?

But we trust the time will one day arrive

when these texts and passages of Scripture

will be taken in a higher acceptation than in

relation to food, merely. Man in a certain

state of immersion in external things—in his

fondness for the gratification of the senses

—

naturally reads these passages as relating to

these only; and the appetite exercises an

amazing influence over the views hi enter-

tains as to their meaning. It is in this way
that all subjects ajjpear to us, just according

to our condition. A practical botanist, for

instance, forms to himself a very different

view of the plants and flowers, to that con-

ceived by the merely casual observer. He
can place each plant in its proper order and

dissect its parts. Its petals and its stamens

are to him full of order, beauty and meaning.

He can find in the contemplation of these a

mental, perhaps a spiritual feast, which far

exceeds in value any material advantage

;

whilst the merely sensual utilitarian would

see nothing valuable in a plant except its

eatable portions.

If, however, we would apply Scripture to

its right purpose, it must be acknowledged

that it is right to seek a spiritual as well as a

material or external meaning ; and in this

way we may be led to perceive that " man
docs not live by bread alone." That there is

a "feast of reason;" a "bread of life;" a
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spiritual food intended by such words as

these, more substautial than the "meat which
perisheth." If we would study the Word and
works of God aright, it would soon be dis-

covered, that every living thing that moveth
is capable of imparting to us this spiritual

meat for our nourishment, whilst the lusts of

the "flesh"—the low and sensual desires of

the mind—with the " life thereof, which is

the blood thereof," are strictly, wisely, and
mercifully forbidden.

We would appeal to every sincere Chris-

tian, whether this application of this oft-

quoted sentence be not most in accordance

with the whole tenor and spirit of the Word
of God ? Does not conscience continually

unite with Scripture i*a prompting us to eat of

the bread of life, and to forsake the life of

fleshly or sensual indulgence ? And it is on
this ground that the Vegetarian principle

accords with the spirit as well as the letter of

Scripture. It leads men to forsake the fleshly

desire, by ceasing to gratify a fleshly appetite.

It tends to raise men's afi'ections and thoughts

to purer objects and holier themes. It

teaches man to preserve not to destroy the

life of innocence ; to love " 7nercy and not

sacrifice;" to "replenish the earth and to

subdue it"—to cultivate his mind and to

subdue its earthly principle or tendency ; "to
have dominion over all animals"—over the

animal propensities of his own mind, This

we believe to be the true internal meaning of

these expressions, and we believe them capa-

ble of supporting in its higher bearings that

very princij)le which in it^ practice is con-

ducive to the life they so beautifully incid-

cate.

" Without any disparagement of the cause

of vegetable diet, therefore," concludes Mr.
Smith, " it may be conceded, that animal
f(jod was permitted after the deluge, when
' men began to multiply on the face of the

earth.'" (p. 23.)

It is exceedingly important that a proper

distinction be made between a permission

and a Divine sanction, not to say command.
It is highly probable, as Mr. Smith remarks,

that flesh was eaten before the deluge, and
conse'iuently that it was permitted then ; and
we have no reason to conclude that there was
ever anything more than a perrnission after-

wards
;
just as evil of every kind is permitted

to exist in order that man may be in freedom.

But we would remove the impression likely

to be made by the above quotation, that

increase of population is any reason for par-

taking of animal bodies ; on the contrary it

is, in our estimation, a most powerful reason

for adopting a Vegetarian diet, for it is

clearly shown, by Mr. Smith, in the Appen-
dix C, that on an exclusively beef diet, 12

acres of land is required to support one man,

where, on an exclusively bread diet ^ of an
acre is sufficient ! * Whilst, at the sa:iie

time, we invariably find, in considering the

dietetic habits of nations, that the greater

their simplicity and freedom from the use of

flesh, the more prolific are they.f We have
felt it our duty to state thus much because

we believe the present state of knowledge on
these subjects required their further explana-

tion ; and we feel confident that the author
of Fruits afid Farinacea will, on recon-

sidering the subject, come to similar conclu-

sions.

We heartily respond to the sentiments

expressed in the following beautiful passage :

"We are told that ' God created man in his

own image ; in the image of God created he
him.' X Now, where shall we find this

divine image, except in that state of inno-

cence and moral perfection in Avhich man
originally existed ? Upright in mind, holy

in heart, and righteous in action; the very

thoughts of killing or of cruelty could find

no place in him. At peace with the whole
animated creation, his presence would excite

neither the fears of the timid nor the resent-

ment or ferocity of the strong. The domi-
nion he held over every living thing, would
be regulated by benevolence and kindness

;

mercy would restrain him from doing injury

to any one of the animals by which he was
surrounded

;
pity would move him to relieve

every appearance of distress or pain ; a uni-

versal sympathy would characterize all his

actions ; and his supreme pleasure and enjoy-

ment would consist in serving his God, and
in rendering all creatures endowed with life

and sensation happy and contented. The
delicious fruits of Paradise would abundantly

satisfy every craving of appetite ; and no
motive could exist in his pure mind for shed-

ding blood or inflicting pain." (p 27.)

The following, too, is irresistible reasoning,

and beautifully descriptive, although we do

not exactly coincide with the application of

the Scriptural quotation: "Even in our

degenerate state, the man of cultivated moral

feeling shrinks from the task of taking the

life of the higher grade of animals: and

abhors the thought of inflicting pain and

shedding blood ; how much more, then, would

purer minds and more feeling hearts, be

moved by the agonies and quivering limbs

of creatures slaughtered for their appetite.

While the state of innocence continued, the

dominion of man over the animated creation

was regulated by love and kindness ; but

when he had lost the image in which he was

created,—when a perverted nppetite and a

selfish principle pre\ ailed agains,t the dictates

of reason ancl benevolence,—when blood had

* Supplement, p. 7.

+ " True Law of Population." t Gen. i, 'il.
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stained his hands, and guilt had hardened

his heart,—when repeated acts of cruelty to

dumb animals had blunted his feelings, and
feasting on their flesh and blood had inflamed

his passions,—in short, when immorality and
violence had deluged the earth, then was he

permitted to rule with a rod of iron, where
before he had swayed the sceptre of peace

;

and the language of Deity was :
* The fear

of you, and the dread of you, shall be on

every beast of the earth, and upon every fowl

of the air , and upon all that moveth upon
the earth

! '" (Gen. ix. 2.)
'* I beheve, all whose feelings have not

been greatly corrupted by habit, will conclude

that the taking of life would have been highly

revolting to the minds of the first race of

mankind ; and as our feelings are a part of

our better nature, and the impress of Divine

power and wisdom, we may rest assured,

that an all-wise Creator would not have
rendered a diet necessary to our health

and happiness, which must be obtained by
doing incessant violence to our sympathies."

(p. 28.)

If the law had been in any degree " re-

laxed" by Divine sanction, how was it that

our "sympathies," our "better nature," our

humane feelings Vv^ere not at the same time

relaxed or lessened by similar authority ?

No : we believe it is man who has relaxed in

his observance of the law, and not the law
which has been relaxed. The law is one

of mercy and benevolence. It is to the

highest interest of man to obey it; and it

would be depriving him of the power to

attain one of the greatest blessings of

existence, did it not continue in its full

force. The laws of God are laws of love.

It is a privilege to be under their dominion.

So far from their being strict, so as to require

relaxation ; they are ever lenient to those

who strive to know and obey them. To live

in accordance with Divine laws, is the highest

state of liberty which it is possible to attain
;

to live opposed thereto, is the most degrading

slavery. We believe, therefore, that God
never places man in a position in which ob-

servance of his laws is impossible, or in

which it becomes necessary for him to do
violence to his sympathies ; and it is in con-

sequence of perverseness, in some way,

—

some path of error previously entered upon,

—

that such cases of necessity seem sometimes
to occur.

Mr. Smith proceeds ia draw inferences

from the sensations of sight, smell, and
taste. And after showing that these must
originally have been the guide to man, in the

selection of his food, remarks :
—" Upon the

instinctive feelings, then, mankind must have
©riginally depended for direction, in the selec-

tion of appropriate diet ; and can we sup-

pose, judging even from our own perverted

sensations, that man would be tempted by the

sight of other animals to kill them for food ?

There is " beauty in them," it is true ;

—

their shape, symmetry, and motions, delight

and please us ; but there is no such beauty
as is calculated to excite the appetite while
living, much less when dead. But, suppose

an animal to have been killed, either by
design or by accident, and that its skin had
been removed—would this be a sight calcu-

lated to excite desire, or would the smell and
taste be gratified by such an object ? Rather,
would not the sensations arising from these

organs, excite horror and aversion ; and, in

a warm climate, where putrefaction immedi-
ately succeeds dissolution, must not the dead
flesh have speedily difi'used an off'ensive odour,

and occasioned insuperable loathing and dis-

gust?" Cp. 33.)

After thus showing the repugnance of the

pure senses to flesh, Mr. Smith proceeds to

the more pleasing subject of the delight

afforded by the sight, scent, and flavour of

fruit :—" No other kind of diet, in its natural

state, is so calculated to afibrd pleasure to

three out of the five senses with which man
has been endowed. The eye is pleased with
the varied forms and hues of the fruit of

genial climes, and fruit yields a fragrance to

the olfactory nerves not to be surpassed;

while luscious juices and rich flavours, ren-

der the sensual enjoyment complete. Fruit,

then, would doubtless be best calculated to

attract the notice of mankind; and upon this

they would be induced, by every instinct of

their peculiar organization, to make their

repast; until either scarcity, change of cli-

mate, or other causes, reduced them to the

necessity of adopting a diet less coufjenial to

their nature, and less conducive to their

happiness." (p. 34.)

A chapter on the '
' preparation of animals for

food," concludes this part of the subject, from
which we quote the following :

—"Another
physical reason presents itself for considering

man not to have been originally carnivor-

ous ;—namely, the want of implements for

slaying, cutting, and preparing other animals,

before he could make use of their flesh for

food. All animals destined for feeding on
flesh, are provided by nature with instru-

ments for catching, tearing, and devouring

their prey; but for man their is no such

provision ;—a plain indication that, previ-*

ously to the discovery of the arts, he must
have been indebted to some other productions

for his s\ibsistence. 'God hath made man
upright ; but they have sought out many
inventions.'"* (p. So.) " Whatever source

of evidence we consult, therefore, no dis-

* Eccles. vii. 29.
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cvepancy is found. Revelation and tradition,

morals and man's sensitive feelings, nature
and art, all harmonize in declaring that man,
when fresh from the hands of his Creator,

when he lived in innocence and peace, when

he was blessed with happiness, health, and
vigour; for many hundreds of years,—and
before a gross selfishness had corrupted and
degraded his nature,—lived upon the simple
productions of the earth." (p. 36.)

MEMOIR OF THE LATE WILLIAM WILSON,
The Bradford Philanthropist,

Amoxg the pleasing instances of men who
have adopted the Vegetarian practice in iso-

lation, apparently from the spontaneous con-

viction of their own hearts, and from being
guided solely by the Spirit of Truth and
Mercy, occurs the case of WillivVM Wilson,
of Bradford. Deeply do we regret that such
an exemplary character should have lived
*' to us unknown," and that, although he
attained the age of 82 years, he should have
died before we could become acquainted with
tlie particulars of his devoted life. Through
the kindness and talents of Mr. Alderman
Beaumont, however, who had the good for-

tune of a long personal acquaintance with his

venerated townsman, we are enabled to pre-

sent the following valuable sketch, which
appeared in the Bradford Observer of

December the 13th, 1849. We give it ver-

batim, with the greatest confidence in its

authenticity. It affords a striking exempli-

fication of the truth that wherever a certain

degree of moral cultivation has been arrived

at, there has the Vegetarian principle natu-

rally obtained, and there has it imparted its

blessings.

" Such was the characteristic modesty of the

subject of this imperfect memoir, that, as he
ever shrunk from praise and popularity, so he
as carrfully avoided every position, which
could expose him to public notoriety ; and to

this ruling passion is to be attributed the

silence, which, as stated in the last week's
Obse^'ver, he imposed upon his immediate
executors, upon the subject of his 'poor
doings.' And it is only under a conviction

that the eminent qualities of so remarkable a
man become a great moral heir-loom to pos-

terity, that the writer could be prevailed

upon to enter the sanctuary of his lamented
friend's personal history, knowing that he
Avas ever anxious * to do good by stealth,

and blushed to find it fame.' But of whom
shall we venture to speak, if we are to pass

over in silence one, who, paradoxical as it

may appear, was the most retiring, and the

most illustrious of our citizens !

" "William Vv''ilson was born at Esholt, in

the parish of Otley, on the 28th of October,

1767. His parents were ' Friends,' and of

this interesting and exemplary society, he
continued to be a consistent and worthy
member to the day of his death. His father

was an American cloth merchant, whose
commercial disasters having prevented hira

from the entire payment of his debts, so

preyed upon his spirits, as to bring hira

down with sorrow to the grave ; it should be
mentioned, however, that his children, as

they acquired the means, most honourably
discharged in full all their parent's obliga-

tions, and it ought to be added, that they all

lived to acquire a competence, and to retire

from business with a well-earned inheritance.

He died before the birth of the youngest
child, leaving a widow and ten children to

lament his untimely removal. Mr. Wilson's
mother was a very superior woman, and
succeeded in training up her large family in

a most exemplary manner ; so that, although
they all grew up to years of maturity, they
exhibited the most correct and reputable

conduct ; some indeed acquiring considerable

wealth, and all maintaining a decided re-

spectability of character and station,

" The subject of this notice was apprenticed

to a respectable grocer at York, where he
conducted himself to the satisfaction of his

master. He commenced business on his own
account, in this town, and conducted the

trade of a grocer and draper in the shops

now occupied by Mr. Armitage, plumber.
New Street, and Mr. McCroben, draper,

Kirkgate. Here, it is supposed he carried

on business about ten years, wilh great

industry and intense solicitude. After having
carried on the retail trade with considerable

success, he was induced to relinquish it, in

favour of some other members of his family,

and transferred his capital into a wholesale

department, as a stuff merchant. In this he
was still more successful, and at fifty years

of age he retired from business, having
realised, by the blessing of God upon his

exertions, the sum of twenty thousand

pounds.
*' The fact of his having relinquished his

business, when the full tide of prosperity was
flowing in upon him, forms in itself a most
interesting and instructive feature of his

personal history ; since it proves, that how-
ever anxious ho might have been at one

period to make money, his mind had now
undergone, under the influence of Christian

principles, an important change, for instead

of desiring to accumulate more and moie
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wealtli, as but too many do, whose minds are

thereby only rendered more sordid, his desires

and perceptions had acquired a new and
heavenly mould, so that he was enabled, by
Divine grace, to come to the eminently wise

and magnanimous resolve, not to employ his

remaining strength and opportunities in the

further prosecution of worldly acquisition,

but to devote his time, and the ample means
placed by Providence at his disposal, to the

cause of neglected but suffering humanity.

His beneficent efforts were carried out upon
a large and most systematic plan, as time and
opportunities furnished the continuous occa-

sions for their exercise ; and the objects upon
whom his warm benevolence operated so

freely, required no other recommendation
than that of suffering and want ! His noble

benefactions were not the result of a fitful

and capricious charity, nor were they lavished

upon a favoured few ; his sympathies were al-

ways on the side of suffering humanity, with-

out respect to person, party, or denomination.
" For more than thirty years, it became the

essential and exclusive business of his life, to

explore and to relieve cases of poverty and
distress. And in the accomplishment of this

God-like undertaking, he employed the same
assiduity and care, which he had been wont
to exercise in the management of his secular

calling; and, in the prosecution of his higher

eleemosynary employment, which had now
become his sole and sacred occupation, he
commissioned two prudent and trustworthy

persons to make domiciliary visits to the poor

of Bradford, and the surrounding villages, in

order that he might ascertain the real objects

of distress. They were instructed to make
notes of the particular circumstances of each

family deemed to be proper objects of Mr.
"Wilson's benevolence, and to such was given

a ticket, tvith a certain number upon it. In
this manner, about three villages were care-

fully visited each winter, and in order to

meet the cases, Mr. "Wilson made up a parcel

from his large stores, of such articles as might
be the most useful at the time ; and being

thus fully prepared, a horse and cart were
procured, and loaded with shoes, clogs, stock-

ings, flannels, serges, cottons, blankets, bed-
ding, &c. &c., which being didy conveyed to

the place, a room was hired, and the parties

who had previously been favoured with
tickets, came to the depot, and were cheer-

fully supplied, in the most quiet and unosten-

tatious manner.
"Bradford and its suburbs were carefully

visited once in four years by Mr. "Wilson and
his agents ; and in this manner, he has dis-

tributed many times, after the rate of a

THOUSAND POUNDS A "XEAR ! During the

urgent distre><s of 1826, besides giving more
than his ordinary supplies in clothing, &c,,

he caused to be distributed, three boat-loads

of potatoes, and whilst others contented

themselves with a pecuniary subscription of

fifty or a hundred pounds, he personally at-

tended to the bestownient of immen^je sums !

One of Mr. "Wilson's executors, who has had
access to his private accounts, is of opinion,

that he has not given away, since his retire-

ment from business, much less than forty
THOUSAND POUNDS ! And, whilst dealing

out, with an unsparing hand, the substantial

proofs of his princely liberality, he was at all

times, a true financier, and a thorough prac-

tical economist.

"As a steward of the gifts of God, he care-

fully invested his money, so as to secure a

fair rate of interest, and on no occasion did

he relax from the utmost exactness in his

monetary dealings ; and yet it is believed

that his personal and domestic expenditure

never reached £150 per annum !

" His house, like his person, was a pattern

of plainness and simplicity. His furniture

consisted of nothing fashionable or super-

fluous ; and his table was equally marked by
comfort and frugality. Mr. "Wilson was a

bachelor, and on that account had the most
perfect command over his own movements

;

and during a long series of years he con-

tinued, at great personal labour and much
and frequent inconvenience, to lay himself

out for the bestowment of the most timely

and acceptable supplies to the poor. So
much so, that he had justly acquired the

designation of the 'Benevolent Mr. "Wilson,'

and ' Good Mr. Wilson.'
" Finding, however, that he was not unfre-

quently, and sometimes grossly, imposed
upon, for the wide-spread benevolence of his

character rendered him liable to almost innu-

merable applications for charitable aid of one

kind or another, he began to reflect, whether
some method could not be devised, by which
the poor, and especially the improvident,

should be led to improve their own condition,

wisely considering, that 'prevention was
better than cure,' and that the highest

charity of all would be to enable poor persons

of character and prudent habits to help

themselves ; and about ten years ago, he

commenced the practice of lending small

sums of five, ten, and fifteen pounds to such

persons, to enable them to emerge out of their

temporary embarrassments, and in this way,

his generous and often truly delicate assist-

ance, has been the means of rendering essen-

tial aid to most worthy families. He was
also strongly impressed with the idea, that

tlie most effective charity would be that of

permanently ameliorating and improving the

condition of the poor by raising their moral

and social character. Alas, but too many
of the recipients of his bounty, were those
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whose destitution and misery, were brouglit

on through intemperance; and, although

he condemned, as he also deprecated, the

conduct of the miserable drunkard, he
pitied, -and hence he relieved, the hapless

and ruined family ! Tliese considerations,

and the sound views which he had long

entertained, on the nature of intoxicating

liquors, predisposed him to embrace, with
eagerness, the proposal, which originated

with our present worthy chief magistrate,

in the year 1829, to form a Temperance
Society ; which, as it was the first estab-

lished in England, had not only the

energetic influence and ardent co-operation

of its founder, but in the late William
Wilson it found, also, a most active and
liberal promoter. Mr. Wilson saw at once,

in the Temperance Society, that great moral
lever which was so necessary, and so well

calculated, to improve the personal and social

condition of the labouring poor ; and, believ-

ing, as he did, that the vice of intemperance

owed its existence to the universal fallacy

which had prevailed for ages, as to the

nourishing and invigorating properties of in-

toxicating liquors, he instantly and heartily

identified himself with the temperance cause

;

and by his counsels and co-operation, but
above all, by his unparalleled liberality, in

furnishing the means of spreading informa-

tion through the press, he rendered incal-

culable service, in the diff"usion of temperance
principles. Mr. Wilson had great reliance

on the beneficial effects of tracts, and hence,

he selected such materials as, in his opinion,

were best calculated to tell upon the public

mind; and in this sort of editorship, he
proved an excellent compiler, and had them
printed, by tejis of thousands ! At one
period he was almost as busy in arranging

and selecting the subjects for publication,

and in corresponding with his chief printer

and publisher, Mr. Pasco, of London, as any
man in the trade ; and through his London
agent, he supplied, at his own expense, large

parcels of tracts, to almost every temperance
society throughout England, and the princi-

pality of Wales.
" In connexion with the Bradford Tempe-

rance Society, Mr. Wilson held successively

the ofiice of Secretary, Treasurer, and Pre-
sident ; and although his singular modesty
would rarely sutfer him to occupy a place on
a platform, he was most exemplary in his

attendance at the meetings of the committee

;

and in every way, influenced by his strong

views of the paramount claims of the tempe-
rance cause, did he render the most essential

and efficient service. Nor sliould it be for-

gotten, that for nearly two years, he fur-

nished the means of providing an excellent

temperance missionary in Bradford.

"But, devoted as Mr. Wilson was to the

temperance cause, he was most deeply in-

terested also in the subject of " the preven-
tion of cruelty to animals ;" and he procured
and circulated largely, tracts on this impor-
tant subject. And here the writer may now
be permitted to mention, what, during the

life-time of Mr. Wilson, he was precluded

from making known. Some years ago, he
called upon the writer, and expressed his

deep concern for the cruelties which were
inflicted on the lower animals ; intimating at

the same time, his desire to be instrumental

in some way or other, in calling public atten-

tion to the subject. After some conversation,

Mr. Wilson proposed to off'er the sum of

£100 for a Prize Essay on the subject, if the

writer would correspond with the "Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,"
and propose to them to advertise for the

essays, and adjudicate upon their merits
;

stipulating, however, that neither the com-
mittee in London, nor any other party, here

or elsewhere, should be informed of the

name of the donor !

" The society most cheerfully undertook the

details connected with advertising for the

production of essays, and the Earl of Car-

narvon, and another distinguished individual,

were chosen and acted as adjudicators upon
Forty Essays which were sent in, all of which
were most carefully examined, and the late

Rev. Dr. Styles was declared the successful

competitor. This essay was immediately
published, and it is not Mr. Wilson's fault,

if it has not eminently tended to plead

successfully the claims of those who cannot

plead for themselves ! The humanity and the

Christian feeling, which triumph in this

beautiful and delicate act of benevolence,

require no comment.
"It is well known that Mr. Wilson was a

confirmed Vegetarian, and his aversion to the

use of animal food, which he had abstained

from, during the long period of forty years,

may have arisen, in the first instance, from
his abhorrence of the cruelties which are

inflicted upon animals, when slaughtered.

Although, it cannot be denied, that of late

years he has been a thorough, if not a zealous

convert, to the principles of the Vegetarian
System.

" Of Tracts, Mr. Wilson must have paid

for, and circulated gratuitously Millions!
And for the space of thirty years, his whole
time and energies were fully employed, and
often heavily taxed, in devising and carrying

out schemes of mercy and benevolence ! His
whole life, from the period when he com-
menced his career of unexampled benevolence,

presented one uniform tenor of consistent

piety. To strangers, he might appear re-

served, but his apparent reserve only resulted
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from his constitutional modesty and retiring

habits, whilst to those who enjoyed his fiiend-

ship, he was frank, open, and intelligent, in

no ordinary degree.
*' It was expected that he would dispose of

nearly the whole of his property before his

decease, but from the improved condition of

the people, since the revival of trade, and
from the circumstance of his death occurring

perhaps sooner than he had anticipated, he
left behind him about £2,700 ; whicu, instead

of dividing it amongst his relatives, with
whom he ever lived on the most affectionate

terms, knowing that they needed not his

worldly substance, he bequeathed a few sums,
of not more in any case than two hundred
pounds to one individual, and a few of fifty

to attached friends under peculiar circum-
stances, as follows :

—

" £40 per annum to his faithful house-
keeper.

Fifteen legacies, varying from £40 to £10
to his old servants, and a few poor
people.

£100 to the Female Refuge for Female
Servants.

£100 to the Female Penitentiary.

£100 for Tracts for the Anti-Slavery So-
ciety.

£100 to the Vegetarian Society.

£100 for Tracts on Temperance.
£100 for Tracts on Cruelty to Animals.
£200 to be divided amongst females in

indigent circumstances, within the

Rorough of Bradford, not more than
£10 each.

£200 to the Peace Society.

£200 to the Voluntary School Association.

£500 for the establishment and mainte-
nance of a Ragged School.

" All duty i-ree.

** In person, Mr. "Wilson was tall, and of

spare habit, not robust at any time, but

remarkably intelligent, active, and persever-

ing. Of late, his feebleness had become
more apparent ; for more than a week he
was cojifined to his bed, but without any
urgent symptom of disease. His mind was
calm and peaceful ; and having served his

day and generation, by the will of God, he
fell asleep, at five minutes after 12 a.m., on
Friday, November 23rd, 1849, in the eighty-

second year of liis age, and his remains were
interred in the cemetery of the Fricuds'

Meeting-house, on the Wednesday following,

"
' He rests from his labours, and his works

follow him.'"

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
There is a class of popular periodicals, wisely

devoting much attention to the subject of

the domestic management of the industrious

classes. We rejoice at this, because we be-

lieve that a true system of domestic economy,
known and practised, would do more to raise

the character and condition of our pojjulation

than any political change, apart from this,

ever could. But we would make scientific

facts the basis of such a system ; and be in

no way led by the mistaken practices of cither

the past or the present, in our instructions.

Such, however, is not always the case with
even our most successful contemporaries, as

the following plainly indicates.

In an article entitled " Cheap Dinners,"
in a periodical of the class to which we have
alluded, occurs the following instructions :—
" Now, if instead of buying a great quantity

of greens or potatoes, or the usual allowance
of beer and cheese, a shilling only were laid

out in meat, by the mother of a family, this

would buy 3 lb. of the cheaper parts of beef

and mutton. If this meat be cut up into

small pieces, and put into about 2 quarts of

water, and let to warm slowly by the fire

until it boils, it will make a most excellent

and nourishing soup. This may be thickened

with oatmeal, rice, or hard-toasted bread, or

poured over and eaten with potatoes. The

meat with a little of the soup may be warmed
up with other vegetables for dinner the next
day ; and sometimes a shilling's worth of

meat, if well prepared, may serve for 3

dinners."*

We have here instructions for laying out
one shilling according to the most economical

principles of the flesh-eating practice. This
is said to supply 3 lb. of the cheaper ^^arts of
heef or mutton. Let the light of science be
brought to bear upon these instructions.

If 3 lb. of beef be bought for Is., it must be
either that part of an animal which contains

a large proi)ortion of and tendon, bone, or a

piece of what is regarded as inferior meat,

which, not uncommonly, is the flesh of an
animal, more or less diseased. But, granting

for the sake of argument, that it be all flesh

(which is most imj)robable, at this price),

what would the poor woman get for her

shilling ?

Chemistry shows that all the solid matter

contained in 3 lb. is 12 oz., of flesh, whilst all

the rest is water,f Here then we have a

practical Econo^nist recommending for a cheap

dinner, the purchase of nutriment at the

enormous price of Is. 4d. per lb.

!

Although the purchase of this meat is put

* Family Economist^ p. 29, vol. i.

t Supplement, p. 4.
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forth as a principal feature of the advice in

relation to economy, to make tliis
"I

lb. of

nutriment serve for 3 dinners, we see, still,

that it becomes necessary to resort to fari-

naceous food, and even to the potatoes, which
at first were apparently despised, and for

whicli the flesh purchased was to be the sub-

stitute. If, tlierefore, there be any economy
in the practice here recommended, it must be

in the use of the oatmeal, rice, and bread, and

not at all in that of the flesh.

Rut how, then, would the Vegetarian

economist apply this shilling for a poor

man's family ? In the Vegetarian dietaries,

amongst various preparations, will be found

a recipe for "Peas and Rarley soup;"* by
which 2 quarts of excellent soup, " such as
" becomes solid when cold," can be made
with ingredients which only cost 2|d. ; and

if made without butter, as we are informed

it can well be, Id. is sufficient to purchase

them.
These 2 quarts of soup for Id., be it re-

membered, are not made of an inferior article,

but of the best kind of farinaceous food ; and
they supply much more nutriment to the

system taan can posssibly be obtained from

the soup of the 3 lb. of flesh, which flesh has

to be saved till the next day, and finished the

day after. For the sake of further comparison,

suppose this Vegetarian soup to be repeated

;

fur Is. we can be supplied with 2 quarts of

rich soup, every day, for five days, and if the

butter be omitted, with 2 quarts of an excel-

lent and highly nutritious soup, every day for

twelve days ; whilst the 3 lb. of flesh has to

be supplied with oatmeal, rice, bread, or

potatoes, to make it last three days.

One shilling expended in peas and barley,

at 2d. per lb, for each, which is the price of

the best Scotch barley, and dry green peas,

would purchase 3 lb. of each. Three lb. of

peas contain about 14 oz. of precisely the

same flesh-forming principle of which the

3 lb. of flesh contained but 12 oz., and besides

this, the peas supply more than 1| lb. of

equally important nutriment, in the shape

of carbonaceous or heat- forming principle.

Three lb. of barley contains about 7 oz. of

flesh-forming principle, and about 2 lb. of

heat-forming principle. Thus, the shilling

expended in farinaceous food, would purchase

4 lb. 13 oz. of solid nutriment of the most
suitable kind, whilst if spent in flesh, it would
only purchase f lb., and this, of an acknow-
ledged inferior quality, and deducting nothing
for bone and other substances in such inferior

parts, though there is invariably great waste,

and much that cannot be eaten. Thus, the

nutriment of farinaceous food costs less than

* Recipes of Vegdnrian Diet, p. 8 ; and Penny
Vegetarian Cookery, p. 10.

E

2|d. per lb., whilst that of flesh cost^ more
than Is. 4d. per lb.

We wish that every head of a family,

especially of the working class, well under-
stood this. To such we would say : make
calculations for yourselves, such as we have
furnished the data for, and which may be
more abundantly found in the Vegetarian
works. Let your thoughts follow sjme such

reasoning as this :
" If I spend for my family

3s. per week for flesh, can I not effect the

same purpose which is effected by the 9 lb.

of inferior flesh, containing, as it does, Q>'^ lb.

of water, in a better way, and at a much
cheaper rate, in farinaceous food.''" What
is the difference ? Why the fact is, even out

of this small sum, 2s. 6d. may be saved

weekly, and a family be better fed! Say
not, therefore, *'the little I eat can make no
difference." Rut rather calculate in what
way 2s. 6d. per week can be better expended,

to promote the domestic comfort or intel-

lectual enjoyment of either yourself or family.

In one year this sum will amount to £6 10s.,

sufficient, in the country, to pay the rent of a

neat comfortable cottage for a labourer's

family; or, if expended in provisions, it

would purchase

:

15 bushels (720 lb.) of whcaten
flour, at 6s 4 10

12 bushels of potatoes, at 3s. 4d. . 2

£6 10

Experience is the best test of the truth of

wliat we have stated, and we feel assured

that those who apply this test, by trying for

themselves, will readily perceive the impor-

tant relation which the Vegetarian practice

bears to domestic economy.
To the conductors of that exceedingly use-

ful department of periodical literature, which
may well be denominated "domestic,"—those

who write for the improvement of the homes
of the industrious classes—we would say : we
rejoice in your humane and benevolent efforts

and intentions. Although we may point out

what we may deem your errors, we do so with

a friendly feeling, and with a view to promote
the same object which you have at heart

:

and we do so with the confidence that as soon

as you are satisfied with the practicability of

our system, you will not only cease to give

counter advice, but begin to promote in your

own way, a principle, which in teaching an
important branch of domestic economy, is at

the same time inculcating the duty of mercy
and kindness to both men and animals ; and
which, whilst it teaches this in theory, and
keeps it ever before the mind, in practice,

promotes that health of body, and tranquillity

of mind, which render the performan.ce of that

duty easy and delightful.
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FEUITS AND FARIMCEA
There is an advantage peculiar to the ad-

vocacy of a sound principle, which cannot

fail to strike the mind of every reflective

reader. It is this : every proposition which
is made, and shown to be true, serves to elu-

cidate, strengthen, and confirm such as may
succeed. Thus, Mr. Smith, in the first part

of his work, has proved most conclusively, as

fiir as the facts of history can prove, that the

Original Food of Man, was the direct pro-

ductions of the Vegetable Kingdom. This

ground so clearly shown, and so powerfully

maintained, becomes a solid foundation for

the second part of the work, which treats of

THE NATURAL FOOD OF MAN.

That which was the original food, must,

unless the nature of man be changed since

its origin, be also the most natural. "VVe

know, that from the force of habit, man be-

lieves many things to be natural to him,

which are quite the reverse. There are,

indeed, certain states of the human mind, in

which everything is viewed inversely, and
truth itself is regarded as error, just as the

light of day appears to certain birds and
animals, that "love darkness rather than

light," to be utter obscurity. It is natural

for the owl to be blinded by the light ; but if

man be in that state in which the light of

truth appears darkness to hira, it is a proof

that he is not strictly in a natural state ; arti-

ficial habits must have perverted his mental

perception.

It is important to a right appreciation of

this subject, to understand properly what is

meant by the term natural to man. It may,
indeed, be said, that art itself is natural to

man. " Is it not," as some may inquire,

" as natural for man to build a house, as for

a bird to build its nest, or a bee to construct

its comb ?" And " does not this show that

art itself is but another phase of nature?"

AVe do not seek to prove that such is not

the case ; we believe art is natural to man,
and all the effects of art, are, doubtless, the

result of the operation of certain laws of his

nature. The habits of eating, which he has

formed, artificial as they may be regarded,

are, doubtless, the natural consequence of

certain features of the human constitution.

In this sense, disobedience to the laws of

creation, in various ways, may be regarded as

natural, because it is in perfect keeping with

a certain state of perversion, to which man's
nature is commonly subject. When we speak

of the nature of man, therefore, we must
regard it as that of a being of gradual

growth and development, passing through
innimierable states or degrees of perception

and appreciation, which materially modify,

TEE PKOPEE EOOD OF MAK
and entirely alter his views and practices.

Viewing man in this way, we may be able to

account, in some degree, for the variety of
opinions which are, we believe, conscienti-

ously entertained on this subject.

In infancy, the physical senses gradually
commence their activity; at first they are
exceedingly imperfect ; and that of sight,

which seems the noblest, is also, according to

BuFFON, " the most uncertain and delusive."
" The first great error in the sense of seeing,"

says EuFFON, " is the inverted representation

of objects upon the retina ; and till the sense

of feeling has served to undeceive it, the
child actually beliolds every thing upside
dotcn." The infant, therefore, may be con-
sidered as naturally bpholding all things in-

verted. The sense of feeling is brought
gradually into activity, and the other senses

render their aid; the child grows, and objects

begin to assume their true position and cha-

racter. But there are still many delusions.

The senses, alone, would lead the child to

conceive that the sun actually rises in the

east, and sets in the west ; that the stars are

so many lamps, to light the inhabitants of the

earth ; and many, indeed, are the mistaken
conclusions, to which a mere dependence on
the senses for information would lead. But,

there grows along with the senses, though
perhaps at a slower pace, a mental power of

perception and reflection, which gradually

enables its possessor to overcome the fallacies

of the senses, and, by a due cultivation of

this, and contact with other minds, a higher

degree of truth, as to these natural objects,

is arrived at. And, who shall say, that to

believe that the sun rises and sets, is not

natural to man, in the state which we have
described. Before Galileo announced his

discovery, and, indeed, for some time after, it

was perfectly natural for man to believe this

;

and, even now, among uneducated peasants

in country villages, even in England, it is not

difficult to find instances where this belief is

still adhered to. The child grows. He be-

comes gradually possessed of all the physical

qualifications of an adult human being. And
having attained from five to six feet in

height, and twenty-one years of age, is re-

garded as a man ; and the delight he feels in

the exercise of his matured faculties, tends to

convince him that such is the case. We do

not deny, but he may be justly considered a

man, physically. But he has yet more facul-

ties to develop, if not to acquire. The green

hu«k and shell of the nut may have attained

their full size, but the kernel within has yet

to be matured. There is a degree of perfec-

tion, therefore, to be attained within, as well

as without. The mental senses have to be
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brought into operation. Of these, sight—

•

perception—is the most delusive ; and men see

principles at first, as in an inverted position.

Everything, as we have seen, is upside down
to the newly practised eye ; and it is the same
as to mental vision. The gratification of the

senses, and not obedience to natural or divine

law, is the greatest object of life. The senses

are gratified most, by what they have been
most trained to delight in. Custom has
inured man, in some parts of the earth, to

partake of the flesh of animals. The sense

of smell, and taste, if not of sight, hearing,

and touch, have been educated to delight in

this practice. " ]\[an is naturally omnivo-
rous," say those who have been thus trained.

We may say that man in this state, naturally

arrives at this conclusion. This is quite as

natural, on the first exercise of the intellect

on this subject, as it is for the infant, on its

first experience, to see the objects which
surround it, as " upside down."
Man in this infantile state of mental per-

ception, walks abroad in the fields. He sees

the cattle feeding on the side of the hills, and
the sheep wandering o'er the plain. ' These
are created for my use," says he ; and he
talces axoay their lives^ and eats their flesh !

This is natural to man in this state. It is

quite in accordance with the inverted state of

his perceptions and feelings, to take delight in

death, rather than in life ; to use these gentle

creatures, intended to teach him innocence,

kindness, and affection, for the gratification

of his cruel and destructive propensities.

But whilst we admit that these perversions

of the designs of Providence, are natural to

man in Wxi^ perverted state of his perception,

we have faith in a much more complete de-

velopment of man's mental nature ; and,

whilst this will enable man to see all things

in their true position, undeceiving him from
the fallacies of the senses, it will lead him to

allow reason, justice, and mercy, to take the

place of appetite, and cruelty, and sacrifice.

Reason, under the guidance of the facts of

history, science, and experience, must lead

him to see that the former view of this subject

was the reverse of fact ; that man by his

formation and structure, naturally, is a
" clean eating animal" living upon the pro-

ductions of the soil, and, consequently, that

his former destructive habits were formed
under unfavourable influences, derived from
fallacious appearances, before his mental
vision was sufficiently matured to enable him
to form a correct judgement. Justice, a more
powerful motive to action than before, leads

him to respect life in all its forms, and to

prevent its sacrifice wherever it can be

preserved. Mercy, too, exercises its happy
influence, and he finds there is more joy in

permitting animals to live, in sport and play-

fulness, than there ever could be in sacrificing

their lives. He may yet believe, that animals
are created for his use and pleasure ; but he
will see more use and pleasure in their living,

than in their dying. He will see moral and
intellectual, as well as physical uses, for these

creatures ; and to serve all these, they must
be allowed to live, and not be cruelly slaugh-
tered, and thus made to minister to physical,

intellectual, and moral degradation. In tliis

state, therefore, man, by the growth of his

intellectual and moral powers, begins to see

things as they really are, instead of in the
inverted position of his more infantile per-
ception, which, however right that position

might appear then, appears absurd to him,
now that his mind has become capable of
comprehending the subject in "its mental, as

well as physical relations.

This state of man, too, is natural to him.
It is, in fact, a more complete nature. It is

fuller of enjoyment than his former states,

because it brings greater and nobler faculties

into operation, and enables him to apply all

his physical powers to their* truly natural
purposes. The mental perception becomes
more and more clear and expansive, in pro-

portion as it is exercised in combination with
mental /ee//«^y just as the physical sight be-

comes matured by being exercised in combina-
tion with the sense of touch. " Were we
denied the sense of feeling," says Buffon,
" that of seeing would not only deceive us as

to the situation, but as to the number of

every object around us." So it is with the

intellect or mental vision : were it not for the

actual practice of its teachings—did we not

feel as well as see—we should still be liable to

mistake. But in a combination of all the

fiiculties, mental and physical, man gradually

becomes blessed with the ability to discover

the true laws of life and health ; to distin-

guish between riglit and wrong, in principles

and practices, in food and drink, in houses

and clothing, in social and domestic economy,
and in all his relations to his fellow man, and
his duty to his Creator. And it is by the

actual realization in life, of what he is thus

led to perceive, that his nature becomes more
and more perfected, and that he becomes
more and more worthy the name of man.

In speaking, therefore, of human nature,

we should regard it as comprehending a

physical, intellectual, and moral existence

;

and it is only when man has, in a certain

degree, attained to an intellectual and moral
state, that he can truly judge of his physical re-

quirements. Till then, unless his training have
been correct in this respect, the probability

is, that his views of his own nature and require-

ments are entirely fallacious, as those of vast

numbers of the human race undoubtedly are.

"We shall not, therefore, attempt to dispute
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with those who contend for man's organiza-

tion being omnivorous ; Ave know it naturalhj

appears so to them. But to such, we would

say, in all kindness : bring to bear thought

upon this subject, and let the intellect be

aided in its efforts by an expansion of moral

feeling ; and so sure as the seeing becomes

perfected by exercise with the sense of touch,

will your perception of the true character of

man place him at the head of animated

nature; not as an animal of carnage and
blood, exercising his dominion in cruelty, and

making sport of the lives of those he was
designed to protect ; but, as a being of

humane and kindly feeling, delighting in the

life and happiness of all other creatures
;
you

will then be able to say with the Brahmin
philosopher :—

•

" Now SPG I more of wonder in the world,
More of divinity in nature, more
Harmony and deeper mystery
In life. If, as thou sayest, man has right
To have dominion o'er all livin;^' tliin<rs,

Then let him liave dominion throned on love.

And not on misery. Ileverence Life !

It is where'er th,ou sccst it, the breath
Of the Great Soul pervading- all tiling's.

In whose bosom we shall be eternally

Absorbed—Life witliin Life, and all wilhin
The Heart Divine,"*

"We need not say that tliis course which we
have prescribed in the study of this, as of all

subjects deeply affecting human nature, of

regarding ourselves as little cliildren, is in

perfect accordance with the teachings of Him
who said, " Suffer little children to come unto

me, and forbid them not, for of such is the

kingdom of heaven." It is evidently the

spirit in which we must come to the truth in

any form, if we would receive it and be pro-

fited thereby. We are all of us children on
some subjects, and if we would only believe

this, we should save ourselves from many of

those errors which our first perceptions are so

liable to cause, especially when under the in-

fluence of mistaken custom.

"We have made these remarks, introductory

to the study of the second part of Mr. Smith's
work, to show that Vegetarians by no means
desire to dogmatically enforce their views,

because they can see, in the various phases

of human nature, a reason for opposite

opinions, however contradictory they may be

to the designs of Universal Benevolence ; but

seeking rather to guard against self-deception,

than to upbraid those whom they believe to

be deceived.

Witli this view, too, we proceed to notice

where Mr. Smith has well described the influ-

ence of custom in perverting the tastes from

their natural and original purity. Speaking

of man he says :
" Daily use, and pleasing

associations, render him capable of enjoying,

* TI. L. Harrison, Vegetarian ^dcocaic, vol. i.

I). 79.

with tlie greatest zest and deliglit, substances
which were originally distasteful, or even
repulsive to his palate ; and those articles of

diet wliich, to an unvitiated taste, yielded the

greatest enjoyment, become tasteless and in-

different. Thus are the natural wants sup-

planted by numerous artificial ones ; which,

becoming associated with the former, are not
to be distinguished from them. And thus is

man, by the refinements of luxury, the re-

quirements of fashion, the habits of modern
society, tlie influence of example, and the force

of habit, plunged headlong into an abyss of

artificial pleasures, and disqualified for relish-

ing the simple aliments which nature had
adapted to his original instincts, and to the

highest development of his physical and
moral powers." (p. 38. j

Our author proceeds to show how the

intellect of man is capable of guiding liim to

greater wisdom. And here we shall take the

liberty of throwing in a parenthesis, as may
be needed, to show our own views of the sub-

ject, Avithout altering or disparaging those ol

Mr. Smith.
" But those very intellectual endowments"

(the partial development of) " wliich con-

ferred on man tlie ability to depart so far

from his natural state, are able, also," (in

their more perfect condition,) *' to lead him
back from his long wanderings, and to reveal

to him the best means of securing his health

and happiness. Ill healtli, pain, misery, and
an abbreviated existence, are the means
adopted" (or permitted) "by the Deity, to

remind us of our transgressions of nature's

laws ; and, although our instinctive feelings

are no longer competent to direct us in the

path of health and peace, our cultivated

reasoning faculties, by which we investigate

and compare the laws of nature, and by
which w^e are made sensible of the beautiful

adaptation of means to an end, are fully suffi-

cient for enabling us to retiace our steps.

We may also rest assured, that the principles

of sound philosophy will harmonize with the

dictates of original instinct. God being the

author of both, they cannot contradict each

other ; the laAvs of nature are but the expres-

sion of his will ; and, as all his designs are

for good, there is a moral certainty, that a

life passed in obedience to these principles,

will be productive of the highest degree of

ha])pines3 that temporal objects can yield

;

notwithstanding the sacrifices and self-denial,

Avhich an emancipation from previously

lornied habits, will undoubtedly require."

(p. 38.)

As to "the sacrifices and self-denial," these

are all in degree, according to the attachment

which Ave have formed to those habits Avhich

Avo, in a more enlightened state, perceive to

be wrong; and they can only cause pain lor
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a season; and for tliis we are compensated in

a more than tenfold degree, by the joy width
never fails to accompany conformity to those

laws of love and mercy.

Mr" Sbiith proceeds to discuss the common
notion that climate, and not the structure of

man, is to determine the character of the diet

on which mankind should subsist. Speaking

of those Avho raise this objection, to a more
scientific mode of reasoning, he says:—" 'In

the torrid regions of the globe,' say they,
' where a variety of rich and juicy fruits, rice,

&c., abound, and where gregarious animals,

such as sheep and oxen, are scarce, or of an
inferior description, there it is evidently in-

tended that man should feed on vegetable

productions, and his health is best preserved

by them : but in colder climes, where the

circumstances are reversed, animal food

should form the chief part of human diet.

These are the evident intentions of nature.'

The argument is plausible; and, as the

majority of a nation practically adopt the

diet that seems purposely provided for them,

without ever being led to suspect they are in

error, or to investigate the matter on anato-

mical and physiological grounds, it is con-

cluded, that public practice is the result of

experience, and consequently, the best : the

more rational inference is, that expediency,

in the first place, and habit in the second,

have reconciled man to the food he usually

feeds on ; and his alimentary organs are so

peculiarly constructed, as to accommodate
themselves easily to his circumstances. But
when the structure and functions of the

various human organs employed in the pre-

hension, niastication, and digestion of food

are considered, it is clear they have a special

adaptation, iu obedience to which, all the

interests and happiness of man are most
effectually promoted ; while, at the same
time, they possess a wider range of capability,

which permits him to feed on the greatest

variety of animal and vegetable productions,

without destroying his life, or materially in-

terfering with his" (known) "pleasures."

We say "known pleasures," because we
are convinced from much experience and
observation, that feeding on "the greatest

variety of animal and vegetable productions,"

very materially interferes vrith the real plea-

sures of existence ; and what is a greater in-

jury than this is, it tends to keep the mind
blinded to a perception of those glorious

realities which are alone worthy of pursuit,

and thus man is kept immersed in the pursuit

of grovelling objects, which, if he ever attain,

become only sources of disappointment and
remorse ; whilst, by adopting a truthful prac-

tice, he might have been raised to that life

of charity and usefulness, which never can

fail to promote his genuine pleasures. The

argument in relation to climate is the effect

of a very superficial consideration, which the

facts of experience, chemistry, and physiology,

entirely overturn.

"There are few who doubt that fruits, &c.,

Avere the original food of man Now,
if such was the original diet of man, it is

certain that the Divine Being must have
provided him with such an organization, as

was better adapted to the solution and assi-

milation of vegetable matter, in the form of

fruits, roots, grain, &c., than any other ali-

mentary matter : to suppose otherwise, would
be to admit a defect in the plans of Omnis-
cience, which we invariably find * ordered in

all things and sure.' It devolves, therefore,

upon those who maintain that man was ori-

ginally frugivorous but not so now^ to show
that his organization has, since his original

creation, undergone some change. This, of

course, they cannot do ; and I shall now endea-

vour to prove, that the organization of man is

precisely of the nature Ave should expect a

frugivorous creature to possess." (p. 40.)

Mr. Smith is right in saying it devolves

upon those Avho maintain such a position, to

prove that the organization of man is altered

since his creation. We believe it is a mistake

for Vegetarians to be required to give a

reason for their practice : their' s is the ori-

ginal practice, and those Avho have departed

from it, should be required to adduce their

reason for such departure. The Vegetarian

practice is based on 2i principle as unalterable

—as eternal—as creation itself, Avhilst that

of flesh-eating is, at best, but an expedient,

for Avhich It is difficult to find any other

reason than the fallen and degraded condition

of man,
Mr Smith then proceeds to shoAv, that the

structure of the teeth ; the articulation of

the loAver jaAv ; the size of the zygomatic

arch ; the temporiil and masseter muscle ; the

salivary glands; the alimentary canal; the

stomach; the colon and coecum; the liver,

and all the other organs, present ample testi-

mony to the anatomist and naturalist, that

man's natural food consists of fruits, farina-

ceous and vegetable productions. The prin-

cipal arguments on this subject will be found

in another part of the present volume ;
*

as Avell as being subsequently to be treated at

length, in relation to another work which

Avill occupy our attention.

"All the human organs connected with ali-

mentation, therefore," concludes Mr. Smith,
" are evidently very different from those in

carnivorous animals; and, although, in some
respects, they differ also from the organs of

herbivorous animals, they are evidently much
more closely allied to those of the latter class,

than to those of the former."

* Verjcinrian Messevr/cr, pp. 10-21.
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DANIEL THE PROPHET.
Every step we are enabled to take in the

sciencO of human life, seems to give us an
additional advantage in viewing the various

illustrations of that science, with which the

history of past and passing times so abun-
dantly furnishes us. It is so in every science

or art on which our minds may be engaged.

In the merely intellectual sciences this is

strikingly manifest : the man who has gone
through certain experiments in electricity,

for instance, is in a far better position to

understand a lecture on the electric telegraph,

than one who has scarcely looked at the sub-

ject. And moral experience is no less impor-
tant to the correct appreciation of illustrations

of moral science, every practical experiment

which we make, rendering its various problems

clearer to our minds.

As the world grows wiser, new histories

will have to bo written, even of occurrences

already on record. Events which are now
regarded as miracles,—produced by the

special interference of the Almighty—will

have to be recorded as natural occurrences,

when the causes which produced them are

discovered to be in accordance with the

general providence of God, and of the laws

of creation ; when the prophecy, the philoso-

phy, the interpretation of dreams, and the

supernatural sight-seeing of the enlightened

and virtuous few, shall have become the

common powers, faculties, and blessings of

the enlightened and virtuous many, and when
man, in humility and faitlifulness of spirit,

shall have been raised to a more intimate

communion with his Creator.

As this good time, or state approaches, the

good spirits of the past—-those who lived far

in advance of their age and country—will be

invoked ! Their souls still live ! And in

proportion as we become actuated by the

same eternal principles of justice, mercy, and
benevolence which actuated them, shall we
claim sympathy, if not communion with

them ; understand their thoughts and actions,

their temptations and triumphs, and learn by
their example and influence, to think, to act,

to overcome, and to achieve.

Daniel was a prophet ! and consequently,

although one of the tribe of Judah, and
born 624 years before Chuist, he belongs

really to all nations, and to all periods of

time. He lived in that substratum, so to

speak, of existence, which is not bounded by

any of those external marks which distinguish

nation from nation, or century from century,

but which is ever to be found where man is.

The truth which he sought and found..—the

rock on which he built his virtuous, undying,

but unsought fame—is still, and ever will be,

in existence. It is to be found in the depths

of the soul, and those who wiU seek as he
sought, and do as he did, may receive their

degree of similar blessings, though in a form
best adapted to their country, condition, and
time.

At the age of 18 years, Daniel was taken

captive at the siege of Jerusalem, by Nebu-
chadnezzar, king of Babylon, who took

him and many more of the Jews to Babylon,

Nebuchadnezzar instructed his prime-

minister, AsHPENAZ, to bring certain of the

royal family, and others of the children of

Israel, in "whom was no blemish, but well

favoured, and skilful in all wisdom, and
cunning in knowledge, and understanding

science, and such as had ability in them to

stand in the king's palace, and whom they

might teach the learning and the tongue of

the Chaldeans," * and to supply them for 3

years, with a daily provision of the " king's

meat," and wine, in order that at the end of

that time, they might be prepared to "stand

before the king." Daniel, Hananiah,
MisiiAEL, and Azariah were of the number
thus chosen. " But Daniel purposed in his

heart "t that he vv^ould not defile himself

with the king's meat and wine, and requested,

on the part of himself and friends, to be

excused partaking of these, and when the

prince of the eunuch's expressed his fear of

the king, and that the faces of Daniel and
his friends would be rendered worse looking

than those of the rest, Daniel said to

Melzar, who had been set over these four

sons of Judah, "Prove thy servants, I beseech

thee, ten days, and let them give us pulse to

cat and water to drink. Then let our coun-

tenances be looked upon before thee, and the

countenances of the children that eat of the

portion of the king's meat, and as thou seest,

deal with thy servants." J
Daniel, besides being a prophet, was a

practical philosopher. Whatever may be said

as to the special providence which watched
over and guided him (and we are far from

disbeliving in a special providence), it is

quite evident that Daniel was conscien-

tiously alive to the physical, as well as mental

advantages of a Vegetarian diet, and he did

not fear the result of a fair trial. " Prove

thy servants," expresses an important feature

of his philosophy. He knew well that the

practical test was the surest method by which

the Babylonish king and ministers could be

convinced of the truth of his principle. It did

more than argument could do, for in "ten

days their countenances appeared fairer, and

fatter in flesh than (those of) all the children

which did eat of the portion of the king's

* Daniel, chnp. i, v. 4.

i- Ibid, cli^p. i, V. 8. t V-Ad, cln-.p. i, 12, v. 13.
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meat," * and Melzaii at once agreed to

supply them with their simple fare.

Although in the Scriptural record, " pulse

and water" only arc mentioned as the food of

Dantiil and his companions; and, accord-

ing to our use of the word, "pulse" would
denote peas, beans, and seeds of a similar

character, we must not conclude that these

constituted their sole diet. Josephus, in

relating this interesting narrative, says

:

"Daniel, and his kinsmen, had rosiilved to

use a severe diet, and to abstain from those

kinds of food which came from the king's

table, and entirely to forbear to eat of all

living creatures. So he came to Ashphenaz,
who was that eunuch to whom the care of

them v/as committed, and desired him to take

and spend what w^as brought for them from
the king, but to give them pulse and dates

for their food, and anything else, besides the

flesh of living creatures., that he pleased ; for

that their inclinations were to that sort of

food, and that they despised the other." f
This shows most clearly, that Daniel's de-

sire, particularly, was to avoid the eating of
" the flesh of living creatures." But Faw-
CETT says : "Daniel's dependence was placed

on the special blessing of God, to render this

food nourishing, that he and his friends

miglit escape the danger of defiling them-
selves." And this danger, he supposes to

originate from the probability that "many of

the dishes which would be sent in, might
consist, at least in part, of such things as

were unclean according to the law of Moses,
by which lie was determined to govern him-
self; others of them, would be of such meats
as had been ofFcred to idols. And as to the

wine, it is probable it had been presented to

them, and part of it poured out for a libation

upon their altars. Daniel concluded, that

by eating and drinking of these provisions,

lie would have fellowship wath idolaters, and
be corrupted with the reigning luxury of the

court. This did not suit his condition as an
afPdctcd captive, nor his character as a wor-
shipper of the God of Israel. From con-

scicntions motives, he therefore modestly
requested the governor that he would excuse

him in this matter." % This reasoning might
do very well in 1811, when Favixett's
Commentary was published, but the light of

science and experience has shown that no
"special blessing" is required "to render

this food nourishing," because it is now
demonstrated that this food is not only more
nourishing, but in every way admirably cal-

culated to produce those pleasing results

which we find recorded.

"At the end of the days that the king had

* Daniel, chap. 1, v. 15.

+ Antlqxtilies cf the Jews, book x, chap. x.

X Fawcktts Commentary en Daniel, chap. i.

said he shouhl bring them in, then the prince

of the eunuchs brought them in before

Nebucitaunezzar : and the king communed
with them ; and among them all was found
none like Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael,
and AzARiAii : therefore stood they before

the king. And in all matters of wisdom and
understanding, that the king inquired of

them, he found them ten times better than
all the magicians and astrologers that were
in all his realm."*
We think it far more in accordance with a

just view of the Word and works of God, to

show that these harmonize with each other,

—

that natural philosophy is confirmatory of

revealed truth—than to attempt to separate

these, by throwing around the latter an air

of myvStery, or "special" interference, when,
in fact, it is a beautiful exemplification of the

operation of those laws of the universe, by
which man is governed, both naturally and
spiritually. If healtli, comeliness, and superior

wisdom, be special blessings, (and who does

not estimate them as such .^) they are certainly

but specially bestowed upon those who are

led to adopt the special means requisite to

secure them.

We cannot suppose the Creator is partial.

He always blesses those, who, by observing

and obeying his laws, become capable of re-

ceiving and appreciating what he is ever

willing to impart.

When Daniel had attained his maturity,

an important opportunity occurred for exhibit-

ing the depth of his mental perception : he
interpreted the king's dream ; and thus saved

the lives of all the wise men of Babylon

!

This power, he, of course attributed, as all

good men would, not to any wisdom that he
had more than any living, but to the "God
in heaven, that revealeth secrets," to whom
alone, all power can be ascribed.

" Then the king made Daniel a great

man, and gave him many great gifts, and
made him ruler over the whole province of

Babylon, and chief of the governors over all

the wise men of Babylon. Then Daniel
requested of the king, and he set Shadracii,
Meshacii, and Abednego, over the afiairs

of the province of Babylon : but Daniel sat

in the gate of the king.f This is one of the

most pleasing characteristics of this noble-

minded man, His ambition was not that of

ordinary mortals. He cared not for the

greatness of Babylon. It was littleness to

Mm, wdiose greatness consisted in his entire

devotion to the " King of kings."

At the age of 54, we find Daniel in-

terpreting the celebrated dream, which pre-

dicted that Nebuciiadnezzau would be

driven from men, and made "to eat grass

* Daniel, chap, i, V. 18-20.

+ Ibid, chap, ii, v. 48 and 49.
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as oxen." The truthful character of Daxiel,
is here beautifully exhibited, in his modest,

but unequivocal application of the dream to

the king's inordinate love of dominion, and the

humiliation which it would be necessary for

the king to submit to, before he would "know
that the most High ruleth in the kingdom of

men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will."*

And also in the advice which followed

:

" Wherefore, king, let my counsel be ac-

ceptable unto thee, and break off thy sins by
righteousness, and thine iniquities, by showing
mercy to the poor ; if it may be a lengthening of

thy tranquillity." t
Afterwards, during a voluptuous feast of

Belshazzar, the succeeding king, whilst
" they drank wine, and praised the gods of gold

and silver, of brass, of iron, of wood, and of

stone, came forth fingers of a man's hand, and
wrote over against the plaistcr of the wall of

the king's palace : and the king saw the part

of the hand that wrote." :|: And when each of

the astrologers, the Chaldeans, and the sooth-

sayers, and wise men of Babylon had been

requested to show the interpretation, under

promise of being clothed in scarlet, and of

wearing a chain of gold, and being made the

third ruler in the kingdom, but could not

give the interpretation ; Daniel was brought

before the king, and received the same
promise, on condition of his making known
to the king the mystery. "Then Daniel
answered and said before the king, let tby

gifts be to thyself, and give thy rewards to

another; yet, I will read the writing unto

the king, and make known to him the inter-

pretation." § Daniel, who was now 86

years of age, took this opportunity of reprov-

ing the king for not having humbled his

heart, although he knew the consequences of

pride, from his father's woel'ul experience.

He then proceeded to give the interpretation,

and, at the command of Belshazzar, was
clothed with scarlet, had a gold chain put

about his neck, and was proclaimed the third

ruler of the kingdom.
Darius succeeded Belshazzar, and made

Daniel first of the three presidents whom he

set over the 120 princes. "Then this

Daniel was preferred above the presidents,

and princes, because an excellent spirit Avas

in him ; and the king sought to set him over

the whole realm. Then the presidents and
princes sought to find occasion against

Daniel concerning the kingdom ; but they

could find none occasion nor fault ; foras-

much as he was faithful, neicher loas there

any error, or fault found in him."
j|

But
when despairing of finding any real fault

with Daniel, these conspirators consulted

* Daniel, iv, v. 25. t Iliid, chap, iv, v. 27.

t Ibid, chap, v, v. 5. ? Ibid, chap, v, v. 17.

II
Ibid, chap, vi, v. 3 and 4.

together to establish a royal statute, and to

make a firm decree, that whosoever should
ask a petition of any God or man for thirty

days, save of the king, should be cast into the

den of lions, and prevailed upon the king to

sign the decree, and make it as binding and
unalterable as the "laws of the Medes and
Persians ;

" and Daniel knew the character

of the decree, and of the punishment, his

wonted firmness was still calmly manifest,

and he still continued his devotional exercises
" three times a-day." He was soon reported

to the king, who was displeased with himself,

and though he "set his heart on Daniel to

deliver him,"* the conspirators prevailed,

and Daniel was cast into the den of lions

!

The king appears to have sufi'ered most I'rora

this circumstance, having passed the night in

fasting, and without sleep. He was rejoiced

in the morning to find that Daniel was pro-

tected and safe ; and as we read in Josephus :

"When his enemies saw that Daniel had
suffered nothing which was terrible, they

would not own that he was preserved by God,
and by his Providence ; but they said that

the lions had been filled full with food, and
on that account it was, as they supposed,

that the lions v/ould not touch Danii:l, nor

come to him ; and this tliey alleged to the

king. But the king, out of abhorrence of

their wickedness, gave order, that they should

throw in a great deal of flesh to the lions

;

and when they had filled themselves, he gave
further order that Daniel's enemies should

be cast into the den, that he might learn

whether the lions, now they were full, would
touch them or not."t "And the lions had the

mastei'y over them, and break all their bones

in pieces, or ever they came to the bottom of

the den." j It is this remarkable incident in

the life of the prophet (which occurred in

the 88th year of his age), which has been
made familiar to us in the household picture

of " Daniel in the den of lions." And not

only does it afford a beautiful illustration of

the perfect safety of those who are devoted to

God, but it supplies an instance of the exer-

cise of a power in man, which has been but

little used, and the existence of which is too

little credited. We refer to the moral, or,

perhaps, some may prefer magnetic influence

of man over the brute creation. Did we
cease to use an arm or a hand, we should

soon be incapable of using it. Man, has for

centuries, ceased to use this dominion over

animals ; and, consequently, he has lost the

power, or, at any rate, he has but little

faith in its existence. He has substituted for

tliis manly prerogative, a cowardly resort to

"weapons of defence," which are oftener

* Daniel, chap, vi, v. 14.

+ Antiquities of the Jeios, book x, chap. xi.

X Daniel, chap, vi, V. 24.
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those of "offence;" and has thus rendered

himself subject to the attacks of those which
now regard him as their enemy, rather than

as the " lord of creation." Thus *it is, that

he has" rendered himself liable to the attacks

of ferocious animals, which, if he used his

proper influence, would fear, if not honour

him. "We believe this moral power has to be

brought into operation, both in relation to

the treatment of our fellow men, and our

fellow creatures of the animal kingdom. It

is a power which must supersede that of the

sword and the gun. when cruelty and slaughter

shall be superseded by love and mercy.

"Daniei/s renown for piety and wisdom,

was very great, even when he was but a

young man, as appears from Ezek. xiv.

14—20, and xxviii. 3. He continued to ex-

t7-eme old age, and, perhaps, to his death, a

minister of state in a heathen court. And,
hence we see, that faith and piety are not

confined to any station in life, since God can

preserve his children steadfast, humble, and
fervent in spirit, in the midst of all possible

snares and dangers; and when engaged in

the most difficult occupations to which his

providence may call them. Daniel's virtues

slione with the brightest splendour, amidst

scenes of business, and floods of ungodliness;

for God gave him strength equal to his

day." *

We need not add, that the prophecies of

Daniel have been, are being, and will

doubtless be verified. There is a sanctity

and power about all he has said and done,

which must ever render him an object of

increasing esteem and regard. The world
can never fully appreciate this sublime cha-

racter, until it adopts the principles which
regulated his long and useful life, and which
that life so powerfully inculcates.

In presenting these brief notices of an
eventful history, we feel we have but very

partially described a life which was entirely

devoted to the service of its Divine author.

The outward life of a prophet, however
well it may be recorded, can present but

a very small part of what has really trans-

pired. Such a man lives within. There is

much to be written of an interior character

on the wonderful events of this narrative.

The spiritual life of Daniel would, we are

sure, be deeply instructive, but there is much
in this exterior description, which we have
yet to arrive at, and we may rest assured,

that to attain to a just application of the

practical truths which this teaches, will be the

surest means by which to attain to those of a

deeper description, which his prophecies, and
all other parts of Scripture, are intended to

teach.

Whether the circumstance of Daniel, and
* Fawcett's Commentary on Daniel, chap. i.

his three companions, being in every respect

superior to the rest of the selected children,

be regarded as a natural result of the prin-

ciples by which their lives and diet were
regulated, or whether, as some may contend,
this was purely the result of a miracle, the

circumstance must be regarded as a striking

illustration of the truth of those principles :

because, in the one case, their truth would be
substantiated on the strongest grounds of

natural and experimental science, and in the

other, on the still more invincible foundation

of Divine authority, by miraculous evidence.

Throughout the word and works of God, it

is evident that the Creator wisely adapts the

means to the end to be accomplished ; and
man regards the means as miraculous, when
he does not understand them. If we would
accomplish good and noble purposes, we can-

not better show our gratitude for the light

we receive as to how these are to be accom-
plished, than by adopting, in our daily lives,

those practices which we are led to perceive

produce the happiest and most satisfactory

results.

We have richly enjoyed the study of the

life of one, whom we have the greatest

pleasure in recording, as one of the " fathers

of the Vegetarian movement ;

" and we feel

it a high privilege, however unworthy, to be
numbered among his posterity, in a relation-

ship of principle, which is much more bind-

ing than that of the flesh.

To look back on such a life as this, is

really looking forward, because it was far in

advance, even of our own time ; and we may
see in this exemplary life, as well as in the

prophecies and principles which it revealed, a
hopeful indication of the future condition of

our race, when religion, science, and philoso-

phy, shall be found to harmonize ; when man
shall incline to what is for his highest good,

because his appetites are governed and regu-

lated by his convictions of truth ; when all

that was good and true in the past, shall be

realized in combination with that of the still

more enlightened and exalted future.

It is the "excellent spirit" which "was in

him," that we would seek to cultivate, and
strive to promote. It is this which Ave

depend upon for the successful reception of

the Vegetarian principle, whilst the practice

which that principle inculcates, is, we believe,

a discipline, admirably adapted to promote
that cultivation.

Let it not, therefore, be supposed, that we
attach undue importance to the Vegetai ian

system, or that we make it a primary ciject

of attainment. It is no more the ultimatmn

of our exertions, or the sole cause of the

good sought, than the ploughing and sowing

of spring constitute either the harvest of

autumn, or the genial warmth of the sum-
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raer's sun ; but it, nevertheless, is as essential

to that physical and mental growth, and moral
elevation, which we seek to promote, as these

are to the growth of plants, and to the reali-

zation of abundant harvests. Daniel knew
what was the tendency of the Vegetarian
practice ; and, consequently, although sur-

rounded by all the temptations of a luxuriant

court, he remained firm to the purpose of his

1 oait ; and his whole life was a series of the
most successful and useful labours in which
it is possible for man to be engaged. He
reaped, even in this world, an abundant re-

ward, whilst, we doubt not, the happiness of
exercising a good and holy influence, will be
his continually.

EXPEHIME^^TAL PHILOSOPHY.
Human nature, in its present state, is of

such a character as to believe in very little

beyond its owu experience. Those of us who
take credit for a tolerable share of faith in

principles and theories, will generally find

that experience has had more or less to do

with the convictions we have formed, and

that when a system is presented with which

we have had no experimental acquaintance,

we are very apt to curl the lip, and regard it

as beneath our attention. This, however, is

not the conduct which sound philosophy

would dictate, although it may be frequently

the conduct of those who consider themselves

philosophers. The man of acute judgment
will discover his tendency to egotism, and

guard against its deception. He well knows
his limited acquaintance with creation, and

like the greatest modern philosopher, will

compare himself to " a child gathering pebbles

on the sea-shore."

We have each of us our little world of

thought, action, and experience, and the

danger is in mistaking this for that larger

world, which comprehends the thought,

action, and experience of more capacious

intellects than our own. If we will not be

persuaded to learn theoretically, and practice

faithfully, the truths of science, there are

sure to occur circumstances of a more or less

painful character, to teach us wisdom—the

wisdom of doing, as well as knowing, what is

good and true.

Many there are, who endure years of un-
happy existence, attributing their misery to

the different objects or circumstances by
which they are surrounded ; who believe

themselves forsaken of all men, if not of God
himself; who look on every object with an
eye of gloom and despair; who take no
delight in the various scenes which nature is

ever changing for the gratification of men
and animals; to whom, in fact, the whole
world becomes a dreary waste, and all man-
kind a misanthropic void of vice, degradation,

and misery ; and to whom the future opens
up no brighter prospect, and who are totally

unconscious of the real cause of their suffer-

ing. The habits which they have formed,

perhaps in ignorance, have completely blinded

them to the effect they have on their consti-

tution and mental sensations, and instead of
looking for the remedy by the removal of
these personal habits, they blame, if trades-
men, the "bad debts," the ''heavy taxes and
rates

;

" if parents of families, either the noise
of the children, or the bad temper of their asso-

ciates
; if workmen, the master becomes to

them an "oppressor" and a " tyrant," and
the government of the country, little less

than demoniacal; if men in "easy circum-
stances" become thus affected, the servants are

blamed, and every tradesman who serves them,
is condemned as "a rogue" or "a knave."
Men, in this condition, becomes piqued and
offended with each other; and, sometimes,
old acquaintances refuse to look each other
in the face, and preserve sullen reserve for

weeks, months, and even years ! Trifling

offences are magnified into grievous insults
;

the most unmeaning looks and words become
interpreted into cratty designs, and evil inten-

tions. These, and a thousand other, what
are considered the " necessary ills of this life,"

are brought into existence ; whereas, a little

application of true experimental philosophy,
in the commencement of life, would, in most
cases, have prevented all this misfortune and
woe.

The undue exercise of one or more of the
human passions, is generally the real cause of

the condition we have described. Nothing,
except a determination of the will to any
such indulgence, is so liable to bring a man
into subjection to the sway of passion of any
description, as a diseased or disordered

stomach ; and nothing is so likely to produce
disorder of the stomach, as the food commonly
taken by those who adhere to what is called

the " mixed diet."

Some men will sit down and indulge in

rich, greasy, savoury dishes of various pre-

parations of flesh, fish, and fowl, with
vegetables ; then follows sweets, pastry,

cheese, and perhaps fruit, wine, and spirits;

and if they feel uneasiness afterwards, they

are alri^cst sure to attribute it to the

fruit and vegetables, which are consequently

condemned as " indigestible." It is not this

kind of experimental philosophy to which we
refer. The man who has arrived at this

condition, or habit of body, is gone too far
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to profit much by experience, unless he

change to a more reasonable course. The
time when experiments in living can best be

made, is at the commencement of life, if the

life is" to be as useful as it may be. Know-
ledge of human physiology, is a great

assistance to the correct appreciation of the

experiments ; but even where this is possessed

in a very trifling degree, much may be

learned by a careful observation of the

effect of different dietetic habits. A correct

knowledge of physiology, such as may be

acquired from works published in a popular
form,* would prevent all necessity for having
recourse to the flesh of animals for even an
experiment; and thus one of the greatest

impediments to progress in this respect would
be overcome. But, in all experiments which
are made, care should be taken not to indulge
in either extreme abstinence, or its opposite

;

and a due regard should be paid to the

relative proportions of albumen and carbon
each article of diet contains ; as well as the
previous habits of the individual.

Althouo-h we say youth is the best time
for learning from experience, there is no
time of life in which a man who is deter-

mined, cannot gain great advantage from a
careful selection of his food from the vegetable
kingdom, and total abstinence from the flesh

of animals. Numerous are the instances in

which the greatest relief has been experienced
from those appalling sensations we have
alluded to, by the adoption of this course.

We give the following as the case of an
intelligent Scotchman, which we have great
pleasure in presenting in his own words, as

it serves precisely as an ample illustration of
the nature of that experimental philosophy
of which we are treating, and which is neces-

sary for those, who, being ignorant of the
true physiological laws of their nature, have
no less painful means of acquiring the ability

of living to the greatest advantage.

DIETETIC EXPERIENCE OF A
SCOTCHMAN.

•' I am twenty-five years of age. Till my
twenty-first year I ate little flesh, had little

desire for it, and was months sometimes
without tasting it. I was brought up in
Scotland, chiefly on catuical, milk, and
vegetables. I have lived for months on oat-

meal and milk alone, and worked a man's
work on that fare, as a carpenter, when only
fourteen years of age. Constitutionally, I
was strong and robust, and seldom ailed

anything. Having, in my sixteenth year,

gone to a sedentary employment, my health
afterwards was not qnito so good. In my
twenty-first year I came to England, and

* Fruits and Fnriyiacea the Froper Food of Man,
'is. M. ; or Graham's Science of Hmnun Life, 5s.

lived on roast beef (which I then acquired a

relish for), pies, puddings, and the other

et ceteras of an English table. Immediately
my health and spirits declined. At first, I

be^an to feel dull and stupid, especially after

eating ; my memory became so bad, that the

attempt to call anything to my recollection

was exceedingly painful ; constant head-ache
set in, accompanied with a determination of

blood to the head—my face flushing if I

stooped to the ground. Indigestion became
my constant companion. I tried medicine, but
only found temporary relief. In fact, in a

few months, I was in all the horrors of

dyspepsia. Low spirited and weak in body,

unable to fix my mind on any subject, or read
the books I used to delight in ; feeling a

constant craving for a something I could

never obtain
;
judge hoAv miserable I must

have been ! This state continued, with an
occasional interval of ease, for a number of

months ; altogether I was sufl'eriug, less or

more, for eleven months. At the end of that

period, I was advised to regulate my diet, by
eating little flesh, and using light food, and
to take some herbal medicines. I followed

the advice given
;
gave up the use of flesh

entirely, and in one week I became quite a

diflferent man. My spirits, formerly under a
state of constant depression, rebounded, as if

relieved from a grievous burden, and Ifelt as

if I could leap over the house topsy and shake
hands with every one I met. I continued to

abstain from flesh for six weeks, but being
induced by my hostess to partake of flesh,

now that I had "got weU," I gradually
resumed my flesh-eating habits ; and at the
expiration of six or eight weeks, my former
afflictions had returned to such an extent,

that, being now convinced flesh-eating was
the cause, I determined on the first of

February, 1847, not to eat flesh at home for

twelve months. I kept my resolution, and
was rewarded by a return of health. At the

end of that period, I began again to partake
of flesh, occasionally,—perhaps once in a
week—and one week I had it every day, but
got so disgusted with it, that from that time

I seldom tasted it. During all this time, I

was no friend to Vegetarianism, strange as it

may seem. I knew flesh made me ill, but
fh:d I attributed to a peculiarity of constitu-

tion; and as to becoming a Vegetarian, I

should have as soon thought of becoming a

Mormonite. But, alas, for human foresight!

I am noio a Vegetarian, and a staunch one
too ; and have learned this lesson from the

change of my opinions, after studying the

subject : never to laugh at the name of a
principle before I hnoio the meaning of that

principle. Thanks to temperance ! thanks to

Vegetarianism ! I am now in excellent

health, and I think better than ever I was
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in my life. I am nearly twenty pounds
heavier, and I suppose one hundred pounds
stronger than when I was a flesh-eater ; and
am generally admitted to be a good sample
of a Vegetarian, standing five feet seven

inches in height, and weighing as I do, up-

wards of one hundred and sixty-six pounds."

We like the simple but expressive exclama-
tion : "I felt as if I could leap over the

house-tops, and shake hands with every one

I met." It is descriptive of that buoyancy
of feeling peculiar to those who are thus

relieved from the depression which an inju-

dicious diet so commonly promotes. It is in

this way that Vegetarian practice promotes a

friendliness of feeling. The body being less

oppressed, all the generous feelings of the

mind are in greater freedom for action ; and
what before was often a source of annoyance
—the sight of a friend—becomes in tliis more
vigorous state of mind and body, a source of

the greatest delight. All nature wears a

lovelier dress, and the very showers and
storms which before seemed special annoy-
ances, are regarded with gratitude, as

designed to promote the fertility of the earth

;

and though we should have to feel their force,

are well calculated to teach us patience, and
profitably to remind us to submit our indi-

vidual advantage to that which will promote
the general good. The sun which before

shone to little purpose, is now seen to cast on
every object a new lustre; and the birds,

which before seemed to " distract with their

discordant notes," and all other natural phe-

nomena, seem now to teem with melody and
joy-

. . .

Another interesting instance of the result

of making an experiment in living, was re-

lated by a gentleman at a Christmas dinner

party, held at a Vegetarian dining establish-

ment in Manchester; and is recorded as the

dietetic experience of one who anticipated

nothing of advantage in the system, and was
led to the experiment made, accidentally. " I

have," said he, " been very much pleased,

and even delighted, with the Vegetarian
ordinaries, which have been served here since

the commencement of this establishment.

They have been far more palatable, and far

more suitable to my circumstances and state

of health, than anything I have ever had, in

the shape of dinners, hitherto. I came here

about a month ago, quite ignorant of the

Vegetarian principles ; but after living upon
Vegetarian fare during that time, I can truly

say, that I am not only delighted with the

dinners, as dinners, because I find them more
palatable, more pleasant, and more agreeable

to me in every possible respect ; but I do
begin to feel no little pleasure^ in thinking

that I am not causing animals to be slain

every day^ to gratify my appetite. When

one begins to reflect on the subject, it docs

seem strange, that we should continue to

cause such an immense amount of pain and
anguish to the animal creation, and that we
have consciences that are never touched with
it at all ! I confess, I have begun to feel

something on this subject; and tliat this

mode of looking at it, has very great weight
with n^e. I do not know the principles of

those who adopt Vegetarianism ; but it does

aff"ord me pleasure to feel, that I am, in some
little degree, sparing the animal creation.

Truly it was said of old :
' The whole crea-

tion groaneth and travaileth in pain until

now.' And so it is likely to do, so long as

we continue to slay animals every day for our
food. I intend to continue a Vegetarian,

I find Vegetarianism is better for my health.

I ieel better every day I practice it. And
when the ladies once learn to know the real

benefits of this system of diet, so as to adopt
it, (as I hope my wife soon will ; I have
brought her here to-night, and she has al-

ready become pleased with it;) I have no
doubt, that Vegetarianism, will spread rapidly

in society ; as I feel confident, everything

connected icith it, is calculated to produce a
good impression on the mind."

This is a pleasing instance of the natural

result of an experiment. The statement is

the more valuable, inasmuch as it was made
spontaneously, and without any previous pre-

paration or design, the speaker having had no
intimation that he would be called upon to

speak. Our own knowledge of the case

enables us to state that the gentleman has

very much improved in health since .his

adoption of the practice, and we understand,

that the hopes he entertained with regard to

his wife, are fully realized. This gentleman
was, thus, by the simple fact of calling at a

Vegetarian dining-house, (we believe at first

from curiosity, being desirous of knowing
what this Vegetarian system could be,) led

gradually to adopt the practice ; first, from

the circumstance that it Avas more 2^<^'-^^inhle ;

he then discovered it was more healthfid,

having freed himself from his dyspepsia, with

which he had been troubled for a consider-

able time ; humanity then became a reason

for his continuance in the practice ; morality

came to his aid ; his increased kindness and
good nature soon won upon his amiable wife,

and thus taste^ health.^ humanity^ religious

sentiment^ and dor^estic affection, the most

powerful incentives to a cultivated ndnd,

were all brought into active operation, to

confirm the truth of the new course which he

had adopted, and the increased potency of

these, and the pleasure their exercise aflforded

induced the belief: ^'that everything con-

nected ivith it, is calcidated to produce a good

impression on the mind."
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Tlio first case we have recorded is tliat of

a young man, the second that of a gentleman
in the middle period of life, whilst the follow-

ing case is that of a man who has attained

the agQ of 74 years. It is furnished us by a

son of t]ie person to whom it relates :

—

" My father has always been what is com-
monly regarded as a 'temperate man.' Seven
years ago, he gradually gave up his single

nightly glass of ale, although he had for some
time previously felt ' quite sure that such a
change would not do at his time of life, how-

' over good it might be for young people ;

'

I

but this change, trifling as it was, to one so

j
moderate, improved his sight, by removing an

[

inflammation which frequently affected his

j

eyes, and relieved him considerably of the

I

lumbago and rheumatism. Four years ago,

j

when 70 years of age, he was taken very ill,

and on inquiring what he had recently taken,

I discovered he had eaten rather freely of what
was then a favourite dish with him, and
which my mother afterwards believed to

have been cut from a diseased sheep. This
was an opportunity for me to speak more
boldly than I had dared to do before, of the

injurious character of flesh -diet, and I pre-

vailed upon my father to abandon it. His
symptoms of nervous melancholy and un-
natural craving lor food, indicated that his

digestive functions were considerablyimpaired.

He was frequently the subject of the most
bitter despair, and altliough in easy circum-
stances, lie continually had the horrors of

poverty, and even of death, staring him in the

face. So absurd were his fears and fancies,

that it was with the utmo.st difficulty that I

could preserve my gravity, when he impa-
tiently ran over his long catalogue of troubles,

not one of wdiich, I felt sure, would have
been the cause of more than a slight uneasi-

ness, had his health been unimpaired. But
from the time of his abstinence from flesh,

and taking a little more exercise in the open
air, his health began to improve, and his

former fears and fancies soon began to vanish

before his more vigorous state of body and
mind. The result of the experiment was
greater than I had anticipated, for my father

iiad never, of late years, been accustomed
to more than about 2 lbs. of meat in a week,
and yet abstinence from this small portion,

in the course of a very few weeks, made a

most gratifying change in his heidth : from
being scarcely able to walk across the room,
he became, in a short time, capable of taking

good long Avalks in the open air, and from
presenting all the appearance of a worn-out
man, he became strong and ruddy looking.

I was not a little gratified by the following

remarks, which he made in a letter to me
three years after he had abandoned the use

of flesh : ' I am now better than I have been

for many years. I can walk well, and sleep

well, and the weather, which you know was
once such a trouble to me, is now an amuse-
ment. The other day I walked from here

to the cottages,' (a distance of 7 miles),
' with the wind and rain in my face all the

way, and I don't feel any ill effects from it.

I am quite sure my life is lengthened very

considerably by the adoption of the Vegetarian
practice. Instead of that unhappy fear of

death which used to accompany my low
spirits, and which my reason always con-

demned, but which my spirits could never

overcome, I now look forward witli no small

degi'ee of satisfaction to the time when I

shall be permitted to enter my Father's king-

dom, where there are " many mansions." ' I

have not had the pleasure of seeing my father

for nearly twelve months, but I have since

learned that 'Father looks remarkably well,

and is still quite a credit to the Vegetarian
cause.' What is most remarkable in my
father's case is, that the lumbago, rheumatism,
and several other complai;its of which old men
are commonly the victinjs, have entirely left

him ; and although he is now 74 years of age,

he appears more likely to live 20 years longer,

than four years ago, he seemed likely to

live as many days ! I may add, that it

was not until my father had practised the

system for some time, that he would acknow-
ledge that the change of diet, which appeared

to be so slight, could have been the means of

his restoration to health, although this was
very evident to him when he came to reflect

sir^ously, and bring his increased knowledge
to bear upon the subject."

The cases which v/e have here presented,

exhibiting " three experiments in living," at

three important periods of life, are by no
means such as are of rare occurrence. We
have selected them from the mass furnished

by our own private resources. They all

testify to the truth that experience is the best

test of principle—that principle is confirmed

by experience ; whilst the conviction of truth

is commonly the result of a combination of

theory and practice in the same individual.

We see in these cases, and in many others

which we could relate, a complete exemplifica-

tion of the fact, that at whatever age the change
of diet is commenced ; whether in youth, in

manhood, or in old age, it is equally bene-

ficial, and productive of similar results : that

it directly or indirectly invigorates the youth
with elasticity and buoyancy of spirit ; that

it increases the health and expands the moral
and intellectual powers of the man, affording

him increased delight in the exercise of mercy
and benevolence ; whilst it dispels the gloom
of the aged, and imparts animation in the

present, and promotes that calm and tranquil

state of mind which opens a bright and
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glorious hope for the future to the man of
*' threescore years and ten."

A system, with such happy tendencies as

these, commends itself particularly to the

young, who are able to adopt it not only

without tlie ordinary self-denial which old

people are apt to experience, but with a
degree of pleasing satisfaction and delight,

which is the invariable and immediate con-

sequence of doing what science, reason, and
conscience, combined with all the works of

God in nature, and experience of men of all

ages, and in all ages of the world, declare to

be both good and true.

It is the duty of the rising generation to

avail themselves of the experience of the past,

and not to spend their whole lives in finding-

out what has been long discovered for them
by their forefathers. No man can calculate

the amount of loss he has sustained for the

want of adopting right habits at the com-
mencement of life, and it is impossible to

estimate the good which will result from
doing so to those who, in the true spirit of

philosophy, which is befitting the second half

of the nineteenth century, that of a bringing

into actual life the truth which has been dis-

covered in the first half, are preparing for that

still more complete development and realiza-

tion of truth, mercy, and benevolence, which
is destined to render human nature more
faithful and believing, and thus of enabling it

to be enlightened, with less of that painful ex-

perience, which, in man's present state, seems

a necessary part of his discipline. Whilst,

therefore, we advocate experimental philoso-

phy as well adapted for man in his present

condition, and commend it as such, W'e look

upon it as a stepping stone to a higher

philosophy which is suited to a more ad-

vanced condition. We admire the conduct

of that man, who, in his own experience, dis-

covers truth, and practises it because he finds

it good to do so, beneficial to himself, and con-

ducive to his happiness ; but if we discover a

man whose feelings of humanity, high moral

sensibility, united, perhaps, with a conscienti-

ous determination to obey the divine command,
" Thou shalt not kill," to that full extent and
meaning which complete humanity is sure to

attach to it, adopting this practice from faith

in the principle of humanity and in the har-

mony of this princple, with his own constitu-

tion and the word and works of God, without

regard to his previous habits, admiration

rises to a degree of veneration and esteem, not

for the man merely, but for tlie principles by
which he is so nobly actuated. We believe

that the time to come will bless the world
with many such as these—men whose souls

are themselves too closely allied to truth

to be sceptical of it, or to require that occular

demonstration which is so absolutely necessary

in our own times. Whilst, therefore, we
joyfully concede to the requirements of the

present, we would ever bear in mind that

truth will one day be its own testimony, as

it is now to those who practise it, on the

principle, that " Light is sown for the righte-

ous," and **he that will do His will, shall

know of the doctrine whether it be of God."*
* St. John, c. vii. v. 17.

EEUITS AND FARIMCEA THE PROPEE EOOD OF MAN.
Keeping constantly in mind that by natural^

is meant accordance with complete or per-

fected nature—maturity of mind as well as of

body—we may safely proceed to a further

examination of Mr. Smith's elaborate Treatise.

Having adduced a mass of conclusive evidence

in comparative anatomy, showing that the

human organization differs essentially from
that of carnivorous animals, whilst it closely

resembles that of the herbivora, Mr. Smith
proceeds to treat of the common notion that

man is omnivorous, or formed for both animal
and vegetable diet.

If we judge from the habits of man in his

present imperfect state, we can readily

account for the prevalence of this notion
;

and if, as we have already endeavoured to show
(p. 50), we consider the deceptive character

of the perception when newly exercised, in

causing subjects to appear inverted, we need
not be at ail surprised that this idea should

be so commonly entertained. In fact, there

is a very common state of man, in which his

U- . .

tastes unite with his habits, in declaring him
omnivorous, and whilst this state remains,

—

whilst habits and tastes are of this character,

—we do not entertain very sanguine hopes
of a higher view of the character of man
being entertained. The reason is, whilst

any habit is indulged in, the affections are

sure to be more or less engaged in it, and, as

the views which we hold, are mostly govern-
ed by our affections, it is only by an alteration

of habit, that we can hope to see a change of

conviction on this subject effected. It is

true we sometimes meet with some such
anomaly as this :

** I am a Vegetarian in

principle, but not in practice ;" but we would
beg pardon of the speaker of this sentence,

and would say to him, in all kindness, we
cannot convict you of the inconsistency in-

volved in the belief of this assertion. A
Vegetarian in theory you may be, if you please,—"a talker"—it may be, an arguer for the

Vegetarian principle; but, what you are in

principle—in conviction—in aflection—will
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be indicated, not by words merely, but by
deeds. Whilst, therefore, we would guard
such from this inconsistency with his own
conscience, we would defend the appella-

tion, "a Vegetarian in principle" from the

corruption of such an application, and reserve

it only for those who show us *' their faith

by their works."
But we object not to the theoretical Vege-

tarian ; we enjoy the society of those who are

anxious and willing to converse freely on the

subject, and to weigh well the facts connected

with it ; though what we wish most to im-
press upon the mind is, that a thorough

conviction of truth is the residt of the

practical operation of truth in the mind

;

and the application of truth to life, is like

connecting the positive with the negative

conductor of electricity : when the contact

takes place, the operation commences, and
the reception and activity are complete.

The merely theoretical Vegetarian, then,

is like the man, who will just grasp the

positive conductor, expatiate on the wonders
of galvanism, the cures it will effect, and the

increased vigour it will promote, but, not
touching the negative conductor, he feels not
the power, and really knows little of the

beneficial effects within his reach, if he will

but take the courage to grasp the means of

obtaining them. Indeed, it is only those who
thus connect the positive with the negative,

—

apply inward perception to outward action,

—

who can understand and enjoy the blessings

of living, active truth. Those, therefore, who
begin to feel pleasure in this, to the present

age, new study, or, as we have recently heard
it called, science, "Vegetarianism," and who
congratulate themselves on its reception as a
theory, but who have yet to apply it to

practice, have much yet to receive, to under-
stand, to enjoy ; for, by applying the theory to

practice, they will learn the more than magic
power of truth ; they will feel it pervade every
part of the physical and mental organnations

;

invigorating these, and supplying, as it were,

new life to the whole system ; and what before

appeared only a beautiful theory, which
delighted only the "ideality," and perhaps
the " causality," now becomes the philoso-

phical, tangible, and potent reality, which
brings, plirenologically speaking, benevolence,

conscientiousness, veneration ; in fact, all the

moral sentiments, into delightful activity

;

and these increasing in power, exercise an
ennobling influence over all the intellectual

faculties and animal propensities, rendering
the united harmonious activity of the whole,
a source of increasing proficiency, health, and
happiness.

With a purpose no less important than the
attainment of such a state of usefulness as

this—the right application of all the physical

and mental powers of man—let us pursue the

inquiry with that philosophical deliberation

which seems to pervade almost every page of

Fruits and Farinacea.

Mr. Smith proceeds to describe scientifi-

cally, what are the organic requirements of
flesh-diet, and vegetable diet. He says :

—

" The indications of structure are, that

flesh requires a tearing, rather than a masti-
cating process, little or no saliva, a gastric

juice of a peculiar character, together with a

short and simple alimentary canal, in order

that the processes of assimilation may Be
expedited ; for if animal food be detained too

long in the alimentary passages, it is said to

become putrid and injurious. On the con-

trary, vegetable food requires to be well

masticated, and intimately mixed with the

saliva, a peculiar gastric juice for its solution,

and a cellulated. colon and large caecum, for

the more complete digestion of such portions

of vegetable matter, as have escaped the

action of the stomach and duodenum. Now
if carnivorous animals have received the very
best structure for the perfect assimilation of

flesh, and if herbivorous animals possess the

best development for the complete and healthy
solution of grass and other vegetables, then
man, being different from both in the struc-

ture and disposition of the alimentary organs,

cannot have received the best adaptation for

either kind of food ; and, therefore, though a

mixture of both may be tolerably digested,

yet neither kind can so easily and completely

undergo transformation, as would be effected

by the organs and secretions of animals espe-

cially adapted to its solution.

"Physiologists inform us, that the gastric

juice varies in its character, according to the

food habitually taken. If flesh be eaten, the

gastric juice secreted is specially adapted to

its solution ; if vegetables be taken, the juice

clianges its qualities accordingly ; and if juice

of an intermediate quality be formed, in

consequence of a mixture of both kinds of

food, it seems to me a physical impossibility

that it should produce so complete an effect

upon either, as that kind which is specially

designed for each. It may also be remarked,

that, with people living upon a mixed diet,

in proportion as animal food predominates,

the power of the stomach to digest vegetable

food generally diminishes. Hence, the fre-

quent complaints of vegetables and fruits

disagreeing with the stomach ; so that many
find it necessary to be extremely careful of

what vegetables they partake ; and are,

perhaps, obliged to limit themselves to stale

bread, or biscuit, or some other simple

farinaceous substance. Yet even these indi-

viduals, by gradually diminishing the amount
of animal food, and adopting a correct

regimen, may once more return to their
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youthful enjoyment of fruits and vegetable

substances generally." (p. 56.)

This mixing of food of sucli opposite ten-

dencies, requiring, as tiiey appear to do, to a

certain extent a modification, or ditferont

kind of gastric juice, is, doubtless, a frequent

cause of those stomach diseases to which
sedentary persons, especially, commonly be-

come victims. The process of digestion has

always been a great mystery, and whatever

may be said as to the time required for

digesting various articles of food, there is no
doubt but it varies very considerably in vari-

ous states of the digestive functions. There
is no doubt that the lion would digest flesh in

much less time than any herbivorous animal

could ; simply because all the organs con-

cerned, and the secretions required, are best

adapted for the purpose. And it is probably

a universal law of nature, that the organs

become adapted, as nearly as their structure

will allow, to the circuinstances in which
they are obliged to act. The hand habituated

to laborious occupation, becomes covered

with hard skin, whilst, at the same time, it

becomes proportionably unfit for delicate

workmanship. And the stomach, accustomed

to gross aliment, such as flesh, fat, and blood,

may become, in some degree, adapted to the

digestion of such food ; and in proportion as

it does, it becomes less fitted for tiie diges-

tion of fruits and other delicate productions

of the vegetable kingdom. TIjosc who can-

not enjoy ripe fruit, will generally discover

that they have destroyed the natural tone of

the palate and digestive organs, and thus

deprived themselves of some of the most

pleasing sensations which the palate is

capable of aifording.

We believe that the organization of mnn
in every way adapts him to subsist on these

most wholesome and tempting provisions of

nature ; for, as Mr. Smith remarks ;

—

" The hands, and the erect position of man,
seem more adapted to gather the produce of

fruit trees, than either to capture objects of

prey, or collect herbs ; and the incisor teeth,

which are comparatively of little use to the

carnivora, are, in man, admirably suited to

the office of cutting substances into con-

venient portions for the grinding process of

the molars, and for removing the skin or rind

of fruit, &c. ; while the short cuspids or

canine teeth, may be rendered similarly use-

ful." (p. 56.)

Still reasoning against the idea that man
is omnivorous, our author p*'oceeds :

—

" The ostensible reason for regarding man
as omnivorous is, that he can subsist upon a

great variety of animal, and vegetable pro-

ductions, just as climate, or circumstances

may determine ; but, if properly considered,

this only evinces the wide range of adapt-

ability which his oroanizatlon lias received
;

in considering which we arc apt to overlook
its special adaptation. We know that man
can live on flesh alone, but this does not
prove that he is carnivorous ; he can also live

exclusively on fruit and other vegetables, but
we ought not to conclude from this that lie is

frugivorous; and it is equally illogical to

infer that he is omnivorous, because he can
feed, with comparative health and pleasure,

on a mixture of both animal and vegetable

substances. The question we have to deter-

mine is, whether the development of the

physical, mental, and moral pawL'rs of man,
is equally complete upon whatever kind of

food he lives ; or whether there is a definite

kind of food upon which all the interests of

his economy are better maintained than upon
any other. If the former be the case, then
is man truly omnivorous ; if the latter, he is

not omuivorous. We have seen how far

comparative anatomy supports the latter

opinion, and we shall find it corroborated by
tue eviilence from every other source.

"From these and other considerations it

appears questionable, wliether any animal is

strictly omnivorous ; that is, formed for

feeding indiscriminately, or witliout pre-

ference, upon either animal, or vegetable

substances ; and with organs adapted for

procuring, masticating, and digesting each
kind of food with eqaal facility; so <as to

attain the highest degree of perfection of

Avhich its nature is susceptdde. The animals

which appioach the nearest to this character,

are the hog, the bear, and the opossum
;
yet

these, when in a perfectly natural state, and
when food is abundant, invariably prefer

fruits, roots, grain, and other vegetable

produce.
" Tiie digestive organs of the hog, are very

similar to those of man ; but the teetli are

widely different, excepting the true molars
;

which very much resemble those in the

human jaw, and are characteristic of animals

intended to feed on vegetable matter. The
cuspids and bicuspids in the hog are very

similar to those of carnivorous animals ; the

incisors, also, bear no resemblance to those of

man. This comparison, then, by no means
favours the notion, that man is partly carni-

vorous, supposing we admit the hog to be

so ; for all the characteristics connecting the

latter with the herbivora, are similar to those

of man ; while those which unite it with the

carnivora, bear no resemblance to those of

the human subject. Remembering, there-

fore, that the hog, when left to its own
' instincts, in a perfectly pure state of nature,

and when food is abundant, always prefers

: fruits, roots, and other vegetables, and re-

I
quires no animal food for its perfect develop-

I
raent, we must inevitably conclude, that man
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is still more widely removed from animals of

a carnivorous character. But we have yet

found no true type of the human alimentary

organs ; nor shall we, in any race of animals,

find the characters identical in all respects."

It is true that man, in his most sensual

state, seems to approach the character of the

hog; but we think the time is gone hy for

contending that this is tlie right, or natural,

or complete state of man. But, contending

for omnivorous habits, is actually contending

for what even the hog, low as he is in the

scale of creation, when left in freedom, would
not choose, as he evidently prefers vegetnbles,

grain, and fruit. That bears also prefer fruit

to flesh, is probable, from a remark made by
a traveller, when speaking of the bears on
the banks of the Mississippi.* If, therefore,

man's structure was as nearly carnivorous as

that of a hog or a bear appears to be, which
it is not, even then, the habits of these

animals would teach him that fruit, vegeta-

bles, and grain, constitute his natural diet.

This is confirmed, by considering the habits

of those animals which most closely approx-

imate in their structure to that of the human
frame.

" The nearest approximation is met with
in the quadrumana, particularly in the orang-

outang ; which, both in outward conforma-
tion and general organization, bears the

greatest resemblance to man. ' The masti-

catory organs of the orang are so closely

similar,' observes Professor Lawrence,f 'that

they might easily be mistaken for human ;'

—

the only difference being, that the cuspids or

canine teeth are relatively longer and more
pointed, with intervals for the reception of

those of the opposite jaw ; and the elevations

on the grinding surfaces of the molars more
prominent and pointed ; by which character-

istics, the orang approaches nearer to the

carnivora than man. The disposition of the

enamel in the molar teeth, is the same as

in the human subject. The articulation of

the lower jaw, the form of the stomach,

the comparative length of the intestines,

the relative capacity of the csecura, and the

cellular arrangement of the colon, in the

orang-outang, likewise correspond very

closely with those of the human body ; and
in what part soever a difference is detected,

it denotes man to be less formed for animal
diet than the orang. The zj^goma (for in-

stance) is larger, and the temporal muscles

are far more powerftil, than in man ; the

muciparous, labial, and buccal glands, (which
soften the contents of the cheek-pouches,)

are more constant and larger in man, than in

the simiae ; but the parotid, submaxillary,

and sublingual glands are less : the valvular

* Supplement, p. 11.

+ Lectures on Physiology, ^c, p. 189.

folds of the stomach, duodenum, &c., are

wanting in the orang. In other species of

the simiiic, the teeth are of a more carnivorous

character. Comparative anatomy, therefore,

warrants us in concluding, that the alimen-

tary organs of the orang, are the true type

with M'hich to compare those of man, in

order to ascertain his true dietetic character.

Now, as the orang-outang, and most species

of monkeys, when in a pure state of nature,

and when left free to choose their own food,

and to follow their undepraved instincts, are

wholly frugivorous—subsisting exclusively on
fruits, nuts, and other esculent farinaceous

vegetables—we are perfectly justified by all

the laws of correct reasoning in concluding,

that the natural food of man is not of that

mixed nature which many physiologists would
have us to believe." (p. 59.)

Our author proceeds to quote the opinions

of eminent naturalists, in support of his

views (for which we beg to refer to another

part of the present volume),* and then makes
the following pertinent observations :

—

*' Seeing, then, that comparative anatomy
is so clear in its indications of the proper

food of man, and that men so well qualified I

for giving an opinion upon the matter, have i

expressed themselves so decidedly ; it certainly i

is surprising to find so many authors on
|

physiology and dietetics, ridiculing the idea
j

of a vegetable diet ; and briefly stating,

without an attempt at proof, that the teeth,

stomach, and other parts of man's structure,

declare him to be omnivorous, or formed for

a mixed diet. The misconception, for such I

must consider it, seems to have arisen from
confounding a fruit and farinaceous (com-
monly called vegetable) diet with a herbivo-

rous one ; Professor Lawrence, even, having

misapplied the latter term. It would be

absurd to contend, that man was formed for

deriving his subsistence from the latter kind

of food ; though the more escident vegetables

may occasionally be enjoyed with impunity,

or positive benefit ; but it does not appear to

me possible to derive, from comparative

anatomy, a single argument calculated to

negative the conclusion, that the human
organization is specially adapted to fruit,

roots, grain, and other farinaceous vegeta-

bles." (p. 56.)

Mr. Smith concludes the chapter by reply-

ing to the two follo^ving objections, which,

having some appearance of reason in them,

we have great pleasure in quoting, as we
have no doubt the replies will remove them
from many minds •

—

"1. It has been objected that, although

the orang-outang, so nearly resembling man
in his organization, is, in a perfect state of

nature, strictly frugivorous, yet he readily

* Vegetarian Messenger, pp. 5, 19, 21.
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learns to eat and enjoy the flesh of animals

;

and that experience has taught us, that man
also can live upon animal food with impunity.

"2. That though man is organized as a

frugivorous animal, and doubtless fed upon
fruit when first created, and in a purely

natural state, yet his reasoning powers, and
the possession of fire, enable him so to modify
and change the flesh of animals, as to render

it not only pleasant to his senses, but also

highly nutritious and healthful.
" In reply to the first objection, I freely

grant, that both the quadrumana and man
are able to substitute, with apparent impu-
nity, an animal for a vegetable diet : but
what does this prove ? Merely that, although

constitutionally adapted to a frugivorous diet,

there is in their alimentary organs a certain

range of adaptability, by which they are enabled

to deviate considerably from their nature,

without any immediately apparent bad eff'ects.

This is a wise and kind provision in the

organization of all animals ; by which they

are enabled, in peculiar circumstances, and
in cases of necessity, to subsist on food to

which their organs were not originally

adapted ; and to which, on ordinary occa-

sions, with a full supply of their natural food,

they would not resort. A lamb, for instance,

during a long sea-voyage, was induced to live

upon the flesh of animals ; and so powerful

was the force of habit, that it finally refused

to crop the grass destined by nature for its

support. Horses, on the coast of Arabia, are

constantly fed upon fish ; herbage being

deficient ; and they seem very much to relish

this, to them, unnatural diet. The Gauls fed

their oxen and horses with fish ; so did tlie

PaBonians, mentioned by Herodotus. * In
Norway, as well as in some parts of Hadra-
mant and the Coromandel coasts, the cattle

are fed upon the refuse of fish,'* (441)
Even a young wood-pigeon, which is princi-

pally granivorous, has been brought to relish

flesh, so as to refuse every other kind of food,

even grain, of which it is naturally so fond.

Parrots, which are exclusively frugivorous,

are taught by habit to relish animal food.
" Thus are various herbivorous and gran-

ivorous animals reduced, by circumstances, to

live upon animal food ; and it is equally true

that carnivorous animals (as the lion, tiger,

cat, &c.) have been taught to live, and to

thrive moderately upon vegetable diet. ' If

the young of these animals, before they have
tasted flesh, be carcfuiiy trained to a vegeta-

ble diet, till they are grown up, they will

manifest no desire for flesh-meat. 'f Young
kittens have been fed upon vegetable diet,

without appearing to have sufiered from it in

* Life of Reginald Heber, in Harper's Family
Library. No. 40, p. 360. (America.)
t Graham's Lectures, vol. ii. p. 69.

health and strength ; and, when fully grown,
would refuse to eat flesh ; which, if forced

upon thera, would at first render them sick.

They would kill rats and mice, but would not
devour them.

" Many similar changes, in the food of

animals, have been efi"ected by art and cir-

cumstances ; but the widest range of variation,

as regards food, exists, as might be expected,

in those animals, the alimentary organs of

which are intermediate between the car-

nivorous and herbivorous classes; namely,
such as feed upon fruit and farinaceous sub-

stances. This is more especially the case

with man; and by it he is capacitated for

becoming the denizen of every climate, and
qualified for fulfilling the divine command

:

' Be fruitful and multiply, and replenish the

earth, and subdue it.' (Genesis, i. 28.)

Adapted by nature for i'eeding upon neither

flesh, nor herbage, he is, notwithstanding,

created with an adaptation to either, or both,

as climate or circumstances may render

necessary ; but we are not justified in infer-

ring, that he enjoys by this deviation from
nature, that full share of health, pleasure,

and longevity, which would be secured by a

strict adlierence to his more natural diet.

If, therefore, we would judge correctly of

organs, and their functions, we must care-

fully distinguish between adaptation and
adaptability ; and must not hastily conclude,

that because an animal can exist, and be

comparatively well upon a certain kind of

diet, it was designed to live on that diet, as

its best and most natural food. Each animal
has been organized by fixed principles, and
each organ has its determinate function and
special adaptation ; but an all-wise Creator

has provided against emergencies, by confer-

ring on each organ, particulary if connected

with existence, or with organic life, a con-

siderable latitude ; by which it can, to a

certain extent, vary its functions without

destroying its power, or so far impairing the

constitution, as suddenly to destroy life. We
are no more justified, therefore, in concluding

frugivorous animals, as the orang-outang and
man, omnivorous, than we are in declaring

the lion, the tiger, and the cat, or the horse,

the cow, and the sheep, omnivorous ; be-

cause they can be trained to feed upon either

animal flesh, or vegetables, or a mixture of

both." (pp. 65-67.)

We have already stated our views in re-

ference to the passage quoted from Genesis,*

and would add further, that we believe this

adaptability in the human organization, is

the result of the wisdom and benevolence

which provides man with the power to be a

free-agent. If no such adaptability existed,

man could not be a responsible being, and
* Vegetarian Messenger, pp. 41,42.
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consequently could never enjoy the high
privilege of thinking and doing what is

good and true, from choice, or from affection

—he could not really he a maji.

In - reply to the second objection, Mr.
Smith quotes the following lines from
Shakspeare :

—

,

" To gild refined gold, to paint the lilyj

To throw a perfume on the violet,

To smooth the ice, or add another hue
Unto the rainbow, or with taper lii^^ht

To seek tlie beauteous eye of heaven to garnish,

—

Is wasteful, and ridiculous excess." *

And shows that :

—

"The proper employment of the superior

mental qualifications of man, is to discover

the intimate relations that exist between ani-

mate and inanimate nature ; not to change
or confound them;—to investigate and obey
the physiological laws and functions of animal
life ; not to subvert them, or render man
independent of their influence. * Reason and
instinct,' observes Dr. Lambe, * are but dif-

ferent modes of attaining the same end ; nor

can the former be more wisely employed than
in rendering our habits conformable to the

dictates of the latter.'

*' If, then, we have proved, that there is a

direct relation between the alimentary organs

of man and vegetable diet, and none between
those organs and the flesh of animals, it is

evident that the highest development of his

corporeal and mental powers, will be effected

by employing those powers in pursuance of

those relations ; for no artificial preparation

of animal flesh, can render it a fit substitute

for what nature has appointed."

Man in his present incomplete or tran-

sition state, struggles, contends, strives, toils,

and bewilders himself, wdth a certain mass of

circumstances, which he designates, the *' diffi-

culties of this life," because he has encum.-

bered himself with a notion, that a certain

number of articles, entirely foreign to either

his nature or requirements, are the "neces-

saries of existence;" and, after a life spent in

the pursuit of these supposed sources of

happiness, if he should happen to adopt a new
practice, like that we endeavour to advocate,

the veil which hid from him the truth, becomes
gradually withdrawn, and he arrives at the

philosophical conclusion, that

" All earth-born cares are wrong,
Man wants but little here below.

Nor wants that little long."*

Happy, indeed, is the man who makes this

discovery early in life. His mind becomes
raised above the pursuits of merely selfish

existence. He lives for man generally, and
not for man individually. His individual

wants occupy the smallest part of his attention,

whilst his life is spent in pursuits of usefulness

to those who have yet to be released from the

load of selfish life. He is like the man, who,
having been raised out of the flood, is using

his utmost endeavours to save his sinking

comrades, and to draw them on to the shore

of safety. We need not say to the initiated,

that it is a great blessing to be enabled thus

comparatively to forget one's self, and one's

own wants, in thinking of the more important

concerns of the universal elevation of mankind.
And to those who have yet to experience the

blessings of which we speak, still believing in

the omnivorous requirements of our race, Ave

would say : cast away the practice which
obscures your perception on this subject, and
we promise you as clear an understanding of

this important lesson in the science of life, as

will enable you to discover, that " the better

land" or state, which all men seek, is not so

far distant, either in space or time, as is

commonly imagined ; but that it is mercifully

placed near, and even within the reach of all,

who will take the means necessary for

attaining it, which are none other than the

practical observance of the great law of

Christian charity towards all our fellow-

creatures, whether below, equal, or above us,

in the scale of creation.

PYTHAGOEAS THE PHILOSOPHER.
A TRUE principle never dies ! And, perhaps,

at no period of the world does it cease to be

manifested. Hence we find, when Daniel
the prophet had become the living example
of the Vegetarian principle in Babylon

;

when that life, which Avas unimpeachable,
had been more than half expended, in the

glorious mission of mercy and truth to a

heathen nation, it seems Providence began to

raise up another messenger to perform a

similar service in Greece and Italy ; for,

about 570 years before Christ, and 55 years

after the birth of Daniel, Pythagoras is

said to have been born, on the island of

* King John, Act vi., Scene 2.

Samos. The uncertainty which exists as to

the precise period of this memorable event, is

of little consequence to our present purpose,

since it is the principle which a man is born

to serve, Avhich is of far more importance to

us, than the time or place of his birth.

Etymologists inform us, that the true

meaning of the word Pythagoras, is, " the

oracle of God." Be this as it may, it is

quite evident that one principal and ruling

characteristic of this remarkable man, is that

of a deeply religious and conscientious mind.

Pythagoras Avas the first man who re-

ceived the title of philosojyJier. Sophist, or

* Goldsmith's Hermit.
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wise man, was applied to the learned pre-

ceptors that preceded him ; but Aviieu at

Phlius, " Leon, the chief of the Phliasians,

was exceedingly charmed with the ingenuity

and eloquence with which he discoursed

upon various topics, and asked him in what
art he principally excelled ; to Avliich Pytha-
goras replied, that he did not profess him-

self master of any art, but that he was a

philosopher. Leon, struck with the novelty

of the term, asked Pythagokas who were

philosophers, and in what they differed from

other men ? Pythagoras replied, that, as

in the public games, while some were con-

tending for glory, and others are buying and

selling in pursuit of gain, there is always a

third class of persons Avho attend merely as

spectators ; so, in human life, amidst the

various characters of men, there is a select

number of those, who, despising all other

pursuits, assiduously apply themselves to

the study of nature, and the search after

wisdom : these, " added Pythagoras," are

the persons whom I call philosophers," *

Pythagoras preferred this appellation to that

of Sophist^ because it indicated a " lover of
wisdom" rather than a ^vise rnaii, or a pos-

sessor of ivisdom. This is a pleasing indi-

cation of the modesty of his character ; and
although the term has since been confounded

with sophist^ and made an occasion of human
glorification and arrogance, we think the

application originally intended, by far tlie most
valuable, and, perhaps, the only legitimate

use of the word.

Jewish and Christian historians, anxious to

attribute as much as possible of what is good
and true in history, to the Hebrew Scriptures,

have endeavoured to show that Pythagoras
visited Babylon, and thus obtained his ex-

cellent rules of life from the Jewish prophets,

who were at that time in captivity ; and it

requires but a little share of faith in the im-
probable to believe, that, attracted by the

fame and extraordinary proceedings ofDaniel
and his associates, at a time when youth and
love of wisdom inspired him with ardour in

the pursuit of knowledge, Pythagoras
actually made himself personally acquainted

with these virtuous captives ; and the high
moral tone of his life and precepts, and even

the practice which these inculcate, in refe-

rence to abstinence from slaughter and blood-

shed, and the circumstances cf his travelling

into Egypt, and, as some say, to India, in

pursuit of knowledge, seem to strongly favour

the same impression. One can readily con-

ceive with what rapture the young Samian
philosopher would listen to the moral in-

struction and religious teaching of the vene-

rable prophet of Babylon, who, with eyes

glistening in virtuous purpose, and speaking

* Cicero Tuscal Disp. 1. v. c. 3.

with the authority of inspiration, would be

equally delighted to find, in a visitor from a

distant land, one so eminently fitted to receive

those eternal truths of thought and action

with which his own life had been blessed
;

one to whom he could conBdently entrust the

further dissemiiiation of the same heaven-

born realities. But, whether such an inter-

esting intei'view actually occured or not (and,

in the absence of more complete information,

it is impossible to afhrm that it did or did

not), it seems evident that the philosopher,

by means of the mental discipline to which
he subjected himself, reached a similar depth

of mental perception, in many respects, as

did the prophet ; and that his life and
conduct were influenced by purposes little

short of those Avliich produced such happy
consequences in the life of Daniel. In-

stances, indeed, are by no means rare, whicu
show that principles, identical in their nature

and tendency, may be imbibed by different

individuals, at contemporary periods, with-

out contact or communication with each

other. All men, in fact, have the same rich

source of truth to which to apply, and all

receive of it in the degree in which they are

disposed to serve and obey it, Mucli, there-

fore, as we may value ineajis of commnni-
caiion in the dissemination of truth, we have

reason to vaUie, in a far higher degree, the

spirit of humility—the genuine "love of

truth" for its own sake— far more highly;

because it is this spirit which alone can
render those means available for the iiuli-

vidual and general amelioration of mankind.
It is this spirit which will recognise truth

" where'er 'tis found,
On Christian or on heathen ground."

It is this spirit which can bless the poor

man's cot, though unaccompanied by either

ancient or modern learning ; and, where it

finds its way into places where wealth, either

of intellect or riches, abounds, it renders these

effective for great and noble purposes. It is

this spirit which rendered Daniel and
Pythagoras receptive of the same sublime

views of the moral duties of man to his Maker,
and to his fellow creatures; and it is this

same ^^philosophic'' spirit, which is extend-

ing its happy influence among mankind now,
in the nineteenth century; which is expand-
ing the minds of the young with sanguine

hopes for the coming triumphs of virtuous

principles, and which dilates the furrowed

cheek of the aged, with increasing confidence

in the merciful providence of God, for the

ultimate regeneration of the human race.

It is frequently remarked, "that to judge
rightly of any work of art, we ought to be
ourselves artists ;" and it is equally true, that

in judging of any system of philosophy, we
should be ourselves philosophers—inspired
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with the "love of ti'uth." In the cxamiiintion

we are about to enter, therefore, let us be

just. Let us not condemn what we cannot

understand, even thou'^h we reject it; but let

us, like the bee, be busy in extracting the

honey from these flowers of genius, and be

content to leave the petals which Ave may be

unable to appreciate, unmutilated, and in their

original form, for succeeding time, either to

destroy, or expand into fruit, as their wortli-

lessness or worth may require.

What then is the philosophical system of

Pythagoras ?

Like One greater than he, Pythagoras
spoke in " parables ;" in symbolical, and even

in mathematical lan"ua2:e ; and as he has left

no writings wliich can be, with certainty,

attributed to him, we must be content

to collect what his disciples represent as

his philosophy. This is a disadvantage which
must be borne in mind ; as it frequently

happens, tliat men, in attempting to express

other men's ideas, present rather their own
views of wliat they were, than the ideas them-
selves ; and such views may frequently be

erroneous, especially when the first expression

of them was given in symbolical language.
" The end of philosophy," Pythagoras

considered to be, " to free the mind from those

incumbrances which hinder its progress

towards perfection, and to raise it to the

contemplation of immutable truth. This

effect must be produced by easy steps, lest the

mind, hitherto conversant only with sensible

things, should revolt at the change." *

Daily experience confirms the truth of the

last of these observations, whilst the first

contains a volume of instruction: progress

towards perfection is not so much a human,
as a divine work, but the removal of the

incumbrances which hinder this divine opera-

tion, is a duty, which necessarily devolves

upon man, as a free agent, by divine assistance,

to perform. Every effort of God, in nature,

is an efi'ort towards perfection; and when
man co-operates therewith, by removing his

OAvn selfish habits, progress to a better state

is the inevitable and happy consequence.

But this must be eff"ected "by easy steps."

This is an important secret in the science of

human progress. We have known men of

strong nervous and physical energy, and
powerful will, arrive at a certain pitch of

discipline,—of extreme abstemiousness—or

what appears to them, perhaps, the perfection

of philosophical dietetics, condemn those

whose physical or mental powers may be in a

less vigorous condition, for not adopting, at

* The prose quotations relative to the philosophical
system of Pythagoras, are taken from the articles
" Pythagoras," and " Pythagoreans," in Eees's Cy-
clopcedin, except where other reference is made ;

Bhucker's History of Philosophy, is the authority
ffiven in those articles.

onoe, their stnndard of what is true. Now,
although we approve of, and practise to some
extent, simplicity of diet, we would by no
means condemn, but rather commend those

who adopt a gradual means of attaining,

what may certainly be considered an impor-
tant desideratum, simplicity in all our wants.

Much observation, and a careful consideration

of this subject, tend to confirm us in the belief,

that gradual progress in this, as in every

other respect, being most in accordance with
all the operations of God in nature, is the

safest, and invariably productive of the most
permanently satisfactory results.

The first step towards wisdom, our phi-

losopher considered to be, the study of mathe-
matics, as inuring the mind to contemplation.

Discipline—the exercise of the faculties

—

constituted a leading feature in the Pytha-

goric school. Mathematics he divided into

two parts respecting numbers, and two re-

specting magnitude. Number, considered

abstractedly in itself, related to arithmetic,

and as applied to some object—to music.

Magnitude, considered as at rest, applied to

geometry, and, as in motion, to astronomy.

Pythagoras had a keen perception of order

and arrangement, and a comprehensive mind
in relation to both internal and external

phenomena. Having commenced by placing

his own faculties in order,—in subjection to

the superior principles of the mind—he be-

came well calculated to discover what was
orderly in nature and art. Just as the string

of a musical instrument will vibrate without

any other contact than that produced by the

string of another instrument with which it

accords^ so did the soul of Pythagoras
vibrate with delight at the sympathetic har-

mony which he discovered in both natural and

spiritual things. He could discover har-

mony and music where other men could not,

because his mind was raised to a higher tone

of moral excellence : hence, from the simple

accident of passing a blacksmith's shop,

we are told by Macrobius, he discovered,

from the sounds produced by the beating of

iron with hammers of difi'erent weights, the

principle of "musical ratios;" and afterwards

reduced music, which had been an imperlect

system, to a complete science. The idea of

" the music of the spheres," replete as it is

with evidence of a truly poetic imagination,

may be likewise attributed to this peculiar

genius of Pythagoras, in discovering har-

mony and concord in the operations of crea-

tion, where other men have no such perception.

Ovid gives a pleasing description of the

power, possessed in a remarkable degree by

Pythagoras, by which

"He, though from heaven remote, to heaven
could move,

With strength of mind, and tread th' abyss above;
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And penetrate Avith his interior li.^ht

riiose upper depths, which nature hid from si?ht:

And what he had observed, and learnt from thence,

Loved in familiar language to dispense.
" The crowd with silent admiration stand,

And heard him, as they heard their gods com-
mand;

While he discoursed of heaven's mysterious laws,
Tiie world's original, and nature's cause ;

And what was Gou, and why the fleecy snows
In silence fell, and rattling winds arose ;

" What shook the steadfast earth, and whence
begun

The dance of planets round the radiant sun;
If thun ler was the voice of angry Jove,
Or clouds, with nitre pregnant, burst above :

Of these, and things beyond the common reach.
He spoke, and cliarm'd his audience with his

speech.*

Pythagoras was more than a i^enius

:

having conquered, to a great extent, the

sensual propensities of human nature, his

mind, in happy freedom, rose, not only to

an appreciation of mathematical science,

music, astronomy, and the deep mysteries of

physical and metaphysical learning, but he

was able to combine all these sciences, and to

use them, together with the operations of

nature, to illustrate his philosophy. He rose

to that state in which nature speaks to man
by the analogy between its phenomena and
his OAvn physical and mental growth. He is

described by the poet as saying :

—

" Pei'ceiv'st not thou the process of the year,
How the four seasons in four forms appear,
ResembUng human life in every shape they wear?
Spring first, like infancy, shoots out her head.
With milky juice requiring to be fed :

Helpless, though fresh, and wanting to be led.

The green stem grows in stature and in size.

But only feeds with hope the farmer's ej'es;

Then laughs the childish year with Uowerets
crown'd,

And lavishly perfumes the fields around

;

But no substantial nourishment receives,
Infirm the stalks, unsolid are tlie leaves.
" Proceeding onward whence tlie year began,

The summer grows adult, and ripens into man.
This season, as in men, is most replete
AVith kindly moisture, and pi'olific heat.
"Autumn succeeds, a sober, tepid age,

Not froze with fear, nor boiling into rage;
More than mature, and tending to decay.
When our bi'own locks repine to mix with odious

grey.
" Last, winter creeps along with tardy pace.

Sour is his front, and furrow'd is his face
;

His scalp if not dishonour'd quite of hair.

The ragged fleece is thin, and thin is worse than
bare."

Thus does Pythagoras describe the corre-

spondence of the gradual progress of the

seasons with that of human life.

Although our philosopher existed so many
centuries before Harvey is said to have
discovered the circulation of the blood, it

would seem he was by no means ignorant of

the changes which are continually taking

* The poetic quotations relative to Pytpiag-
ORAS, are taken from Dryden's translations of the
Metamorphoses of Ovid, except when other refer-
ence is given.

place in the human body, for he is represented

to have said :

—

" Ev'n our own bodies daily change, receive
Some part of what was their's before they leave;

Nor are to-day what yesterday tliey were ;

Nor the whole same to-morrow will appear."

Indeed, it is a characteristic of a deep thinker,

thus to arrive at a glimpse, as it were, of

what, in after time, makes its appearance as a

"new discovery," though it may be but the

same in another form.

"Concerning wisdom in general, Pytha-
goras taught, that it is the science which is

conversant with those objects, which are in

their nature immutable, eternal, and incor-

ruptible, and therefore, alone can properly be

said to exist. The man who applies himself

to this kind of study is a philosopher. The
end of philosophy is, that the human mind
may, by such contemplation, be assimilated

to tlie divine, and at length be qualified to

join the assembly of the gods.'*

It should be borne in mind, that, the term,
" assembly of the gods," is very likely to be

made use of in accordance with the phrase-

ology of the time, by the disciples of

Pythagoras, as being calculated to suit the

prejudices of the people in favour of their

heathen deities ; as anything which did not

seem to favour the existence of the gods,

would have been condemned, and regarded as

profane. It by no means follows, therefore,

from such an expression being used under

such circumstances, that Pythagoras had
faith in more gods than one. In fact, his

whole philosophy seems to lead to a belief in

one only true God ; the assembly of the goocl^

is doubtless the real meaning of the sentence.

Perhaps it is impossible to find a more com-
plete definition of the great and sublime

purpose of existence, than is conveyed in this

beautiful expression :
" assimilation with the

divine," This is the grand purpose of all

systems of divinity. It may assume various

forms of expression, such as salvation,

redemption, atonement, reconciliation, rege-

neration ; there may be various opinions as to

the means by which this important work is

to be effected, but all religionists will agree

that this is tlie great end of all true religion
;

that it is worth living for, and worth dying

for ; and when we find a man in the midst of

a heathen nation, without, probably, a know-
ledge of the Hebrew Scriptures, and certainly

ignorant of the Christian religion in its New
Testament form, proclaiming with a power,

which obtained for him the title of the
" divine philosopher," this fundamental

doctrine of the Bible, it becomes of the

greatest moment for us to carefully examine

the means by which he arrived at this

sublime idea, which, in his case, seemed to

grow into a most happy reality.
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"In the pursuit of wisdom, the utmost
care must be taken to raise the mind above
the dominion of the passions, and the influ-

ence of sensible objects, and to disengage it

from all corporeal impressions, that it may be
inm'ed to converse with itself, and to contem-
plate things spiritual and divine. For this

purpose, the assistance of God, and of good
demons, must be invoked by prayer."

We need not attempt to prove that this is

essentially, Christianity. Dr. Watts, after

presenting the following well-known lines,

used by the disciples of Pythagoras, in his

work on the Improvement of the Mind, re-

marks :
" I would be very glad, among a nation

of Christians, to find young men heartily

engaged in the practice of what this heathen
writer teaches." * The practice he refers to,

is what it was a sacred rule among the

Pythagoreans to observe :

—

"Nor let soft slumber close your eyes.
Before you've recollected thrice

The train of actions thro' the day:
"Where have my feet chose out the way?
What have I learnt, where'er I've been, •»

From all I've heard, from all I've seen ?

What know I more that's worth the knowing?
What have I done that's worth the doin<»?

What have I sought that I should shun?
What duty have I left undone ?

Or into what new follies run ?

These self-inquiries are the road
That leads to virtue and to God."

"Active or moral philosophy, which pre-

scribes rules and precepts for the conduct of

life, according to Aristotle, was first taught

by Pythagoras, and after his death, by
Socrates. Among the moral maxims and
precepts ascribed to Pythagoras, are the

following : Virtue is divided into two
branches, private and public. Private virtue

respects education, silence, abstinence from
animal food, fortitude, sobriety, and pru-

dence. The powers of the mind are reason

and passion ; and when the latter is pre-

served in subjection to the former, virtue is

prevalent. Young persons should be inured

to subjection, that they may always find it

easy to submit to the authority of reason.

Let them be conducted into the best course of

life, and habit will soon render it tlie most
pleasant.

" Silence is better than idle words. A
wise man will prepare himself for every thing

which is not in his own power. Do what jon
judge to be right, whatever the vulgar may
think of you ; if you despise their praise,

despise also their censure. It is inconsistent

with fortitude to relinquish the station ap-

pointed by the supreme Lord, before we
obtain his permission. Sobriety is the

strength of the soul, for it preserves its reason

unclouded by passion. No man ought to be

* Watts's fForks, vol. viii., p. 13, Baynes's
edition, 1813.

esteemed free, who has not the perfect com-
mand of himself. Drunkenness is a tempo-
rary phrensy. That which is good and
becoming is rather to be pursued, than that

which is pleasant. The desire of superfluity

is foolish, because it knows no limits.

"All animal pleasures should rather be
postponed, than enjoyed before their time

;

and should only be enjoyed according to

nature, and with sobriety. Much fore-

thought and discretion is necessary in the

production and education of children. Wis-
dom and virtue are our best defence ; every

other guard is weak and mistable. It re-

quires much wisdom to give right names to

things.
" Concerning public virtue, the doctrine of

Pythagoras, as it is transmitted to the

present time, respects conversation, friend-

ship, religious worship, reverence to the dead,

and legislation. Upon tliese heads, he is said

to have taught thus : conversation should be
adapted to the characters and condition of

the persons with whom we converse : that

discourse and behaviour, which might be
proper among young persons, may be ex-

ceedingly improper between the young and
aged. Propriety and seasonableness are the

first things to be regarded in conversation.

In all society, a due regard must be had to

subordination. Respect is due to a worthy
stranger, sometimes in preference even to

countrymen or relations. It is better that

those who converse with you should respect

you, than that they should fear you; for

respect produces admiration, but fear produces

hatred. It is an evident proof of a good
education, to be able to endure the want of

it in others. Between friends, the utmost
care should be taken to avoid contention,

which can only be done by shunning as much
as possible, all occasions of strife, suppressing

resentment, and exercising mutual forbear-

ance. Reproof and correction are useful and
becoming from the elder to the younger

;

especially Avhen they are accompanied, on
the part of the reprover, with evident tokens

of affection.

" Mutual confidence is never for a moment
to be interrupted between friends, whether in

jest or earnest; for nothiiig can heal the

wounds which ai'e made by deceit. A friend

must neverbe forsaken in adversity, nor for any
infirmity in human nature, exceptmg only

invincible obstinacy and depravity. Before

we abandon a fi'icnd, we should endeavour, by
actions as well as words, to reclaim him.

True fiiendship is a kind of union which is

immortal.

"The design or object of all moral pre-

cepts is to lead men to the imitation of God.
Since tlie Deity directs all things, every

good thing is to be sought for from him
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alone; and notliing is to be done which is

contrary to his pleasure. Whilst we are per-

forming divine rites, piety should dwell in

the mind. The gods are to be worshipped, not

under such images as represent the forms of

men, but by such symbols as are suitable to

their nature, by simple lustrations and offer-

ings, and with purity of heart.
" Gods and heroes are to be worshipped,

with different degrees of homage, according to

their nature. Oaths are in no case to be

violated."

Thus, whilst everything is to be sought for

from the Deity alone, "gods and heroes are

to be Avorshipped with different degrees of

homage according to their nature." Had
Pythagoras inculcated a negative system of

entire departure from heathen worship, all

his teaching would probably have been
rejected, and if his life had been spared, he
would have fared better than, from the

circumstances of his times, he could reason-

ably have expected. But, whilst he boldly

asserted the supremacy of the Deity, as a

positive principle, he left his disciples at

liberty to pay homage to the heathen gods,

"according to their nature." We believe

this to be, by far, the most philosophical

method of promoting any great truth. Man,
in every degree of progress, from idolatry the

most profane, to worship the most exalted,

has a faith of some kind ; and, hov.ever

erroneous it may appear to those who are

more advanced, such faith is always to be

respected. The fact of its being held by a

fellow-creature, should be sufficient to prevent

us from attempting to make it appear either

false or ridiculous ; because, to do the first,

would be to take away the foundation of

hope to those Avliose perception may not yet

have attained to a more solid one ; and to do
the last, you incur the risk of being disre-

garded in your other teachings, as an infidel

to Avhat is conscientiously believed to be the

truth. When we speak of positive teaching,

therefore, we mean that which desciibes what
Ave believe to be truth, confiding in its potency
for the removal of error. A man wishing to

illuminate his apartment, docs not quarrel

Avith the phantoms Avhich darkness may
excite in his imagination, but he lights his

lamp, and darkness, Avith all its grotesque

imaginings, is immediately dispelled. Hence
the philosophy, sagacity, and Avisdom of

Pythagoiias, in exalting the supreme Loud,
and exhibiting his philosophy of living a

virtuous, temperate, and pious life, trusting

in the glorious light of truth and mercy, to

dispel heathen Avorship, and every other

phantom of mental darkness.
" AVith respect to God, Pythagoras

appears to have taught that he is the Uni-
VEHSAL Mind, diffused through all things.

the source of all animal life, the proper and
intrinsic cause of all motion, in substance

similar to light, in nature like truth, incapa-
ble of pain, invisible, incorruptible, and only

to be comprehended by the mind." That
" God is one : he is not, as some conjecture,

exterior to the Avorld, but in himself entire,

pervades the universal sphere, superintends

all productions, is the support of all natm-e,

eternal, the source of all power, the first

simple principle of all things, the origin of

celestial light, the father of all, the mind and
animating principle of the universe, the first

mover of all the spheres. From a variety of

passages which might be cited, Ave may
reasonably infer, that Pythagoras conceived

the Deity to be the informing soul of the

Avorld, animating it in a manner similar to

that in which the soul animates the body."

Pythagoras, as might be expected from
such a sublime and comprehensive intellect,

and high moral sensibility, took a truly

philosophic vieAV of the subject of human
diet :

—
" He first the taste of flesh from tables drove,

And argued well, if arguments could move.
O mortals! from your fellows' blood abstain.

Nor taint your bodies with a food profane:
While corn and pulse by nature are bestow'd,
And planted orchards bend their willing load ;

While labour'd gardens wholesome herbs produce.
And teeming vines afford their generous juice
Nor tai'dier fruits of cruder kind are lost,

But tamed with fire, or mellow'd by the frost;
While kineto pails distended udders bring.
And bees their hoii y redolent of spring

;

While earth not only can your needs supply,
But lavish of her store, provides for luxury;
A guiltless feast administers with ease,

And, without blood, is prodigal to please.

Wild beasts their maws with their slain brethren
fill,

And yet not all, for some refuse to kill;

Slieep, goats, and oxoni, and the nobler steed.
On browz, and corn, the flowery meadows feed.
Bears, tigers, wolves, the lion's angry brood.
Whom heaven endued with principles of blood.
He wisely sunder'd from the rest, to yell

In forests, and in lonely caves to dwell.
Where stronger beasts oppress the weak by night.
And all in prey, and purple feasts delight.
" O impious use ! to nature's laws opposed

Where bowels are in other bowels closed:
AVIiere fatten'd by their fellows' fat, they thrive ;

Maintain'd by murder, and by death they live.

'Tis then for nought that mother earth provides
The stores of all slie shows, and all she hides.
If men with fleshly morsels must be fed.

And cliaw with bloody teeth the breathing bread ;

What else is tliis but to devour our guests.
And barbarously renew Cyclopean feasts !

We by destroying life, our lite sustain;
An<I gorge th' ungodly maw with meats obscene.
" Not so the golden age, wiio fed on fi-uit.

Nor durst with bloody meals their mouths pol-
lute.

Tliei: lurds in airy space might safely move,
And timorous hares on heaths securely rove :

Nor needed fish tlie guileful hooks to fear

For all was peaceful, and that peace sincere.

Whoever was the ^vietch (and curs'd be lie)

That envied first our food's simplicity;

Th' essay of bloody feasts on brutes began,
And after forged the sword to murder man.
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THK VEGETARIAN BANQUET AT PADSTUW.

THE BANQUET.
One of the most complete and sumptuous

entertainments which has ever been given in

the county of Cornwall, took place on Friday,

April 5th, 1850, at the Public Rooms, Pad-

stow. The weather seemed providentially

propitious for the occasion, which had been

looked forward to by the good people of

Padstow with great interest and curiosity. So

great was the desire to witness the arrange-

ments, which were expected to be of a most

novel and elegant description, that it was

found impossible to satisfy public feeling on

the subject, without admitting a large number

to see those arrangements. Accordingly, it

was announced, that the public would be ad-

mitted to inspect the decorations and the pro-

vision, from two o'clock till half-past, previous

to the entrance of the guests. By that time,

a large concourse of people had assembled at

the gates, anxiously awaiting the favour

about to be conferred. As soon as the hall

was opened, a stream of people was formed,

and walked in quiet procession through the

rooms. Here and there, however, might be
seen an elderly lady, or a criticising gentle-

man, stepping aside from the ordinary

current of people, and gazing in mute
astonishment at the extraordinary scene

which presented itself. The decorations of

the room were the first to attract attention.

In a circular window at the head of the room,
and above the chair, was inscribed in bold

characters, the fullowing motto:

" Mercy and TivUth."

Beneath this, was a beautiful emblematical

arch, constructed of evergreens, and orna-

mented with flowers and fruits. The basis

of the two pillars supporting the arch, was
formed by two wheat sheaves, representing

that the " staff of life" constituted the solid

and substantial foundation of the Vegetarian

system of diet. The flowers and fruits above,

in addition to their ordinary meaning, as to

the character of the food partaken of by
Vegetarians, might be said to indicate the

ideal, the poetic, and the intellectual character

of that system ; whilst the the centre of the

arch bore the following beautiful motto :

"God Said,"

" Behold, I have given you every herb bear-

ing seed, which is upon the face of all the

earth, and every tree, in the which is the
FRUIT of a true, yielding seed ; to you it

shall be for m:^at." Gen. i. 29. v.

This, and the circular motto, " Mercy and
Truth," above, might be said to indicate the
moral and religious tendency of the Vegeta-
rian system. Thus, after the manner of the

ancient Pythagoreans, and early Christians,

was expressed by emblematical devices, in the

beautiful language of flowers and fruits, the

physical, the intellectual, the moral and re-

ligious blessings attendant upon a natural and
pure diet—in accordance with the constitution

of man, and the first ordination of human
food, by an All-Wise Creator. On the side

of the building, to the left of the chair, in a

line with " God said," was the sixth com-
mandment :

" Thou shalt not Kill !

"

Beneath which, was inscribed the following

questions :
—'' Who planted the natural ab-

horrence to killing animals in the human
breast? Was it put there to be violated?

No!" These were followed by the common
remark :

" How few would eat flesh, if they

were compelled to kill it." On the wall op-

posite the chair, was another inscription :

"Hear the Words of the Wise!"
And beneath this :

" Be not among wine-
bibbers ; a)nong riotous eaters of flesh."

—

Prov. xxiii. 20. v.

On the wall to the right of the chair,

and still in a line with " God said " (which
formed the most conspicuous words in the

room,) was the fifth quotation

;

"Shall any Teach God Knowledge?"

beneath which, was the question :
—" If flesh

I

had been the most proper for man, why did

I
God feed him with seeds, herbs, and fruits, in

j

the garden of Eden, and in the vast wilder-

j
ness?"
The mottoes which we have quoted, were

all decorated with evergreens and flowers, ra-

diating from the centre of each, represent-
ing the radiation of the light of truth, from
the centre or source of all truth. The tables

were the next object of cm-iosity and interest

:

Table No. 1, was placed on a raised platform,

under the beautiful arch we have already

described. This table presented a beautifiil

appearance, being ornamented with vases ol

the choicest flowers the season could produce

;

the dishes also being garnished with parsley,

beet root, and flowers, and aff'ording provision

for sixteen guests, the character of which will

be learned from the following plan, showing
the arrangement of each table :

—
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Plan of Tables.
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1. Bread and Parsley Frit-

ters.

2. Savoury Omelet.

3. Savoury Pie.

4. Plum Pudding.

5. Moulded Ground Rice.

6. Moulded Barley.

7. Cornish Cream. 14. Apple Sauce.
8. Fruit Tarts. 15. Brown Sauce.
9. Blanc-Mange. 16. Sugar.

10. Cheese Cakes. 17. Butter.

11. Potatoes. 18. Cream.
12. Cauliflower. 19. Preserves.

13. Mashed Potatoes. 20. Oranges.

* Large Vase of Flowers.

Nos. 11, 12, and 13, replaced with Oranges and Biscuits, Figs and Oranges, Almonds and
Raisins, and Biscuits, for dessert.

Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, diverged from this prin-

cipal table, the whole length of the hall, and
contained provision of a similar character to

that already described, for seventy-two guests.

On each side of the room, were two tables,

Nos. 6, 7, 8 and 9 ; and on these were placed

the dessert, ready to replace the removals

from the principal tables. All the tables, like

the principal one, were profusely decorated

with flowers, in such arrangement of colours,

as displayed, in no ordinary degree, the artis-

tic skill of the Cornish people. The room, as

a whole, presented one of the most pleasing

sights we ever remember to have Avitnessed,

and was eminently calculated to impress the

mind with feelings of respect for a prin-

ciple, which could bring into operation a

degree of taste, skill, ingenuity, and harmony
of arrangement, seldom, and perhaps, never

attained in the preparations for feasts where
no such principle actuates.

The AVadebridge band played several

lively airs during the visitation of the public,

which lasted exactly half an hour, during

which time there could not have been less than

from 500 to 600 visitors. And when the hall

was closed, at half-past two, a large number of

persons returned unable to procure admission.

At three o'clock, the hour appointed for the

Banquet, James Simpson, Esq., President

of the Vegetarian Society, and one of her

Majesty's Justices of the Peace for the county

of Lancaster, entered the hall, and took his

seat in the centre of the platform, under
the emblematical arch. This gentleman has

abstained from intoxicating liquors and the

flesh of animals, the whole of his life. On
the right of the President, sat Mrs. Griffin,

to whom is due the credit of having pro-

jected, and to a great extent provided, the

present entertainiueut, Mr. Wytii, of "War-

rington, Lancashire, whose white hair indi-

cated a close approximation to four score

years (but whose ruddy and healthy appear-
ance, and smiling countenance, though they
might indicate an acquaintance with labour,

could by no means convey the impression,

that his days, even thus far prolonged, were
"days of labour and sorrow"), and who has
abstained from flesh for a period of 41 years

;

and Mr. Joseph Bormond, whose labours in

this county have been so eminently successful

in the promotion of temperance, both in food
and drink. On the left of the President, sat

his lady, Mrs. Simpson, who, like himseli,

has abstained from the flesh of animals and
intoxicating liquors the whole of her life.

J. G. Palmer, Esq , of Birmingham, a mem-
ber of the Society of Friends, and Treasurer
of the Vegetarian Society, whose healthful

appearance corresponded with that of the

gentleman on the right of the President ; and
the Rev, Edward Warne, of Taunton, both

of whom have abstained from the flesh of

animals about nine years.

There were also present, Lieut. Spurring,

R. N., J. A. Cafruthers, Esq., Surgeon, R. P.

Grifiin, Esq., Mr. Tregaskis, Mr. Hicks,

(St. Austell,) Mr. T. G. Barlow, (Truro,)

Mr. H. S. Clubb, Local Secretary of the Ve-
getarian Society for Salford (who acted as

chief steward on the occasion), Mr. Phillips,

Mr. Patterson, the Misses Phillips, Mrs.

Tregaskis, Miss Tregaskis, Miss Warne, Mrs.
Carruthers, Mrs. Truscott, (St. Austell,) Miss
Pedlar, (St. Austell,) Mrs. Pedlar, (St. Aus-
tell,) Mrs. Patterson, Miss Patterson, Mrs.
Hill, and others.

The Rev. Edmund Warne having said

grace, the feast commenced, which was en-

livened throughout by the performances of

the band.
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THE MEETING.

"When thanks had been returned, at a

quarter to five,

The Pii-.siDENT rose and said :—They had
met on tliat occasion to eat, to drink, and to

make merry ; but be trusted it was apparent

to each one present, that in the enjoyments

of the present banquet, they had kept ration-

ality prominently in view. Since the pro-

mulgation of the Vegetarian theor3'-, they bad

bad, in that beautiful and picturesque county,

many earnest Vegetarians, and in the little

town of Padstow, some of the most earnest

he had known. These had purposed, in

connexion with several of their friends, to

have a Vegetarian feast which would embrace

their most intimate acquaintances. He had
received that information in Lancashire,

accompanied with an earnest request, that if

he visited the county of Cornwall, lie should

come and see the energetic way in which
they had advocated the truth, and carried it

out in practice. He bad immediately replied,

that he should be most happy to come at that

season of the year. Arrangements were then

commenced, and the present banquet was the

result. The practice, exemplified by the feast

of which they had just partaken, was asso-

ciated with a great principle. Every dis-

coveiy of truth, whether in relation to phy-
sical, intellectual, or moral science, whenever
it had first been put before the world, had
)iad the greatest opposition to contend with.

That was exemplified, when excellent men,
like Galileo of old, could suffer pain and
imprisonment for declaiing that the earth

moved round the sun. Prom that cause,

Columbus nearly wore out bis life in en-
deavouring to impress upon foreign courts,

the truth in his own mind in relation to the

western continent. It was in that way that,

in more recent times, they had men, of eminent
ability, persecuted, cast out of society, as

it were,—like Harvey, losing his practice,

and discarded by his profession, unable to

find a medical man above the age of forty

years, who would acknowledge the truth he
discovered in relation to the circulation of
the blood. The history of tbe temperance
principle, was an illustration of the truth of
the statement he had made. "When men fell

first into evil, it was always more or less

voluntarily so ; but, subsequently, the wrono-
practices became fixed in society. In the
habitual use of intoxicating liquors, they bad
a custom which was Avorking more injury
than all other mischiefs of society besides.

The worst evils were its ordinary fruits. Still

men who Avere partaking of such drinks did
not see tliose evils ; and it would take a long
time, belbie the ellorts of the temperance

societies would be sufficient to induce the

majority to make any personal sacrifice for

the removal of them. The fact was, that

habits which opposed the progress of truth,

were very difficult to be sliaken ; and it was
necessary for those who perceived the truth,

to practise and teach it for a long time, before

they could expect that it Avould be taken up
and practically acknowledged. He would
contend, that just as the temperance principle

had had difficulties to contend Avith, Avbich by
the power of truth it had already more or

less overcome,,so Vegetarianism had its diffi-

culties, which would likewise be surmounted.
What was required was information upon tlie

subject. Just as the drinking usages of society

had been working mischief, step by step, so,

in the practice of eating the flesh of animals,

they had a system which was working im-
mense mischief in the community at large ; a

system which was seen to be absurd in its every

feature, and which would have to give way
before the light of this and coming times, just

as every other evil had to give way, when
the light of truth was fairly applied to it.

It was interesting to inquire what were the

reasons which supported the flesh-eating sys-

tem. Vegetarians had questions put to them,

wherever they went, as to why they abstained

from animal food. It was well, however, to

turn the question, and ask, why did men par-

take of the flesh of animals ? It was asto-

nishing how little reasoning there was to

support that ordinary practice of society.

The reason commonly advanced, that it Avas

customary, Avas, in fact, nothing in support of

the system. Custom sanctioned spending,

directly and indirectly, one hundred millions

a year in intoxicating liquors, whilst one mil-

lion only was devoted to Avorks of charity.

Custom once sanctioned ploughing, by fasten-

ing the traces to the horse's tail, and Avhen

an act was passed to prevent that cruel prac-

tice, the people absolutely petitioned Parlia-

ment to get the law repealed. (Laughter.)

In short, almost anything, however absurb,

might come to have the sanction of custom,

but that Avas not reason. It had been ad-

vanced amongst the reasons for a mixed diet,

originating at first Avith medical men, Avhen

chemical science had not been brought to

bear upon the subject, that it was necessary

to partake of flesh. It was considered the

natural food of man ; that man w«s o^inivo-

rous ; that the teeth, intestines, and various

other features of the physical constitution,

declared that such Avas the case ; but if they

inquired carefully into the subject, they would
find, that the best physiologists that ever

lived, had arrived at a very different conclu-

sion. Those would tell them, that man, from

the formation of his teeth (Avhich many sup-

posed to indicate his flesh-eating character),
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approximated most to that class of animals
which partook of fruits and vegetables. Th;it

man was not an animal of prey, from his

osseous system, but that he had become so by
acquired habit. If they went to Linn.eus,
Ray, Dalbenton, and other great naturalists,

they would find striking quotations on that

subject.* Another reason why men partook of

flesh was, because they supposed it to be more
nutritive. That had been taken for granted, till

the Ltebig school of chemistry had shown what
real nutriment for the body was, and what
flesh was. As shown by Bbrzelius, and
others, the constituents of flesh were fibrine,

which was commonly called the lean of meat,

consisting of vessels, nerves, and membrane
;

that it contained fifteen parts out of a hun-
dred of this fibrine, vessels, and nerves

;

about two of cellular matter, and about two
of what was called albumen, whilst, with two
or three other minor ingredients, all the rest

was water. Thus, when they purchased one
hundred pounds of flesh, they received

seventy-seven pounds of water, and twenty-

three pounds of solid matter. Then, what
did vegetable food consist of? Peas contained

eighty-four per cent, of solid matter, and
only sixteen per cent, of water. "Wheat con-

sisted of eighty-five and a half per cent, of

solid matter, and only fourteen and a half per

cent, of water. Beans contained eighty-six

per cent, of solid matter, and only fourteen

per cent, of water. That was very different

to what the chemists themselves expected, as

they had believed that flesh was more nutri-

tive than vegetable food. There was some-
thing about flesh which deceived persons who
partook of it. It produced a heating, stimu-

lating efl'ect upon the stomach ; and just as

men felt stronger, and more capable of many
acts, after drinking a glass of spirits, so were
persons stimulated, to a certain degree, by
flesh, and so felt it to be a very different sort

of food. Then, as to the digestibility of ve-

getable, compared with the flesh of animals, it

was found by Dr. Beaitmont, in his experi-

ments with St. Martin, that whilst flesli re-

quired from three to five hours to digest, a

mixed Vegetarian diet only required from one

to two and a half hours. The tables of Beau-
mont had shown, that taking an equal number
of articles of flesh diet, and of vegetable food,

there was nearly tAventy-five minutes, as to the

time required for digestion, in favour of Vege-

tarian fare. Thus, then, they would see, not

only that vegetable food was far more nutritive

and digestible, but chemistry went on to prove

that it contained precisely the same kind of

nutriment which flesh contained, without that

unnatural degree of stimulating property

which formed a great objection to the flesh.

In that way, it would seem that the tables

* Vegetarian Messenger, pp. 19, 21.

were completely turned against tlio mixed
diet system, and against the use of the flesh

of animals for food. No one could read
Smith's Fruits and Farinacea the Fropcr
Food of Man, Graham's Science of Human
Life^ or any of the smaller worlcs on the
subject of Vegetarian diet, without looking
at the flesh- eating system in quite a different

light from what the present habits of society

would lead him to expect. He knew perfectly

well, that it was diflicult to apply a high prin-

ciple to a low degree of conduct. It had
been said, that in partaking of the flesh of
animals, they outraged certain feelings of

humanity. A talented writer in the West-
minster and Foreign Quarterly Rcvieii\ in a
recent article on the subject of Human Pro-
gress, had predicted that, in the natural
course of events, the practice of eating the
flesh of animals would eventually disappear,

as the world progressed towards a more com-
plete and merciful civilization. " The prac-
tice of feeding on the flesh of animals," said

the wi'lter just alluded to, " entombing their

bodies within our own, has something in it

repugnant to refinement. Many individuals

there are, who wholly abstain from this food,

and confine themselves to vegetables. * * *

We think it desirable that the practice of

eating animals should disappear from civilized

communities, so soon as other means of

maintaining their physical energies can be
obtained. "We think that nature has pro-

vided for this also, as another phase of

man's existence, when his brain shall be
set to work upon it. * * * But the

great majority of mankind abhor killing,

save under the pressure of passion or hunger,

while even the cannibal mothers of the Fejce

Islands will exchange children, in order not

to devour their own. But they who hunger
for animal food in civilized life, rarely like to

kill the creatures they eat ; and when killed,

none liked to eat the flesli of pet animals they

have themselves domesticated, as pigeons,

fowls, rabbits, lambs, or kids. To get rid of

the distasteful operation of killing, we employ
butchers—helots of the modern world, whose
very name we employ as a term of vituperation.

This is not Christian, to say the least of it.

We have no right to degrade any human
beings, or regard as inferiors those who pre-

pare the materials that enter into the most
intimate combination with our own persons.

There is something humiliating in the idea

of a delicate person who faints at the sight

of blood or a butcher's shop, and then sits

down to eat of the carcasses that have there

been cut up. If the employment be in itself

abhorrent to our sensations, it argues little

for our humanity, that we have our

poorer fellows to do what we consider degrad-

ing work. If the employment of a butcher



be, of necessity, the work of preserving human
life, the butcher is entitled to honour as well

as the physician. But we believe that the

still obtaining consumption of animal food is

simply a remnant of savage life, a custom
doome"d to vanish under the light of human
reason. All tho animal food artificially bred

by farmers or uthers, is, with little exception,

unwholesome. Consumption, measles, dropsy,

liver complaint, and other diseases, abound in

the animals we eat, and have a tendency to

produce those diseases in our bodies. The
poison we take in by the lungs in the gaseous

form, is not the only poison we imbibe. "VVe

make an outcry about cleansing the sewers

of our cities, and yet make sewers of our
bodies. "We cleanse our outer skin, and pol-

lute our inner skin. If the pressure of popu-
lation is to continue, rendering it essential

to devour unwholesome meat, our chemists and
sanatory officers should at least take order to

'

divest it of its poison, and convert it into

another form, just as putrid game is made
sweet by carbon, or acid fermented liquors

are rectified by alkali." Then, as a question

of domestic economy, it wtis found that if

they put 100 lbs. of flesh, blood, and bone
into the body, from beef, it would cost, ac-

cording to the chemical analysis which he
had already adduced, and reckoning 7d. per

lb. for the beef, no less than £11 19s. 6|d,

;

and that was calculating the membrane, bone,

smews, &c., all as flesh. That was taking

nutriment through the bodies of other ani-

mals But if they took it direct from the

bosom of nature, it was found that the same
purpose could be effected in a better way,
from peas, for 12s. 4|d. ; from beans, for

8s. 1 jd. ; from oats, for 9s. 2j^d. Thus, it

would be seen, that the flesh- eating system
involved a gross and wasteful expenditure. If

they wanted facts of an experimental nature

to confirm the statements he had made, he
would refer them to the hardy ploughman of

Scotland, Avho lived upon oatmeal and milk

;

to the peasantry, the men who did the hard
work of nearly every country in Europe ; and
in fact, to two-thirds of the whole population

of the globe, from its creation to the present

time ; for it had been found that that vast

majority of the human race had subsisted

upon the productions of the vegetable king-

dom. And those men of every country who
had Avorked the hardest, and enjoyed the

greatest amount of healthy were the men who
had thus lived. Then, as to the amount of.

land required to support life onvege^ible diet,

it was found that from fifteen to ihirty-five

Vegetarians could b^ g on the same amount
of land, as would b' required to support one
man on flesh. Let I'Lem examine the system
for themselves, and above all, let them bring

it to the test of practice, for that was the

only way to judge fairly of its merits, and
they Avould soon discover in its bearings upon
moral and social happiness, that it was no idle

question, that it was no mere question of

meats and drinks, but that it was a great

principle. They had seen that it was good
in external precept, let them practice it, and
they would find that it was good in relation

to higli morality. Each one would find in

his own bosom the benefit of the change in

external life. A flood of light would burst

in upon their minds, in relation to that and
to every other great and good question. They
would feel it a privilege and a blessing to

hold out the right hand of fellowship to all

who were labouring to promote the great and
philanthropic movements for the social ameli-

oration of the human race. They would
ascend higher and higher ; they would find

that there was a spirituality in that question,

which none could know but those who prac-

tised it, (Applause.)

The Eev. Edmund "Warne moved the

first sentiment:

—

" That the Vegetarian sys-

tem, being most in accordance with the laws
of natiu'e, is most conducive to the physical

health and well-being of mankind." He
had read of a young man, a zealous re-

publican, who, on learning that the President

of the French republic was about to visit his

town, ran out to meet him, and with more
heartiness than was becoming, grasped the

hand of the President, shook it heartily, and
almost kissed, him. He could say that even-

ing, that he felt something like the young
man ; but he would not do as the young man
did, although he could assure them he felt

hearty enough for it. Their town had that

day been highly honoured by the visit of the

President of the Vegetarian Society. Corn-
wall was a very inquiring county, and he was
happy to find, that the inquicitiveness of the

Cornish people, had been brought to bear

upon that subject ; and he was very glad that

he had that day an opportunity of replying

to their inquiries. He was a Cornish man,
and the Bible was the Cornish Book of ap-

peal. It was a standard book ; and it was
no use, he believed, for anybody to advocate

Vegetarianism, unless he got the Bible as the

basis of his argument ; for whatever they

found laid down, in the Bible, they would
most assuredly believe. They had too fre-

quent proofs of the love of the Divme Being,

to believe for one moment, that he would lay

down one command which was not as much
for man's interest^ as for his love. Thns,

when they locked into the moral decalogue,

they would find those commands were for

the good of '.ach one personally; for their

good as members of society, as well as for the

glory of the Lord. Therein they could sec

the wisdom of God, that all his commands I



were not merely conducive to his honour, but

were sweeter than the honey or the honey-

comb, to those who obeyed them. Nine years

ago, he became a Vegetarian, not merely be-

cause he would be a Vegetarian, nor because

he made a certain promise that he would be
a Vegetarian. He abjured that sticking to

matters for sticlcing's sake. If he had made
a wrong promise yesterday, he would break
it to-day. If any one would convince him
that the information he had obtained on the

Vegetarian question was wrong, then he
would turn llesh-eater on the morrow. He
had been made a Vegetarian by reading the

first chapter of Genesis, the first of Daniel,

and the eleventh of Isaiah's Prophecy. The
first chapter of Genesis contained these

worils : (the speaker here proceeded to read

the motto under the emblematical arch.)

Although then so young in years, and
younger still in Vegetarianism, he had taken

it for granted, that what was right, and
ordained by God at the commencement of

the creation of man, was most conducive

to the health of the physical constitution,

as well as to the moral well-being of man.
He then looked to the first chapter of

Daniel, and there he found practical proofs

of the truth of the principle he had es-

poused, for the good man Daniel, and his

companions, had determined to stand by the

first great command relative to human food.

How well his adherence to that command
was rewarded, he need not explain. They
all knew that those men became fatter, and
fairer, and wiser, than all the magicians and
astrologers in Babylon.* He had had a

little something in him which said, he should

like to be wise, and fair, and very knowing

;

and he had said to himself:—"I also will

observe this first command, and provision."

He had felt it his duty, too, ' for the sake of

his weaker brethren, to set that example.

He had next turned to Isaiah, and there he
found that beautiful prophecy :

—" The wolf
shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard

shall lie down Avith the kid ; and the calf, and
the young lion, and the fatling together ; and
a little child shall lead them. And the cow
and the bear shall feed; their young ones

shall lie down together : and the lion shall

eat straw like the ox. And the sucking child

shall play on the hole of the asp, and the

weaned child shall put his hand on the cock-

atrice den. They shall not hurt nor destroy

in all my holy mountain : for the earth shall

be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the

waters cover the sea." (chap. xi. 6-9 v.)

They would perceive that in Genesis, chap i.,

he had learned what ought to be. God never

gave a command, nor made a provision, that

ought not to be obeyed. In Daniel, chap. 1.,

* Vegetarian Messenger, p. 55.

he had seen what had been ; for Vegeta-
rianism was not a new notion; and in (hap.

ii. of Isaiah's prophecy, he had seen wliat

was to come to pass in the latter days, and
his soul was full of hope for the consumma-
tion of that happy period. Much discussion

had recently taken place in the House of

Commons relative to the small pox, whicli

had been brought into England by the slice[)

which had been im^portcd. The small pox
was in their physical system. The sheep liad

been slaughtered and exhibited on the sham-
bles, the mutton was bought and eaten, the

small pox was taken in Avith it, a»d thus was
it spread through the country by wholesale.

It was the opinion of men of extensive inibr-

mation and sound judgment, that the last

prevailing small pox had been introduced and
kept up by the sheep which had come from

Denmark, some time ago. The rev. gentle-

man then proceeded to show, how one great

moral principle prepared for the reception of

another ; how the glorious present, was pre-

paring for the still more glorious day and
generation yet to come ; how the Vegetarian

principle comprehended the peace, the tempe-
rance, and all other great moral principles

;

and how the practice of all these, would lead

to the erection of a mighty moral citadel unto

which all men should be drawn. There was
a vast difference between knowledge and
wisdom. Knowledge was good, but wisdom
was kn-owledge put into action. Let them,

therefore, endeavour to be wise as well as

learned. Let them endeavour, as they per-

ceived the truth, to use it : just as a man in

a foggy atmosphere would endeavour to go

the little distance he could see, and not wait

till he could see the whole distance, as by

thus pushing forward, he was enabled to see

further and further. They would thus dis-

cover the harmony of all truth, and hasten

on that perfect state of light, and life, and

joy, which await the faithful, merciful, and

good ! (Loud applause.)

J. G. Palmeu, Esq., had great pleasure in

supporting the sentiment, and in afibrding

his humble testimony to the truth of the

Vegetarian system. The greatest naturalists

of modern times, Lawrence, Bell, Cuvier,

and some others, perfectly agreed that the

formation of the human teeth, as well as

other portions of the human frame, indicated

that man was formed to partake of fruit and

farinaceous substances, corresponding as that

frame did, most completely, with herbivorous

and frugivorous animals, and bearing no re-

semblance to that of the carnivorous tribes.

His own experience, combined with conside-

rable scientific investigation, had enabled him
to arrive at a firm conviction, that the Vege-

tarian system was largely conducive to the

well-being of mankind, (i^pplause.)
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The Presidknt would have had great satis-

faction in calling upon an elderly gentleman on
the platform, who begged to decline address-

ing the meeting. He could not, however,

pass over his case without a moment's com-
ment. Mr. Wyth had been a practical carrier

out of the Vegetarian system for the long

period of 41 years ; he had tried the system

in relation to its external features, under very

hard circumstances : his experience having

commenced in the hardships of factory life.

In boyhood, Mr. AVyth had worked in a

factory, and became, ultimately, a manager
of a cotton mill ; and in that capacity he had
remained for 38 years, irom half-past five in

the morning until seven o'clock in the evening,

in the close atmosphere of a smoky town,

and still maintaining an uninterrupted state of

health. He had great pleasure in calling

attention to such a practical instance of Vege-
tarianism, in one wlio was no less than 78

years of age, (applause,) and had no hesita-

tion, even at that advanced period of life, in

undertaking a journey of upwards of 400
miles, to bear his personal testimony to the

benefits of the Vegetarian system ; in fact, it

was the second journey of the kind which he

had gladly undertaken. (Applause.)

J. D. Mautyn, Esq., moved the second

sentiment :
—" That the morality of indivi-

duals, and of society at large, would be essen-

tially advanced by the adoption of the

Vegetarian principle." That wliich God
had appointed for man to eat, formed the

ground-work of the Vegetarian system ; all

the ways of God were equal ; those of man,
however, were unequal, man having sought

out inventions to satisfy his gustativeness,

and gone on from stage to stage, till he had
arrived at such a state as to be far removed
from true mortility and religion. Men sought

by the accumulation of wealth and capital to

become independent ; but, at the same time,

they commonly become more dependent on
appetite. He would have man become truly

independent, by reducing the wants of the

flesh, so as to give full scope to tlie exercise

of the mental powers ; and he held that,

whatever made most for their own individual,

social, and national good, tended most to

God's glory. The v/ill of God, and the

universal good of mankind, were ever united.

Man had departed from that will, but was
not so ready to return to it. Old Adam had
once been right, but he had fallen ; and they

should remember, that the new Adam came
to restore the happy state in wliich man was
designed to exist. Hence, he called upon
them to watch and prny, lest they fell into

temptation. "Whatever tended to pamper the

body, lowered man in the scale of existence,

made him more dependent upon the flesh,

and less confident in God. He, himself, did

not know how to be thankful enough to his

good and gracious God and Father, for

having brought him to experience the bless-

ings of the greatest possible simplicity of life,

by adhesion, in practice, to the precept in

relation to food, which had been given to

man at the creation. He felt more and more
comfort, because he felt less and less care.

He was an advocate, in his own private
circle, for the principles of the Peace Society.

He loved peace of mind, and he liked to see

others enjoy it. It was the foundation of
peace with all mankind. There was, also, a
society for the promotion of public health.

It was found, that one of the great hindrances
to sanatory improvement, was the large num-
ber of pigs which were kept in tlie towns.
Now, in that case, he would follow the ex-

ample of his Lord and Saviour, who sufl'ered

the herd of swine to run headlong into the
sea. If they all perished, he coiild not
mourn. (Laughter.) The food they then
eat—good wholesome barley—could be' made
into excellent food for human beings. He
had himself eaten barley bread, and enjoyed
it exceedingly. He had tried several experi-

ments with regard to simple diet, which he
would mention as experiments. In the early

part of 1849, ho had given up the use of

flesh, but continued tiie use of eggs and
butter, with a little milk, and sometimes
cream. These, liowever, he had gradually

abandoned, and now partook principally of un-
fermented bread, made of forthright* flour,

with peas and iruit. And this year he had
found his system undergoing a change, that

was rather disagreeable to him. He found
that the pea, for instance, was too concen-
trated a food ; that it supplied more nutri-

ment than he needed for the exercise of body
that he was called upon to take; and that

more care was required in the process of

cooking, than he altogether liked. He had,

therefore, thought that bread itself would be
sufficiently nutritious ; and, on New Year's

day of the present year, he commenced
living upon bread and apples, the latter some-
times baked, and sometimes in their raw
state. He continued that practice up to

within ten days, when apples became scarce
;

and he thought what the poor man could not

get, he would be independent of. When
apples were abundant, he should eat plenti-

fully of them ; but he did not think it well

to be continually tied down to their use, when
out of season ; and for the last ten days,

therefore, he had lived entirely upon bread

and water. He had taken a portion of barley

bread from the commencement of the year,

* Forthric^ht flnur, is mral brought forthright
from the mill, without undergoing' the process o(

bolting, or separating the bran Irom the flour. See
Penny iJookery, page 9.
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and he was now living entirely upon about an

equal portion of wheat bread and barley

bread. The quantity he had taken during

the last ten days, was about 21 or 22 lbs.

;

say 11 lbs. of wheat, and 11 lbs. of barley;

aud the former at Id., the latter at fd. per lb.,

with 2d. for raisins, which were mixed with

the flour, amounted to Is. 9.1 d. w-hich had
provided him with all the food he required

for ten days ! And during all these evperi-

nients, in the simplest diet, he begged to saj',

that he had enjoyed a greater amount of

physical health, comfort, and satisfaction,

than he could well express. It was then a

great privilege to live in the present age,

when light and knowledge had been brought
to bear upon these important subjects. They
had seen what God had said was good for

man ; and experience confirmed that it was
so—'Would they practice it ? (Applause.)

E. P. GRiFriN, Esq., believed, that in

proportion as the Vegetarian system was
carried out, it would ameliorate the condition

of man ; because it would lead him to do
justice and love mercy, and promote that

state which had been so beautifully described

by the prophet, when nothing shall hurt nor

destroy. For that reason he w^as a Vegetarian,

aad lie trusted he should ever remain so.

lie had long been a total abstainer from
intoxicating drinks, and he had learned from
observation on his own experience, the truth

of the maxim, that beef was the "brandy of

diet." If men were determined to be stimu-

lated by alcohol and flesh, they must take the

consequences; their minds must necessarily

become more or less gross, in proportion as

the vitality of the system was employed in

the assimilation of those gross and exciting

substances. He would not, however, be un-

charitable ; he had himself, to use a homely
expression, but just "taken down his shut-

ters," and he would not complain of those

who were still in bed. (Hear, hear.) There
was a universal impression that a law existed

in England to prevent butchers from sitting

on juries. That impression must have origi-

nated from a natural feeling which existed in

every mind with regard to the degrading,

hardening, and brutalizing effect of slaughter,

on those who were engaged in it. Such a
law never had existed on the statute book,

but there was a law indelibly written on the

tablet of the human heart,—the law of mercy
—which had given rise to the idea that men
so engaged, would be too much influenced by
their unmerciful practices, to do justice to

their fellow men. Hoav unnatural and pain-

ful it was to contemplate a beautiful lady,

after watching the gambols, and admiring
the innocent sports of a lamb, who should drag
it bleating from the side of its dam, and then
proceed to commit the act of slaugliter, in

order to partake of its flesh the next day.

They could not dwell upon such a procedure
as that, without feeling more or less liorror-

strickcn. "Well then, if it were shocking to

destroy life ourselves, it was equally so to do
it by proxy. They might be asked how did

they prove Vegetarianism was most consistent

with the laws of health. He would answer,

because Vegetarian diet was less stimulating.

A Vegetarian was not likely to live too fast

;

he was likely to live as he ought, and not

after the lusts of the flesh. Then it was
argued that instructions were given for sacri-

fices, in which animals were slain. God's

permissions were very different from God's

commandments. God had not absolutely

commanded man to kill ; it was true he had
permitted him to do so. The permissions

came when man had fallen from his happiest

state ; and would he not do well to endeavour

to get back again to his primitive simplicity,

and adhere to what was first commanded.
Eeferring to the motto under the emblematical

arch, the speaker continued : that was the

first command given to man, and when the

children of Israel lusted after flesh in the

wilderness, it was given to them; but we
read that the anger of the Lord was kindled

against them whilst it was between their

teeth. Looking at it in that light, they could

but feel grateful to God, for his mercy in

opening their eyes to discover the truth, and
thus give them an opportunity of returning

to that state of primitive happiness which he

trusted it would be the privilege of all to

enjoy. (Applause.)

Mr. Joseph Bohmond proposed the third

sentiment:—"That peace to the individual,

and charity to mankind, are most extensively

embraced in the Vegetarian system." All

truth, whether scientific, moral, or religious,

was of importance to man. (Hear, hear.)

All tended to form the necessary elements of

that great moral chemistry which was going

on, and which was destined to purify the

moral atmosphere of man, and to bring him
back to more than Christian purity. There

w^ere two ways of promoting worldly happi-

ness : either by man increasing his means, or

lessening his wants. \Yhich, he would ask,

was the easiest. A man earning fifteen shil-

lings a week, for instance, and spending

eighteen for his family : would it not be

easier to reduce his expenditure to fifteen

shillings, than to increase his income to

eighteen shillings ? " Independence," a good
man had said, "consisted not so much in

the abundance of a man's possessions, as in

the fewness of his wants." Men of thought,

who had dared to declare to the world any

great truth, had invariably been persecuted

by the thoughtless. Those who first heard of

the Vegetarian principle, generally expressed



great concera as to what would become of

the animals ; for his part, he felt no such
concern. He believed there would be, for

some time, men dark enough, and animalized
enough, to eat them off before tliat principle

became universal. (Hear.) He believed

that God sent them, but that the devil

slayed them. It was thus, tliat the grovel-

ling selfishness of man, was ever perverting

the good creatures of God, and converting a

blessing into a curse. It reminded him of a

little circumstances that he would relate : A
pious old woman, lived in a small cottage,

and was visited by two thoughtless young
men, one of whom happened to have a loaf

of bread under his arm. On approaching
the cottage, they beard the good Avoman pray-
ing for bread, and for the sake of a little

amusement, they climbed up, and threw the
loaf down the chimney

; going in shortly

alter, they expected the old woman would
say, that God had answered her prayer, and
sent her bread direct from heaven. She,
however, placed bread before them, and said

nothing about it until one of the young men
said, "Do you really believe that God has
sent you this bread ready made ? " The old

woman replied, "She believed that God
Almighty sent it, but that the devil brought it."

(Laughter.) The public mind required some
education in the Vegetarian principle. Look,
for instance, at the advocacy of free trade

:

how the men had laboured, struggled, argued,
reasoned, and adduced facts, before there was
any move forward ; then, all on a sudden.
Providence seemed to step in to aid those
earnest and benevolent men, and the truth
triumphed. So it was with the temperance
movement ; and so, he believed, if tliey

worked up to tlie light with which they were
blessed, it would be with the Vegetarian
movement. Let them, by their exertion and
faithfulness, deserve success, and they would
assuredly have it. He knew that a great
mass of his countrymen always felt disposed
to worship public opinion ; but it was public
opinion which cried out for the crucifixion of
CiiiiiST: it was public opinion by which Ste-
phen was stoned for the truth, and he should
be ashamed of himself as a man, were lie to

allow it to influence him, so as to check the
advocacy of that great thought. Public
opinion on that subject was influenced mainly
by that of medical men. He reverenced
that profession, but he was frequently, when
in their society, astonished at the ignorance
they manifested on the subject of human
food. There were among that profession,

many who, by certain mechanical means,
had been enabled to answer certain mechani-
cal questions, and by that means obtained
their diploma, but who were quite unfit to be
trusted with the care of the public health.

A few months since, he and a friend had
walked to a neighbouring town, and were
pointed out to a medical man as Vegetarians

:

he seemed astonished that two such men as

his friend and himself coidd walk about with-

out eating flesh, and declared that it was all

nonsense, that they could not sustain muscle
without eating butcher's meat. The message
was soon brought to him, and he replied :

—

"Present my compliments to him, and ask

him for me, where do cows, horses, camels,

and the stupendous elephant obtain their

muscle from ? and if he could not answer
that question, if he would walk alongside of

him for thirty or forty miles, he would tell

him how to get muscle from vegetable pro-

ductions." Of the 126 appointments which
had been made for him in the county of

Cornwall, during the last six months, he

was happy to say, he had fulfilled every

one. (Cheers.) He had laboured under

all circumstances, and among all sorts of

people, and had not had one drawback, nor

spoken one unpleasant word during his stay

in the county. He believed that nothing but

dire necessity could first have induced the

human race to partake of the mangled flesh

of a slaughtered fellow being. To illustrate

that opinion, he would ask them to suppose,

for a moment, tliat the creation of man had
taken place about the close of August ; that

eight hours after his creation, he turned

hungry, he would see before him oxen, sheep,

pigs, calves, lambs, chickens, and other ani-

mals ; and he would also see the clustering

vine, with its luscious fruit suspended amidst

its green luxmiant leaves ; he would see the

apple and the pear, and the other fruits of

the orchard, rich and mellow; he would
stand erect, with hands to reach the feast

thus prepared in nature's great kitchen,

cooked by nature's great fire ; he would
ask, was there anything in the living ani-

mals which could tempt him either by the

sense of sight or smell ; whilst all the senses

would readily be gratified by the flowers

and fruits. If they thought seriously, he
thought they would all come to the same
conclusion with him, that nothing but neces-

sity could ever have induced the human race,

to fall back upon the habits to which he had
referred. The more he studied the functions

of the human frame, the more he became
impressed with that great truth, that Gud
had built his body on principles of pure

benevolence, and designed him to live a

long, happy, and useful life ; and ultimately,

only, when it could no longer serve his spirit,

to be laid aside. He believed they need care

httle about the moral consequences of merely

physical death ; it" there was any death to

fear, it was the death of the soul ; there was

nothing terrible in the death of the body ; it



was of God's appointment, and apart from
moral wrong doinj^-, there was nothing to fear

in it. He regarded the Bible as tlie great

moral decalogue. Infidels bad found fault

Avith Moses, because he did not first prove
the existence of God. Moses did not proceed

sceptically, step by step, but launched off

with inspiration, and declared that " In the

beginning, God created the heavens and the

earth." God had not driven great iron or

wooden posts down, and said to the human
race : you will find lead, tin, or copper here,

and coal or iron there ; but he had deposited

those physical gems in the earth, and left

man, by the exercise of his reasoning facul-

ties, to discover and to apply them. So had
he implanted, in the depths of the mental
world, moral gems, and left man, by the

exercise of reason, to bring them forth. They
believed they had discovered in the Vegeta-
rian pi'inciple, one of those moral gems.
Some of them had rubbed it in prac-

tice, and had discovered its brilliancy

and its worth. He had first discovered it

six years ago. He discovered its value by
practice. He rubbed it on one side, and then

on the other. He went to Manchester, to

the Banquet last year, w'here it received an
additional polish. Their President had put

forth a few thoughts, and they had seen how
sparkling and bright they were ; and that

was the secret by which to increase the power
of all their faculties. It was by exercise, that

he had been enabled to strengthen that

little mind of his ; it was by exercise, that

his muscles had been strengthened for the

work in which he was engaged ; and it M'as

by exercise in relation to the practice of that

principle, that their minds would become
strengthened and expanded, so as to compre-
hend its value, to perceive its beauty, and
to know its use. Some said rehgion had
nothing to do with a principle of that kind

;

but they found that whenever any good thing

had to be accomplished, for which man had
to be prepared by a superior mental condi-

tion, fasting was almost invariably resorted

to. Had not Moses fasted previous to his

communication with the Almiglity ? By that

process, his body had become subdued, and lie

was brought nearer to the verge of the spirit

world, and thus rendered more fit for the

presence of the Divine Being. There were
many who professed the principles of John
Wesley, and even undertook to preach the

doctrines of that good man, who knew very

little of his -vM-itings. A friend of the tempe-
rance cause had once asserted at a public

meeting, that John Wesley had lived three

years upon nothing but potatoes and water.

A Wesleyan minister, with less civility than

might have been, wished to know on what
authority he dared to make that statement.

Tlie friend referred immediately to what John
Wesley had himself said in confirmation of

that statement, in his celebi-ated sermon, " If
riches increase, set not your heart upon
them." People were now beginning to be
more cautious at what they laughed. Public
opinion had been so frequently proved to be
wrong, and the laugh so frequently turned
upon its followers, that he was happy to find

that men who cared anything for their repu-
tation, were becoming very careful as to what
they regarded with ridicule or contempt.
They might depend upon it, there was much
yet to be known ; much which concerned
their happiness, yet to be developed. He
rejoiced that a meeting like that could be
found, which would sit patiently for hours,

and hear their old notions, and long cherished

prejudices, completely upset. He rejoiced to

find that the system was making its way in

private circles; and even where it was not
yet completely adopted, it was tending very

much to reduce the quantity of flesh con-

sumed. Where he went a second time, he
was frequently met with the remark : "We are

not quite Vegetarians yet, Mr. Bormond ; but
we do not eat one fourth of the butcher's

meat which we did before you came amongst
us." Thus, was their influence extending.

From his own experience, he might say he
was enabled to go through an amount of

exertion which would stagger most men. The
other day he walked eight miles to a village,

gave a lecture on diet at half-past two ; com-
menced conducting a religious service at six

;

and gave another lecture, an hour and a half

long, at eight o'clock, the same evening.

Thus he was standing, with very short inter-

vals, from half-past two to half-past nine, in

one continuous effort of speaking ; and they

might perceive, from the present power of his

voice, tliat he was by no means in a con-

sumption, (Applause,) He was thankful

to say, l.e never felt any want of energy.

Like their excellent townsman, Mr. Martyn,
his food was always fit for his appetite, and
he always had an appetite for his food. He
was the father of nine children, and some of

the boys were as big as himself. Thus, his

experience, combined with what he had
learned, had convinced him that there were
physical, social, and spiritual advantages re-

sulting from that practice, and he called upon

them in the name of suffering humanity ; in

the name of a groaning creation; in the

name, and before the holy God, who had
declared what should be their meat, earnestly

to turn these matters over in their minds,

and, above all things, to be faithful to

their personal convictions. Do that, and
tliey would be conferring a benefit upon
themselves; and, at the same time, doing

their best to make that world of theirs



wiser, and better, and happier, (Loud
applause.

)

The President said :—It had now become
his duty to conclude, what he would call,

that happy meeting ; inasmuch as it had
been truly so to himself, and he felt assured,

that others were of the same opinion. (Hear,

hear.) As it had been arranged that a
second banquet should be given on the mor-
row, it was unnecessary, after the very com-
plete speech to which they had just listened,

to call upon any of the other speakers that

evening. They would, therefore, do well to

separate, and reflect upon what they had
heard. Thei-e was one thing which should

be kept prominently in view, which was,

that they did not advocate " a new doctrine,"

but merely a return to what was as old as the

creation itself. There could not have been a
more appropriate motto, than that to which
their attention had been directed (that of

the food prescribed by God, for man's use).

It expressed the principle on which their

practice was based, and it directed them to

retifrn to that order in which man lived when
he was happiest, holiest, and nearest to his

Creator. He trusted, that the people of

Cornwall would dive deeply into the mine
of truth, as weU. as into the bosom of the

earth, that they might thus bring forth trea-

sures which would prove blessings to them-
selves, and to all in connection with tliem.

(Applause.)

The meeting concluded with one of Mr.
Bormond's temperance melodies, whicli was
accompanied by the band, and received with

enthusiastic approbation.

THE SECOND BANQUET.
In consequence of the general desire that the

working classes should participate in the fes-

tivities of this interesting occasion, a Second
Banquet, at a nominal charge, was given,

in the same hall, and with similar airange-

ments to those of the first, on Saturday, April

6tb,
^

This meeting even exceeded the former one,

in numbers, interest, and enthusiasm, the

speakers being: the President, Mr. H. S.

Clubb, J. D. Martyn, Esq., E,. P. Griffin,
Esq., J. G. Palmer, Esq., and Mr. Bor-
MOND, who, accompanied by the band, enli-

vened the proceedings by singing the song,

"We'll v/in the day," altered to suit the

occasion. The interest of the meeting was
kept up until half-past eleven o'clock, when
the company separated, highly delighted with
the entertainment.

PYTHAGORAS THE PHILOSOPHER.
A GOOD man is a noble theme ! And, God
and angels excepted, is the most sublime sub-

ject which can engage the attention of the

human mind. There is no object in creation,

the contemplation of which can so directly

lead us on
•'From nature up to nature's God;"

which can convey to us so clear an impression

of the Divine attributes, the boundless love,

the unwearied activity, and the great and
glorious purposes of creation, as the study of

a truly moral and religious philosopher. It

is true that

" The spacious firmament on high,
And all the blue ethereal sky;
And spangled heavens, a shining frame,
Their Great Original proclaim,"

but the man of illumined mind, who can
grasp these sublimities, who can hear " the

music of the spheres," and who, in the sin-

cerity of practical devotion, becomes allied in

holiness of purpose to the " Great First

Cause," may be regarded as proclaiming still

more completely

" The Divinity that stirs within us."

For this reason, we have great pleasure in

again introducing Pythagoras to our read-

ers, in order that more reflection may be

brought to bear, if not upon the words he
breathed, at aU events, upon the thoughts

that burned within his soul, and the actions

which have placed his name among the house-
hold words of a remote posterity.

We are sorry that any of the following re-

marks admit of a modern application, as to the
destruction of birds and animals supposed to be
prejudicial to the interests of the farmer, when,
in fact, they are essential to his success :

—
" III habits gather by unseen degrees.

As brooks malie rivers, rivers run to seag.
The sow, with her broad snout for I'ooting up
Th' intrusted seed, was judged to spoil the crop.
And intercept tlie sweating farmer's hope :

The covetous churl, of unforgiving kind,
Th' offender to the bloody priest resigned :

Her hunger was no plea; for that she died.
The goat had cropt the tendrils of the vine:
In vengeance laity and clergy join.

Where one had lost his profit, one his wine.
Here was at least some shadow of offence :

The sheep was sacrificed on no pretence
But meek and unresisting innocence !

A patient, useful creature, born to bear
The warm and woolly fleece, that clothed her mur-

derer.
And daily to give down the milk she bred,
A tribute for the grass, on which she fed.

Living, both food and raiment she supplies.

And is of least advantage when she dies.

"How did the toiling ox, his death deseiwe,
A downright simple drudge, and born to serve ?

O tyrant ! with what justice canst thou hope
The promise of the year, a plenteous crop

;

When thou destroy'st thy labouring steer, who
tilled,

And plough'd, with pains, thy else ungrateful field .'
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From his yet reeking- neck, to draw the yoke,
That neck with which the surly clods he bjoke;
And to the hatchet yield tliy husbandman,
Who finish'd autumn, and the spring began '.

"

Alluding to the barbarous custom of the

times, of making sacrifices to the gods, he is

represented as saying :

—

" Nor this alone ! but heaven itself to bribe,
We to the gods, our impious acts ascribe ;

First recompense with death their creature's toil,

Then call the bless'd above to share the spoil:
The fairest victim must the powers appease:
(So fatal 'tis sometimes too much to please !)

A purple fillet liis broad brow adorns.
With flo very garlands crowned and gilded horns :

He hears the murderous prayer the priest prefers,
But understands not, 'tis his doom he iiears :

Beholds the meal betwixt his temples cast
(The fruit and product of his labours past);
And in the water views pei'haps t!ie knife
Uplifted, to deprive him of his life ;

Then broken up alive, his entrails sees
Torn out, for priests t' inspect the gods' decrees !

"

The only modern custom which excels this

in barbarity, is one which, thanks to the

progress of our time, can never be more than
an obsolete law : the sentence for high treason.

But, unfortunately, our butchers' and our
poulterers' markets do, occasionally, afford

instances of bairbarity almost equal to that

here described.*

Pythagoras, with evident depth of feel-

ing, is represented as asking, after this rela-

tion :

—

" From whence, O mortal men, this gust of bood
Have you derived, and interdicted food ?

Be tauglit by me this dire delight to shun,
Warn'd by my precepts, by my practice won

:

And when you eat the well-deserving beast.
Think on the labourer of your field yon feast !

"

Pythagoras, like a true philosopher,

taught his followers to think of death with
the same calm confidence with which they

regarded other natural phenomena. Speak-
ing of those who,

"Wanting wisdom, fearful of the state

Of future things, and trembling for their fate,"

He is described as saying :

—

" Those I would teach, and by right r asi n brin :

To think of death, as but an idle thing.
Why thus affrighted at an empty name,
A dream of darkness, and fictitious flame 1

Vain themes of wit, which but in poems pi.- s,

And fables of a Avorld, that never was !

What feels the body when the soul expire ,

By lime corrupted, or consumed by tires ]

Nor dies the spirit, but new life repeats

In other forms, and only changes seats."

Pythagoras was evidently a man of great

judgment and forethought. It was a part of

his philosophy, as we have seen, (p. 71,) to

adapt conversation, and, of course, instruc-

tion, to the persons with Avhom he conversed.

This appears to have led him to reflect upon
the character of his pupils; and how to

adapt his system, and to fix it upon their

minds, so as to induce them to practice his

* Hardening Effects of Slaughter, Supplement, p. 6.

precepts. The people he wished to benefit,

had strong natural feelings
; and he seems

to have hit upon the curious expedient of

making it appear possible that men's spirits,

after they left their natural bodies, entered
etherial space, from whence they might be
absorbed by sojne other bodies, and hence
animate some other forms, either of man or

animals, hoping thus to induce a kind and
gentle treatment of the animal creation. He
is represented as saying :

—

" Then death, so called, is but old matter dress'd
In some new figure, and a varied vest:
Thus all things are but alter'd, nothing dies :

And here and there th' unbodied spirit flies.

By time, or force, or sickness dispossest.
And lodges, where it lights, in man or beast;
Or hunts without, till ready limbs it find.

And actuates those according to their kind ;

From tenement to tenement is toss'd ;

The soul is still the same, the figure only hs'

:

And as the soften'd wax new seals receives.
This face assumes, and that impression leaves;
Now called by one, now by another name,
The form is only changed, the wax is still the

same

:

So death, so called, can but the form deface,
Th' immortal soul flies out in empty space;
To seek her fortune in some other place." *

That to promote a pious and merciful

spirit among his disciples, was his chief object

in promulgating this singular, and perhaps,

at that time, harmless doctrine, is evident

from what follows :

—

*' Then let not piety be put to flight.

To please the taste of glutton appetite;
But suffer inmate souls secure to dwell.
Lest from their seats your parents you expel;
With rabid hunger feed upon your kind.
Or from a beast dislodge a brother's mind."

After an elaborate exposition of his phi-

losopliy, showing, from the evcr-varying

operations of nature, that

" to be born is to begin to be
Some other thing we were not formerly :

And what we call to die, is not t'appear.
Or be the thing that formerly we were,"

Pythagoras is described as saying :

—

" And therefore I conclude, whatever lies

In earth, or flits on earth, or fills the skies.

All suffer change ; and we, that are of soul
And body mix'd, are members of the whole.
Then when our sires, or grandsires shall forsake
The forms of men, and brutal figures take.
Thus housed, securely let their spirits I'est,

Xor violate thy father in the beast.

Thy friend, thy brother, any of thy kin

;

[f none of these, yet there's a man within;
O spare to make a Thyestean meal,
I'enclose his body, and his soul expel."

"VVe can readily conceive, how a philosopher

of Pythagoras' s sanguine temperament,
without the means of Christian enlighten-

ment, could bring himself to this belief in

the transmigration of the soul ; especially

when he found that it had the effect of pro-

moting the practice of abstinence from
slaughter and eating flesh. He naturally

judged of the tree by its fruits ; and like
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many minor motives to action, this was
doubtless wisely permitted at that time, as

the most eflfective one for inducing obedience

to an important principle ; it suited the

genius 6( a feeling people, having a particular

reverence for the dead. But in proportion as

man progresses in the knowledge, love, and
practice of truth, will the "permissions," in

consideration of his state, become unnecessary,

and even despicable. AVhen the world is " a

child, it thinks as a child, speaks as a child,

and acts as a child: " but when it "becomes
a man," it "puts away childish things."

These "permissions" may, at best, be con-

sidered as allowed only that they may prevent

misfortune, just as a child is alloAved to

amuse itself with toys, until its moro matured
judgement shall enable it to perform acts of

usefulness. We, happily, live in a time when
such "concessions of wisdom," if such they

may be called, are less necessary than ever.

We may now draw aside the veil of mystery
with which these ancient teachers thought it

necessary to clothe their thoughts ; and by
the higher comprehension which is pervading

the masses of mankind, we are enabled boldly

and confidently to declare, in the language

of common appreciation, what before was
shrouded in the mystical sayings of paraboli-

cal, symbolical, and mathematical diction.

The danger of "casting pearls before swine,"

is not so great in the present day, as it was
in that of Pythagoras, or of Christ. There
is more ground for confidence between the

writer and the reader ; the speaker and the

hearer ; and as this confidence increases ; as

philosophy, in the Pythagorean acceptation,

"the love of truth," becomes more and more
sincere, the chaste and God-like form of

Wisdom, may be presented more and more in

its own natural beauty and sublimity, un-
covered by any human art, theory, or inven-

tion.

Speaking of the degrading tendency of the

killing practices, our philosopher is repre-

sented as saying :

—

" 111 customs by degrees to habits rise,

111 habits soon become exalted vice :

What more advance can mortals make in sin.

So near perfection, who with blood begin ?

Deaf to the calf that lies beneath the knife,

Looks up, and from her butcher begs her life
'

Deaf to t)ie haxnnless kid, that ere he dies,

All methods to procure tiiy mercy tries,

And imitates in vain thy children's cries.

Where Avill he stop, who feeds with household
bread,

Then eats the poultry, which before he fed 1

Let plough thy steers ; that when they lose their
breath.

To nature, not to thee, they may impute their
death.

Let goats for food their loaded udders lend,
And sheep from winter cold thy sides defend;
But neither springes, nets, nor snarus employ.
And be no more ingenious to destroy.

H

Free as in air, let birds on earth remain
Nor let insidious glue their wings constrain;
Nor opening hounds the trembling stag affright.

Nor purple feathers intercept his flight

:

Nor hooks conceal'd in baits for fish prepare.
Nor lines to heave them twinkling up in air."

We believe there is nothing more unmanly
than what have long been regarded as the
" manly sports of the field and the chase."

Even in the present comparatively advanced
state of society, we actually hear the destruc-

tion of a great number of birds or harmless

animals called " good sport." *

Pythagoras is represented as giving the

following admirable injunction :

—

'• Tak«! not away the life you cannot give

:

For all things have an equal right to live."

And then, as making this exception :

—

" Kill noxious creatures, where 'tis sin to save

;

This only just prerogative we have :

But nourish life with vegetable food.

And shun the sacrilegious taste of blood."

We do not know whether Ovid is justified

in attributing this exception to a good rule,

to Pythagoras. At all events, it may well

be regarded as one of the "permissions" of

which we have been treating ; a permission,

which, however necessary it may appear now,
will, in a more complete state of mankind,
when the causes of noxious creatures shall

have been removed by the practice of truth

in relation to all our habits, become obsolete

and unnecessary,t
The poet proceeds :—

" Had he the sharppn'd steel alone employ'd
On beasts of prey, that other beasts dfstroy'd,

Or men invaded with their fangs and paws.
This had been justified by nature's laws
And self-defence : but wlio did feasts begin
Of flesh, he stretched necessity to sin.

To kill man-killers, man has lawful power;
But not th' extended licence to devour."

We do not believe that Pythagoras
would subscribe to this expression of Ovid,

with respect to the right of killing " man-
killers." Whether he would or not, how-
ever, our view is the same : that no circum-

stance whatever, will justify man in taking

the life of his fellow man.

Pythagoras, like some more modern
theologians,]: attached great importance to

the science of numbers.

"The most probable explanation of the

Pythagoric doctrine of numbers," says a

writer in Rees's Cyclopcedia^ "is, that tliey

were used as symbolical or euiblematical re-

presentations of the first principles and forms

of nature, and particularly of those eternal

and immutable essences to which Plato
afterwards gave the appellation of ideas.

* Supplement, p. 10.

+ See the Vegeturiiui Advocate, p. 1-16, vol. i.

% Swedenborg's Arcana Ccelestia, No. 84 to 87,

716. 7:i7to730. &c.
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Not being able, or not choosing to explain in

simple language, the abstract notions of prin-

ciples and forms, Pythagoras seems to have

made use of numbers, as geometricians make
use of diagrams, to assist the conceptions of

scholars. More particularly, conceiving some
analogy between numbers and the iuteiligeut

forms which subsist in the Divine mind, he

made the former a symbol of the latter. As
numbers proceed from unity, or the monad,
as a simple root, whence they branch out into

various combinations, and assume new pro-

perties in their progress, so he conceived the

different forms of nature to recede, at dif-

ferent distances, from their common soui'ce,

the pure and simple essence of Deity, and at

every degree of distance, to assume certain

properties, in some measure analogous to

tlio.se of number; and hence he concluded,

that the origin of things, their emanation
from the First Being, and their subsequent

progression through various orders, if not

capable of a perfectly clear explanation,

might, however, be illustrated by symbgls

and resemblances borrowed from numbers.

There is a depth of perception exhibited

in the Pythagorean maxims, which evidently

indicates an acute observance of human
nature. Such is the immutable chai-acter of

the truth they embody, although they were
expressed upwards of 2000 years ago, and
before the light of New Testament Chris-

tianity shone forth in its sublime and trans-

cendent splendour, those maxims may still be

regarded as some of the wisest sayings of

men, and in their character and tendency

approach to those of Chmst himself. Py-
thagoras said:—"Do not even thinh of

doing what ought not to be done." And
Christ also taught that thinking evil was a

sin against which we should strive. Pytha-
goras taught that :—" The passions of the

soul Averc hostile to its salvation ;" and the

Christian religion teaches that the lusts of

the flesh " war against the soul." Pytha-
goras said, that :—"All the parts of human
life, in the same manner as those of a statue,

ought to be beautiful ;" and Christ said :

—

" Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father
which is in heaven is perfect." Pythagoras
said :—" Be sober, and be disposed to believe;

for these are the nerves of wisdom;" and
Christ said:—"Blessed are they who have
not seen and yet have believed." Pytha-
goras said :

—" IJcspise all those things,

which, when liberated from the body, you
will not want ; and exercise yourself in those

things of Vv'hich, when liberated from the

body, you will be in want ;" Christ said :

—

" Seek ye first the kingdom of bcaven and its

righteousness, and all things shall be added
unto you." Pythagoras said :—" Those
things which the body necessarily requires

are easy to be procured by all men without
labour or molestation," (meaning excessive

toil or great care;) and Christ said:

—

" Take no thought for the morrow what ye
shall eat and Mdiat ye shall drink, or where-
withal ye shall be clothed." And how, we
would ask, can this important principle of
Christian as well as Pythagorean philosophy,

be so effectually carried out as by adherence
to tliose simple habits which the Vegetarian
principle tends to promote? What takes

away the occasion of the anxious thought for

the things of the morrow, so readily as a
practice, which, whilst it makes

" Our wants so few an 1 eas ly supplied,"

in most cases, also, relieves the physical
system of a ueivous depression, (which the
practice of eating flesh almost invariably

promotes,) and which is the principal

cause why we so frequently meet, in our
flesh-eating cities, the care-worn cheek, and
the furrowed brow, carried by men who
seem not likely to "live out half their days."

"The greatest honour," said Pythagoras,
" which can be paid to God, is to know and
imitate him." " If ye love me," said Christ,
"keep my commandments." Pythagoras
said:—"Wish that you may be able to

benefit your enemies." Christ said :

—

"Love your enemies; do good to them that

hate you." " Such as you Avish your neigh-
bour to be to you, such also, be you to your
neighbour," Avas the injunction of Pytha-
goras. "Do unto others as you Avould that

others should do unto you," is the golden
rule of Christian life. "Possess those things

AA'hich no one can take from you," was the

philosophic advice of Pythagoras. "Lay
up for yourselves treasures in heaven," Avas

the Divine injunction. "You should not

dare to speak of God to an impure soul," Avas

the Pythagoric maxim. " Cast not your
pearls before SAvine," Avas the Christian pre-

cept. Thus Ave might continue to produce
abundant evidence in the analogy of both the

sayings and doings of our philosopher, and
those of the great founder of the Christian

religion.

And what is the inference which may
rationally be drawn from this evident one-

ness of spirit and sentiment .-^ Must there

not have been something peculiar in the dis-

cipline which Pythagoras adopted, Avhich

enabled his mind to rise above the ordinary

heathenisli darkness of the people by Avhich

he Avas surrounded } Most assuredly there

Avas. " In all your actions, place God before

your eyes," was a standing rule of iiis life.

He endeavoured to adhere more and more
closely to this heavenly principle. It led

him on, step by step, in \\\q path of virtue

and practical devotion. It led him, in every
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pursuit of life, to consider wlictlier it was in

conformity vnth. the Divine will. The prin-

ciples of justice, mercy, and benevolence,

became powerfully active in his mind. These
led him- to a more complete estimate of the

attributes of Divinity, and to a more intimate

acquaintance therewith. "God dv/ells," said

he, " in the intellect of the wise man." And
this close association with the Source of Wis-
dom, enabled him to apply truth to daily

action. He could see plainly, that the pure

elements of the Vegetable creation, were
better suited to this divine purpose, than the

practice and produce of slaughter and blood-

shed. " Think that your body is the garment
of your soul, and therefore preserve it pure ;

"

was his favourite maxim, and for this reason
did he adopt that description of food which
would make the best " garment of the soul."

He did not use old garments to make into the
new one, but he took the new material which
God has provided and ordained for our food.

And this practice, by making his body more
pure, healthy, and chaste, enabled his mind
more freely to operate in bringing into ex-
ternal life, the truths which he obtained
within. He sought truth ; he found it; he
practised it; he taught it; he became its

servant; he became more and more illumi-

nated by it, in proportion as he obeyed it

;

and he became great, because he tried to be
good!

FEUITS AND FAEIMCEA THE PEOPEP. EOOD OF MAK

It is a distinguishing feature of a truthfal

system, that, viewed in every part, it still

harmonizes with itself; and, perhaps, in

nothing is the Vegetarian principle more
remarkable than in this : that v/hethcr it be

viewed anatomicnily or physiologically, it is,

in every sense of the word, a system of

nature. It reminds us, constantly, in the

harmony of its practical operation, of the

period when it was first promulgated in the

world, with all the potency of Divine

authority ; of the period of which it is said,

after having created the world, and man and
beast, and every living thing, and appointed

the wholesome seeds and fruits of the envtU

for man, and every green herb for the

animal creation, " And God saw every thing

that he had made, and behold it was very

good." (Genesis i. 31.)

Mr. Smith's work, when perused by an
impartial observer, cannot fail to strike tlie

mind very forcibly, of the truth of this con-

sistency throughout, which nothing but wlint

is of similar origin can ever be expected to

present. Having shown this consistency, in

relation to the structure of the human orga-

nization, our author proceeds to show that the

activity of that organization— its mode of

operation—its physiology—tends to show the

same great truth : that man is admirably
adapted to partake of his appointed food :

—

'' It has been previously observed, that in

all matters connected with organic life, com-
prehending the preservation of existence and
the propagation of the species, man is

directed by similar instinctive feelings, and
governed by the same general laws, as in-

ferior animals. These instincts, in a great

measure, depend on those organs of sense,

which are placed in dii'ect relation to the

organs of digestion, and to the substances

best adapted for supporting the normal and
healthy condition of each particuhir struc-

ture ; and a certain degree of pleasure, while

this healthy condition remains, invariably

accompanies the gratification of those appe-
tites wliich are the result of special organiza-

tion. Hence the carnivorous animal feasts

with savage delight on the mangled limbs of

his victim ; and the senses of sight, smell,

and taste, participate in the pleasures of the

repast. No sooner is tlie sensation of hunger
excited by the v/ants of his system, than he
is roused to action, and seeks to appease the

cravings of his appetite. He passes by the

herbs of the field, the farinaceous roots and
pendant fruits, as objects of iniliiFerence;

thny have no attraction for him; having no
relation to his organs of sense ; nor are his

digestive oi'u'ans well constituted for abstract-

ing from them the nutriment they contain.

He therefore either lies in wait, or pursues

his onward course, till the sense of sight or

smell informs him, that his prey is near

;

and then speed, force, and stratagem, are

em])loyed to entrap it. The sight of his

victim stimulates his efforts ; the odour,

vv'hich is in relation with his olfactory nerves,

whets his appetite, and urges him on in the

pursuit ; until, at length, having hunted
down and lacerated the object of Ids desires,

the blood adds new zest to his pleasure, and
his appetite is sated with the quivering and
gory limbs of his helpless victim.

" It is far otherwise with the herbivorous

animal, w^hen stimulated by hunger to satiate

its appetite. The blood of its fellows has no
charms for it ; nor can it derive pleasure

from devoiuing their flesh : on the contrary,

it is attracted by the verdant meads ; where
its sight, smell, and taste, find ample gratifi-

cation. Those plants which are best adapted

to its nature, are selected with uneorring

precision ; and it crops with delight the

nutritious herbs, which, being assimilated

by its compound stomach, and convoluted
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intestines, supply the daily waste of struc-

ture, and renew the animal heat. Other
animals are directed, by their instincts, to

devour with avidity decaying animal and
vegetable matter ; and objects which appear

to all our organs of sense most revolting, are

to them a delicious feast. The excrements

and putrid flesh of animals, and the various

accumulations of disorganized matter, are

peopled with myriads of little animals

;

having organs of sense and digestion in

accordance with the situation they are des-

tined to hold ; and, no doubt, their happiness

is as complete, and their enjoyment as great,

as is consistent with their nature." (p. 71.)

The following quotation from Mr. Sidney
Smith, is a truthful description of the su-

periority of man over the lower animals;

which consists not in substitutes for, but

additions to instinct.

"Nature,' says Mr. Sidney Smitb:, 'has

not formed man totally different from other

animals ; but rather added to his brain new
organs. She has not, in his case, pulled

down the fabric of sentient being, and recon-

structed it upon a totally different plan. All

that she has done, has been to add to the

original edifice Corinthian capitals and Doric

columns ;—bestowing reason, not to super-

sede, but to guide, direct, and perfect his

animal nature. We may rest assured, there-

fore, that whatsoever principles, in the shape

of instincts, are given to animals for their

preservation and protection, are also instincts

in man ; and that what in them is a pro-

pensitv or desire, is not in him anything

else.'
"

" But man," continues Mr. John Smith,
" who was created lord of all, and destined

to have all other animals in subjection,

vainly arrogates to himself the liberty of

changing his instinctive feelings, and of

selecting his food from every department of

nature. He cannot take pleasure, it is true,

in devouring the gory limbs of a recently

slain victim ; but, by means of fire and

condiments, he gradually acquires the habit

of feasting on the flesh of animals. Into the

same service he presses the various kinds of

vegetables ; and even acquires, at length, the

power of relishing the half putrid limbs of

birds of the air, and beasts of the field."

(p. 73.)

So great, indeed, is the power of habit over

the human being, that we have had a butcher

pointed out to us, who commonly indulged in

eating even a piece of raiv flesh, cut from a

recently slaughtered animal ! This we trust,

is a case of perversion of the sense of taste,

which is unusual in England ; but it shows

to what extent the appetite may be warped

from its original condition, by persistence in

p-rovollinT rtrncti'^es.

Speaking of the unperverted sight of man,
Mr. Smith remarks :

—

" Of all things in the form of food, the
mellow fruits of genial climes, seem to the
eye of man the most attractive and pleasing.

The varied hues and colours, occasion an in-

creased flow of saliva ; ideas of pleasure to

be derived from the smell ancr taste, are

awakened ; and a desire to possess frequently

becomes a strong temptation, particularly to

the young. Other objects, when artificially

prepared, and associated with previous enjoy-

ment, will, I am aware, excite similar feelings;

but the sight of no article of food, in a natural

condition, is so calculated to rouse the appe-
tite, when the taste has not been vitiated by
acquired habits." (p. 73.)

It is highly important to distinguish be-
tween the senses in their unperverted state,

and the state they arrive at by unnatural
exercise ; and speaking of the sense of smell,

Mr. Smith says :

—

" It has been frequently asserted by phy-
siologists, that this sense is far less acute in

man, than in other animals. Judging from
its present depraved condition, in an artificial

state of society, this is undoubtedly true.

Man can neither scent at a distance the flesh

and secretions of other animals, like the dog,

(an endowment by no means desirable for

him) ; nor can he distinguish the numerous
species of grass and herbage, like the sheep

and ox ; because these are not adapted to his

wants : but were he brought up in strict ac-

cordance with the constitutional laws of his

nature, there is every reason to believe, he
would be able to discriminate, with the

greatest delicacy ofperception, allsuch articles

of food as are beneficial, from those which
are detrimental. The various species of

fruit, in particular, he would easily and accu-

rately distinguish, by the minute differences

of odour and perfume ; and would be able,

instinctively and instantaneously, to reject

such as were poisonous or hurtful.

"'The smell,' says Saint Pierre, *may
be considered as an anticipation of taste ; and

as a method of judging whether the food in

question suits the stomach. Though we
should have difficulty in explaining the pro-

cess by which it leads ourjudgments, we may
be satisfied that its instincts are more to be

depended on than all the theories of physi-

cians.'* Fruit being almost the only article

of food which, in its natural state, is pleasant

to the sense of smell in man, we may regard

it as an additional proof that, when it can

be obtained in variety and perfection, this is

his natural diet." (p. 76.)

Taste is like all the other senses, if un-

corrupted, a faithful guide ; if corrupted by

* Harwonips of Kalure, vol i. p. 186.
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wrong habits, iu many cases, it becomes a

deadly foe:—
"The organ of taste," says Mr. Smith,

" is in strict harmony with that of smell

;

and is formed for appreciating and selecting,

by their gustatory properties, substances fitted

for nourishing the body and renewing its

structure. This organ, when not vitiated by

habit and improper indulgence, is a sure

guide for man, in the choice of his food.

All such substances as are adapted to his

constitutional wants, possess so direct a rela-

tion to the organ, as to yield him agreeable,

and even pleasurable sensations ; but such as

are calculated to weaken or destroy the

integrity of his structure, prove distasteful and
offensive. The muciparous and salivary

glands are immediately excited, and pour

forth their secretions to protect the parts

from injury ; and, if the substances be de-

cidedly dangerous to life, nausea and vomit-

ing are frequently the consequence. But
should injurious and improper flavours be

frequently repeated, the integrity of the

organ will be destroyed ; its efficiency as a

guide Avill no longer exist ; natural and
salutary articles of diet will cease to be

relished ; substances most pernicious, and
(in the first instance) nauseous, will become
agreeable to the palate ; custom will become
law ; and the foundation of disease will

gradually, but no less certainly be laid.''

(p. 76.)

The importance of preserving a natural,

instead of acquiring an artificial taste, is

thus described :
—

*' Thus, Ave see, that the three senses which
direct all animals instinctively to eat the

substances best adapted to their wants, and
to their origans of digestion, are equally

adapted to discharge the same office for man

;

—harmonizing with all other parts of his

organization, in pointing to fruit as his best

and most natural diet. It is, therefore, of

the utmost consequence, that he should care-

fully preserve the integrity of these impor-

tant organs ; and not deteriorate their

functional powers by vicious indulgence, or

unnatural habits ; lest they cease to warn
him when danger is at hand, and become no
longer a sure guide in the choice of food.

It seems reasonable to conclude that the

following relations between fruits and man,
are the results of special design. The gene-

ral height at which fruits grow is adapted to

his stature and upright position ; their eleva-

tion and shape to his hands as organs of pre-

hension ; their consistency to his teeth ; the

liveliness and beauty of their colours to his

organ of vision ; their agreeable fragrance to

his sense of smell ; and their grateful and
delicious flavour to his taste. Many roots,

nuts, corn, vice, and esculent vegetables, seem

to be equally proper for man, as articles of

diet ; and it may be urged, that the organ of

smell fails to direct him in the choice of them.
But it must not be forgotten, that the

instincts of man are no longer in their

original state ; and the sense of smell may
now have lost much of its primitive sensibility

and discrimination. These articles, however,

the presence of which is scarcely appreciable

by the sense of smell, and the gustatory

properties of which but slightly affect the

taste, are yet so agreeable, and so constitu-

tionally adapted to our wants, that their use

can be daily continued for considerable

periods of time, without either sickening the

stomach, or becoming disagreeable to the

palate. Those, on the contrary, who feed

upon less natural diet, such as the artificially

prepared flesh of animals, require continual

change. The frequent repetition of a richly-

flavoured dish, how much soever it may be
enjoyed at first, becomes d:iily less agreeable

;

until, at last, the sight, smell, and taste of

the object can be no longer endured : while

bread, potatoes, rice, &c,, as solids, and
water as a liquid, can in a normal state of

the system, be daily enjoyed for months and
years, without becoming less agreeable to the

appetite." (p. 78.)

After elaborately answering the objection

that flesh-eating is general in various nations,

a fact which would apply with equal force

to drunkenness, debauchery, and several

other crimes, our author remarks :

—

" Such is the great power of habit over men,
that it completely blinds their eyes to every

true principle. That which was first offensive,

may become at length agreeable ; and what
was at first manifestly injurious, may become
apparently indifl'erent, or even salutary ; and
as the majority of mankind enjoy a portion

of health and comfort with which they are

contented, the operation of remote causes

escapes observation; and men become ex-

ceedingly unwilling to connect their sufferings

with the things which constitute a large por-

tion of their enjoyment ; while the example
of persons indulging in the same' habits, and
yet arriving at what is deemed extreme old

age, still further confirms the delusion." (p. 83.)

The sensitive and moral feelings of man
are next examined, and we entirely coincide

with the following truthful and touching

remarks :

—

*' Every manifestation of pain and suffering,

in a sensitive being, must at all times awaken
the sympathies of the human heart ; except

in those who are constitutionally obdurate, or

whose feelings have been blunted by repeated

acts, or scenes, of cruelty and misery. Some
there are who, like a Nero, can take pleasure

in the sufferings of mankind, and of inferior

animals; but such are blots upon the fair
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creation of God ; and are unfit for the society

of those Avho long lor the universal reign of

happiness, peace, and benevolence. Can we
suppose, then, that the Deity would have im-
planted in the human, breast such an aversion

to the taking of life,—such a horror of shed-

ding blood, and sucli a heart-sickness on
witnessing it ;—such a hatred of cruelty, and
such a sympathy witli creatures writhing with
pain, if he had intended us to feed upon the

flesh of slaughtered animals? Would he not

rather have formed us cruel and ferocious,

like all carnivorous animals ; which seem to

derive pleasure from mtnessing the sufferings

of their victims ? Or has the All-wise Creator

departed from that harmony of design, so

conspicuous in all his works; and rendered

necessary for man's support a food, the pro-

curing of which shall do violence to the best

and kindliest feelings of his natm-e ; shall be

continually weakening, and tending to exter-

minate, the attributes of benevolence, mercy,

and love ; and gradually dcfacino- the image
in which God created him ? Could he intend,

that the human race should eat their food

with compunction ; that every morsel should

be purchased wdth a pang, and every meal
empoisoned with remorse ? No ! Consistency

runs through all the works and designs of

God ! We have already seen, that the orga-

nization of man, so far as the procuring, mas-
ticating, and digesting of food are concerned,

is sti'ictly adapted to a vegetable diet ; and his

sensitive and moral feelings confirm the views

we have taken, and are in direct harmony
with all other parts of his system.,"(p. 8 7.)

We are fully convinced that thousands of

those who feed daily on the flesh of animals,

would shrink with horror from the very

thoughts of doing so, did they know the

amount of misery which that practice is con-

tinually causing to the sensitive animals to

Avhich the flesh they eat originally belonged.

Mr. Smith justly remarks :

—

*' How few of those who feed upon the

flesh of slaughtered animals, are aware of the

enormous amount of excruciating pain, that

is inflicted to satisfy their unnatural appe-

tites ! But the scenes of the slaughter-house

are seldom, if ever, witnessed by those, whose
feelings are likely to be wounded by the

struggles and cries of dying animals, and
* what the eye sees not, the heart feels not.'

•*
' Witness the patient ox, with stripes and yells

Driven to the slaughter, goaded Us he runs)

To madness; while thesavas^e at his heels

Laughs at the frantic sufferer's fury, spent
Upon the guiltless passenger o'erthrown.' " *

We thought we lived in a country where

wanton and cruel barbarity Avas not openly

tolerated, until we read the following :

—

" A person lately passing through Leaden-

*C0WPEU.

hall market, observed on a stall, a chicken,

which, tiiough it had been plucked, was still

alive and in motion; while several others

were undergoing the same process. When
the gentleman remonstrated with those who
were thus torturing the poor creatures, he
received nothing but abuse in return. The
following article, as well as many others of a
like character, has appeared in the news-
papers. * Conveyance of Calves.—Notwith-
standing the strenuous exertions of the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals, to promote a more humane con-

veyance of these animals to and from the

various markets, we are often compelled to

witness cart-loads of calves closely packed
together, with their legs tied tightly, and
their heads hanging down over the back and
sides of the carts, tossing to and fro, and
knocking against each other with great

violence. They are frequently conveyed in

this torturing position, thirty, forty, and even

fifty miles, and when examined at their

journey's end, many are found dead.' We
also read of various acts of torture resorted

to, for the purpose of compelling animals to

obey the wills of their tormentors ; such as

sawing their tails, and, what is still worse,

dislocating every joint of their tails ; and the

agents of the above-named society have
frequently to interfere in such cases. Doubt-
less, such acts of cruelty are unnecessary, and
animals might be killed for food without

causing them so much pain, even as they

might suffer by a natural death ; but I fet.r

there is little chance of inducing the general

adoption of milder treatment and more expe-

ditious processes than are at present era-

ployed." (p. 91.)

The fact is, when men are continually ac-

customed to scenes and acts of slaughter,

their feelings become so completely blunted,

that what is an act of cruelty to those unac-

customed to such scenes, appears to them as

a matter of ordinary business.

It is a truth which we believe every sensi-

tive mind will freely admit, that

—

" Were a person under the necessity of

killing all the animals whose limbs he devours,

then would he more frequently be led to ask,

whether that food could be natural to him,

the procuring of which does such violence to

other parts of his nature. His sympathies

would then be a greater check upon his

desires for flesh ; and hewould more frequently

be induced to satisfy his hunger with the

rich, abundant, and delicious products of the

vegetable world. But if we shrink from the

task of taking life ourselves, and shun the

scenes of cruelty inflicted by others upon

dumb animals, why should we, by our gross,

unnatural appetites, render it a work of ne-

cessity to our domestics, and those who
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supply our lardci*s ? Far be it from me to

infer, that either a butcher or a sportsman is

necessarily more cruel than another man

;

either to his own species, or to the animals

he slays for our food. Many of those whose

business it is to destroy life, are known to be

humane and merciful ; and would spare un-

necessary pain to the beasts they kill: but it

cannot be denied, that there are others thus

employed, who become callous and unfeeling

;

—utterly regardless of the pains they thought-

lessly, or even wilfully, inflict. Young people

early trained to the habit of taking life,

gradually lose all sympathy for the beasts

they ill treat; and the direct tendency of such

constant employment, is to blunt the feelings,

and deteriorate the whole character. If then,

by our flesh-eating habits, such duties become
necessary, we are virtually culpable ; not only

for causing much pain and misery to the

animal creation ; but also for corrupting the

morals of our fellow-creatures, and for giving

birth to much brutal ferocity. It is, there-

fore, our duty, and, as will hereafter be

shown, our interest, for real duty and true

interest always harmonize, to discountenance

the slaughter of any part of the animal

creation for our food." (p. 94.)

"What have so long been regarded as the

manly sports of England, hunting, shooting,

and angling, will one day be regarded as the

most unmanly and inhuman of all pursuits,

Thomson, with the true feeling of a poet,

had an acute perception of the wrong inflicted

upon the animal creation by the "sports of

the field."

" Beasts of prey shun the light, as if

ashamed of their cruelties.

" • Not so the steady tyrant, man

;

Who—with the thoughtless insolence of power,
Inflam'd beyond the most infuriate wrath
Of the worst monster that e'er roam'rt the waste

—

For sport alone pursues the cruel chase,

Amid the beamings of the gentle day.

Upbraid, ye ravening tribts, our wanton rage !

For hunger kindles you, and lawless want

;

But lavish fed, innatui-e'sbnunty roU'd,

To joy at anguish, and delight in blood.

Is what your horrid bosoms never knew.' " *

" * Can there be a more gratifying spectacle,'

observes Dr. Roget, ' than to see an animal,

in the full vigour of health, and the free

exercise of its powers, disporting in its

native element, revelling in the bliss of ex-

istence, and testifying, by its incessant gam-
bols, the exuberance of its joy ?' Yet cruel

man, to gratify an acquired habit, which
(as I shall hereafter show) only mars and
abridges his existence, cuts short their inno-

cent pleasures, and causes them to agonize to

no useful purpose. ' By long habit and
familiarity with scenes of blood, men at length

view them without emotion ; but observe the

* Thomson's Autumn, 1. 300.

young child, Avhich is told that the chicken it

has fed and played with is to be killed : are

not the tears it sheds, and the agonies it

endures, the voice of Nature itself crying

within us, and pleading the cause of hu-
manity.'*' 'The merciful man is merciful

to his beast
;

' and the man of sensibility

* will hate the brutal pleasures of the chase,

by instinct : it will be a contemplation full of

horror and disappointment to his mind, that

beings capable of the gentlest and most
admirable sympathies, should take delight in

the death-pangs and last convulsions.of dying

animals.' " (p. 95.)

Mr. Smith goes on to show, in a quotation

from CowrER, that "there are circumstances,

however, which will justify man in taking

animal life." Wliilst we do not deny the

existence of circumstances, which appear to

do so in the present condition of man, Ave

believe it will invariably be found, that such

circumstances are caused, directly or indi-

rectly, by the departure from the true laws of

existence, which, if universally obeyed,

woidd never require that law which is

written on every heart, as well as in the

Book of Life—" Thou shalt not kill"—to be

in any degree violated. We may take occa-

sion to refer more fully to this interesting

subject on a future occasion.

Mr. Smith proceeds to reply to several

supposed objections to the principle, and
concludes Part II. of his work Avith the

excellent address of an ancient and distin-

guished priest of India :
—" Children of the

sun, listen to the dying advice of your faithful

and affectionate instructor ; who hastens to

the bosom of the great Allah, to give an
account, and to enjoy the expected reward of

his services ! Your re":imen oug-ht to be

simple and inartificial. Drink only the pure,

simple water. It is the beverage of nature

;

and not by any means, nor in any Avaj', to be

improved by art ! Eat only fruits and vegeta-

bles! Let the predaceous animals prey on
carnage and blood! Stain not the divine

gentleness of your natures, by one act of

cruelty to the creatures beneath you

!

Heaven, to protect them, hath pliiced you
at their head ! Be not treacherous to the

important trust you hold, by murdering those

you ought to preserve ; nor defile your bodies

by filling them with putrefaction. There
is enough of vegetables and fruits to sup-

ply your appetites, without oppressing them
by carrion, or drenching them in blood."

(p. 102.) We can readily connect the confid-

ing hope of going to his Creatoii, with the

obedience to his Creator's laws, which had
been his endeavour through life, and become
the subject of his happiest thoughts in the

hour of death

!
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THE SECOND VEGETARIAN BANQUET AT PADSTOW.

THE BANQUET.
For several days during the first week in
April, 1850, the picturesque and retired town
of Padstow, in Cornwall, was the scene of
much lively interest, anticipation, and anxious
curiosity. Preparations were being- made for

a Vegetarian Banquet at the Public Rooms.
Every intelligent inhabitant of the town
seemed to regard the coming event with
peculiar interest, and many were the free-

will offerings of time, talent, and appliances
which were made, in order to render the
event worthy of the town, and the occasion
worthy of the principle of mercy and kind-
ness which it was intended to serve. Colours
were to be seen flying from the masts of all

the vessels in the beautiful little harbour;
the sea rose in grandeur, and spread its

white foam over tlie rough black rocks, from
which it descended like falling snow, rolling

between the crevices of the rugged slate

;

and to those seriously impressed, these pleas-

ing objects might serve to call to mind the
poetic expression of David, "Let the sea

roar, and the fulness thereof ; the world and
they that dwell therein ; let the floods clap

their hands, and let the hills be joyful toge-
ther;" and if the inhabitants of the deep
could have understood the principle of justice

extending even to themselves, which was
about to be enunciated on that occasion, they,

too, might with reason have joined in the
general rejoicing. A vessel full of intending
emigrants, Avas preparing to sail for the

United States; and Vegetarian publications

were liberally distributed amongst them ; and
as much of their principle explained, as en-
abled many to perceive, that they treated of

a system, which, when practically adopted,

would render it unnecessary for Englishmen
to leave their native country, to seek food on
a distant land, and endure all the hardships
of new settlers in uncultivated prairies. The
Aveather had been somewhat lowering ; but
as the period of festivity approached, the sun
added his tribute of gladness to the scene.

The day arrived; all was animation; joy
seemed to beam from every countenance
engaged, and a most prying curiosity and
interest was evinced by those who were merely
spectators : the gateway to the public rooms
was arched over with evergreens ; large stone

vases, filled with shrubs and flowers, decorated

the stone pillars of the entrance ; a large tri-

coloured flag, indicating the harmony of the

three kingdoms of nature, was gracefully

suspended on either side of the hall; an
excellent band of music added to the attrac-

tions of the spot; all was ready at two
o'clock on Friday ; curiosity was at its

height; the public were admitted, as already
stated in our description of the first banquet

;

the feast ; the speeches ; the songs ; and the
result, was an encore, " It must be repeated,"
was the universal desire; and hence,, on
Saturday, April the 6th, a Second Banquet
was served in the same place as the first.

The feast commenced at a quarter to seven
o'clock, on

Mr. BoRMOND asking a blessing.

Those who seemed unaccustomed to Vege-
tarian diet on the previous evening, evinced
no degree of fear on this occasion that the
provision was not of the best character. All

partook heartily, and with every apparent
zest and enjoyment; and seldom have we
witnessed a feast Avhich seemed to give more
complete satisfaction than did this. All
seemed to be impressed with the elegant,

sumptuous, and substantial character of the
repast.

When the tables were cleared,

R. P. GiiiFPiN, Esq., returned thanks.

THE MEETING.

The hall was soon completely filled in

every part, and
The PiiEsiDENT rose, and said he was very

happy to sec so large and respectable an assem-

bla;^e on that occasion. He trusted they

were all comfortably placed, and that those

Avho had honoured them with their presence,

and had partaken of the feast which had
just been served, felt comfortable in other

respects. (Laughter, and hear, hear.) The
Vegetarian question, as raised in Padstow,
must have excited considerable speculation in

the minds of its inhabitants. " What can be

the meaning of advocating a principle of diet

which abjures the use of flesh food?—What
is there in the products of the vegetable

kingdom, so much better .^—What is the im-
portance of such a subject to the public?"
were such inquiries, as must have been fre-

quently made by many minds, within the last

few days. The fact was, the theory of Vege-
tarianism was closely related to the highest

and most benevolent principles that could

actuate mankind. If they inquired why
Vegetarians were anxious that others shoidd

learn their principles, and adopt their prac-

tice, they would find that it was because they

found they were living in obedience to the

laws of nature—and the laws of nature had
ever been the laws of God. (Applause.)

That they were desirous that those benefits
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wliich they had found in their lives, in rela-

tion to the principle of their diet, should be

enjoyed by mankind in general. If they

inquired what was the highest principle in

relation to Vegetarianism, the answer was,

that it was an appointment of the Creator.

(Hear, hear.) The principle of diet they

advocated, was the earliest principle promul-

gated in relation to the food of the human
family. In the earliest page of all history,

they learned, in that beautiful motto (point-

ing to the motto under the emblematical

arch, from Genesis i. 29), that the first indi-

cation of man's food at the creation of the

world, was the herb bearing seed, and the

fruit tree yielding fruit. They knew that

followng that Divine appointment, the world

lived in peace and harmony for many ages.

They knew, also, that in process of time, man,

in his " many inventions," separated himself

from God, and then came the practice which
they then saw prevailing among certain

classes of society, in the present day, of

slaughtering animals, and partaking of their

flesh and blood. He knew weU tliat

that practice would be defended on the

ground that these things were permitted.

He did not for one moment dispute the

fact, that they might partake of the flesh

of animals as food. That was evident ; and

they might do many other things which
Avere not in accordance with the principles

of truth. Our Saviour told them that

things were permitted to the Jews, " for the

hardness of their hearts." And it was so

ordained, in the order of God's providence,

that if men would not live in the appoint-

ments which he had made, they might still

exist in the permissions which he had granted,

when they were not in a state capable of liv-

ing in the appointments. So it was, when
the Jews would not obey the laws which
were promulgated from Moimt Sinai; they

were permitted to do many things which
were not in accordance with humanity, and
the happiness of mankind in its highest state.

And thus it was they were told, that it was "for

the hardness of their hearts," they were "per-

mitted to put away their wives." And so had
eating flesh, and wars, been permitted to man-
kind. They would see, then, that abstinence

from flesh was the appointment, but that

man would not be satisfied with it. Just so,

if they would live immorally, they were per-

mitted to live immorally; and thus they
might sin against their own happiness, and
against the happiness of society. But if they
wished to live in the greatest of all charity

towards mankind, they must reform their

own conduct, and come to the appointments
of the Creator ; and then they would be raised

to the highest happiness, and be most cl osely

related to tliat peace which would charac-

terize the existence of the happy hereafter.

(Applause.) They would see that he placed

the Vegetarian question very close to the

most important principles that could regulate

the human mind. He had asserted that it

was a principle associated with the appoint-

ments of the Creator, and although he knew
that there was great difiiculty in entertaining

questions of that kind, so far removed from

the ordinary practices of men (principles

being diificult to be admitted except through

experience)
;

yet, happily, practical truth of

that kind, could be fully known by experi-

ence
;
just as the principle of charity or good

works was known to those who trained them-

selves in it. It did not require years, but

months' practice of Vegetarianism, to verify

the truth of the statement he had made.

They could appeal directly to facts which

spoke in the most conclusive way upon that

subject. Every man, in external life, paid

attention to what were called facts. He
believed it was Judge Hallyburton, in his

American story, that said "there's nothing

like cyphering;" so there really Avas nothing-

like facts, for bringing the miiid to conclu-

sions on subjects of that character. He
would beg, however, before proceeding with

further reasoning in favour of abstinence from
flesh, to ask for one moment, why did they

eat flesh themselves." It was surprising to

see how slender was the reasoning whicli

supported that practice in society. People

took it because they had been accustomed to

take it. One would say, " Why, I always did

eat flesh ?" Another, " How absurd it is not

to eat flesh; and who does not eat flesh".''

Or some men would say, candidly, " I like

it." (Laughter.) The "I like it" class of

reasoners were very numerous ; but they

would never turn the world upside down.
(Hear, hear.) They must have more reason

than was expressed by " I like it." The words

reminded him of an anecdote of Dean Swiff,

who, when at a coffee-house, heard a man,
who had rung the bell for the waiter, ask for

a glass of brandy, because he was "so cold."

A minute afterwards, another traveller came
in, and rmging the bell, asked the waiter for

a glass of brandy, because he was " so hot."

Dean Swift, wishing to convict both, rung
the bell, and said, " Waiter bring me a glass

of brandy and water, because "I like it."

(Laughter.) They did a great many thirigs

because they liked to do them. The flesh-

eating system could never stand if it had no

better reason than the sham one of " I like

it" to support it. They had facts to show
why they should not eat flesh ; and they

might rest assured that when lig it and know-
ledge should be brought to bear upon them,

it would not be difficult to change the practice

of society in that particular. The fact was,
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people had always had a notion, which had
been handed down from father to son (and
it had come from the medical profession,

originally, and from the "I like it" principle,

in some degree, at the same time), that

flesh was much more nutritive than vegetable

food—that if they ate flesh, they got more of

that which made the blood and flesh of

the body, than they did if they obtained their

nutriment from vegetable substances. That,

however, was now proved to be a great mis-

take. Flesh consisted of bundles of muscular
fibres with blood-vessels, (called by chemists,
" fibrine,") and nerves and membrane. And
those substances all put together, with a por-

tion of blood, and fat, composed the substance

which people ate as the flesh of animals. It

had, however, upon careful analysis by the

best chemists, within the last five or six

years been discovered (contrary to what was
expected by the chemists themselves, for they,

at that time, had the idea that it was more
nutritive than vegetable food,) that beef con-

tained only 23 parts of nutriment out of

100 parts. That is, that there was 23 lb. of

solid material in every 100 lb. of beef, and
the remaining 77 lb. was only water. (Ap-
plause.) If they looked at what vegetable

food contained, it was very curious and in-

teresting to see how much more solid matter

there was to be found in it than in flesh.

Looking, for instance, at peas, they had 84
lb. in 100 lb. of that which is solid mate-
rial, and only IG lb. of water. Beans con-

tained 86 lb. out of every 100 lb. of that

which would make flesh, blood, and bone in

the body, and only 14 lb. of water. Uarley-

meal contained 84 lb. out of every 100 lb.

of solid matter. Lentils contained 84 per

cent, of solid matter. And when they came
to oatmeal, and maize meal, as much as 91 per

cent, of that which was useful in making the

flesh, blood, and bone of the body. (Ap-
plause.) Man required three or four difl'erent

substances to form the food of his body : that

which Avent to form the animal heat, that

which went to form muscle, and that which
went to form bone;. All taose things must
be converted into blood, in order that the

fjod might be circulated throughout the

whole system, and deposited in its various

parts ; and it was highly curious and inte-

resting to see, that whilst beef contained the

23 lb. out of the 100 lb. of that which
formed blood, peas, beans, and lentils, con-

tained from 29 to 33 of the same principle,

and about 60 lb. out of every 100 lb., nlso,

of that which would keep up the Avarmth of

the body; and, besides that, they got an extra

proportion of that which formed matter for

bone. .There was a valuable instance in the

history of South America, which showed the

importance of vegetable over the flesh of ani-

mals, in a practical way. In South. America,
where they made sufi'ering humanity work like

horses worked in England,—he spoke of the
slaves who had to carry immense loads af

earth from the mines—the drivers had found
that when tiiey led the men on peas and
beans, they could always get more work done,

and that the men did it with greater ease to

themselves than they could when led^ on any
other food. That was an instance- which
showed that the facts of chemistry were
borne out by experience. The ploughmen
of Perthshire, who scarcely ever tasted flesh,

and lived almost entirely upon oatmeal
and milk, were certainly some of the

healthiest men in the United Kingdom. They
neither feared the cholera, nor any ether

epidemic, in their district. Those facts

sliowed, that the idea that flesh was more
nutritive, and better able to maintain the sys-

tem under severe toil, was a great mistake. It

might be asked, why did the medical profession

recommend the use of flesh ? Unfortunately,

medical men did not study that subject; it

formed no necessary part of their education;

and they did not generally know those facts^,

nor instances in those who had practicaUj"

inquired into the subject ; but amongst those

M'ho had, were many Avho were quietly admit-
ting the truth of the statements he had made.
Then it would be said, though chemiLtry

showed tliat flesh was less nutritive than
vegetable food, the nutriment which it fur-

nished was of a difl'erent kind to that which
could be obtained from peas, beans, cabbage,

or any other vegetable, which could not

furnish, nutriment equal to that of beef or

mutton. Let them again bring light and
knowledge to bear upon the subject. Che-
mistry declared here something just as much
surprising to chemists themselves, and to

nearly everybody else, as were the discoveries

to wdiich he had before alluded. It showed,

that if they got any nutriment at all, it must
first come from the vegetable kingdom.

(Hear, hear.) Then, when they took it

from the animals they ate it "second-hand,"

for it must necessarily only be what came
first from the vegetable kingdom. Baron
LiEBiG, of Germany, who was the greatest

chemist the world acknoAvledgcd at present,

Avas the first to develop these facts. They
were now known every wlicre, amongst men
of chemical education. That chemist had
showed, that the nutriment of animal food

was precisely the vegetable principles of

nutriment which the animal first got from

the grass, and other productions of the field.

If they ate oxen and sl^eep, then, they but

ate the vegetable principles wliich had been

put into the bodies of those animals. And he
would ask, whether it was preferable to take

nr.trinient secondarily, in an expensive way,
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or to take it directly from the bosom of

mother earth herself. (Hear, hear, and

applause.) Well, then, but people said that

flesh was more digestible, and so, more health-

iul; but that was discovered to be quite as

great a mistake as the previous statements,

'inhere was a man in North America, some

years since, who accidentally had part of his

side shot away, the injury leaving a hole into

Ms stomach. He was a young, healthy man,

and, in time, by one of those efforts of

nature which are common in similar cases,

the aperture to the stomach was filled up, so

as t© close it, but still never in such a way as

to prevent the doctor, Avho hired the man,
from pushing aside the inner coat of the

stomach, so as to see what was going on
inside. That was a remarkable instance, such

as had, perhaps, never occurred except in that

case. Doctor Beaumont had this man in his

house for several years, during which time he
tried the digestibility of various kinds of

lofod. iFrom his experiments, he liad drawn
up some very useful tables, and although he

had no notion of the importance of vegetable

food when these facts were first published, if

they examined his tables, taking an equal

number of articles of both vegetable and
liesh diet, they would find that, on the

average, vegetable and farinaceous substances

were digested in 22 minutes and 23 seconds

less time than the flesh of animals. (Ap-
plause. ) That was ano thcr interesting fact, and
those who had learnt a little about it, so as to

appreciate it, considered it quite conclusive,

and as completely upsetting that old notion

with respect to the digestibility of flesh.

The facts, then, which he had adduced, had
shown that flesh was not so nutritive as

vegetable food; and that the nutriment that

it did contain, first came from vegetable food

;

and lastl)^, that it was less digestible. In
ibllowing the Vegetarian practice, therefore,

they would arrive more and more at those

principles which would make their lives more
in accordance with truth, elevate them in

their progress onward, and bring them nearer

to that Great Spirit which told them what
they should do, ever in the beginning of the

world. (Applause.) Bid they believe that

God was not wise ? Did they think that God
would change that which he gave as his law ?

They had the power to sin if tliey would.
They had got free Avill to do that ; but God
had appointed another state of existence in

which he wished them to live, that they
might be happy. (Hear, hear.) Just so it

was with regard to food : they might live in

inferior habits if they pleased, but tliere was
an appointment which instructed them what
was best, and they would find that it was as

good in 1850 as when it was first proclaimed
by the Creator himself. (Applause.) There

was one reason, however, which led to the

common notion with regard to flesh: the

eff"ect of flesh on the stomach was to produce
more or less of an abnormal or unnatural
condition, which, in degree, was as diff'erent

to the condition produced by vegetable food,

as fever was different to a healthy and vigo-

rous state of the system. It was that condi-

tion which cheated the understanding as to

the strengthening qualities of flesh. It was,

however, an unfavourable kind of stimulus,

which was mistaken for strength. It was
the result of putting into the stomach that

which was not natural to the stomach, and
it produced a feverish action very similar

(though less in degree) to what would be

produced by swallowing a glass of brandy
and water ; and they all knew that it was the

stimulus of intoxicating drinks wdiich was
mistaken for their strengthening property.

(Hear, hear.) They had a sensation after

eating flesh which they could not have from
vegetable productions ; but it was a feverish

heat, and not a life-giving principle. It Avas

that which dec-eived people; it was that

which made them think that "beef steaks"

and "mutton chops" were better than any-

thing else. It hurried them along through
life, and made men live, as it were, at a

gallop. Men who ate flesh lived out life in

another way to those who lived upon the

productions of the vegetable kingdom. It

was interesting to notice the pulse of the man
who ate flesh (because the pulse indicated, in

a remarkable way, the rate at which men
lived;, which Avas very much quicker, and
more feverish than that of a man Avho lived

on Vegetarian diet. The feelings, too, of

the man who ate much fltsh were unsettled,

and Avere little adajjted to intellectual pur-

suits. If they Avished for further proof of

the restlessness occasioned by flesh-eating,

th';y might find them carried out in tlie

habits of the flesh-eating animals. They had
all noticed that AAild beasts Avere coutmuaily

rockin" to and fro in their dens. That Avas

a reiiuireaient of their constitution. Flesh

did no: supply their bodies Avith sufhciciit

carbon to support respiration, and the defi-

ciency Avas made up from the Avaste tissues

of the body of the animal itself : hence the

necessity for that continual restlessness, to

Avhich the carnivora Avere subject. But if

men ate vegetable food, they could obtain all

the elements required, both for respiration

and nutrition, abundantly, and in the propor-

tions in Avhich flesh did not supply them.

That view Avas very important, and it ac-

counted for that restlessness, or nervous

irritability, to Avhich those Avho partook

much of the flesh of animals Avere so com-
monly subject, (Hear, hear. ) It accounted

for the roamino: and restless character of
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savage life; it accounted for many customs

in civilized society, which they had not

been able hitherto to account for. There

was a physical requirement in it ; and if

men would ]i\e like the wild beast, in any
degree, they must, in that degree, crave rest-

lessness and locomotion, delighting to roam
about, to satisfy the cravings of the system,

as seen in savage life, and just as the carnivora

did. But how different wasthe effect produced

by vegetable food! One of tlie first results

of resorting to Vegetarian habits, was a

sense of lightness, calmness, and freedom

from that heaviness and sleepiness which
was so common after a meal. (Hear, hear.)

He had known instances of working men,
especially in Lancashire,—hard-working men,

and labourers—who had tried the system

;

and there was a remarkable effect produced

upon them in that particular. Those who
worked at laborious occupations in factories,

were very apt, Avhen they got home (if they

ate flesh in considerable quantity, as they

generally did if they got good wages), to fed
sleepy, and if they sat down, they often fell

asleep. But one of the first effects of abstain-

ing from flesh, had been stated by some oi

those men to be, that they could go through

their work with greater case ; and when it

was done, they could go home and read, or

talk, or do anything of an intellectual cha-

racter, without being annoyed Avith drowsi-

ness; and " I feel," said one of them, "alto-

gether a different man. Nobody can tell me
that I am not benefitted in this way ; and as

it regards my strength, I am able to do more
than ever I did. I can really enjoy my
books, and the company of my family, in a

natural way, which I never could before."

(Hear, hear.) There Avas, also, a physical

endurance which belonged to the Vegetarian

system, which any of them could verify, if

they would inquire for themselves. He had
beside him, an instance of that. There was

an elderly gentleman (pointing to Mr.
Wyth), who had abstained from not merely

the flesh of animals, but alcoholic liquors,

for upwards of forty-one years of his life.

('Applause.) They would see that his friend

was a pretty good specimen of health, and

remarkable as having retained his hair, at

the age of 76, not usual in ordinary circum-

stances. (Hear, hear.) There Avas nothing,

however, in experience of that kind, Avhicli

Avas not fully understood by Avhat they could

all arrive at, if they gave their attention to

the subject. There were many persons who
asked, " Why Avere animals given us, if they

were not to be made use of?" .In that fish-

ing town, they Avould, from their old habits,

imagine, that the fish sailed into their har-

bour on purpose to be caught. (Laughter.)

But the c!Oodness of God Avas manifest in

everything. It was manifest in the permis-
sions as Avell as in the appointments. If man
would not do Avhat was best, he was, as he
had attempted to show, enabled to live in

inferior habits. They might rely upon it,

they would look at all questions of doubt
in a different light, from the time that

they changed their practice. The fact was,

they Avould not become Vegetarians all at

once, and it Avas simply a commercial ques-

tion of demand and supply ; and as the

demand gradually diminished, the supply

Avould likev/ise diminish. He Avas speaking
to a poor butcher outside the hall (he did not
mean poor in external circumstances, but he
always felt concerned for those who were
brought into any unfavourable practices

by the requirements of society). The
butcher had been taking a look at the

preparations for that "strange feast," and
he (the chairman) had remarked to him,

that he would not be a butcher, if the

habits of society had not rendered his exist-

ence as such necessary, and the butcher ac-

knowledged the correctness of the position.

The ingenuity of man had been taxed to

produce animals enough for food, and it must
of necessity be so, so long as the present con-

sumption Avas continued. But as the world

discovered that it was wiser to do without

eating animals, man's ingenuity would be

applied to a better account, and Avith dirain-

islicd demand Avould come a supply in accord-

ance Avith it. It Avas absurd to say " that if

man did not eat the animals they woidd eat

him." For every argument, indeed, which
they could produce in favour of flesh-eating,

he would promise them they should discover,

by reflection and attention to the subject,

twenty in favour of its disuse. He trusted

they would think over what they Avould have

heard at those meetings, and, in their leisure

moments, examine critically Avhat was no

doubt novel to them then ; and if he should

ever have the happiness of seeing their faces

again in PadstoAv, they Avouid have discovered

that there was far more importance to be

attached to the system advocated than they

could at present be expected to apprehend.

It seemed to him, that the providence and

wisdom of God was declared as distinctly that

day, upon the subject of diet, as on the first

{\ppointment of man's food at creation. (Ap-

plause.) They could not, he defied them,

find in the flesh-eating system, anything so

simple, beautiful, and orderly, as Avas found

in the system of Vegetarian diet. If they

took the nutriment for their bodies from th<;

flesh of animals, they had got it by a very

roundabout and grossly expensive procedure.

He had told them that'beef contained 23 pei-

cent, of that Avhich made blood, and 77 of

that Avhich Avas simply Avater. Let them make
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a little calculation upon that, and let them

see whether it accorded with the simple and

direct appointments of God in creation other-

wise ; and they might depend upon it, if they

could prove it right in figures, they would

not find it wrong in morality
;
(Hear, hoar.)

since they would never find a truth in morals

contradicted hy another in facts. It was

quite clear if they bought 100 lb. of flesh at

7d. per lb., they were giving 7d. per lb. for

77 lb. of water ! To lay up 100 lb. of flesh,

blood and bone in their bodies, from flesh,

would, therefore, cost them a very large sum

;

but they could accomplish that from beans

for 8s. l|d. ; because beans contained 86 lb.

of solid matter in every 100 lb. Taking beans

at 6s. llfd. per 100 lb., they could see

it would only cost 8s. l|d. for 100 lb. of nu-

triment. In those calculations, the nutriment

allowed for flesh contained all the bone,

membrane, and sinews, calling all those flesh

together; so that when he said that 100 lb.

of nutriment from flesh cost £11 19s. 6|d.,

he was far below the actual cost, if the sub-

stance w^hich could not be eaten, were ex-

tracted. From barley, they might have 100

lb. of nutriment for 7s. 4|d. ; from wheat,

they might have it for 1 Is. jd. ; from oats, for

9s. 2|d. Thus, in those farinaceous articles,

they need not go beyond those few shillings

to obtain what, in flesh, could not cost less

than £11 19s. 6|d., or close upon that,

according to the price they paid for flesh. He
had said that the ways of God, in his provi-

dence, were simple and direct ; and, therefore,

it was that they might see, that the flesh-

eating system was not in the order of His
providence, at all. (Hear, hear.) It had
been stated at the previous meeting, that the

sanatory regulations in that town were very

much impeded by keeping pigs. That
brought to mind an illustration of what he

had been saying. In America, it had been
found that to fat a pig so as to produce 200 lb

.

of pork, required 15 bushels of Indian corn :

noAV, 200 lb. of pork would keep a man,
living on 2 lb. a-day, for 100 days; whilst

the 15 bushels of corn, which had been used

to produce the pork, would, at the rate of one
quart per day, keep a man 480 days ! That
might be considered a remarkable instance of

the folly of putting into an animal a great

deal of good food, and getting a very little of

very inferior food in return. (Hear, hear.

)

People of any degree of discernment, could

not look into the question in that light, with-

out perceiving that that was a circuitous

process, condemned as much by reason and
common sense, as by the consideration of any
principle as to the choice of food. He would
tell them again, then, that what had been
said was no new doctrine, in that particular.

It was no new truth, but a return to truth as

old as the creation itself. (Applause.) It was
a truth which blessed man at first, and which,
he believed, in the promise of the future, fore-

shadowed by the great events of the times in

which they lived, would ere long come upon
them, and would certainly ultimately prevail.

(Hear, hear.) It was a truth which would
make the Gospel truth more completely brought
to bear upon society. In times past, the great

truths of the Christian religion had been
preached, but they had not even yet put into

practice Avhat they preached. It had not really

been believed that it was their interest to carry

out into society at large, those principles to their

ends, or that they could act with humanity
and kindness to the brute creation. But they

would come to know that, if they adopted a
practice of kindness and benevolence towards

animals, they would soon feel a nearer and
stronger sympathy with their fellow-man.

(Hear, hear, and applause.) " One and all,"

then, in the maxim of their county (for he
believed it belonged to Cornwall), he would
urge them to give their attention to that sub-

ject, and they would see that it had its fruits

of usefulness as regarded the physical con-

stitution; that it tended to elevate their

thoughts and feelings to another standard

than what they could possibly attain whilst

living in the use of the flesh of animals as food

;

and thus it was that they would, as he had
said, be brought nearer and nearer to that state

of peace, tranquillity of mind, and health of

body, which would result in the more com-
plete happiness of the human race. The
President sat down amidst loud applause.

After the band had enlivened the company
with its performance,

Mr. H. S. Clubb was called upon, and
said, during his stay in that delightful little

town, he had had an opportunity of noticing,

to some extent, the character of its inhabi-

tants ; and he must say, he had never expe-

rienced so much kindness, and such willing-

ness to assist, as in the pleasing undertakings

in which they had been that week engaged.

The decorations of that room were an evidence

of the ingenuity and industry which had been
brought to bear, whilst the mottoes indicated

that they had taken up the Vegetarian system

on the very highest, and, to his mind, the most
important grounds. They had Avell placed
" Mercy and Truth," at the head of that

feast. Those were attributes of Divinity

itself ; and they constituted the leading fea-

tures, the very head, in fact, of the Vege-
tarian system. (Hear, hear.) Mercy was a

principle which was happily implanted, in a

greater or less degree, in every human heart.

There was not one present, who did not feel

it a duty, and a privilege, to exercise that

principle ; and he believed there was not one

Avho vould not shrink with horror at the
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thought of slaughtering a defenceless, inno-

cent creature ! (Applause.) "Truth," also,

was a great object of attainment. All men
professed to seek it, and it was a distinguish-

ing feature of the Vegetarian movement, that

its adherents sought to put truth, or what
they believed to be truth, into practice.

(Hear, hear.) They did so, because they

believed that to be the only legitimate means
by which to acquire more truth, and of

making that valuable which they did acquire.

What, then, was the truth on the subject they

were discussing ? Every question which be-

longed to human nature, could be viewed in

relation to individual, social, and political or

national considerations. They had heard

much from their esteemed President of the

individual benefits, in relation to economy,

health, and morality ; and it needed but little

discernment to discover that what conduced
to those three important features in the art of

living well, individually, must also conduce to

social elevation and improvement. If a man
became in himself more free, by means of a

true system of economy ; more healthy by
means of a true system of dietetics, and more
under the control of reason and morality, by
means of a system of mercy, benevolence,

and departure from sensual indulgence, he
must become a better son, husband, father, or

friend; he must be able to perform all the

duties of social life in a more complete and
satisfactory degree. Individuals made nations,

and if men became better individually, and
socially, it followed, that national elevation

must be the result. But he did not wisli

them to be satisfied with mere theory on that

subject. Figures had been referred to as

producing conclusive evidence of the truth of

the Vegetarian principle. The temperance

movement had been helped amazingly by
figures. It had been frequently asserted,

that the annual cost of intoxicating liquors,

and of the punishment of crime, with other

losses consequent upon their use in the

United Kingdom, was more than one hundred
millions sterling. That was a startling fact

when first promulgated, and the more it was
reflected upon, the more grievous did it

appear. (Hear, hear.) The question, then,

when they came to consider the Vegetarian
system, naturally arose, what was the annual
expenditure in the United Kingdom for the

flesh of animals? (Hear, hear.) There
were no returns to show precisely what was
the amount expended in the retail purchase

of flesh. It Avas to be hoped, such a return

would one day be made. But McQueex
had furnished valuable information as to tlic

numbers, and money-value, of the animals

fed in the United Kingdom ; and from that,

the cost of feeding those animals could be

calculated, thus showing the wholesale cost

of flesh to the grazier, farmer, or stockfeeder,

which, although it would be far below the
cost of flesh to the consumer, might enable
them to form something like an estimate of
the loss sustained by the nation, through a
practice which, he believed, was opposed alike

to the nature of man, and to the highest and
best interests of the human race.

Animals.
Number
kept

as Stock,

Estimated .
^ost of Feeding.

Value. At, per Annual
Head. Total.

Cattle
Sheep
Pigs

14,000,000
50,000,000
18,000,000

£. !£. S. d.\ £.
216,000,000 8 112,000,000
67,000,0001 2 100,000,000

18,000,000j 10 9,000,000

Totals 82,000,000 301,000,000! ... 1221,000,000

Thus, no less than 221 million pounds ster-

ling were expended in feeding 82 million

animals. It was always wise to inquire what
did they get for their money? What was
the real return for that immense outlay?

AVliy all that could be obtained, calculating

the original cost of flesh at 4d. per lb., was

13,260,000,000 1b. of flesh

Y/hich, according to the chemical tables which
had been quoted, contained on the average

25 per cent, of nutriment, and 75 per cent,

of water; thus the real return for their 221
million pounds was

3,315,000,000 lb. of nutriment, and
9,945,000,000 lb. of water.

r

13,260,000,000 lb. Total weight of flesh.

What would be the difl'ercnce, if the same
amount of nutriment were obtained from

vegetable food, and the water taken directly

and pure from the spring, free, as nature had

provided it (a state it^ which it must be far

better adapted for the human system, than

when it had become the fluid portion of dead

animal bodies) ? Why the fact was, that

nutriment which Lieijig had declared to

"hardly difl'er, even in form," from <' animal

albumen," * could be obtained from a vege-

table production, the bean, at the cost of

£1 2s. 6d. per 100 lb., consequently, whilst

3,315,000,0000 lb. of nutriment cost, from

flesh, £221,000,000, the same amount of

nutdment, in a more favourable form, could

be obtained, from a vegetable production, for

£37,293,750, which, deducting; from the

cost of the same from flesh, left a balance

of £183,706,250. Thus :—

Annual Expenditure in Flesh 221,000,000

Cost of equivalent in Eari-
| g^ 293 750

naceous food f . / '
'

Total annual saving by the
I £183,700,250

adoption ot Vegetarian diet) '

* Vegetarian Messenger, p. 0.

t Tho farinaceous food here calculated is that
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That 183 million pounds a year, it should

be remembered, was simply the actual amount
expended, unnecessarily, every year, on three

kinds of flesh food : beef, mutton, and pork.

It did not include the profits of graziers,

drovers^ dealers, farmers, butchers, and sales-

men, nor did it include the cost of game,
poultry, fish, nor of any of the immense
quantity of pork, bacon, and other flesh, im-
ported from America and other countries. It

did not include in its estimate, the value of

the vessels and lives sacrificed by the hazardous
fishing trade of their coast ; * nor did it con-

tain an item for the loss sustained to good
and useful purposes, by such an immense
number of men being employed in the trade

and traffic of blood and slaughter, men
capable, by proper training, of being useful

members of society, instead of being, as then,

large contributors to the amount of cruelty,

crime, and disease, which affiicted the inhabi-

tants of every city, town, and hamlet of this

country. When, therefore, he declared that

183 million pounds, were annually wasted in

Great Britain and Ireland, by an erroneous
system of feeding the people on animals,

instead of on the direct productions of the
soil, he was quite sure he was far—very far

—

below the real cost of carnivorous indulgences.

Need he, therefore, say that the Vegetarian
movement was a movement for financial re-

form ? Mr. CoBDEN was anxious to serve his

country by inducing the government to de-

crease the expenditure some 10 million

pounds. That Avas an important sum, but
the Vegetarian system pointed out a plan by
which more than 18 times that amount might
be saved, and health and happiness realized

by the change ! (Hear, hear.) They needed
not to petition Parliament for that immense
reduction of expenditure. (Hear, hear.) It

was in that way men might become, in a
degree, independent of those who imposed the

taxes. They could untax themselves, and
vastly improve their condition by the change.

If they wanted a proof of the superiority of

farinaceous or vegetable food to flesh, he
thought it was furnished by the fact that

blood which was made from flesh, would,
when exposed to the action of the atmosphere,
decompose many days sooner than that which
was made from Vegetarian diet. Carnivorous

derived from the bean, which, besides the albumen,
which alone is reckoned in the above calculation,
contains 51^^ per cent, of heat-forming substance,
and 3.^ percent, of ashes for the bones, both neces-
sary to the support of life, and which are received
"without additional cost. Thus, the farinaceous food
supplies a large proportion of these important
elements, rendering the nutriment of farinaceous
food, really little more than a third of the price
which is here allowed for it. Further information
on this subject is given in the Products nf the Vege-
table Eingdom, versus the Flesh of Animals as Food.

* Supplement, p. 1'-.

animals, too, when dead, would invariably

become off'ensive much sooner than herbivo-

rous animals, as they could easily verify by
comparing the carcasses of dogs, and those of

sheep in that respect. (Hear, hear.) Thus
he thought it was shown, in every way the

subject could be viewed, that in all the rela-

tions of life, the Vegetarian practice tended
vastly to benefit the condition of man, and
consequently, the strongest affections of the

human character : the love of self, in its un-
perverted state,—the love of health and of

life—of friends, of relations, and kindred ; of

home ; of country ; of universal man, and
above all, the love of God (that love which
exhibited itself in keeping his command-
ments) ; those powerful incentives to activity,

all combined to impel them onward in the

practice of that principle. He knew it was
frequently said it might be all very well for

poetic minds to indulge in thoughts of the

world's regeneration, but that such thoughts

could not be brought to bear on the ordinary

practices of life. As Vegetarians, however,

he must say, he thought they might well

indulge in more hopeful thoughts. (Hear,

hear.) The Vegetarian principle was pecu-

liarly adapted to bring into practical detail,

that which had long been the theme of the

poetic and the philosophical. It was the

characteristic of the present period of history,

to bring into extensive and living reality,

that which before liad only dwelt in the minds
of the thoughtful few. Did they believe in

Christianity .^ Did they believe in the Chris-

tian promise that what was asked in the

sincerity of practical devotion, should be
given .> Did they believe that that beautiful

prayer, " Thy will be done on earth as it is

done in heaven," was ever to be fulfilled? If

they were Christians, they must believe those

things, and therefore they could not doubt

the ultimate submission of man to the Divine

will ; the ultimate obedience to those laws of

love and mercy, which would realize the
" Paradise regained." With full faith, there-

fore, in the principles which they all pro-

fessed, let them press forward for the " good
time" which it was said was "coming," but

to which he believed they were, and should

be going; for it was not, he conceived, so

much a something which would come to man,
as a state to which man must come.

^
(Loud

applause.)

Mr. Joseph Bormond here rose, at the

request of the President, and kindly sung the

song, "We'll win the day,"* accompanied

by the band, the company heartily joining in

the chorus.

J. D. Martyn, Esq., was next called

upon. He said their friend Mr. Bormond
had just given them a new version of an old

* Supplement, p. 18.
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song, and if he could judge from the recep-

tion they had given it, they were all well

pleased with the garb in which he had dressed

it. There was another song which he thought
required little alteration to be adapted to the

Vegetarian movement, he referred to " There's

a good time coming, boys." He was, he con-

fessed, not yet a member of the Vegetarian

Society, but proceeded to show that he fully

carried out the Vegetarian principle ; for, as

he felt confident that the practice of eating

the productions of the animal kingdom,
tended to sensuality, and sensuality to sin,

he felt that if they would be kept from sin,

they must keep themselves from all occasions

of sin. (Hear, hear.) He had previously

drawn their attention to the subject of the

best wheaten bread ; and this article of Vege-
tarian fare, constituting, as it did, a most im-
portant element in domestic life, it might be

expected by many who knew that he had
given considerable attention to the subject,

that he should again say a few words on it,

in relation to health. The ordinary process

of making bread, by using yeast or barm,

had been found to destroy a large proportion

of the saccharine property of the wheat, which
was converted, by fermentation, into alcohol,

which, in the oven, was of course subsequently

driven off, and great waste of the flour was
thus occasioned.* Another great error was
the separation of the bran from the flour, by
which it T/as deprived of a large portion of

heat forming and bone forming elements.

Both those errors were, however, avoided in

the Forthright bread,f which, in his own ex-

perience, now he had become accustomed to

it, gave him complete satisfaction ; and he

attributed, under God, the great comfort he
then enjoyed, to the use of the unleavened

bread of which he spoke. He was also quite

satisfied, that though they used precisely the

same kind of flour,—the Forthright—and
still continued to alcoholize the bread, they

could not enjoy the like health and comfort

in the practice of the Vegetarian system

which they could see he enjoyed, (Hear,

hear.) because, in that process, they would be
depriving the bread of a part of that which
the body required. He had also tried another

experiment, and successfully, in carrying out

what he conceived to be a principle of living

without causing pain to our fellow creatures

;

he had found that a great quantity of the

sugar used in England was still cultivated by
slaves ; and had therefore considered whether
he could not abandon its use, for he could

not endure the thought of fellow-men, black

though they might be, being kept in slavery,

to administer to thelusts of others. (Applause.)

He had, therefore, been desirous of trying

whether their nature could not be well sup-

* Supplement, p. 17. t Ibid.

ported and satisfied by grain or other pro-

ductions which were acclimated to their own
country,—the country in which the providence

of God had placed them—and he had found
from experience, that such was possible, and
by his simple living, and with God's blessing,

he had thus arrived, in the use of the saccha-

rine qualities of the wheat alone, at a state

of healthfubiess which it was truly a privi-

lege to enjoy. (Applause.) He was exceed-

ingly gratified at seeing so many young
persons there, who were, he had no doubt,

willing to drink in the knowledge that had
been presented to them at those two meet-

ings. He trusted they would show themselves

as not only willing to know, but that they

would seek for strength to perform what they

knew. (Hear, hear.) They were the hope
of the present age : let them not disappoint

the confidence reposed in them. If the elder

members of society could not carry out fully

those principles which were for the benefit of

man, the responsibilities of the young become
the greater. Their efforts, their reason, were

just coming into fulness and force. Let them,

then, carry their reasoning powers out into

effective practice, for by that means they be-

came more capable of good and useful pur-

poses ; and let them remember that it was
their highest privilege to serve their day and
generation. (Loud applause.)

J. G. Palmer, Esq., rose and said, there

had been a very considerable distinction, and a

very proper one, drawn, between the appoint-

ments and permissions of God, but very little

had been said about the prohibitions. (Hear,

hear.) When a man took one wrong or

backward step, he was much nearer to take

the second : in fact, he was very likely to

take it. Man first a^^ailed himself of the

permissions (but those, be it recollected,

were not granted to him till after the eartli

was " filled with violence," and had departed

from the laws of God) ; but there was not

a stronger prohibition to be found in the

whole Scriptures, than that of the partaking

of swine's flesh. (Plear, hear.) Man pre-

sumed to reason upon that, and to do away
with the prohibition, under the Christian

dispensation, and so he reasoned himself into

the taking of swine's flesh, notwithstanding

the positive prohibition, and, as the poet

had said,

—

" From tail to snout,"

he swallowed the "whole swine." (Laughter

and cheers.) There were various ways of

arriving at God's will : the one which was

most frequently appealed to, was the record

of God's law in the Bible ; but the will of

God was to be known by searching into his

works, as well as searching in liis Book.

Now he believed that Vegetarianism could

be completely proved from seeking into the



works as well as the Word of God. Those
works most immediately connected with

themselves, could be profitably examined on

that question. The human frame, the ap-

paratus which God had favoured them with,

w;!s wonderfully constructed, so as to be

adapted to the reception of certain kinds

of food, and the organs adapted to re-

ceive the food first, were the teeth. There

were various forms of teeth in different kinds

of animals, and those forms were found to

consist of three principal varieties : I. The
form of the carnivorous animal ; II. That
which was the form of the human teeth,

which was the most removed from the form
of the carnivorous animal ; and III. That
which consisted of, he was going to say, an
intermediate form, but a form rather different,

though in one respect exactly the same as the

first class, and that was the form of the

herbivorous animal. The teeth on the sides of

the mouth, scientifically called molar teeth,

or, more familiarly, the double-teeth, were,

in the carnivorous animal, placed together,

just like the teeth of a saw. If they took a

pair of scissors, and filed the blades so as to

present the appearance of the saw-blade, and
then made the points of the teeth on one

Hade fit between the teeth of the opposite

blade, they would perceive, at once, the form
and action of the jaw and side-teeth of the

carnivorous animal. »The double-teeth of

herbivorous animals, were of a very rough
upper surface, being formed of layers of

enamel like sharp chisels placed one beside

another, with the sharp points upwards. They
met together ; they did not pass over each

other, in that way
;
[The speaker, here illus-

trated the motion of the carnivorous teeth,

by passing his fingers between each other,]

but tb.ey met like the human teeth, in that

way, [touching the ends of his fingers with
the corresponding fingers of the opposite

hand,] so that the mouth or jaws could not
shut closer than those teeth meeting each
other would permit. These were particularly

adapted for cutting grass and herbage. The
human teeth acted together exactly like

those of the herbivorous animal. Their sur-

faces were different, however, to those of the

herbivorous animal, which were adapted to

eat grass : instead of like sharp chisels placed

side by side, they were blunt, but on the

double-teeth were formed prominences and
hollows, the prominences of the upper teeth

fitting exactly into the hollows of the under
teeth ; so that the human double-teeth were
well calculated to pound fruit and grain,

acting upon substances in a different way to

those of the herbivorous animal. (Applause.

)

In that way, they could learn the law and
will of God, by inspecting his w^orks

;
(Henr,

hear.) And it confirmed what thev learned in

his Book. (Applause.) He inferred, there-

fore, that it was designed that man should

not eat flesh. They could verify for them-
selves, the truth of what he had stated. If

they examined the teeth of the common cat,

or dog, they would see how much they differed

in their form from the teeth of the human
jaw ; whilst, by examining the teeth of the

cow, or horse, they would see a specimen of

the herbivora ; and he believed on a careful

inspection, they themselves would come to the

conclusion of Linnjeus, and other great

authorities on the subject; they would see

with him that it was not the will of God
that man should eat flesh, but that he should

feed upon fruits and farinaceous substances,

which were more suitable to the form of the

teeth than any otlier substance whatever;

therefore, when they had learned what was the

Divine will, it became an imperative duty to

obey it, and then they would reap the benefit

of it in every possible way. (Hear, hear.)

By following that course, he believed their

bodies would become healthy, strong, and
enduring; their minds calm and vigorous,

and their moral sentiments pure, firm, and
decided. (Loud applause.)

R. P. Griffin, Esq., said, he frequently

met with persons who seemed anxious to

argue the subject of Vegetarianism with him

;

and he always found, that the most successful

method in the advocacy of that principle was
that, which showed a desire to promote the

truth, rather than either to promote their

own peculiar notions of it, or to seek to gain

the victory. Such a course gave room for

the exercise of charitable feeling. It enabled

men to perceive that it was quite possible to

be sincere and earnest, and yet in no way to

reflect discredit on the views and opinions of

others. (Applause.) They had heard from
previous speakers, a description of a system

which, by being practically adhered to, would
enable them to preserve themselves in health,

muscular power, and buoyancy of feeling.

It was for them to receive, or reject that

system. If they received it, they might be-

come daily more and more enlightened on the

subject, because it was by using anything
that they could become practically acquainted

with its details. (Hear, hear,) If they

rejected it, they might still go on in igno-

rance of the true blessino-s of livins^ accordino-

to nature and enlightened reason. The most
healthful system would always be the most
profitable. (Hear, hear.) He thought one

question, at least, had been most completely

answered by their banquets, a question which
never needed to be asked again in Padstow.

"What shall we eat, if we cannot have

meat.^" was practically replied to, in what
they had seen and tasted. (Hear, hear.)

Tlioy did not intend the provisions of that
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banquet to illustrate the economy of the

Vegetarian system ; although, in comparison

with feasts of a similar style, they would still

be found far more economical than when
served in the ordinary way—with fish, flesh,

fowl, game, &c. (Hear, hear.) But they

would see from those banquets, that a great

variety of excellent and agreeable provisions

could be served, without encouraging the

horrid practice of slaughtering animals.

(Hear, hear.) He believed, when people

had become thoroughly aware of the many
excellent descriptions of food which the garden

of the world produced, they would discover

very little inclination to "return to the liesh

pots of Egypt." When men were once eman-
cipated from the slavery of appetite, he

thought it would be exceedingly unbecoming
to cry out for ilesb, like the Israelites did in

the wilderness. For be it remembered, that

"while the flesh was yet between their

teeth, ere it was chevv^ed, the wrath of the

Lord was kindled against the people, and
the Lord smote the people with a very

great plague." * He believed there was
ever a curse following departure from the

laws of nature, which they had heard that

evening were also the laws of God. ( Applause.

)

He believed if they would live out ail their

days, they must obey those laws. If by
frustrating any of those laws, they caused the

vital clock to go too fast, they might depend
upon it, they would be living out their days in

too rapid a manner ; and would thus, by un-

due stimulation, either from food or drink,

abbreviate their period of existence. (Hear,

hear.) By a consistent adiiercuce, however, to

the truths they had heard that evening, he
felt convinced they would realize those bless-

ings which health, longevity, and comparative

freedom from care for things perishable, could

alone impart. (Applause.)

Mr. Joseph Bokmond said, he considered

that meeting was complete ! Not a word
needed to be added by him to the arguments
which had been adduced. He never, he
believed, sat two hours enjoying such a mea-
sure of delight before. That was an event in

the history of his already chequered life,

which he should long remember. He felt

then, in his own bosom, more than a reward
for all his toils in Cornwall. That scene was
what he never antioijiated. When a few
months before, he stood there, " a stranger in

a strange land," he could not believe that by
that time it would have been possible to have
filled that hall, in consequence of the in-

fluences growing out of any human agency.

But tbey had had that hall crammed, again

and again, since then, by persons seemingly

determined to knov/ the truth ; and he trusted,

through the mercy of God, many had resolved

to adopt it, remembering, however clearly

truth was propounded, it could never become
their's until it was enshrined in living action.

(Applause.) That meeting was also an event

in the history of Padstow. They ought to

consider themselves and their town highly

honoured by the presence of those festivities.

Padstow stood fourth only in the cities and
towns of the United Kingdom, in that respect.

There had been a Conference at Ramsgate in

1847, at which the Vegetarian Society was
formed, and there had been a banquet at

Manchester in 1848, a festival in Manchester
Town Hall in 1849, and then, after several

public demonstrations which he need not

mention, came the Vegetarian Banquets in

Padstow, in 1850. They had before them,

then, the President of that great movement;
he had almost said of that mighty thought,

for it was the spirit—the truth—of the prin-

ciple which made that movement great.

(Hear, hear.) And beside him sat his be-

loved partner, neither of whom had ever

touclied intoxicating drinks, and whose mouths
had never been defiled by the mangled re-

mains of dead animals. (Loud applause.)

With those thoughts, he hailed it again as a

most remarkable event in that little romantic

and picturesque town, which would never

afterwards be divested of that subject. They
could never have believed that such events

could ever have been brought about. They
had come in spite of themselves.- They had
almost turned cowardly at first, when they

thought of the amount of prejudice with

which their principle had to contend; but

Providence came to their aid, and blessed

them with that abundant success. One im-

pression had been made on even the most
sceptical : they had discovered that Vegeta-

rians were not such "fools" as they had taken

them to be. (Hear, hear.) They began to

see, at any rate, that it was quite possible for

man to live, to move, and to have his exis-

tence, without converting his stomach into a

sepulchre for the dead bodies of his fellow-

creatures. He spoke in strong terms, but he

knew he could not convey to strangers to the

system, a clear idea of the disgust experienced

by Vegetarians, when looking at the slaugh-

tered bodies of those creatm'es which other

men selected for food ! They would never be

able to understand the spirit and genius of

the feelings of Vegetarianism, whilst they re-

mained in those practices. Whatever element

a man might Le in, he must come out of that

element to know its true character. (Hear,

hear.) Were they in a fog, they must come

out of it, before they could discover the bless-

ings of a pure atmosphere. It was so in the

\ moral world : whatever moral evil a man
* might be in, he could never see the evil and

its destructive tendency, so long as he con-
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tinuetl in it. To come out of it, would enable

him to look upon it Avith unbiassed mind.*

When people were accustomed to the inflam-

matory action of flesh diet, they supposed

their's to be the natural and healthy condition

of the body ; and thus did custom deceive its

victims. When he saw a butclier standing in

the street ; his clothes besmeared with blood

;

his hands, which were made for nobler pur-

poses, just having been embrued in the blood

of innocence, he had frequently been com-

pelled absolutely to escape from the sight of

such a scene, so painful was it to him. It

was such feelings which actuated the ce-

lebrated Lamahtine, who had said, speaking

01 his youth :
" My mother when going to

the town, brought me with her, and took me,

as if by chance, into the court of a butcher's

establishment. There I saw men with naked

and bloody arms, who were felling an ox

;

others were cutting the throats of calves and
sheep, and were quartering their still palpi-

tating limbs. Eivulets of blood smoked liere

and there upon the pavement. A deep sensa-

tion of pity, mingled witli horror, took pos-

session of me. I implored her to pass quickly.

The idea of these horrible and disgusting

scenes, the necessary preliminaries of those

dishes of meat which I saw served upon the

table, gave me a disgust for animal food, and
a horror for butchers. * * * I have

retained a repugnance, founded on reason, for

cooked flesh, and I have always found it

difficult not to look on the profession of the

butcher, as something approaching to that of

an executioner.''* He did not remember a

work, apart from the recorded Word of God,

which had tended so much to raise his inner

and better being, as the one from v/hich he

had made that extract. As Vegetarians, they

were labouring to make the poor man inde-

pendent. (Plear, hear.) They wanted to

impress upon them the truth "that wealth

consisted, not so much in the abundance of

their possessions, as in the fewness of their

wants." He did not mean to say that Vege-
tarianism would make the mortal state without

perplexity; but he was quite sure it would
render perplexity in obtaining a livelihood

comparatively small. The wants of a Vege-
tarian family, compared with those of a flesh-

eating family, were so few, and so easily

procured, that the poorest could feel some
degree of contentment at their lot ; whilst

the intelligence to which the practice tended,

would mostly enable them to rise above their

original state of poverty and want. In his

own experience, he could speak with con-

fidence ; he could not afford to give his family

of Ave daughters and four sons, a good educa-

tion from his scanty purse, if he spent 10s. or

* To Learn Truth, Supplement, p. 18,

+ Memoirs of my Youth, by Lamartine, p. fi3.

12s. per week in purchasing the flesh of

animals. He was determined to make his

children as wise and as good as possible, to

prepare them for the conflicts of this mortal

life, and to expand their minds for the enjoy-

ment of immortahty. (Hear, hear.) ^\hen
he told people that he had four sons and five

daughters, they frequently exclaimed :
" lor

Mr. EoiiMOND, we thought you had been a

young man! (Laughter, and cheers.) He
told them that was just what his wife thought

;

she believed he grew younger since he had
been a Vegetarian, (Laughter.) and often

told her sons, two or three of which were as

big as himself, that they would never be such

men as their father. (Laughter.) It was by

the inculcation of right principles of life, that

they strived to make the poor man happy in

the enjoyment of his family. (Hear, hear.)

Give him his little parlour, his books, his

paper, his pen, his children, and his little

wife, and he would not call Prince Albert
his cousin, not he indeed! (Laughter.)

Kings might be happy, but Bormond, then,

was glorious. (Laughter, and loud cheers.)

They would see, then, they were aiming at

the education of the working classes. It was
the working man's question. It vv^as proved

beyond all contradiction, that health, strength,

and muscular energy could be far better sus-

tained on vegetable than on animal products.

It had been proved that the former were at

least ten times cheaper than the latter ; and

it remained, therefore, for them to profit by

that information, and they would find that it

was intimately associated with all the highest

and best interests of human nature. The
speaker proceeded to show the independence

and happiness of the man who sought to

follow truth in all its teachings, and con-

cluded his eloquent and earnest address, by

wishing them an afi'ectionate farewell. It

might be the last opportunity he should ever

have of addressing an audience in Cornwall

;

and if it should be so, he trusted they would

by and by meet in the presence of Him, where

all that was pure in virtue should be increased

in purity, and v/here all that was ardent in

affection should be augmented in ardency

;

where all that was lovely, just, comely, and

of good report, should increase continually.

(Loud applause.)

The President said it then became his

duty to take leave of them. He had come

there a mere stranger, but he begged to say,

in bidding them farewell, that he had derived

very great satisfaction during his visit.
^
He

did not think the effect of those two meetings,

strange as they might appear to some who
were not present, could at all be lost on their

tov\rn. He congratulated them in their having

in Padstow, and several other tov/ns in Corn-

wall, earnest and zealous friends to the Vege-
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tarian cause. He congratulated thera on
that as an advantage they would esteem in

time to come, as of much more importance

than they could at present. It was necessary,

as Mr. BoRMOND had shown, to come out of

their old practices, before they could see the

truth of the subject in that full and complete

sense which would induce them to become
zealous and active in its diffusion. The more
they looked into it, the more they would dis-

cover that it was a principle which exerted

an influence in favour of all that was humane,
and all that contributed to the happiness of

their fellow-beings. He trusted, therefore,

that, in Padstow, its importance would be

understood, and that it would enter the

families of the poor as well as of the rich.

They need not feel surprised at the willing-

ness of Vegetarians to disseminate their prin-

ciples. His elderly friend there, (Mr. Wyth,)
had amused himself, since the December of

1847, by walking 9,479 miles for his own
pleasure and exercise, averaging about 55
miles per week, besides working in his

garden ; and he had not been at all daunted

at the idea of undertaking the journey of 400
miles, to bear his testimony there to the truth

of the Vegetarian principle ; and in proof of

his endurance, after travelling something like

14 hours in a day, he went to sleep, and,

strange to say, he was still youthful enough to

find himself in the morning on the same side

on which he lay down to rest. (Laughter,

and cheers.) That showed the soundness

with which a man of 74 could rest, when his

nervous system was unexcited by stimulating

meats and drinks. (Applause.) Those were
facts which they could all verify in one degree,

or other ; and tliey might rest assured, that,

if they tried that system, they would find

themselves benefitted, not only in their

physical constitutions, but in all their moral
feelings, at the same time. He, therefore,

took leave of them, trusting that time would
make them fully acquainted with it, and so

enable them to appreciate its excellencies, and
enjoy its blessings. (Loud applause.)

'Mr. Joseph Bormond again rose and said,

he felt certain they would all agree with him,
that they had been highly honoured by the

presence of the President of the Vegetarian
Society, and of his lady, on that occasion.

(Loud applause.) He would, therefore, with
all the feelings which he was capable of

exercising—feelings of genuine earnestness,

— (for, upon his soul, he had no compliment
to pay them), move :

" That the thanks of

this meeting be presented to Mr. and Mrs.
Simpson, for the almost parental care with
which they had presided over the proceed-
ings, and for their manifestations of kindness

in various ways, as well as for the honour they
had conferred upon their town." (Applause.)

J. D. Martyn, Esq., said it was with
feelings of the greatest delight he rose to

second the motion of his friend, Mr. Bor-
MOND. Mr. Simpson had, on the previous

evening, in the utterance of his private feel-

ings, made known to them, that he felt him-
self " the servant of the cause," and he was
indeed acting out in sincerity, what he felt to

be, not only his high duty, but his highest

privilege. In addition to the sentiments

which had just been uttered, he would say,

he hoped their esteemed President, and his

lady, would long be preserved for the amelio-

tatiou of the condition of their fellow crea-

tures. (Loud applause.)

R. P. Griffin, Esq. put the motion, which
was responded to in the most enthusiastic

manner, by the whole audience rising from
their seats, and several rounds of applause.

The President said, they had laid him
under another obligation ! He was extremely

obliged to them for the attention with which
they had listened to what had been said, and
he thought, in truth, they owed each other

nothing. He rejoiced to think, that many
things which had been dwelt upon that

evening, and on the previous occasion, would
be reflected upon, more or less, by all of them.

Their excellent friend, Mr. Griffin, had well

remarked on the previous evening, that he
ought not to be vexed with his neighbours

who Avere still in bed, as he had only just got

his shutters down. That was the charitable

feeling which he trusted all Vegetarians

would be willing to exercise towards those

who were yet following the ordinary habits

of society. Theirs was a principle which
would materially improve the daily habits

of mankind, and he therefore felt amply
compensated for any inconveniences which
he might have been at, in coming there,

or in connection with those two ban-

quets, if he could think he had assisted

those present, in " taking down the shutters,

and letting in the light," upon that important

subject. (Applause.) With regard to Mrs.

Simpson, he felt assured they were not

"twain" but "one flesh" in thanking them
for the kindness tliey had experienced during

their stay in Padstow. (Applause.) In con-

clusion, he trusted they would all bear in

mind, that although there was much, which

probably, they could scarcely understand

then, they w^ould see it in the practice of

Vegetarianism itself, and thus they might

all be made happy in the future. (Loud
Applause.)

The meeting separated at | past 11 o'clock,

highly gratified by the evening's entertain-

ment." Nothing was more remarkable than

the fixed and earnest attention of the audience,

which seemed to be unabated, even to the

last, notwithstanding the lateness of the hour.
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MEMOIK OE JOHN WEiaHT,
The Bolton Philosopher.

INTRODUCTION.
The study of an individual life, is well calcu-

lated to assist us to a knowledge of ourselves,

if combined with the observance of our own
feelings, hopes, aspirations, and principles of

action. We can see, in the vicissitudes of a life

that is past, the development of certain prin-

ciples ; the outbursts of feeling or of passion

;

the constant desire to overcome Avhat is

wrong by what is right ; the continual strug-

gling of right and wrong in the human
mind, and the result of steady perseverance

and faithfulness to the end : and when we
come to apply all these phenomena to our

own lives, to our own experience, our con-

flicts, our victories, we can learn, if the life

be that of a sincere philosopher,—a truth-

seeker—the way in which our course may
be best marked out, so as to arrive at similar,

or still more gratifying results. For this

reason, and for the sake of preserving what
is valuable in the present, for the service

of the future, we present a brief outline of

the life, principles, and habits of John
Wright.
The pictures of our great masters, are

commonly displayed on very dark back
ground, in order that the prominent features

of the sketch, may form a light and beautil'ul

contrast. The realities of the Great Master

—the living embodiments of human and
divine existence—human beings—seem to

partake of this characteristic, in a most
eminent degree. Darkness of mental per-

ception, constitutes the back-ground of every

human life ; and as it has become our

pleasing duty to draw a picture of the life

of one for whom we entertain great respect,

we cannot faithfully fulfil that duty, except

by first placing on the tablet of the little

history we are now commencing, a relation

of that period in the life of our friend, from
which the more recent events and principles

of his life, stand out in such bold relief,

illuminated, as they are, by tints of spiritual

light, and rendered permanently effective for

the good of mankind, by the fire of Christian

zeal, of high, virtuous, and benevolent

purpose.

BIRTH AND EARLY LIFE.

John Wright (for by this plainest appel-

lation he is best known to thousands of his

townsmen) was born at North Meols, a
small village on the sea-shore, near South-
port, Lancashire, on the 26th of February,

1776. His father was a sea captain, and

being of a wandering disposition, and igno-

rant, or callous to the responsibilities of a
parent, left John, when very young, in the

care of his mother, without the determined
influence of a father to check the growth of

hereditary into actual sin. Nor does it seem
probable that, had his father remained at

home, John would have derived any moral
advantage from his influence. His mother,

however, was fondly attached to her son,

and Avas an industrious, intelligent woman.
Although John does not seem to have very

highly appreciated the virtues that shone in

the character of his mother, at tlie time, or, at

any rate, to have so far appreciated them as

to preserve himself from youthful folly ; still,

it seems very evident, that the influence of

his mother was felt in after years, when his

mind had become more matured, and opened
to the refining influence of religious convic-

tions ; thus showing that whatever disappoint-

ments mothers may have to endure, in the

early conduct of their children, they need
never despair of the ultimate efl'ects of their

own pious example.

John Wright evinced early signs of an
actively powerful mind. He was evidently

possessed of a large proportion of Saxon
blood, and of no small amount of that which
commonly accompanies it, Saxon self-con-

fidence. Such confidence, when unchecked
by the discipline of sound morality, becomes
wofuliy mischievous in adherence to mis-

taken practices; whilst, when converted into

confidence in God, or brought into subjection

to the laAvs of Christian life, becomes almost

unlimited in its usefulness for the benefit of

mankind. In order, however, that we may
not be guilty of misrepresenting the early

life of our friend, we prefer giving an im-
pression of this period, in his own words,

written in a letter to one "who had been his

companion in youth :
— '' Part of my life

having been spent in your company, you
must be well aware that the life I then led

Avas not answering to the end for which God
created us, as we followed the dictates

of every sensual appetite, formed in us by
degrees. This course of life, you well know,

never brought any blessing either to body or

mind, but the very opposite."

This state of things is easily accounted for,

when it is remembered what was the cha-

racter of the society into which a poor

fatherless boy, of sanguine temperament,

would almost necessarily faK in the 18th

century.
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At the usual age, John "Wright ma-
naged, through the industry and perseverance

of his poor mother, to be apprenticed to the

firm of a dyeing and calico printing

establishment, at Manchester. Perhaps
this was almost the first time any influ-

ence had been sufficiently strong to

straiten his ambition, and conduct it to a

useful purpose. He was evidently determined

to excel in his business, for he frequently

told his children, subsequently, by way of

urging them on :
—" I never had any thing

told me, the whole time I was an apprentice :

I always had my eye upon things ; " and in

proof of his ability and observation, it may
be mentioned, that the foreman of the estab-

lishment used frequently to ask the aspiring

apprentice, how to do certain colours, and
would frequently say to him:—"Jack, thou

art a better man than thy master :
" meaning

that he understood his work better than the

overlooker.

At the age of 20, several months before

the expiration of the apprenticeship, our

aspiring youth married a widow, Martha
Miles, upwards of 36 years of age, and with

5 children, the result of her first marriage.

Notwithstanding the difference of 16 years

in their ages, and the poverty which such

a large family necessarily caused in their

circumstances, John appears, by his subse-

quent statements, to have been considerably

improved in his course of life by this union,

in which he enjoyed no small degree of

domestic comfort. His wife was clean and
orderly; and apparently well calculated to

check and subdue the strong impulses of

passion, which burned with such ardour m
her youthful, but precocious husband.

MORAL & RELIGIOUS IMPRESSIONS.

Perhaps no stronger proof of the efi'ect

which his marriage had in settling his feelings

and thoughts, can be given, than the fact, that

at the age of 24, in the year 1800, he became
seriously impressed with the importance of a

moral and religious life. A church was then
being built, in King Street, Salford, for the

use of a congregation denominated " Bible

Christians." The Rev. W. Cowherd, who had
been curate to the Rev, John Clowes, the cele-

brated incumbent of St. John's, Manchester,

and from whom he had imbibed the doctrines of

the "New Church," had become the minister

ofthe church then erected, and John Wright
became as ardent an admirer of the religious

principles taught there, as he had previously

been reckless of religious observances.

The glowing fervour and eloquence of

Mr. Cowherd, in his descriptions of the

state after death, the delights and joys of the

heavenly state to those who, by seeking the

Lord in sincerity, and obeying his precepts up

to the strength with which they were gifted,

made a deep and abiding impression on the
ardent mind of John Wright. A new
world of light and joy was opened to his

astonished gaze. This was the period at

which his life changed from following selfish

and grovelling pursuits, to a desire, at any
rate, for mental and moral elevation. The
ardour of his youth to become a man, physi-
cally, was now growing into the zeal of a
natural mind to become a man spiritually

!

This was a conflicting time for our moral
hero. The sparks of spiritual light which
seemed to fall in rich profusion from the lips

and eyes of the preacher, fell on his aspiring

mind with an effect little short of that of in-

spiration itself. He, who in his youth could
always win the race, the game, or even the
fight; and who in his business as an ap-
prentice, would not be excelled even by his

own master, now, at the age of 24, sat ap-
palled before the power of spiritual truth !

Was he to be backward in this new field of

moral discipline? Was he to see one man
enjoying a high degree of intellectual and
moral power, and he to continue grovelling

in the darkness and sin of sensual existence i*

No ! The aflTectionate precepts of his mother
crowded into his mind ! Conscience was
awakened ! At times, when listening to the

inspired teachings, he seemed to be raised up
to a degree of heavenly felicity. He grasped

the flowers and fruits—the ideas and affec-

tions of the paradise which was opened to his

view ; but his mind had again to return to its

lower element. The ideas were too bright,

the afi'ections too pure, to find a long abiding

place in a soul which had been so immersed
in sensuality. He sank. He rose again with

new determination to adhere to virtuous pur-

pose. He again found himself sinning against

the light he possessed. But with all this,

hope, confidence (which before had been but

self-confidence, but which now began gra-

dually to become confidence in Omnipotence),

buoyed him up for the conflict. Years went
on. He read. He listened. He learned.

He determined to obey. Did he learn that

men realized heaven, when they loved God
and one another ? He, too, would love God
and his neighbour—his wife—his children

—mankind ! From this time he may be

regarded as "John Wright, the philoso-

pher," — "a seeker after truth." With
all his ardour, however, he did not find

it easy to excel in morality, all at once. To
arrive at wisdom, in thought and deed,

required a long life of constant determination,

for he had much to accomplish before he

could bring his " whole body into subjection

to the law of Christ."

From the expiration of his apprenticeship,

he became manager of the dyeing department
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of his master's establishment. At the age of

29, he lost his wife, who died of fever. Two
sons and one daughter were the result of this

marriage. His grief at the loss of his wife,

was very great, but he was much consoled by

his views of a future state, and his religious

confidence in the providence of God, which

had now been growing more tmd more fiim

for five years.

Having spent 5 years as a widower, during

which time he committed himself to a great

deal of sober reflection, his affections became
again engaged, having discovered in Eliza-

beth, or more familiarly, Betty Mather,
then 16 years of age, all those charms and
qualifications which induced him to believe

her fitted to become a participator in his joys

and sorrows for the remaining period of his

life. On Christmas day, 1808, he was mar-
ried to her, who proved an affectionate wife

for the last 42 years of his life, and a comfort

and consolation to him in his old age ; and to

whom we are chiefly indebted for the leading

features of this sketch.

A VEGETARIAN.
About the first Sunday in February, 1809,

an event occurred, which had a lasting effect

upon the conduct of our friend. His dietary

habits had hitherto been of the mixed kind—
eating flesli moderately, once a-day, and
drinking occasionally a glass of ale. On
the day alluded to, his wife had prepared

for his dinner, bacon and potatoes; but,

on his return from the morning service,

on seeing the bacon on the table, he exclaimed,

in his determined tone of voice, which always
indicated complete decision, "I shall not
touch it

!

" His young wife started with
astonishment, and said: " Whatever is to do
now?" " If thou had heard Mr. Cowherd
this forenoon," said he, " thou would'nt touch
it either." "Well," said his yielding wife,

"if thou won't touch it, I'll not!"
John Wright had had 9 years of severe

conflict, in endeavouring to overcome those
" lusts of the flesh which war against the
soul;" and on this eventful occasion, the
minister of the King Street Church, pro-
claimed in the eloquent language of a man,

,

moved by the spirit of truth, and actuated by <

power from above, what he believed to be the

appointed food of man. He showed, by
reference to Genesis i. 29 v., that the Creator
appointed that man should subsist on "the i

herb bearing seed, and the fruit tree yielding
'

fruit." That the partaking of flesh was one '

result of the fall of man ; and was, conse- '

quently, incompatible with that state of

resurrection from sensual to spiritual exist-

ence which they were all so earnestly desiring

to attain. That flesh tended to inflame the
passions, and to sensualize the man; and.

consequently, to impede the reception in the
soul, of heavenly love and wisdom. This
truth darted with power through the mind of

our justly aspiring friend, as it did through
many other minds. John Wright had long
set his mind on the attainment of spiritual

excellence ; and as soon as he learned that

hig daily habit of partaking of flesh tended
to animalize his mind, and to keep it down,
absorbed in earthly things, he determined
to abandon it. He had still, however,
much to contend with in his own inclination

for things sensual; and it was not till the

first Monday in July, of the same year, that

he entirely renounced the practice of eating

flesh, and drinking intoxicating liquors.

His domestic comforts were now greater

than he had ever before experienced; and
his happiness was greatly enhanced by the

willing adherence of his excellent wife, to the

same principles which had become so dear to

her husband. His health was good, as was
that of his wife. The serious and deeply reli-

gious nature of his feelings, three years after

becoming a Vegetarian, are best described in

his own words, in a letter to his wife :

—

"I am in good health at this time, and am
wishing you to be the same. I likewise hope
that your conversation and conduct, cor-

respond to a good heart ; for the Lord saith,

' Out of the heart are the issues of life.' If

our hearts, therefore, be right with God, our

conversation and conduct, will necessarily

correspond to his laws and precepts."

A MAN OF BUSINESS.
About 4 years after his second marriage,

he left his situation, and joined in partner-

ship with his brother, Eichard Wright,
and they commenced business as Dyers, in

Manchester. This business succeeded pretty

well, and raised John Wright considerably

with regard to his social position ; but, on
removing their business, it gradually declined,

and in two years afterwards, they became
unfortunate. They again commenced business

in Manchester, but at the end of three years,

the depression of trade was so great, that John
Wright and his brother surrendered them-
selves, and were lodged in the Castle at

Lancaster.

We are in possession of facts which show
the patience and fortitude with which he

endured this confinement, and the cheerful-

ness of his disposition, even when deprived of

that which is always so dear to men of

sanguine temperament, liberty. His religion

was severely tested by this ordeal ; and the

strongest proof of the confidence reposed in

him by his creditors, is afforded by the fact,

that they offered, if he would commence
business alone, to supply him with the

necessary capital. However, John AVright
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to grasp at large doings in this world,

and after his release from the Castle, which

took place about seven weeks after he

entered it, he determined upon com-
mencing business, as a small dyer, at Long-
sight, near JManchester. He, however, again

becam.e reduced in his worldly circum-

stances, and, on the 27th of January, 1827,

he removed to Bolton. His wife and he

both wept on their arrival at Bolton, being

reduced to the necessity of borrowing money
to pay the carriage of their little furniture

from Longsight. But, in these trying cir-
j

cumstances, Providence smiled upon them, I

and a friend, named Isaiah Barloav,
!

called and lent them £1, to be repaid him
i

when convenient to them. i

i

A PEEACHER.
;

But the character of John ^Vrtght was
not to be developed by the ordinai'y business

of tlie world. lie always had a world within,

which afforded him consolation in all his

trials in the world without. From his first

connection with his church, he had been an
active and zealous member, and in 1818, he
received o,n appointment to the ministry of

the " Society of Bible Christians," meeting

at tlie house of Mr. Bradshaw, Bolton.

Ilis success as a preacher is best shown by
the fact, th.it in two years from the com-
mencement, he was obliged, on account of the

increase of his hearers, to take Providence

Chapel, Howell Croft, which, holding about

300 people, was well and regularly filled.

Though destitute of even the ordinary refine-

ment of ministers, there was an earnestness

and a depth about his discourses, which won
for him an attentive and reflective congres^a-

tion. On one occasion, one of his hearers

sent for him to attend his dying bed, and
acknowledged, that previous to his hearing
him preach, he had been a confirmed deist

;

and that it was by his clear and spiritual expo-
sition of the Word, that he became converted

to a belief in its Divine authenticity, and to

receive the spirit of its teachings. He re-

garded John Wright as having been the

means of saving him from the misery of

dying an infidel, and of bringing him to all

those sublime views of heaven, which had tlien

become the consolation of his dying hours.

The Avife of this hearer had been so delighted

at the change in her husband's life, views, and
conduct, that she said she had regarded John
Wright, in her private thoughts and prayers,

as the "saving angel" of herself and hus-
band. Thus, whilst John AVright was
perplexed with the concerns of business—of

abject poverty—in fact, he was working for

his Master above ; and this gratifying event,

must have completely overbalanced all his

suflTerings, from the poverty of his condition.
The pleasing connexions which he formed in
his little church at Bolton, were probably the
occasion of his taking up his residence there,

at the time we have mentioned. He preached
very successfully about 3 years in Bolton, and
then commenced at Brinksway, where he had
an excellent congregation, and continued to

preach for some time afterwards, though with-
out regarding liis services as a minister as

more than a temporary call to usefulness in
that direction.

A TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE.
The movement, however, in which John

Wright became so useful to his fellow-

citizens, was that of Temperance. In 1833,
being the oldest, and most active teetotaler in

Bolton, he raised the first sod, and drove the

first stake, in preparation for the Bolton
Temperance Hall, which, we believe, is by
far the largest building dedicated to the " fair

goddess of Temperance," m the country.

John Wright watched the erection of this

building, day by day, as carefully as if it had
been his own property, and several times very
narrowly escaped serious accidents. He
invariably, for 17 years, made the first

speech, in proposing the chairman of the

Annual Festival of the Temperance Society

in that hall ; and lectured both there, and in

the different villages round Bolton, for many
miles. The intimation that "John AVright
was coming!" was, invariably, the guarantee

for a good meeting. His addresses were
admirably adapted to his audiences ; familiar,

homely, sometimes rising to a degree of sub-

limity of thought, and frequently sinking into

the ridiculous of anecdote and illustration

;

but whether grave or laughable, refined or

most homely, there was invariably a point in

what he said, which, whilst it excited the

feelings, generally affected the judgment,
reached the conscience, and produced convic-

tion ; and hundreds who were fast hurrying

into a drunkard's grave, are now enjoying the

blessings of sobriety—of real life—through

the powerful advocacy of John Wright.
One of his most popular lectures was entitled

" The Ten Degrees of Drunkenness," which
he performed rather than spoke, amidst much
laughter and enthusiasm. Though in bumble
circumstances, the influence of John Wright
Avas acknowledged by all. The magistrates

at the Court House at Bolton, when a case of

disorder from drunkenness was before them,

frequently conferred with him ; and if he

gave the magistrates to understand that he

could place confidence in tne man's promise

of better behaviour, they would frequently

dismiss a case, on condition that the defendant

would go to John Wright, and sign the

temperance pledge ; whilst, if John shook his
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head, it was suflScient for the magistrates to

impose a penalty. This is a pleasing instance

of the confidence which the practice of right

principles will inspire, even when unaccom-

panicd-by any of the ordinary external appen-

dages of what are usually considered "men
of influence in society." Another proof that

his usefulness was not confined to his own
class, is afforded by the following extract

from a letter addressed to the Secretary of

the Bolton Temperance Association, from

John Taylou, Esq., the Borough Coroner of

Bolton. Speaking of John WraoHT, Mr.
Taylor observes :

—

"He was my father in the walk of sobriety,

and as a father has kept himself unspotted

to the death, so I earnestly hope his child

may not disgrace so consistent and praise-

worthy an example. But I have a higher

hope of our dear brother than that witnessed

by his temperate, self-denying course on
earth, I allude to his Christian demeanour,

and knowledge of his Lord and Saviour,

and patient bearing under the difSculties

and crosses of this time-state ; this affords

mo a more exalted pleasure, and joyful anti-

cipation that he is removed to joys more
coniplete, and now partakes of a heavenly

mansion, in the regions of eternal bliss above.

He loved the limpid stream of water, fresh

from the spring of earth, and unmixed with

the poisonous alloy of man's preparation :

mixed to delude, debase, and destroy the

way of his Maker." His speeches at the

meetings of the Church, at King Street,

Manchester, were always remarkable for their

originality and force, and as John Wkight
vras generally expected to speak first, it was
not uncommon for the speakers that succeeded

him, to take, as texts for their remarks, the

trite sayings which he almost invariably intro-

duced.

His gestures in speaking were those of a

man, full of energy and determination of

purpose. His left hand would have a firm

grasp of the back of a chair, rail, or any
thing of the kind Avhich happened to be

near. His right hand, would be firmly fixed

to his side when commencing, and rise and
fall according to the emotion by which he

was actuated, Avhilst his dark hazel eyes

would seem to be illuminated with a moral
and intellectual ardour, which nothing

tut genuine sincerity of heart, and depth of

perception can produce. In this commanding
posture, he would sometimes stand for several

(seconds, perhaps a minute, gazing round,

before he commenced his speech, after re-

peating the words :
—" My Christian friends."

He would then commence with a slow and

I

measured utterance, about one word in two
' seconds, and would then gradually quicken

j

his pace up to about 100 words a minute,

and it was only when in the height of his

enthusiasm, that he exceeded this measure.

His voice was exceedingly powerful, and from

his habit of addressiu"- larj^e audiences iu

tlie Temperance meetings, was generally too

loud lor a sQiall room.

A VEGETARIAN ADVOCATE.
He will be Vv-ell remembered by all Vege-

tarians who were present at the Festival in

the Town Hall, Manchester, in July 1849.

His speech on that occasion (although in his

74th year), was the most playful, animated,

and forcible in its character, of any delivered

on that occasion.* His droll illustrations

were such as to convulse the whole of that

large audience with laughter and applause,

whilst the evidence, in his stentorian voice

and healthy appearance, of having the "goods

described upon him," was such as to carry

conviction to every mind. Although the

Vegetarian habits of John Wright were
well known, he judiciously abstained from

making them prominent in his temperance ad-

dresses. He well knew that it would not do to

make a full declaration of truth at once to those

whose habits were sunk in mental darkness,

as the eifect would have been to blind instead

of to enlighten, just as on a sudden transition

from darkness to the glare of sunshine, the

eyes are unable to bear the light. In October,

1849, however;, a lecture being delivered on
the Vegetarian principle, by Mr. H. S. Clubb,
at the Temperance Hall, Bolton, JohnWright
presided, and threw the Avhole weight of his

influence, and 40 years experience, into the

Vegetarian cause. His replies to one or two
questions, which were put, were considered

most conclusive and satisfactory.

John Wright was famous for the ready

replies which he gave to those who stated

objections to the principles be professed.

When in company where fish or other

objectionable articles were served, on being

chided lor his peculiarities in refusing to

take them, he would be ready with some
such tale as the following :

—" When I was a

boy, living by the sea side, whenever a dead

body was washed on shore from a wreck, it

was no uncommon thing to find the eyes,

mouth, and several other parts of the body
full of shrimps or other small fish, feasting

upon the human subject ! And it is not an

uncommon thing to find, in the alimentary

canal of large fish, which are brought into

our markets, pieces of human flesh." Such

replies invariably turned the laugh on his

opponents, who, although fond of the ar-

ticles before them, would sometimes be

induced not to touch them again in his

presence.

• Vegetarian Messenger, p. 11.
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A FRIEND AND ADVISER.
John Wright acted, in conjunction with

Mr, CuNLiFFE, as trustee to the Temperance
Hall, from the time of its erection, and was a
constant attender to his duty as member of the

Temperance Committee, and, during this time,

he was the moving spirit ! The whole com-
mittee, although of firm unbending minds
(well adapted for the arduous nature of their

undertaking, in a town where drinking had
been so long rampant), invariably referred

to John Wiiight, whenever any case of

difficulty occurred, and his counsel and advice

were regarded as conclusive. In fact, it was not

an imfrequent practice for men of all classes of

society, to resort to John Wiiigut for advice,

and in him they always found a judicious, a
warm, an earnest, and a sincere friend. His
aftection for his family is strongly manifested
in his letters, as it was in his life; and the

juvenile members of the Temperance Society,

were always most anxious to " go and hear

John AVuight."
John' Wiiight was not only held in high

esteem by his Temperance and Vegetarian
friends, but even those whom most would
have regarded as his enemies, or who would
have regarded him as their enemy, showed
him the greatest respect and kindness. A
publican, on one occasion, met him in the

country, on his way to a temperance meeting,

and as it was evident a storm was coming on
at the time, said, " Here John, although your
efforts do injure my trade, I still must take

care of you—here's my cloak." On another

occasion, a publican gave him £1 towards the

temperance cause, and many offered him in-

toxicating liquors, free of charge, for him to

distil publicly, and show their poisonous

effects. Thus, in his case, was practically

exemplified the precepts :
" Overcome evil

with good ;" " Love your enemies."

The buoyancy of his spirits, and the agility

of his frame, were most remarkable. He was
about 5 ft. 5 in. high, and well proportioned.

His muscles were well developed, and, at the age

of 74, he still maintained a most remarkable

degree of energy, physical and mental, and
would frequently perforin feats of gymnastic

exercise, to show the extraordinary pliancy

of his limbs.

AN INVALID.

In the winter of 1849, when on a visit to

Manchester, he slept at a Temperance Hotel,

and the bed, not being well aired, occasioned

a severe cold. Influenza and spasms suc-

ceeded, John Wiiight was ill ! This was

the only illness he had during the 40 years

abstinence from flesh and alcohol.

Being in Manchester at the time, we paid

him a visit, and found him recovering from a

very severe affliction. He was exceedingly
cheerful. He sent word, as a message to all his

Christian friends, that all the patience, faith,

and confidence which he had been acquiring

during his connection with the church, had
been more severely tested than ever ; but that

he had found that the principles which had
carried him through so long in health, did

not forsake him in affliction, but that afflic-

tion only tended to confirm him in the truth

of those principles, which he had imbibed
during his connection with the religious and
moral discipline of the church. He recovered,

to a considerable extent, his usual health, but
he never completely overcame this affliction.

He so far rallied again, however, as to deliver

his celebrated Lecture on the "Ten Degrees
of Drunkenness," in March, 1850; and it

was the sanguine hope of his friends, that

he had yet many years of usefulness to

enjoy.

With this hope, James Simpson, Esq.,

President of the Vegetarian Society, invited

him to take part in a Temperance Festival

about to be held at Foxhill Bank, near
Accnngton, on Good Friday, 1850, and with
a view to arranging with liim to attend the

Vegetarian Banquet at PadstoAV. In reply,

however, he received the following letter :

—

^^ Bolton, March 18^7/, 1850.

"My highly esteemed friend:—The kind-

nesses and the sympathies which have been
heaped upon me during the last three months,

by my Temperance, Vegetarian, and Christian

friends, of all grades, down from broad cloth

to narrow, and from magistrates down to the

bottom of the police force, have been such,

that had I not been well ballasted by something
heavier, I might have foundered on the rocks

of vanity and self-esteem ; and have suffered

great loss. At the same time, I esteem it a

great privilege for a man to know, that he
has the hearty good wishes of those among
Avhom he lias laboured for about twenty years.

I have endeavoured to reconsider the friendly

and benevolent invitation which you so dis-

interestedly gave to me ; and, although I go
out whenever I like, and though I dare not

sin by murmuring, yet my health is still so

unsteady, and the weather, though fine, yet

rather severe, I am bound to decide in favour

of not being far from my wife, until my
prospects have a more cheering aspect. I

should have had a rich feast by being with

you at your festival, and by chatting with

you about the bloodless feast about to come
off elsewhere, but I begin to think that my
merry days are nearly spent, and that my
happy ones will soon succeed them; yet

never mind boys, ' go ahead !

'

Affectionately,

James Simpson, Esq. John Wuight."
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DECEASE.
As ho prophesied, so we trust it has proved :

his happy days have succeeded. On Wednes-

day, April 3, 1850, he had been severely

attacked with spasms for three days. Joseph
Brotherton, Esq. M.P., who had been

his friend in prosperity and in adversity, both

temporally and spiritually, visited him now
in his affliction ; and, in reply to our inquiries,

as to the state of our friend's mind on this

occasion, wrote as follows :

*' I visited him on the morning of the day on

which he died. He was cheerful, composed,

and liis mind was as clear as at any period of

his life. He looked forward to his approach-

ing change with hope and joy. He had no mis-

givings as to his future happiness, inasmuch

as he delighted in truth, and in the promotion

of what is useful and good. I believe he con-

sidered his departure from this world, as

passing from one room to another, where he

nlight enter into a more extended field of

usefulness. He expressed his confidence in

the principles he had entertained and advo-

cated. He did not rest in speculative

opinions, but endeavoured to bring vital

religion into the concerns of actual life, and

thereby promote the happiness of the human
family. I believe that he endeavoured to I've

as a Christian ; and he died like one. His

eflTorts to do good will be long held in grateful

remembrance by thousands of his country-

men."
Several other friends connected with his

church visited him on this occasion, and
although symptoms of an unfavourable cha-

racter presented themselves, no one believed

that his end was so nertr. At 10 o'clock,

however, the same evening, he died, having

been sensible, up to the last period of his

earthly existence. The melancholy intelli-

gence of his decease, spread throughout the

large circle of his acquaintance, and the

erv'ent was universally felt as occasioning a

severe loss to- the several causes of active

usefulness and philanthropy in which he had
been engaged here on earth ; but the thought

of his departure was brightened, on reflec-

tion, by the conviction that he had been
called hence for the realization of the happi-

ness and progress of that future state in which
his faith had been so unshaken. The intelli-

gence reached Padstow on the occasion of the

Second Vegetarian Banquet, and so far from
damping the ardour of the friends there, by
whom his memory was held in the highest

esteem, it seemed to inspire them with renewed
vigour and energy ; and the impression

seemed to be received by several, that that

spirit, which during its earthly abode had
taken such a deep interest in the great move-

ments for the advancement of the human
race, now that it had put off

" This load of dull mortality,"

had but become the more fitted to exert its

powerful influence on the minds of those who
were left behind, to press forward to that state

of high Christian morality, which, for half a
century, had formed the object of his holy

ambition.

THE FUNERAL.
We give the details of his funeral, in the

words of an eye witness, a member of the

Temperance Committee with which he had so

long and so zealously acted.

"Tlie Temperance Committee issued a

placard, inviting such teetotalers as were
desirous of paying the last tribute of respect

to their departed friend, to assemble at the

Temperance Hall on Sunday afternoon, at

half-past four o'clock ; when, accordingly,

several hundreds met, and after singing a
hymn, they walked in procession, three

a-breast, headed by the adult and juvenile

committees, to the house of the deceased, and
from thence followed his remains to their last

resting-place. It was calculated, that there

were 400 persons in procession, and not

fewer than 10,000 individuals attended the

funeral. From the house in Deansgate, to

the parish church, was one dense mass of

human beings, whose decorous demeanour, and
sorrowful aspect, told the true feelings of the

multitude. Such a funeral / never saw ; and
it is pleasant to reflect, that all this homage
was paid, not to the social position, but to

tlie real worth of the man. After the body
had been consigned to the tomb, the proces-

sion returned to the house ; and when the

mom-ners had come up through the open ranks,

and retired, they assembled at the Town Hall,

where several very affecting addresses were
delivered on the sad event. There was
scarcely a dry eye present. It was felt that

we could have no second John Wright,
and, that, therefore, the loss was irreparable."

A "funeral sermon" v/as preached by
John Taylor, Esq., on Sunday, April 21,

in the Temperance Hall, Bolton, when 1,300

,
people listened, with deep interest, to a rela-

; tion of some of the principles of their late

i

esteemed townsman, read from his own notes.

I

WRITINGS.
' Like the men of whom Plutarch wrote,
' John Wright generally expressed his ideas

in a few sentences, especially when he com-
^ mitted them to paper. He was not a writer

;

his forte was private and public speaking.

; Perhaps if he had enjoyed the advantages ol

early instruction, he would have left behind

him many descriptions of those ideal scenes

of moral, intellectual, and physical perfection,
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which must have frequently passed before Ins

imaginative, aspiring, and devoted mind. "We
have great pleasure, however, in presenting

selections from his note books :

—

THE APPOINTED POOD OF MAN.

" I place the appointed food and drink of

man, in the same list that I place all the

other appointments of God for the regulation

of man's conduct, the obedience to the whole

of which, places man in a sure situation for

happiness in this world, and is a safe guarantee

for his happiness in the other. In a similar way,

do I view the whole of God's permissive laws,

which, when preferred by man to those of his

appointments, afford nothing but disappoint-

ment, slavery, and bondage. And to those

who choose to revel in the midst of God's

prohibitions, will be given their own reward,

which, in the end, is death to all enjoyment.

And thus, the moral and dietetic laws of God
enforce the same obligation on man, as they

did when originally given ; and can only be

repealed in the same way as the malt tax

would be repealed by men becoming teeto-

talers. I, therefore, could as easily believe,

that God has abrogated the prohibitory laws

of the decalogue, as that he lias given full

license for the eating and drinking of all that

may be placed before us."

PHYSICAL AND MENTAL MAN.

"There are many men who acknowledge a

vegetable diet to be favourable to health,

physically, who seem not to be so very willing

to carry it any further ; but 1 would ask such,

whether the tendency of physical health is to

operate injuriously in the development and
healthy action of the intellectual, social,

or religious man : on the contrary, it is clear,

that whatever debases the mind, becomes
injurious to the body, by urging it into all

manner of excess and uncleanness."

EDEN-.

"The Garden of Eden is considered by all

sober-minded men, to have been tlie ' Garden
of God ;' and whilst man lived in obedience

to God, he had 'joy and gladness, thanksgiv-

ing, and the voice of melody.' In Eden, was
centred God's attributes, in the person called

Adam. God's will was there revealed ; the

laws of health, of intelligence, and of happi-

ness made known unto hitn, and fully enjoyed

by him : the means and the end, daily met
together in his experience, holding sweet

communion "with the source and Giver of all

that man requires ; and thus, God's appoint-

ment, whether of iood, or of drink, or of

whatever else concerned his well-being, were
truly appropriated to the keeping alive of a

pure heart, and a good conscience, and of

faith unfeigned. Eut the first deviation in

practice, brought him under a very different

influence, and, instead of seeking one of his

accustomed interviews with his Maker, he
sought an opportunity of hiding himself,

whereby he subjected himself to the penalty

of being expelled from the garden."

DISCUSSING VEGETARIAN PRINCIPLES.

" If, in the discussion of Vegetarian princi-

ples, we arc to be deprived of the aid of

chemistry, theology, statistics, physiology,

and humanity, there will remain but very

little besides depraved appetite to which we
can appeal. And we all of us know what
would be the decision of such an umpire.

Those who deny to Vegetarians the right of

an appeal to the Bible, in defence of their

principles, claim it as a right to themselves,

in defence of flesh-eating. If, therefore, it be

a profanation to quote Scripture in favour of

humanity, much more I conceive will it be so

when quoted in favour of murder !

"

RESULTS OF THE VEGETARIAN MOVEMENT.
*' "When we consider the advances which

have been, and are still being made among
the thinkiuL!-, the sober, and humane classes

of society, by the advocacy of a Vegetarian

diet, we cannot reasonably doubt of its ulti-

mate results being, ' on earth peace, and
good-will to men.' Vegetarianism, teetotal-

ism, peace, the settling of national disputes

by arbitration, the abolition of capital punish-

ment, and of slavery, being kindred questions,

are of the same class of principles."

THE rORCE OF EXAMPLE.

"The life of man consists generally in

following the example of one another. This

will be lound to be nearly without exception,

there being very few originals. It is impor-

tant, then, that all men, as far as possible,

endeavour to comprehend what description of

character they, as individuals, are taking ftie

example of. We find, by the Apostle, that

the greatest example is that of the world
;

therefore, we are called upon not to ' follow

the multitude to do evil
;

' and, again, we are

called upon to ' come out from amongst

them, and be separate.'
"

THE INNER AND THE OUTER MAN,

"My pleasure excursions this year (1849),

have l3cen of an unusual character, which

appear to nie vciy ominous, that henceforth

they will be ^^c^y and far between.' But
this gives me no pain, inasmuch as we have

the promise, that as the outer man decays,

the inner man may, from day to day, be

renewed, until it becomes more like unto the

image of Him, in whose likeness we were

created, which image and likeness Jesus

Christ came to restore. "VVe may well
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afford, therefore, to give up a few of the

minor pleasures of this work], and press more
earnestly after the pleasure which will be un-

mixed—without alloy—without disappoint-

ment !

"

THE LOVE OF GOD.

" The human mind, or man, is like unto

the natural body, or the tabernacle, in which
the man dwells wliile in this world, and has

to be matured for the abodes of another

world. ' In my father's house,' says Jesus
Christ, 'are many mansions*—'I go to

prepare a place for you, that where I am,
there ye may be also.' Eut, as neither the

one nor the other can prosper, or be in

health, but in proportion as they are fed and
exercised according to God's appointments, it

behoves us frequently to inquire whether we
have the clear evidence of our own expe-

rience in thought, in understanding, and in

will ; (by the desires we entertain for our-

selves, and the affections which we exercise

towards others), whether our pursuits in life,

and the subjects on which our minds and
affections are most frequently exercised ; bear

evidence that we are possessed of the main-
spring of all health and of all happiness

—

the love of God above all things dwelling in

us, as it dwelt in Him who, in all things,

set us an example that we should follow^ his

steps. ' My meat and my drink,' says He,
'is to do the will of Him that sent me,' If,

in our proportionate degree, Ave have the same
witness of the spirit and life, then, indeed,

and in truth, might we be designated * Bible

Christians.' Let us then labour in the right

way to become such !"

CEUTAINTY OF GOD's PROVIDENCE.

"I have very little concern about mysel^,

either as it regards this world or the other.

I have learned, by past experience, that God
will allow me to make choice of such means
as never yet failed of securing all that is

needful to make man happy, whether in this

state of existence, or in whatever other

•world I may find myself placed. There are

no hap-hazards in God's arrangements."

REFORMATION OF CHARACTER.

"The sooner man becomes freed from all

that is corrupt in thought, in aliection, and
in life, the sooner will he arrive at home, and
become everlastingly united with kindred
souls, and 'just men made perfect,' and Avill

thus be put into the full possession of all

that God has taught as truth, and of all that

he has ever placed before him as being for

his everlasting welfare."

MORNING REPLECTIONS AND SENSATIONS.

^'January 2^th, 1850.
"I awoke this irorning about four o'clock,

! and I never felt in a higher state of mental
and moral happiness—never felt my mind
more serene, and my spirit more tranquil and
grateful to tlie Giver of all good for his

mercies and his tender kindnesses towards
me, and all who will apply for his assistance.

I could not avoid repeating that hymn which
commences:

—

* liorcl of my life, my thanks to Thee,
Shall like my debts continual be,

In constant streams Thy bounty flows,
Nor end nor intennission knows.
From Thee my comforts all arise,

My numerous wants Thy hand supplies,

Nor can I need or wish for more.
Than Thou cans't furnish from Thy store.'"

PREPARATION FOR HEAVEN.

"As God is the essence of order divine,

therefore heaven must consequently partake

of the same nature from the Great Original

;

thus we may see, that in proportion as avo

come out of disorder and get into order ; or

rather, tliat avc have the spirit of disorder

removed from, or out of us, and get the spiiit

of order implanted Avithin u^, Ave are prepar-

ing for heaven ; for in this state, saith the

Lord, the ' kingdom of Heaven is Avithin us.'

Tliink, therefore, much of the goodness of

God in providing means for our passage !
"

CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE.

"This is my birthday, 74 years of age:
49 years and 5 months, connected Avith, and
a member of the Society of 'I3iblc Christians,'

assembling for religious Avorship in Christ

Church, King Street, Salford. Have been a
Vegetarian 40 years and 8 months ; a Teeto-
taler the same length of time. I feci perfectly

satisfied Avith the choice I have made, being
fully persuaded in my own mind, that, there

is nothing equal to the Bible, in its doctrines,

precepts, and appointments, for promoting
the physical, moral, and religious Avell-being

of mankind, and that, such of the human
family as are laithful in embracing and in

liA'ing by them, cannot fail of becoming
members of the Church above, and of being
happy after death.

John "Wright,
February 26, 1850. Dyer, Deansyatc, Boltor,

CONCLUSION.
The Avholc philosophy of John "Wright,

may be stated m a few Avords, Ibr his prin-

ciples embody the fundamental principles of

all j)hilosophy :—The bringing down into the

realities of life, those great principles of

Cluistian charity and faith, A\hich render

men capable of exercising the greatest inliu-

ence ibr good and useiul purposes in tlie

world. "With this view, did he adopt the

Vegetarian principle. He discovered, in the

practice of that principle, a connection b^ -
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tween it and tlie practice of those principles,

which, he had been led to believe, formed the

true foundation of the Christian character

and life. He had been taught that a religious

life consisted, in bringing the human will

into harmony with the will or law of God.

He perceived that the more completely this

work was effected, the more would he be
enabled to fulfil the important designs for

which man was created. To attain to this

state of usefulness, and practical devotion, to

him was a gradual work. KnoAving the

depth of woridiniess and sensuality in which
he had been, the height to Avhich he now
aspired, must have appeared formidable

!

And, at times (during those occasional de-

pressions to which the most sanguine minds
are subject), almost unattainable ! At these

times, however, he resorted to that which he
regarded as unequalled "in its doctrines,

precepts, and appointments, for promoting
the physical, moral, and religious welfare of

mankind"—he studied the Word of God.

Here he found what he sincerely believed to

be an appointment of God in relation to

man's food. He found also precepts, in

relation to moral duties, such as :—" If ye
know these things, happy are ye if ye do

them." His practical mind at once recog-

nized the grand secret of all moral ^nd
religious advancement, expressed in this

simple but sublime language. He learned

that this practical co-operation in external

life, with the deepest convictions of his sOul,

was like grafting himself, as it were, on to

the " True Vine : " and, unless he put forth in

living action, the first elements of truth which
he thus received, he could as little expect to

grov/ in Ciiristian virtue, and put forth the

fruits of a useful life, as a graft that refused

to open a single bud, could be expected to

present the cultivator with rich foliage and
luxuriant fruit.

The life, then, of John "Wkight, may be
regarded as an instance of the efiicacy of that

devotion which exhibits itself, not merely in

the outward ceremonies of religious obser-

vances, but which affects the heart, the head,

and the hands. The devotion which he
sought, was such as should affect bis conduct
with, and for himself, as well as with his

fellow-creatures in every grade of creation,

from the cj^uiet inhabitants of the deep, to

the most intelligent and virtuous of the

human family. And that principle, which
more tban forty years ago he adopted, solely

from the conviction that it harmonised with
the Word of God, he lived to see gradually

developing itself to the thoughtful of difi'erent

classes of society, not only as a high, moral,

and religious principle, but as a system of

physical philosophy, supported by all the

natural sciences, the experience of his own
life, and of all ages, and nations, whenever,

and wherever, it has been adopted as a rule

of life.

John Wright is now gone, it may be to

combine in greatness and holiness of spirit,

thought, and action, with those noble, souls

whose earthly careers adorn the histories

of Judea, of Babylon, of Greece, and of

Rome ; and whose lives Avere perhaps still

more characterized by adherence to the same
principles, and actuated by the same generous

impulses for human improvement, and by the

desire for excellence in moral and religious

character. May he, and they, and all the

gieat arid good Mho have followed their

worthy example, ever continue to increase

their influence on the human family; and
may 'those who still remain, learn move and
more to appreciate and to apply those sub-

lime truths, the adoption of which led them
to become great, good, and, consequently,

happy ! -

TENDENCIES OE POPULAE LITEEATUEE.

Periodical Literature, when applied to,its

highest ; purpose—the removal of what is

wrong in society, by the assertion of Avhat is

right—the declaration of truth on all sub-

jects connected with the social and domestic

Avelfare of the people—the shedding on every

subject, a true intellectual light, waimed and
animated by philanthropic zeal, is perform-

ing a great so vice, and doing a great Avork :

it is taking its proper position, that of leading

the public mind into right channels of reflec-

tion, opinion, and practice.

Perhaps there is no truer guarantee for the

genuine character of a Avork, than its deter-

mined and uncompromising advocacy of great

principles^ Avhich are not, at the time, gene-

rnlly received by the majority of readers.

We believe it is a mistake, under any cir-

cumstances, to sacrifice principle at the shrine

of popular favour, not only because it is

Avrong in principle, but because this policy,

Avhen discovered, becomes tbe greate>.t bar-

rier to the attainment of the object sought.

Happily for England, there are, among her

most successful writers, men Avho will not

stoop to this mistaken policy, but who will,

in the earnestness of their souls to remove

evil and error, by Avhat is good and true,

describe in their true colours, the practices

connected with some of the most cherished

" customs of old England."

We believe that the nervous fear, which
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some writers have experienced, of expressing*

the higher convictions of their minds, lest

they should be inducing public displeasure,

and thus destroying their influence in the

world, is very commonly increased, and kept

alive by the exciting influence of stimulating

food and drink, which is a principal cause of

nervous irritation. Thus, the happy tendency

in our literature, to speak with all the

earnestness which sincerity of purpose can

inspire ; the higher and deeper convictions of

what is true, will, and must be vastly in-

creased, by adopting that system of diet,

which the anatomy and physiology of the

human frame, the chemistry of food, the

sensations of the mind, and the highest con-

scientious convictions of our most enlightened

men, as well as the appointments of God, all

point to as the best, because the most natural

food for man, as a physical, intellectual, and
moral being.

With this greater freedom of thought and
expression, comes a deeper and a wider sense

of mercy—of respect for life in every form.

"We could quote several of the most exten-

sively-circulated periodicals of the present

day, to show, that this principle is gradually

gaining their serious and zealous attention.

And why should it not be so ? The most
popular, useful, and valuable book ever pub-
lished—the Bible—contains the most fearless

and uncompromising expressions of wisdom,
which it is possible to commit to paper , and
the most fearless author is Jesus Christ
himself. It is true, he was crucified for his

firm adherence to the trutli ; but this did not
destroy the power of truth on the world.

The influence of intellectual and moral light

on mankind, does not depend upon the phy-
sical manifestation in particular personages, it

is ever shining—ever bright—and though
evil principles may appear to conquer for a

time, in the external form, the Word of Truth
ultimately surmounts every difnculty, and
lives and bestows its blessings on mankind,
when the prejudices which appeared at first

to overcome it, shall have sunk into their

graves of sensuality and carnal existence.

Truth, spoken in sincerity and freedom;
mercy, expressed in earnestness of feeling,

and, high views of the future destiny, and
present responsibilities of human conduct,
then, are among the most pleasing and pro-
mising tendencies of our popular literature

;

and it is now beginning to be discovered, that

the more these tendencies are exhibited in a
book or a periodical, the more permanently
successful does the work become. The Bible
may again be adduced as an instance of this

;

the classic literature of the philosophers of
Greece and Rome, are next in their advocacy
of these exalted principles, and they are next
to Biblical literature in their permanently

popular character. The poets, too, next to

the philosophers, for the same characteristic

tendencies, have generally become perma-
nently popular, in proportion as they have
devoted themselves to these sublime princi-

ples ; and the best productions of our own
day confirm the universality of the principle

we are endeavouring to explain, that tmcom-
promising adherence to our highest convictions,

and the application of these to life, ivhether

in writing or speaking, when accompanied by

a spirit of charity and complete toleration,

will always prove, in the end, to he the most

successful, not only in promoting truth in the

world, hut in gaining acceptance ivith the

human mind. We do not believe that the

interests of this world, are at variance with

the interests of the next. Both worlds are

provided for by the same Creator ; and both

can exist in harmony together, if man will

permit himself to be brought into harmony
with them. " Seek ye first the kingdom of

heaven, and all these things shall be added
unto you."
Among the periodicals which we could

quote in confirmation of the truth of what
we have asserted, may be mentioned:

—

The
Westminster and Foreign Quarterly Review, *

which has inserted an excellent philosophical

article on " Human Progress," in which it is

shown that the natural progress of civiliza-

tion is towards a fruit and farinaceous diet.

Tlie British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical

Iteviciv,f contains an analysis of the practices

and principles of Vegetarians ; and whilst it

endeavours to show the inconsistencies of

some of the former, with respect to what
may bo regarded as unsettled points in the

minds of many, it offers some powerful ar-

guments in favour of the Vegetarian princi-

ple. Chambeus' Information for the People^X

in which (although some remarks have occa-

sionally appeared, which seem to favour the

idea of a mixed diet), are facts stated, which
completely prove that experience and science,

are on the side of "mercy and not sacrifice."

Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, which
contains an excellent "Plea for Vegetable
Diet. "II Dickens's Household Words, which
contains two excellent articles, exposing the

cruelties practised in Smithfield, and on the

way thither, as well as the unprofitable

character of stock-feeding. One article,

entitled, The "Pleart of Mid London,"
§

and the other "The Cattle Road to Ruin."^!

The Cottage Gardener, in its " Village

Walks," relates an anecdote, showing the

* For October, 1849. Vegetarian Messoiger, p. 76.

f For July, 1850, p. 76 to 98.

t No. 45. Vegetarian Advocate, vol. i. p. 25.

Appendix to Vegetarian Messenger, p. ii. Siipplo-

ment, p. 19.

II No. 101, p. 360.

\ No. 6, p. 121. H No. 14, p. 325.
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cruelty of field sports* Tlie Domestic

Economist^ gives an excellent article on
" Useful Animals often Destroyed as Ilurt-

*ful."t The People, in an article entitled,

'Vegetarianism," J gives some powerful

arguments why teetotalers, especially, should

extend their temperance principles to food

as well as drink. Under the same title, too,

Reynolds's Miscellany presents two power-
fully written papers, in favour of the Vege-
tarian principle. § The London Journal shows
the phrenology of the subject.

||
And lastly,

though by no means the least important,

Flinch throws the Aveight of his gigantic

influence into the scale of justice, mercy, and
kindness.^ "VVe might extend our remarks
to the many popular works of a standard

character, where the principles are advocated

in a greater or less degree, not so much
perhaps- from a desire to assist the particular

movement with which this work is identified,

as from the irresistible power of truth itself,

forcing attention to these subjects on the

minds of thinking and candid men. It is

almost impossible for men to devote them-
selves to study and reflection on moral sub-

jects, without being startled at the amount of

cruelty and wrong, which is inflicted on the

animal creation, in order to gratify one of

man's lowest desires.

We present, in illustration, of the elevating

and progressive tendency of popular litera-

ture, the following remarks of Dr. Kitto, on

" THE FOOD OF PRIMEVAL MAN.
"When God informs the ncAvly created man,
that he assigns to him for meat ' every lierb

bearing seed, and every tree in the which is

the fruit of a tree yielding seed,' it seems
impossible to resist the conclusion, that this is

designed to point out to him the kind of food

intended for his use, and that what was not

so pointed out, is not designed to be food for

him. To contend that the specification of

herbs, grain, and fruits, can in any way com-
prehend the use of the flesh of animals, seems
altogether monstrous ; and it may be safely

affirmed, that the flesh of animals is the last

thing that a man would think of eating wiio

has been told that his food is to consist of

vegetables. It seems clear to us, that animal
food, even to this day but sparingly used in

the JEast, and in some eastern countries held

in abiiorrence, was not intended to be the

food of man, at least in his original condition.

Instinctively we recognise the fitness that it

should not have been so. We know not what
w^ere the Divine intentions with respect to the

state of man if he had not fallen ; but it is

* p. 145, vol. iil. t p. 60. vol. i. % p. 96.

\ No. 79, and No. 87.

II
No. 266. Supplement, p. 14.

H Supplement, pp. 7, 8, 9, 10, 13 and 16.

reasonable to assume, that this rule respecting

food woidd have continued in operation, and
that his climate, and other cirumstances,

would not have been such as to create the

need of, or appetite for, the flesh of animals.

This appetite is, after all, as we have seen,

much the effect of climatic influences : and it

Avas probably not until mankind had spread

into climes far distant from their first seat,

that they began to transgress this rule of

food ; for we agree with those who think that

the distinction of clean and unclean beasts,

at the time of the flood, implies the previous

use of animal food. From the permission to

use such food, expressly granted to Noah
after the deluge, it may be thought that

Noah and other righteous persons had ab-

stained therefrom in obedience to the paradi-

saical law ; or, at least, that they had been
troubled with doubts on the subject, and
were hence favoured wdth the express per-

mission to use the fiesh of beasts. It is even
more than possible, that the constitution of

the earth underwent such changes at the

deluge, as rendered meat, more than before,

suited to be the food of man. In any case, it

appears to us that the words then uttered,

afford a distinct reference to the original

grant, and an extension of it
—

' Every living

thing that moveth sliall be meat for you;
even as the green herb have I given you all

things'* (Gen. ix. 3.) And if, as tlie lan-

guage most clearly implies, the extension was
now first made, and was necessary to satisfy

the conscience of a righteous man, it is mani-
fest that animal food could only, before the

flood, have been eaten by those whose trans-

gressions brought that awful judgment upon
the w^orld.

" From this it seems clear, that whatever
we say as to the period between the fall and
the deluge, vegetable food only, was allowed

to, or used by man, in his first estate. The
poets, therefore, are here again right in

regarding vegetables only as

' The food of man,
"While yet he lived in imiocence, and told

A length of golden years unfleshed in bleed,
A stranger to the savage arts of life,

Death, rapine, carnage, surfeit, and disease
;

The lord, and not the tyrant, of the world.'
Tho.\ison.

This abstinence from animal food is, in fact,

preserved in the traditions of all nations, as

one of the characteristics of their golden age

—the age of innocence. Some have thought

that the restriction was designed for a tempo-
rary purpose, that there might be no check to

the increase of the newly created races ; but,

if so, it would have been equally necessary

after the deluge, when only the few animals

that had been saved in the ark remained."t

* Vegetarian Messenger, p. 42.

+ Daily Bible Illustrations^ p. 33, 24, 35

.
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VEGETAEIAN SOIEEE AT WOECESTEE.

THE SOIREE. ': .--A,

On Monday, April 15, 1850, a Soiree was
given in the rooms of the Natural History

Society, "in the city of Worcester. The
principal hall was tastefuUy decorated with

evergreens and mottoes ; the latter, kindly

presented for the occasion, were such as are

described in our report of the Vegetarian

banquets at Padstow;* and on the tables

wer^many well-arranged vases of flowers,

the earliest the season afforded. The tables

presented a light and elegant appearance, as,

in addition to the ordinary provisions of the

tea table, farinaceous productions were ex-

hibited in a variety of forms, and fruit formed
an agreeable and pleasing feature of the

repast. We have seldom seen more com-
plete arrangements for the entertainment of

an evening party on so extensive a scale.

On the platform sat James Simpson, Esq.,

President of the Vegetarian Society, who
occupied the chair, and on his right sat Mr.
Alderman Harvey (Salford), Mrs. James
Simpson, William Harvey, Esq., Charles

Harvey, Esq., and Mr. H. S. Clubb. On
the left of the President sat J. Balbirnie, Esq.,

M.D. (Malvern), J. G. Palmer, Esq. (Bir-

mingham), and Mrs. Tree.

The President, having asked a blessing

upon what had been so bountifully provided,

the feast commenced ; and although this was
the first opportunity which the Worcester
citizens had had of partaking publicly of

Vegetarian fare, the good-will and harmony
which pervaded the proceedings, and the

evident zest with which the novel preparations

were enjoyed, indicated that no arguments
needed to be adduced to convince the guests

of their perfect safety in making this first

experiment in the Vegetarian practice,

THE MEETING.
.

^~ .'

The President, having returned thanks,

again rose and said: Before entering upon
any matter in immediate relation to the

purpose of that meeting, he begged to say

that it was only on the previous Saturday
morning, that any intimation whatever of

its being held had been given. It was,

therefore, encouraging to see so many guests

present, as he then saw before him. It was
very difficult, and all the world acknowledged
it, to apply a high principle of truth, to

conduct or notions in opposition to it. In
the history of the world, there had never
been anything new to which the opinions

and practices of mankind were opposed, that

had not been received with great distrust,

and even in many cases, that had been accom-
• p. 73.

panied with more or less persecution. (Hear,
hear.) If they referred to the researches of

science, it would be said, surely that could

not have been the case ; but strange enough,

they found the same borne out in fact even
in relation to scientific inquiries. Thus it

was, they had philosophers of old who had
suff"ered persecution and imprisonment because

they presented truths in relation to the earth's

motion ; truths, which in the present day,

they rather felt surprised should ever have
been doubted. It was in opposition of that

kind, that Columbus had passed so many
weary years of life, before he could obtain

sufficient support from any court of Europe,

to enable him to prosecute his design, in the

discovery of a western continent. It was
opposition of that kind which led to the

persecution of Harvey, when he promul-
gated his views in relation to the circulation

of the blood. It was, indeed, in that way,
that every reform, whatever was its nature,

met with difficulty in its first promulgation
in the world. (Hear, hear.) It had been
so with the Peace principle, with the Tempe-
rance principle, and it was the same with the

Vegetarian principle. But what was "the
Vegetarian principle?" was the question

naturally put by those who had not read

upon the subject. The Vegetarian prin-

ciple set up as a standard, that the produc-

tions of the vegetable kingdom were suf-

ficient for the system, and formed the

natural and best food of man. If they looked

at the earliest ages of the world, they would
see that that principle was carried out in its

completeness. For generations, did man live

upon the products of the vegetable kingdom
alone ; and, in fact, they had in the earliest

page of all history, the dietetic laws laid

down by the Creator. They saw in that

motto, that God said, " Behold I have given

you every herb bearing seed, and every tree

in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding

seed, to you it shall be for meat." He knew
that subsequently to that period, man fed

upon the flesh of animals, but that did not

alter the original appointment of man's food.

(Hear, hear.) In those earliest periods, then,

when the principle was carried out, and in

our own times, and, in fact, at all times,

there had been individuals practising that

principle. It was very erroneous to suppose,

that living upon the productions of the vege-

table kingdom, was confined to the few who
were called Vegetarians. Why, the hard

work of this and other countries, was done by
persons who ate but little or no flesh.; »The
hardy ploughmen of Scotland, lived upon
meal and milk from one week's end to another,
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whilst to eat flesh, was to them a mere ac-

cident. They met with instances of that

kind among the peasantry of nearly every

country. It was calculated, indeed, that they

had at least two-thirds of the whole popu-
lation of the earth, who subsisted mainly
upon Vegetarian diet. Within the last two
or three years, there had been a Society

originated to promote abstinence from the

flesh of animals as food, and it was strenu-

ously advocating the principle that fruits and
farinaceous substances, with vegetables, con-

stituted the natural and best food of man.
And since its formation in 1847, it had been

collecting members from various parts of the

country, many of whom had, long prior to

that period, practised the system in more or

less isolation. Did they wish to know the

nature of the arguments which supported

that system ? It was curious he should have

to state that they were precisely those argu-

ments which were supposed to support the

eating of the flesh of animals. But before he

explained them, he would just put one

question : Avhy did they eat flesh ? It was
surprising how little reason men could give

for a habit which prevailed so extensively.

There was a class of men in society, who
were ready to substitute appetite for argument,

and, like Dean Swift, when he called for

the glass of brandy in the traveller's room,*
took it because they liked it. Such an

excuse, they well knew, however, would not

bear the test of examination. (Hear, hear.)

To say "I like it," might be adduced as a

reason for many an external act, which would
not bear to be examined by the light of truth.

That it was a custom of their country, too,

was no argument in favour of anything. Let

them never for a moment say, that custom

sanctioned anything. Let them but call to

mind the old practice in Ireland of fastening

the harrow to the horse's tail, and that it

actually took an act of parliament to set aside

that cruel practice ; and that when that law

was made, there were petitions from Ireland

to get it repealed. (Laughter.) They had
custom to sanction all sorts of absurdities.

Had they not built twenty thousand places of

worship in the country, and did they not, at

the same time, support one hundred and
twenty thousand drinking houses? Did they

not spend one hundred millions a year in, and
through alcoholic liquors, and one million for

the services of philanthropy and religion ?

Thus they would see, that they got very far

astray, from the time they sought the sanction

of custom. (Ilear, hear.) "Well, then, let them
come to those things, which were supposed

to be the basis for using the flesh of animals

as food. There never had been a custom

prevailing in society, which had not a real or

• Vegetarian Messenger, p^ 93.

a supposed reason to support it. Besides the
"I like it" class of reasoners, there were
those who used as an argument, what he
believed at first emanated Irom the medical
profession, at a time when there was no real
knowledge brought to bear upon the compo-
sition of food. It was said that flesh was
more natural, because man had got the eye
or canine tooth, whicli indicated that he was
intended to consume the flesh of animals as

food. Unfortunately for that view of the
question, that proved too much ; because, on
appealing to comparative anatomy, 'ithey

found other animals besides man possessecl

the same teeth much more prominently
developed. And thus, if they made man a
flesh-eating animal, they must make the
horse and the camel much more flesh-eatini*

still. When they consulted Linnjeus, Mo.n-
BODBo, and other eminent naturalists, they
found it stated as their decided opinion, that
comparative anatomy proved man to be
designed to subsist on " fruits, roots, and the
succulent parts of vegetables :" in short, an
appeal to that part of the question, would
satisfy a scientific mind upon the subject,

that the natural formation of th€ teeth, intes-

tines, and all other parts of the system,

showed that man was a frugivorous, and not
a flesh-eating animal. And then people said

that flesh was more nutritive ; and that, too,

was a notion which had been obtained from
the medical profession, at a time when the

subject was not understood, since it was
only in the last six or seven years that real

knowledge had been brought to bear upon
the composition of food. The analysis of

the LiEBiG school, proved that there were
many vegetable productions which contained

more nutriment than flesh did. Let them
look, for instance, at peas ; they woidd find,

that whilst flesh contained 23 lb. of solid

matter (and he was then speaking of the

"roast beef of old England,"; and 77 lb. of

water, in every 100 lb. they had in the article

,

peas, 84 lb. of solid matter, and only 16 lb. ot
water. In beans, 86 lb. of solid matter, and
only 14 of water. In lentils, again, 84 of

solid matter, and 16 of water; whilst they

had in other productions of grain, such as

maize, oatmeal, and rice, 90 and 92 lb. of

solid matter, in every 100 lb. If they inquired

the composition of that solid matter, he

would explain that the body required difl"erent

kinds of food for its support ; there was the

blood-making principle, and the animal heat

principle. And they had in those vegetable

productions which he had just mentioned, a

good proportion of each of those kinds of

ibod. Whilst beef contained 23 per cent, of

that which made bluod, the three articles he

had named, contained 29, 31, and 33 per

cent, of the same principle, besides abundance
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of that wliicli made animal heat, and bone.

And, besides tliat, wliilst flesh was aeconipa-

nied only by a portion of fatty matter whicli

formed its animal heat piiiiciple, and wliich

was very nnf'avourable for digestion, they

liad, in some of the vei^otahle productions,

from 50 to 84 per cent, of that principle.

(Hear, hear.) Then they might say,

" Although ilesli may not be more imtritive,

it contains another sort of nutriment than

vegetable food; and every man's sensations

prove, that its clfccts are different." But
tlieii'cliemists liad shown that the nutriment

obtained from the vegetable kingdom, was
identical with that obtained from the animal,

the difference being, when they obtained it

from the latter, it had been transferred from

the vegetable kingdom to the bodies of

animals, and thus they obtained it m a

secondary way. (Hear, hear.) Liebig, in

speaking of that subject, had made some
very interesting remarks,* which showed,

that grain and other nutritious vegetables

yielded the starch, sugar, gum, carbon, as

well as the vegetable fibrine, albumen, and
casein whicli were required for the complete

development of the human body ; that those

important products were especially abundant

in the seeds of different kinds of grain, in

pulse, and in the roots and juices of vegeta-

bles ; that, in fact, they existed in larger or

smaller quantities in every part of all plants

without exception ; that vegetable fibrine,

and animal fibrine, vegetable albumen, and
animal albumen, hardly diff^ered even in form

;

that vegetables produced in their organ-

ism the blood of all animals ; and that in

eating flesh and blood, they consumed, strictly

speaking, only the vegetable principles which
had served for the nutrition of the animal

whose body they consumed. He trusted he

should be apprehended upon that subject.

He had endeavoured to show that the argu-

ment which maintained that flesh was the

natural food of man, was a mistaken one

;

that flesh was not so nutritive as vegetable

food ; and the remarks of LiKBia, the

greatest of living chemists, showed, that the

nutriment obtained from flesh, was really

vegetable nutriment taken in a round-about
way. (Applause.) ' " Granting that that is

true," some might say, "yet flesh is more
digestible than vegetable food." He was
aware that in times past, that was also con-
ceived to have been the case. A few years

since, however, Dr. Beaumont had had an
excellent opportunity of observing the process

of digestion, whilst it was going on in the

stomach of a healthy young man who had an
aperture into his stomach (caused by a gun-
shot wound in his side), which enabled the
doctor to make a series of experiments as to

Vegetarian Messenger, lu 6.

I the time required for the digestion of various

I

kinds of vegetable, farinaceuus, and aninuil

food. And trom tables drawn up under those

circumstances, they learned v»-hat was the

time required for digesting the following

articles :—chicken broth, wliich Avas pre-

scribed to invalids as easy of digestion, 3

hours ; whilst barley soup, used in the Vege-
tarian system of diet, was digested in 1 hour,

30 minutes ; mutton soup, in 3 hours, 30
minutes, whilst a soup made from beans, in

3 hours ; cooked chicken, also prescribed to

invalids, 3 hours, 15 minutes, and soft

boiled rice in 1 hour; beef steak, 3 hours;

barley, tapioca, parsnips, beans, and
other vegetables, from 2 hours to 2 hours,

30 minutes; roast mutton, 3 hours, 15

minutes ; eggs variously cooked, 2 hours,

37 minutes ; roast duck, 4 hours, 15 minutes,

and roast pork, 5 hours, 15 minutes; and he
could find nothing more indigestible in the

vegetable kingdom, than fresh bread, 3

hours, 15 minutes ; and when they came to

set all that could be called Vegetarian food

in those tables against an equal number of

articles derived from the flesh of animals,

they found tliat the articles of Vegetarian diet

were digested 22 minutes 33 seconds, sooner

than the others. Thus, he thought, he had
exhausted the principal arguments which were
supposed to support the practice of living on
the flesh of animals, and shown them to

have originated in mistake. (Hear, hear.)

He knew that the man accustomed to consume
flesh would say, "Never tell me that I feel

the same after vegetable food as after a rump
steak or a mutton chop." He allow^ed there

was something m the effect of the one, which
was not experienced from the other. There
was a stimulating result produced by the use

of flesh as food, which induced a distin-

guished medical man with whom he had been
conversing, to say, " that flesh meat was the

brandy of diet ;
" and it was quite true that

it produced a hot and feverish state of the

stomach, differing, in degree only, from that

caused by swallowing a glass of brandy, or

any other strong alcoholic liquor ; and that

statem.ent was borne out by the observations

made by Dr. Beaumont, who had found
that when flesh meat was taken, the appear-

ance of the stomach was heightened in

colour, and similar to the effects produced by
alcoholic liquors, -which he described as fever-

ish, and abnormal, or unnatural. (Applause).

Thert the. Vegetarian system conduced to

economy. There was nothing told so

forcibly in favour of the Vegetarian prin-

ciple, as appealing to what was humorously

called "cyphering." Let them reduce state-

ments to figures, and the most ordi]^.;;ry

comprehension could understand them.

Vv^hen they saw that flesh contained 23 lb.
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of solid matter in a 100 lb. and 77 lb. of

water, if tbcy bought flesh, they only ob-

tained a certain amount of solid matter,

whilst they must, at the same time, neces-

sarily purchase a great amount of water.

"Lean beef," said Dr. Johnson, in his

Agrieidtural Chemistry^ "contains 77 per

cent, of its weight of water, so that 100 lb.

consists of 77 lb. of water, and 23 lb. of dry

animal matter ; " and the same was shown
by IBerzelius, Liebig, Boussingault, and
many other chemists. Suppose, therefore,

he was desirous to put 100 lb. of nutriment

into the human system, and could get but

23 lb. from 100 lb. of flesh, and should give

7d. per lb. for it, he would be paying the

same price for 77 lb. of water. That made
the 23 lb. very dear ; for to obtain 1001b. of

nutriment in that way, would cost the im-

mense sum of £11 19s. 6|d.'-, They had
been told, on the authority of Liebtg, that

the flesh, blood, and bones of the body could

be supplied with material from vegetable food

identical with that which they got from
flesh : if then they wished to obtain 100 lb.

of nutriment from the vegetable kingdom,
they could get it from barley for 7s. 4|d.,

from beans for 8s. l^d., from wheatmeal, for

lis. 0|d,, from peas from 12s. 4|d,, whilst,

if they got it from flesh, they could not

obtain it for less than the £11 19s. 6|d.

(Applause.) If they followed the order of

Providence, in relation to food ; if they

desired the sanction of Scripture for all that

they did, he believed they would find that

both the Word and works of God were con-

clusive on that subject. They well knew
that the ways of Providence were beautifully

simple and direct, and so far from many
things being required to eff'ect one object, as

was the case in the practice he had described
;

one thing, by its wise adaptation, became
useful to several others. An appeal to nature,

therefore, showed, that everything was done,

under Providence, in the most direct and
inexpensive manner ; and, therefore, when
they referred the flesh-eating system to that

test of the order of nature, they could see how
grossly expensive it was, proving to his

mind, that it was not at all in the order or

appointment of God in his creation. (Hear,

hear.) He had said what he trusted would
be sufficient to solicit their inquiry upon the

subject. .They knew that God appointed, as

they there saw, (pointing to the motto over

the chair) the food of man. They knew
that man fell from true worship ;—from the

order of creation—that other habits super-

vened, and flesh-eating among the rest ; but

an appeal to the facts of science and economy,

showed that what was declared to be "very

good" at creation, was also best in their own
day. (Loud applause.) They must, if they

would eat flesh, in popular phrase, "pay for

it through the nose." (Hear, hear.) Liebig
had well stated, that all our ideas of the

return of agriculture were comparative, but
taking it even in its present beggarly state,

with the average of crops, fifteen men could

live on vegetable food on the same amount of

land that one man could subsist on solely using

the flesh of animals ; whilst, if they took

the inferior crops, from 50 to 60 men could

subsist on the amount of land which was
required for one living upon flesh. ,That
subject, therefore, was one of deep interest

to the working classes ; because, if the land

were applied to the production of abundance
of food for the people, instead of for the

purpose of feeding animals, the eff'ect would
be to make provisions cheap. (Hear, hear.)

Much of the land which was then employed
in grazing, and for sheep-walks, and tor the

production of food for cattle, otherwise, could,

be appropriated to corn and other crops, and
thus enable the farmers at home, to supply

the demands of an increasing population.

(Hear, hear.) He had spoken of the ap-

pointments of Scripture, he was aware that it

would be objected that the Jews were per-

mitted to eat flesh. ' 'Yes, and so they were

permitted to do many things against the true

spirit of the Christian system, and Jesus

Christ had said, that it was because of the
" hardness of their hearts." So men had, in

times past, departed from the original ap-

pointments and chosen to live in the per-

missions. And many had gone so far as to

break through the permissions, and live in

the prohibitions; those who pleaded the

permissions to justify the flesh-eating prac-

tice, would do well to consider the prohibi-

tions as well, and they would find many of

the habits in relation to flesh-eating were

among the latter ; and it would be seen, by

those who made a practical appeal to expe-

rience, that neither the permissions nor the

prohibitions could be indulged in, withoBt

living to great disadvantage. (Hear, hear.)

It was in practice, that moral principles

could alone be really learned. Did they

learn the Christian system itself, without

that practical appeal.?; .Did they know
charity, except in its practice ? (Hear,

hear.) It was just so with the Vegetarian

system ; they might acquire all the external

facts in relation to it, but if they would

learn its inward truths, and experience the

benefits of the system, they must realize

those facts in themselves—in their own lives.

(Applause.) When they had done that, they

would probably feel, as he felt on that sub-

ject, and as hundreds had felt; and they

might become as earnest and zealous as he

was sometimes supposed to be ; and if they

tried the system judiciously, and resorted to
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the proper articles of diet, they would ever

liave reason to rejoice that they had taken

that step. Statistical returns from 300 or

400 Vegetarians, which had recently heen

made, showed that those who had commenced
the system in sickness had heen restored to

health ; "and those Avho had thought it right

not to "let well alone," had even made well

better; (Hear, hear.) nnd all had expressed

the greatest confidence in the system. They
might rest assured that the time was coming,

when the inquiry which hnd heen hrought to

hear upon that subject, would hear its ample

fruits in relation to popular feeling. If they

looked at the October No. of the JVestminster

and Foreign Quarterly Reviciv, they would
find some very happy illustrations of what
was the real progress of mankind in relation,

not m.erely to food, but to other considera-

tions as v/ell. The talented writer of the

article on " Human Progress," to which he

referred, had remarked, that the practice of

feeding on the flesh of animals, " entombing
their bodies within our own," had something

in it repugnant to refinement; that many
individuals wholly abstained from that food,

and coiifined themselves to vegetable pro-

ductions; that he, (the writer) thought it

desirable that the practice of eating animals

should disappear from civilized communities,

so soon as maintaining their physical energies

could be secured without it, and that nature

had provided for that in another phase of

human existence. He then proceeded to show,

that the great majority of mankind abhorred

killing ; that even those who hungered for

animal food in civilized life, rarely liked to

kill the creatures they ate, and, when killed,

none liked to eat the flesh of pet animals

they had themselves domesticated, as pigeons,

fowls, rabbits, lambs, or kids. That to get

rid of the distasteful operation of killing,

they had employed butchers—" helots of the

modern world, whose very name we employ
as a term of vituperation;"—that that was
not Christian, to say the least of it, for he
considered they had no right to degrade any
human beings, or regard as inferiors, those

who prepared the materials that entered into

the most intimate combination with their

own persons ; and that there was something
humiliating in the idea of a delicate person,

who fainted at the sight of a butcher's shop,

and then sat down to cat of the car-

casses that had been there cut up. (Ap-
plause.) That if the employment was, in

itself, abhorrent to their sensations, it argued
little for their humanity, that they should

have their poorer fellow-creatures to do
what they considered degrading work

;

whilst, if the employment of the butcher
was a work of necessity, the butcher was en-

titled to honour as well as the physician.

But he believed, that the still obtaining con-

sumption of animal food was simply a rem-
nant of savage life

—"a custom doomed to

vanish under the light of hum.an reason ;

"

that all the animal food artificially bred

by farmers and others, was, with little

exception, unwholesome ; that consumption,

measles, dropsy, liver complaint, and other

diseases, abounded in the animals they ate,

and had a tendency to produce those diseases

in their bodies ; that the poison they took

in by the lungs was not the only poison they

imbibed ; that they made an outcry about

cleansing the sewers of their cities, and yet

made sewers of their bodies ; that they

cleansed their outer skin, and polluted their

inner skin; and that if the pressure of popula-

tion was to continue, rendering it essential

to devour unwholesome meat ; their chemists

and sanitary ofiScers should, at least, take

order to divest it of its poison, and convert

it into another form, just as putrid game was
rendered sweet by carbon, or acid fermented

liquors were rectified by alkali. (Applause.)

He referred, with great satisfaction, to that

talented article, and whether or not it was
written by a man who knew of the move-
ment in relation to diet, he could not

say ; but it certainly did predict, what he
believed would ultimately come to pass—that

refined state of society, which would make
it incompatible to consume the flesh of

animals at all. (Applause.) That state of

life would tell them that it was not merely a

principle in relation to diet, but that it was
associated with all that was humane, ho-

nourable, and manly. (Applause.) In that

view, he was supported by the words of the

great Lamartine, who, in his younger years,

had been trained in accordance with the

Vegetarian principle, and had ever retained

the conviction of his excellent mother, that

to kill animals, in order to draw nourishment

from their flesh and blood, was one of the

most shameful and deplorable infirmities of

the human constitution ; that it was one of

those curses pronounced upon man, whether

by his fall at somxC unknown period, or by the

hardening effects of his own perversity ; and
considered, that that hardening of the heart,

with regard to the gentlest animals, their

companions, their aids in labour, and even in

afi'ection here below ; that those immolations

;

that appetite for blood ; that sight of palpi-

ting flesh ; caused the brutalization, and
rendered ferocious the instincts of the heart.

(Applause.) Thus was it with those who
had made the Vegetarian system a principle

of their lives. Not merely did they ac-

knowledge its blessings in relation to the

physical constitution, in giving it better

health, and greater endurance, but in

relation to the higher exercises of the
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mind ; and experience bore them out in the

truths they contended for, and showed, in

most remarknhle cases, tliat it was adapted

to the labouring man as well as to the intel-

lectual man, whilst it held a relation to

high principles of morality. (Applause.)

They might find all that he had said of the

advantages of the system verified in their

own experience ; and as they progressed in

the practice, they would discover a greater

pleasure in meeting everything that was
calculated to promote principles of philan-

thropy in the world. Vegetarians were
members of a Peace Society on a very broad

basis : they not only took exception to spil-

ling the blood of their fcllow-mcn, but they

felt for all suffering creation. (Applause.)

Thus they would see that the Vegetarian

principle was identified with truth, with the

highest morality ; that it was no new
doctrine, but that it Avas a principle which
was appointed in creation, and which was
proved to be good then, supported, as it was,

by tlie declarations of science, and the expe-

rience of men. He begged, therefore, in

conclusion, earnestly to call their attention

to the remarks which had been made, and to

solicit their candid consideration for those

which would be adduced by succeeding

spcjikers ; and he would promise them, there

was that in the system which would interest

the meeting, nnd which, if adopted practi-

cally in their lives, would make them happier

in every respect. (Loud applause. ]\

J. G. Palmeu, Esq., was so deeply im-

pressed with the importance of the Vege-
tarian principle, that, thongh accustomed

only to the quiet of private life, he could not

resist the present opportunity of offering a

few remarks, which were the result of his

own professional investigations in connection

with dental surgery. He was aware it would

be asked by many in that meeting why it

was that they attempted to interfere with the

habits of society in relation to food. /One

important reason was, that although man
had been created Avitli a certain organization

which adopted him to partake of a fruit and
farinaceous diet, he had strailgely departed

in his habits from the well-defined laws of

his nature. The structure of the human
teeth, as had been frequently observed, was
intermediate between the structure of the

extremely carnivorous teeth, on the one hand,

and the extremely herbivorous, on the other.

That, however, was no reason why they

should conclude that man should partake of

a mixed diet of animal and vegetable sub-

stances. The nearest teeth to those of man
were those of the ourang outnng, and so

similar were they, that tlie best dentist, if he

had a set of human teeth and a set of those

of the ourang outang, all extracted and

placed beside each other, would be unable
positively to declare to which species they
had belonged. He had himself seen teetii of
the monkey tribe which he could not dis-
tinguish from those of the human species.

Wlien, however, any variation was to be
observed, it was that the canine or eye tooth
of tlie monkey, was more largely developed
than in the human species. Kow it was
well known that that tribe of animals, in
their natural state, were completely Irugi-

vorous and granivorous. There were three
different foi-ms of the molar or double teeth :

there was the form of the carnivorous animal,
the form of the herbivorous or grass-eating
animal, and that of the frugivorous or fari-

naceous eating animal. Tlie form of the
first was sharp and poinfed : if they took a
pair of scissors and tiled the blades into

notches, leaving teeth like those of a saw,
the points of tlie one blade passing over the
notches of the other, they would have an
exact illustration both of the form and action

of the molar teeth of the carnivora, which
were adapted to cut and tear the flesh which
was the natural food of those animals. Now,
the molars of the herbivorous and frugivorous

animals did not pass by each other like the
blades of a pair of shears, but, as they would
find, by examining their own mouths, tliey

had broad flat surfaces, which met each other

in order to pound or grind the substances

which they were formed to masticate. Be-
tween the structure of the herbivorous and
frugivorous molars there was a slight dis-

tinction: the former being constructed of

alternate layers of bone and enamel, and
might be compared to four, five, or six

chisels, with their points upwards, forming a
number of points and notches on each tooth,

adapted to crush and masticate the herbs on
which the animals possessing them were
designed to subsist ; Avhilst the molars of the

frugivorous species confined their enamel to

the external surface. The inference whi^Ti

might be most reasonably drawn from those

facts, was, that tliat form, which constituted

that of the monkey tribe, and of the man,
was constituted for the purpose of masti-

cating food of an intermediate kind, between
herbs and the fibre of flesh, such as the

various kinds of seeds or grain, fruit, and
pulpy vegetable substances, and that infer-

ence was powerfully confirmed by the text

from Genesis i, 29 : "Behold, I have given

you of every heub bearing seed, which is

upon the face of all the earth, and every

TREE, in the which is the pruit of a tree,

yielding seed ; to you it shall be for meat."
On every subject of natural science, however,

they had to' feel their way gradually, by
experience and reflection. It was by those

means only that the steam-engine gradually
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"became perfected, aud had enabled man to

perform, by its power, works of almost every

description, to supply himself with the neces-

sities and luxuries of life—to weave a fabric as

fine as the spider's web ; to propel the mighty

vessels over the ocean ; and to draw the

railway cars at the rate of 60 miles an hour.

All those discoveries of science, however, had
only been gradually acquired; whilst upon
the subject of diet they had, as he had just

shown, a direct appointment. But men, having

departed from that appointment, and shel-

tered themselves under the permissions,

were not content with those permissions, but

must come even to those substances that were
prohibited. (Hear, hear.) Some persons

felt a very great desire to defend their con-

duct of flesh-eating, because it was permitted

in the Scriptures. But, granting that it had
been permitted, there was no one subject, he

believed, in the whole Scriptures, upon which
a stronger prohibition was laid, or greater

denunciations pronounced, than against the

eating of swine's flesh. (Hear, hear.) Why,
then, should they be so very desirous of avail-

ing themselves of the permissions, and not

pay similar attention to the prohibitions ?

But men in the present day, took upon them-
selves to argue and reason with respect to the

prohibitions, and to say that they were not

intended to apply to these countries, but to

those in which the Israelites were then living.

If, however, they took such liberties with the

prohibitions, he could see no reason why they

should pay such deference to the permissions.

The fact was, when mankind had once de-

parted from his first obedience to the laws

and appointments of the Creator, having
taken one false step, it was not difficult to

take a second, and a third; and thus they

were led on to the depths of sin and misery.

(Hear, hear.) Just as man had forsaken

those habits which the instincts of his un-
perverted nature required, so had he lost the

keen sense of discriminating what was really

best for his system ; but if he would be led

by the spirit of truth, he might feel his way
back again into the right path. He believed

that as man studied the laws of his nature,

he would find that fruits and farinaceous

substances constituted the food most in har-
mony with those laws ; and, consequently, by
following such a practice, he would be pre-

served in the greatest degree of health of

which his organization was susceptible ; he
would be sustained for the greatest length of

time, and all the various functions of the

animal economy would be conducted in the
best possible manner, whilst the mind, sym-
pathising as it did to a great extent with the
body, would, under those superior circum-
stances, be enabled to arrive at that state

which was most conformable with the designs

and ordinations of Providence—the fullest

development of its nature, in which it would
aim, by Divine assistance, at being restored

to the image and likeness of God. (Ap-
plause.) The intellect of man would thus

be preserved in its most calm and vigorous

state, and the moral sentiments would be in-

creased in power, and become more firm and
decided in the government of all his thoughts,

words, and actions. Thus, a higher degree

of life would be enjoyed, and human happi-
ness become more and more complete.

(Applause.)

The President here annnounced, that the

preceding speaker had abstained from the

flesh of animals about nine years, as also had
the gentleman who was about to address

the meeting.

Mr. H. S. Clubb, was next called upon.
He said that during the two days which he
had spent in the city of "Worcester, he had
had the happiness of forming acquaintances

with many good and earnest friends, and he
felt convinced there were many present who
were well able to appreciate the facts and
arguments of the Vegetarian principle.

(Applause.) Every principle which related

to the science of human life, had its indi-

vidual, its social, and its national tendency.

The preceding speakers had shown that the

individual tendencies of the Vegetarian prin-

ciple were to make men better and happier.

It was therefore a necessary consequence
that all the social relationships of husband,
father, brother, or friend, must be likewise

improved. It was, however, in a national

point of view, that he wished them more
particularly to view the Vegetarian principle.

Much had recently been said about financial

reform, about a surplus in the revenue of

some £2,000,000, or £3,000,000; and the

temperance advocates had justly condemned
a practice which involved an annual expen-
diture to the country of some £60,000,000;
and the question naturally arose, what was
the annual expenditure in the united king-

dom occasioned unnecessarily by the extra-

vagant practice of feeding and fattening an
immense number of animals, in order to feed

on their flesh? In M'Queen's statistics,

it was stated that the number of black
cattle or oxen in the United Kingdom was
about 14,000,000, the value of which was
£216,000,000 The annual cost of feeding

that number, calculating £8 per head, which
he believed to be considerably below the
average, was no less than £112,000,000.
The number of sheep was stated by the same
authority to be 50,000,000, whilst the value
was

^
£67,000,000. The annual cost of

keeping that number of sheep, at £2 per
head, a very low estimate, was £100,000,000.
Something had been said about that unclean
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animal, the pig ; and perhaps of all the animal

food which was eaten, fish and putrid game
not excepted, the flesh of swine was the most

destructive to health, and, perhaps, the most

degrading to the moral and intellectual

faculties. "What, then, was the pig popula-

tion (laughter) of the United Kingdom ?

No less than 18,000,000, the value of which
was estimated at £18,000,000. The annual

cost of feeding those filthy and sensual

animals, at 10s. per head, was £9,000,000.

The total capital invested in cattle, sheep, and
pigs, amounted to no less than £301,000,000.

The annual cost of feeding the cattle, sheep,

and pigs, was, therefore, at a low computa-

tion, no less than 221 million pounds. That

was an immense sum to spend for that which

was not hread. But what did that sum
purchase ? Calculating at the low price of

4d. per lb. it procured 13,260 million lb. of

flesh. What, then, would be the annual

saving to the United Kingdom if the people

took their food fresh and good from the

bosom of nature, instead of in the secondary

process, through the bodies of other animals ?

"Why, calculating from the chemical statis-

tics of nutriment adduced from the tables of

their best chemists, that the average propor-

tion of nutriment in flesh was 25 per cent.,

exactly the same amount of nutriment which

that amount of flesh supplied, could be

obtained from farinaceous substances, at

£1 2s. 6d. per 100 lbs. for the comparative

small cost of £37,293,750. Deducting that

sum from the estimated annual cost of feed-

ing the animals, they had left a balance of

no less than £183,706,250. It should be

borne in mind, that, in that calculation, he

had stated the annual cost at very low esti-

mates of feeding the animals, without calcu-

lating either the original cost, or the profits

of the host of graziers, drovers, dealers,

butchers, and salesmen. So that he believed

he was far below the mark when he declared

that the annual expenditure unnecessarily

occasioned by the consumption of flesh in

the United Kingdom was above fifty-one

million pounds. Surely it was worth while

to ask, what was the reason for that immense

expenditure ? (Hear, hear.) If they went

to the root of the matter, casting aside the

plea of ignorance, which he trusted would

not long exist, they would find that self-

indulgence was the principal object for which

that sum was expended. (Hear, hear.) It

was in accordance with the philosophic spirit

of the present time, to inquire in what way
that sum could be laid out to better advan-

tage. If, for instance, it were expended in

manufactured articles, it would find employ-

ment for 1,837,000 men, not at 8s. or

9s. a week, but at £100 a year. Calculating

five persons to a family, the money thus

expended would support a population in

health, comfort, training, and education, of

no less than 9,185,000 human beings!

Need he say, therefore, another word on
that subject to prove that the movement
in which they were that evening engaged
was a financial reform movement? (Hear,

hear, and applause.) "Was it not more
wise to appropriate the resources of their

country to the maintenance and support

of human beings, capable as they were of !

enjoying all the privileges of the Christian
!

life, than in feeding and fattening to disease
|

and death, so many inferior creatures ?
i

(Hear, hear.) As there were, no doubt,

many teetotalers present, he would tell them
an important truth in relation to the thirst

|

for intoxicating liquors. It was found from
experience, and there were physiological

reasons for it, which he had not time then to

describe, that the habit of partaking of flesh

tended very much to cause a thirst for intox-

icating liquors. (Cries of "No, no.") He
wished to be understood. He did not mean to

say that the man who part' ok of flesh, must
necessarily drink intoxicating liquors, but he

did say, and facts and physiological reasoning

bore him out in the assertion, that when a

man, by giving up his carnivorous practices,

had overcome the taste for flesh, he lost also

all desire to partake of intoxicating liquors.

(Hear, hear, and applause.) They, there-

fore, who had declared their adherence to the

total abstinence principle, would do well to

adopt a practice which would annihilate for

ever the lust for strong drink. (Hear, hear.)

He felt confident, from the intelligence which
beamed from the faces then directed towards

him, that the facts and arguments to which

they had so attentively listened, would afi"ord

much food for their reflection, and would

weigh well with their minds. He thought

he could see many who were employed in the

commercial and business transactions of li(e,

who were accustomed to calculate income

and expenditure, and to strike the bala^e to

them. He commended the facts in relation

to economy, which had just been adduced.

Parents, also, were there, and those interested

in the education and training of youth. He
asked them to apply the Vegetarian principle

to those entrusted to their care. There was

but little difficulty for old people and adults,

when thoroughly impressed with the truth of

that principle, to adopt it in life ; but with

children, who were untainted by any long

established custom, there was no difficulty at

all. It had been said, that philosophers and

prophets had adopted the Vegetarian prin-

ciple. History was full of them. The first

man who went by the name of a philosopher,

—Pythagoras—who was in fact the founder

of both Grecian and Italian philosophy, had
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made the Vegetarian T^ractice an important

part of the training .ov his disciples. At
nearly the same period, Daniel the Prophet

v/as a powerlul advocate, both by example

and precept, of the same great principle. It

was well known that Daniel, when selected

with his three companions in captivity for the

purpose of being trained so as to present a

healthy and comely appearance before the

King of Babylon, had resolutely, but re-

spectfully declined to partake of the king's

meat ; and when doubt was expressed

as to the result, he simply requested to

be allowed to prove Irom experience,

what was doubted in theory. That was a

wise example for all present; and what did

the espciiment prove ? Why, at tlie end of

ten days, those Scriptural Vegetarians were
both fatter and fairer than those who had
partaken of the king's dainties ; and at the

end of three years they Avere not only fatter,

fairer, and more comely, but more excellent

than the ma"iciaus and astrolojrers in all the

arts and learning of Chaldca. Leaving out

a long list of great and good men wlio had
subsisted since that period, he would come to

the modern philosopher, Fuanklin. That
great man, in his youth, whilst devoting him-
self to study, and providentially preparing for

the great duties to his country, and service to

the world, which he was afterwards destined

to perform, became a practical Vegetarian
;

and, although, in after time, when mixed
up in society, he occasionally dep;irted from

that principle (for society in the last century

was not so liberal as it was now, and a man
could not then adopt a practice opposed to

ordinary habits, and be treated with that

respect and courtesy, which was a happy
feature in the present period), he afiarmed, in

his own biography, that whenever he retired

into private life, he adopted his favourite and
simple regimen, much to his own comfort

advantage. (Applause.) There was a more
remarkable instance, which, as an Eniilish-

man, he was proud to say would ever adorn
the pages of their country's history. He
referred to the philanthropic IIowakb. (Ap-
plause.) Howard, at the age of twenty-
tive, was, to all appearance, rapidly sinking

under a constitutional tendency to consump-
tion, and an attack of nervous fever.. "At
this epoch of his life," caid his talented

biographer, " his final recovery was very

doubtful; for he was not merely in a state

of temporary debility, but his constitution

was unsound, and he was organically pre-

disposed to be affected by disease; but,

thanks to his great abstemiousness, and the

primitive simplicity of the little food which he
did take, his constitution at length rallied."*

Thus it might be said, through the practice

• iJ/eo/JoHN Howard, by IIepwortii Dixon, p. 01.

of the principle they had met to celebrate,

HoWARD was preserved for the great pur-
poses and the philanthropic labours which
had rendered him an honour to his country,

and an object of universal regard. He had
instanced a philosopher and a prophet of

ancient time, and a philosopher and a philan-

thropist of modern time ; he did not, however,
wish to declare that those men had been
great and good because they had adopted the

Vegetarian practice ; but it was because they
were great and good that they could appre-

ciate and understand the advantages, mental
and physical, which that practice, associated

with principle, invariably conferred. It

would be found, on reference to their lives,

that they had been preserved from tempta-

tions into Avhich other men had fallen. Let
them all follow those bright examples, let

them adopt in practice what he believed they

could all see was good in theory, and all the

blessings which had that evening been spoken
of, and many more, would become their own.
(Loud applause.)

The President here congratulated the

meeting on the nature of the matter that the

different speakers had presented to their

attention, commencing, as it had done, with

principles, and having been carried through
the statistics of science to experience, which
would, he trusted, be more or less dwelt upon
in the speeches still to follow. For the

interests of truth, he felt it well to state, that

his own personal experience had been that

of complete abstinence from the flesh of

animals, as well as from all alcoholic liquors,

up to the present period of his life. (Cheers.)

His evidence was, however, what might be

called by some, incomplete ; but he was
happy to say, that the gentleman on whom
he should next call, had " tried both sides

of the question" for a long period. He did

not mean by that, to say, that it was ever

necessary to go into evil, to know what evil

was. It was necessary, on the contrary, to

have the eyes open, and to avoid doing

wrong, if they would see what wrong really

was. (Hear, hear.) The gentleman here

alluded to, had abstained from the flesh of

animals for thirty-seven years. (Cheers.)

He had therefore great pleasure in calling

upon Mr. Alderman Harvey, member of the

corporate borough of Salford. (Applause.)

Mr. Alderman Harvey rosis and said,

that a circumstance had come to his mind,

in confirmation of what bad been said

respecting swine's flesh, that he would relate

to the meeting.' \Vhen in Liverpool some

years ago, he had met with an old friend

whom he had not seen for 20 years ; he asked

him how he did, and received the reply, " I

don't know how I am myself; I have been

livinar so much upon pigs, that I am really
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ashamed to look a pig- in the face." (Lond
laughter.) Some time after that he saw him
again, and he was suffering very much in his

hands from scurvy, and said he did not know
how it was. "Wliy," said he, (Mr. Harvey)
*' did you not tell me you had been eating

pigs 'till you were ashamed to look a pig in

the face, there is no wonder at your being

troubled with the scurvy." (Laughter and
Applause.) They had had the subject

discussed that evening morally, physically,

and chemically; and it had been shown,

on all those grounds, that Vegetarians

had the highest principles of truth to

sanction them in the choice of their food, in

totally abstaining from the flesh of animals.

He should therefore simply relate a short

anecdote illustrating what his own experi-

ence had been in times long past, and what
prejudices he, at first, had had to contend

with, in his first adaption of the Vegetarian

practice. A certain assurance society once

refused to assure his life, under the impression

that he was a religious fanatic who wished to

mortify the deeds done in the body, and could

not long survive ; but on his obtaining a per-

sonal interview at the office, and the acting

parties there beholding his healthy appear-

ance and ruddy countenance, he had imme-
diately had the policy granted him. The
case, however, was widely altered now ; and
people were making inquiries for themselves,

and the prejudices and ignorance of the p'ast

were disappearing before the light of truth

of the present. They now found, and that

scientifically as well as practically, that life

could be maintained at a much cheaper rate,

and in a much better way, than by taking

the flesh of animals. It had been shown by
Mr. Clubb what was the probable amount
of annual expenditure in the United King-
dom, caused, unnecessarily, by partaking of

the flesh of animals ; and if they considered

it in relation to the past 60 years, they

would find that no less than 9,150 million

pounds had been expended during that time !

Surely that was a sum which was worth
saving. (Hear, hear.)- !Every Vegetarian

with whom he was acquainted, was a zealous

supporter of the Peace, Temperance, Educa-
tion, Sanitary, Financial, and Parliamentary

Reform Movements. The reason was, their

system being deeper pnd wider than those,

comprehended them all. He did not know
a Vegetarian who would sanction the grants

for keeping up standing armies, and increas-

ing the navy and ordnance. (Applause.)

No ! The Vegetarians sought to remove the

cause of war, by taking away a principle

incentive to the war spirit. They sought to

remove intemperance, by taking away a great

cause of the thirst for intoxicating liquors.

They sought to promote education by taking

away its greatest barrier—sensual indul-

gence. They promoted Sanitary Reform, by
removing pig-sties, and slaughter-houses, as

Avell as other nuisances. They promoted
Financial Reform, by adopting a true system
of economy, individually and nationally ; and
they would secure Parliamentary and all

other good reforms, by raising the moral
and social condition of man, by the practice

of that truth which made men free. (Ap-
plause.) After adducing statistics in rela-

tion to the drinking customs, the speaker

concluded by urging the importance of every

man performing his part to promote the

welfare of his country and the peace of the

world, by supporting those movements which
were calculated to effect those great and
good purposes. (Applause.)

The President had great pleasure in

introducing one of their own townsmen.
The experience of those who had already

addressed them, was, that of commencing the

system when in good health ; and he thought
the robust and healthful appearance of the

last speaker would convince them, that at

any rate, self-denial was not a necessary

feature of the Vegetarian practice : the case

he was about to introduce, was one of com-
mencing that practice in a sinking state of

bodily weakness. Being convinced that what
was good in health, was also good in sick-

ness, he had, two years ago, recommended
the next speaker, to adhere to the Vegetarian

practice ; and the result, his own improved
appearance would plainly declare. (Ap-

plause.)

Mr. Barnsley, local secretary to the

Vegetarian Society, AVorcester, said he con-

fessed he had been so much occupied with

the edible part of that entertainment, that he

feared he should have little opportunity of

contributing to its intellectual portion. He
could not refrain, however, from stating his

own experience upon the subject, and that

being of a practical nature, would per^ps be

of more value than anything else he could

say. Many present were aware, that in the

year 1847, he had been in a very debilitated

state of health ; so much so, indeed, that

most of his friends thought it was impossible

he could ever recover ; the publicans had

attributed that to his abstinence from intoxi-

cating drinks, and when he began to talk of

abstaining from the flesh of animals, he was

told that he might as well go and hang him-

self at once. (Laughter.) In spite, how-
ever, of all the persuasions and entreaties of

his friends, he had been induced, not only to

adhere to his temperance habits, but to

abstain from flesh meat, as well, and the

result was, by adherence to the water treat-

ment, combined with those practices, he had

become gradually restored to health ;
and he
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was thankful to say, he was enabled to stand

before them a much healthier and happier

man than ever he had been before. (Ap-
plause.) They had heard, tliat evening, of

many persons iu a delicate state of health,

who had adopted the Vep;etarian practice

with great success, and beneiit to themselves,

and he begged most emphatically to repeat

that such bad been his experience ; and if

there were any present who were suffering

from loss of health, he vrislied them, for their

own sakes, to consider whether they could not

avail themselves of benciits which he, and
many others, had derived from the Vegetarian
practice. It might be said that change of

occupation, or a decrease of labour, might
have eifected the results described ; but such
was not his own case, for he could safely sa)',

that he never j)eriormed a greater amount of

labour, physical and mental, at any period of

his life, than he was in the daily habit of ex-

ecuting at the present time ; for his labour

was not only more arduous, but he was occu-

pied a greater number of hours every day,

than previously ; and what was, perhaps, of

still greater importance, he was enabled to

go through his business with greater success

and satisfaction to himself tlian he ever could

before. (Applause.) He thought his testi-

mony was such as they could all judge of:

they had seen him in his former condition,

and they could see him then. (Applause.)

They had seen from the repast of which they
had partaken, and they could judge from his

own appearance, and irom that of the gentle-

man who had previously addressed them, that

Vegetarians were not st.irving tliemselves, as

some had supposed. (Hear, hear.) Many
persons said to him, they would not believe

he was a Vegetarian, as they were quite

sure that he could never keep up his

present appearance without beef steaks and
porter. (Laughter.)-. -V/hy, some people
thought that tobacco dud snuff were neces-

sary for health, and, perhaps, it was natural
for those who indulged in those things to

think so ; but he was happy to say, he felt

himself quite well without all these. It was
supposed to be a great piece of self-denial to

abstain from the tiesh of animals, supposing
that the vegetable kingdom could not supply
man with that food Avhich would gratiiy his

appetite. ^ That, however, he found to be a
great mistake; for he had discovered that
the fruits of the earth, and the vegetables,

and farinaceous substances of the soil, sup-
plied him with an immense and pleasing
variety of all that could gratify a natural and
healthful taste. (Applause. ) It was impos-
sible for him to have made that discovery,
unless he had tried the system for himself

;

because, it was not, till then, that his taste

could be brought to that normal condition

which, he begged to say, could alone fully

appreciate the " natural food of man." He
had found it an advantage, physiologically,

and economically ; and he believed, that if

they considered the facts and arguments which
had been adduced that evening on those

subjects, as well as in a national point of

viev.'', they would feel it to be both a private

and a public duty to give the system a fair

and impartial trial. (Hear, hear.) He was
happy to say, that, iu travelling about, he
met Vi'ith many persons who were adopting

the Vegetarian practice, but who had not

yet connected themselves with the society.

Vegetarians could saj', that they were almost

daily increasing in number ; and he could not

see how it couhl be otherwise, whilst they

had so many facts, and such powerful argu-

ments to support their system. "With regard

to the present meeting, he begged to say that

they had had only two days' notice in which
to make arrangements. They had done their

best, however; and he trusted what they

had done, had met with the approval of the

guests who had honoured them vath their

presence. (Loud applause.) He thought
he was expressing the feelings of all present,

when he said he felt grateful to their

excellent President, and to the gentlemen
who had accompanied him (at great expense,

and considerable loss of tiinej, for their

valuable services on that occasion. He, there-

fore, had great pleasure in proposing the

cordial thanks of that meeting to those gen-
tlemen, (Loud applause.) ' '

Mr, HowELLS said, he felt great pleasure

in seconding that proposition. AVben he
left his cottage that morning to walk into

the city, it Avas with a very different object

to being present at that delightful meeting.

He felt especially thankful to the gentlemen
who had addressed them, for the intellectual

and moral treat he had so unexpectedly

enjoyed, and he Avas sure all parties in that

hall would respond to* his present feelings on
that subject. (Applause.) The statements

he had heard, had given him peculiar

pleasure and delight, because they com-
pletely veritied his views on the subject,

Avhich he had arrived at from his own redec-

tions ; and he felt assured, that the practice

of those views and sentiments was calculated

to effect, very materially, the Avell-being of

man, physically, intellectually, and morally,

the Avide world over. (Hear, hear,) The
feelings which had long operated upon his

mind, had often given rise to the question

:

what could he do, iu order to serve his day

and generation ? As a result of that ques-

tioning, he had been a teetotaler 19 years.

(Hear, hear.) And he had had some
thoughts—some misgivings—that he, like

his brother and sister teetotalers, was not a



thorough reformer, after all, until he took

up the position of abstaining from that which
required the sacrifice of life; (Hear, hear.)

and he thought that they, the teetotalers,

should be able to present such specimens of

health as had been presented there that

evening. Their little John Bull ( pointing

to Mr. Barnesley), was a respectable testi-

mony to the efficacy of water gruel.

(Laughter and applause,) But the sump-
tuous fare which they had partaken of (and

which he intended to partake of before he

left, although he had been too late for the

feast), (Laughter.) must prove to them that

water gruel was not the only article which

had produced such amazing effects in the

case of their esteemed townsman. (Applause.

)

His reflections had led him to the conclusion,

that vegetable food must have a decided

moral influence upon the human constitution,

not only because it was in harmony with the

Divine commandments, but because he had
observed, that indulgence of the carnivorous

appetite, tended to bring men more under the

control of passion, and, consequently, to make
them less able to resist the temptations to

which they were exposed. (Hear, hear.) It

tended to nourish and cherish the destructive

principle, whilst the efi'ect of eating herbs and
fruits was exactly the reverse. It was evi-

dent, too, that men lived longer on a vege-

table regimen, because before the permission *

to eat flesh was granted to Noah, it was well

known men lived a great many hundred
years ; whilst, since then, as had been stated

by the Psalmist, man's life was reduced to

•* three score years and ten." He did not

profess to have looked much into the subject,

but it struck him very forcibly, that prior to

the use of animal food, the greatest longevity

was enjoyed, whilst the brevity of man's

existence had certainly followed since the

period when it was commonly supposed man
began to consume the flesh of animals.

(Hear, hear.) Suppose, then, they turned

back to that simple happy state of existence

in which man was first created : and they

would find that those habits which had been

recommended that evening were practised

then. There was no doubt but that the

peaceful state which was then enjoyed, was

more or less a result of those habits. He
was happy to say his experience, to some
extent, bore him out in the conclusions to

which he had come, and although he had
occasionally departed from those principles,

he had that evening been so completely con-

firmed in them, that he intended, for the

future, to act consistently with his convic-

tions, at least for a trial of three months.

(Applause.)

The vote of thanks having been put to the

* See Vegetarian Messenger, pp. 41-43.

meeting, was carried in a most enthusiastic
manner.
The President said, he felt quite sure it

was unnecessary to thank himself and friends

for being present on that occasion ; for,

although they had been at considerable in-

convenience in visiting Worcester, they felt

themselves very amply compensated by the
pleasure they had derived from that most
successful meeting. (Applause.) When he
thought of the novelty of that subject to the
Worcester citizens, he felt, more than ever,

confidence in the power of truth to work
conviction on the mind. (Applause.) They
had, that evening, heard the Vegetarian prin-

ciple treated of in the various aspects of

Divine appointment, historical record, scien-

tific research, and moral influence. They
had seen, that in all these points of view, it

proved itself calculated to promote the per-

manent peace, comfort, and prosperity of

man, individually ; whilst the statistical facts

which had been adduced, showed, that in a

national sense, it involved questions of the

greatest importance. (Hear, hear.) And, in

addition to all that, they had had the testi-

mony of the practical experience of those

who had put the system to its true test. It

only remained, therefore, for them to con-

sider, whether it would not be well for them
to avail themselves of the advantages which
were enjoyed by those who carried out the

principle. It was true many advantages had
been described of a physical character, and
they were, of themselves, he conceived, amply
sufficient to induce all reflecting men to

further investigate the subject; and he
would promise them, as they pursued it,

they would discover much more in it than

could be described in one evening. The
only way, however, which would enable them
to appreciate what had been advance,], and

to really understand h»w it was that so

many benefits were enjoyed, was to bring it

to the test of their own individual experi-

ence. (Hear, hear.) If they would know the

truth on that, as on all moral subjects, they

must live the truth. (Applause.) And they

would find, as they went on in the practice

of the Yegetarian principle, that it was not

only associated with all their interests and
relationships of life in the world ; but that it

was closely identified with a correct, moral,

and even spiritual life. (Applause.) After

some further trite remarks, and again thank-

ing them for the honour they had done him
and his friends, the President sat down
amidst the most enthusiastic applause, which

continued for some time.

The meeting then separated, at half-past

nine o'clock, highly delighted with the even-

ing's entertahiment, the band performing
*' God save the Queen."
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THIED AMUAL MEETma OF TPIE YEGETAEIA1( SOCIETY.

One of those pleasing events in the history

of the Veg-ctarian movement, the cclchration

of the annivorsnry of the establishment of the

Vegetarian Society, took place on the occasion

of the Third Annual Meeting, on Thursday,

July ISth, and foUoAving day, in the Town
Ilall, Sal ford. We proceed to narrate the

particulars of these festivities.

THE BANQUET.
At 4 p.m., on Thursday, on the entrance of

the guests, the most prominent I'eature of the

decorations which attracted our attention,

was an emblematical arch over the president's

chair, which Avas situated in the centre of the

south side of the hall. The base of each

pillar supporting the arch was formed by a

wheat sheaf, representing the substantial

foundation of the Vegetarian system of diet.

On each pillar, above, was seen the rich

foliage of the vine, which was laden with

luxuriant fruit, exhibiting, in conjunction

with the corn beneath, the character of that

food which sustained man in the bappy and
primitive ages of the world. Around each

pillar, was encircled a beautiful green band,

on which was inscribed in gold, the names of

the principal prophets and philosophers, who,
in their respective ages, have been living

examples, not only of the Vegetarian prin-

ciple, but of those high moral, intellectual,

and spiritual attainments which the practice

of that principle, Avhen accompanied with

desire for jnental cultivation, never fails to

realize. On the pillar to the right of the

chair, was inscribed the name of "Daniel"
the prophet ; and it brought to mind the

advantages, mental and physical, possessed

by himself and his companions Avhen they

refused to partake of the rich dainties of the

king's table, and lived on "pulse and water."

The name of " Pythagoras" the philoso-

pher, Avas placed next ; and the power Avhich

he Avielded more than two thousand years

ago, Avhich enabled him to Avin over to the

practice of virtue and true temperance, about
two thousand people by one oration ; and
the depth of mind Avhich placed liini at the

head of the philosophical Avorld, could not fail

to make a lasting impression on the minds of

the guests assembling, that there Avas a close

relationship betAveen the practice he incul-

cated, and the moral victories which he
achieved. "Plato" was the next inscrip-

tion, the brilliancy of his genius bearing
P'jAverful testimony to the intellectual excel-

lence of the practical system of philosophy of
Avhich he Avas so dcA'^oted a disciple. The
name of Plutarch formed the basis for this

column of mental genius and moral worth,

and the consistency of his character, with tnc

principles Avhich he so deeply imbibed, in the

study of those excellent lives which had
preceded his OAvn, seemed to form a founda-

tion, in sincerity of purpose, which modern
students of philosophy may reflect upon with

advantage. On the pillar, left of the chair,

were inscribed the names of "Saveden-
BORG," "Wesley," "Howard," and
" Franklin," adding the testimony of four

of the most conspicuous characters in modern
times (in relation to theology, philanthropy,

and philosophy), to the excellence of the

Vegetarian practice. The arch itself was
composed of evergreens, formed in graceful

festoons, and studded with flowers. On the

centre of the arch, forming the most con-

spicuous motto, Avas a circular tablet of

green, on Avhich Avas inscribed, in letters of

tiold, the fundamental principles of the

Vegetarian system,

"Mercy and Truth."

Beneath this, w^as a large banner bearing the

foUoAving inscription

:

" The ArpoiNTMENT.
" ' God said, Behold I have given you every

herb bearing seed ; and every tree, in the

Avhich is the fruit of a tree, yielding seed, to

you it shall be for meat.'
"

Thus, in this arch, was represented the

Avhole Icadinq; features of the Vegetarian

system : its foundation in external fact ;—in

the solid productions of the soil—the support

rendered by the history of the past in the

experience of the great and good ; mottoes

expressing the highest motives from which
the system can be adopted; the love of
" mercy and truth," and obedience to the

first appointment of the Creator ; whilst the

flowers and fruits, by A\'hich the Avhole Avas

decorated, represented, in the symbolical lan-

guage of the primeval ages, the intellectual,

mora], and ideal pleasures which the mind,

under correct discipline, so abundantly enjoys.

On the Avail to the right of the chair, was a

banner, on Avhicli Avas inscribed,

.
*' The Natural Food of Man.

"
' Fruits, roots, and the succulent parts of

vegetables, appear to be the natural food of

man ; and his skoi't canine teeth, not passing

beyond the common line of the others, Avould

not permit him, either to feed on herbage, or

devour flesh, unless those aliments Avere pre-

viously prepared by the culinary processes ;'

—

Baron Cuvier."
On the Avail to the left of the chair, was

a banner bearing the inscription :

"The Food Suitable to Man,
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"LiNN.i;us, speaking of fruits, says:

—

'This species of food i-^ that which is most
suitable to man, which is evinced by the

series of quadrupeds; analogy; wild men;
the structure of the mouth, the stomach and
the hands.'

"

On the front of the orchestra, opposite the

chair, was inscribed

:

"Tke Prophecy.

"
' They shall not hurt nor destroy in all

my holy mountain.'

—

Isaiah xi. 9,"

To the right of the orchestra, was a
pedestal, placed on the marble mantel- piece,

containing a niche, in which was placed a

bust of Milton, beneath which was inscvibed

:

" ' The lyrist may indulge in wine, and a

free life, but he who would write au epic

for the nations, must eat beans, and drink

water.'

—

Milton."

On a tablet, placed above the pedestal, was
inscribed

:

" Chemistry.

"'Vegetables produce in their organism
the blood of all animals ; for the carnivora, in

consuming the blood and flesh of the grami-
nivora, consume, strictly speaking, only the

vegetable principles which have served for

the nutrition of the latter.'

—

Liebig."

On the left of the orchestra, was a pedestal,

like that on the right, with a bust of Shaks-
PEARE in the niche, bearing the following

quotation

;

" Sir Anthony.. ' I am a great eater of

beef, and I believe it does harm to my wits.'

" Sir Toby. ' No question.'

"Sir Anthony. 'An I thought that, I'd

forswear it. '— Shakspeahe's Twelfth-
night,"

The tablet above this pedestal bore the

following

:

" ECONOAIY.
"

' In every one hundred pounds of flesh

purchased, only twenty-five pounds is really

flesh, the remainder being simply water.'

—

Playfair."

Over the entrance of the room to the right
of the orchestra, was a banner bearing the
inscription

:

" Physiology.
" 'Vegetable aliment, as never over distend-

ing the vessels, or loading the system, never
interrupts the stronger emotions of the mind

;

while the heat, fulness, and weight of animal
food, is an enemy to vigorous mental efibrts.'

—Dr. Cullen."

Over the door to the left of the orchestra,
was the following motto :

"Digestion.

"Dr. Beaumont's tables of digestion

shew, that on the average, vegetable and
farinaceous food will dige-<t twenty-two
minutes, twenty-tliree seconds, sooner than
the flesh of animals."

All the mottoes were tastefully ornamented
with evergreens and flowers. Thus, tlie

decorations and mottoes of the room on the

one side, showed that fruits and farinacea

constitute the natural and most suitable food

for man, as propounded in " the appointment"
of God, and as conhrmed by the discoveries

of the most enlightened anatomists of

modern times, and supported by the example
of great and good men, whilst those on the

other, adduced facts from the present state of

the sciences,—from "Chemistry," "Econ-
omy," "Physiology," and "Dietetics"—to

shew that the most enlightened views of

natural philosophy of our own times, are in

com[dete accordance with the sublime truths

of sacred and profane history exhibited on
the opposite side of the room ; whilst " the

prophecy" from Isaiah, showed that the

anticipations of success in the future, enter-

tained by those who think and feel most
deeply on the subject, are not only well

grounded in the science of progressive civili-

zation, but are expressed in the spirit, and
even in the letter, of the "Word of God.

One line of tables extended the Avhole

length of the hall, on a platform, and nine

others diverged therefrom. Large vases of

flowers, raised on glass pedestals, formed

imposing and beautiful objects of attraction

on each of the tables, and were admired both

for the choice character of the flowers,

the taste displayed by the light elegance of

their arrangement, and the harmony of their

colours.

Bill of Fare.

Savoury Dishes :^^avoury Pies, Mush-
room and Savoury Pies, Savoury Fritters,

Bread and Parsley Fritters, and Savoury

Omelet.

Sw^EETS :—Moulded Farina, Moulded Sago,

Cheese Cakes, Moulded Ground Rice, Blanc-

Mange, and Custards.

Fruits :—Strawberries, Cherries, Goose-

berries, and Preserved Fruit,

Beverages :—Tea, Milk, Cofi'ee, and

Water.

At 5 p.m., Joseph Brotherton, Esq.,

M. P., entered the room, and took his seat

in the president's chair, amidst the enthu-

siastic greetings of the company. The follow-

ing ladies presided at their respective tables,

on each of which was provision for 27 guests.

No. 1, to the right of the President, Mrs.

Brotherton; No. 2, to the left, Mrs.

James Simpson; No. 3, in the middle of

the hall, Mrs. Rostron; No. 4, Mrs.



Joseph Martin (Liverpool) ; No. 5, Mrs.

Harvey; No. 6, Mrs. Milner; No. 7,

Miss Bury ; No. 8, Mrs. Hordern ;
No. 9,

Mrs. FoxcROFT ; No. 10, Mrs. James
Hordern; No. 11, Mrs. Kershaw.
Vice Presidents : Joseph Gunn Palmer,

Esq. (Birmingham), Charles Tysoe, E^q.,

Robert Milner, Esq., George Coates,

Esq. (Berlin), John Smith, Esq. (Malton),

William Horsell, Esq. (London), W.
Harvey, Esq., Joseph Martin, Esq.

(Liverpool), Lawrence Eostron, Esq.,

Pichard p. Griffin, Esq. (Padstow.)

—

C iiEF Steward:—L.iwrence PosTR0N,Esq.

—Stewards: Mr. H. S. Clubb, Mr.

Bangiiam (Brid'^-north), Mr. Buckley,
Mr. Y/rigley (Leeds), Mr. Sjbley (Wol-

laston), Mr. Charles Tysoe, Mr. Joseph
Hordern, Mr. Mc.Gowan (Liverpool),

Mr. Edward Harvey, Mr. Sandeman,
(Church), Mr. AV. H. Barnesley (Wor-
cester), Mr. F. Smith, Mr. Henry Thomas
(Chester,) Mr. C. T. Harvey, Mr. Simpson
RosTRON, Mr. Joseph Bury, Mr. Joseph
Hall, Mr.TiroMAS HoRDERN,Mr. Foxcroft,
Mr.JosEPH HoRDERN,Mr. Jos. Mc.Farlane,
Mr. Meggs (Bury St. Edmund's). There

were also present, Mrs. and the Misses

Mc.Dougall, Mrs. and the Misses Shaw, Mrs.

E. Arraitage, Miss Newton (London), Mrs.

Broomhead, Mrs. Griffin (Padstow), Miss

Warne (St. Issey), Miss Brotherton, Miss

Simpson (Harrogate), Mrs. I. Wilkinson

(Leeds), Mrs. Bynion, Mrs. John Tysoe,

Mrs. S. Pope, Mrs. and Miss Palmer (Bir-

mingham), Miss Hamerton (Pastrick), the

]\Iisscs Williamson, Mrs. Goddard (London),

Mrs. Mattacks (Colchester), Mrs. Wrigley
(Leeds), Mrs. Beals, Miss Strettles, Miss

Hordern, Mrs. Wright (Bolton), Miss Sarah

Hordern, Mrs. Sandeman (Chureli), Mrs.

Smiles, Miss Collier, Mrs. Wyth (Warring-
ton), Mrs. Buckley, the Misses Scholefield,

Miss Birchall, Miss Thomases (Ormskirk),

Mrs. Oxley, Miss Helen Hamerton (Pastrick),

Mrs. and the Misses Shaw, the Misses Martin
(Liverpool), Miss Southwell (Bridgenorth),

Mrs, McFatlane, Rev. E. Warne (Taunton),

Rev. J. B. Strettles, Rev. J. Bayley, (Accring-

ton), Rev. D. Howarth, Rev. Thos. Simpson
(Harrogate), Rev. T. G. Lee, Alderman Sir

E. Armitage, Jas. Simpson, Esq. (President

of the Society), T. Manners, Esq., — Shaw,
Esq., Jas. Brotherton, Esq., J. H. Hulme,
Esq., E. Armitage, Esq., John Tysoe, Esq.,

J. Scholefield, Esq., Mr. F. Warren, Mr.
Storey, IMr. John Peacock (Wigan), Mr.
Joseph Bury, Mr. Jas. E. Nelson, Mr. W.
Ward (London), Mr. J. D. Scliolefield, Mr.
W. E. Lancaster (Liverpool), Mr. Vieusseux
(London), Mr. Wood (Acton), Mr. Goad^by,
Mr Oldham, Mr. Thouiases (Ormskirk),
Mr. John Wright and Mr. Saml. Wright

(Bolton), Mr. Joseph McMichael (Bridg-

north), Mr. Williams (Coventry), Mr.
Thorne (Huddersfield), Mr. Yates (Black-

burn), and the representatives of the Morning
Chronicle, the Manchester Guardian, the

Manchester Examiner and Times, the Courier^

and the Spectator.

At 5, 15 the Rev. J. Bayley having said

grace, the feast commenced. The grateful

odour of the flowers and fruits ; the occasional

performances of the band ; the healthful

stimulus of the ''wine in the cluster;" the

decorations of the room, and the buoyancy
and cheerfulness of the guests, seemed to

combine with the interest felt on the occa-

sion, to render the scene one of the most
pleasing and animated we have ever beheld

;

and, when viewed in connection with the

truths expressed on the walls, and recognised

by the thoughts and feelings of those present,

and the practical exemplification of those

truths, in the provisions of the table,

.
^ *' with herbs and fruits supplied,

f And water from the spring',"

may be regarded as an indication of progress

towards that peaceful civilization which
prophets have long predicted, philosophers

striven for, and poets described. At the con-

clusion of the repast, the Rev. Edmund
Warne returned thanks ; and the health of

Pier Majesty was drunk, in "water pure and
bright." Air.—" God save the (iueen."

THE MEETING.
The Chairman rose and said :—He felt a

gratification he was unable to express, at

witnessing that large and respectable assem-

bly, met together on so interesting an occa-

sion. They were met to endeavour to

promote the health, the comfort, and the

happiness of their fellow creatures. He was
Avell aware that there might be many before

him who had not adopted the Vegetarian

system, and he begged them to believe that

any observations that might be made, would
be made in the spirit of charity and good
Avill, and from a sincere desire that all might
profit by them. (Applause.) In England,

it was their hnppy privilege that a man
might think what he pleased, and might
speak Avhat he thought. (Hear, hear.) For
he might entertain any opinion that he

thought right, without giving offence to his

fellow man, provided that he did not un-

charitably attack the opinions of others.

(Hear, hear.) He wished that it should be

considered that he was advocating no new
principle, but only desirous to revive old

customs. In the golden age, mankind lived

upon the fruits of the earth
;

peace pre-

vailed ; they lived to a good old age, and the

earth broug'ht forth its fruits abundantly for

the sustenance of man. Man degenerated;
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he oegan to live and to feed upo'.i the flesh

of animals ; disease, misery, oppression, and

death were the consequence. It was their

ohject, then, to cndcavonr to show that it was

not necessary for tlie sustenance of man tliat

he should slaughter animals ; that flc.-h was
unnecessary for food, and that the life of

man could he far better sustained without it.

Tlicre was no doubt that it required some
fortitude to stand against prevailing customs

;

but he would remind the present company,
that the prevalence of a custom was no test

of its truth, or of its excellence. (Hear,

hear.) Many customs, and many opinions, had
been entertained in former times, which had
been exploded when the light of science

had been brought to bear upon them ; but he

was well aware of the difficulty there was in

eradicating- long established customs. He
felt happy to behold so many young people

before him. (Hear, hear.) They had not

so much to unlearn as those who were older.

Nothing could be of greater importance to a

community than the establishment of good
customs, though they found that it was far

more difficult to unlearn than to learn. An
ancient musician always cliargcd a double

price to those Avho hacl been under a former

master, because he knew, by experience, that

it was always more difficult to break his

pupils of bad habits than to teach them new
ones. So it was with regard to their habits

with respect to food. The prejudices that

operated were difficult to overcome. They
might succeed in inducing persons to change

their opinions upon many subjects, but hoAv

difficult it was, after having convinced per-

sons of the truth, of any proposition, to

induce them to change their practice. Many
might be entirely convinced, and be ready to

approve of what was done, yet were so

wedded to custom, and so trammelled by the

spirit of the world, that they dared not act

according to their convictions. Therefore, it

was necessary that societies should unite

together. The wind that would blow out a

candle, would only have the efiect of lighting

up a fire ; and it was by union that they had
strength, and if mankind Avould unite together

to establish good customs, and make them
fashionable, then persons who might be

entirely ci^nvinccd, even though lacking

great fortitude, might, by association Avith

others, be induced to adopt habits that were

calcidated to promote their own comfort, as

well as the wti'are and happinc&s of their

follow beings. It was ncccss;iry for strangers

to b(ar in mind, tliat there was some reason

for doubting A\hcther established cu.-ton;s

were right or not. It Avas once a prevailing

opinion that the earth and the moon were

flat; that the eartli was many thousand

times larger than the sun ; that the sun and

the stars revolved round the earth ; but not-
withstanding that science had proved that it

was the earth's motion that caused day and
night, and the various seasons ; that it was
not a truth that the sun and stars revolved
round the earth, but that those appearances
Avere caused by the revolution of the earth.

Those were opinions that had been enter-

tained for a great number of years, and
many who first promulgated the truth on
those subjects, had actually suffered great

persecution. Even in the present day, they
found that many of their great discoveries

had been met by opposition and persecution,

in the first instance ; and yet they had ulti-

mately triumphed. They found that there

were many customs that formerly obtained,

that had become exploded ; and tliere were
others that needed to be put an end to. It

w\as not because of its general practice that a
custom Avas right ; Avar had been practised,

but yet none of them would say that it Avas

right. They found that capital punishments
had obtainecl for a long time, and yet they Avere

gradually, even in their own country, becom-
ing more and more unpopular; (Hear, hear,

and applause.) and they had reason to believe

that they would become entirely abolished,

because they were entirely contrary to reason,

justice, and humanity. (Applause.) Tliey

found, again, that the burning of Hindoo
widows, the slave trade, bull fights, cock fights,

and all sorts of cruel sports which they Avere

ready to admit were not right, had been
practised ; and they found thnt as mankind
became more and more enlightened, those

customs ceased to exist. It was once thought
quite right by many persons, to indulge in

intoxicating liquors ; but they found, noAV,

that there Avas a very prevalent notion

amongst thinking minds, that those liquors

v/ere not necessary for the sustenance of man,
and that to partake of fciiem, only tended to

misery, to produce disease, crime, and Avretch-

edness. (Hear, hear.) It would be so, he
believed, with regard to the Vegetarian

system. It Avas true that the first man lived

upon the fruits of the earth, and that man-
kind could be much better sustained by them
than by partaking of animal food. There
was not a person present before him, that

Avould not shudder at the idea of being called

upon to live entirely upon flesh. ThatAvhich

required the sacrifice of life, would not sustain

life Avhen taken alone. -They must mix it

wiih other kinds of food, to nuike it suitable

for the support of life. Then the question Avas

not, "shall avc entirely live upon llesh }" but

"why n.ay Ave not live upon a mixed diet.?"

that is, partake of a little fiesh, ahmg Avith

a great deal of vegetable substances. He
Avould tell them itAv;is just the same principle

as the moderate drinkers espoused : they sup-
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posed that there could be no harm in taking

intoxicating liquor in moderation, but it was
found that by partaking of a little and a

little, they were gradually conducted to that

which led to habit, that could not easily be

got rid t)f. It was so with regard to iood,

in partaking of small quantities, under the

impression that there could be no harm in it

;

whilst in point of fact, they were keeping up
a system that was fraught with evil con-

sequences. Thus it was true, that

" ril habits gatlier by unseen degrees
;

Brooks make rivers, rivers run to seas."

It was by the gradual observance of that which
was wrong, that led to that state which made
it so difficult to eradicate evil. Although he

was aware of the great ditliculty that there was
in convincing persons who were dctei'raincd

that they would not be convinced, and Avas

quite sure that he could not convince every

one, he would wish all dispassionately to con-

sider the various facts that Avcre brought
under their observation ; to consider the law
of nature, the law of Scripture, and the

authority of the wisest and the best of men.
They could see in the anatomy of man, that

he was formed, as all naturalists would admit,

to be an herbivorous or frugivorous animal,

rather than that he should be carnivorous.

The formation of the teeth, the colon, the

stomach, the intestines, and the various other

parts of the human frame, seemed to indicate

that man was designed to live upon the fruits

of the earth, upon farinacea and vegetables,

and not upon the flesh of animals. The
earth produced everything that was necessary

for the sustenance of man, in the vegetable

kingdom, in which all the clemenfs Averc to

be ibund for the support of animnls ; and
it was another indication, that God had
implanted in the human breast a feeling of

repugnance to the slaughter of animals.

Providence first designed that every thing
necessary for man should be thus presented

;

and why should he embrue his hands in the
blood of animals, when he could be sustained

so much better on the fruits of the earth

!

lie thought that every one present must be
convinced, from the sumptuous feast of which
they had partaken, that it was possilde to

live without the flesh of animals. (Applause.)
They would see, in practice, that partaking
of the fruits of the earth had a tendency to

all that was good; to peace, and to every
thing that could advauce bis happiness;
wliilst the feelings of mercy, justice, and
liumanity, in the human breast, were cherished
by habits which conduced to a tempeiate and
useful life. Thcrc.'orc, he th.ought tlicy miglit

conclude, that the laws of nature' clearly

indicated that it was not necessary, or ex-
pedient, for man to slaughter animal's in order
to sustain life. And then they came to the

laws of Scripture. What did they find there }

They found a precept, a prohibition, and a
promise. AVhen God had created mankind
He blessed them, and said, "Eehold I have
given you every herb bearing seed, which is

upon the face of all the earth, and every tree

in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding

seed, to you it shall be for meat." Gen. i. 29.

He had afterwards prohibited the eating of

flesh, fur he said " Flesh, witli the life thereof,

which is the blood tliercof, shall ye not cat."

Gen. ix. 4. " Yc shall eat no manner of fat,

of ox, or of sheep, or of goat. And the fat

of the beast that dieth of itself, and the fat

of that which is torn with beasts, may be
used in any other use : but ye shall in no
wise eat of it. For whosoever eateth the fiit

of the beast, of which men ofier an offering

made by fire unto the Lord, even the soul

that eateth it shall be cut off" from his people.

IMorcover ye shall cat no manner of blood,

whctlier it be of foAvl, or of beast, in any of

your dwellings." Lev. vii. 23—27. (Hear,
hear.) Again, God said, "Thou shalt not
kill." And they had pointed out, in various

parts of Scripture, what was necessary for the

sustenance of man's life. Thus they had the

command and the prohibition, and in the New
Testament, under the apostolic decree, they

had a promise, " If ye abstain from things

strangled, and from blood, ye shall do well."

And to show that by man's abstaining from
those things would lead man to happiness,

that prediction was given :
** Blessed shall be

thy basket and thy store. Blessed shalt thou
be when thou comcst in, and blessed shalt

thou be when thou goest out." Deut. xxviii.

5, G. And the prediction which he saw
placed opposite to him, Avould be fulfilled when
mankind obeyed the laws ot Scripture. "They
shall not hurt nor destroy in all my holy

mountain:"—Isa. xi, 9. (Applause.) They
had, then, the law of nature, the law of

Scripture, and the authority of many of the

enliglifcned men in all ages who had adopted
the system. They found, in ancient times

(1,-500 years before the flucd), as all admit-

ted, that mankind lived upon the fruits of the

earth. They found, also, many cxamjdcs given

in Scripture. There was the case of Daniel
and his coirpanions; and there Avere many
cases recorded in history, of the most w^orthy

and cniiuhtcned men wlio liad adopted the

system, declaring from their experience, that

it was calculated to promote the health and
the well being of man."' So that they had the

tlirce united testimonies, the hnv of nature,

the law of God, and the authority of expe-

rience and example of the most enlightened

men of all ages. They saw, a,'j,'ain, that the

Vegetarian system was preferable to that of

partaking of the fle,-h of aninals, l.'owevcr it

might be procured. But there was another
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consideration that he wished ever to be kept

in mind, and it was, that animals were liable

to disease. (Hear, hear.) They found that

they were liable to the small pox, diseases of

the lungs, and various other disorders ; and

that man, partaking of the flesh of anim.als

having those diseases, must certainly be in

great danger of having his life very much
impaired, or destroyed, in consequence. He
had no hesitation in saying that, in England,

there were diseases amongst the animals to a

very alarming extent, and he might state, as

a fact, that a committee had lately been sitting

in the House of Lords, which had just made
a report with regard to the infectious diseases

of animals. The witnesses had stated, that

many thousands of animals were infected with

disease, at the present time ; that it prevailed

over 11 or 12 counties ; that in some flocks of

sheep, nearly three-fourths of the flock had
been destroyed by the disease. They stated,

also, that those diseased animals were sold for

human food, and were partaken of by the

poor of this country. Such was the avidity

for animal flesh, if it could only be procured

at a low price. He had given them the

higher motives for adopting the Vegetarian

system, and he thought it right to give them
the lower ones. The witnesses had stated

before that committee, that this diseased

meat was sold in London, to a very alarming

extent. There were Insurance Oflices in

London, that insured animals for the graziers,

and wlien they found that those animals were
diseased and going to die, they transferred

them to their own slaughter house in the

country, 160 miles from London, to be dressed

and prepared for the London market, in order

that they might be remunerated to some
extent, for the loss which they sustained. And
it had been declared by one of the witnesses,

that if he had 100 carcasses of cows at that

moment, in the neighbourhood of London, he
could sell them in 24 hours, however much
they might be diseased, or of whatever dis-

temper they might have died. It Avas also

stated that those who purchased this diseased

meat were those that kept soup shops, sausnge

and "polony" makers, "a-la-mode" beef

houses, &c. (Sensation.) One witness declared

he knew one of those shops, that dealt to the

extent of £500 per week in diseased meat,

which was thus distributed amongst the

people. Therefore, he shewed them that

there was disease among the cattle, and that

unprincipled persons had no hesitation in

selling that meat which was declared by the

inspectors as totally unfit for human food.

Yet many would continue a system that was
spreading disease and death among the people.

No one could partake of animal food, and be

sure of not receiving that injury, because they

could not tell whether it was diseased or not.

Perhaps they wouUl suppose that all the
iniquity took place in London ; but there was
another witness who showed that an immense
quantity of diseased meat, in Manchester,
Eolton, Oldham, and neighbouring towns,
was continually on sale. And the evil was
increasing to a very alarming extent. Would
they believe, that last year, in Manchester,
there was upwards of 28,500 lbs. weight of

bad meat declared to be unfit for human food,

and persons were fined to the extent of £129.
He would ask if 28,000 lbs. of that kind of

meat could be seized by the inspectors, what
must have been the amount sold that had
escaped their vigilance. They could see, then,

that that evil was at their OAvn doors, for

though they might escape themselves, their

neighbours must be continually subjected to

it. It had also been stated, that when a
sheep died of small pox, or scab, that it was
apt to impart that disease to the human
being; and thus, an immense part of the

population was diseased, from partaking of

that deleterious food. 'He had thus endea-

voured, briefly, to show that what the Vege-
tarians proposed that they should adopt as a

rule, was calculated to promote their health

;

and it was not difficult to show that the

adoption of the Vegetarian principle was
favourable to the spirit of humanity. It was
favourable, inasmuch as it tended to ennoble

and to elevate man. It was good for the

individual ; it was good for a family ; it was
good for a community. In a domestic point

of view, or in an economical point of view,

there was a very great saving. There was a

common notion, that there was more nutri-

ment in animal food than there was in

vegetable food. Why, chemists who were not

favourable to the system, had shown that that

was a great mistake. (Hear, hear.) Many
persons said " I agree with you that it may
not be so healthful, that it may not be so

good, but we like i^,f.|' Again, they knew
that it was dear, that it Avas a luxury, and
that it was quite certain that beef was ten

times dearer, Avhen they compared the amount
of nutriment which it contained with the

amount derivable from farinaceous and vege-

table food. (Hear, hear.) Many of them
had seen those tables which showed that the

relative proportion of solid matter in beef, to

the water, was 25 parts of solid matter, and

75 parts water ; whereas peas, and beans,

and wheat, contained as much as 84

or 86 parts of solid matter, and only

14 or 16 ports of water. (Applause.) That

clearly demonstrated those kinds of food

many times more nourishing than when
transformed into flesh. On those grounds,

as a mere saving to those who liked economy,

or wished to become perfectly independent

—

by mxcans of limiting their wants, and par-



takino^ of that which sustained life best, and at

a tenth part of tho cost, if thoy wished merely

to have tliat v/hinh was necessary for the

sustenance of man), would they find in the

Veo^ctarian system, the means of accomplishing

their pirrpose. They knew that the same
quantity that would support one man with

flesh, would support twenty who would par-

take of vegetables. Therefore it was good as

regarded the community; and tliey found

that if they partook of that which nature

produced, instead of its being formed into

flesh, they would get all the elements for the

sustenance of life, without those impurities

which he had just mentioned. He recollected

the observation of a gentleman, to the effect

that it had only cost him 2^d. a day to live

upon vegetable food. (Hear, hear.) If a

man could live upon 2|d. a day, he certainly

had no occasion to fear want. (Applause.)

The English nation spent a great deal more
than was necessary in luxuries, and if man-
kind Avould only come dov/n and live as they

did in ancient times, they would not have
occasion to spend so much time in labour,

but would be able to enjoy the noble exercises

of the mind. (Hear, hear.) l^Ian could

contemplate the beauties of emotion, lie

could really enjoy life in this world, and he
might be prcpnred for the enjoyments of the

higher order of beings in another. (Applause.)

Therefore, whether tliey regarded this life or

the future, whether they regarded their own
life, that of their families, or the community
at large, or whether they regarded peace,

happiness, or benevolence, or whatever con-

duced to the welfare of man, they could find,

on all these grounds, reasons for tlie adoption

of the Vegetarian system. He felt quite con-

vinced that those who would give it a fair

trial, as he had done, would be able to bear
their willing testimony to its excellent effects.

They would feel that they were called

upon to do what they could to remove that

darkness from the minds of others, and thus

bring them to enjoy the same degree of hap-
piness and comfort which they thejaselves

enjoyed. (Prolonged applause.)

The Secretary then read the report of

the operations of the Society during the past

year, which showed that the progress of the

Vegetarian principle, privately and publicly,

was far greater than bad been anticipated.

Among the public efforts made by the Society,

were mentioned the Festival in the Town
Hall, Manchester, on the 12th of July, 1849;
upwards of forty public meetings and lectures

in Manchester and its neighbourhood ; meet-
ings in London, Cornwall, and other parts of
the country; two banquets at Padstow; a
public soiree at Worcester, besides public
and private soirees in London, Manchester,
and Salford. Reference was also made to

the progress of the Vegetarian system in

Scotland, Ireland, Prussia (where the Vege-

tarian Messenger had been translated into

German), and America, where a Vegetarian
Society had been formed, to which an address

had been prepared, by the officers of the

English society, for presentation at the forth-

coming banquet to be held in Philadelphia,

in September, 1850. The Society had also

co-operated with the Peace movement, in

sending a delegate to the first, and eighteen

delegates to the second continental Peace
Congress. Private correspondence, and the

discussion of the subject in the newspapers,

had been powerfully promotive of the objects

of the Society, and were recommended to the

members as means of future progress. The
number of members of the Society was 578,

showing an increase of 138 since the last

annual report. The treasurer's account

showed a balance in favour of the Society,

but attention was called to the accounts

themselves, to show that that state of the

funds had been secured by the benevolent

contributions of a few of the members. The
officers felt it a privilege to serve in a work
which they regarded of high importance to

the human family, spoke in terms of the

highest confidence of that future success

which truth, combined with mercy and kind-

ness, could not fail to realize; and referred,

in conclusion, to the encouraging fact, that a

movement having for its object and tendency

the promotion of true civilization in the

Avorld, was sure to be under the direct provi-

dence of Him who had created and con-

tinually desired to bless mankind. . (Loud
applause.)

The Chairman said, he had the pleasure

of introducing to them a gentleman, to whom
the public, and especially the Vegetarian

Society, were greatly indebted for the facts,

arguments, and important truths which he
had brought before the world in support of

the Vegetarian system; he alluded to Mr.
Smith, the author of Fruits and Farinacea

the Fropcr Food of 3Ian. (Loud applause.)

John Smith, Esq., who was received with
great enthusiasm, said he could not refrain

from expressing the pleasure he felt in that

most delightful meeting. And although his

feelings were always averse to public speak-

ing, he felt it imperative that he should

sacrifice private feeling to his sense of duty.

If he had made his appearance in any other

locality than that room, at that period, he

felt assured, a voice within him would have

said, '* What doest thou here ? " (Ap-
plause.) . The Vegetarian Society had to

prove and carry out the great fact, that it

was not necessary to kill in order to live.

(Hear, hear.) Since the Society was estab-

lished, its principles had been rendered much
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raore public than it eoiild, at one time,

have antici[>;itcd.. Many of the reviowcvs

lookrd very shy at Vegetarian publications,

at first; an I some of tu 'se who did read them,

considered them fanatical productions; but he

was happy to say, that the conductors of

some of the best periodicals were beginning
to look with a more favourable eye upon
their proceedings. He might name several

that had been pleased to pass commenda-
tions upon their sentiments, accompanied,

of course, Aviih a large amount of dis-

sent. The last number of the British and
Foreign Medico- CIliriirgiced Review contained

an excellent article upon "Vegetarianism."

And, although much opposed to the general

and exclusive adoption of a fruit and farina-

ceous diet, it admitted many of the facts and
inferences for which Vegetarians contended.

The high professional character of that woik,

and the talent displayed by its editor and
contributors, in matters of science, entitled

all the facts and arguments, they employed to

great respect. The reviewer had first pointed

out the dilfercnce between the principles and
practice of Vegetarians, alleging that while

they professed to derive tlieir !ood exclusively

from the vegetable kingdom, they consumed,

in their various culinary preparations, very

large quantities of milk, cream, butter, eggs,

&c. lie had also remarked on the great

amount of nutriment contained in the prepa-

rations which they consumed at a meal, and
the immense trouble and expense required to

])repare them, and then said: "We should

like to know who may most consistently place

omelets and q^% friiters ujion his table, the

man who believes that the Creator intended

him to eat the products of animal as well as

vegetable life, or he who maintains that ihe

vcelfare of tlie human race, both ih}sically,

morally, and intellectually, is best cunsulted

by a diet of fridt and 'arinacca? Answer us

that Mr. Smith."' He felt bound to admit

the general correctness of those observations,

and to express his conviction that much mis-

chief resulted to liealth, by indulgence in

riih compounds of food of any kind, and tliat

in a pliysiological point of view, and probably

on one or two other accounts, large quanti-

ties of these highly-seasoned and rich dishes,

were almost as objectionable as the i'esh of

animals. lie would, tlicrefore, caution all

Vegetarians against too free a use of then).

They might le admissible at their banquets

and soirees, to demonstrate to strangers aiid

inquirers what an immense variety of rich

and nutritious dishes could be produced with-

out animal slaughter; they might also be

used as a transition diet of waich flesh formed

no part, but when circumstances would per-

mit, an entire rejection of wliatever was not

simple in comriosition, would be undoubtedly

an advantage with regard to health and
economy, as some Vegetarians had already

tbund. The limits within which the dietary

of the Vegetai-ian Society was restricted, ex-

cluded nothing but the flesh and blood of

animals. To have made the conditions of

membership more exclusive, would have
greatly impaired the usefulness of the Society.

Judging of the Vegetarians as a body, there-

fore, their principles and practice were not

inconsistent with each other, their rules

expressing their principles; and the consist-

ency of ind.viduals, should be judged of by
the opinions they privately enteitained.

(Hear, hear.) Some had become Vegeta-
rians, because they believed that God had
ibrbidden man to kill animals and to feed

upon their flesh and blood ; others because

they considered it inconsistent with the cha-

racter of a moral, benevolent, and rational

being, and contrary to the instinctive feelings

of man, to kill and eat animals. If their

inquiries proceeded no further than that,

they might possibly consider milk, eggs, Sec,

as a necessary part of human diet ; conse-

quently, their o])inions and practice would be

in harmony, thoujjh they made a Umq use of

those articles, and the charge of inconsistency

could not be maintained against them.

(Applause.) Others, again, rejected animal

food from their diet, because, from a careful

study of the organization of man, and fiom

an unprejudiced investigation of anatomy and
physiology, they saw plain indications that

man had been specially adapted to a fruit

and farinaceous diet, and inferred, that, when
climate and other circumstances permitted,

an exclusive adoption of that diet would be

most conducive to health, and, as far as food

was coneerned, to the highest development of

which man was susceptiule. Yet, though

tliey held those views, they might not deem
themselves called upon, at once, to dispense

with milk, eggs, &c., until improved modes

of cooking, famifj? arrangemcncs, the usages

of society, and other influences would allow

them to relinquish those products, without

causing inconvernenee, discumfurt, or injury

to health. Principles might be true in the

abstract, and the reduction of them to

practice might be of the greatest possible

benefit, when not opposed by adventitious

circumstances, which might be such as to

render the principles inoperative. Ko one

would lower the standard of Christian morals

because of his inability to reach it in his pre-

sent social position; nor should the Vegeta-

rian fiineh ironi tlie acknowledgment of his

mental convictions with regard to the best

and most natural food of man, although

unfavourable conditions might, for the present,

render the carrying of them out impracticable,

or inconvenient. When, therefore, a Vege-
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tai'ian advocated an exclusively fruit and
farinaceous diet, he might take circumstances

into cou'^idcration, and believe he had a right

to make use of milk, eggs, &c. if he found it

more convenient, more agreeable, or more to

his advantage to do so. If even he deter-

mined to exclude all snch articles at home, he

might find it almost impossible, at present, to

avoid the use of them when separated from
his own domestic circle; but, entertaining

those opinions, the conscientious Vegetarian

would endeavour to dispense with them as

much as possible; and he (Mr. Smith,) felt

persuaded that a purely fruit and farinaceous

diet would be attended with the most satis-

factory results, when domestic and social

arrangements favoured its adoption. (Ap-
plause.) There were some earnest members
who thus carried out their convictions, and
rejected all animal productions from their

diet, and he trusted the apparent sacrifices

they made, would be amply compensated by
sound health, and a happy life. (Hear, hear,

and applause.) Any discrepancies, however,
between the principles and practices of Vege-
tarians, was no more a confutation of tlie

evidence they advanced in favour of their

diet, than the inconsistent conduct of Chris-

tians was a refutation of the truths of

Christianity. (Applause.) :'The reviewer

had then observed, "We have introduced the

subject to our readers, rather for the sake of

calmly inquiring what there was in the prin-
ciples of Vegetarianism that deserved their

serious consideration, than of taking its pro-

fessors to task for the mode in wliich they
carry them out. "We think we shall be able

to show, that the inquiry will not be profitless
;

and that in studying the principles oP dietetics,

we may take a leaf out of the Vegetarian
book, which may afford us materials for the

improvement of the dietetic treatment of

disease, even if we find no sufficient reason
for changing our usual habits in health." A
few months' steady, judicious, and impartial

experiment, would, he thought, encourage
the reviewer to give a less qualified approval
of a fruit and farinaceous diet, in health, as

well as in disease, and he trusted he would
soon be induced to make the trial. (Hear,
hear.) The reviewer proceeded to say,
" Vfe allow, that, at present, much needless

pain is inflicted in the killing of animals for

food
; but this is not a necessary part of the

system, and is quite capable of being put an
end to." ' He, (Mr. Smith,) believed it to

be a necessary and irremediable part of the
system

; for when human beings were con-
stantly employed in slaughtering animals, the
feelings necessarily became obtuse and callous

;

severe injuries were inflicted, without thought,
nay, even pleasure and merriment were
caused by the fruitless efforts of the dumb

animal to avoid or resent the tortures inflicted

on it, and he would ask, what law would be
snflicient to restrain such brutalities.? No
Animal Protection Society could prevent the

natural consequences of sucli employments.
Let them mark the force of habit in such
cases. The incipient cook revolted at the
idea of strangling poultry, bleeding geese to

death by an incision in the head, and turkeys

by the excision of the tongue ; the future

sportsman would feel a sympathy for the
wounded pheasant, and hare ; and even when
the art of killing had become familiar to

those two characters, in their respective de-
partments, so that the occupation was a
pleasure rather than a task, they would re-

coil, if required to slaughter a lamb, a calf, or

an ox. (Hear, hear.) The butcher felt

quite at ease, though drenched with blood,

and constantly witnessing the death struggles

of the higher mammalia, yet would be horror-

struck at the thought of shedding human
blood; whilst the veteran warrior, whose
trade it was to butcher his brother whom he
had never before seen, exalted in the carnage
which his musket and sword had effected,

and, even our own countrymen were said to

have longed to taste the flesh of their Indian
adversaries ! One fact spoke volumes upon
that point ; men of rank and education, not

excepting magistrates, and clergy, derived a
great portion of their pleasure, not only from
the sports of shooting and coursing animals,

whose flesh might serve them for food, but
also from hunting, during many successive

hours, animals, wliich, when dead, were of no
earthly use. (Hear, hear.) They might
allege that otters and foxes were destructive

animals, and therefore ought to be killed

;

but, was that the motive ? Was it not well

known that they encouiaged the breed of

foxes, and punished those who destroyed

them, in order that they themselves might
enjoy the pleasure of the chase ? That could

be considered in no other light than wanton
cruelty, a relict of barbarous ages, when cock

fighting, badger hunting, bull fights, &c. had
been the prevailing amusements. Seeing,

then, tliat animals were tortured, and killed,

or as the reviewer expressed it, "kept for

hours in all the agony of the death struggle,

and torn in pieces while yet alive, at the last,"

for the sole purpose of aflbrding amusement
to the higher classes of society, there seemed
no possibility of divesting the trade of slaugh-

tering animals, from the cruelties which were

at present attached to it. (Hear, hear.) But
the brutal tortures inflicted on animals, were

not confined to the slaughter-house,* for

while, under the control of drovers, and

others, during travelling, at market, and

* See Dickens's Household Words, May 4tli, and
June 29tli, 1850.
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elsewhere, the sufferings of cattle and sheep

were beyond all calculation. Organic disease

might prevail to such an extent in animals,

as to threaten almost immediate extinction

of life, and the blood, and other fluids, might
be extremely vitiated, and yet the purchaser

of the flesh might be unable to detect any

symptom of disease. That was not the case

with fruits, roots, and grain ; for, although the

reviewer had attempted to show that vege-

table diseases were likely to prove as injurious

as those of the animal creation, those articles

might be either kept for long periods without

injury, or the siglit, smell, and taste, would
give indubitable testimony of the lurking evil,

and though frauds of various kinds, not easily

to be detected, might be practised upon grain

in a ground state, that might always be

guarded against by persons purchasing their

own corn, and, if necessary, by grinding it at

home at a very small original outlay. He,
(Mr. Smith,) considered, therefore, that there

was very little danger of disease arising from

a diet of fruits and farinacca, where common
prudence was exercised in the selection, pre-

paration, and combination of them, and
where temperance, as to quantity, was duly

observed. "We quite admit," (said the

reviewer,) " that man's natural instincts do

not lead him to devour raw meat ; so that,

until the art of cooking was invented, he had
no option between animal and vegetable food.

It is certain, that from the time when the first

roast was eaten, man has continued to be

a cooking animal ; and we think that there is

abundant reason to believe, that the Creator

intended man to use his wits in the coctorial

art, just as much as in the arts of cultivation,

or in providing' himself with those external

defences against the weather, of which other

animals are made independent from the first."

They had there a candid admission, that fruits

and farinacea were the original food of man.
The first man had been a Vegetarian, and he

believed the last of his race would be Vegeta-

rians also. (Hear, hear.) It would be

evident to an unprejudiced mind, that, if the

first men lived on the fruits of the earth, their

organization must have been best adapted to

tliat kind of food ; and, consequently, it must
have been the most natural to them ; to sup-

pose otherwise, would be to grant that, in

that instance at least, the all-wise Creator had
failed in the design so strikingly manifest in

all his works. (Hear, hear.) The only

legitimate conclusion they could possibly

arrive at, w^as, that man was originally a

Vegetarian, because his organization was best

adapted to that kind of diet, in which case,

no acquired knowledge of his own could sup-

ply him with a better, unless the circum-

stances under which he might be placed, Avere

changed, and if changed, then it belioved him

to ascertain how near his new condition
would allow him to adhere to liis original

food. He, (Mr. Smith,) granted, that the
Creator intended man " to use his wits in the
coctorial art," but the most likely way to

succeed in that, was to use them in the direc-

tion in which his organization and his instincts

pointed, not in direct opposition to them.
(Hear, hear, and applause.) By uniting a
farinaceous to a fruit diet, when climate and
other circumstances prevented the exclusive

adoption of the latter, man used his wits, so

to speak, in harmony witli his instincts ; but
when he slaughtered animals, and car-

nivorously devoured their mangled bodies, he
neither obeyed his instincts, nor acted in

conformity with tlie deductions of reason from
acquired knowledge. ( Hear, hear, ) Instinct,

or the senses of sight, smell, taste, and
touch, almost infallibly directed man, and all

animals, when in their natural habit or con-

dition, to the food most appropriate to their

respective natures, as well as to all other acts

upon which their well being and reproduc-

tion depended ; but if their condition or

circumstances were changed, instinct did not

so easily adapt itself to the diange ; hence,

animals dependent upon their own in-

stincts, had a limited range, as to climate,

&c. and still more so, if their digestive

organs were either decidedly carnivorous,

or decidedly herbivorous, " the law of their

conformation admitting little modification

by habit, or external circumstances." In
man, the perceptive and intellectual facul-

ties were developed, by which he acquired

knowledge, traced general laws, and became
acquainted Vv^th abstract piinciplcs, and thus

v/a.5 enabled to conform to new conditions.

His digestive organs, also, were of such a

type, that, although specially adapted for

fruits, roots, and grain, they could, with less

detriment to the system than any other type,

conform to new circumstances, and embrace
the extremes of* a carnivorous and her-

bivorous diet; but they were not hence to

conclude, that all the interests of his

economy would be as well secured upon an
omnivorous diet, as upon that which was
most natural to him. , When man increased

and multiplied, and began to replenish the

earth and subdue it, he necessarily entered

countries where neither fruit nor grain could

be procured ; ho therefore became a hunter,

and lived by the chase, as would l;e the case

when man first inhabited Britain ; but, as

the reviewer had ok-ervcd, (though he applied

the observation differently,) " Man was
created a progressive being," and was not

destined to live thus, "through the whole

course of his existence, because his pro-

genitors found these the most available

sources of nutximent." No, he wms " to use
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his wits," to gain knowledge by experience,

to pass successively from the wild life of the

hunter, to the pastoral life, and then to

the agricultural and horticultural. (Hear,

hear.) "The general condition of the inhabi-

tants of this island, at present, was a

transition one, between the pastoral and

agricultural ; the Vegetarians were taking

a step in advance, and it only required the

numerous advantages of their diet to be

better known, and more generally experienced,

for all to follow them. (Applause.) The
reviewer had then commented upon the

observation in Fruits and Farinacea, that
•' cruelty, immorality, and disease, marked
the progress of man in this unnatural diet."

According to this doctrine, he had observed,
" the progress of cruelty, immorality, and
disease, among different nations, should stand

in direct relation to the amount of animal

food they consume ; " and then he had
adduced instances from different countries to

prove that that was not the case. It was not

advocated, however, that one is the inevitable

consequence of the othei', but only, that the

direct tendency of animal food was to produce

those effects, and of a fruit and farinaceous

diet to counteract them. (Hear, hear.)

Human character was not exclusively, nor

even principally the effect of diet, but a

compound product of original or hereditary

constitution, diet, education, social habits,

national institutions, and a variety of other

inlluences ; and, cceteris paribus^ science and
facts united in proving the superiority of a

vegetable diet in contributing to the production

of moral effects. Hence, a reference to the

diet and morals of nations, would not throw
much light upon the .ubject, unless they took

into consideration, all other circumstances

which assisted to form and modify human
character. The allusion to the declension

of men from virtue, was rather to mark the

concentaneous progress of kreatophagy and
cruelty, than to prove that one was the

necessary consequence of the other. (Hear,
hear. )

" It might just as well be affirmed,"

said the reviewer, " that man was destined to

remain in the condition in which he still

exists in the least advanced portions of the

globe, as that man was destined to live upon
fruits and farinacea through the whole course

of his existence, because his progenitors

found these the most available sources of

nutriment." But why, said he, (Mr. Smith,)
should he not continue to live upon his

original food to the end of time, if it was
best adapted to his organisation, and if it

could not be shewn that some other kind of

food was better for him } Ltt tlie revicAver

answer him that. He owned, probably to a
greater extent than the reviewer would be
disposed to admit, that man was a progressive

being; but his mental progression would
principally depend upon a knowledge and
application of general and particular laws,

by means of which he produced new and
stupendous effects, and acquired an almost
unlimited power over all subordinate animal
existences, as well as over inorganic matter

;

but he would most assuredly retrograde if he
sought to reverse the laws of his economy,
or to permanently change the function of any
one or;^an. Each was so wisely constructed

as to be capable of considerable diversion

from its appointed labour, and might assume,

for a time, even a vicarious function ; but
they might depend upon it, the more clearly

man apprehended the original intention and
design, and the more strictly he kept an
organ to its appropriate labour, the more
effectually would it perform its office, and
the better would it be for himself. It was
true that man could "construct railroads and
electric telegraphs, or throw bridges across

broad rivers
:

" that, how^ever, was not by
subverting the laws of organic matter, but by
applying every material to the purpose for

which it was best fitted. A man's arm
might possibly, by mechanical appliances,

be made to answer the purpose of a wing

;

but could it be made to perform the office of a

wing as perfectly as it effects that for which
it was specially constructed .>> Could the

reviewer suggest an alteration in the form,

nature, or adjustment of any organ in any
animate being Avhatever, which should enable

it to perform its function better ? Or could

he discover any function which, as at present

constructed, the organ could more efficiently

fulfil? If not, why seek, to divert the

digestive organs of man from their original

intention, however apt they might be to

assume other offices } Man might, from
necessity, or convenience, depart from his

•

original and natural food, but whenever
circumstances permitted, he would find it

to his advantage to return to it. (Applause.)
" It may be freely admitted," observed the

reviewer, " that when we look to the organs

of the senses, and to the locomotive appa-
ratus, for indications of the method in which
the food is to be obtained, we altogether

miss the usual organization which accom-
panies the carnivorous propensity ; but it

does not hence follow, that man was exclu-

sively destined for an opposite regimen.

One of the most wonderful peculiarities of

the human constitution, is the improvability

which is manifested in every one of its

faculties The senses of man may all be

cultivated by constant attention to their

indications, to such a degree as to serve every

purpose that the keenest sight, scent, or hearing

of carnivorous animals can answer.'' '* From
the very fact that the digestive apparatus of
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man is adapted to make use of any kind of

food which his taste leads him to appropriate,

—that his taste adapts itself to almost any
aliment of which his circumstances enable

him to avail himself,—and tliat notwith-

standing his physical clisadvantaires, tb.ere is

no spot Avhero any kind of fool is to be

obtained, in which he cannot support himscU',

—we should be led to conclude, in the

absence of any decidedly licrbivoroiis or

carnivorous character about his teeth,

stomach, and alimentary canal, that tlic

Creator had purposely left him to a free

choice." The writer seemed there to consider

tlie senses and digestive apparatus of man
so protean in character, that they could

assume any oflice which man willed them to

possess; that he was truly omnivorous, and
could digest equally well, the food of the

carnivora, and that of the horbivora, a free

choice and cultivation, or habit, being all

that was necessary to place him cither in one

class or the otlier. It was admitted by
Vegetarians, that man could live upon either

flesh, or herbs, or a mixture of the two ; but

they denied that his pliysical, mental, and
moral character, Avould be so well developed,

upon any of these diets, as it would upon
fruits and farinacea, which were neither iiesh

nor lierbs, but intermediate as to composition

and consistency, and lor Avhich his whole

or^^anism seemed to have a special adaptation.

The reviewer admitted that the usual organ-

ization of the carnivora was absent in man,
and said, it did not follow t1iat man was exclu-

sively destined for an opposite regimen. Cer-

tainly not ; Vegetarians did not contend that

he was herbivorous any more than carnivorous,

although they were frequently represented as

doing so.* After discussing the subject in rela-

tion to anatomy, and the composition of the

blood, Mr. Smith arrived at the conclusion,

that to man had been imparted not only in-

stincts but perceptive and reliective faculties,

and that the latter, when properly exercised,

would harmonize with the former, and direct

their action under new circuiiistances ; and by
their united influence, he had no doubt most
delicious artificial fruit would be formed, of

a proper consistency, which would unite

the delightful flavour of the productions

of the warm climates, with the nutritious

and heat-imparting properties of the

farinacea of colder zones. In this country,

a union of fresh, dried, or preserved

fruit with farinacea, in different forms,

was decidedly most suited to the climate,

and he trusted, ere long, that the combina-
tion of them for human food, would be

much more general. (Applause.) SuIIieient

attention had not yet been paid to the culti-

vation of the various fruits in this kingdom,
• See Fruits and Farinacea, p. 54, 2ncl Edn.

so as to render them plentiful and cheap.

Corn and sugar could be obtained at a low
price, v/hat Avas there to jtrevent fruit from
becoming equally accessible to the poor?
]Many soils Avhich would not grow wheat,

would produce excellent fruit, and he knew
of no employment, for labour and capital

which would more amply remunerate a man
of talent and entcrprizc, than undertaking to

grow iruit for the million, (Applause.) The
consumption of fruit was rapidly increasing,

and no effective measures Avcre taken to make
the sup[)ly equal to the demand; therefore,

let agriculturists turn their attention to

the subject, and thus employ much of their

land at present unprofitable. (Hear, hear.)

There was a glut of capital in the country,

scarcely paying any interest, Avhy not use it

in rendering our country more fruitful, in

Avhich undertaking both principal and interest

would be safe .'' Let landlords encourage and
assist their tenants to carry out a project

which must eventually be profitable, though
for a few years there might not be a great

return. He had conve.sed with a scientific

and practical man on that matter, Avho sav/

the immediate necessity for something of the

kind being done, and who was determined

to act accordingly. Let others follow his

example, and endeavour to supply abundance
of fruit to their countrymen at a small cost,

whilst at the s ime time, they would materi-

ally improve their own finances. (Apjflause.)

The latter part of the article in the lieview,

consisted almost entirely of well authenticated

facts from nearly all parts of the earth, to

prove that a fruit and farinaceous diet Avas

quite adequate to support the health and
strength of those Avho made use of it. The
Avriter then had remarked, "We freely con-

cede to the advocates of Vegetarianism, that

as regards the endurance of physical labour,

there is ample proof of the capacity of Avhat

is commonly called tlie A'^egetable regimen,

that is, abstinence from flesli meat, to afford

the requisite sustenance." After having

observed that some of the people thus living

used milk, &c., he had said " Still there

appears ample and unexceptionable evidence,

that Avhere neither milk nor any of its prepa-

rations is in ordinary use, a regimen con-

sisting of bread, fruits, &c., is quite adequate

to the Avants of a population subsisting by

severe and constant toil." "We purposely

select examples from all the principal families

of mankind, to shoAV that this is not, as some

have supposed, a matter of race; but that,

in every great group of nations, there are

large bodies of men, to Avhom a purely vege-

table regimen is habitual,— these consisting

of the very individuals by Avhom the work or

the community is chiefly done. In India, as

every one knows, a large proportion of the
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native population subsists upon a vegetable

diet ; there the general order of tilings is

reversed, for it is among the higher classes

that the abstinence from flesh is universal,

and among the lower that the greatest con-

sumption of meat takes place. Whatever
may be their mental capacity, there can be

no doubt that the physical conformation of

the high-caste Hindoos is as perfect as that

of any nation in the world." "In conclud-

ing, then, that the vegetable kingdom is

perfectly capable of supplying the necessary

wants of man, under all ordinary circum-

stances ; and that, in particular, it is quite

adequate to the production of an amount of

physical force which can probably not be
permanently surpassed on any other dietetic

system, we consider that the advocates of

Vegetarianism have a wide and secure basis

of experience, such as can scarcely be shaken
by any negative testimony—certainly not by
the fullest proof of the unsuitableness of a

vegetable regimen to individuals. It is alto-

gether a different question, however, whether
a purely vegetable regimen is more favourable

to health, vigour and endurance, than a
purely animal or a mixed diet. That a
purely animal regimen does not, of itself,

produce nervo-muscular power, or superior

bodily development, is sufficiently proved by
the inferior physique of some of the most
purely kreatophagous people on the face of

the globe ; namely, the inhabitants of the
northern coast of Asia, the Samoiedes,
Ostiaks, Tungooses, and Kamschatdales, with
the Laplanders at the European extreme, and
the Esquimaux, by whom this race is con-
tinued in North America—these nations being
amongst the smallest, weakest, and least cou-
rageous people in the world. But that on the
other hand, an almost purely animal diet is

consistent, under certain conditions^ with the
highest development of the physical powers,
is shown by numerous examples of which we
do not find the Vegetarian advocates make
any mention." If the reviewer would refer to
'''Fruits and Farinacea," p. 253, 2nd edition,

he would tind he was mistaken in supposing
that the Vegetarian advocates made no men-
tion of people living upon flesh under certain
circumstances, and yet retaining a good j^Ay-
«jca^ development ; but, as he had observed,

'i
it is only when a life of extraordinary exer-

tion is being led, when, in fact, the human
being is in a state of constant exercise, not
unlike the restless activity of a carnivorous
animal, that a purely animal diet can be at
all favourable to vigour." < Although a man
on vegetable diet might not accomplish so
much in a short space of time as a man livino-

on more exciting food, it is nevertheles's
certain, that if their constitutional stamina
be equal, the former will bear a continuance

of labour much longer than the latter ; and
by his steady and unremitting exertions,

will, in the end, perform a much greater

amount of work.' * " "We do not dispute

this assertion ; on the contrary, we are inclined

to believe, that a judiciously chosen vegetable

regimen, may be conducive to the greatest

endurance of physical exertion ; but we do
not find here, or elsewhere, either in Mr.
Smith's book, or in Mr. Graham's lec-

tures, any adequate proof of it. Some indi-

vidual cases of remarkable strength among
Vegetarians are cited; but these do not

prove the superiority of the vegetable regimen
over the mixed, any more than the fact that

men who have drunk freely all their lives, have
occasionally attained to a good old age, proves

that intemperance is favourable to longevity."

He quite agreed with the concluding remark
of the reviewer, who would find it distinctly

stated in Fruits and Farinacea, that the indi-

vidual examples of muscular power, longevity,

&c. were given, not for the purpose of proving

the superiority of a vegetable diet over any
other in producing those eff'ects, but rather to

show that those effects were consistent with a
fruit and farinaceous diet ; its superiority was
inferred from evidence of a different kind.

The assertion, however, which the reviewer

alluded to, was not made without facts to

support it, and they consisted of numerous
instances of individuals who, after having
adopted a fruit and farinaceous diet, had
not only found that their health and
strength had been improved by it, but
also that they were adequate to much more
strenuous exertion than upon a mixed diet.

A careful comparison of the capabilities of

individuals before and after the change of

diet, in a sufficiently numerous list of cases,

seemed to him the best mode of arriving at a
correct conclusion on that point. He trusted

the statistics of the Vegetarian Society,

would, in a short time, supply such an amount
of evidence, as would be considered a satis-

factory proof of what might then, perhaps,

be only considered a matter of opinion. Not-
withstanding that he differed widely from the

opinions expressed in that critique on " Ve-
getarianism," he was not blind to its m-erits

;

it was certainly the most able and the most
candid attack he had met with, and although

he felt himself incompetent to answer all

objections by the most conclusive arguments
that might have been employed, he was only

the more firmly convinced by that review,

that the Vegetarian principle rested upon a
sound basis ; for had there been anatomical,

physiological, chemical, or other evidence

calculated to overthrow the facts and argu-

ments advanced by Vegetarians, without

doubt, that able advocate of a mixed diet,

• Fruits and Farinacea, p. 176.



would have produced it. He therefore con-

gratulated his fellow Vegetarians on the

position they held; and trusted, when the

reviewer returned again to the subject, which
he had promised to do, it would be to supply
still further evidence in favour of fruits and
fariaacea being the original, natural, and
best diet of man. (Mr. Smith concluded his

speech amidst enthusiastic applause.)

Mr. Wm. "VVaad, of London, said he was
a plain commercial traveller, but he thought
his experience as a Vegetarian, enabled him
to speak with confidence as to the advan-
tages of the system. The song had often

been sung,

—

" There's a good time coming boys,"

and, since he had been there that evening, he
had been thinking, that the good time had
already come ; and he was quite sure from the

scene that he then had before him, that better

times still were coming. (Applause.) Judg-
ing from his own imjjressions, he felt sure,

that all present, including those who had not

yet adopted the Vegetarian system, must be
greatly influenced by that beautiful exhibi-

tion, which proved, at least, that a most
bountiful provision could be secured without

the practice of slaughter. (Applause.) The
old maxim, "live and learn,'* was well

realized on that occasion. They not only

learnt that a sumptuous feast could be pro-

vided without any supply n-om the shambles

;

but that many individuals had, for many
years, managed to get along, and to thrive

uncommonly well on Vegetarian diet. (Ap-
plause.) But people said to him, "0, yes,

your Vegetarianism agrees with you, we'll

give up the contest in your case ; but we are

not quite so sure that it would suit us."

(Laughter.) That meeting proved to the

world, that it suited a large number of indi-

viduals, in the various occupations of life,

for the greater portion of long lives, and
some for the whole of their lives ; and the

best reply he could make to such remarks
was, " Try the experiment for yourselves, and
you shall prove, that it does agree with you,

as it does with those who have already tried

it." (Applause.) And not only would it

agree with them, but they would prove, in the

delightful sensations which they experienced,

that that movement was worthy of all the

enthusiasm which had been felt in it, and
which had excited so much astonishment in

the minds of those who had yet to experience

its advantages. (Hear, hear.) There had
been much said about radical reform, but he
believed that the only true root reform, was
that which commenced with the individual

human constitution, in obedience to those

universal laws of creation which alone would
render them free. (Apyjlause.) He rejoiced

to believe that that exhibition was an indica-
tion, that individuals were beginning to dis-
cover those laws, and that many would unite
with them in their recognition and observ-
ance. (Hear, hear.) They would all agree
with him, that they ought to have a better
reason for killing the animals, than custom.
It was true, that many of their forefathers
had believed that it was right, and so they
had beheved that it was right to use alcoholic
drinks ; and it was not very long since that
belief was prevalent; and, even at the
present time, he believed that there were
some doctors who dared not say it was not
necessary; but that was because they con-
sulted the inclinations of their patients.
He did not believe they spoke from their
own convictions when they recommended
the use of alcoholic drinks, under any cir-

cumstances. A friend of his had been
unwell, and said he was going to the doctor

;

he advised his friend to change his dietary
habits, because his affliction was caused by
his free living. His friend looked at him,
and said, "Why, how well you are, you look
ten years younger than you did ten years
ago." His reply was, "Yes, that was when
I drank a bottle of wine a-day." He believed
he could have been the best doctor to his

friend, who, however, persisted, and they
went together to hear what the doctor would
say. After a little conversation, the physi-
cian, who was a man of note in London,
asked the patient what liquid he liked, and
when port wine was mentioned, the physician
inquired how it agreed with his stomach

—

how it settled. "On saymg that it settled

very well, his friend cast an eye over to him.
The physician immediately advised him, to

take his glass of port, and if it caused any
acidity on the stomach, to drink sometimes a
little weak brandy and water. A little porter

was recommended for the same reason—be-

cause he had shown an inclination for it. The
patient saidj'^he did not know what his friend

there would say to him, for he did not take

anything of the kind. As he (Mr. Ward)
was referred to, he took the liberty of asking

the doctor the question, would he not admit,

that his friend would be much more likely to

recover, if he abstained altogether from alco-

holic liquors? The doctor replied in the

negative, saying he was neither a teetotaler

in practice nor in principle. The patient

then asked the doctor, what he thought of

his friend, who took no meat as well.

"What!" said the ph^^sician, starting with

surprise, "then he will soon die." (Loud
laughter.) He (Mr. Ward) replied, he did

not think he looked much like a dead man

;

he had had some years' experience, and he

had a wife and five children. It was his

3^outh, then, said the doctor, not knowing th;it
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he had just parted from his son twenty-one

years of age. (Laughter and clicers.) He
had related that, to show how really unsafe it

was to trust one's self with s^ch physicians

;

lie feared they did not really know anything

of physiology; they only learned their trade

as a carpenter learned to join and plane,

and he believed he could find many old

women that could beat them. (Laughter

and cheers.) He did not mean to be unkind,

or ungenerous, but he must speak what he

felt to be true. He knew too well the blind-

ness caused by habits of drinking, not to

feel charity towards those who were still

under their influence. He well remem-
bered when he thought those habits as

necessary as eating his daily food; and it

was the same with carnivorous habits.

(Hear, hoar.) They ought to be, therefore,

a little indulgent with old John Bull, who
had sucked in beef, with his mother's milk,

(Laughter.) and had always been represented

as having a large stomach. Young John
Bull, however, could dispense with that

large exterior ; it was not muscle ; it was not

good blood ; it was blubber and fat, that old

John Bull bore; but young John Bull
was making up his mind to take that which
would make good blood, muscle, and fi.bre, in

the best possible way, that which would con-

duce to his highest state of spiritual feeling,

to trust, in confidence, that he might '^stand

still and see the salvation of God." (Ap-
plause.) If tnan would only stand still,

with regard to his own selfish existence,

and begin to obey those universal laws
which would then be unfolded in him,
he would have new thoughts, new feel-

ings, and new desires. If he would not
obey the Spirit, he could not make peace
within ; it would trouble him ; but obedience
to it, would lead to the r^^moval of every
obstruction, to his progress in spiritual or

religious life. He had become a Vegetarian,

about twelve years ago, and he had no idea

then, of any physical advantages to be de-
rived from it. He did not think of it in

relation to killfng animals, although he con-
fessed he had always had a repugnance to

killing ; but he had got an idea, that the
materials which he presented to the Creator
for the building up of his frame, would affect

the character of that frame, and make it

either a good or a bad instrument for the
exercise and development of his mind. He
felt that he stood in the position of a labourer
supplying the Master Builder, with the mate-
rials with which to erect that tabernacle, and
if he wished the building, mental and physical,

to be firm and substantial, he must supply
those materials which the laws of his consti-

tution required for that purpose. If he
w^anted a superfine cloth coat, he should not

select a rough fabric ; and if he wanted the

best kind of body, and the soundest mind, he
should not think of presenting those gross

materials, alcoholic drinks, and the blood
and flesh of animals. No sooner had he
abstained from those substances, than he felt

a relief from depression, and dependence on
external things, which he could not easily

describe. (Hear, hear.) It was something
like a balloon, which mounted in the air, as

soon as the ballast was thrown out, and the

cords which bound it to earth were severed.

He felt he had thrown out some of the ballast

which had kept him to earth, and was thus

enabled to mount to a higher region of

thought and feeling. It was in that way
that man might go on, to higher and still

higher states of spiritual blessedness, re-

leasing himself more and more from the

bondage of earth, and realizing the blessings

and joys of heaven. (Applause.) By all

means, then, he would say, let them throw
out ballast. He did not mean to. say, but
what, from drinking a pint of "win« a-day,

taking his mutton chops, or nice kidneys for

breakfast, (Laughter.) with the roast beef for

dinner, and smoking eleven or twelve pipes of

tobacco at night, to the adoption of Vegeta-
rian diet, he felt rather queer. (Laughter.)

He had begun to waste with regard to weight
and size, and although he had never grown so

stout since, he had completely regained the

weight he had lost. He had then begun really

to live ; he felt that the pain he first suflered,

was brought on by his own depraved habits,

and he thought as he had himself created

them, it was right he should endure their

death struggles. (Applause.) He felt that

a new, a higher, a better, and a purer life,

was opening before him ; he became com-
pletely changed in his feelings, and he would
tell them candidly and honestly, that he had
frequently drawn iq) his horse, on purpose to sit

and look around as the sun was shining in

brilliancy, and he had said to himself, " Para-

dise ! where art thou ? surely thou art not far

from every one of us, if we will but conform
to thy laws." (Applause.) He could assure

them he felt, on such occasions, such delight,

such peace, such tranquillity, such youthlhl-

ness, as he could never believe was possible

to experience, on this side the grave. (Loud
applause.) On his leaving home after he
had become a Vegetarian, his wife took leave

of him, thinking she should never see him
again alive. That was twelve years ago.

(Laughter.) He told her not to be alarmed,

for he felt "all right." She replied, that

was his natural enthusiasm. He thought it

mattered not if he lived upon bread and
water, so long as he found that he could per-

form his duties more easily tlian in any other

Avay, and that was his experience. He could
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work better then, than he could when he
drank wine, and ate the flesh of" animals.

His general rule was, to take a walk of six

miles bei'ore breakfast. He enjoyed breath-

ing the oxygen at the best period of the day,

and indeed so great was his flow of spirits, so

buoyant were his feelings, that he felt obliged

to take this extra exercise in order to run off

the superabundant life with which he seemed
to be blessed. (Applause.) And when he
returned and took liis simple breakfast, he
felt ready to push his business without feel-

ing it a task. The labour of a commercial
traveller was by no means light: he had
frequently to take as many patterns as would
serve all day long in the large cities, and the

energies of his mind were called into great

activity. They would be surprised when he
told them, that previous to his Vegetarian

habits, he had been a martyr to dyspepsia.

He did not wonder at that, when he con-

sidered what his habits once were. He had
been from one doctor to another, and from
one physician to another ; and, to speak in

plain language, tliey had regularly hum-
bugged him. (Laughter.) " He did not

blame them, for he had humbugged himself.

He believed that men were always the

biggest humbugs to themselves. (Hear,

hear.) There was no more cruel enemy to

man, than himself. Men made a great deal

of grunting and groaning, some looking to

other men, and some to the legislature, when,
in fact, they might most readily help them-
selves. (Hear, hear.) He had got into

such a low state from dyspepsia, that he was
actually afraid to go to bed at night, and was
frequently seized with cold perspirations, and
many times expected not to live till the

morning. All the sensations of dying, as far

as he could imagine what dying was, seemed
to be realized in the spasmodic dyspepsia

with which he had been afflicted. ^One
friend recommended brandy and water;

another wine and sago ; another "Morison's

pills," many boxes of which he had taken,

for he placed some faith in the "Hygeian
system," as there certainly was some plausi-

bility about it. Such an amount of medicine

seemed to drive all the blood out of him, but

to his great surprise, when he tried Vegeta-

rianism, he gradually lost all his nervousness,

and all his dyspepsia. Since he had adopted

his present habits, he had had no occasion

for doctors, and no need to take any medi-

cine ; and although he had not what would

be called a strong constitution, he had the

happiness to say he enjoyed uninterrupted

health. (Applause.) He had found, that

whilst man took the management of himself

into his own hands, and neglected the uni-

versal laws of his Maker, he was brought to

misery and wretchedness; whilst, when he

yielded himself into the hands of God, and
obeyed his precepts, happiness and peace
were the delightful consequences. (Ap-
plause.) Some people asked the question,
" Do the Scriptures say anything about the
dietetic reform i" He would answer, he
believed they did. And wdiether they did so

in words or not, he would ask them to con-
sider, whether the Spirit that gave forth the

Scriptures, would not lead them to forsake

any habits which tended to deteriorate the

moral feelings, and degenerate the man?
The Spirit which gave forth the Scriptures

would not sanction them in the use of flesh

diet, if their organization physical, mental,
or moral, was found to be adapted for a diet

of fruits and farinacea. (Applause.) Those,
therefore, who were convinced of that, were
bound, by the Spirit of the Scriptures, to

abstain from such food. Since he had
adopted the Vegetarian practice, he had
made himself quite satisfied, from the study

of Graham's /Science of Jltiman Zife, and
other works, that man was not organically

adapted for flesh diet; and he was quite

satisfied that comparative anatomy com-
pletely displaced man from the ranks of the

carnivora; and they knew there was good
authority for that conclusion. But the best

authority of all, was that drawn from expe-

rience. (Hear, hear.) They had the highest

authority for believing that there was more
nutriment in grain, and that kind of diet,

than in flesh diet, and at the same time they

got it first hand, and near to life ; whilst, if

they took flesh, it was dead, and generally

mixed up with disease, too. (Hear, hear.)

What a stupid thing it did seem, to pay so

much for a little excitement, which was the

only advantage (if they called it an advan-

tage) obtained from flesh ; but reason told

them, that so far from the stimulation being

of any value, it tended to their injury in the

end. Dr. Cheyne, a good authority of the

last centuryp had said, he believed the

Creator had permitted man to eat flesh since

the fall, in order that his days should be

shorter in evil ; for he believed it impossible

for man to live as long by partaking of flesh

substances, as by living on his natural food.

Why, then, should they pay so much more for

food, which only tended to shorten their

days.? Let them not, however, suppose as

some did, that in leaving off butcher's meat,

they would have to live upon " stale cabbages,

old lettuces," and the like? He only wished

that such people had been there that evening.

He wished the Queen had been there, for he

believed she would have found much to

admire in the sumptuous repast they had
enjoyed. He had already heard of the tem-

perate habits of Her Majesty, and he hoped

the time was not far distant, when she would



be able to recognise the truth of the Vegeta-

rian principle. (Applause.) He frequently

surprised people by telling them, that the

majority of mankind lived on Vegetarian

diet. _Tbe fact was, the consumption of

flesh was so great in England, that people

supposed it was a universal practice. He
had been in Portugal, some years ago, and
he found the people there, lived princi-

pally on brown bread ; and it was known,
that the mass of the peasantry of Europe fared

in a similar way. Before his Veiretarian

habits were known at the hotels which he
visited, he had many curious encounters ; he
would go in and order one or two kinds of

vegetables, with bread, fruit, and a glass of

water, and when they were brought, the

waiter would frequently ask, what he would
have for dinner, and when he replied that

was his dinner, the waiters thought he was
joking, and would say, "Well sir, but you
will have something else?" and when he
replied in the negative, they would say, "You
will surely die, sir, if you eat no meat, are

you unwell, sir
;

" and he would say, " I don't

look ill, do I ? If you go into the stable you
will see my beautiful mare; she is very

strong, and has enough of good muscle, and
good blood, and she only takes oats, hay,

and water." (Applause.) The result of his

experience, therefore, was, that the practice

of that system tended to the development of

his whole boing, and he believed, that all

who adopted it judiciously for that purpose,

would become stronger in limb, sounder and
clearer in intellect, and more pure and refined

in spirit. He was happy to say, that his

wife and family had adopted the same prac-

tice, and they all were well satisfied with the

change. It was, however, some time before

his wife could be convinced, that Vegetari-

anism would suit her; he knew well the

disadvantage of being a Vegetarian whilst

his wife was not one, and he had reason,

therefore, to rejoice in her conversion to the

principle. He hoped, if there were any ladies

present who did not see that it was their duty
to adopt the system, that they would not
attempt to frustrate the eiforts of their hus-
bands to obey what they might consider to

be the truth : let them be willing, at least,

that they should try for themselves; and,

they might rest assured, there was no danger
in their doing so. He would conclude by
trusting, that should he ever have the plea-

sure of attending another banquet, he should
find, that many would be present, who had
adhered to the Vegetarian principle from
that time, and who would, like himself,

express the high satisfaction they derived

from having done so. (Applause.)

The Chairman said he thought they would
all agree with hioi, that they had indeed

enjoyed a " feast of reason, and a flow of

soul." They had had a great mental treat,

as well as a feast for the body ; and it would
be much better, that they should ruminate
upon what they had received, that it might
be well digested (especially as they were to

assemble again on the morrow), than that he
should call upon any other speakers. He
was glad to express the delight be felt in

meeting them on that occasion ; and although

he had undertaken a long journey in order

to be present, he had been amply repaid

for all the inconvenience. They had met
happily; they had been happy in their meet-
ing, and he had no doubt they would be
blessed on the morrow with similar success.

(Loud applause.)

R. P. Griffin, Esq. moved, and the Rev.

Jonathan Bayley seconded a vote of

thanks to the Chairman, which was carried

in the most enthusiastic manner.
The Chairman said, he felt grateful for

the cordial manner in which he had been

received. He could say, as was said by his

friend Mr. Smith, that he came there rather

from a sense of duty, than from particular

inclination. He considered that a great and
good cause ; he did not say that it was an
antidote for all the ills the human heart

endured ; but he did believe, that it would
tend much to alleviate the sufierings of man-
kind ; and for that reason, it was his duty to

give it his humble, but cordial support.

(Loud applause.)

The company then separated, at half-past

nine o'clock, during the performance of the

band, which had enlivened the proceedings,

at intervals, during the evening.

THE SOIREE.
On Friday, similar arrangements having been
made to those described in our report of the

Banquet, * the members and friend of the

Society again assembled at the Town Hall,

Salford, to aff'ord an additional opportunity

of hearing the speeches of gentlemen who had
arrived from different parts of the country

to ofi'er their public testimony to the advan-

tages of Vegetarian habits, and to advocate

those principles of justice, mercy, and truth,

on which they believed those habits to be

based.

The Rev. E.omund Warne, having asked

a blessing, the company proceeded to regale

themselves with the abundant provisions

which were so beautifully displayed before

them ; and, although on the previous occa-

sion, there appeared to be everything devised

which could tend to develope the highest and

best feelings of humanity, to refine the taste,

and to improve the judgment, in the present

instance, there seemed to be added to all

• Vegetarian Messenger, pp. 129, 130, and 131,
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these, that complete and active appreciation

of the imposing scene which this second

opportunity was designed to secure; whilst

the heartiness with which even strangers to

the Vegetarian system partook of " Fruits

and Farinacea," proved that a little practice

would soon complete their convictions, that

this food constitutes, not only "the most
natural" and the best, but the most accept-

able and agreeable food of man.
R. P. Griffin, Esq. having returned

thanks, and the health of Her Majesty
having been drunk in the usual manner,

THE MEETING
was commenced by
James Simpson, Esq., President of the

Society, who occupied the chair. After the

cheering which greeted his rising had sub-

sided, he said, he felt assured that their

meeting there on that occasion, was a subject

of mutual congratulation : it was so to all

who were Vegetarians, as being identified

with the anniversary of the promulgation of

the Vegetarian principle in connection with

their Society ; and it was so, he conceived, in

some degree, to the strangers who were pre-

sent, in as much as they had just been taking

a small step in the practical investigation of

a system of diet which claimed to be highly

important to the human family. (Hear,

hear.) They knew well, that a change of

custom, whatever it might relate to, was
always involved in great difficulty. That

was found, not merely in relation to what
men practised, but also in relation to their

opinions. They saw that very prominently

if they looked to the history of the past

:

they saw that men in savage life, had been

horrified at the suggestion that they should

burn their dead parents, although they had no

objection to eating them.* If they looked to

science, they found there, also, men who had

suff"ered much, before their discoveries had pre-

vailed in society ; and thus it was, that they

came to have such a work as the one recently

published, giving a history of the " Martyrs

of Science." He contended that the Vegeta-

rian system, however it might strike strangers

as a novelty, or as a subject unwortliy of

attention, commended itself to all who were

in any degree acquainted with it, and was

a grave question to the man of principle

every where. Those who had given no atten-

tion to the subject, expressed their surprise

that men could meet together, and advocate

such views as had been promulgated on the

previous evening, and which were about to

be brought forward again. Perhaps, to a

large number, even, the impression enter-

tained of the disadvantages of the Vegetarian

* Herodottts : see his relation of the proposition
made by the Greeks to the Callatii.

system of diet, was similar to that of the
butcher's boy (as represented in a skit on the

Vegetarian practice in one of the cheap peri-

odicals), who, upon expressing his astonish-

ment at the lean condition of his former
acquaintance (whom he met laden with
cabbages, turnips, and carrots), and being
told that his father had become a " Wedghe-
tarian," and instead of taking meat, "now
took a carrot," had the mystery at once
solved, in the conclusion that he might well

be so thin, since, on that system, it was im-
possible a man could be any thing " but bone
and wedghetable marrow." (Laughter.)

That was certainly very absurd, but in the

apprehension of all present, it would be
acknowledged, as representing the uninformed
popular impression of the Vegetarian system

of diet. The world was very welcome, how-
ever, to its merriment upon the subject, since

Vegetarians could afford it, and had no
reason to be ofi^ended at such an impression,

any more than they who were in possession

of truth, had to be offended at ignorance or

want of knowledge in any other way what-
ever. "Why did they abstain from the flesh

of animals as food, was the ordinary question

which was put to those, who went into

society, practising the Vegetarian liabits of

diet. If, instead of replying to that, they

put the query on the other side, and asked,

why did they eat flesh, it would be found,

although the Vegetarian had many reasons to

give for his practice, that the world had very

few to offer for eating the flesh of animals.

(Applause.) Perhaps the first thing that

would be answered was, that custom sanc-

tioned the eating of fiesh. But they well

knew that custom was no guide for men who
sought truth, and wished to act upon it.

(Hear, hear.) Perhaps, the most powerful

reason, and the most general one, why men
partook of flesh was, because they liked it.

But the "I like it" reaspners would never

prevail. (Hear, hear.) ^Those connected

with that cl^, were uninformed as to the

principles and practice of the Vegetarian

system. They did wot know that it was

closely connected with political and domestic

economy ; they did not know that it was
part of a great system, which carried out,

was capable of producing great results, how-
ever small the individual practice of the

system might appear. The individual prac-

tice of the system might scarcely, perhaps,

appear worth consideration; yet, when viewed

in the aggregate, the question was—in a na-

tional point of view—of grave consideration.

It was therefore necessary, in order fully to

apprehend the importance of the subject, to

inquire into facts which tended to show what

was the consumption of the flesh of animals

in the aggregate ; and, for want of more
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general information upon the subject, lie beg-

ged to call their attention to statistics which
showed what men did in such a mass as tlie

population of London. lie held in liis hand
an abstjact from the Report of the Commis-
sioners, in relation to Smithfield Market,

which showed the number of animals sold

there for food, at various periods. In the

year 172<), the totnl number of cattle sold in

a year, was 73,691 ; and of sheep, 555,620 :

in 1828, the consumption had risen to

155,714 of cattle, and 1,412,030 of sheep and
lambs ; and in 1849, tlic number of cattle

was 236,975, and 1,417,010 sheep. But the

average deliveries of the three principal car-

riers on the Eastern Counties, London and
North-Western, and South-Western Rail-

ways, in addition to that, were also, 41,600
tons per year, of " dead meat ;" whilst Lea-
denhall Market supplied 5,200 beasts, and
52,000 sheep, not to mention what was de-

rived from other sources, whether of carriers,

or markets. Thus, taking the popula-

tion of London in 1850, at 1,886,413, and
deduetins: from that the number of children,

and of persons who, from various circum-

stances, could not get as much as they con-

sidered desirable, the consumption of the flesh

of animals by the population of London was
enormous ; and when, to the facts stated,

were added the statistics of the additional

consumption of pigs, poultry, game, and fish,

that carnivorous picture could alone be made
complete. (Applause.) In contemplating facts

like those he had jnst adduced, or impressed

with the force of Vegetarian arguments of

any kind, however, persons were generally

led to remark, in relation to tlieir own habits,
" What does the little that I eat amount to ?"

intimating thereby, that their share in the

consumption of the flesh of animals, and the

consequent abridgment of the lives and hap-
piness of " God's peaceful creatures," was
beneath consideration. ".This impression,

however, was readily corrected by an appeal

to facts in relation to the habits of indivi-

duals. " Eight and a half oz. of boiled mut-
ton, 10 oz. of potatoe, and the same of tur-

nip," said a writer in one of the popular En-
cyclopaedias,* "is certainly a sufficient meal
for most persons who have but little labori-

ous occupation ; for, if a pint of liquid be
drunk at the same time, the load on the sto-

mach will weifi^h Sib. ; and this will be in-

creased to i- lb. if a pint of wine be swal-

lowed. Now the difference between 8- oz.

of boiled meat, and 10 oz., appears very
trivial ; but if the greater of the two quanti-

ties be persevered in regularly every day, for

the term of a man's adult life of half a cen-
tury, it may excite a little surprise in the per-

son who practises it, to learn, that he will have
* Laudner's Enciiclopccdia.

consumed a flock of sheep, consisting of about

53 head, in excess above what heought to

have made use of. In a life of 65 years,

allowing 8| oz. per day, for 50 years, two-
thirds of that quantity for 10 years, and 3 oz.

a day for 3 years of childhood, the total ani-

mal food amounts to 350 sheep. If to this

be added the excess above mentioned, the

number of sheep, the cooked meat of which
is devoured by one man during a life of 65
years, is about 400 ; along with 5 tons of

potatoes, about the same of turnips or other

vegetables, nine tons weight of common drink,

and six tons weight of wine, at one pint per

day for 30 years only ; thus, for dinner alone,

above 30 tons weiglit of solids and liquids

must have passed through the stomach. In-

ordinate work will wear out any machinery
before its time, especially if the work per-

formed be of a peculiar wearing character.

Whether it is advisable to add the 53 un-
necessary sheep to one's dinner, is a question

which every reader will answer to himself, as

he thinks proper. The food of Old Parii, who
died at 153 years of age, consisted of cheese,

coarse bread, milk, and small beer. Would
it have made no difference in the duration of

his life, if he had swallowed 1,050 sheep, for

about this number would have been his share

at the usual rate, along with his twenty tons

of wine ? It may assist in drawing a conclu-

sion, to recollect, that when he was brought

to London, and lived in splendour, 'fed high,

and drank plentifully of the best wines,' Jie

soon died ; and his death was generally attri-

buted to that cause, for he had vigour of body
*to have lived a good while longer,' as the re-

porter says." It was thus readily seen, that the

individual consumption of flesh, was, in fact, a

very grave amount if estimated in relation to

the length of life. (Hear, hear.) Then, when
they came to consider the presence of disease

in the flesh of animals, those inquiries became
much more serious. He had no difficulty in

speaking of tlie disease treasured up in the

flesh of animals to a most serious extent,

although the subject was more or less painful,

or disagreeable ; because he felt assured, that

all present who partook of the flesh of animals

as food, would believe themselves fortunate

enough to escape those contaminated portions,

just as amongst the hundreds of thousands of

soldiers whomarclied to battle, not any indi-

vidual of the number believed that he should

be killed. He therefore begged to call their

attention to an extract from a very popular

work, of great consequence in social estima-

tion : he referred to Dickens's Jlotiselwld

TFords, which had presented a mass of infor-

mation on that subject.f' "In the course of

last year, there were sold in Smithfield Mar-
ket, the enormous number of 236,000 cattle,

t No. 14., p. 329.



and 1,417,000 sheep. A practical authority-

has curieusly calculated the number of serious

and extensive bruises, caused by sheer bruta-

lity, rather than any accidents, in the course

of a year. He finds that the amount could

not be less than 512,000. These are only the

body-bruises, and do not include any of the

various cruelties of blows and cuts on the nose,

hocks, horns, tails, ears, legs, &c. Of course,

this fevered and bruised flesh rapidly decom-
poses, and is no longer fit for human food.

The flesh of many an animal out of Smithfield,

killed on Monday, has become diseased meat
by Tuesday evening—a fact too well known.
The loss on bruised meat in the year, has been

calculated by a practical man, at 3s. a head

on every bullock, and sixpence on every sheep,

making a total loss of £63,000 per annum.
This loss, it is to be understood, is indepen-

dent of the quantity of bruised and diseased

meat, Avhich ought to be lost, but is sold at

various markets, as human food. It is also

independent of the numbers of diseased calves

and pigs brought to market every week, and
sold. Very much of this diseased meat is sold

publicly—in Newgate Market, and Tyler's

Market more especially—and at any rate

there is a special and regular trade carried on
in it. One soup establishment, for the working
classes, is said to carry on a business amount-
ing to between £400 and £500 weekly, in dis-

eased meat. It is also used by sausage, po-

lony, and saveloy makers ; for meat pies, and
a-la-mode beef shops ; and is very extensively

by many of the concoctors of pieserved meats

for home and foreign consumption. It is

said that one of the Arctic Expeditions failed,

chiefly, in consequence of the preserved meats
failing them. They would not keep. Is it

any wonder why they would not keep ?

"What they were made of—wholly, or in part
-—has been sufficiently shown. 'In Newgate
Market,' says the Avritcr previously quoted,
' the most disgraceful trade is carried on in

diseased meat ; as a proof of which, we assert

that one person has been known to purchase

from 120, to 130 diseased carcasses of beasts

weekly ; and when it is known that there are

from 20 to 30 persons, at the least, enga-

ged in this nefarious practice in this market
alone, some idea may be formed of its extent.'
' The number of diseased sheep from variola

ovina, of small pox, sent to tliis market, are

alarmingly on the increase, and it is much to

be feared that this complaint is natui-alizcd

among our English flocks. It is very much
propagated in the metropolis. It is an ac-

knowledged fact that upwards of 100 sheep in

this state were Aveekly, and for a considerable

period, consigned for sale from one owner,

who had purchased largely from abroad ; and
this took place at the early part of the pre-

sent year (1848), and was one of the causes

of the inquiry in Parliament, and the subse-
quent Act.' ' An Inspector is appointed to

this market with full powers, acting under a
deputation from the Lord Mayor ; but the
duties of the ofiieo must be of a very difficult

nature, and probably interfere materially with
the other avocations of the Inspector, as we
find but little evidence of his activity. Com-
pare our statement above with the return laid

before the Eoard of Trade, and it will appear
that of fifty diseased carcasses, not one on an
average is seized.' " In addition to those

particulars, were several other statements of

the same revolting chai-acter, showing the ex-
tent of the system. With regard to the sale

of diseased meat in Manchester, he needed
but to refer to the facts which were men-
tioned on the day previously, which showed,
that upwards of 12 tons had been seized by
Inspector Taylor, during the past year.

Considering, that if they could seize that

amount, there must have been a great deal

(probably, as in the other cases, computed at

more than 50 times the amount) which was
not seized. Thus, there was, unquestionably,

a fearful amount of disease produced by the

domestic demands of a people being supplied

in such material, and in such a way. (liear,

hear.) Now, there was one practical inquiry

in relation to the flesh-eating habits of the

world, which was of great importance to be
duly considered. They were accustomed to

look at that which was simple and eflfective in

its operation, as the best—that which appeared
to be a principle ofeconomy and order, as most
closely identifled with the ways of nature,

that it was which they estimated the most va-

luable. In patents, and improvements of all

kinds, the nearer a man verged to that sim-

plicity, the more valuable were his discove-

ries. What, then, was the wisdom of the

flesh -eating system in relation to these prin-

ciples. If they examined its general ieatures

in relation to economy, he would again refer

them to an article by the talented author, al-

ready quoted, entitled, " the Heart of Mid-
London,"* which showed that the flesh eat-

ing system, in the feeding and fattening of ani-

mals was a very losing procedure from
beginning to en«d, and they had information

to that effect from the graziers themselves.

And, to apply the inquiry in a domestic point

of view, to the flesh of those animals when
presented as cooked meat, they \vould see that

the same system of waste was exhibited.

Thus, if they purchased a leg of mutton in the

market, that weighed 81b. whilst in its raw
state, and it cost 8d, per lb,, it would, when
roasted, cost Is, per ib,, showing a loss of

21 7-10 per cent. The sirloin of beef, when
raw, costing 8|d., would cost 13 l-6d. when
roasted ; and when they came to boiled chicken,

t Household Words, No, vi. p. 121.
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and approached still nearer to the delica-

cies of the flesh-eating system, the more ex-

pensive the articles became. The cost per lb.

of boiled chicken, if taken at 18|d. when
raw. became 32d. per lb. when placed upon

the table. Roasted duck, at 13j,d. became

32d., with its 27 per cent, loss, when eaten

;

and venison, at o^ guineas the haunch of

2Glb., reached 4s. per lb ; whilst the wood-

cock sometimes attained to 16s. per lb., and

the quail, at 3s., in presenting its 2 oz. of

meat, alter being divested of its fat and

bone, attamed to the cost of £1. 4s. per lb.

(Cheers.) Thus, they saw, as they went into

the practical details of the ordinary system of

living upon the flesh of animals, they proved

it to be wanting in that character of simpli-

city and wisdom in relation to which they

had been examining it. (Hear, hear.) And
that led them to inquire, what was there in

that form of food,—the flesh of animals—for

which so much was expended } He would
tell them, on the authority of one of the great-

est chemists that had ever lived, that it con-

sisted—the lean part—of muscular fibre or

fibrine, vessels and nerves, cellular matter,

albumen and colouring matter, with certain

salts, and water. Thus, beef consisted of 77
per cent, of water, the remaining 23 per cent,

being solid matter or fibrine, consisting of

blood-vessels, and nerves, with more or less

of blood. A question arising out of those

facts, next became of very great interest : it

was that of the nutritive principle of food

;

and the answer to that had solved many
doubts that were formerly entertained with
regard to the Vegetarian system. If they

wished to know what was the composition of

the vegetable products partaken of as food,

they could not do better than compare the

analyses of them with what many had hither-

to thought the most important article of diet

—the roast beef of old England. But they

would find, too, that the nutriment contained

in the flesh of animals, and which was for-

merly supposed to be peculiar to it, was, in

itself, merely the proximate principles of ve-

getables placed in the body of an animal.

The revelations of chemistry within the last

8 years, had been most conclusive on that

subject. They had, in one of those mottoes
(pointing to the mottoes on the wall of the

hall, ) a statement of Bahon Likbig, of the

result of his investigations, to the effect, that

vegetables produced in their organism the

blood of all animals, so that the carnivora,

in consuming the blood and flesh of the

herbivora, consumed, strictly speaking, only
the vegetable principles which had served

for the nutrition of the latter. And then,

again, in relation to economics, if they
wished to look at the cost of those arti-

cles, in reference to the large consumption

of food for the London or other markets, the

question became one of the greatest gravity.

Many millions of pounds were spent annually,

for the sake of obtaining nutriment by indi-

rect means from the flesh of animals, beyond
what needed to be spent, if the same amount
of nuti iment were obtained directly from the

vegetable kingdom. He was about preparing
statistics upon that subject, which would shew
the immense expenditure ot that extravagant

system, compared with the cost of living, if

men sought their food from the bosom of

nature., instead of obtaining it in that most
mistaken way. Eating the flesh of animals,

therefore, in point of economy, was one of the

greatest absurdities of the present age. There
were certain popular impressions, however,
upon that subject, which upheld it ; for men
alwaY;3 believed that they had reasons for

courses of conduct which they had adopted,

and made habits. They had, in times past,

not ordy believed that there was greater nu-
trimcEit in flesh, and that that nutriment was
more especially adapted to the human system

than that ofvegetable productions; but medical

men ]iad told them that it was more diges-

tible. But how mistaken were these impres-

sions, since it was found, by repeated experi-

ment, that the kind of meat reputed the

mild{'st and most digestible, even, could be
supplanted on the Vegetarian system, with
articles which did not take half the time to

digest. They might carry the inquiry into

varictus articles of vegetable food ; and they

wonld flnd, that whilst the principal fruits and
fariu aceous substances were digested in from
1 to 3 hours, the principal articles of

flesh diet required from 3 to 4;j hours ; whilst

others, such as the heart of animals, and roast

porls, extended even to 5| hours. (Hear,

hear.) Thus, though they took up the sub-

ject on its mere external features, and com-
pared the scientific knowledge Avhich belonged

to the truth of the question at issue, with the

confusion and extravagance which belonged

to the flesh-eating system, they could not fail to

see, that, on the one side, was the promise of

greit advantage, whilst, on the other, was a

marked disadvantage, resulting from the

ado.ption or rejection of the Vegetarian prin-

ciple. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) He was
happy to see that there was a tendency in the

popt'.lar literature of the time, to favour the

Veg(>tarian system, to a certain degree. At
the ]3anquet, the day previously, an instance

of that had been presented; and, certainly,

there were others, which could be culled from

various authors, of late. Amongst tliose there

was an article recently published in one of the

Reviews, on "Human Progress,"* which
spoli'.e of man coming gradually into that

statu of society, when the flesh of animals

* Vegetarian Messenger, p. 76.
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•would be disused. He wished to dr.T^w their

attention to one or two remarks of that article,

as comiu,f^ from the pen of avery talenl ed and
fearless writer, and shoAving the natui al ten-

dency of thinking men to arrive at isimilar

conclusions, on such a subject, even, it might
be, without any knowledge of each -other's

views. The writer referred to, expressed the

opinion, that the practice of feeding on the

flesh of animals,—" entombing their bodies

in our own—"had something in it repugnant
to refinement; and that it was desirable that

such a practice should disappear from civilized

communities, as soon as it could be dispensed

with. He had alluded to the fact, that th!e great

majority of mankind abhorred killing-; and
that those wdio hungered for animal tjood in

civilized life rarely liked to kill the cr( atures

they ate, and that it was to get rid of the

distasteful occupation of killing, that butchers

were employed, though it argued little for

humanity, that men hired their poorer iellows

to do what they considered degrading work
;

and after pointing out various other "incon-

sistences, that author had arrived at th*^ con-

clusion, that the still obtaining consumplllon of

aninal food, was a remnant of savage liSo, and
a ciistom doomed to vanish before the li.S'ht of

human reason. (Applause.) He coranidnded
tliat article to their attention, for other |'iews

it entertained on the subject of human pro-

gress, besides those relating to diet. Thosenvere
encouraging remarks, and he had no d(jmbt,

year by year (as they had seen, had been ^'spe-

cially the case for the last 3 or 4 years), hiany
would give their attention to that subject.

Why, it was a Icindrcd subject with all' that

was humane. Would they please to locjik at

the Peace question, and ask whether there' was
a man who was a Vegetarian, who coulld be
in favour of slaughtering his fellow dien ?

(Applause.) Did it not comprise, isi its

adoption, a capacity to entertain more readily,

all that was great and good.^ If they fdmnd
a man subsisting on that simple diet, *they

would find him identified with other refotk-ms.

(Hear, hear.) ;And he congratulated the
members of the Vegetarian Society, on the
fact, that they were thus active in the mjove-
ments of humanity, less comprehensive than
that which they had more particularly

espoused. As stated in the Report read the

day previously, there were no less thdn 18
delegates of their Society, with the president,

treasurer, and secretary amongst them, priesent

at the Peace Congress held in Paris, last n-ear

;

and he had no doubt but that in the Coui gross

about to be held at Frankfort, as many Vege-
tarians as could, would also be present. His
estimation of the friends of peace was, of the

liighest he could form ; but, he feared that

they had, with all their benevolence, a "jittle

missed their way. They seemed to Ihave

" climbed up," and to have possessed them-
selves only of the upper rooms of the Temple
of Peace, rather than to have entered " by
the door," and taken possession of the whole
structure, foundation and all. (Applause.)
If they wished to feel what tlie law of love

to their fellow man was, in its greatest and
fullest force, they must mind their conduct
very closely in relation to the brute creation.

(Hear, hear.) And from the day they ceased

to consume animals, and made a principle of

dealing with mercy towards them, as well as

to the more favoured part of creation, could
they really return to the order and harmony
of peace, and add the full force of moral
example to their principles and benevolent
labours to assist, by every opportunity, in abo-
lishing the system of war. (Hear, hear.) He,
therefore, had great pleasure in congratulating

all present on the actual and great promise of

progress of the Vegetarian principle, especially

identified as it was with what tended to in-

crease human happiness. They were honoured
by the presence of many on that occasion who
had carried out those principles for more than
40 years of life, (Applause.) They might
say they believed the principle was good, but

to say that they knew it was, was far better.

(Hear, hear.) The fruition of the sj'stera

was found in the principle and practice toge-

ther. They might learn the principle from
books, if they pleased ; they might look at

it theoreticallj', and commend it as merciful,

and they might see it to be good ; but they

might rest assured, if they would know its

real value, they must adopt it practically.

(Applause.) The morality of the principle

could only become known in the degree in

which they practised it ; so that if they

wished to feel the pleasures of Vegetarianism,

they must live the life of the Vegetarian. He
believed there was no man of principle, who
could set that question aside. It was easy

for men to talk of principles and practices, a

long time before becoming affected by them,

or they might refuse to listen to the argu-

ments of Vegetarianism ; but if they cared

for truth in any other way, they could not

resist that truth ; and, he said it fearlessly,

that he knew of no instance where a man
was acquainted with those arguments, who
did not see them to be of the greatest impor-

tance, in a moral and social point of view.

(Hear, hear.) They might, therefore, have

the confidence that the principle would grow
in society. It would become identified Avith

the habits of mankind ; and those ditficuities

which ignorance caused, to which he had al-

luded in the fore part of his addresss, would

be abolished, and men would really join hands

on the basis of truth and mercy, and would

feel, from that time, that all the world could

then live in the practice of those principles of
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charity which they had hitherto merely pro-

fessed. Let them, then, rest assured, whether

they took up that subject from scientitio re-

search ; whether they took it on the ground

of morality ; or whether they joiued those

with the appointment of man's food at the

creation, or the practice of Vegetarians in the

present day, they would find that all spoke to

the same e'liect, and that the system was one

that they might verify for themselves, when
once they had reduced it to practice. (Hear,

hear, and applause. ) He congratulated them
upon the speeches about to be made, as being

more or less of a practical character ; and,

judging from the deliberate attention which
seemed to be secured for the subject of them,

he felt assured, that if the theory of the sub-

ject was not possessed by all who were pre-

sent, it would not be for want of the best in-

tention on both sides. The President con-

cluded his address, amidst enthusiastic ap-

plause, by calling upon /

Mr. Nelson, who said, although tie' did

not possess more than a very limited know-
ledge of the theory of Vegetarianism, he felt

it to be a privilege to state his own short ex-

perience, and to bear his humble testimony

to the value of the system. Although he
was only in his second year, and therefore an
infant in the Vegetarian school, yet his expe-

rience was such as to encourage him to com-
mend it, with the best sympathies of his

heart, to every friend, both male and female,

with whom he came in contact. It was such,

indeed, as to lead him to the conclusion, that

the Vegetarian principle was destined to be-

come a very great blessing to mankind.
(Applause.) There seemed to be, in that

principle, a something which connected it

with every human heart ; he believed there

was not a person in that room, who, if he
had to slaughter an animal himself", would
not shrink from it with abhorrence, and re-

fuse to gratify himself at the cost of so great

an outrage to his feelings. He had been very
much struck the other day, on seeing some
cattle, sheep, and lambs in the market, with
the remark of a butcher ; there was one lamb,
in particular, which had attracted his atten-

tion, and he had said to the butcher, " That is a
very beautiful animal ; it seems an outrage
upon humanity that it should be slaughtered."
The butcher had replied, " I wish to heaven,
sir, that there was a law making it penal to

kill lambs : I would rather kill a dozen bul-
locks, than that little creature there."- -.Now,
if a butcher could feel thus, what ought a
Christian people, professing to be guided by
the higher precepts of the Gospel, to feel on
that subject ? (Hear, hear.) In that light,

he believed it commended itself to the hearts
of all men and women, as a principle ; to al

at least, who professed to love the Lord Jesus

Christ, and to reflect his gospel in the world.
(Applause.) If they looked at it in an eco-

nomical sense, as their President had shown,
or in relation to the arrangements of a fa-

mily, they would find, that when the prac-
tice of eating animal food was thrown aside,

and the simple habits of Vegetarians were
adopted, that it was, indeed, a truth expressed
by Goldsmith :

—

" Man wants but little here below,
Nor wants that little long." (Applause.)

Few people, in England, knew how simply
they might live, and enjoy the highest degree
of health,, if they chose. (Hear, hear.) There
were many, indeed the great bulk of our po-
pulation,, who remained mere hewers of wood
and dra'tvers of water for the rest ofmankind,
who might become comparatively free and
independent, by the adoption of correct ha-
bits of living, and ceasing to gratify the
merely sensual appetites. For his own part,

he always preferred the simple productions of

the vegetable kingdom, to any thing of the

character of animal food, not only because
they contained a greater proportion of nutri-

ment, as had been already shown, but because

he liad found, that he always felt himself

mucli more ready to perform the duties of his

vocation immediately after a vegetable din-

ner, than he ever did after a dinner of the

flesh of animals. He was persuaded that the

practice of Vegetarianism, was not so new as

many people supposed. In Leicestershire,

there v/as a monastery, called Mount St. Ber-
nard, where the brethren belonging to the

Roma] I Catholic Church, worked in the til-

lage of a farm, and kept open house, to exer-

cise the rites of hospitality to any who might
call ; they never offered animal food, because

he believed they never ate it themselves. A
stranj,^er was always made welcome there for

three days, without charge. He had recently met
with a gentleman who had been staying there

a week, and not knowing he was addressing

a Vegetarian, he had said to him, "I would
not have believed that I could have gone over

so much ground as I did, during tlie six days

I was boarding at that monastery. 'If I had
known before, that I could have done so much
witliout animal food, I should certainly have
abandoned it long ago. I can assure you, I

have not had the slightest inconvenience from
it, whatever ; in fact, I feel all the better.

Do you think you could live a week without

animal food? (Laughter.) You look uncom-
monly well now, at all events." He had assured

his Iriend that his own experience Avas con-

firmatory of the truth that he had discovered

by his visit to that monastery ; and that he

felt much lighter and easier in mind and
body. (Hear, hear.) He had endured a great

amount of physical and mental exercise since

he had adopted the system, and he could
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assure them he had performed his duties with

far greater ease and pleasure to himself, than

he had ever done previously. (Applause.)

Goldsmith had made his Hermit to say :

—

*' No flocks that range the valley free,

To slaughter I condemii

;

Taught by that power that pities me,
I learn to pity them.

But from the mountain's grassy side,

A guiltless feast I bring

;

A scrip, with herbs and fruits supplied,
And water from the spring.

Then pilgrim, turn, thy cares forego,
All earthborn cares are wrong

;

Man wants but little here below,
Nor wants that little long."

Such a state of mind was worthy of attain-

ment, and he did not see why it should not

he attained. "Why should men be continually

engaged in the busy turmoil of life, merely
that they might live ? AVas it not a duty of

man to make himself comparatively free and
independent of those external requirements

which rendered him a slave to the things of

the world ? Why should he not seek the de-

velopment of the higher and nobler faculties

of his nature ? (Hear, hear.) It was com-
monly supposed that old Pare, lived so long,

because he took a certain kind of vegetable

pills ; but the fact was, he took nothing
more than vegetables in the ordinary way, in

the shape of potatoes, carrots, turnips, fruit,

bread, &c. He had related that, in a com-
pany of friends in London, and although it

was very much laughed at, it evidently made
considerable impression. All men loved life,

and anything which tended to prolong it,

must necessarily become an object of regard.

(Hear, hear. ) His own experience enabled him
to say, that Vegetarianism was not only be-

neficial to his health and spirits, but that it

was profitable. It had cost him much le!;s to

live since he had become a Vegetarian than

it did before. (Hear, hear.) He quite ap-

proved of a sentiment he had heard uttered,

that the man who lived on Vegetarian diet,

was capable of living in an atmosphere of in-

telligence considerably above that which could

be enjoyed by those who continued to indulge

in the appetite for flesh ; that he was suscep-

tible of warmer feelings, and felt a more lively

interest in the benevolent and philanthropic

movements in the world. (Hear, hear.) Every

day of his life, he found greater and greater

advantages in a purely Vegetarian diet, and

he therefore felt a strong desire to see the

system extended. He regretted that his ta-

lents did not permit him to do justice to so

great a subject, but he had the highest plea-

sure in commending it to their attention, as

calculated to awaken in all, the best and no-

blest feelings of the heart. (Applause.)
,

The Pkesident here intimated, that some
friends from a distant ])art of England, liad

kindly consented to favour the company with
a song. (Loud applause.)

The Rev. Edmund Waune, said he feared
they had cheered too soon, and begged that
the song might be deferred until a later pe-
riod of the evening, as their principal vocalist

had just left the hall.

The President then said, he had great

pleasure in calling upon the distinguished ad-
vocate of temperance, Mr. Joseph Bormond,
of York. (Loud applause.)

Mr. Bormond said he had the highest

gratification in addressing them for a short

time on that high and holy thought. He
was not unconscious of the weight and in-

fluence of opposition with which their sen-

timents might be met, nor was he void of

sympathy lor those who might raise and en-

courage that opposition. Vegetarians had
themselves felt the force of early impressions,

and bad education in principles and practices

which had been early inculcated in their

infant minds—that grew with their growth,
and strengthened with their strength ;—and
they knew that those influences were not to

be cast ofl" by a trifling effort. (Hear, hear.)

In appealing to strangers, tlierefore, he felt

conscious of having not only their intellect to

contend with, but their appetites as well;

and who could tell the force of appetite in

the man who yielded to it ? That man was
more conscious of the force of a stream who
struggled against it, than he who glided with

it. But for the blinding power of appetite,

man would be much happier, because his

reason could be more easily reached, and
more powerfully acted upon. (Hear, hear.)

—

Were man disposed to listen to reason rather

than to appetite, and to practise that which
was right, rather than that which he liked,

the work of reformation would indeed be

easy ; but, how apt was man to say he would
do as he liked. He might do as he liked, but

he could not always have the consequences as

he liked : (Hear, hear.) he might like to

disobey the simple rules—the immutable, the

eternal laws—of life and health ; but, whether

he liked it or not, those laws would have

their full operation, and he would be com-
pelled, if he did not obey them, *'to give

evidence against himself." All men seemed

to be in the pursuit of happiness. They
liked to be happy, did they not ? They fre-

quently said to children, " Do your duty, be

good; and you will be happy;" and they

might rest assured, they could not obtain hap-

piness by talking about it. They must live

for happiness, if they wished to secure it ; and

so, if they would have health, they must live

for health. They m.ust not obey some phy-

siological laws, biit the entire family of those

laws : they must attend to cleanliness, as well

as to simplicity of diet ; they must not pre-
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sume to be clean, by washing tlie points of

their fingers and tips of their noses, whilst

they left the other parts of their bodies un-

touched. (Laughter.) They must clean

the entire body. And, remember, if they

would have health and happiness, they must

live for both. (Applause.) Some men's

propensities for their own way were very

strong, and they could not be overcome with-

out some trouble. They must struggle

against those propensities with all their na-

tural force; they must place force against

force, in order that truth might eventually

gain the victory. (Hear, hear.) But if

there were those who would rather follow the

appetites of the flesh, he would ask them to

be kind enough to keep out of the way, and
not to hinder those who aimed at higher pur-

poses. Men of thought, and mental culture,

had always seen the importance of not yield-

ing to appetite, and of bringing into exercise

the higher and better feelings of their na-

ture ; and it was by those means that they

aimed a death blow at all their old propen-

sities. They had heard many statistics, and
facts, and he thought they could not but be

very much affected by what was presented in

all the various features of that assembly.

They could see there men who had been
thinking, walking, sleeping, reasoning, and
enjoying themselves,—performing all the du-

ties required of them as human beings—for

many years, without partaking of the man-
gled flesh of their fellow-creatures. Yea,
indeed, they had more ; they had evident

proof, that the greatest amount of physical

exercise could be performed under those cir-

cumstances. He had often said to working
men, in reference to the drinking system,
" Your drink is very dear, and you ought to

be able to do something which those who do
not touch it cannot do : what duty is there

which you can perform which we cannot?
Mention an organ in your body that is ren-

dered more healthful and more useful by your
drinking habits, and we shall see some rea-

soning on your side." And so he would say

to those who partook of the flesh of animals :

" Your food is very expensive ; what do you
do in partaking of that diet, which we cannot
do, who never touch it? mention a single

duty of your life, or a function of your body,
which is performed with greater exactitude,

or with greater vigour, than the same kind of

duty or function is performed by other men,
or in other bodies, independently of tliat sort

of food." 'He was almost going to say, that

reasoning Avas out of the question ; lor no-
thing, he conceived, but the force of old

established customs, would ever induce men
tamely to submit to a practice so much below
the dignity which distinguished their com-
mon humanity. (Applause. ) They must not

be alarmed at opposition ; the field of battle

against wrong had ever been a scene of severe

conflict. If they would be amongst those

who sought to serve truth, they must not be
content with a single link in the chain: it

was a chain of many links, and as soon as

they had caught hold of one, they must, as

honest men, draw all the rest after them.
(Applause.) He was anxious to make an
impression, that would leave its mark upon
their minds when they returned to their

several callings in life ; and he wished them
to remember, that those appetites to which
he had referred, whilst indulged in, were
blinding in their influence and quite incom-
patible with the spirit of progress ; he would
therefore urge upon them the necessity of

being guarded, lest they should be drawn into

the coils of that serpent. Appetite. It was
continually seeking occasion to seize upon its

victims, and, whenever they gave way to it, it

dragged them still closer and closer under its

influence ; until, if they did not escape, they

would fall down in agony and die, captivated

at its will. He would advise them, if that

serpent, Appetite, caught hold of them, and
wound them in its deadly folds, to remember
how dangerous was their position : let them
be determined, therefore, to rise above its

power, and by intellectual and moral culture,

start upon their feet like free men. Vegeta-

rians had had many years of experience, under
almost all the possible vicissitudes of human
life ; they had tried the system upon sea and
upon land ; they had tried it with hard work
and with doing no work ; and, under every

circumstance, they found they could live

vigorously, healthfully, and happily, without

partaking of the flesh of animals. Why,
therefore, should they do that which involved

the practice of cruelty and slaughter, when
they could do so well without it ? ( Hear,

hear. ) He felt that the present was a beau-

tiful world, and he wished to live a long time

in it. The world was to man whatever he
chose to make it : if he kept his spirit pure

and untainted, the world was a sunny spot to

him ; but if his soul were dark, and his feel-

ings full of guilty passions, he could not de-

light in the lofty images of the Spirit "World,

and the present would be a dark, noisome,

and dangerous world to him. They all knew
that God intended them to enjoy his bounties

;

let them, therefore, avail themselves of all

those glorious stepping stones to a higher and

a better state. (Continuous applause.)

The Rev. Edmund Warne, said it was an

important fact, bearing upon the Vegetarian

principle, that there was a great diflerence

between the blood of a man which was made
from animal food, and the blood of another

man which was made from vegetable food.

It had been asserted, and he acknowledged
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the assertion had had considerable influence

upon his mind, as he thought it must have
upon every man who would allow himself to

be at all wrought upon by truth, that the

blood formed from vegetables would remain
goodmany, perhaps nine days, longer than blood
formed from animal diet ; and it was also as-

serted, that the body of a man who had lived

upon animal diet, would decompose, when
the spirit had departed, much sooner than the
body of a man who had lived upon vegetable

food. An instance had recently come under
his observation, which proved to him the truth

of that assertion. A friend of his had re-

cently died, and the rapidity with which de-

composition took place, within 24 hours of

death, showed, to his apprehension, the effect

of having built his body with the flesh of ani-

mals, instead of the substantial productions
of the vegetable kingdom. His appearance
on that occasion, and that of his friends from
a remote corner of England, was not because
they could not see Vegetarians at home, or

because they could not eat and drink Vege-
tarian preparations in Somersetshire or Corn-
wall (for they had proved they could enjoy
all those privileges there) ; but they came
there, because of the truth expressed by the
wisest of men : "As iron sharpeneth iron, so

doth the countenance of man his friend."

And he must say, he had felt great encourage-
ment from attending those two meetings, and
in coming in contact with so many zealous

and devoted friends to the Vegetarian cause.

He was happy to say, he had been a Vegeta-
rian about nine years, and that he had never
lacked a subject for discussion at table during
that time, (Hear, hear.) It was the ex-
perience of some people, not to know what to

talk about : why, if they would become Ve-
getarians, they would find plenty of matter
for social conversation. "When about eigh-

teen years of age, he had first begun to think
of devoting himself to the service of God

;

and, feeling a strong desire to grow in virtue,

the thought came into his mind, that he
ought to give up partaking of animal food.

He had invited the servant man to adopt the
same course with himself, and they both
commenced in good earnest; and although
the man did not long adhere to it, his own
convictions became strengthened, his firmness
developed, his first impressions more and
more clear to his mind ; and what had, at

the beginning, seemed to some little more
than a whim, gradually grew into an impor-
tant principle of his life. It was some time
before he knew of others practising that prin-

ciple; and little did he anticipate that he
should ever stand before such an audience as

that, looking in the face of so many who were
actuated by the same feelings which had
actuated him, and surrounded, as he then

was, by those beautiful decorations and mot- i

toey illustrating and enforcing those very
truths which had gradually, and almost un-
consciously to himself, operated upon his

young mind. (Applause.) He felt that it

would be dangerous for him to stay long in

the city of Manchester ; for he already felt a
strong attachment to many of its inhabitants.

He felt that he had come among a sincere

and an earnest people ; and the cordial

friendships which he had already formed,
would render it painful for him to return.

It was, indeed, a source of high gratification

to be brought together in friendliness of feel-

ing, to promote a great social reformation.

He rejoiced in the fact, that in his part of the
country all the ministers of the church to

which he belonged *, were abstainers from
intoxicating drinks, and that that fact had
induced some Vegetarian friends to distribute

the Messenger liberally amongst them. The
result had been, that much attention was
drawn to the subject, and some were already

practising the truths so disseminated. As
he went on in the practice, he found, the

more deeply he went into the subject, and
the more completely he carried out the Vege-
tarian principle, the more of real life did he
enjoy. He had sometimes to argue the sub-

ject in relation to chemistry, physiology, and
sometimes on Scriptural ground ; and he
never found it difficult to support, for he con-

ceived that science, reason, and true philo-

sophy were always in harmony with the word
of God. . (Hear, hear.) Those who sought
truth, and who wished to make it a rule of

life, would always find that, although pre-

sented under difi'erent forms, those forms

would always work well together ; and he
had reason to believe, that the mighty work
of the universal promulgation and adoption

of truth in the world, would go on, overcom-
ing every custom which was not of God's
appointment : then would the rough places of

the earth be made plain, and then would man-
kind become what God intended they should.

Let them not suppose that it was Vegetarian-

ism, Teetotalism, or any other ism alone,

that would eflfect that great purpose. Man
must have the love of Cpirist in his heart,

as the foundation, and he would adopt the

various systems of improvement for the benefit

of his fellow man, as occasion presented, as a

necessary consequence of possessing that love.

(Applause.) It was universally acknow-
ledged, that truth alone, in its practice, could

make men free; and much had been done

for the cause of truth, by putting it into those

forms in which it became best adapted to the

state and condition of man. It had some-

times been questioned, who wielded the most

power in a country, those who mad^ ,the

• Bible Christiana.
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laws, or those who made the songs of the

people ; and there was no doubt great in-

fluence exerted, both, for good and for evil,

by the latter. He trusted the future would

be characterized by those songs becoming

the most popular, which contained the high-

est and noblest sentiments. Some of their

friends had used their ingenuity in suiting old

songs, which savoured more or less of the

warlike spirit of the past, to the more peace-

ful and humane spirit of the present ; and,

as they had so heartily manifested a desire to

hear one of those melodies, he would then

do his best, in conjunction with his friends,

to gratify that desire. (Loud applause.)

Mr. Warne then concluded, by singing,

accompanied by his two sisters, the melody
entitled the "Flag of the Free,"* which
elicited repeated applause.

Mr. G. A. Bangham, Local Secretary

to the Vegetarian Society, Bridgnorth, said,

if he were to describe the feelings which had
been working within him for some mouths
past, they would be like those of Joseph,

when " his bowels yearned to make himself

known to his brethren
; " (Hear, hear.) and

vain indeed, would be the attempt to express

his joyful satisfaction on meeting them on
that occasion. Although he was not a

speaker, he could not forbear, when called

upon, to give his simple testimony to the

advantages he had derived from the adoption

of a Vegetarian diet. It was not sufficient

that they possessed health to-day ; but the

object of earnest enquiry ought to be, what
was the course of life which reason dictated

to be most calculated to procure the per-

manent health of body and mind, for a

number of years } He had followed the

customary habits of life, in the society in

which he dwelt, until the autumn of 1848;
when his health had broken down, and he was
utterly unequal any longer to pursue his

business avocations. He then threw him-
self upon the mercy of the drug medical

profession, for a period of nine months

;

and, as a natural consequence of his folly,

had become nothing the better, but rather the

worse, until he visited some friends at Padstow,
in Cornwall, and placed all his hopes of

recovery on the kind attentions of one of

these, whom he could not, in his gratitude,

regard as less than a guardian angel. (Ap-
plause.) Under the direction of this relative,

he had rigidly adhered to Vegetarian diet,

with the practice of Hydropathy. It was,

therefore, with the deepest respect and
gratitude, that he thus ventured to present

himself, with his healthy, vigorous, and
happy frame, as a living testimony to the
truth of those principles they were that day
met to espouse. Although he was but. a

• Supplement, p. 27.

stripling, and far from possessing the hngh
reservoir of a Falstaff, he might com-
municate that he was then enabled to transact

his business in a manner which had never
been in his power before. Weeks together,

he then travelled on horseback, 30, 40, and
sometimes 60 miles in a day ; which exertion

he had been enabled to perform Avith the

greatest comfort and ease, upon the simplest

diet, frequently consisting only of forthright

uni'ermented bread, and spring water ; and
at other times, forthright bread, fruits, and
vegetables. (Hear, hear.) Fruits he par-

took of freely when cheap ; and, in that

respect, he followed the example of Mr. J.

D. Martyn, of Padstow, who, in his daily

habits of life, never partook of that which the

poor man could not get. There was one
way of spreading information, to which he
begged especially to direct their attention

;

which was, that all those who had derived

benefits from the adoption of Vegetarian
habits, should set aside their own personal

feelings with regard to their names appearing

in public, and fearlessly give their testimony,

in the various publications with which they

might have influence, (Hear, hear.) One illus-

tration of the advantages of that method,
occurred under his own observation. No
sooner had he become a Vegetarian, than a

magical effect took place : he went to Corn-
wall, as some of his friends had remarked, as

if he had had the " county crop : "—thin

—

lank—and without a particle of good flesh

upon his bones : no sooner, however, did he
commence the practice of Vegetarian diet,

and enjoy the sweet intercourse of his es-

teemed friends, and ureathe the clear, free,

and bracing air of Cornwall, than he began
to be a new man, in body as well as in spirit.

He had been induced, by the editor of the

Vegetarian Advocate, to give an outline of

his experience as a Vegetarian, which was
published in that periodical : it met the gaze

of one who was placed in similar circum-

stances to himself, and who wrote for further

advice upon the subject, as to whether his

case would receive benefit from Vegetarian

diet, and Hydropathy ; and, in reply, he (Mr.

Bangham) wrote along letter, more minutely

describing his own case, and the course

which he had adopted, and advising him to

apply to some physician well versed in the

Water-treatment, and to commence immedi-
ately Vegetarian diet, and thus he would, no

doubt, readily obtain every means of success.

He had recently seen a letter written by the

wife of that gentleman, stating, that her-

self, husband, and child, had commenced
Vegetarian diet since the 1st of January,

and had *' derived unspeakable advantages

therefrom.' /So complete had been his own
restoration, that those who knew his case,
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had been induced to pay considerable atten-

tion to the subject, and he had the hap-

piness of witnessing the signatures of no less

than 15 persons at Padstow ; and since his

return home to Bridgnorth, had, within

3 months, attested the declarations of 11

other staunch Vegetarians, as members of

the Scrciety. (Applause.) Some of the most
influential of his native town, were then

gallantly going forth pleading the great

truth of Vegetarianism, believing that it

should go hand in hand with the temperance

reformation. (Applause.) He believed that

the practice which it inculcated, was calcu-

lated to bring into action the noblest powers

with which God had in mercy blessed man-
kind. He trusted the movement would go
on, and that none of them would slacken

their energy in that good cause. Let them
go on, heart and mind, in working that

movement; and as they had derived such

blessings from it themselves, let them use

every means in their power to promulgate
their principles among their friends and
neighbours. (Applause.)

The President had great pleasure in bal-

ling upon a long and arduous labourer in the

field of Temperance,
Mr. "Williams, who said, he had had many

pleasant journeys to Manchester, but never

before experienced so much delight as on
that occasion. It was fourteen years ago
since he signed the total abstinence pledge,

at an open-air meeting in that city, and he
hoped, if his life was prolonged, he should as

consistently carry out the principles of Vege-
tarianism, as he had those of temperance.

He felt honoured in being called upon to ad-

dress that large and respectable assembly, to

bear his testimony to the efficiency of Vege-
tarian diet, in promoting his health and indi-

vidual comfort. He commenced his career

as a Vegetarian, on the 1st of October, 1849,

and he considered he had been a consistent

Vegetarian for about two months ; but, upon
reviewing the matter thoroughly, he thought
he discovered that, to be a Vegetarian, he
must positively subsist upon vegetable pro-

ducts alone ; and had, therefore, set about re-

forming himself in that respect, and had be-

come, from the 5th of December (being the

forty-second anniversary of his birth-day), a
Vegetarian subsisting entirely on fruits and
farinacea. 'Very soon after that, he had
thought, that to be consistent, he must not

only give up the use of animal flesh as food,

but discontinue the use of leather for shoes,

or any other purpose. He went that length,

as well ; and then he had thought they ought
not to shear sheep, and had therefore aban-

doned the use of wooi, as he had determined
he would not be anything less than a thorough
going Vegetarian. He had, therefore, aban-

doned the use of butter, cheese, eggs, milk,

and then the use of all woollen and leather

articles. So far as he was concerned, then,

there was no necessity for rearing animals for

slaughter, or for any other purpose. (Ap-
plause.) He wished it to be understood,

however, that he blamed no man for not go
ing the length which he went ; but gave
honour to those who simply complied with
the requirement of the Vegetarian Society,

which did not necessitate anything but absti-

nence from flesh, (Hear, hear.) and which
was all which could be reasonably expected,

as a rule of the Society. (Hear, hear.) The
result of his Vegetarian experience was, he
felt quite satisfied, that his physical energy
had considerably increased, by his complete

and practical adherence to the Vegetarian

principle. (Applause.) The Vegetarian move-
ment embodied, in itself, a great number of

other movements : it included the principle

of Temperence, Peace, and Anti-Slavery ; for

he believed it was impossible that a Vege-
tarian could drink intoxicating liquors ; and
he who respected the feelings of the brutes,

would never think of slaughtering the human
species ; whilst he who gave freedom to the

beast, could never hold his brother in bond-

age. (Applause.) ^^Ihus, he hoped the Ve-
getarian principle' would become the great

polar star, by which the various reformers of

mankind might see their way to the complete

achievement of their united purposes. He
trusted that the exertions of the present num-
ber of Vegetarians would be such, as to in-

crease their numbers three fold, yearly. Let
each one make up his mind to induce several

more, every year, to adopt the principle ; and
how easily that might be accomplished. He
had himself induced two friends to become
Vegetarians, since the previous evening.

(Hear, hear.) He felt it a duty for all Ve-
getarians to support the Society, not only by
their individual exertions, but by their sub-

scriptions, as well. 'For his own part, he

found, that even in the article pf food, his per-

sonal expenses were five shillings per week
less, than before he became a Vegetarian

;

and as he had stated at the Members' Meet-

ing, on the previous Wednesday evening, he

should be most happy to contribute that

amount to the funds of the Society. (Ap-

plause.) He thought that was as little as

he could do to show his gratitude, for bles-

sings which could not be valued by the ordi-

nary calculatious of pounds, shillings, and

pence. (Hear, hear.) After some further

remarks, urging upon all present zealously

to promote the objects of the Society, and

mentioning several plans for the extension of

Vegetarian principles in the world, the speaker

concluded, amidst great applause.

Mk. Bormond, then, at the request of the
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President, sang-, with excellent eflfect, the

Vegetarian melody, "We'll win the day,"*

in which he was accompanied by the band,

and joined, in the chorus, by many of the

guestSj

John Smith, Esq., of Malton, author of

^'•Fruits and Farinacea the Fropsr Food of
Man^" was next called upon, and was greeted

with repeated cheering. He said, he could

not but express, in obedience to the call of

the President to address them, the high gra-

tification which he had had, in attending those

two meetings. He felt assured they would
all leave that meeting, with a determination

to make as many friends to their cause as

possible. (Hear, hear. ) He wished to make
one remark, in relation to the complete carry-

ing out of Vegetarian principles, in their daily

habits ; for he felt assured, that as they pro-

gressed, a purely Vegetarian diet was what
they would arrive at, exclusive of those arti-

cles which the British and Foreign Medico-

Chirurgical Review (as mentioned in his pre-

vious address), had shown were inconsistent

with the Vegetarian principle, in its strict

acceptation. (Hear, hear.) Their movement,
however, so to speak, was a progressive one.

Man was not to be converted all at once

;

though it was obvious that convictions upon
high principles, although they might be diffi-

cult to carry out, at all times, ought always
to be regarded as objects of practical attain-

ment. He was happy to find, however, that

some Vegetarians had felt themselves called

upon to carry out completely, their views of

the principles, even at the sacrifice, perhaps,

of some degree of social comfort. It was
true those who did not fully carry out these

views of the Vegetarian principle, and yet

professed to believe them, exposed themselves,

in a great measure, to the charge of inconsis-

tency; but who was there who was not

in some measure, inconsistent in the higher

precepts of morality and of religion. They
ought not, however, to lower the standard,

but let it be fixed, in order that they might
attain to it, as soon as circumstances might
permit. And, so he would say, with regard

to Vegetarianism. Therefore, in some mea-
sure, he pleaded guilty to the accusation of

the reviewer. It should, however, be con-

stantly borne in mind, that there were many
Vegetarians who did not assume that feature

of the system, and who became practitioners

from other reasons, and who might, therefore,

feel themselves perfectly justified in the course

they pursued. In matters of that kind, it

was thus left to each, and best for every one,

to follow up his own convictions. (Hear,
hear.) The production of pain in animals,

was a subject on which nsuch stress had been
laid by their opponents ; but he thought there

Supplement, p. 18.

were many degrees of animal existence, and
consequently the susceptibility to pain in

different adiraals, varied considerably. It

was supposed that because they objected to

kill animals for food, they ought to abstain

from killing the smallest insects ; he did not,

however, think that the same argument would
apply so forcibly to creatures possessing a
small degree of sensibility. (Hear, hear.)

After relating several instances which had
come under his observation, proving the

comparative insensibility to pain of several

entomological species, the speaker referred to

the fact that medical gentlemen generally

called vegetable food, low diet. It might,

however, be made as rich as people pleased,

although he did not think it was judicious to

do so. It might, in some instances, be useful

for those who had been accustomed to a full

animal diet, to, in some degree, meet their

accustomed taste ; and it was always best for

those who adopted the system, to take the

advice of some Vegetarian friend, who might
be able to assist them. (Hear, hear.) He
was happy to say he had met with several

medical gentlemen who had tried the system,

and who had become fully satisfied with it

;

and they had said to him (although they

had received great benefit from it), that as

they were dependent for their practice very

much upon what the public thought, they would
be injuring their circumstances, and those of

their families, if they made a public profes-

sion of what had been of such great ser-

vice to themselves : thus, that they would
willingly adopt the principle, bjit dared not

do so. (Applause.)

Joseph Brotherton, Esq., M.P., could

not disobey the call of the President, to

make a short comment upon the many impor-
tant truths which had been enunciated that

evening. The question had been revolving

in his mind, what would be the effect of

those two meetings upon the minds of those

who had not hitherto adopted the Vegetarian

system. Could they resist their convictions ?

He had been much struck with the remarks
of one or two speakers. They might treat

that subject scientifically, and they might
understand it theoretically : knowledge, how-
ever, was not wisdom ; but knowledge
brought into practice, was wisdom. (Hear,

hear.) They were told that all truth was
in perfect harmony, and there was, therefore,

a test whether the Vegetarian principle was
true or not, and that was by practising it, in

accordance with the Divine teaching :
" If any

man will do His will, he shall know of the

doctrine whether it be of God." It was a

great fact, that there were physical, mental,

moral, and spiritual laws ; laws of life, and
of health ; obey them, and they would enjoy

health, and happiness ; disobey them, and



disease and misery would be the inevitable

consequences. (Applause.) They might be

certain, that there were laws which ought to

govern them. There were the laws of me-
chanics, of chemistry, of arithmetic, of

music; and they might rest assured, they

were all in harmony. It was important,

therefore, to consider what laws they were
under, and what they lived for. (Hear,

hear.) "Were they living merely for them-
selves } No, they were permitted to be on
the stage of life, in order that they might do

their duty towards their fellow men. They
were all in the pursuit of happiness ; but

happiness was not to be gained by merely

talking about it. It was not by talking

about shoes, that a man became a good shoe-

maker ; and it would not be by merely talk-

ing about Vegetarianism, without practising

it, that any one would be enabled to say to

the world that it was good. Hypocrisy was
an homage which was paid to virtue. It

was possible to know right principles, and to

expatiate upon the good effects of living

upon the productions of the vegetable king-

dom, but it was another thing to practise.

He had been struck with some remarks,

pointed out in a very popular publication, that

night ; and he had asked, could the writer of

those remarks be any thing but a Vegetarian,

and had been told that he was not. They saw,

thus, that the tendency of a man's writing

might be to advocate certain principles, with^

out this involving the practice of them : but

the happiness that would result fi'om the

practice of such principles, never would be

felt, unless they were obeyed. " He spoke

from experience ; and on all grounds, and
from every consideration, he assured them,

that the system could be recommended ; and
if adopted by the world, he believed it would
produce more happiness than any other

which had ever been brought forward : it

would, in a sense, bring the kingdom of

Peace upon earth ; for he who would not

slaughter a lower animal, would not murder
his fellow man. (Applause.) With regard

to the remarks made by their friend, who
went so far as to abstain from those things

which many others believed might be par-

taken of with perfect consistency with the

principle of abstaining from the flesh of

animals, he would have them consider, that

they ought not to lay upon persons greater

burdens than they could bear ; and be careful

not to carry the principle so far, as to throw
a stumbling-block in the way of others whom
they sought to benefit by their system Let
them abstain from the flesh of animals ; and
in advocating that, they would be laying the

foundation of all that was good, and de-

sirable to be attained. At the same time,

let every one be convinced in his own mind
;

and since he believed they were all free, each
one would be willing to alloAv every man to

entertain his own opinion upon the subject.

(Hear, hear.) Let them, therefore, state to

the world what they believed to be the laws
by which man ought to be governed, and give
the testimony of experience that they were
good

; and show, that all they were called

upon to do, was to try the system fairly,

and then they Avould see, whether they did
not feel within themselves, that it was both
good and true. (Hear, hear.) He again
congratulated them upon the excellent meet-
ings they had had, and the important truths

that had been enunciated, as well as upon
the happy and cordial spirit which had been
manifested throughout the whole proceed-
ings, and he trusted they would be blessed

by meeting each other again, another year,

when they would have to report great ac-

cession of numbers to their cause. (Ap-
plause.)

Mr. Williams having made a remark in

explanation.

The President rose and said :—In ful-

filling his duty in closing that happy meet-
ing, it was necessary that he should make a
few remarks upon one or two points which
had engaged their attention, as well as on
another subject of interest to them. It had
been supposed, from reports of similar meet-
ings to that, and it possibly might, other-

wise, be from the report of that, that because

the Vegetarian principle was taken up upon
so many grounds besides external fact, of a

moral, and even of a spiritual character, that

all who adopted the Vegetarian principle

and practice, must necessarily be committed

to those views ; he begged to state, as had
been already remarked, that they were all free

to choose the motive from which they acted.

One man became a Vegetarian from mere
economy, another because he expected to be

morally benefitted by the practice ; others,

again, associated it with relatioJis of a spiri-

tual nature ; but the qualification of their

Society, was simply "abstinence from the

flesh of animals, as food, for one month and

upwards ;
" that placed all members on an

equal footing, and they might entertain one

reason for their practice, or many, just as

they saw best. (Hear, hear.) He con-

sidered that necessary to be mentioned, that

they might guard the minds of all from

thinking, that, in becoming members, they

were committing themselves to any moral or

religious views, . At the meeting held last

year, in the Town Hall, Manchester, a card

had been handed to him, stating:
—"That,

influenced by the arguments and facts pro-

duced that evening by the speakers, seven

persons present, all total abstainers from

intoxicating drinks, of some standing, had
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pledged themselves to try the experiment of

total abstinence from animal food for seven

weeks, with a view to their adopting the

principle in conjunction with their abstinence

from strong drinks." As that was stated

publicly, it was right publicly to state the

result ; and he was happy to say, that four, if

not five out of the seven gentlemen who thus

practically took up the question of Vegetarian-

ism, from conviction of its truth, had become,

permanently, practical Vegetarians. (Ap-
plause. ) As Vegetarians, he conceived they

did well to make their principles known, far

and wide, for the sake of their fellow-men.

(Applause.) Men never meant to do them-
selves harm by dietetic practices ; since all

meant to live as long as they could live.

Some men laboured under one disadvantage,

and some under another, whilst others carried

an unfortunate protuberance before them,

(Laughter.) which precluded them from even
the real benefits of exercise, in which states

they were kept back from adopting anything

in relation to a simple diet ; but, still, they all

tliought they were living upon the best prin-

ciples that could be found. (Hear, hear.)

Vegetarians, therefore, had, in all Christian

charity, to promulgate their views. (Ap-
plause.) The physiology of the question, as

to the state of the blood of the carnivora

compared with that of the herbivora, might
well have been dwelt upon by some of their

medical friends, on that occasion. They
already had a considerable number of medical
men in their society, and he much regretted

that two of them should have been prevented
being present ; various reasons, however,
though he trusted not any degree of " the

fear of the folk" had had the effect of prevent-

ing their presence. The state of the system in

Vegetarian diet, was generally much less

excited, than that where the blood was formed
from a mixed diet. There was something
much more heating and stimulating in the
flesh of animals, and the pulse of the man
who partook of it, was sure to beat more
quickly, and with a more febrile action, than
did the pulse of the man who never partook
of it. It was when they compared one case

with another, that they were enabled to

judge of that. By the beating of the pulse,

the length of life itself might be estimated,

within certain limits : for if a man lived out
life faster, in the more heating and stimu-
lating state induced by a mixed diet, it was
quite plain that' he would bring that life

sooner to a close. He had observed the
result of a change of practice ; and he had
found that the pulse beat slower after the
adoption of a Vegetarian diet, than before,

whilst the whole system was kept in a state

of calmness, which could never be in the
ordinary state of living on the mixed diet. It

was in the experience of many, that a Vege-
tarian could rise from the dinner table, and
go to his work, whether of manual occupa-
tion, or a literary and intellectual one, without
the sense of oppression so common, or almost
without the sensation that he had dined ; and
it was well known, that such was seldom the
experience of those who partook of the
flesh of animals. (Applause.) It was
the heating and stimulating effects pro-
duced, which so miserably deceived those
who indulged in carnivorous habits. It

was quite true, also, that there was a marked
difference in the decomposition of the body
after death, in those who abstained from
those habits ; it was equally true, that that
fast living—that galloping state of the circu-

lation—was the result of unnatural stimula-

tion ; and, in point of fact, was that which
rendered men subject to that febrile state of
the system, in which they were so ready to

contract disease ; and which, as another
result, when the body had ceased to live,

hurried on decomposition. He stated this, as

a matter of fact, because it was the expe-
rience of Vegetarians who had lost their

friends, which confirmed him in the conclu-
sion; since it had been observed, that the
bodies of those departed friends, who had
lived for some years on Vegetarian diet, had
retained an almost unchanged appearance,
many days longer than the bodies of those
who had lived upon a mixed diet. In Ame-
rica, in 1832, and in this country, when the
cholera raged so extensively, the world ex-
pected that Vegetarians would be the first

to be affected. The medical men who advised

people to feed almost exclusively upon flesh

meats, must have been ignorant of the per-

nicious character of that advice, which ended
in promoting the very disease, in numerous
cases, which it was intended to prevent.

What, then, had been the effect upon Vegeta-
rians.'* The cholera entered some families

where part only were Vegetarians, and carried

off members of those families; but it was
not those who were Vegetarians, but those

portions who partook of flesh, who were its

victims. (Hear, hear.) He knew instances

of the same kind, during the last visitation

of the cholera ; and he would state, with the

sole object of seeing the truth on that sub-

ject (whilst he had statistical returns from
numbers of the members of the Vegetarian
Society to prove it), that there had not occur-

red one single case of cholera amongst them,
either during the time of the late or previous

visitation. (Loud applause,) The fact was,

living upon the flesh of animals, was very

likely to bring on that febrile state of the

system, which was most subject to such

diseases. When in Paris, at the late Peace

Congress, himself and a large party of Vege-
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tarians, had lived most freely upon fruit

;

whilst, at the same time, the cholera was
very prevalent in that city. Many persons

spoke to him of their diet, who were in very

great fear of the "premonitory symptoms,"
and he remembered he had had directly to

prescribe for some of them. He begged to tell

them, they need not fear that disease, if they
took a proper amount of exercise, and con-
tinued to live on simple Vegetarian diet.

(Hear, hear.) It was remarkable how free

Vegetarians generally were, from the fear of

that disease. The truth was, those who
feared disease most, were the most susceptible

to its attacks ; and if they would entertain

none of the elements in their systems which
made them susceptible, they would know no
loars of the cholera. (Hear, hear.) Again,
there were not only advantages in relation to

health, but he believed it was in the expe-

rience of all who had adapted the system,

that the moral feelings became more kindly,

and purer, consequent upon that change;
that there was a greater sympathy for their

fellow-men ; a sympathy in relation to their

conduct towards the brute creation, pointing

them to the exercise of love to all mankind
;

and those who were actuated by right princi-

ples, otherwise, were sure to perceive that

the moral effects of that system, personally,

was that of making them better, and, there-

fore, wiser and happier in every respect.

(Applause. ) All that, they might verify by
their practice ; but, as it had been well re-

marked, they could not enjoy the blessings

of that system, except by resorting to the

practice. (Applause.) Then, he would tell

them earnestly, that that system should and
would prevail. (Loud and repeated applause.)

It was not, on the one hand, because indi-

viduals, with the purest purpose of their lives

wished to uphold that principle, that it should

prevail ; it was not, on the other hand, be-

cause locble men on God's earth, wished to

call it their own ; but because it was greater

than man ; because it originated with the

Great Source of all truth. (Renewed ap-

plause.) It was because it was proved by
the experience of the first ages of the world,

that it should prevail ; it was because scien-

tific research, in its greatest wisdom, had
said it was as good in the present as in the

past, that it should prevail ; and it was because

all experience, which spoke in those who had
verified it in their lives, declared that it should

prevail. There was not one present, who

could not be as earnest in that conviction, as
he himself might then be thought to be, if

he would only resort to the proper means to

make himself so earnest. (Loud applause.)
He much regretted that he had spent so

much time upon papers on that occasion;
that he had fettered himself with, compara-
tively speaking, meagre extracts of the state-

ments and statistics of the subject, instead of

speaking to them more from the heart, [The
sensation in the meeting at this moment,
which had been progressively rising with the
increased fervour of the speaker, was beyond
description : the whole force of the two even-
ings' deliberate advocacy of the principle,

seemed to be concentrated and combined,
with the energy and exalted eloquence of the
speaker, in arousing the most complete mani-
festation of earnest, spirit-stirring enthusiasm
we have ever witnessed.] because he had
thereby, perhaps, lost an opportunity of strik-

ing individual minds more forcibly upon that

subject ; and because he would have all men
feel and know it, as it was, and not as it

seemed to be. (Hear, hear.) Let them go
away, then, from that meeting, with the im-
pression rooted in their minds, that that was
a subject, which (although they might in-

quire into it theoretically) required practice

to verify it. (Applause.) Let them go
away, too, with the recollection, that they

had heard advocated no "new doctrine of

Vegetarianism," but merely a return to that

truth and order which was as old as the

world itself:—(Renewed applause.) to that

truth which was first promulgated by God
himself ; to that truth which had prevailed

;

to that truth which science showed was wisest,

and would still prevail ; and to truth which
their own experience in time to come, should

verify, as tending to that great practice

which they had so long professed :—of loving

"God above all things," and their '* neigh-

bour as themselves.'V- (Long continued ap-

plause. )

The Secretary moved, and Mr. W. "Ward
seconded a vote of thanks to the ladies, for

the excellent manner in which they had
presided at their respective tables, and to the

President, which was put and carried with

great enthusiasm.

The meeting separated at 10 o'clock; and

it seemed to be the prevailing opinion, that

this had been the most successful gathering

which had taken place in support of the

Vegetarian principle.
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1. Savoury Fritters

2. jSlaccaioni Omelet
3. Savoury Pie
4. Stewed Celery
5. Tiied Potatoes

6. ij uttered Eggs
7. I>oiieii Beet-root
8. Kale, or Greeus
9. Jerusalem Artichokes

10. Potatoes
11. Turnips aud Carrots

Third Couese.
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1. Plum Pudding
2. Mince Tarts
3. Moulded Rice
4. Blanc-Mange
5. Apple Tarts
6. Damson Tarts

7. Cheese Cakes
8. llaspbeiTy rufiTs

9. C'. itards

10. Creams
11. Stewed Pears
12. Preserved liaspberries

Inteoduction.—Although as Vegetarians we
would prescribe good substantial fare, containing

j

all the elements of nutrition, in their proper i)ro- i

portions, we have no objection to little side dishes
]

of various forms, and of more or less, concentrated ,

nutriment. Just so with the mental least which it
|

is our happiness to serve in the columns of the J

Vegetarian Messenger ; and this Supplement is

designed moi'e particularly for tliese short, concen-
|

trated articles, which, accompanying the solid

food of the centre of the work, will, we trust,

render the wiiole pleasing as well as satisfactory

to our numerous guests.

Vegetarian Cheistmas Dinners.—We know
of no more eftectual method of promoting kind and
merciful principles, and a taste for the liabits they
inculcate, than by showing the superiority of those
habits, to those of the ti^-sh-eating practices of
passiirg times. And what period can be more
appropriate for tliis, than the joyous time which is

now approaching, when all rauks and classes of
society meet together with those nearest and
dearest to each other, to celebrate the birtii-day of
Him, who pronounced a blessing on the merciful.
How much may the joy of this period be enhanced
by having iu view, not only the physical gratifica-
tion, but the intellectual and moral elevation, and
consequently the permanent happiness of our
visitors and friends. Thus may the very prepara-
tions for the table be made to express practically,
the heartfelt \vish, not only of a " merry Christmas"
but of a " happy new year."
We submit the following plan of a Christmas

dinner, with tlie confident asaurance that ail who
bring the usual amount of domestic knowledge to
bear upon it, will, almost without the necessary
allowances for the novelty of the preparations and
the force of habit, at once become convinced of the
completeness of the system, which is not merely of
primary consideration with theory, but also in its
practical details aud gustatory enjoyments.

First Course.—Maccaroni Soup and Carrot Soup.

Second Course.

Fourth Course.—Cheese and Celery.

Dessert.
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1. Ciu'istmas Cake
2. Grapes
3. American Apples
4. Orairges
5. Filberts

G. Pears
7. Prunes

• Large Bowl of Flowers

8. Fi-s
S. Aliiionds aud Raisins
10. Dates
11. Maccaroons
12. Sponge Biscuits
13. Gingerbread
14. Queen Cakes

• Bowl of Flowers

As presenting a plan somewhat simpler and
more economical, though equally satisfactory to

those who may prefer it, we beg, also, to suggest
the following provision. F'irst Course: Turnip
Hash. Second Course: Baked Savoury Omelet,
Potatoe Pie, Hot Pot, Greens, Turnips and Carrots,

Third Course: Plum Pudding, Apple Pie.

Moulded nice. Moulded Sago, Toasted Cheese,
Celery, Oranges, Apples and i^uts.

Maccaroni Sour.—4 oz. of maccaroni, 1 quart
of new milk, 1 quart of water, 1 large onion, and
1 oz. of the crumb of stale bread. Soak the macca-
roni for two hours ; put it into the milk and water,
when hoUing, add the bread, onion and salt, and
boil all slowly until (juite soft ; then rub it through
the sieve twice over, returning it into the jian,

adding more seasoning, and either i of a pint of

cream, or \ oz. of butter ; let it just boil, and serve
with toasted bread.

Carrot Soup.—The red part of 2 lbs. of carrots,
Ij oz. of onions, half pint of cream, and 3 quarts of
water. Add the carrot and onion to the water
when boiling; boil them till thoroughly soft, and
rub them through a hair sieve ; then return the
soup to the pan, add the cream and seasoning, and
allow it to simmer, (but not to boil,) for two minutes.
Serve with toasted bread.

Turnip Hash.—| lb. of turnips; Jib. of potatoes;
2 table-spoontuls of Hour ; 2 oz. of butter ; 1 large
onion, aud 1 table-spoontul of salt. Put three
quarts 01 water into a Avell-tinned pan; set it over
the fire; put in the turnips, cut into small square
pieces, and the onion cut small; add the salt, and
let it boil for an hour, then put in the potatoes,
also cut in pieces, and alter boiling | of an horn-

longer, add the butter. Hub the flour in \ pint of

cold water until perfectly smooth; pour it into
the pan and let it boil slowly i of an hour
longer, when the liquid part of the hash will be of

the consistency oi thin butter sauce. It will be
sufficiently boiled in 2 hours and should be covered
the whole time.

Savoury Fritters.—5 oz. of onion; 1 tea-
spoonful of powdeied sage; 4 eggs, and 4 oz. of

stale bread. Soften the bread thoroughly, in a
dish, with a little boiling water, covering it over,

and letting it soak lor an hour; then mash it up
with a fork, picking out the hard pieces ; boil the
onion in two or three waters, till quite solt ; then
chop it small, adding the powdered sage, a little

pepper and salt, and the eggs, well beaten ; mix
this intimately with the bread, and fry the whole
in fritters, serving with brown sauce, and apple
sauce.

Baked Savoury Omelet.—Same as savoury,
fritters, except being baked whole ,iu a buttered dish.
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Maccaroni Omelet.—4i oz. of maccaroni ; 3 oz.

of bread-crumbs; 8 e^-gs; 4§ table-spoonfuls of
flour; 1| pint of milk; 2 small tea-spoonfuls of

sas^'p, and loz. of parsley. Boil the maccaroni till

. tender, and drain the water from it ; rub the flour

; smooth in 3 table-spoonfuls of cold water; boil the
milk, and pour it upon the flour, stirring- it till it

becomes thickened, and then add the maccaroni,
the herbs chopped small, the ejars well beaten,
and season with pepper and salt. Bake the whole
in a hot-buttered dish, in a moderately heated
oven, until nicely browned. Serve it turned out
of the dish, (after standing ten minutes,)with brown
sauce and mint sauce.
Buttered Eggs.—7 egfgs; | oz. of butter;

and 1 oz , (2 table-spoonfuls.) of milk. Beat
the eggs well, in a basin, add the milk, and season
with pepper and salt. Melt the butter in another
basin, placed in a pan of boiling water ; then add
the eggs, stirring them till they thicken, and then
pouring them out on pieces of buttered toast placed
in the bottom of a dish. The eggs should preserve
their bright colour, and be as thick, only, as clotted
cream.
Savoury Pie.—Cold Savoury Omelet, 3 boiled

ejgs ; 2 table-spoonfuls of tapioca; J of a
pint of cold water; 1 oz. of butter, and paste.

Steep the tapioca in the water 10 or 15 minutes;
cut the omelet in small pieces; butter a pie dish
and spread a little of the tapioca over the bottom;
then the omelet and eggs; then another liyer of
tapioca, adding seasoning and a few small pieces of

butter; cover it with paste and bake it.

Potato Pib.—2 lbs. of potatoes; 2 oz. of

onions, (cut small;) 1 oz. of butter; paste, and J
an oz. of tapioca. Pare and cut the potatoes;
season with pepper and salt; put them in a pie

dish, adding the onion, tapioca, and a few pieces
of butter on the top, and half a pint of water

;

cover it with paste and bake it in a moderately hot
oven. A little celery or powdered sage may be
added.
Hot Pot.—Cut the potatoes, as for a potatoe

pie, put them in a dish, in layers, with pepper,
and salt between each layer, then put some
butter on the top, adding a little water, and set

it in the oven.
Stewed Celery.—5 oz. of celery; f a pint

of new milk; J an oz. of flour, and J of an oz.

of butter, Cut the celery into pieces one
inch in length, placing it in a pan, with as much
milk as will cover it, and letting it boil gently, till

tender. Drain it, seasoning with pepper and salt,

thickening with the flour and butter, and then
boiling the whole for a few minutes. Garnish with
toast sippets.

Fried Potatoes.— Pare and cut the potatoes
into thin slices, as large as a crown piece, fry them
brown in olive oil or butter, lay them on a dish,

and sprinkle a little salt over them; or they may
be dipped in batter and fried.

Boiled Beet Root.— Boil the root till quite

soft, with much salt in the water, and a piece of

carbonate soda, about the size of a pea ; then cool

it with cold water, pare it, and slice it thin, laying

it together, in a dish, with vinegar poured over it

some time previous to serving.

Jerusalrm Artichokes.—Boil and serve with
butter-sauce, (melted butter,) poured over them.
Plum Pudding.— 1 pint basin of bread

crumbs; 15 oz. of currants and Smyrna raisins,

mixed in equal quantities; 11 oz. of moist sugar;

3 oz. of butter; 2 oz. of canded lemon; 8 eggs; 1

teacupful of apple-sauce, and half a teacupful of

milk. Rub the butter into the bread crumbs, and
add the fruit, sugar, candied lemon, and spice,

beating the eggs with the whole. After standing

12 hours, mix the apple-sauce or the skimmed milk

with it, and boil it in a buttered mould for 3 hours,

letf.ng it stand for some time in the water. Serve

with cream or butter-sauce.

Mince Tarts.—6 good sized lemons; } a
lb. of apples; 1 lb. of raisins, stoned; I lb. of

currants; 1 lb. of sugar; | of a lb. of butter,

and paste. Squeeze out the juice of the
lemons, scrape out the pulp and skins; boil the
rinds till quite tender, changing the water 5 or 6

times, to take out the bitterness ; chop them in a
bowl with the apples and raisins ; add the currants,
sugar, the juice of the lemons, the butter, melted,
and stir it up well with the other ingredients. To
preserve: put the whole close down in a pot, and
tie a paper over it, and keep in a dry cool place;
it will remain good 6 or 7 weeks. A little cayenne,
mace, and candied orange or lemon may be added
if approved,
Cheescakes.—2 oz. of butter; 1 lb. of loaf

sugar, broken ; 6 eggs ; 3 lemons; paste. Put the
sugar, eggs (leaving out 2 whites), the rinds of two
lemons, grated, the juice of 3 lemons, to the butter,

in a brass pan, and simmer over the fire till the
sugar becomes dissolved, and the whole begins to

thicken like honey. It must be stirred all the time
it is on the fire. To preserve: pour into jars and
tie close, keeping in a dry place.

Moulded Rice. — 8 oz. of rice; and 3^
pints of milk. Wash the rice, pour the milk
upon it, and boil it slowly, in a brown basin

(covered,) in the oven, till it becomes tender and
the milk absorbed; then put it into a mould, and
cover it with a plate. Turn it out, (either warm or

cold), and serve it with preserves and cream.
Moulded Sago.—i oz. of sago, and 1 quart

of milk. Wash the sago and swell il thoroughly
in the milk, pour it into a mould and let it stand
for 12 hours; serve it with preserves and cream.
Blanc-Mange.—One oz. of tapioca isinglass;

1 and a half pints of new milk; half a pint of

cream, and 2 drops of almond flavour. Boil t!ie

milk and cream, and putin theisinglass, sweetening
with sugar ; boil this for 2 minutes, strain, whilst

hot, through book muslin, adding the almond
flavour when the milk is nearly cold, and pouring
the whole into a mould, in which it should stand
from 12 to 21 hours.
Brown Sauce,—2 oz. of Butter; and 1 oz. of

flour. Melt the butter in a frying-pan or saucepan,
and add the flour, stirring it till it is of a brown
colour; and then adding as much boiling water
to it, as will make it the thickness of thin cream :

season with peper and salt.

Experience of Vegetarians.—Nothing can
so precisely express the value of Vegetarian prac-

tice, and the confid^ce to be inspired by
the experience of those who make trial of it, as the

truthful statement of cases within our knowledge.
It will therefore be a pleasing part of our engage-
ment, to supply facts of this nature, from time

to time, as such shall present themselves.

In the statistical returns of the Vegetarian

Society, J. S. J. remarks: "I am thirty-seven

years of age, and never tasted flesh or alcoholic

liquors. 1 may state that 1 never had but one
illness, and that a very short one, in boyhood, the

result of lying on the damp ground. My convic-

tion is, that all who judge reasonably and practi-

cally of the Vegetarian system, will not merely

find it impart a more ' pleasing consciousness of

existence,' but will find it characterised by
greater endurance in both mental and pliysi' .1

occupations. Comparison in relation to the active

and strong of the mixed diet, enables me to sate
this of my own experience, for I have always found

1 was able to ride further, and outwalk those I

have come in contact with ; and this, in the last

particuUr, the most remarkably so in the toil and
difficulties of mountainous excursions. If I be

asked how my history furnishes comparison with

that of others, I reply that I knoiv what 1 pronounce

upon, and need not practice anything inferior to

afford me comparisons."
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Vegetarian Christmas Suppers.—The gene-
ral interest excited by the instructions for yegC'
tar'mn Christmas Dinners, (Supplement, page 1,)

and a desire to afford the most complete practical

information, induce us to present plans and recipes
for Vegetarian Christmas Suppers, which, on being-

adopted,we trust will prove, in the most satisfactory
manner, that Vegetarian diet will supply all the
requisites for either an elegant or substantial
Cliristmas entertainment, such as for I'ational en-
joyment and lasting satisfaction, may form a subject
of pleasing reflection in itself, and in its comparison
Avith the feasts where the preparations of flesh and
alcholic beverages are regarded as essentially
necessciry.

Plan of Table.
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1. Raised Savoury Pies
2. Macaroni and Cheese
3. Christmas Posset
4. Baked Potatoes
5. Fried Beet-root
6. Lemon Puff
7. Mince Tarts

8. Fig Pie
9. Open Damson Tart

10. Custards
11. Blanc Mange
12. Moulded ilice

13. Creams
* * Vases of Flowers.

The following is a plan for a supper of a more
simple and economical, though equally substantial

character, which may, under some circumstances,
be found more suitable than the above.

P [,AN C>F TaBLE.
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1. Savoury Pie I 4. Baked Potatoes
2. Onions and Cheese I 5. Maslied Potatoes
3. Christmas Posset | 6. Apple Pie

7. Mince Pies.

Raised Savoury Pies. Double the quantity
of ingredients in Savoury pie (S. page 2,) with
paste made as follows : 1 lb. of flour and 4 lb. of

bu'. ter. Melt the butter in a tinned pan with | pint
of water. Add a little salt to the flour and the
butter skimmed from the top of the water, mixing
it with the flour, adding as much of the water
only, as will make it into a stiff paste. Keep the
paste covered and warm near the fire, till required
for use. Roll it and give it the requii-ed form with
a wooden mould, or the lower part of a small jar.

Fill in the ingredients, add the lid, and bind the
pie round with cap paper before baking. The
above quantity will make 1 pie about 4 inches
across, and 4 about 2\ inches across.
Macaroni and Cheese. 2 oz of macaroni; 6

oz. of cheese ; J pint of thin cream. Swell the
macaroni, (previously broken in pieces about ij in
long,) for 1§ hours; then drain off the water and
place it on a flat dish; add a little mustard, Cayenne
pepper and the cheese cut in thin slices, with the
cream, and bake in the oven till the cheese is melted.
Onion and Cheese. 2 oz. of onion; i lb of

cheese. Slice the onion very thin ; place it on a
dish Avith a little water and half cook it in the oven

;

add the cheese, sliced thin, on the top ; toast
altogether in the oven about 10 minutes, till the
cheese is melted. Serve on the dish on which it

was baked.

Fried Beet Root.—Prepare the root as di-
rected for boiled beet-root, (S. page 2.) Slice it

lengthways, and fry in butter, seasouin* with
pepper and salt.

Baked Poi-atoes.—31b. of Potatoes and 2 oz.

of butter. Pare, and roast the potatoes a short
time in the oven. Then place them in a salt glazed
brown dish with a little butter, and bake, occasion-
ally shaking them, to secure their being equally
browned.
Christmas Posset.~3 quarts of new milk;

12 oz. of currant bread ; 3 lemons and 6 oz. of sugar.
Boil the milk and bread, (cut into small pieces,)
slice and place the lemon in the bottom of a large
punch-bowl with the sugar ; add the milk and
bread, and grate a little nutmeg on the top.
Fig Pie.— 6 oz. of figs; \\ oz. of butter;

2 oz. of sugar; milk; cinnamon, and paste. Cut
the figs into small slices witii a pair of scissors;
add as much milk as will cover them, the sugar
and cinnamon; stew them in an earthenware
jar, covered, in the oven. When tiicy boil,

the milk will break, and the figs are sufficiently

stewed. Take them out of the oven, and stir in
the butter. When cool, line a flat dish with paste,
and spread a thick layer of the figs upon it, heaping
them up in the centre of the dish, and pouring in

as much of the syrup as the figs will absorb; then
cover with a thin paste, and bake. This pie is

better cold than hot.

Lemon Puff.— Line a flat dish with paste, and
bake with the lemon cheese-cake mixture (S.

page 2.

)

Mince Tarts.—Same as recipe, (S. page 2,)

leaving out the juice of lemon and cayenne, but
using mace, candied orange or lemon.

Recipes for Savoury Pie, Moulded Rice, and
Blanc Mange, are given in Supplement, page 2.

Economy versus Fattening Animals,—The
process of rearing and fattening animals for

slaughter, is anything but a profitable employ-
ment for the farmei-'s skill, capital, and land,
compared with what a more judicious application
of tliese might realize. John W. Childers, lisq.,

M.P., in the Journal of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England, page 169, vol i., gives tlie fol-

lowing statement as to the quantity of food con-
sumed by 20 sheep, when enclosed in a fold for

fattening, to which, for the sake of clearness, we
have attached the prices of the various articles.

Food per Day for 20 Leicester Sheep, enclosed in a
Ibid for Fattening.

Articles Consumed. I Quantity. I Price. I Cost.

Turnips . .

Linseed cake
Barley . .

Salt . . .

Hay . . .

Total cost per day

27 pecks
10 lbs.

5 quarts

5d.
Id.

lad.

Is. 8id
10

81
0|

U
3s. 5d.

Twenty sheep thus fed, are shown by the gentle-
man above alhided to, to have increased in weight
from the Ist of Jan. to the 1st of April, (a period of
l;Odays,) 36 stone 8 lbs., being a daily increase of
5 lbs. l\oz., costing for food alone nearly 7§d. per
lb. The prices given are the same as were recorded
in the same volume, as the value to the farmer.
Vegetarian Habits versus Cholera.—J. B.

has just closed an engagement Avith a temperance
committee, having been engaged in Leeds during
the whole time the cholera was raging there. " My
daily duties," says he, " called me among the dead
and the dying; and though almost all my time was
spent in and around these centres of disease and
plague, I have come out unscathed, thank Heaven,
with its blessings, daily ablutions, and a chaste and
bloodless diet." As on previous visitations of this
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disease, not a single instance of attack has, to our
knowledge, occurred among Vegetarians. We,
therefore, heartily join in the " General Thanks-
giving."
Vegetable versus Animal Manure. " Boasted

turf or earth is indeed a very excellent manure.
Mr. Barnes, gardener to Lady KoUe, who could
have any manure he might nish, prefers it to any
other. ' It is,' says he, ' suitablefor the culture of
every kind of plant, whether it be grown on the
farm or in the garden, in tlie hot-house, green-
house, conservatory, or open border.'" The
following is the result of Mr. Barnes's experiment:
Five rows manured with 4 lbs. of bone dust each
row, produced from 83 lbs. to 88 lbs of onions;
whilst 3 rows, manured with 3J lbs. of charred
refuse and ashes made from garden rubbish, pro-
duced respectively 99 lbs., 83 lbs., and 95 lbs.*

This shows that the cheapest vegetable manure is

more effective, in i)roportion to its weight, than the
dearest animal manure.
Scottish Tempeiiance League.—In one of

the schedules of names returned to thi secretary of

the above society, for insertion in the present
register, were those of seven abstainers from all

intoxicating liquors, of long standing. The time
of their abstinence was 2i2 years, and the average
term gave upwards of 34 years to each ; two of the
number having abstained for 40 years, and the term
of the least experience being '20 years. We are
glad, too, to say that the position in society of

these is such as to have influence with others less

fortunate in their habits. One of these being a
magistrate, tv.-o, merchants (one of whom is an
alderman also), one a gentleman, and the remaining
three, ladies. Many of our readers will feel interest

in knowing, that the same names can be found on
the register of the Vegetarian Socieli/ ; abstinence
from alcoholic liquors, in each case, having been
accompanied by tne same term of abstinence from
the flesh of animals.
Mutual Improvement Classes.—We are

happy to find that the Vegetarian principle

frequently comes under the consideration of these
useful classes, which are generally composed of

candid inquirers alter truth. A correspondent, at

Cliorlton upon Medlock, informs us that he has
broiight the subject forward, at a class, three
successive evenings : the first evening he stood
alone ; the second, one member supported him

;

and the third, another had been induced to try ths
system, and thoug])t tliere was much truth in it.

Tlie subject was still adjourned till a fourth
evening. We would urge our Vegetarian friends

to follow this example, and to communicate with us
on the subject.
Wheatmeal Bread. — Professor Johnstone

says: " It is a fact, that 1000 lbs. of the whole meal
and fine flour respectively, contain the following
proportions of the principal substances composing
our body :—

Fat. Flesh. Bone.
Whole Meal 28 lbs. 158 lbs. 170 lbs.

Fine Flour 20 lbs. 130 lbs. 60 lbs.

This shows in a striking manner the superiority in

nutriment!tive quality even of the wheatmeal bread
over the w hitc flour bread ; whilst every physiolo-
gist will give the preference to the former for its.

digestibility and its effect on the bowels in inducing
regular and healthy action.

Vegetarianism.— It is a fact beyond dispute,

that a great part of the hard work of the world is

performed by persons whose dietary is wholly
vegetable. The out-door or agricultural labourers

in Asia and the greater part of Europe, as well as

the slaves in both Soutli and North America, eat

flesh but seldom, or never; yet health, strength,
and longevity, are more common among them than
among the flesh-eating workmen who d\vell in

• Cottage Gardener, vol. i. page 17.

towns, or among the indulgent classes of confined
and wedentary, or of free and active occupations.
These facts, at least, sufficiently verify the con-
clusion tliat man's nature does not require a resort
to slaughter for the maintenance of health and
strength. They prove more : they demonstrate the
possession of those blessings to a greater degree by
abstainers than by consumers of flesh. It may be
replied, that persons who work out of doors have
tlie advantage of fresh air, early hours, and other
primitive habits. Granted. But lot flesh-eaters,
then, abandon their inferior habits, let them enjoy
the invigorations of fresh air, bathing, exercise,
and other customs, in accordance with physiolo-
gical rectitude, and they may possibly discover that
flesh is, like alcohol, but a temporary stimulant,
imparting a brief exhilaration at the ex])euse of
permanent health and Fcjuablo happiness.

—

ireekly
Dispatch, Aug. 5th, 1849.

Estimated Produce of an Acre of Land.
Per Year.

Mutton . 228 lbs.
• Beef . 18J „
Wheat . l.GbO „
Barley , 1,800 „
Oats . 2, -203 „
Peas . 1,6.>0 „
Beans . 1,800 „
nice . 4,5tJ5 ,,

Indian Corn 3,1,>0 „
Potatoes . 20,l(i0 „
Parsnips . 2(3,8s0 „
Carrots . 33. GOO ,,

Yams . 40,000 „
Turnip . 55,000 „
Beet . 75,000 ,,

—Fruits and Farinacea, \>anc 308.

Table of Nutriment showing the amount and
cost of blood-forming principle, in Vegetable, Fari-
naceous and Flesh diet. This taide should be well
studied by every family economist.

—

Penny Vege-
tarian Cookery.

Per I)Ai'.

10 oz.

8 J,

^ lbs.

5
6

H
5

1-*^

«>
55
74
93
110
154
205

Coiitaininir Supply,
i Co-,t of

•
. t" 1 Blood-

IBTICLES OF la
o — .:r

.2 5 S

Price
per loO lb.

formins
Principle
per 100 lb.DIET.

is «^s

1

per per per i

1
cent. cent. cent. ^. s d. £ s. A.

Beans . . 8G 14 31 G 112 1 2 6
Peas . . 1 8- 16 2J 10 5 1 15 11

BarlevMeal 4
Wheat . .

i 34i 15J 14 6 3 2 4 7i
84 1-lV 21 9 5i 2 4 Hi

Oats . . .
i

82 18 11 7 Ci 3 8 G§
Turnips ! 11 89 1 Sh 3 10 10
Potatoes . SB 72 2 1 5J 3 13 in
Carrots . . 13 87 2 2 Oi 5 1 OJ
Veal . . . 25 73 23 2 ]4 2 10 16 8
Beef . . . 2-3 75 25 2 iS 4 U 13 4
Mutton . . 25 75 23 2 IS 4 11 13 4
Lamb . - 25 75 25 3 15 15

Innocence and Slaughter.

Say ye that know, ye who have felt and seen
Spring morning smiles, and soul-enlivening green,
Say, did you give the thrilling transport way ?

Did your eye brighten, when young iambs at play

Leaped on your patli with animated pride.

Or gazed in merry clusters by your side ?

Ye who can smile, to wisdom no disgrace.

At the arch meaning of a kitten's fac-^

;

If spotless innocence, and infant mirth,
Excites to praise, or gives reflection birth;

In shades like these pursue your favourite joy
Midst nature's revels, sports that never cloy.

A few begin a short but vigoi-ous race.

Indolence abashed soon flies the place ;

Thus challenged forth, see ^hither one by one
From every side assembling playmates run.

* Products of the Vegetable kingdom, versus the

flesh of animals as food.
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A thousand wily antics mark their stay
Ami starting', crowed, impatient of delay,
like the fond dove, from fearful prition freed,
Each seems to say, '* Come let us try our sjjeed."

Away they scour, impetuous, ardent, strong:,

The green turf trembling' as they bound along-,

Down the slope, ttien up tlie hillock climb.
Where every molehill is a bed of thyme;
There panting stop; yet scarcely can refrain;

A bird, a leaf, will set them oft" again ;

Or if a gale with strength unusual blow.
Scattering the wild brier roses into snow.
Their little limbs increasing efforts try.

Like the torn flower, the fair assemblage fly.

Ah fallen rose! sad emblem of their doom !

Frail as thyself, they perish as they bloom !

Though unoffending innocence may plead.
Though frantic ewes may mourn the savage deed.
Their shejsherd comes, a messenger of blood.
And drives them bleating-, from their sports and

food:
Care loads his brow, and pity wrings liis heart.
For lo ! the murdering butcher with his cart.

Demands the firstlings of liis flock to die,

And makes a sport of life and liberty

!

His gay companions Giles beliolils no more;
Closed are their eyes, their llceces drenched with

gore.
Nor can compassion, with lier softest notes.
Withhold the knife that plunges through their

throats.

Down indignation ! hence ideas foul

!

Away the shocking image from my soul!
Let kindlier visitants attend my way,
Bi-ntath approaching summer's fervid ray;
N'or thankU-ss glooms obtrude, nor cares annoy,
Whilst the sweet theme is universal joy.
— liLOOMFiELD's Upring. •

Vegetarian Pedestrianism,—Mr. H. a strict

\'egetarian, started from Stratford St. Maiy,
'-tiffolk, at 7 o'clock on the morning of Wednesday,
September tiie 19th, and walked to Newmarket,
u8 miles; Thursday the liiOth, from Newmarket to

Stilton, 40 miles; Friday, from Stilion to Melton
Mowbray, 42 miles; Saturday, arrived at Notting-
iuun at II o'clock, 20 miles; in the afternoon,
walked to Calverton, 7 miles further, and assisted

in gardening opeiations, without feeling more than
the ordinary fatigue of his daily labour, lie thus
walked 147 miles in less than 4 days, averaging- for

the first 3 days exactly 40 miles a-day. We do not
Msention this as an extraordinary instance lor a
Vegetarian, it having been performed without any
idea of a test, or any view to publicity.

Flesh-eating and Duowsine.ss.— W. L.
stated the other day at a Vegetarian meeting at
Miles Platting, tliat wlien he was a tlesh-eater, he
usually felt heavy and sleepy after dinner, and was
sometimes discovered asleep over a light job of

work, but since he had adopted Vegetarian diet,

no such unpleasant symptoms had occurred, lie

was now " wide awake," and nothing sliould

iniluce him to return to the old practice. A
fellow-workman also states that when a flesh-eater,

he never could read a book after his labour was
over, as he invariably fell asleep if he sat down for
the purpose. Such, howevex', was never the case
now he was a Vegetarian.

Flesh-eating and Inflammation.—"We
know a lady who, from the age o'f 33 to that of 63,
suffered severely from inllammation of the leg. Iler
diet was moderate in quantity, perltaps never more
tlian 2 lbs. of flesh in a week. At the age of 03, she
adopted a strictly Vegetarian diet, and to her
great surprise, her leg gradually recovered, and in
less than 12 months, to use her own words, she
" could hardly tell whicli it was." Now, at the
age of 66, she has just quickly recovered from a
fracture of the hip joint, caused by an accident.
Flesh-eating and Si'asms.—We know an

instance of a lady, who for many years had been
subiect to violent attacks of spasms, which
seemed to threaten her life. Though considerably
advanced in years, she adopted the Vegetarian
practice, by the advice of her son, and for two
years, but very slight symptoms of the old com-
plaint returned. On paying a visit to her sister,
however, she was induced, in some degree, to
depart from the practice, and partake of flesh.
She was soon after seized with a more violent
attack of spasms than she ever before experienced.
With great care, however, she was at length
restored, and became a confirmed \'egetarian, and
a member of the Vegetarian Society, and now more
than 12 months have elapsed without a return of
the complaint.
Fli^sh-eating and Palpitation of the

Heakt.— Mr. K. tailor, Stratford St. Mary,
Suft"olk, had suffered severely for many years from
Severe piipitation, which frequently kept him in
tiie nui.st agonizing lestlessness for several nights in
succession. On adopting a Vegetarian diet, the
disorder left him, and he infer. ned us, 6 months
afier, that no SNinptom of it had returned.
Flesh-fating and Dystei'sia.— Mr. C. an ex-

tensive printer in Manchester, stated recently at a
Vegetarian supper-party, at Sallord, that he had
followed the advice of medical men in endeavour-
ing to cure an apparently confirmed indigestion,
by eating mutton chops and drinking a glass of

])orter daily, and by sea-bathing. After several
expensive journics to watering places, and many
months of the mo?t awful despondency, amountirig
almost tosuicidical madness, lie returned home, no
better than when he left. He had adopted the
practice oi' Vegetaiian diet three months, and fi-om

l!ie first day of connnencing it, he began to recover,
and in a lortnigit he felt "quite a new being."
And Ills statement as to his imjn-oved appearance,
was confirmed by that of a gentleman present.
Lad Sausagks.—No person was ever known to

die because he had only J lb. of meat to dinner,
but many die annually from eating bad sausages.
— Medical Times.
Consumption and Flesh-diet.—laminclined

to tiiink that consumptions, so common in England,
are, in part, owing to tiie great use of animal food,

— Dii. liu MIAN, author of Domestic Medicine.
Fle^h-diet and Bad Temper.— The choleric

dispositicm of the Englisli is almost proverbial.

Were I to assign a cause, it would be, their livin»

so much on animal food. There is no doubt but
this induces a ferocity of tcmpci', unknown to men
whose food is taken chiefly from the vegetable
k i n gd m .

—

Ih id.

SCUllVV CURED BY VEGETARIAN DiET.—The
most obstinate scurvy has often been cured by a

vegetabie diet.

—

Iljid.

Mental Vigour and Vegetable Diet.—
Vegetable aliment, as never over-distending the
ves'sels or loading the system, never interrupts the
stronger emotions of the mind ; while the heat,

fulness, and weight, of animal food, is an enemy to

vigorous mental efforts.

—

Dr. Cullen's Materia
Medicn.
Vi getar;an Practice versus Disease.—I am

firmly persuaded, that any man who, early in life,

Viill enter u])on the constant practice of bodily

labour, and of abstinence from animal food, will be
preserved entirely from disease.

—

Dr. Cullen's
I'^iisl Lines of the Practice of Fliysic.

The Essenes.— Pliny says that the Essenes of

India fed on the fruit of the palm tree. But how-
ever tills may have been, it is agreed, on all hands,
that like the ancient Pythagoreans, they lived

exclusively on vegetable food, and that they were
abstinent in regard to tlie quantity even of tliis.

They would not kill a living creature even for

sacrifices. It is also understood, that they treated

diseases of every kind, (thougli it does not appear
that they were subject to many,) with roots and
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herbs. Josephus says that they were long'-lived,

and that ipany of them lived over 100 years. This
he attributes to their regular course of life, and
especially to the simplicity of their diet.

—

Alcott's
Vegetable Diet.
Killing Incompatible with Innooence.—

To take the life of any sensitive being', and to feed

on its flesh, appears incompatible with a state of

innocence, and, therefore no such grant was given
to Adam in paradise, nor to the antedeluvians.
It appears to have been a grant suited only to the
degraded state of man, after the deluge ; and it is

probable that as he advances in the scale of moral
perfection in the future ages of the world, the use
of animal food will be gradually laid aside, and he
will return again to the productions of the vege-
table kingdom, as the original food of man, as

that which is best suited to the rank of rational

and moral intelligence. And perhaps it may have
an influence, in combination with other favourable
circumstances, in promoting health and longevity.

Dr. T. Dick, author of the PJtHocophy of Eeligion.
Kitchen Scenery.—Nothing can be moi-e

shocking and horrid, than one of our kitchens
sprinkled with blood, and abounding with theories
of creatures expiring, or with limbs of dead
animals, scattered, or hung up, here and there.

It gives one an image of a giant's den, in romance,
bestrewed with the scattered heads, and mangled
limbs, of those Mho were slain by the giant's
cruelty.—Alexander Pcpe.
Longevity —It seems to be approved by expe-

rience, that a spare and almost Pythagorean diet,

such as is prescribed by the strictest monastic life,

or practised by hermits, is most favourable to long'

life.—LoRB Bacon.
Philosophy and Vegetarianism.—All philo-

sophers have given their testimony in favour of

vegetable food, from Pythagoras to Franklin.
Its beneficial influence on the powers of the mind
has been experienced by all sedantary and literary

men.

—

Dr. Charles Whitlaw.
The Pythagoreans.—These Pythagoreans,

these milk and vegetable-eaters, were the longest
lived and the honestest of men.

—

Homer.
GiiOUND EiCE Fritters.— J lb. of coarsely

ground rice; 4 eg?s; a teaspoonful of parsley, and
a teaspoonful of onions, both finely chopped.
Season with pepper and salt. Boil the rice in

about \ a piiU of water, let it cool for about ten
minutes, add the ei^gs and herbs, and fi'y the
fritters in butter. Serve with brown sauce.
Biscuit Pudding.—^ lb. of American soda

biscuits ; 1 pint of milk, and 2 eggs. Break tlie

biscuits in small pieces, pour on the boiling milk

;

cover it close with a plate, and when nearly cold,

mash it well with a wooden spoon and add two
well beaten eggs, boil it an hour in a basin rubbed
over with a little butter. Serve with sweet sauce.

KiCE Cake.— ^ lb. of coarsely ground rice; Jib.

of powered loaf sugar, and 4 eggs. Beat the eggs
a little ; then mix them with the flour and sugar ;

beat all together with a wooden spoon for half an
hour and add 10 drops of almond flavour. Butter
a tin mould, only half fill it, and bake in a mode-
rately hot oveu.
Physical Endurance and Vegetarian

Practice.— J. H. stated the other day at a Vege-
tarian meeting, that be and his father were fre-

quently engaged in a paper manufactory from 12
o'clock on Sunday night till 6 o'clock on Wednesday
morning, without getting an hour's sleep the whole
time. They commonly made 10, and sometimes
11 days' labour in the week, reckoning 12 hours
a-day. Their principal diet is brown bread, oat-

meal porridge, rice and vegetables, never tasting
flesh. We, however, by no means recommend such
a violation of the laws of health with regard to rest.

Hardening Effects of Slaughter.—At
"Worship-street, William Long was fined 40s. for

drawing a sharp saw several times across the tail

of a living ox, after having caused the animal to
fall from exhaustion by the most violent beating
with a stick.

—

Times, Who but a butcher could
have done tliis'.'

Diseased Sheep. — Five thousand diseased
sheep were confiscated by the Inspector of the
Sniithfield Market, from January 1st, 1818, to the
7th of tlie following August. — Gardeners' and
Farmers' Journal.
Vegetarian Practice and Youthful Ap-

pearance.—We appeal, with the greatest con-
fidence, to the improvement in colour, and com-
plexion, experienced, and the remarkably youthful
appearance presented, by nearly all Vegetarians.
There is a glow imparted to the cheek, a vivacity
to the eye, with an upward and an onward look ; a
vigour and elasticity to the step ; a capability of

exertion and endurance; a willingness to spend and
be spent in the service of others; a freshness,
serenity, and cheerfulness, of mind ; a command
over the intellectual powers; and, I would add, a

spiritual faculty awakened; but in this material
age, the world does not believe in spiritual in-

fluences ; that the exprrience of alniost every one
who is competent to give evidence, can bear
testimony to; and that we would compare, not
with others, but «ith our former selves.—What is

Vegetarianism ? p. 37.

Health of Towns and Vegetarianism.—
We have pleasure in stating that the proprietors of

the Health of 7'oitns' Journal are about to give, in

their February No., an (utlins of the origin, pro-

gress and design of the Vegetarian movement. It

will be an easy matter for the writer to show how
intimately the Vegetarian princijde is connected
with the health of tow us ; because it promotes
individual health; it does away with the necessity

for those nuisances, the fisii, flesh, and cattle mar-
kets; it directs attention to the use of tiie sewer-
age of towns for agricultural pur])0ses instead of

the expensive produce of fattpniug cattle, and, as

experience amply demonstrates, it promotes a

keener sense of smell, which will enable people to

detect more readily those noxious odours which
now destroy the health of our towns and cities.

And besides all this, the Vegetarian practice con-

duces to that right perceplion and feeling, which
will induce men to select for their dwellings well-

ventilated, well-built houses; and to that economy
Avhich will enable them to pay for the additional

provisions for their health, comfort, and enjoyment
which ventilation, drainage, and improved archi-

tecture afford.

Vegetable Food conducive to the Sense
of Smell.—The fact that fox-!rounds are fed on
biscuits or meal instead of flesh, to prepare them
for the chase, and experience proving their in-

creased power of scent when so fed, is powerful
evidence in favour of the assertion that vegetable

food is superior in this respect. It becomes the
more remarkable, when it is seen that this is the
case even with the carnivora.

Temperance and Vegetarianism.—We are

happy to find that our temperance contemporaries
are making Vegetarianism a subject of contro-

versy in their pages. The Manchester Temperance
Reporter, which is now becoming one of the best
conducted of the Temperance serials, gave, in a

recent No., an excellent review of the J'enny
Vegetarian Cookery, recommending that work to

its readers on the broad principle of the domestic
and social elevation of the industrious classes. It

also made an extract from our last No. and the
editor remarked, that, although fond of beef steaks,

he could but acknowledge the truth of the Vege-
tarian system, and looked forward to its practical

adoption by himself and mankind as the result of

a higher development of moral courage and prin-
ciple. The same paper has also a correspondence
on the subject, in which the economical and moral
bearings of the question are being discussed.
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Vegetarian Diet and Delicacy of Con-
stitution.— J. B. says," 1 was early impressed with
tiie truth of the Vegetarian principle, and have
now tried it for 40 years. It is my conviction that
without the manifold advantai^es of this system
(whether in the greater calmness and endurance
of the body consequent thereupon, or the still

more remarkable results in subduing the restless-

ness of the mind), my naturally exceedingly frail

constitution could never have secured me my pre-
sent advanced age. I have lived in the greatest
simplicity as to diet; and since I became less

qualified for the activities of life, 1 have returned
more and more to my early tastes for the reflective

recreations and healthful employments of my
garden."
Growth of the Mind.—It is this gradual

growth of the human mind which will enable men
to lay aside all disputation and quarrelling about
the extent and meaning of Divine commands. It
will enable them to perceive that these are as
illimitable as are their Author ; that they are as
universal in their application, as He is universal
in his love, and the only limit which can be placed
to them, must be in our own limited conceptions.
But as these become expanded, they enable us to

perceive how much wider are the words and works
of God, and consequently how blessed we are in
having such an extensive range for the exercise of
the mental powers ! Then can we understand how
every breath of nature is designed to impart to
man a new joy, and a new hope; how every open-
ing flower, as it seems to greet the rising sun with
a smile, which excites a tear; how every dew
drop, as it spangles in its tender bed ; every honey-
suckle, as it sends its fragrant perfume through the
air ; every bird as it

"Carols its lay to the infinite light ;"

every lamb, as it skips upon the grassy carpet of
nature ; and all the varying tribes of animate and
inanimate beings, may conduce not only to his
rcHntd sensual, l)ut to his spiritual enjo>ment.
How they may tend to draw forth in him the
t^niiling antl fragrant flowers of mental genius, the
song of melody, joy, and love, and the ever-playful
giimbols of innocence and affection.

—

Vegetarian
Advocate, p. 146, vol. i.

Produce of an Acre of Land in "Wheat,
Oats, Potatoes and Beef; their relative
value as food, cost of production and average
price.
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Wheat .. 120 U l-3rd. 4 \u. \M.
Oats 183 2 2-7ihs 3 8 fi 12
Potatoes . 1440 6 l-9th. I 2 12 «i

Beef .... 13 6 12 I 55 3 84

The columns 1, 2, and 3 will be easily understood
by the heading of each : thus, the annual produce
of an acre of land under wheat is 120 stones, of
beef only 13 stones. On an exclusively wheat diet,
a man would require li lb. per day, and \ of an
acre to supply it; whilst on an exclusively beef
diet he would require 6 lbs. per day, and 12 acres
of land to supply it. The data upon which the
table has been formed were received from practical
mvn,— Fruiis and Farinacea the Proper Food of
Man, p. 341.

Dr. Lambe.—Dyspepsia and sick head-aches
having afflicted him from early life, in 1803 he left

off the use of common water, and confined himself
to distilled water as his only beverage, and in

1806, being then 41 years old, he entirely relin-

quished animal food. Under this regimen, the
dyspepsia, low spirits, and pains in the head gra-
dually disappeared, and he was enabled to con-
tinue a life of severe and constant labour, both
bodily and mental, to an advanced age. He was
the author of several works on the effect of vege-
table diet on disease. He died in 1847, ag^d 82
years.

—

Vegetarian Almanact p. 31.

Kape-Dust.—The seed of the rape-plant, after

the oil has been extracted from it, is a fertilizer of

great value. According to the analysis of M.
Boussengault, 8 tons of rape-dust afford as much
nitrogen as 100 tons of farm yard manure. It has
been proved by Sir Humphry Davy, and other
eminent men, that rape-:lust possesses the power
of absorbing from 2 to 10 times as much atmo-
spheric moisture as tlie fluost soils. The cost is

about £1 per ton.

—

Fum'Ug Economist, p. 175,

vol. 1. This is an important discovery as showing
the value of vegetable over animal manure.
Our Butcher.— ( V very ill-used person no

doubt.) Butcher, (tlirowing down The Times,)
Here's times. Why, we shall be obliged to charge
fair prices next —Punch.
The Heaviest Christmas Wait of all.—

Nincpence for a pound weight of butcher's meat.

—

Ibid.

Waste Land.—According to the best authori-
ties, there arc no less than 14,700,000 acres of

waste land in the United Kingdom, which statistics

have thus been apportioned :

England
Wales
Islands

Acres.

3,454,000
530,000
166,000

Scotland
Ireland
Total .

Acres.

5,^50,000
4,600,000

14,700,000

Assuming that one quarter of this quantity might,
when reclaimtd, be brousj-ht into annual wheat
culture, we have 3,675,000 acres so disposable,

Avhich even in the present inefficient system of

husbandry, would produce, at iiO bushels per acre,

13,781,250 qrs. of bread-corn, a supply equal to the

the necessities of 3 of the entire population of

Great Britain.

—

Fleming's Policy of a National
System oj Agricultural Statistics. Forty-lour
bushels of wheat per acre can easily be produced
by spade cultivation, as we know from actual

experiment made last year.
The Ancient Britons.—TheEev. INlr. Barnes,

a clergyman, stated at one of Dr. Grindrod's lec-

tures at Dorchester, that he had liad 5 years before,

an opportunity of examining several skulls of ancient
Britons, and he was struck with the perfect con-
dition of their teeth. Alter mature reflection, he
was brought to the conclusitn that tiiis was caused
by their abstinence from flesh and alcoholic liquors.

That since that period he had totally abstained
from both those articles. That his general health
had been greatly improved, and his feelings were
more in harmony with nature.
Mount Lebanon.—Assaad Yokoob Kayat, a

nntive Syrian, in a speech at Exeter Hall, (May
16th, 1838,) remarked that he had lately visited

Mount Lebanon, where he found the people as

large as giants, and very strong and active. They
lived almost eniirely on dates, and drank only
water; and there were many aniong tiiem 100 and
110 years of age. Fruits and Farinacea, p. 23,

The Ancient Greeks lived entirely on the
fruits of the earth.—Porphyry.
Free Will.—We do not attach creative power

to man, but in proportion as he obeys the laAVs of
nature, which are also those of God, so does he
influence or improve all that surrounds him. He
in a measure realizes, by his faithfulness, the
promise of being made a "ruler over many things."
We do not quarrel with those who sincerely advo-
cate the idea that man's will is not free, however
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contradictory it may seem. We acknowledge that
it is not entirely free to the sensual and perverse
mind; but let sucli an one put into activity the
little freedon and truth he is already possessed of,

and acquainted with, and these will be increased
proportionably. Let his mind be warmed and
expanded by the genial influence of Christian
charity, a charity which extends to the whole
human race, and which feels for suffering innocence
in every form, a charity which is not puffed up,
but which is active in improving the condition of

his fellow-men; his false notions of the disorder
and rapacious character of creation will give way
to a more happy reality, and using the dignity
which liberty alone can impart, he can perceive in

all the works of creation a perfect adaptation of

means to the end designed. He will then be free I

—

Vegetarian Advocate, p. 146, vol. i.

Machine for Opening Oysters.—The editor
of the Evening Post, now travelling in Europe,
says, that the old-fashioned way of rapping the
shell of an oyster, forcing a knife into the body of

the unfortunate animal, and fetching him to light

with a " how many, sir ? " has been superseded in

Paris by a macliine. " Mr. Baudon, with his
ecaillers, reforms the barbarities altogether. The
oyster is laid over gently in a grove—the screw is

turned once, twice

—

le-voila—the unconscious oys-
ter is before you blinded by the light without a
gaping wound. There is no series of raps to warn
the oyster of his doom, no portion of' the castle is

breached ; but the vice is turned, the valves fly

apart; blinded and bewildered, the live oyster is

consigned to tickle your palate with his dying
agonies."

—

Manchester Times and Examiner.
Flesh-eating and Noxious Insects.—De-

composition seems to furnish the elements of insect
life, and this result is probably a wise provision for

the prevention of much greater evil, as life of any
character is better than death and decay. The
existence of flies and other insects is an evidence
of the presence of these elements. We have had
frequent occasion to notice that in those houses
Avhere flesh is not used and where the inhabitants
are all Vegetarians, these insects are very scarce,

whilst in those houses were flesh is used and eaten,
and more particularly in the butchers' markets,
flies, wasps, &c., are found in the greatest abun-
dance. Although these insects may prevent the
greater evil \jhich putrid pi'inciples would cause,
we believe ti is far more consistent with sound
philosophy to avoid both evils by avoiding that
which causes them,

—

Vegetarian Advocate, p. 145,
vol. i.

Opinion and Practice.—The editor of the
Herald of Medical Reform, speaking of Graham's
Science of Human Life, says: "So far as absti-

nence from animal food is concerned we are one in

opinion, if not in practice, with the author. Facts
demonstrate, and every day's experience proves,
that mankind can well dispense with this appen-
dage." We would caution our esteemed contem-
porary against too long a delay in practising what
he is convinced is true. Men lose fearfully for

want of prompt obedience to the voice of con-
science. We only deserve truth in proportion as

we practise it.

Ill Health removed by Judicious Diet.—
Ten months of Vegetarian fare have almost entirely
removed a liver complaint, dyspepsia, and nervous
debility, in the case of T. P., from which his me-
dical men tried in vain to relieve him; and he has
now scarce any symptoms of these old complaints.
His occupation being sedentary, constipation and
headache were almost constant companions, whilst
living on the mixed diet, but are now almost
entirely gone ; he finds his physical vigour much
greater than formerly, and though his occupation
is altogether sedentary, he can pursue intellectual
recreations with pleasure, where he could not at
all formerly. Though regularly employed from

9 A.M. on Friday, to 3, 4, or 5 a.m. on Sunday,
with an interval of 4 to 5 hours only for sleep on
Saturday, at noon, he is considered to work with
le~s fali^ue and more advantage than any other
man in the same offlce; whilst life, formerly a
burthen, is now, " thanks to his present habits," a
pleasure.
Prize Oxen and those who Fed thi!m.—

The beast and hi§ driver furnished us with sone
strange contrasts. The ox has been petted from
his youth upwards. . . . The driver sent into the
world to be the slave of the ox, living in the fuulest

of dens; harassed by day with the toil, by night
with the anxiety, of providing for the hunsfer
(scarcely ever satisfied) of the next day; fed with
the coarsest of food, of less value to his employer
than the cattle, the implements, the bricks and
and mortar of the farm. Measured against the
prize beast, the labourer's value shrinks into no-
thing. His parish would be but too glad to make
a present of him, and a hundred like him, to any
man or nation under the sun. What, however,
must be his feelings if he is taken into the cattle

show? He will find thousands of lookers on, who
discourse with rapture of the fat oxen, with unc-
tion and scientific precision on clovers, on oil-cake,

and on everything which makes oxen fat; on
everything except the poor human labouring ma-
chine—himself and others like him, whose highest
mission seems to be to form a cheap link of com-
munication between the fat beast and the rich

owner.

—

Historic Times.
The Dangers of Dining.—The Humane So-

ciety will doubtless be glad of having a sphere for

its benevolent exertions, additional to that which
may be afforded by skating in case of frost, sug-
gested at this festive season. The most fatal con-
sequences are often known to happen from in-

cautiously venturing on the rich dishes that

abound at Christmas dinners. Let the Humane
Society appoint medical officers, whose duty shall

be to go from house to house to ascertain where a

dinner-party is about to take place, inspect the bill

of fare, and when the table is laid out, mark each
suspicious item with the notice "Dangerous!!"
It would be well also if similar officials attended at

great banquets, provided with the requisite appli-

ances and remedies in case of indisposition from
over-indulgence. This would not be giving en-
couragement to rashness. Some people may risk a

ducking for the sake of a glass of grog; but
nobody would commit a surfeit to get a black dose
or a bumper of antimonial wine.

—

Punch.
Abundance and to Spare.—When I fix my

eye upon the niggardly " penn'orth's" and half-

penn'orth's" of apples at our street corners, and
remember that to "help one's self" to such would
be larceny, I call to mind in forcible contrast, the

broad peach orchards of the United States. Pic-

ture to yourself a weary and thirsty traveller quit

his route, and passing through the broken fence

of one of these, and not merely regaling himself
upon the finest fruit within his reach, see how
liberally he serves his horse, too ! The farmer who
owns this Eden, comes with deliberate step towards
the " wayfarer"—to reproach him, you will say,

and if not to talk of theft committed, to show him
the shortest way back. But no ! the shade on his

face is that from his broad straw hat, and does not
say " a dollar," or " begone," but with friendly

look he approaches, and you hear the greeting,

"rather warm, stranger," with the inquiry, " what's
the news 1 " If all the world were Vegetarian,

there would still be abundance of the best of fruits;

for demand would substitute the best of fruit trees

for those of the forest now growing in our hedge-
rows, and elsewhere; and all the sunny embank-
ments of our railways would form beautiful or-

chards, and the stations emporiums for the sale of

that Avhich is pre-eminently delightful to the eye,

sweet to the taste, and " good for food."
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Preservation of the Hair, in Vege-
TAKiAN Practice.—We have been forcibly struck
nith the fact that some of our oldest Vegetarians
retain their hair, blanched, and in some cases com-
pletely white, but still full and in a healthy state,

otherwise; indeed, out of 12 or 15 cases we can call

to mind, where the ages have rang-ed between 60
and ^0 years, and the terms of abstinence from 36
to 40 years, we can only call to mind one bald head.
The teeth, too, in most of these, are remarkably
good, and bear out the conclusion drawn from facts

of this nature, in relation to the Ancient Britons
recorded on page 7.

Windsor Castle in the Present Time.—
Such is the title of a picture by Edwin Landseer,
R.A., representing H.R.H. Prince Albert, seated
on a couch in a small room in Windjior Castle, after

the sports of the day, with a quantity of dead game
at his feet, four dogs of different breeds around
him, and his eldest daughter, the infant Princess
Royal, j)laying with one of tlie smaller birds. Her
majesty the Queen is just entering the room, and
stands beside her seated consoi-t, who certainly
looks the beau ideal of robust health, and contented
ease and happiness; the whole forming a striking
domestic group, wliich, however, some may think
would be better without the living do^s and dead
birds, is still a picture of one phase of royal
domestic life as it is, in Windsor Castle.

—

Man-
chester Guardian.

The Cause of Ireland's Distress.

To find out t'.ie cause of old Ireland's distress.

The nobs of tlie nation are puzzling their wi7s;
But the cattle show leads us to hazard this guess :

The peasants are starving to fatten the pigs !

While landlord has prizes at Dublin to win.
What matter potatoes and rubbish like that?

Poor people, of course, must expect to get thin.

When the farmer's obliged to make cattle so fat.

This explains the strange stories recorded with
stress.

In The Times and all tlie papers you touch,
While men die of hunger produced by distress.

The pigs and the calves die of eating too much.—Punch.

Example of Nature.—Man's keeping within
the narrow circle of selfish existence, destroying
lambs, birds, and other emblems of innocence and
intelligence, and even gloating over their flesh and
blood, does not prevent the persevering industry
with which nature is ever producing, ever present-
ing to man, objects which might tend to elevate his
feelings, and improve his condition. Her efforts are
never stopped by discouragement, although so fre-

quently perverted to wrong purposes. And here,
to reformers of every class, we would say, may we
not well follow the example of nature'.' Let us be
untiring in our efforts, incontinually presenting new
materials for moral, intellectual, and social culti-

j

vation ; new subjects for thought, ^nd better and
higher objects for practical attainment: and so
sure as the beneficent designs of Providence can-
not fail, but are always effecting their high and
holy purposes, so sure will the exertions of those
wlio strive to be faithful to the end, likewise ac-
complish their mission of humanity and benevo-
lence. We must remember that there is an in-

dividual as well as a general application of the
principles we profess, and we can only become
efficacious in carrying on our moral movements,
in proportion as we admit tliis individual appli-

cation into the daily transactions of our own lives.
— Veg'^tai'ian Advocate, p. 146, vol. i.

Man not designed for Rapine.—From the
tenderness of man's skin, and the great care that
is required, for years together, to rear him; from
the make of his jaws, the evenness of his teeth,

the breadth of his nails, and the slightness of both,

it is not, in Mandeville's opinion, that Nature
should have designed him for rapine.

—

Fables of
tug Bees, i. 2^5.
Truth, like water from the purest fountain,

will become offensive, if kept stagnant or inactive.—AnoJiymous.
HofisEs Fed on Flesh.- The Gauls fed their

oxen and horses with fish; and so did the Paco-
nians, mentioned by Herodotus, Diomedes,
king of Thrace, killed by Hercules, fed his
mares with the fle^h of miserable strangers, cut in
pieces for the purpose, which made them so fierce
and unmanageable, that they were obliged to be
kept in stalls of brass, and tied up in iron chains.—Diodouus, b. iv. c. 1.

Occupation of the Butcher.—C. S., was
apprenticed to a butcher, but left his occupation
in disgust and loathing; loathing for the ordinary
pi'actices of such an occupation ; and disgust for
tlie degraded character of those habitually, but
voluntarily, practising cruelties in the processes
of slaughtering their victims. Long before he
thought of the adoption of a Vegetarian diet, he
had resolved never to taste veal, from the pain he
associated with it, on account of the revolting and
circuitous methods adopted in killing the calf. It

was the moral aspect of Vegetarianism that led
him to adopt it, and tlius to realize the correctness
of the impressions which liberated him from the
slaughter-house.
"The Tick and the Grapes."—Mr. Lomas,

butcher. Higher Temple Street, Manchester, was
fined 203. for exposing for sale the carcase of a
beast which had been afflicted with tiie disease
called by the butchers, the " Tick and the Grapes."
Several butchers gave it as their opinon, that the
slaughtered cow was sound ; but the opinion of

Mr. Moore, Veterinary Surgeon, and of the market
inspectors, had greater weight with the magis-
trates.—Abridged from the Manchester Guardian.

Sensibility.

I would not enter on my list of friends,

(Though graced with polisiied manners and fine

sense.
Yet wanting sensibility), the man
Who needlessly sets foot upon a worm.
—COWPER.

A Venerable Pair.—A correspondent informs
us tliat, on the 16th of December, 1849, there died

at Wjke, in the parish of Cromdale, Moraj'siiire,

Janet Macintosh, at the good old age of 105 years;
and, on the 6th January current, slie was followe(l

by her husband, Robert Stewart, at the age of 102.

This patriarchal pair enjoyed each other's society,

as man and wife, for the period of seventy-eight
years ; they had nine daughters and one son, forty-

eight grandcliildren, and four great-grandchildren.—Elgin Courant. Here are two of tlie niany in-

stances of longevity of the country people of Scot-
land, who live almost entirely on oatmeal, porridge,

oat cake, and milk.

Li F e is too sacred a thing in any of its forms, to be
made either a game of or a sacrifice.

—

Anonyinous,
Flesh-eating in America.—There are mil-

lions in the United States of America, that both
suffer while they live, and die before their time, in

consequence of their excessive eating of animal
food.

—

Barker.
Moulded Barley.—8 oz. of pearl barley; 1

quart of milk, and 1 quart of water. Steep the
barley in water for 12 hours; drain it; pour the

water upon it, boiling, and add the milk, cold.

Simmer, (about 3 hours) until the milk is all

absorbed ; then pour it into a mould. When cold,

turn it out, and serve with cream and preserve.

Killing and Eating.—But if you will con-
tend that you yourstlf were born to an inclination

to such food as you have now a mind to eat: do
you tlien, yourself, kill what you would eat; but
do it your own self, without the help of a cleaver,
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mallet, or axe ; as wolves, bears, and lions do, who
kill and eat at once. Rend an ox with thy teeth ;

worry a hog- with thy mouth; tear a lamb in
pieces ; and fall on and eat it alive as they do

;

but, if thou hadst rather stay until what thou
eatest is become dead, and art loth to force a soul
out of its body, why, then dost thou, ag-aiust
nature, eat an animate thing-? Nay, there is no
one that is willing to eat even a lifeless and a dead
thing as it is, but tliey boil it, and roast it, and
alter it by fire and medicines, that the palate,
being thereby deceived, may admit of such uncouth
fare.

—

Plutarch.

Humanity.
And the poor beetle that we tread upon,
In corporal sufferance finds a pang as great,
As when a giant dies.

—

Shakspeare.
Ferocity and Fesh-Eating.—It is sufficiently

clear, from experience, that those people who are
great eaters of meat, are, in general, more ferocious
and cruel than other men. This observation holds
good of all times and all places : the English bar-
barity is well known, whereas, the Gaures (who
abstain from flesh), are, on the contrary, the meekest
creatures in the world. All savages are cruel ; and,
as their manners do not tend to cruelty, it is plain
it must arise from their aliments.

—

E-ousseau,
Emilius, 1, p. 286.
'iHE Spelling "Reform.—The Phonetic Prin-

ciple is connected with Vegetarianism, not only
because all truth is indissoluble, but because the
development and acknowledgement of both is

common to the same individuals. Franklin,
whilst young, was a Vegetarian, and practised the
same whenever he retired into private life, and
always spoke highly of that practice, as conducive
to a studious turn of mind ; and Franklin, also,

was a Phonographer in principle, and attempted to

put his principle into practice. But the happiness,
and we may say tlie honour, of placing the Phonetic
system before the world in its present practical
fojin, was reserved for a more consistent Vegetarian
of our own day—one whose incessant industi-y lias

become proverbial, and which has only been
equalled, we believe, by its abundant success.
TJie immense labour and anxiety of such a move-
mcnt, ranting as it did, at first, on the author of
the system, was much more than a man of usual
physical and mental strength and endurance could
have borne. Thus, the experience of those philo-

sophers we have mentioned above, in their ability

to endure mental labour, is borne out by similar

experience in the present day; and if history
should be faithful to her duty, she must record the
Phonetic principle among the most important dis-

coveries of this wonderful age; and the name and
experience of Pitman, as affording another re-

markable instance of extraordinary mental and
physical endurance, and of labour performed with-
out indulgence in carnivorous habits.

—

Vegetarian
Advocate, p. 82.

Good Sport.—Under the above promising title,

we find recorded in the Sunday Times, that " two
gents lately shot in Glen Urquhart, 436 rabbits."

Now, what the sport of shooting near upon 500
animals in one day can be, we cannot possibly
imagine. But, of course, we all have different

notions of sport. We really believe there are milk-
hearted gentlemen who would drive oxen from
Smithfield Market to the slaughter-house, and
thei-e dispatch them by the hundred, and call it

"capital sport." What these lovers of sport are

to do, when the Game Laws are abolished, we are

at a painful loss to imagine, they must take to the
shambles, or hire a fine preserve in Cephalonia,
with the right of shooting over 2000 peasants, or
follow the French army in Algeria, in order to

sport upon the Moors. If 500 rabbits are considered
good sport, we suppose 1000 would be looked upon
as the height of heavenly bliss. If we recollect

right, there is no shooting in Utopia. This omis-
sion would be fatal to the two gents; for they
could not conceive a paradise without rabbits.

—

Punch.
telitotalism and vegetarianism in the

House of Commons.—IIichard Cobden, Esq.,
M. P., at a public meeting held recently in Brad-
ford, made the following remarks : " Of the 658
members of the House of Commons, Col. Thomp-
son was able to endure the fatigue and annoyance
of those long, dreary, and dull speeches, better
than any other member of that house. And I

believe the member who came second to him, was
Mr. Brotiierton. Now it appears very oddly,
(and I tell it as a secret to these Teetotalers who
happen to be present, that they may tell it to those
who are absent), that both Col. Thompson, and
Mr. Brotherton are Teetotalers.

—

British Tem-
perance Advocate." The honorable gentleman
might have added, that both are also Vegetarians.
The Teeth.—In the present fiesh-eating age

of Great Britain, perhaps no complaint is more
general than caries of the teeth ; and, as animal
food is a frequent cause of indigestion, it thus con-
duces to the decay of these useful portions of tlie

human fabric. But there is a more direct mode,
by which animal food produces this effect. Bell,
Fox, and otlier writers, attribute the decay of the
teeth to inflammation, situate either in the lining
membrane or the proper bone of the tooth ; but
Mr. liOBERTSON, a late author, proves by a num-
ber of considerations, drawn from the structure,
physiology, and development of the teeth, and I'roin

operations performed on them, that caries is the
result of the chemical action of decomposed food
upon the teeth, and not of inflammatory action.

Upon examination, it will be found, that there are
fissures formed in the enamel of the teeth, in con-
sequence of the irregular distribution of that sub-
stance upon the surface ; and also that there are
interstices, caused by the crowded position of the
teeth and irregularity of their shape ;—as the fibres

of animal food retained between the teeth, undergo
a process of decomposition by the action of oxygen,
they acquire a property of corroding, disuniting,
and thereby destroying the healthy animal sub-
stances of which the teeth are composed. At first,

there is formed a very small hole, which is increased
by the daily action of the same cause ; the plios-

phate of lime is gradually disintegrated by the
carbonic acid, aided by the secretions of the mouth ;

until at length, the nerve becomes exposed, and
tooth-ache is the result. Vegetable food is not so
liable to be detained between the teeth, and when
this does occur, it is not so injurious, because the
starch, of which this food principally consists, is

much more easily acted upon by the saliva, and eon-
verted into gum or sugar. Tlie popular notion that
sugar injures the teeth is incorrect, except in cases

where, by its admixture with other substances, it

causes indigestion. " It has been alleged," says
Dr. Wright, " that the eating of sugar spoils the
colour of, and corrupts the teeth : this however
proves to be a mistake ; for no people on the earth
have finer teeth than the Negroes in Jamaica. It

has been previously shown, that the teeth of the
carnivora are formed for tearing, and not for mas-
ticating; and stand like the teeth of a saAv, by
which means the particles of flesh, which so readily

putrify, have no chance of lodging between them;
and consequently they are less subject to decay
than those of man, when he feeds on flesh, as they

are formed for a different action, and for different

food.

—

Phonographic Magazine, for Jan., p. 14.

Vegetarianism versus Emigration.— Lau-
derdale calculated that 9,000,000 of people, the
supposed population of England, would require
only 2,412,746 acres of land, on his plan of using
only a vegetable diet. In that case, England would
sui)port 180 millions of people.

—

Phillips's Million

of Facts.
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1. White Omelet.
2. Forcemeat Fritters.

3. Savoury Pie.

4. Buttered E^?s.
9. Sea-Kale.

Third Course.
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Private Vegetarian Dinner.— In addition
j

to tlie instances of Vegetarian provision already
sriven in this work, the following instructions for a j

Vegetarian dinner for ten persons, are given as
|

suggestions to those who may be desirous of apply-
|

iiig ther system in the family circle. 'I'he arrange-
j

luent of the table will be seen from the plans i

introduced ; and the principal and minor dislies
j

may be selected, at Avill, from the many presented
in the different works on Vegetarian cookery. We
deprecate that practice of Vegetarian diet, which
for want of the knowledge of simple or more
elaborate preparations, reduces the articles of

Vegetarian diet to those vegetables and sweets
which usually form the adjuncts of an ordinary
dinner in the mixed diet; and this, not merely
because it bespeaks want of knowledge, but be-
cause it tends to produce erroneous and unjust
impressions of the system. There is ju^^t as much
difference between this and the knowledge of the
greater resources presented by the Vegetarian over
the mixed diet system, as there is between the re-

sults of the ignorant pretender to cookery, who just
" baptizes" the piece of meat, and places it in the
oven to bake, and the artistic productions of the I

Frencli or German cook ; and though we know |

well that experience in Vegetarian diet refines the
j

taste, and gives high gustatory enjoyment with i

simple dishes, and even with articles of food for-
|

merly insipid, we still contend for the system as I

having both a wider and more satisfactory range of I

articles of food, both of the simple and the elabo- I

rate kind, than can be claimed for preparations of

food in which the flesh of animals is used, and as

leaving nothing to be desired by those who duly
possess themselves of it, even where simplicity of

taste and preparation are not the principal objects
sought to be attained.

First Course.—Turnip Soup.

SK(!0N1) CoUliSK.

5. Fried Beet Eoot.
6. Boiled Potatoes.

7. Brussels Sprouts.

8. Baked Potatoes.

1. Boiled Bread and Apple Pudding,
I 2. Moulded Ground Rice. 5. Llanr-.Mange.

.}. Open Damson Tart. 6. Preservts and Cream.
4. Raspberry Puffs. 7. Cheese Cakes,

Fourth Course.—Macaroni and Cheese.

Dessert.—Various Fruits, according to season.

Turnip Soup.— Prepare in the same way as
Turnip Hash (S. page I): rub through a sieve, and
make hot again previous to serving.

White Omelet.—Prepare in the same way as
Macaroni Omelet (S. page 2); but boil for 2 hours
instead of bakinsr.

Forcemeat Fritters —S oz. of stale bread-

crumbs; 3 oz. of butter; 4 eggs ; 6 oz. (I teacup-
full of cream ; 1 oz. of parsley ; | oz. of leeks

;

i oz. of sweet marjoram, winter savory, and lemon
thyme (together). Rub the butter into the bread-
crumbs, and add the parsley, leeks, and h»rbs,
with pepper and salt, mixing the whole together
with the eggs well beaten, and the cream, and fry-
ing it in fritters, along with 2 eggs previously
boiled hard, and sliced. Place the eggs round the
fritters; serving with brown sauce poured over
the whole, and currant jelly.

Kecipes for Savoury Pie, and for Buttered Eggs,
are given in S. page 2; for F'ried Beet Root,
S. page 3.

Boiled Apple and Bread Pudding.—2 large
apples ; ^ lb. of bread and butter ; ^ pint of water,
and sugar to taste. Line a pint basin with bread
and butter; put on a layer of apples (pared as for
a pie), with sugar, and then follow with bread and
butter and apple again, till the basin is full. Pour
the water over the whole ; cover with a cloth, and
boil for 1 hour.
Moulded Ground Eice.—5 oz. of ground

rice ; 1 quart of new milk ; 2 oz. of loaf sugar ; 6
drops of lemon-flavour, or 3 drops of almond-
flavour. Steep the rice in a little cold milk while
the rest of the milk is boiling ; then add it to the
boiling milk with the sugar; boil it 20 minutes,
stirring it all the time; add the flavour and pour
all into a mould, previously dipped in cold water.
Let it stand till cold, and serve with preserves and
cream.

Recipes for Blanc-Mange, and Cheese-cakes are
given in S. page 2 ; and for Macaroni and Cheese,
S. page 3.

The Bears of the Missisippi.—"The lard
obtained from these animals," says Banvard,
when exhibiting his panorama, "is remarkably
sweet, and is used by the inhabitants for pastry,
because the bears live upon nuts, and other wild
fruits, which abound in these parts." This is an
indication of the kind of food calculated to pro-
duce the best condition of body, and that the
superiority of fruit to flesh, is discernable even in

bears' grease.
Belief.—He who will believe only what he can

comprehend, must have a very long head, or a very
short creed.

—

Maundkr's Biographical Treasury.
True Civilization.—That the slaugliter of

animals can form no part of true civilization ; tlmt
it is a relic of barbarous times, and must, in the
nature of things, cease to characterize human
action, in proportion as man's higher nature be-
comes developed, can be proved to the satisfaction
of every one, whose feelings have not been blunted
by the horrible scenes and practices of the slaugh-
ter-house. Let any lady or gentleman who now
sits down to a " shoulder of lamb" with a relish,
walk to yonder hill-side, and catch tl e frolicsome,
bleating creature, frisking about there, with all the
joy which maternal affection, an abundant supply
of Nature's rich herbage, a bright spring morning,
and the innocence and buoyancy of its own young
heart can impart ; and having caught this emblem
of Llim "who taketh away the sins of the world,"
and separated it from its fond parent and its happy
playmates, take it to some blood-stained shed, and
tiiere, with a sharp knife, prepare to commit the
fatal act ! Havuig made ready, reflect a moment,
and ask :

" Is tlie contemplated deeil jtecesssanj for

health, long life, or enjoyment.'" The humane
lieart will answer, " no !

" We feel confident the
sixth commandment will be respected ; and the
very arm raised to stop the beating heart of the
innocent cri-atiue, will become paralysed, or raised

in its defence and protection! Further reasoning
must follow, as: "Is it just that we should thus
prevent a life-time of delight—of innocent joy

—

merely to gratify a vitiated appetite .'
" But there

is a feeling beyond llsat of justice, which we think
cries with a still louder voice, " Thou shall not
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kill." It is that of mercy. Mercy can prompt to

the noblest deeds. Mercy will not only raise her
voice ag'ainst injustice, but she will mingle with it

the " music of love* and kindness," not only to

prevent wrong- to the innocent, but to lighten the
punishment of the guilty. Who can calculate the
evil consequences of the first departure from these
safeguards of human conduct? The first trivial

act of injustice in a youth, modifies his sense of
what is right, and he becomes so much more liable

to do what is wrong; and if this is true in small
matters, it is also true in matters affecting life and
death ? If to rob a man of a penny is an injustice,

surely it must be an injustice to rob a lamb of its

life ! The one can be restored, the other never
can. And let it be remembered, that the loss of
moral poicer is sure to be proportioned to the
offence against moral law. Hence, the lamentable
depravity of tlie inhabitants and traders of your
" S.mithfields,"your" liCadenhalls," and " Billings-

gates." Who that is wishing for " the good time
coming," does not desire the removal of those
sources of pestilence, disease, and death 1 The
Spirit of Peace can only fill the earth when justice
and mercy become the ruling principles of the
the earth's inhabitants.

—

Vegetarian Almanack
for 1850, p. 5.

Present of Fruit to the Lord Mayor.—
Yesterday, the Fruiterers' Company presented their
annual gift of fruit to the Bight Hon. the Lord
Mayor, consisting of twelve baskets of the finest

apples that could be procured. His lordship re-
ceived the deputation in the most hospitable man-
ner.— Express. There is a pleasing sensation of
the fitness and propriety of this offering of fruit,

compared with the following
Present to the Queen.—A Birmingham

pork butcher, lately presented to the queen, some
sausages made from the flesh of pigs bred and fed
by Prince Albert !

—

Manchester Guardian, Jan. 9,

1850.

The Honourable Mrs. Watkins, of Glamor-
ganshire, died in 1790, aged 110 years. The year
before her death she went to London for the pur-
pose of seeing Mrs. Siddons perform. She
mounted while there to the Whispering Gallery of
St. Paul's. She was remarkable for regularity and
moderation. During the last '60 years she sub-
sisted entirely on potatoes.

—

The Primeval Diet of
Man, p. 78.

The Stimulation of Flesh.—There is no
wonder that, with those who have long been accus-
tomed to carnivorous habits, a sensation of iva^it or
insufficiency of food, or " a sinking sensation," is

experienced on a sudden omission of their con-
tinuance, for it is a mental gratification (not, we
believe, of a very high order), which is most
needed, a gratification which a Vegetarian diet can-
not afford, and which we think ought never to be
indulged in ; for a mind much accustomed to it,

loses considerable moral courage ; its body be-
comes " nervous and dyspeptic," restlessness is a
necessary result, and although easily excited to
activity, it is as easily thwarted in the attempt.
To expect that a person with such a habit of mind
and body can sit close to any study so as to master
it thoroughly, or perform any arduous under-
taking, would be almost as absurd as to expect
any of the carnivorous animals, the lion or the
tiger, to submit to be yoked to the plough, like the
graminivorous horse or ox !

—

Vegetarian Advocate,
p. 8;^, vol. i.

B,eoovehy from Breaking a Blood-vessel.
—A correspondent in Liverpool, says : " I am
strictly upon a vegetable diet, in consequence of
having broken a blood-vessel some six month.s
since. Within these last six months, I have broken
the vessel four times : upon the three first occa-
sions I was treated in the usual way, partaking
slightly of animal food upon my recovery, whicli
has proved not to answer, and at last I adopted a i

strict vegetable diet, wliich I have continued to

pursue for these last two months, and find it

answers admirably, not having had a return since
I commenced this system, and I am nov/ in such a
favourable position that I purpose again returning
to my office, in the course of a few days."
Milton.— liis habits of living were austere. He

was abstemious in diet, chaste, an early riser, and
industrious. He tells us, in a Latin poem, " that
the lyrist may indulge in wine, and a freer life,

but that he who would write an epic to the nations,
must eat beans and drink water." Yet, in liis

severity, is no grimace or effort. He serves from
love, not from fear. He was innocent and exact,
cause his taste was so pure and delicate.

—

Vege-
tarian Advocate, p. 85, vol.i.

Unwholesome Meat.—On Saturday afternoon
last, the police at Hasiingden, seized some bad meat
from a butcher who attended there every Saturday.
The meat was publicly burned in the street, by
order of the magistrates.

—

Blackburn Standard,
Feb. 23rd.

I'HE Taste op Flesh Unnatural. -One
proof, says Kousseau, that the taste of meat is not

natural to the human palate is, the indifference

which children have for that kind of food, and the

preference they give to Vegetable aliments, such
as milk-meats, pastry and fruits, which, certainly

agree with them better.

—

Emilius. i. 5i86.

Flesh Eating Opposed to Truth, Mercy,
AND Benevolence.— It is opposed to truth, be-

cause it is one of the errors of fallen human nature,

which did not exist in the " golden age ;

" it is

opposed to mercy, because it involves the sacrifice

of innocent life, and is injurious to the welfare of

those friends and dependants who may follow our
example; it is opposed to benevolence, because it

requires that time and money to be employed in

providing for it, which could be far better devoted

to "feeding the hungry, clothing the naked, and
in letting the oppressed go free."

—

Vegetarian
Advocate, p. 69, vol. i.

Bait.—One animal impaled upon a hook in

order to torture a second for the amusement of a

third.

—

Monthly Observer.

Firmness to Principle.—1 frequently endea-
voured insidiously to undermine the faith of the

poor old steersman, with arguments of expediency
drawn from his weakness and from the compassion
of Alla, urging him to take the food whicli his

infirmities really required : but he remained im-
penetrable to all my infidel solicitations and tempt-
ing offers.— 'i'/ie Nile Boat, by W. H. Bartlett.
Benignity and Gentleness. — When be-

nignity and gentleness reign Avithin, we are always
It^ss in danger from without.

—

Maundeu's Biogra-
phical Treasury.
Vegetarian Experience for a Life-time,

—The late Rev. Mr. C. was always a Vegetarian,
both himself and family all experiencing a re-

markable repugnance to the use of the flesh of

animals, even though contended against very
strenuously in several instances. Mr, C. was re-

markable for friendliness of disposition, clearness

and vigour of intellect ; and passed a most useful

life as a clergyman, and magistrate, for upwards of

50 years. He was a total abstainer from alcoholic

liquors, as well as from the flesh of animals, and
his reasons for his practice were, apart from the

instinctive dislike mentioned, of a moral, intellec-

tual, and physical nature combined. He was fond
of exercise on foot, and horseback, and practised

cold bathing, daily, living on an eminence near the

sea. His diet was of the simplest kind known
amongst Vegetarians. We give these facts with
great pleasure, knowing the interest that must
attach itself to them, coupled Avith the fact, that

in all his long life, he never had an illness, till the

one which preceded his death by a few days.

His age and experience of Vegetarian diet were 87
years.
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The Vegetarianism of the Mind.—By Ve-
getarianism, we do not imply a mere system of

abstinence from eating- the flesh of animals, for

such a system has always been the practice of a

vast majority of the human race ; but, by Vegeta-
rianism, we mean that system which has been
adopted by prophets and philosophers, at different

periods of the world, as calculated to increase the
freedom and consequent power of the intellectual

and moral faculties ; to prepare the mind to with-
stand temptations to immorality and crime ; a
system, adherence to which, whatever may have
been the first motive for its adoption, involves a
desire to rise above sensuality in the scale of exis-

tence ; to be devoted more and more to the cultiva-

tion and growth of the mind ; which teaches us to

abstain from flesh, because flesh-eating is a sensual
indulgence, a carnivorous, an unclean thing; be-
cause it is cruel to kill, opposed to true civilization,

to justice, to mercy, to kindness, and to all those
finer and nobler feelings which form the brightest

J

ornaments to human character. It is a Vegeta-^ j

rianism of the mirtd as well as of the body. It is
j

the Vegetarianism of Daniel the prophet, when he '

wished his companions to be fair, comely and wise. |

It is tlie Vegetarianism of PiTiiAGOiiAS, of Numa, I

of Plato, of Plutarch, of Franklin, of Swden- ;

BORG, of Newton, of Wesley, of Howard, and
of such minds as these, whose lives are still held
up as an example to our youth, and whose works
form the foundation of much of the intellectual and
moral education of the present day, and who are, in
fact, the educators of civilized society.

—

Fegetarian
Advocate, p. 8, vol. i.

Kindness towards the Animal Creation.
I cannot meet the lambkin's asking eye,
Pat her soft cheek, and fill her mouth with food,
Then say, " lire evening cometh, thou shall tlie.

And drench the knives of butchers with thy blood."
I cannot fling, with liberal hand, the grain.
And tell the feathered race so blest around :

" For me ere night ye fuel of death the pain ;

With broken necks ye flutter on the ground."
" How vile ! Go creatures of th' Almighty's hand ;

Enjoy the fruits which bounteous nature yields;
Graze at your ease along the sunny land ;

Skim the free air, and search the fruitful fields

;

Go, and be happy in your mutual loves;
No violence shall shake your shelter'd home

;

' Tis life and liberty shall glad my groves

;

The cry of murder shall not damn my dome."
Tiius should I say, were mine a house and land

;

And, lo ! to me, a parent, should ye fly.

And run, and lick, and peck with love my hand.
And crowd around me with a fearless eye.
And you, O wild iniiabitants of air,

To bless and to be blest, at Peter's call,

Invited by his kindness, should repair;
Chirp on his roof, and hop amidst his hall.

No schoolboy's hand should dare your nests invade,
And bear to close captivity your young ;

Pleased would I see them flutter from the shade,
And to my window call the sons of song.
And you, O natives of the flood, should play
Unhurt amid your crystal realms, and sleep :

No hook should tear you from your loves away;
No net surrounding form its latal s^eep.
Pleased should I gaze upon your gliding throng,
To sport invited by the summer beam :

Now moving in most solemn march along,
Now darting, leaping from the dimpled stream.
How far more grateful to the sou', the joy.
Thus daily like a set of friends to treat ye.
Than, like the bloated epicure, to cry,
*' Zounds ! what rare dinners ! God ! how I could

eat ye !
"

—

Peter Pindar's More Money ! ^c.

The Battle of Life.—A walk through Smith-
field on a market-day.— i^mic^.
Butchers Charged with Manslaughter.—

A correspondent of the Si'JTolk Chronicle, sayBi—

" I am sometimes in the habit of taking a walk on
the Sunday morning. I have seen dead sheep
brought into the town, not at all in a creditable way
to those wlio receive them, particularly so to those
who are termed respectable tradesmen ; and I have
every reason to believe there are several places in
tins town where meat is sold which is not fit for
human food, and I must tiiink such persons are
guilty of indirect manslaughter."
Absurdity of Hunting.—In the amusement of

hunting, the air and exercise, and rapid change of
scene, are delightful, but in the process, there is

something preposterous. To an unprejudiced mind
and eye, twenty couple of hounds, with a troop of
horsemen galloping and yelping after a poor little

hare, is just as absurd a sight as would be eight or
ten footmen, and as many chambermaids, chasing a
flea in a blanket.

—

fFor/cing Man's Friend.
The Arabs never indulge in animal food, and

other luxuries, except on the occasion of some great
festival, or on the arrival of a stranger.

—

Buck-
hardt.

The Butcher and his Conscience.

The'Butcher, as he walks along.
Looks with an anxious eye about

;

Conscience accuses him of wrong.
He knows the AVorld has found him out.

Stern retribution comes at last;

The trembling Butcher heaves a sigh.
And to the prices of the past,
He sobs a sad " Good bye, bye, bye."

No more the Butcher gaily drops
His customers a smile and bow;

There's such a fearful fall in chops,
The Butcher's quite chop-fallen now.

In every joint a shock he feels.

His shoulders are no longer high;
Upon his legs a weakness steals.

They'll fall much lower bye-and-bye.—Punch.
Onion Sauce.—3 middle sized onions; 1 small

table spoonful of flour ; \ oz. of butter; and \ pint
of new milk. Boil the onions till quite soft: chop
them up; add the other ingredients, and stir the
whole over the fire till it boils. This sauce should
be served with the White Omelet. See p. 11.

F'lesh-Eating and Fktid Breath.—Flesh-
eating animals emit an ofl;ensive breath, and the
lion, which is known to take nothing but fresh
flesh, according to Goldsmith, exhales a more dis-

agreeable odour than any other animal. This
probably is caused by the more rapid decomposition
which his excited system is continually subject to.

But the herbivorous animals, especially the cow,
exhale a most agreeable perfume, which probably
has to do with the popular impression, that the oc-
cupation of the dairy-maid is so healthful. The cow
may thus, indeed, be said to be a sanatory reformer,
whilst the carnivorous tribe emit elements of dis-
ease in putrid odours. Man is not exempt from
this invariable effect of flesh-eating; nor Avhere
more than a very small amount of flesh is taken,
does the cooking of fleth, and calling it meat, pre-
vent his breath from silently communicating, espe-
cially to A'egetarians, the fact of his carnivorous
indulgences. If, therefore, we desire to carry the
sanatory reform into our dwelling, Ave must cease
to corrupt the atmosphere with putrescence of this

character.— Vegetarian Advocate, p. 145, vol. i.

Prevention of Poverty.—Does a man suffer

from or fear poverty ? Let him become a Vege-
tarian, and he will find that he can live upon so small
an income, that he can live, and really enjoy more
of life upon a sum with which others would sink
into despair; that he can rise superior to his con-
dition, and trample poverty under his feet.

The Phrenology of Vegetarianism.—In
comparative anatomy, it is remarked that the skulls

of carnivorous animals or birds are large at the
sides, while those of the herbivorous are narrow.
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Tlie examplf-s named, in confirmation of this fact,

are the lieads of the wolf and sheep, the eagle and
the swan. We would not venture to assert ll)at

this general appearance is applicable to man;
nevertheless the mild and pacific nations have the

characteristic of snmll heads. Among the English,
the most distinguished abstainers from animal flesh

have been Sir llichard riiTLLiPS, the bookseller,

Shelley, the poet, Hoavard, the philanthropist,

and Wesley, the theologian. Parr, who lived

to the age of one hundred and fifty-two, was, from
necessity, a Vegetarian.— London Journal, Ni). 266.

Thu Uangeus of Fishing.—The total number
of fishing boats lost or damaged on the coast of

Scotland during the ten-ible gale on the 19lh of

August, 1848, amounted to \i\\ their value to

X7011 ; the number of men drowned to 100.

—

Manchester Guardian.
A Dead Cow Sold—A correspondent says:

" The farmer who supplied us with milk had a cow
ill, and inquiring one morning of the girl who
brought the inilk, ' how the cow was,' she in-

formed me it was dead. I asked what had been
done with it? ' O, the butchers from Blackburn
fetched it,' said she. This spoiled my relisli for flesh

ever afterwards ; as I could not eat it without being
afraid 1 was eating a piece of a dead cow."
The English Palate.—The inestimable chef

of one of the first London coffee-houses, nay, the
very first, once bargained, day after day, witli a
e-elebraled Bond-street fishmonger, for a turbot,

which, at the close of the week, became "a filthy

bargain." Still the artist persisted in inquiring
after that " dom foine feesh J

" "It is good for

nothing now," replied the fishmonger. Well, if

you trow him away, give him to me." "Willingly,"
said the good-humoured tradesman, "on condition
that you tell me Avhat you intend to do with it."

" Mafoi, I make him a sauce twice as nashty as him-
self, and de foine shentlemen will call him ' dom
foine !

'
" Let it not be supposed that the clipf was

to blame in this. If he had not found hundreds of

customers prepared to be made fools of, he would
not have attempted to make them fools.—Mlis.
Gore.
Jonathan Hartrop, of Aldborough, near

Boroughbridge, Yorkshire, died in 1791, aged liiS

years. He could read without spectacles, and play

cribbage to the last. He ate but little, and his

only beverage was milk.

—

The Primeval Diet of
Man, p. 78.
Artificial Manures versus Animal Ma-

nures.—A correspondent of the Suffolk Chronicle,

speaking of a Lecture delivered at a large Meeting
of the Yoxford Farmers' Clul), says :—" This sub-
ject was introduced by a member who had insti-

tuted a series of analysts on the productive agen-
cies of the most approved artificial manures, with

the result of numerous experiments made by par-

ties who had tried the same ; in most cases (making
due allowance for the nature of the soil and the
uncontrollable effect of seasons in his calculations),

the balance in favour of using artificial manures
stood out in a very cheering relief to the unjjrojita-

ble, or rather ruinous consequences which for some
time past have attended yiaziitg, -AnA appeared, in

the lecturer's opinion, lo warrant a more general
use of them tiian had yet been given, since they

insured a qtiicher return, and a steadier profit on
the sum exj.ended, fhan g7-azing did at present,

or was in future likely to promise."
VEGETAUlANlbM IN A pAPER MiLL.—E. H.

Darwen, sayst—" 1 am frequently obliged to work
for long hours, and have worked for as much as 20,

30, and even 60 hours, in succession, without rest.

When I ate flesh, I generally felt a dulness and
w eariness, Avhich well nigh overpowered me ; but

since I have abstained from flesh, 1 can continue

these long hours without any such feeling, and can
follow my employ with that elasticity and buoyancy
of spirits which ought to accompany every man in

health." This is a third instance we have met
with of a man engaged in a {taper mill these long
hours, being enabled to pursue his work with in-
creased vigour, by adopting the Vegetarian prac-
tice.

Taste for. Gardening induced by Vegeta-
rianism.—The reception and practice of the Ve-
getarian principle, is almost invariably accompanied
with a desire to live in accordance with nature in

other respects. " Since I have been a Vegetarian,"
said a commercial gentleman to us the other day,
" I have obtained a garden, and intend to cultivate
my own vegetables ; and you cannot think how
much I enjoy the exercise it affords, before I go to

I

town to attend lo my business." And we could not

j

help expressins" our pleasure at seeing the im-
! provement which had evidently taken place in

i
his health. The Vegetarian system had opened

!
a new and fertile source of pleasure to him, ami

I he could find in the simple operations of nature,

I

a sympathy and a harmony with the more natu-

I
ral tone and condition of his own system, of which

I
before he had no conception.

I
Cheap Dinner.— Tlie followingtwo recipes will

]
furnish instructions for the principal features of a

j

cheap aud good dinner:

—

I Vegetable Pie.— 10 oz. of potatoes; 85 oz. of

{

carrot; 8 oz. of turnip; 2 oz. of onion; 2 oz. of

!
butter ; 1 table spocmful of flour ; 1 pint of water,

! and celery to flavour with. Cut the vegetables as

i
for a potato pie. Stew the ingredients in a pan;

1 place them in a pie dish, and cover with paste.

i Bake the pie in a moderate oven. More water can
' be added, if required.

i
Boiled Eice Pudding.—4 oz. of rice. Steep

I the rice 1 hour, in cold water ; place it in a pud-

I

ding basin ; tie over a cloth, and place it in a pan

I

of boiling water, and boil 1 hour. Serve with
I butter sauce, sweetened with either sugar or

I
treacle.

A New Mackintosh.—"I say, Jim," said a

ploughboy, the other day, to his companion, " I

know of a new fashioned mackintosh, to keep out
the wet." " What's that.'" " Why if you take a

red herrin' for breakfast, you'll be dry all day,"

—

London Journal.
Custom.—Be not so bigoted to any custom, as to

worship it at the expense of truth.

—

Maunder's
Biographical Treasury,

Hunting. ''^H^v^S^

Detested sport

!

That owes its pleasures to another's pain !

That feeds upon the sobs aud dying shrieks
Of harmless nature

!

Cow PER.

DlA?:.RH<EA AND INFLAMMATION.— "In the
early part of my life," says W. H., " I was in

circumstances Aviiere animal food, ale, &c., were
easily procurable : of course I indulged in them,
with now and then a glass of wine, or spirits.

The flesh was of the best quality that could be

bought, and the ale was home-brewed ; and al-

though I never went to excess in quantity, yet my
health was very had, being subject to diarrhoea,

inflammation of the bowels, and other complaints

I was obliged to take medicine every week ; but

still 1 kej't getting worse, till at last 1 heard of

Vegetarianism. 1 lliought, at first, that animal food

was necessary, at least in our climate, in order to

enable us to endure fatigue ; but further investiga-

tion convinced me of my error, and I resolved to

give the Vegetarian system a trial. I did so, and
from that time to the present, a period of fiiteen

months, I have enjoyed an uninterrupted flow ol

health ; all my former complaints are entirely gone,

and I have never tasted medicine of any kind

from that time ; 1 perform hard labour daily, and

I can now say, thanks to Vegetarianism, that I am
now healthier, stronger, heavier, and more able to

endure fatigue, than ever I -was in all my life."
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Adherexce to Principle.—We know of no more
pleasing circumstance, than that of a member of a

family steadily, patiently, and firmly persevering
in the practice of certain principles of domestic
ts-uth, with the view of bringing the other members
©f the fomily to the love and practice of such prin-

ciples. The steady and consistent practice ; the

careful precept, clothed in the language of affection ;

the longing for the time when the truth shall

triumph in the family circle, are to us subjects of

peculiar interest ; and seldom, indeed, is it that

such faithfulness is unrewarded. We could enu-
merate many instances which flash across our minds,
in illustration of the blessings which have attended
this adherence to principle, especially in mothers.
The mother of M. de Lajiartine is an eminent in-

stance of this, but we would rather bring forward
an instance from the quietness of private, rural

life, of more recent occurrence, in which the firm-

ness to principle of one strong-minded and zealous

woman, in circumstances of the greatest difficultj^

and opposition, by the steady perseverance and
affectionate appeals, such as we have briefly de-
scribed., was enabled to soften down the violence of

bigotry, both in her own family and in that of

several of her relatives, who are now filled with
gratitude for the benefits which they have derived
from following her quiet example, and her modestly
uttered but truthful precepts. In a letter we have
recently received from her, she says: "It is not
two full years, I am ashamed to confess, until June,
since I commenced the Vegetarian diet, and until

7 months ago, I had literally to struggle, ' Uviricj

fish'-like, up the stream, amidst jeers, scoffs, and
looks, and words of contempt, even from my own
good husband. Now, you see the success with which
I am blessed. Mr. K. has been patiently, a bit and a
bit at a time, fully initiated into the Vegetarian truth.

Only contemplate the Vegetarian acliievements
which have resulted, and which are likely to result

!

You will be glad to hear that Mary T. has this day
renounced flesh-eating, in compliance mth the re-

quest of her brother Samuel, who is not yet a Vege-
tarian, but is beginning to be shocked at the idea of

liis s/s^er feeding herself upon such unchaste food as

liesh. Now, there are only the old gentleman and
Samuel tobecome Vegetarians." Thosewho had thus
been led into the Vegetarian practice, were, her hus-
band, her daughter, her daughter's nurse, her ser-

vant, her own mother, her two sisters, and one of

her brothers, besides many of her neighbours. The
only members of this family circle not yet brought
into the practice, are a step-father and a step-
brother, who are both on a fair way to become dis-

ciples of the truth. The influence of one individual,
thus zealously brought to bear, can never be fully

estimated. This communication was accompanied
by a letter lately received from a friend, who had
also been following her dietetic example, wherein
mention is made of many who had been induced to

try the system by his influence. Thus the results of

the first few months of " struggling u]) the stream,"
are such as to amply compensate for the unpleasant-
ness which had to be encountered. None need be
discouraged, therefore, in these first essays in a
truthful practice ; since happy results almost in-

variably follow a faithful adherence to principle.

Humanity and Slaxjohtee.
As Phoebus came peeping from out the blue main,
To fling his bright mantle o'er m.ountain and plain,

l>itraneed with his glories resplendent, I stood
Near a silvery brook, on the skirts of a wood

;

All nature was wrapt with rich beauties serene.
And I blessed the Creator, and gazed on the scene.

The clouds, clothed in scarlet, and purple, and grey,
lleflected bright gold on each dew-spangled spray

;

vrild zephjTS came forth for to welcome the morn,
'J'hc violet and primrose peep'd under the thorn

;

The sweet-feather'd choristers rose at the sight,

And carol'd their lay to the infinite light.

The frisking young rabbit, and SAveet humming bee,
^vdolai'n'd that all nature was happy and free.

I saw the meek sheep o'er the mountain far stray

;

I saw the young lambkins so happy and gay,
And a feeling of sadness came over my brain,
As I thought of these innocents doom'd to be slain

!

In sadness I turn'd from the scene where I stood,
And seated myself in the deep tangled wood,
I thought of the slaughter-house glutted with gore,
Wliere humanity shudders and halts at the door

;

And thought of the butcher, with feelings so cold,
That he murders a lamb for the sake of vile gold

!

And I said, how can man hope his Maker to please,
When by eating he sanctions such actions as these?
While God in Ms bemg so lovely and pure.
Hath promised that water and bread shall be sure.
—JosiAH Thomas.
The Education of Vegetarianism.—The educa-

tion which is connected with Vegetarianism, is the
education of life ; that which begins with the first

smile of infancy, and we dare not say, ends with
life itself ! It comprehends the training of the feel-

inffs as well as the cultivation of the ititelfect ; the
practice of morality, as well as the practice of
mathematics ; the management of the will, as well
as the development of the understanding. This is

an education which affects our fire-sides and our
dinner-tables ; our kitchens and our drawing-
rooms ; our morning walks and our social soirees ;

our private and our public intercourse with the
world ; and, above all, it is an education which
seems to affect our position in the scale of creation,

whether carnivorous, omnivorous, or het^bivorovs ;

whether clean or uncleaji, sensual or spiritual ; and,
consequently, to affect our position in relation to the
Creator himself!— Vegetarian Advocate, p. 81, vol. i.

The Peace Mo\n:;MEXT.—"We know, indeed,"
says the Committee of the Manchester and Salford

Peace Societ}^ in the Report for 1850, "that the
spirit of war can be truly ei-adicated only by the
indwelling of the blessed spirit of peace." We re-

joice in tlie recognition of this sentiment, and in

the endeavour of the Peace Society to promote it

;

because it is the very essential and principal mo-
tive which we believe actuates the Vegetarian
members of the Peace Society, in their zealous co-

operation with it. This sentiment is a sort of con-
necting link between the Vegetarian movement and
the Peace movement, in which they become bound
together in one great and holy purpose : the entire

adoption and development of the peaceful spirit.

The one describes a practice which shall tend to

foster that spirit, by the very food and drink which
support our bodies, while the other distributes the
seeds of Christian truth, and shows the practica-

bility of applying that truth to political life ; the one
takes away the practice which fosters a carniv-

orous and fighting disposition, the othei" offers

to rally the peaceful spirits of the earth into one
great alliance of brotherhood and mutual regard.

The Christmas Annual.—This Annual, which is

elegantly bound in the choicest pig-skin, has been
brought out with the usual unfailing effect. It is

fall of the nicest things ; and, when cut up, will be
worthy to lie upon any gentleman's table. The
frontispiece is veiy pointed ; and when the head is

boldly taken off, it will form one of the handsomest
plates of Bacon we have feasted our eyes upon for

a long time. The body of the Annual promises a
rich treat ; but we have not had leisure yet to go
through it. Vv^e feel not the slightest doubt, how-
ever, that, when we dip into it, we shall find it has
got the right stuff in it. This splendid annual is

also adorned with a nice little tale, which, towards
the end, takes a most unexpected turn, and con-

cludes with a well rounded flourish. The other

parts will be devoured by every person of true taste

;

and, altogether, Ave have rarely seen so lucky a

volume that contained so many "tit-bits." The
thing, by this time, is looked upon as a perfect prize,

and is no sooner seen, that it fetches £5, which we
consider a small sum for a work that has so much
in it. It was on view for three days, at the Smith-
field Cattle Show. We need scarcelv inform oip
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readers that the title of this splendid Christmas
Annual, which has been continued now for so many
years with the greatest success, is

—

Prince Albert's
Fig.—FuncJu
Killing a *' Deod Katjv."—A correspondent

sends us the following Lancashire anecdote.—" One
day I was told, as a secret, that ' aur Bill and 'th

measther, were going to kill a deod kauv that neght.

'

Wishing to see the operation of kilhng an animal
which was already dead from di»ear-e, I hid myself
in the butchering house, a little before the time
appointed, and in a short time, ' Bill,' and ' Sam,' the
* measther ' butcher, came in carrying a dead calf.

They brought in a large kettle of boiling water,
poured it down the calf's throat, then fell to
rubbmg it with straw, and afterwards bled it. I
was astonished to see it bleed so freely. They then
hung it up by the feet to let the water rmi out, and
I came forth from my hidmg place, sapng, ' W^ll,
you have kiUed it ! you have done that right !

'

The suddenness of my appearance made ' Sam ' turn
as pale as if he had seen a ghost ; but 'BiU' begged
of me not to tell any one."
Feeding Children on Flesh.—There is no

greater evil in the management of children, than
that of giving them animal diet very early. By
persevering in the use of over-stimulating diet, the
digestive organs become irritated, and the various
secretions immediately connected with and neces-
sary to digestion, are diminished, especially the
biliary secretion ; and constipation of the bowels,
and congestion of the abdominal viscera succeed.
Children so fed, moreover, become very liable to
attacks of fever and of inflammation, affecting par-
ticularly the mucous membrane ; and measles and
other diseases incident to childhood, are generally
severe in their attacks.—Dr. CL,viutB, Physician to

the King of the Belgiatis.

Effects op Abstaining prom Vegetables.^—
That which ought to convince every one of the
salubrity of a diet consisting of vegetables, is the
dreadful effects of totally abstaining from it, unless
it be for a very short time ; accounts of which we
meet with, fuUy and faithfully recorded, in the
most interesting and most authentic narratives of
human affairs : wars, sieges of places, long en-
campments, distant voyages, the peopling of un-
cultivated and maritime countries, remarkable
pestilences, and the lives of illustrious men. To
this cause, the memorable plague at Athens was
attributed ; and, indeed, all the other plagues and
epidemical distempers, of which we have any
faithful accounts, will be found to have originated
in a deprivation of vegetable food.—Dr. Whitlaw.
The Slaughter of Animals.—How can it be

right to be instrumental in so much unnecessary
slaughter 1 How can it be right, especially for a
country of vegetable abundance like ours, to give
daily employment to 20,000 or 30,000 butchers?
How can it be right to train our children to behold
such slaughter ? How can it be right to blunt the
edge of their moral sensibilities, by placing before
them, at almost every meal, mangled corrruptious
of the slain ; and not only placing them there, but
rejoicmg wlule we feast upon them ?

—

First Annual
Report of the,American Fhysiologicnl Sjciety.

Influence of Killing on the Young.—How
have I been struck with the change produced in the
young mind by that merriment which often ac-

companies the slaughter of an innocent fowl, or

lamb, or pig ? How can the Christian, with the
Bible in hand, and the merciful doctrines of its

pages for his text,
" Teach me to feel another's A\-oe,"

the basest not excepted, and yet, ha\dng laid down
that Bible, go at once from the domestic altar to

make light of the convulsions and exit of a poor
domestic animal?

—

Alcott's Vegetable Diet, p. 271.

Treatment of Calves.—It is customary with
butchers (horrid name ! but justly signilicative i,

to tie two calves toj'.ether by the legs, and to throw
them across a horse, in which muuiicr llicj' are

j
suspended for two or three hours together, and
still longer, if the inhuman wretch has business on
his way home, or if iniited to a lounge at a favourite
alehouse. It is the standing practice of these
wretches to bleed calves to death, for the purpose
of whitening the flesh ; and the process is worthy
of professed and hired murderers. An incision is

made in the throat, and the animal is then hung
up by the heels, while yet alive, and convulsed with
pain. One end of a short hook is at the same tune
stuck into the body near the tail, and the other end
into the mouth for the purpose of bending the neck,
and opening the wound. In this state the miser-
able animal is left to linger several hours !

—

Pirime-
val Diet of Man ; pub. 1800.

Torture by Proxy.
Goose's liver is a dainty certain foreigners derive.
So I have heard, from roasting the imhappy goose

alive

;

My laws with punishment condign would visit any
wretch

Who dared the culinary art so cruelly to stretch.
But were I the chief consumer of the fruit of this

abuse,
I should surely be partaker of the torture of the

goose.

—

Punch.
A " New Existence."—Perhaps there is nothing

more remarkable in the experience of those v\'ho

change their dietary practice, than the freshness
and youthfulness of feeling which invariably ac-
companies a resort to natural aliment. R. F. R.
says : "I have been a strict Vegetarian for some 7

or 8 months ; and though it may require many
years to restore my health, I am truly glad to s y,
that when I renounced flesh-eating, then only
might I be said to exist in the full sense of that
term : to breathe, to move, to touch in all and
everji;hing, I found double enjoyment, inwhat befoie
seemed common and same. A new existence seemed
opened upon me ! I breathed, I felt pleasure ! I

moved, 'twas enjoyment ! I touched, or tasted,

'twas delight ! I felt disencumbered of a Vv'eight or
heaviness, which before I was unconscious of.

Mind and body shared in this relieved existence,
but chiefly the former, for then indeed I felt a
strong and earnest grasp of those fa\ oarite tracks
of thought on which the mind loves to dwell. I

would fain dwell upon this subject of my own
experience, in the hope that it may attract the
attention of others, who, like mysell', arc anxious and
willing to embrace truth wherever it may be found."
The Activity of Vegetarians is becoming al-

most proverbial. It is no uncommon thing to hear
of extraordinary exertion, both in pleasure (such as

pedestrian journeys of some 40 miles a day, for

several days together), and in business. The fol-

lowing relations from an individual, who a few
months since was an almost hopeless invalid, but
who has been restored to health by the Vegetarian
practice, is a confirmation of what we have statecL

G. B. says :
" I have had a sharp Avcek at travel-

ling : at Worcester onMonday ; I\c\vport, Tuesday;
Wolverhampton, Wednesday ; hard worii at Bridg-
north on Thursday; Wolverhampton, Friday ; up
to my very elbovrs in work to-inorro\'.'. On Wed-
nesday, before going to Wolverhampton, I liad to

put off 14 lots of seed, some of them 12 or 13 stone

each lot. Nothing like active employment for mind
and body ! It suits Vegetarians. I am better tiu.tis-

flcd every day vvith my ha'oits."

Frekdom i'rom Care.—He that gives the govern-
ment of himself to v. isdoin, has the true knowledge
of God's love, and the eternal principle of light

in himself, and admits it to have its operatioii on
the soul and body, and who sees Avith an inward
eye the great virtue and fortitude there is in sim-
ple gram, fruits and herbs, and who hath also

bounded his desires to the necessities of nature ; has
no occasion to trouble his head with care and suspi-

cion, and tire his body with over-labour. For fruits,

milk, bread, and water are easily procui-ed.—TRyon 's

IVay to llcuUh, p. 45 ;
pub. 1G97.
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The Primitive Food op Man.
" Then spring the living herbs, profusely wild,

O'er all the deep-green earth, bej;ond the pow'r

Of botanist to number up their tribes.

With such a lib'ral hand has nature flung

Their seeds abroad, blown them about in winds

Innum'rous, mixed them with the niirsing mould.

The moist'ning current, and prolific rain.

But who their virtues can declare 1 who pierce,

"With vision pure, into these secret stores

Of health, and life, and joy 1 the food of man,
While yet he liv'd in innocence, and told

A length of golden years, unflesh'd in blood

;

A stranger to the savage arts of Life,

Death, rapine, carnage, surfeit, and disease

;

The lord, and not the tyi-ant of the world."

Such is the description given by one of our best

poets, of the food which first sustained the human
race. We believe that few of us moderns, have yet

attached to these simple productions of nature,

that importance which their merits really deserve.

We hope, ere long, to treat of each of the principal

articles that may be regarded as constituting the

primitive food of man, showing their simple, and,

in some instances, their compound uses, and their

general application to the " service of man."
Wheat.—This is the most useful grain produced

for human food. According to Sir Humphrey
Davey it yields in 100 parts :

—

Staich, 70. Gluten, 24. Sugar, 6.

and, according to Playfair, it yields in 100 parts :

—

SoUd Substance, 85i Water, 14i.

Flesliprinciple, 21. Hcatpriircipie,64. Bone principle, 2|.

The process of fermentation, to which bread has
commonly been subject, it is calculated, destroys

2 lbs. in every 14 lbs. of wheat ! And this, too, the

most nutritious portion of the grain. We, there-

fore, have great pleasure in submitting several plans,

by which wholesome bread can be produced with-
out fermentation. Wheat should be first well

washed, dried, and picked clean ; then ground in

such a way as to cut the bran into small pieces,'

which is best accomplished by the steel mill, similar

to a large coffee mill. The " Forthright flour,"

thus produced, should be applied according to any
of the following recipes :

—

Light Unleavened Bread.—Baking Powder,
supplied by the chemists, with Instructions for use.

aff'ords the means of producing excellent light

bread without fermentation.
Digestive Biscuits.—^Mix forthright flour in as

small a portion of water as will cause it, after much
kneading or rolling, to adhere ; then roll and cut it

into biscuits, about ^ an inch thick, 3 inches square,
and hake them well in a quick oven.
Forthright Bread.—Same as Disgestive Biscuits,

except using more water in the mixture, so as to

make a thin dough ; moulding it into small loaves,

and baking in a moderate oven, taking care to

bake it slowly, but thoroughly.
Fruit Puddings made with bread. The follow-

ing recipes will illustrate the way in which fruit

puddings can be made from bread, as any kind of
fruit can be used to substitute the rhubarb and the
apples.

Baiced Rhubarb Pudding.—16 oz. of rhubarb

;

12 oz. ofbreadwithout crust, andsugar to the taste.

—

Lay the rhubarb in water for 10 minutes ; cut the
bread into slices ^ of an inch thick ; toast the slices,

and soak them a few minutes in boiling water
poured on to a plate, and mixed with 2 table-

spoonfuls of sugar
;
place some of the slices at the

bottom of the dish ; cut the rhubarb into pieces an
inch long, and fill the dish, mixing the sugar with it

;

place the other slices over the top ; bake the whole
in a moderate oven ; turn it out and serve, either
hot or cold.

Baked Apple Pudding.—| lb. of bread crumbs
;

1^ lb. of apples ; sugar, and water. Pare and cut
the apples, as for a pie

;
put a little butter into a

deep pie dish ; then a laj'er of apples with a little

sugar ; then a thick layer of bread crumbs ; then
another layer of apples and sugar and bread crumbs.
Sprinkle some water over it, and bake it in a
moderately hot oven.
The Substantial Character of Wheat is well

established by history, as well as by the experience
and chemistry of our own times :

" Those Greeks
who subsisted on bread, those Romans who ate
nothing but bread and vegetables in iiottage, sub-
dued all the nations of the world; and among
these, were many nations who ate less bread than
themselves. The Roman soldiers' allowance of

bread was much greater than what soldiers have
at present ; and by use of this food, they had much
more strength than our modern soldiers can boast
of. The allowance to a Roman soldier was 64 lbs.

of wheat per month ; and this he was strictly for-

bidden either to seU or exchange. These soldiers

had very seldom any cheese, bacon, or pulse ; so

that wheat was ahnost their only food, and the
proportion was double what soldiers are allowed in

our days. They ate it in bread, in flour with milk,

and in thin cakes, and they tvere not subject to

epidemic and putrid disorders, which is too much
the case with our modern armies. We may easily

judge, from the weight of mere accoutrements, that

the Roman soldiers were not possessed of less

personal strength than those who compose the
armies at this day ; they were not less brave, nor
did their food render them in any way unhealthy :

on the contrary, where there is such a difficulty in

procuring a supply of good animal food to an army,
as is often the case in modern times, it is probable,

that reducing them to the most simple diet of a
Roman soldier, would be the most proper method
of preventing epidemic diseases among them."
—Article, Agriculture^ Unci/clopwdia Britannica,

pub. 1805, It might be dangerous to the interests

of war, in these more enlightened times, to place

the soldiers on Vegetarian diet, as their mindswould
soon become recejjtive of the truth, which is rapidly

gaining converts in the world, that aU men are
brethren ; and, consequently, that all war is a sin

against the truth, and against the God of truth.

Produce of Wheat.—The average produce of

wheat per acre, according to the present system of

agriculture, as produced by the farmers of England,
is about 25 bushels. We know of light land, imder
spade cultivation, producing 44 bushels ; and of

heavy land, which, a few years ago, was a barren
heath, producing, by spade cultivation, no less than
60 bushels ! Thus, by spade cultivation, 5 men can
be supplied with 1 bushel of wheat per month,
from one acre of land. This would be amply suffi-

cient to sustain them, if no other food could be
procured.

" Take up your Freedom."—This is one among
the many excellent sayings and doings of the good
people of Cornwall. It unplies a departure from
those customs which enslave the mind, and disorder

the body, and the adoption of that " truth which
makes men free," as the only rule of every-day life.

Our zealous Bramley correspondent rises to the
spirit of this saying, whenhewi-ites :

—" Let us each
and all try to break the fetters of perverted appetite

;

endeavour to throw off this yoke of bondage ; this

thraldom, wrong custom ; this bar to the proper
and natural health of the body and strength of the

constitution ; this unnatural passion for slaughter

;

and endeavour to be, what our Creator designed
we should be : men doing our duty to ourselves,

to humanity at large, and to animals as weU. If

we succeed in thus doing our duty here, we shall

have a consolation in our own breasts ; a comfort
in our improved health and constitution ; a vigour

and power of intellect, which will amply repay us
for all we suffer and for all the imaginary pleasures

we lose ; and when we come to die, we may rest

assured, that we shall reap, in the spirit, that which
we have sown in the body."
Mercy is the badge of true nobility.

—

Anon.
Buicii:::us' Bills and Doctors' Bills.—A Vege-
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tarian says : " Whilst I was engaged in papering,

at the house of a tradesman, the other day, I was
not a little amused at observing the visit of the
butcher at the back door, and the trouble the " gude
wife' was in about 'the meat.' It was 'too fat'

or ' too bony,' and * too dear.'' Very soon after,

the doctor stopped at the front door, and very
familiarly entered, as if he had been there many
times before. As soon as opportimity oifered, I

began talking to the good woman, and she said,

with great lamentation, that they had not been
without a doctor for years, and it was only a short

time back, that they had had to pay £10 for the
doctor's bill, which, to her, with a large family to

support, was no small item. This enabled me to

speak out, and I then told her of the new system
of living without doctors or doctors' bills, and with-
out butchers or butcher's biUs. She listened to me
with great interest, and seemed to give the matter
her most serious thoughts. She said she should
certainly try it, and if she could, by any means,
improve the health of her family, it would be a
great blessing, and she should never return to

butchers' meat again. I presented her with the
Penny Vegetariati Cookery, and the Messenger, I

may add, that the doctor has never had to attend
our cottage, neither has dead flesh entered it, since we
have lived here, a period of 5 years ; and that, so

far from having either doctors' bills or butchers'
bills to pay, the village surgeon and the \allage

butcher are both in our debt,"
Entering the Vegetarian Society.—There is

in the minds of some persons who are practical

Vegetarians, a disinclination to become members of
the Vegetarian Society, not, we believe, for the
want of decision as to the truth of the principles of

that society, but because they do not sufficiently

feel the importance of their becoming recognised
members. The best men are generally those who
think very little of their own value, either as to

usefulness in society, or in a private capacity.

This, however, we believe to be carrjing humility
to an imdue, or rather a mistaken length. We may
disregard ourselves as indi^iduals, but when we
contemplate the great fact, that we are each of us
as it were, a

" Part of tlie Great Soul pervading all things ;

"

that the principal characteristic of that " Great
Soul" is useful activity—love to man, we must
regard it as a privilege to be permitted to exercise

this principle in combination with those who be-
lieve in its power, and who are humbly seeking to

realize its many blessings to mankind.
Nursing.—The milk of those women who nurse

children, and live chiefly on vegetables, is more
sweet and salutary than that of carnivorous females.

Formed out of substances of a simpler nature, it

keeps longer, and it is less subject to putrefaction :

and, with respect to its quantity, every one knows
that pulse and vegetables increase the quantity of

blood more than meat ; and why not, therefore,

that of the milk ? I cannot believe that a child,

who is not weaned too soon, or should be weaned
only with vegetable nutriment, and whose nurse
also should live entirely on vegetables, would ever
be subject to worms.

—

Rousseau's Emilius, i, 54.

A Child's Reply to the question :
—"What were

animals created for, if not to be eaten ? " Jemima
Wilson had been listening to a conversation on
Vegetarianism, in which her mistress had asked the
above common question, and being a thoughtful
child, it made a lasting impression on her mind.
It was one of the fine daj's of autmim ; the birds

were just commmencing their evening songs. The
party took a delightful stroll on the meadows of

the Stour valley, and reached the picturesque little

village of Hyam, from whence they proceeded, by a

circuitous route, to Langham. Here they called

upon an old gentleman, who had lived for 50 years
on the same spot, cultivating to a high pitcli of per-
fection, his garden, which was full of fruit trees,

bushes, shrub=i, f.ouers, and neatly tviimT^od •'.vnli-^^

One of the seats in the garden commanded a fine

view of the country along the valley, for more than
15 miles, and at the end of this distance could be
seen the waves of the sea glistening in the rays of
the sun, which appeared rapidly sinking in the
west. Jemima was in ecstasies at the scene which
presented itself to view. She knew not which to

admire most : the sunset behind, or the spangling
sea before ; whilst the whole vaUey seemed to teem
with life, animation, and joy. The cattle were
grazing on the green pastures below, and the shep-
herds were leisurely driving the sheep to the fold.

The sheep-bell could be heard from several distant

pastures ; the whistle of the husbandman returning
from his daily toil ; the buzzing of the bees, and
other industrious insects, which were just leaving
the old man's flowers ; the bugle of the maU, as it

passed rapidly along the turnpike ; the distant roar
of the train, and its whistle at the stations ; to-

gether v>'ith the cooing of the wood-pigeons and
doves in the grove of firs ; the cawing of the
rooks, and the blackbird's melody ; these and the
multifarious notes from the other birds, combined
to render Jemima's joy complete. Her mother saw
vidth delight her appreciation of these beauties of

nature ; and her mistress was little less gratified

to see her favourite little pupil so happily admii'ing

the scene, in silent wonder. Breaking silence, her
mother said, "Jemima, what are you ^thinking
about? you look so full of thought." "I was
thinking" said Jemima, "what a beautiful world
this is, and how many happy creatures there are

in it. Surely, the joy of all the creatures we see

and hear, is a sufficient reason for their being
created, though not one were ever killed for food."
—Jemima Wilson and Her Mistress.

We'll Win the Day.
As on we go through devious way.
While on our path the fierce Minds play,

To nerve our arm, our minds to stay.

We'll gladly sing this roundelay :

—

We'll vvan the day, we'll win the day

;

On we go right merily, cheerily

;

Win the day, win the day :

On we go right merrily.

And should men bring a worthless name,
Eat mangled flesh, to bring us shame.
We'll call them back this part to play.

But, whether or no, we'll win the day.
We'll win the day, &c.

If butchers stealing through the street,

All smeared with blood we sadly meet.
We'll hail the man, and deeply pray,

That mercy, ere long, may win the day.
We'll win the day, &c.

The children, too, will join our cause,

And reverence pay to nature's laws,

Oh ! in this life, long may they stay.

Till nature's feasts have won the day.
We'll win the day, &c.

Come, fathers, mothers, brothers, too,

Join in this cause, the good pursue.

And never rest, nor cease to pray.

Till " Mercy and truth" shall win the day.
We'll win the day, &c.

Thus on we'll go, a world to move.
By cries, entreaties, truth, and love

;

And come what may, to stop our way,
Our healthful feasts shall win the day.

We'll win the day, &c.

Cannibalism.—When have we an exhibition of

cannibalism in our own country?—When we see

a rafh man eating a rasher.—Preston Guardian.

To Learn Truth we must come into it, just as

to know what light is we must enter the sunshine.

When we are in the light of truth we can perceive

both the error and the truth—the darkness and
the light ;—but those who are only in darkness,

cannot comprehend the light : "the light shineth

in darkness, but the darkness comprehended it

net."—St. John, i. 5.— S. C. H.
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Gentle Speaking.
A young rose in summer time,

Is beautiful to me,
And glorious the many stars

Which glimmer o'er the sea :

But gentle words and loving hearts,

-And hands to clasp my own,
Are better than the fairest flowers,

Or stars which ever shone.

The sun may warm the grass to life,

The dew, the drooping flower,

And eyes grow bright and watch the light,

Of autumn's opening hour :

But words which breathe of tenderness,

And smiles we know are true.

Are warmer than the summer time.

And brighter than the dew.

It is not much this world can give
With all its subtle art,

And gold and gems are not the things
To satisfy the heart

:

But oh ! if those who cluster round
The altar and the hearth.

Have gentle words and loving smiles,

How bountiful is earth

!

Oats.—Of all the beautiful plants which adorn
our English corn fields, the oat is certainly the
most graceful and delicate. Few there are who
have ever enjoyed rambles in the cultivated dis-

tricts of our country, who have not admired the
light elegance with which it sustains the well en-
veloped kernel on its slender branches, and the
beautiful order and regularity with which those
branches are arranged. The harvest of wheat has
been well called a "golden harvest," and we think
that of the oat might well be designated a " silver

harvest," for the value of the oat is certainly next
to that of wheat, and its silver husk, when ripe, is

in harmony with the " pale metal." According to

Playfaie, oats contain in 100 parts :

—

Solid Substance, 82. Water, 18.

Flesh principle, 11. Heat principle, 68. Bone principle, 3.

Oatmeal is made by drying the oats in a kiln
;

separating the small oats and seeds by means of a
circular screen ; cleaning it from the chaff by
means of a fan; shelling bjMneans of mill-stones,

dressed for the purpose, 6 feet in diameter ; sifting
;

fanning
;
polishing by means of brushes revolving

in a cylinder of wove wire (No. 14) ;
grinding

through French burr mill-stones of soft and porous
kind ; and then sifting to separate the coarse from
the fine oatmeal.
Groats are made in a similar way, except being

crushed between rollers, instead of being ground.
Oat-Meal Porridge.—12 oz. of coarse meal

;

and ^ oz. of salt, to 3 pints of water.—Dissolve the
salt in the boiling water, and then add the meal,
previously rubbed smooth, in a little cold water,
and allow the whole to boil gently, all over tlie

surface, for about 20 minutes. Serve, poured into
saucers, or a mould, with treacle and milk.
W'estmoeeland Oat Cake.—]\Iix fine oatmeal

with milk-warm water into a stiff dough ; roll it

to the thickness of a wafer ; bake it on a girdle, or
iron plate, placed over a slow fire, for about 3 or 4
minutes, then place it on edge before the fire to
harden. It will keep, in a dry place, 3 or 4 months.
It is exceedingly sweet and wholesome.
The Value or Oats for human food, and their

substantial and nutritive qualities, are illustrated

not only by the chemical composition of the grain
itself, but by the practical experience of those who
subsist almost entirely upon them. We cite the
following :

—

Health op Scotch Children.— The cottage
children of Scotland, reared exclusively upon oaten
porridge and bread, with potatoes and miUc, may
be cited as a remarkable example of a class of
human beings possessing, in an uncommon degree,
the blessings of health.

—

Chambers's Injorvnation
for the People, No. 45.

Longevity of the Scotch.—A correspondent has
favoured us with the following account of longe\-ity

in Reaster :
—" Alexander Murray is tidy and

collected at the great age of 114 years, and, during
his whole long life, used no greater luxury than
the staple wealth of Scotia,—miik and oatmeal—and
these he had, even in stinted measure. From his

8th to the 13th year, he v/as employed in keeping
cattle which ranged the commons ; from his 13th
to his 20th year, he was employed as farm-servant;
from his 20th to his lOUth year he was married, and
occupied himself in farming on a small scale, and
wrought hard on the usual fare, cabbage, potatoes,

and milk ; but ate little butter or cheese, and as to

flesh meat, I do not doubt but tiiat an Englishman
might be found, who consumes as much flesh in a
month, as he has, in 114 years. His second wife is

still alive, and presented Mm with thee children at
one time."
Puoduce of Oats.—Under the ordinary system

of farming, the average produce of oats in this

country, is about 40 bushels per acre; v>^hilst, under
spade cultivation, 80 bushels can be easily produced.
Friendly Correspondence.—Those who are un-

initiated in the art of corresponding in the Phonetic
style of writing, can form little conception of the
i"eal pleasures of social intercourse with distant,

and even, personally, unknown friends. We are
happy to find that the short hand system of Mr.
Pitman, is coming into very extensive use in for-

warding the Vcgetar:an, as well as other useful
progressive movements. Few can estimate the
power which is wielded by those who write to a
distant friend on a subject of this kind. Many are
the instances of entire conversion to the Vegetarian
practice, through the simple agency Of a Phono-
graphic letter, which occupied but a few raomejits

to write, and the enclosure of a few Vegetarian
pamphlets. The Phonographic Society, comprising
several thousand members, and the penny postage,
afford a most excellent opportunity for carrying
out, in an economical manner, of both time and
money, the benevolent objects of the Vegetarian
Society. We have great pleasure, therefore, in
calling the attention of our readers to this subject

;

in order that those who have not' yet acquired the
art of Phonography, may at once bring themselves
up to the requirement of our times in this respect

;

and that those who have already possessed them-
selves of this happy method of communicating their

thoughts and expressing their feelings, may bring
it into still greater activity, and thus increase
their own happiness by the pleasing satisfaction of

promoting that of their fellow creatures. There
are many Phonographers who are not yet Vege-
tarians, and there are some Vegetarians who are
not yet Phonographers, and a friendly intercourse
between each, would promote the interests of both,

and bring them up to that standard of progressive,
intellectual, and moral reform, which the year
1850 demands of all vv'ho would act up to the light

of the present, with the hope of receiving still

greater light for the future.

Man made to Think.—There is no more striking

effect of abstaining from the flesh of animals, even
when taken in moderate quantities, than the more
exalted view which is taken of the duties and re-

sponsibilities of human nature. G. P., a working
man, who had abstained from the moderate use of

flesh six weeks, after describing his views of the

degrading and sensualizing tendency of slaughter-

ing and eating animals, says :—" Man was made to

think and speak ; that man who neglects this duty,

sins against himself, his fellow-countrymen, and
his God. We are endowed with high, with noble,

with God-like qualities, and capable of a great

amount of improvement, and of happiness. Shall

we take tlie dross of life, and let the gold go by ?

Alas, too many do so, but let us say, we will not be
in their ranks ; let not custom, fashion, or mock-
modesty rob us of the ' pearl of great price ;

' but

let us each and all try to attain unto the blessed
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hope and consolation wkich always attend the

man who does his duty, hoth to himself and to the

world. Do not let o\xr consciences have to say,

* you never made a trial.' And let us try to hasten
' The good time coming ;

Let us aid it all who can,
livery woman, every man.

The good time coming.
Smallest helps, when riglitly given.
Make tlie impulse stronger

;

Twill be strong enough one day.
Wait a little longer.'"

"We think the last line of this verse is unbecoming
the hopeful and active tenor of the song. "SVhy

wait for the " good time?" Surely the world has
ivaited long enough ? It is dangerous to wait for

that to which we must approach if we vould enjoy
it. The "good time," or state, is something to

which we are to attain, not by waiting, but by
pressing forward to it ; and the happy conscious-

ness that we are individually approaching it, brings

us to it much sooner than we may anticipate. We
would rather sing :

—

" Smallest helps, when rightly given,
Make the impulse stronger,"

'Twill be very strong to day,

If we'll wait no longer.

Sporting an Impediment to Farming.—Speak-
ing of Exmoors, Somersetshire, Mr. Pusey says :

—

"E^'ery blackcock kiUed by an owner of these
moors,'has cost more, I was convinced, than a full-

fed ox; though, indeed, it is nothing new that
sportingshouldimpedefarming."Somerset Gazette.

The Effect of Food on the Disposition.—
How important is it to consider well the effects of

certain habits on the minds of children ! If, as we
believe, it be true that every principle in man,
whether good or bad, has its physical form in the
world, and its food adapted thereto; that every
man, as well as every animal, seeks that food which
is most in accordance with his predominant disposi-

tions and quality ; that the food which man takes
is a gratification to those dispositions which accord
with its quality, and consequently tends to develop

and strengthen those dispositions still more ; that
the young mind particularly is exceedingly sus-

ceptible of the effects of such habits ; and that it is

gratifying to destructive and cruel propensities to

feed on flesh, those animals which do so, being most
remarkable for those dispositions ; is it not clear

that this Vegetarianism has a great deal to do with
the education and management of children 1— Vege-
tarian Advocate, p. 82, vol. i.

The Beautiful.—IdeaUty is a strong guardian
of virtue, for they who have tasted its genuine
pleasures, can never rest satisfied with those of

mere sense. The beautiful is the clothing of the
infinite, and in the contemplation of the beautiful

and the love of perfection, not in churches, we seek
our highest and most intimate communion with
God, and draw nearer and nearer to Him. The fine

arts—painting, sculpture, music, as well as poetry
—ought all to administer to idealitj'. The proper
use of painting, for instance, ought to be to repre-
sent everything that is beautiful in the present, and
to recal all that is worthy of remembrance in the
past. To give body to those spiritual pictures of

ideal beauty and perfection which ideality forms

—

to give a faithful representation of the great and
good that have departed, and to put vividly before
us those actions and scenes, those pages from
universal history which have a tendency to refine,

to exalt, and to enlarge the soul,—this is what
painting ought to aim at. To paint, however per-
fectly, horses being shod, deer being hunted, the
agony of poor animals in traps, bread and cheese,
and lobsters, and foaming ale, is but an abuse and a
perversion of one of the highest gifts and attain-
ments, which a more civilised age wiU repudiate.
A pig-stye, however perfectly painted, still but
reeals the idea of a pig-stye ; and if it excite any
feeling, it is one of regret that such wonderful art
should be so misapplied.

—

JEdncati07i of the Feelings,
bi/ Charles Bray.

The Happy Future.—Perhaps there is nothing
niore characteristic of our Anglo Saxon race, than
high hopes, and sanguine anticipations for a bright
and glorious future. It seems to be an inherent
principle of the mind, and in proportion as the
mind becomes developed, as man gives up the
gratification of the sensual and the gross; as he
departs from the animal, and becomes the man ; as
he gives up the lust, of the flesh and becomes allied
by love, to the spirit, so does this

" fond desire.
This longing after immortality,

or of that virtue and truth which are immortal,
become more and more potent, more and more
real. A correspondent presents us with his ideas
on this subject, which we regard as the earnest
expressions of a young and enthusiastic mind. " In
taking a glance around, and seeing the depths of
sensuaUty into which man is immersed, the
drunkenness, gluttony, disease, premature death,
vice, crime, poverty, cruelty, bloodshed, war, malice,
error, and superstition, which are almost every-
where to be found; and comparing the present
with that happy time, to which all good men are
aspiring, when love will be the mainspring of all our
actions; whenjustice, peace, mercy, and benevolence
will be universal amongst mankind ; when all men.
will be brethren, without regard to country, colour,
sect, or creed ; when the whole earth -ndll be of one
language, of one religion, the religion of love ; love
to God, by obeying his laws; love to man, by
endeavouring to promote each other's welfare and
happiness ; and love to the animals beneath us, pre-
serving their lives, and admiring instead of slaugh-
tering them, I can but regard the Vegetarian,
Temperance, Peace, Phonographic, and other
movements, which I believe to be tending to this
happy state, with the highest esteem, and tender
them my humble but zealous support ; and my most
earnest hopes, and most fervent prayers are for
their complete and permanent success."
Dietetic Experience of a Welshman.—"I am

a young man of 25 years of age. For the last 8
years, I have enjoyed but an indifferent state of
health; never free from constipation and its at-

I

tendant evils. I could not describe to you what I

I have suffered from it, but I can say that life was
more a burden to me than a pleasure. I have been

I

an abstainer from intoxicating drinks for more
I
than 6 j^ears. About 18 months ago, I cultivated

{
an acquaintance with hydropathy, from which, I

am happy to say, I have derived considerable bene-

I

fit. But still I would not say that I enjoyed perfect
health, and a happy consciousness of existence until

! I adopted the Vegetarian system; which I have

I

done now for several months, and nothing would
;
tempt me to resume my old habit of consuming

: flesh ; and I have become so warm on the subject,

that I do all I can to promulgate Vegetarianism.

i
Of course, like many more, I thought, that a certain

j

quantity of flesh meat was necessary to the suste-

, nance of man, although my constitution plainly

told me that I had ne business with it ; for when-
ever attacked with a severe cold (which I often

I

was), I used, in order to bring myselfround quickly,

to abstain from flesh meat altogether, and months
;
before I became a thorough Vegetarian, I never

' ate flesh meat oftener than once a week." Our
correspondent has now become a zealous member
of ^e Vegetarian Society.

KuRAL Life.

O rural life ! 'midst poverty how rich

!

When hunger bids, there thou may'st nobly feast,

On what each season for thy use brings forth,

In rich variety ;—the plough thy table.

And a green leaf, by way of dish, supports

Thy meal of fruits. A homely wooden jug

Draws up refreshing drink from the pure stream.

Which free from poison, pours out health alone,

And with soft murmur thee to sleep invites.

—Herder.

i
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Mental Discipline.
"Who- is royal? He who swayeth
The cabn empire of his mind,

Keeps the treaty, nor gainsayeth
Wisdom's words, so well defin'd.

^Tio is conqueror ? Who subdueth
Sensual passions, vain desires

;

For to him in peace accrueth
All that human life requires.

What is noble ? Cease your drinking,

Leave your bottle, and your bowl,

And return to sober thinking,

Elevate your deathless soul,

"WTiat is gentle ? To inherit,
,

In the old and simple way,
^

A sober, manly, honest spirit,

Ever cheerful ever gay. ^

What is prudent ? 'Tis to gather
Every sacred plan and iiile

;

And adopt good counsel, rather
Than the counsel of a fool.

What is Christian ? An example,
Word and deed for others' good

—

Ne'er on human rights to trample.
Ne'er to shed your fellows' blood.

What is godlike ? Be forgiving,

As the Spirit of grace above.
Unto every mortal living,

Who will keep these words of love,

Elijah Eidings.
KicE.—This plant is thicker and more firm than

wheat or barley, and is chiefly grown in India,

where it has been cultivated from remote antiquity.

The Egyptians, Persians, Chinese, and the inhabi-
tants of all the eastern nations, cviltivate it in large
quantities. The Greeks, and the Komans also

made it an important part of their agriculture. It

thrives best in low and inundated grounds, and it

grows luxuriantly in America, especially in the
state of Carolina, where it grows to great perfec-

tion. The Chinese water their rice fields by means
of moveable mills, placed, as may be required,

upon any part of the banks of a stream : the water
is raised in buckets to a proper height, and after-

wards conveyed in channels to distant places. In
this respect the Chinese may be said to set an ex-
ample worthy of imitation, as there are few seasons,

even in England, when a proper system of irri-

gation would not be of immense advantage to light

lands. According to Braconnot, Carolina rice con-
tains in 100 parts :

—

Fixed Oil, 0-13. Su£;ar, 0-29 Gum, 0-71. Starch, 85-07.

Gluten, 3-CO. Vegetable Fibre, 4-8. Water, 5-0.

Ground Rice.—This is the grain of rice reduced
to a coarse powder ; a process which can easily be
accomplished by passing it through a cormnon-sized
coffee mill. This plan is more economical than that
of bujdng it in its ground state, and secures it free

from adulteration.

Rice Flour.—This is made by reducing the
grain to a very fine powder, which can be ac-
complished by altering the guage of the cofi"ee

mill.

Boiled Rice.—Put h lb. of rice into a quart pan,
to which add 1^ pint of cold water and 2 onions,
chopped fine, and a little salt ; boil it over a little

brisk fire, keeping the lid on, and in from 10 to 15

minutes from the time it is placed on the fire, the
rice will have absorbed all the water ; it must then
be taken off the fire (as it is apt to burn if left on
after all the water appears to be gone), and placed
near the fire for 10 minutes longer, when the rice

will be found quite dry and fit for use, all the grains
being separate, but swelled out and quite soft. If

used as a vegetable, season with pepper and salt

;

if otherwise, the onions should be omitted, and
sugar added.
Rice Pudding.— 3 oz. of rice. Steep the rice

1 hour in cold water
;
place it in a pudding-basin

;

tie over a cloth, and place it in a pan of boiling
water, and boil for 1 hour. Serve either with sweet
sauce, or stewed or preserved frviit.

Moulded Rice.—8 oz of rice, and d^ pints of
water. Wash the rice

;
pour the Avater vipon it,

and boil it slowly in a brown basin, covered, in the
oven, till it becomes tender, and the water absorbed.
Dip the mould in cold water

;
pour in the rice,

and cover with a plate. Turn it out, either warm
or cold, and serve with preserved or stewed
fruit.

Moulded Ground Rice.—6 oz. of ground rice

;

2 oz. of loaf sugar ; 6 drops of lemon-fiavour, or
3 drops of almond-flavour. Steep the rice in a
little cold water, while the rest of the water is

boiling ; then add it to the boiling water with the
sugar ; boil it 20 minutes, stirrmg it aU the time

;

add the flavour ; dip the mould into cold water

;

pour in the rice and let it stand till cold, serving
with or without stewed or preserved fruit.

For these moulds made with milk, see Supple-
ment, pp. 2 and 11.

The Value of Rice,—"Merat and De Leus
state that three-fourths of the inhabitants of
the earth are nourished by it. It is sufficiently

nutritive in all ordinary cases, very easily digested,
and is better ada])ted for those who have weak
digestive organs, with a tendency to acidity, than
any other grain. It is slightly, astringent, but
this property, in some cases, renders it useful to

those whose bowels are liable to become too
relaxed. It is also a very suitable diet for persons
convalescing from fevers and inflammatory dis-

eases. It might in many cases be substituted for

potatoes and green vegetables. Its insipiditj'^ may
be completely removed by the addition of salt and
some agreeable aromatic, or it may be added to
soups."—Dr. Davidson, Treatise on Diet, pp. 120,
121. It is found that whilst the Canadian boatmen
require about 8 lb. of flesh per day, the Indians of
South America can work hard upon 1 lb. of rice

per day.
The Pattajiars.— " There is a caste of Hindoos,

called on the western side of India, Pattamars,
whose sole occupation is to carry letters and dis-

patches by land ; and they perform journeys almost
incredible in the time allotted, considering the
small quantity of food they subsist on during their
journey. They generally go in pairs, for fear of
one being taken ill, and are allowed rewards
in proportion to the expedition with which they
perforin their journey. From Calcutta to Bombay,
I think 25 days are allowed (about 62 miles a day)

;

from Madras to Bombay, 18 days ; and from Surat
to Bombay. 2^ days. They are generally tall,

being from 5 feet 10 inches to 6 feet high. They
subsist on a little boiled rice."—Sir John Sinclair.
Advantage op Virtue.—Vice can never know

itself and virtue ; but virtue knows both itself and
vice.

—

Emerson.
"I Cannot Kill!"— On walking up a hill, my

uncle took his gun from his gig, when a thrush
attracted his attention, singing merrily in the
sunshme. The gun was uplifted, and, in another
instant, the bird might have fallen a victim to

inveterate habit, and the unerring aim of the old
sportsman. But, stop ! A chord was touched in

that otherwise benevolent heart, and the melodious
tones of the thrush, pleading for life, were not in

vain. The instrument of death was restored to its

former position, without wreaking its vengeance
upon unoffending life, and my uncle, ennobled by
his forbearance, returned to his gig, making this

simple but heartfelt exclamation, "George, I
cannot kill !"—G. A. B.
The Greatest Beauty op our Constitution

is that, in its very principle, it admits of perpetual

improvement.

—

Maunder's Treasury of Biography.
Dietktic Experiment.—"I determined to try

the experiment of living without animal food, and
on Christinas day, I ate my last meat dinner. In



a month afterwards, I procured tlie Advocate and
the Jlessenjer, which strengthened me in my
determination to persevere. I then took e^gs,

cocoa, and dry hrown bread for breakfast, all kinds
of milk and eg^' puddings for dinner, and cocoa
and bread for tea, milk and dry toast for supper

;

but in two months time, I found milk and eggs too
heavy for the stomach, I left them off, and felt much
better without them. A month after that I lelt

olf salt, sugar, and cocoa, and one meal a day.
In a fortnight afterwards, I took no warm food. I

never drink at meals, but take a little water an
hour before, or an hour after, as I require it. My
breakfast, now, is unfermented brown bread (made
from wheat, all ground down together, with water
only), rice (a little boiled, but hard), and fruit,

for dinner and supper, with vegetables occasionally.

By living in this way, I find my health much bene-
fitted, my sight much better, and my teeth much
stronger. I used to be troubled with the tooth-

ache, but now I am quite free. I am much
stronger, more active, can rise much earlier, and
endure much more fatigue than when I ate

flesh. My wife seeing me so much better, left off

animal food a month after me, and now lives

exactly as I do, and she is much stronger than
before. I shall be most happy to hear of other
Vegetarians following my example in abstaining
from butter, eggs, milk, tea, coffee, cocoa, salt,

sugar, and taking their food cold, as I can speak
from experience how much better my wife and self

are in living thus. About 7 years since, I was
subject to epileptic fits, brought on, I expect, from
living too freely. I was given up by the Allopa-
thic doctors, as incurable. I put myself under the
care of Dr. Curie, the Homosopathic physician,

who dieted me. I gave up all stimulating drink
and have not had an attack since."—B. W.
The Mind.—The mind has a certain vegetative

power, which cannot be wholly idle. If it is not
laid out and cultivated into a beautiful garden, it

will, of itself, shoot up in weeds or flowers of a wild
^o^\h..—Spectator.
Labourers in the North op England.—

Brindley, the celebrated English canal engineer,
informs us, that in the various works in which he
has been engaged, where the workmen, being
paid by the piece, each exerted himself as much as
possible, men from the North of Lancashire and
Yorkshire, who adhered to their customary diet of

oat-cake and hasty-pudding, with water for their

drink, sustained more labour, and made greater
wages, than those who lived on bread, cheese,

bacon, and beer, the general diet of labourers in
the south.—Graham's Science of Human Life^
1053.

The Food op Hogs,—"In Staffordshire," says
Mr. Pitt, "hogs are generally fatted by butchers
with the refuse or olfal of slaughtered animals."

—

London E)icjjclop(edia, art. ^^ Rural Ueouomi/."
Bye.—This grain contains, according to Einhof,

in 100 parts :

—

Brail, 24-2. Farina, 6j-G. Water, 10-2. •

The farina containing in 100 parts :^
Starch, 61-07. Gluten, 9-48.

Sugar, 3-23.' Gum, IVOO.
Albumen, 3-23.

I'ibrine, 6-33.

The Value op IIye for human food is probably
very considerable, where the superior kinds of grain
cannot be procured. "I once discharged a cargo
of oil," says Capt. S. Howland, " and the casks
of oil were carried from my ship to the storehouse
by porters. These porters came from the interior,

on the borders of Spain and Portugal. They sub-
sisted wholly on vegetable food, almost entirely on
coarse rye-bread, and were remarkably stout and
healthy, I had a cask of oil of uncommon size on
board, weighing upwards of thirty-two hundred
pounds ; and four of these porters, yoked two and
two, took it up by means of ropes, going from their
yokes under each end of the cask, and carried it.

about fifteen rods, to the storehouse."

—

Grahah's
Science of Human Life. 1041.
Bye Bread and Garlic !CS. — " I have made

several voyages to St. Petersburg in Russia. The
people of Russia generally subsist, for the most
part, on coarse black rye bread and garlicks. Tlie
bread is exceedmgly coarse, sometimes containing
almost whole grains, and it is very dry and hard.
I have often hired men to labour for me ui E,ussia,

which they would do from 16 to 18 hours, and
find themselves, for 8 cents per day (the sun
shining there sometimes 20 hours in the day),
They would come on board in the morning with a
piece of black bread, weighing about a pound, and
a bunch of garlic as big as one's fist. This was all

their nourishment for the day of 16 or 18 hours'
labour. They were astoni^hingly powerful and
active ; and endured severe and protracted labour,
far beyond any of my men. Some of these men
were 80, and even 90 years old ; and yet these old
men would do more work than any of the middle-
aged men belonging to my ship. In handhng and
stowing aAvay iron, and in stowing away hemp
with the jack screw, they exhibited most astonish-
ing power. They were full of agility, vivacity,
and even hilarity—smging as they laboured, with
all the buoyancy and blithesomeness of youth,"

—

Capt. S. IIoAVL^usTD, of New Bedford, Mass.
Useful Animals often Destroyed as Hurt-

ful.—Multitudes of animals are most unmercifully
destroyed from ignorance of their uses, from an
idea that they are noxious or injurious to some
petty concern of a field or garden ; and at the very
time they are rendering important services to man,
they are mowed down as if they were his sworn
enemies, and had conspired against his life.

Hence, the rooks in some parts of England were,
at one time, in danger of being extirpated, as we
learn from the author of A Philosophical Survey

i of the Animal Creatio7i, " The rook," says he,

{

" is a species of crow, that feeds upon worms pro-
I duced from the eggs of the May-bug. As these,
' and all the winged insects in general, are to be
I

supported by the roots of plants, they deposit their

,
eggs pretty deep in the earth, in a hole they dig for

that purpose. The worms and caterpillars, upon
which the rook feeds, are not exposed to the mercy
of this bird till the earth is thrown up. Hence it

is, that rooiis always frequent lands recently culti-

vated ; that the sight of the husbandman with his

plough, puts them in action, and that they search
with so much assiduity about furrows newly
formed. Wherever the banishing or extirpating

of rooks has been carried into effect, the most
serious inj ury to the corn, and other crops, has in-

variably followed, from the unchecked devastations

of the grub and the caterpillar. Many birds

besides rooks are destroyed, under the mistaken
idea that they are injurious to the garden or

orchard, at the very time they are most useful to

both, in feeding themselves and their nestlings or

grubs and caterpillars. The common sparrow,
though proscribed as a most mischievous bird,

destroys a vast mmiber of insects. Bradley has
calculated that a suigle pair, having young to

maintain, will destroy 3,360 caterpillars in a week.
Also, the blue titmouse often falls a victim to

ignorance, in consequence of the injury it is sup-

posed to do to fruit-trees, though we have evidence

of its being a a friend rather than an enemy to the

horticulturist. Quadrupeds, as well as birds, suffer

much mider slanderous imputations, as can be

attested by the badger and the hedgehog. We
ought to bless the hand that created the insect, that

obliges the opulent to sift, turn, and ultimately, to

bring the grain to pubhc sale.—domestic Econo-
mist, p. 60.

Affection and Principle.—AUis hollow, where
the heart bears not a part ; all is peril, where
principle is not the guide.—Maund-^k's Biogra-

phical Trcasuru.
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"The Practical Philosopher.
Happy the man, who, stuclyino^ natui*e's law=;,

Throui?hknown effects can tiMce the secret cause ;

—

He feeds on fruits, which of tlieir own accord.
The willing grouad and laden tree^ aiTord.

Shnple his bev'rage, homely is his food,

The wholesome herbage and the running flood.

—DUYDEX.
Barley.—This plant, although it does not po?-

Bess the beauty of the wheat, nor the elegance of
the oat, is nevertheless beautiful in its form and
appearance, whilst it possesses the valuable qua-
lity of being more hardy than cither of these, and
can be grown in climates where these cannot.
According to Einhof, the ripe grain contains in
100 parts :

—
Farina, 70-03. Braii,18'75. Water, l-'20.

and according to Playfair, it contains in 100 i.arts

:

Solid substaiijc, 8ii, Water, \oh.

Flesh principle, 11. Heat principle, 63.^. Bone princi;"le, 2.

The form in which this grain can be best u cd in
England, is that known as
Pearl Bari,ey, which is made from the ** two

rowed barley." The grain is first dried in a kiln,

then deprived of its bran by a mill, and finally

made nearly round by trituration. Einhof states

that the farina, of which the pearl barley is chiefly

composed contains, in 100 parts :

—

Starcli, 67-18. Gluteu, 3 52. Sn-ar, 5*:i.
Guin,4-G2. Water, 9-37.

Barley Flour is made by simply grinding tie
pearl barley. A coffee miU will answer this pui-
pose.

Moulded Barley :—6 oz. of pearl barley, 3\
pints of water, and sugar. Steep the barley for an
hour ; drain it, and pour the water boiling upon it,

let it stew quickly in the oven in an earthenware
jar, covered, until perfectly soft, and all the water
is absorbed. When about half enough, add the
sugar, and essence of lemon, to the taste. Pour it

into a mould, previously dipped in cold water, and
let it stand to set. When boiled quickly, the above
quantity requires 2\ hours, and is a much better
colour than when it is longer in preparation. When
the barley flour is used, no steeping is required.
Barley Soup :—3 oz. of barley; l.^ oz. of stale

bread crumbs ; salt, and parsley. Wash and steep
the barley for 12 hours, in h pint of Avater to which
a piece of carbonate of soda (the size of a pea) has
been added ; then pour oft' the water not absorbed,
and add the crumbs of stale bread, 3 quarts of boil-

ing water, and the salt. Digest these in a salt-

glazed covered jar, in the oven or (boil them slowly
in a well-tinned covered pan), for from 2 to 4 hours,
adding the chopped parsley and a little pepper, 30
minutes before the expiration of the time for boiling.

Barley Water.— 1 oz. of pearl barley and 2
pints of water. Boil the barley in the water till it

is reduced to 1 pint ; then strain, and sweeten,
flavouring with the essence of lemon, rind of
lemon, raisins, or cuiTant jelly. Although the
additions to the barley water render it more agree-
able, they, however, lessen its diluent properties.
The Valu.:. of Barley' for human food could be

shown by various facts in the history and experi-
ence of the past, as well as by the science and
practice of the present. Speaking of Count Rum-
ford's experiments in providing food for the poor,
the London JEnci/clopceclia (article ^^Food") says :

—
" After an experience of more than five j^ears in
feeding the poor at Munich, dui-ing which time
every experiment was made that could be devised,
it was found that the cheapest, most savoury, and
most nourishing food that could be provided was a
soup composed of pearl barley, peas, potatoes,
cuttings of fine wheaten bread, vinegar, salt, and
water, in certain proportions.
Produce of Barley.—The average produce of

this grain in England, is about 25 bushels per acre

;

whilst spade cultivation produces about double this
amount.

Longevity of Herbivorous Animals.—Wild
beasts seldom live to so great an age as animals
which live on vegetables.— Uiiioersal Mujazi/ie,
May, 17j9, p. 235.

Shei:;? Kept for their Wool.—It is commonly
remarked, that it would not answer for farmers
to k'_>op sheep entirely for their wool, and con-
sequently, when sheep arc not kept for tlveir flesh,
Ave shall Have no wool for our cjats. Spoald.ig of
Exmoor, Somersetshire, Mr. Pes;:y says:— "The
sheep—a dwindled breed—are kept for their wool,
and arc sometimes left to die on the hills, of old
age, in the snow." There is an abundance of land
in E'lgland and abroad, which coiild be appropriated
to this purpose, after the wliole ix)pulation ai-e well
supplied with food from the good land.
Wh.vt avill be done aa'ith the Aniaiat.s ?

—

Should any nation, or great mimber of people,
through the di\'ine sight and true wisdom, scruple
A'iolence, oppression, killing and eating the flesh
of their feliow creatures of inferior rank, the same
wisdom Avoidd teach them Avliat to do Avith, and
how to order the business.

—

Thojias Tryon's IFaj
to Health, pub. 1697, p. 307.
A Teei'otaler's view of Vegetari vnism.—Tlicre

are millions now Avho are happy in tlie practice of
teetotaiism,—AA'ho believe teetotalism to be good for
man in every respect—Avho have themselves deriA-ed
innumerable advantages from teetotalism, and Avha
have had abundant evidence that numbers more
haA'e derivcfl incalculable advantages from teeto-
talism, Avho, some five or ten or fifteen years ago,
regarded teetotalism as a monstrous delusion, and
its advocates as the Avildest and hottest brained
fanatics. They thought it a thing impossible for

I
men to do their Avork, maintain their strength, and
enjoy life to advantage, Avithout the use of a little

wine, or ale, or spirits. Yet now they feel them-
j

selves better without these things tlum they ever

I

felt Avhcn using them. Let the experience of

}

teetotalers have its influence on the minds of those

I

Avho are invited to study the subject of Vegeta-
i rianism. Let them not conclude that because the
i
use of animal food has prevailed so generally, and
prevailed so long, that it is therefore the best mode
of life. Let them 2}yove the matter. Let them, if

they Avish to know the truth, give the principle of
abstinence from flesh a fair and thorough trial.

They may depend upon it they Avill not die in con-
sequence of making the experiment, any more than
men die by abstaining from intoxicating drinks,
tobacco, tea, and coffee. Let them also take the
trouble to read a little on the subject, if plain and
interesting Avorks on the subject come in their Avay.

Let them listen with patience to the testimony of
such of their friends, relations, and felloAV-AA'orianen

as may have tried the Vegetarian principle. Let
them also ])eruse some work on Vegetarian cookery,
and the like, that they may learn how many rich
and pleasant kinds of food there are for mankind
to live upon, exclusive of animal food, and how
many agreeable and wholesome Avays there are
of cooking or preparing those various kinds of
food, so as to render them more pleasant and
palatalile, as Avell as more healthful and nourishing
than they usually are.

—

The P^nple.

Mary Williaaison, came to live as housemaid
to a Vegetarian family. By the time she was
14 years of age, she Aveighed upwards of 7 score
lbs, having gained about 4 lbs. in Aveight weekly,
since she had become a Vegetarian. J. W., Avho
has seen her, says:—"Her father feared she
would not be able to bear the change of air in
leaA'ing the country, and going to the tOAvn, also

the givin ^ up of dead flesh, and feeding on living

vegetables, but he has changed Ills vieAVS on this

subject, and is quite satisfied of its efficiency, and
so Avould you be if j'ou saw her, and handled her
arm, and heard her laugh."
Improvement.—The first step towards improA'o-

ment is to be convinced that Ave need it,

—

Anon.
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Man a Progressive Being.—Is the practice of

Eating Flesh injurious to Man? We should not
think it was, if by man "was meant a sensual, om-
nivorous, carnivorous, or unclean animal, created

for no other purpose than to grovel through a short
existence, taking delight only in cruelty, revenge,
contention, malice, quarrelling, fighting, and
killing, and similar indulgences of the carnivorous
and onmivorous tribes. We should not think it

was, if man were an animal most happy when
subject to fever, smallpox, scrofula, head-ache,
heartburn, dyspepsia, gout, rheumatism, and the
other flesh-engendered diseases. We should not
think it was, if the development of his mental
faculties, the acquisition of knowledge, the study
of philosophy, the practice of virtue, of piety, and
religion, impeded his approach to happiness and
peace. But if, by man, be meant that creature
which gradually grows from a physical into an
intellectual and a moral being, gifted with facul-

ties which are capable of continual improvement
by means of culture and training ; if by man be
meant that wonderful being which is placed on
earth to prepare for heaven, blessed with time that
he may enjoy eternity, then, in all sincerity, we
must say, we believe that the practice exercises

a most injurious influence over this physical,

moral, and intellectual man.— Vegetarian Advo-
cate, p. 69, vol. i.

Reward op Principle. — Rabbi Israel, of
Brunswick, when a boy, was very poor ; and one
day, on his arrival at a convent of monks,
hungry and fatigued, he begged the abbot to give
him something to eat. The abbot ordered that
some pork should be brought to him. Poor Israel
said, " Pardon me your reverence, I am not allowed
to eat pork." " If you are such a fool," was the
answer, "you shall not have anything at all to

eat." The poor Jew went away sighing. The
abbot sent for him, and requested him to return. On
his return the abbot said to him, "Now that you
are so conscientious, and prefer rather suffering

hunger to the transgression of your law, I shall

make you the agent of my monastery." Israel
went on prospering in the world, and became the
richest man in Brunswick ; his son Jacobson was
made by Napoleon, Knight of the Legion of

Honour.

—

Family Economist.
Slaughter.

Creatures of sea and land we slay,

And in our mouths do bury,
And worse by half than beasts of prey,
Are at their funerals merry !

How shall they but bestial grow,
That thus to feed on beasts are willing

;

Or why should they a long life know.
Who daily practise killing.—Thomas Tryon.

Extent of Enjoyment.—" If I were to abstain
from animal food," said a lady to a Vegetarian the
other day, "I should lose all my enjoyment, for I do
not enjoy any food except mypieceofmeat." "There
is this difference, then, between you and me,
madam," said the Vegetarian, "whilst you can
only enjoy flesh, I can enjoy almost everything
except flesh."
" HoNKSTY is the best policy" is a very common

expression, but I do not believe that it is a policy

at all, it is a principle, and any deviation from it is

a violation of principle which can never become
good policy. Perhaps the greatest impediments to

the practice of honesty in the world, are the many
tmnecessary wants to which men subject them-
selves : hence we find men in many kinds of

business, excusing themselves for this or that
fraudulent and deceitful action, by a necessity of

providing a subsistence for themselves and families.
" Well," said a commercial gentleman to me the
other day, after he had been packing up his samples
of drugs and patent medicines, " I will go and see

how much I can gull the public," having previously

confessed that some of his articles were "complete
humbugs." it is to be feared that such business
is carried on to a very great extent, and the only
plea which men can make, is " the determination
of the public to be gulled," and "the necessity
of maintaining a respectable position in society."
Take away the unnecessary wants with which
m^an is now encumbered, and he AviU be able to
choose for himself an honest occupation ; one
which he can follow with complete satisfaction to
his own conscience. Thus, the Vegetarian principle
may be regarded as a most effectual means of pro-
moting honesty in the world.—C. H.
Appetite for Food.—"I have still a good 74

years' appetite for food, and sleep well."

—

John
Wright.

Fibrin E, Vegetable and Animal.—Vegetable
fibrine and animal fibrine, vegetable albumen and
animal albumen, hardly difter, except in form.
If these principles be wanting in the food, the
nutrition of the animal is arrested ; and when
they are present, the graminivorous animal
obtains in its food the very same principles on
the presence of which the nutrition of the carnivora
entirely depends. Vegetables produce in their
organism the blood of all animals ; for the carnivora,
in consuming the blood and flesh of the gramini-
vora, consume, strictly speaking, only the vegetable
principles which have served for the nutrition of

the latter.

—

Liebig^s Animal CIteniistry.

Simple Diet and Medical Attendance.—

A

distinguished medical gentleman mentioned to us,

that in families where children lived on simple
diet, without tea and cotiee, if they were seized

with measles, hooping-cough, mumps, and similar
diseases, he never called but once, as he knew
there was no danger ; but that in families where an
opposite course was pursued, he always expected
trouble.

—

Pioneer.
Lamartine.—My mother was convinced, and on

this head I have retained her conviction, that to
kin animals in order to draw nourishment from
their flesh and blood, is one of the most deplorable

and shameful infirmities of the human constitution

;

that it is one of those curses pronounced upon man,
whether by his fall at some unknown period, or by
the hardening effects of his own perversity. * *

She thought, and I think, also, that this nourish-

ment, much more succulent and stimulating in

appearance, contains withm it irritating and
putrid principles, which taint the blood, and abridge

the days of man. * * She never permitted me
to eat flesh until the time when I was thrown into

the pell-mell life of a college. To take away any

wish for it, if I had such, she did not employ rea-

soning, but she took advantage of instinct, which
reasons better within us than logic. * * I lived,

therefore, to the age of twelve, solely upon bread,

milk, vegetables, and fruit. My health was not

the less robust, nor my growth less rapid ; and,

perhaps, it is to this regimen that I owe that pure

outline of features, that exquisite sensibihty to

impressions, and that gentle serenity of disposition

and character, which I retained until .that period.

—Lamartine's Autobiography.
Asthma.—The following case may "be regarded

as a striking instance of the benefit of Vegetarian

diet in cases of asthma. J. H. says :—" I am 55

years of age. For 20 years I have been suff'ering

from what I regarded as a permanent asthma, and
being much subject to constipation and biliousness,

have had frequent resort to antibilious pills. I

have also been attacked with nervousness and

dizziness, several times a year. I commonly ate

about 2 lbs. of flesh per week. In September last,

I abstained from flesh, and have lived ever since

entirely on wheatineal bread, vegetables, and fruit.

I have been entirely free from biliousness and

constipation from that time, and have passed a

whole winter, without coughing, and now, I have

not the slightest symptoms of asthma."



Health and Independence.
Ye "who would have your features florid,

1 ith limbs, bright eyes, unwrinkled forehead,

1 rom age's devastation horrid,
Adopt this plan

—

'T-jrill malce in climates cold or torrid,

A hale old man :—

Avoid, in youth, luxurious diet

;

Restrain the passions' lawless riot

;

Devoted to domestic quiet,

Be wisely gay

;

So shall ye, spite of age's fiat,

ilesist decay.
Seek not in Mammon's worship pleasure,

jBut find your richest, dearest treasure

In books, friends, music, polish'd leisure

;

The mind, not sense.

Make the sole scale by which ye measure
Your opulence.

This is the solace—this the science

—

Life's purest, sweetest, best appliance,

That disappoints not man's reliance,

Whate'er his state

;

But challenges, with calm defiance.

Time, fortune, fate.
—New Monthly Magazine.

Maize.—"Wliilst this plaiit possesses more than
the beauty of wheat, the delicacy and elegance of

the oat, and much of the substantial character of

both, it grows, in those soils and climates which are
best adapted to it, as in Guinea and Peru, to the
height of about 18 feet, presenting all the appear-
ance of a graceful tree, laden with an abundance of
" golden cobs," or ears. Perhaps the most inter-

esting feature of the habits of this plant, is the way
in which it distributes its pollen : when in full

bloom, the pollen is scattered from the beautifully

over-hanging flow^cr at the top of the plant, and is

caught by the delicate fibres of the growing ear
beneath, which are, at the same period, released
from their green covering, and provided with an
adhesive substance which secures the completion
of this beautiful and necessary operation of nature.
Although our own climate will not allow it to

ripen, it may he regarded as one of the most inter-

esting annuals which grace our English gardens
;

and as its real value becomes understood, the
probability is, it will become one of our most useful

vegetables ; though the hopes entertained by
Cobbett and others, of making it an article of
extensive cultivation for its seed, can scarcely be
entertained, unless improved cultivation shall, in

time, have increased the temperature of our climate.
The cultivation of " Indian Corn," as maize is

commonly called, is more extended than that of
wheat, and it may be considered a principal aliment
of manlvind. Gorham states that this corn con-
tains in 100 parts :

—

Stardi, 770. Gluten, 3-00. Albumen, 2 5.

Sugar, 1-45. Extractive, 0-SO. Gum, l'7a

Fibihie, 3-00. Water, 9-0.

Vaeieties of Maize.—These are black, golden,
yellow, and white. The yellow Is the most com-
mon, but the white is the most delicate in flavour,

though the most difficult to cultivate.

GiiKEN Maize.—" In some countries," says Dr.
Davidson, "such as in Africa, the unripe grains
are eaten, as they contain, at this period of their

growth, a milky juice of a very saccharine nature."
BuRRiTT also mentions the green corn being made
into puddings, in America.
Maize Sugar.—The unripe straw of Maize con-

tains a considerable quantity of saccharine matter,
and Hvmeoldt states that the Mexicans extract
sugar from it, which is used for culinary purposes.
— Treatise on Diet.
Maize Meal.—This is made by drying the grains

m the Sim, or in an oven, ixnd grinding them in a
mill.

IIojiiNY.—Tills avt'cle is considered a great deli-

cacy throughout the Southern States, and is seen on
alniost every breakfast table. It is prepared thus :

—The corn must be ground not quite into meal

;

let the broken grains be about the size of a pin's
head ; then sift the flour from it through a fine

hair sieve ; next shake the grains in the sieve, so
as to make the hulls or bran rise to the top, when
it can be removed by the liand ; the grains must
then be waslied in several waters, and the light

articles wliich rise to the surface poured olf with
tlie vvater through the fingers, so as to prevent the
escape of the grains. Have a pan ready on the
fire with water in it ; add the grains at the rate of
1 pint to 2 pints of the water ; Ijoil it briskly about
20 minutes, taking ofl" the scum, and occasionally
stirring it. \N'hen the hominy has thoroughly
soaked up the water, take the pan off the fire,

cover it, and place it near, or on a less heated part
of the fire, and allow it to stand there about 10
minutes. It may be eaten with milk, butter, trea-
cle, or sug'ir ; the flour or meal sifted out, can be
used to make bread or cakes.

—

Burritt's Com Sueaf.
Maize Meal Puddings.—Into 1 quart of meal,

stir 1 pint of boiling water, with salt ; wet the
hands in cold water, and make the paste into

smooth balls, 2 or 3 inches in diameter ; immerse
in boiling water, and cook over a steady fire 20 or
30 minutes. If you choose, put a few currants, a
peach, or a part of an apple in the centre of each.
—Ibid.
Hominy Porridge.'—1 lb. of hominy, 3 pints of

milk, and ^ oz. of salt ; steep the hominy in water
for 12 hours, then pour ofl" the water not absorbed,
and add the milk and salt, and heat the whole in a
slow oven for 2 hours, till all the milk is absorbed.
Serve in saucers, or as Moulded Hominy, with trea-
cle and milk.
The Value of Maize for human food was once

discussed in tlie French Academy of Medicine,
when it was reported by the medical officers of the
army, that those conscripts were finer men in
countries where maize formed the conunon aliment
of the inhabitants, than in those where it was not
used. "It is also," says Dr. Davidson, "said to

render men more active, to promote tlie natural
action of the bowels, and to cause placid sleep,"

The Mexican Indians.—"The principal article

of food among the Indians of Mexico, and more
particularly in the state of Tobasco," says Mr
Pope, who has resided several yeiirs among them,
" is Indian corn : it consequently forms the most
important article of agriculture, and three crops
may be obtained in a year, without tillage. On
this food alone they are enabled to subsist, and
undergo far more fatigue, under the tropical sun of
Mexico, than our nonhern labourers in the north-
ern latitudes, with the free use of animal food. I

have not unfrequentiy been forty hours in ascend-
ing the Tobasco river, to the capital, a distance of

about 75 miles, in one of their canoes, against a
current from 3 to 4 miles an hour, the men poling
the canoe, a very laborious employment, sixteen

hours out of twenty-four. Those who abstain from
the use of ardent spirits, are muscular and strong,

and among them are to be found models for the
sculptor.

—

Graham's Science of Ilmnun Lifr, 1033.

Produce of Maize.—The produce of this grain
varies very much Avith different climates. It is

generally much greater than that of wheat, whilst
from one to tliree crops may be obtained from it in

Avarni climates.

Losses on Fattening Hogs.—The London Ency-
clopiedia, speaking of INIr. Young, says :

" His first

experiment was attended with the loss of a guinea
per hog ; the second with the loss of lis. 8d. ; the

third of 3s. In these experiments, the liogs were fed

with peas, given whole in the two first, but ground
into meal in the last. The fourth experiment, in

which the hog was fed witii Jerusalem artichokes,

was not attended with loss ; but uiiother , in which peas

were again tried, was attended with a loss of 4s.



Barley was tried, ground along: witli peas and
beans ; this avus attended Avith. a prolit of 17s. 4',d.

In another experiment, in which the hogs were fed

with peas and barley ground, the beans being
omitted as useless, there was a profit of 12s. 3d.

upon an exwnsc of £-0 15s. 9d. I In this experi-

ment, the peas and barley-meal were mixed into a
liquid like cream, and allowed to remaui in that

state for three Aveeks, till it became sour. This
was attended, in two other instances, with profit,

and in a third, with loss ; hoAvever, Mr. Young is

of opinion, that the practice will still be found
adA'antag'Cous, on account of the quantity of dung
raised, and tliat the farmer can thus use his peas
and barley at home, without carrying them to

market." It may Avell be asked, if the time has
not arriA'Cd Avhen it may be considered strange
reasoning to account anjthing of use which con-
verts one principal portion of good wholesome food
into manure, and the rest into a substance for-

bidden to be eaten, both by the laws of God and
those of physiology as well as by all moral and
inteilecti\ai obserA'ation and experience. C. H. S.

Do Right.—Do that Avhich is right. The respect

of mankind Avill follow ; or if it do not, you will be
able to do without it.

—

Goethe.
A Mysterious Case.—Whitechapel County Court,

August 20 : before Mr. Serjeant Manning. —
Abbott V. Murraii.—The plaintiff, a cow-keeper, of

Jubilee Street, Mile End, sought to recover the sum
of 30s. from the defendant, a butcher, of Limehouse
Fields. The learned judge having asked for the
particulars of the demand, the plamtiti' assured his

honour, that the public had " better not be enligh-

tened." His Honour :
" Perhaps you have no

objection to enlighten the Court?" (Laughter.)

The Plaintiff :
" I Avould rather not expose the

profession, (Loud laughter.) but I suppose I must
admit that the cow was sold to a butcher for bad
beef; (Laughter.) but, your Honour, it is cus-

tomary." His Honour: "What became of the

cow ; was it slaughtered ?" The plaintiff fenced at

the question, and tiie defendant was silent. A
voice: Sausages, oh! (Laughter.) The leai'ned

judge, in calling upon the defendant for an ansAver

to the suit, elicited that the cow might have been
disposed of at Coav Cross, His Honour : " Fur
what purpose /" The plaintiff and defendant again
hesitated to answer, yerdict lor plaintiff".

—

Daily
News.
Popular Iaiprovement.—No, the moral elevation

of the people is not a dream : the power that shall

effect it, shall be in the keeping of the mother -of
the infant—in the impregnable guard of innocence.

Let no man say that popular imiirovement is a
dream.

—

Pestalozzi.
Pasture Land in the United Kingdom.—The

United Kingdom has more land in meadoAV and
pasturage than any country in Europe. As much
as France and Denmark, and as Germany and
Prussia, and as Ilussia and Italy ; and ten times as
much as Austria, as Naples and Sicily, and as Tur-
key iu Europe ; also twenty times as much as Spain.
—Siu 11. Phillips's Million of Facts.
Understanding.—The truth Ave posses.? in life,

or in practice, is that Avhich Ave best understand.
That Avhich we do not possess, we generally beUeve
to be " visionary," or " ideal."—C. H. S.

Vegetarianism and Education.—Vegetai'ianism
is peculiarly connected Avith Fducation, for its ten-
dency is to keep constantly aliA^e the conscientious
principle. If a man abstain from a certain kind of
food " for conscience sake," it reminds him every
day of the connection between his outward conduct
and his iuAvard feeling—his sense of justice, of
mercy, or of truth. It leads him to perceive that
every action of his life, whether of eating or drink-
ing, thinking or spealdng, is continually exercising
a certain degree of influence over his mind ; is con-
tinually training or educating him for a worse or a
better condition, physically or mentally, or both

:

for a worse, if the;!e actions are performed in
a careless and an imperfect manner ; for a
better, if perform Exl with carefulness, and
an earnest desire for greater progress. It
leads him to regard tlie present not for it-

self alone, but as a preparation for the future,
lie learns, from daily experience, that the industry,
or indolence of the day, prepares for "nature's
best restorer, balmy sleep," or the tiresome morti-
fication of a restless night ; that the one prepares
us to perform the duties of the coming day with
ease and ijleasure, AA'hilst the other increases our
indolence, and makes duty itself a burden ; that
activity in any particuJar direction to-day prepares
us for still greater activity in that tUrection on the
morroAV, whilst neglect of any kind prepares us
for greater negligence in the future ; that the good
action of to day expands our minds and warms our
hearts for a still nobi.er action on the morrow,
whilst the seliish, grovelling action shuts up the
mind within itself, freezes all generous ieel-

ling, and unfits it for even a charitable thought
on the succeeding moi"n ; that every moment is a
preparation for its successor; that the happy
thought, the soul-stirri Qg sentiment, or the thrill-

ing emotion, which comes "like a celestial sunbeam
o'er the mind," Avidens and expands the soul for the
reception of happier tl lought, more sublime senti-
ment, deeper emotion, and what is better, and is, iu
fact, the substance of all these, the realization of a
more useful and virtuous Ufe.— Vegetarian Advo-
cate, p. 81. vol. i. "l

Sylvester Graham.—G. W., when on a^visit to
America, in 1843, made the following note in his
diary :—Sylvester Gea.ham, although about 50
years of age, appears not more than 35.

Ripeness op the Times.—The time is not ripe,

it will be said, for the experiment. A standard
argument this, and one that has been successively
levelled agamst all rOi^orms that have ever been
proposed in this inert world !

" The times are
always ripe enough," says Dr. Arnold, "for what
a true and earnest ma a will dare to do. At any
rate, the Avay to make them ripe is to attempt at

once, in the best meth od that presents itself, Avhat-
CA-er principle and duty dictate; and the same
hour that witnesses the ripeness of the times, will

also reveal that the thing is done. A course of
action which steadily embodies a true principle,

must in the end suoceed."^GREEN's Prize Essay
on the Working Clas.ies.

Divine Philant mropy.—\Vho can understand
the strength, purity, fulness, and extent of Divine
philanthropy, but ite in whom selfishness has been
swallowed up by love?

—

Channing.
All May Abstain-.—Without committing myself

to all the peculiar principles of individual advocates
of Vegetarianism, I may obserA'e, that I look on
Vegetarianism generally, with considerable favour.

I mean to say I h ave, in general, a very favourable
opinion of the Vc ^etarian system. At one period I

acted on the principle about tAvo years, and, so far

as I remember, I felt as well, and did as much
work, during that i>eriod, as at any period of my
life. I haA'e no?; acted scrupulously on the princi-

ple since that t ime ; but I haA'e abstained from
animal food to a great extent for a long time, and 1

haA'e not felt any incoiiA-enience from so doing. I have
frequently felt inconvenience from eating annual
food; but I have never felt any inconvenience from
abstaining. Of course I liaAx not the same amount
of bodily labour that many have, much less have I

to earn my brea :! by A^gorous exertion in the open
air. My work is chiefly within doors, and consists

more in mental, than in bodily exertion ; but I am
certainly inclintd to think, from Avhat I have heard
and read on the subject, that men of all constitu-

tions, and of i\ll varieties of employment, might
abstain from auunal food with perfect safety, and
that most, if not all, might derive great advantage

from abstaininif.—Barker.
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The Flag of the Free.
Fling abroad its folds to the cooling breeze,
Let it float at the mast-head high,

And gather around all hearts I'esoive,

To sustain it there or die !

An emblem of hope to the poor and crushed,
Unstained by blood shall it be,

We'll say to the world where'er it waves,
'

Our flag is the flag of the free !

That flag shall pi'oclaim to the listening earth,

That mercy the world shall spread o'er,

The galling chains of slaughter and drink.
Shall enslave mankind no more !

An emblem of hope and peace to the world,
Oh, place it where all may see !

And shout with glad voice, as you raise it high.
Our flag is the flag of the free !

Then on high, on high, let that banner wave,
And lead us our brother to greet,

Let it float in triumph o'er our heads,
Or be our winding-sheet

!

And never, oh ! never, be it furled,

Till it waves o'er earth and sea
;

And all mankind shall swell the shout,
Our flag is the flag of the free.

Pulse, next to the Cerealia, forms the most im-
portant description of food. The principal kinds
are Lentils, Peas, and Beans, all of which contain
a larger proportion of nitrogen than the Cerealia,
from which this leguminous class of plants dift"ers

in producing the seeds in pods instead of in ears or
cobs.

Lentils.—Although this is the smallest kind of
pulse cultivated for food, it is probably one of the
most valuable. The plant rises with a weak stalk,

about 18 inches high, having several pairs of narrow
leaflets at each joint, terminating in a tendril, by
which it commonly fastens itself to some other
plant. Its flower is small, and purple, and is

succeeded by a short flat pod, containing two or
three flat round seeds, which are a little curved in

the middle. The seeds, when dry, are stated by
Playfair to contain in 100 parts :—

•

Solid Matter, 84. Water, 16. Flesh Principle, 33.

Heat Principle, 48. Bone Principle, 3.

Split Lentils.—This is the most economical
form in which the Egyptian Lentils are offered for

sale in England. They present a pink appearance,
and resemble the common split pea, except in being
much thinner. The husk being removed, the seed
becomes split.

Lkntil Flouk.—This can readily be made by
grinding split Lentils in a small steel coffee mill,

by which means it can be secured free from adulte-
ration, at much less cost, when so purchased, than
as " Lentil Powder," or " Revalenta."
Lentil Poeiudge. — Three table - spoonfuls of

Lentil flour, and 1 pint of water. Mix the flour

with the water, and boil for 10 nunutes, stirring

it all the time.
Moulded Lentils.—Prepared as for Porridge,

flavoured with lemon or almond flavour, and sugar,
poured into a mould (previously dipped in water),
and when cold, turned out and served with pre-
served or stewed fruit.

Stewed Lentils.—Two table-spoonfuls of split

lentils, I carrot, 1 turnip, 3 onions, a head of
celery, and some herbs. Boil the vegetables and
herbs in 3 pints of water, J of an hour ; add
the split lentils (previously soaked in | pint of
water), and stew the whole 4 of an hour. Serve
with toasted bread.

Either lentil flour, or split lentils, will do for the
above recipes.

The Value of Lentils for human food is shown
by various interesting historical facts :

—

The Asiatic Lentil was used by a large propor-
tion of the human race in the earliest ages of the
world; indeed, it is one of the oldest plants of
which we have any account.

—

Dr. Kittd's Biblical
Oyclopcedia,

The Patriarchs,—The lentils of the East are
extolled in the most ancient writings of the Bible.
They appear to have been the favourite food of the
early Jewish patriarchs, who used them chiefly in
making a kind of " pottage."— iiic^.

Daniel and his Companions chose to eat this
food, and to drink water, in the palace of Babylon

;

and we are told that they were fairer and latter
than any of the princes who ate and di-ank at the
king's table. Dan. i. 15.—Ibid.
Esau.— The red pottage, for which Esau bartered

his birthright, was of lentils. Gen. xxv. 3i—Ibid.
Cultivation of Lentils.—It does not appear

that profltable crops of lentils have ever been pro-
duced in England, those which have been grown
being of a coarse and common description ; but
this is no reason why attempts should not be made,
especially as they are now coming into extensive
use. Egypt and Palestine appear to be famous for
producing the finest lentils, and in these countries
they form an important feature in agricultui-al
science.

Disease in Cattle.—According to Mr. Youatt,
"one-tenth of all the lambs and sheep of our
island die annually of disease ; of cattle, one-
fifteenth of their number die annually by inflam-
matory fever, and milk fever, red-water, hoose,
and diarrhoea. If, therefore, one-flfteenth of all

the cattle of England are annually lost by disease,
more than £5,000,000 worth of cattle perish every
year ; and with these also die of disease about
£3,500,000 worth of sheep." In the same article

with the above extract, I find the cause of death in
118 cows reported from the records of medical men,
and that 72 of that number died of pleuro-
pneumonia. It is to be regretted, that there is no
further report on this subject, as the six months
during which these cases were reported, are the
ones most likely to have the mortahty, from fungus
taint, being from beginning of May to beginning of
November. In consequence of what may be con-
sidered the increased mortality of the above six
months, I wiU, for calculation, take one-half as the
proportion of mortality for pleuro-pneumonia.
This would make the annual loss for that disease
alone £2,500,000, or taking M'Culloch's estimate
of the number of cattle in Great Britain, namely,
5,100,000, take a fifteenth of that as the annual
mortality, and again take one-half of that fifteenth

as the average mortality from pleuro-pneumonia,
and we find 170,000 head of cattle cut off annually
by that disease.

—

The Farmer's Magazine,
Peace.— The Times of September 9th, very justly

remarks on this subject, that "The question is,

how human creatures are to be prevented from
yielding to human passions, in despite of principles

which, in the abstract, they cannot deny." This
view is certainly philosophical, as it brings the
Peace question home to every individual ; where,
intact, it must begin, if it is to universally prevail.

History furnishes a practical reply to this impor-
tant question. When Numa was called to the
government of Rome, he found it surrounded by
foreign and domestic difficulties, in consequence of
the warlike, quarrelsome spirit of the Romans.
He gradually introduced his philosophy of living

on the mild productions of the soil, by inducing the
Romans to commence practical operations for the
improvement and cultivation of the land ; and the
industry and temperate habits which he thus pro-
moted, soon calmed down the passions of the

people, relieved the government from its embar-
rassments, and made Rome at peace with itself,

and with the neighbouring states. In this way,
the advocacy of temperance in eating and drinking,

and the encouragement of agiiculture, horticulture,

and other useful pursuits, may be regarded as the

most effectual means of securing permanent and
universal peace. Individuals commonly quarrel,

and fight, because their minds have not been
trained to nobler pursuits : just so with nations.
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** Overcome evil with prood," applies to all moral
and civil reforms.—C. H.
Thk Power of Truth.—Truth, when adhered to

by young people, even in influencing those more
advanced in life, is often strildn^ly manifested.
A young man who has adopted the Vegetarian
system about 12 months, says :

" I am up from
about 4'30 a.m. till 10 p.m., and am enuaged in the
luggage department of thj railway Oifice. I am
often laughed at for what are called my ' foolish

views ; ' and my father spoke to me several times
about them, anil said that it would not do for me,
although it might do for those who did not work
hard. But, alas, for the butcher ! he has changed
his views on the subject, from seeing the good
effects of the system in my case. Two other friends

have done the same, and we are now all four of us
members of the Vegetarian Society. Several others
are trying the system. So much for the power of
truth."
Protracted Labour,— Thos. McGoodin, a

labouring man, in the Callender factory, in Provi-
dence, IS about 40 years old (Feb. 1834), small
frame, and weighs about 130 lbs. Froni religious

considerations, he was induced, about the year
1825, to abandon the use of animal food, and adopt
the most simple vegetable and water di^t. After
living in this way about 7 years, and labouring
hard, a competition arose in the beetling depart-
ment of the factory, in which the ability of the
labourers to endure powerful and protracted effort

was severely tried. Two stations requiring pre-
cisely the same exertion were to be occupied for

several days in succession. McGoodin took one
of these stations, and occupied it through the whole
time, without flagging in the least ; while the
other station was successively occupied by 3 or 4 of

the strongest men of the establishment, all of

whom were actually tired out, and obliged to be
relieved. The overseer of the department declared,

that he believed McGoodin would kill every man
in the establishment, if they were obliged to hold
their way with him till he gave out. McGoodin
laboured also from 1 to 2 hours a- day, longer than
any other man.

—

Graham's Science of Saman
Life, 1062.

Sense of Lightness after Meals.—The earlier

part of my life I was accustomed to live, for 3

months at a time, in Caernarvonshire, where my
food consisted almost entirely of oatmeal, brown
bread, and milk, always having had an aversion to

the bacon and poi"k of the country people there.

When I came to reside in Cheshire, I gradually
became accustomed to the ordinai'y flesh-eating

habits, and in June, 1849, I felt exceedingly heavy
after dinner. I attributed this to eating flesh, and
why I did so, I cannot imagine. I therefore

partially abstained from it, and on the 16th of

September, following, I entirely abandoned it.

Having tried the sjstem for nearly 12 months, I

can spfcaR confidently of the permanent benefits of

the change ; for I have not experienced any of that

drowsiness after meals since I have been a Vegeta-
tarian.—H. T.
Vegetarian Agriculture.—There are 29 millions

of cultivated or capable acres in Englaad and
"Wales, 5^ in Scotland, and 13 in Ireland ; in all

47| millions j and, taking the families at 4 millions,

nearly 12 acres to every family. Every acre will
support a family on vegetable diet ; but, in flesh
and vegetables, 3 acres are required to live in
plenty. The United Kingdom might, therefore,
sup])ort 250 millions of inaabitants on vegetables,
or 80 millions on flesh and vegetables, without
resorting to tne 30 millions of uncultivated soil.

—

Sir R. Phillips's MiUion of Facts.
Field Sports.—The progress of civilization must

materially aft'ect our sports, as well as our more
serious pursuits. The greatest inducement to the
sports of the field is, I presume, the exhilaration
caused by the healthful exercise which they afford

;

for it is difficult to conceive of any real pleasure to
be derived from destroying the lives of God's
harmless creatures. Cannot this end be secured
without killing ? Must man destroy the lives of
other creatures in order to enjoy his own ? I do
not think Vegetarians are less admirers of nature
than other men ; indeed, I have reason to believe,
that they generally appreciate the garden and the
orchard, the meadow and the field, the grove and
the forest, the hill and dale, the birds singing in
wild melody, the perfume of the flowers, and the
sweet bracing air of heaven, the lofty precipice and
the falling torrent, with equal, if not with greater
delight than those who seek to stain Nature's fair

carpet with the blood of her children ; to stop the
note of joy and thankfulness by the heartless shot,
or to tear to pieces the heart-strings of the hare or
the fox in the pursuit of hounds and horses. It is

probable, that geological and botanical pursuits
will gradually supersede the chase and the other
cruel sports, according, as those pursuits do, with
the more quiet and peaceful state of man when
uuexcited by carnivorous or alcoholic indulgences,
and affording a rich and abundant reward of
mental and physical enjoyment.—C. S.

Endurance of Heat and Cold.—I have to work
at a forge, where there are 14 furnaces ; I am ex-
posed to the heat which arises from these, and
then to the cold air that comes from a river close

by. I have to work 12, 13, and 14 hours a-day,
and besides having to work very hard all that
time, I have to walk 3 miles every morning and
evening; but I return home generally free from
weariness. I think, therefore, my case is a good
test of Vegetarianism.—G. P.
Mental Benefits.—But all these physical

advantages I consider as nothing, compared with
the mental benefits which I have derived from the
practice. My ideas, now, are free and more ex-
alted than they once were, and I trust my life is none
the less correct. No tongue can utter, and no pen
can describe the intellectual and moral pleasures I
have experienced since I became a Vegetarian ; all

that I can say in praise of this health-promoting
principle, will fall far short of its true worth. Oh,
I do sincerely hope, that all suffering humanity
will be enabled to realize that happiness, which I
feel adherence to this principle is capable of pro-
ducing; for I cannot conceive of a mind, the
welfare of which is not linked with the health of
the body. I believe that while we are caring for

the body we are caring for the soul also : the
welfare of the one is inseparably connected with
that of the other, both here, and in relation to the
future state.—G. Po
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VEGETARIAN MESSENGER.
INTRODtrCTION.

In ord(?f to preserve the most useful part of the coitc-

spondence bet^veen the readers and editor of the Vego-

tarian Ilcssenger, the following selections are presented,

being the principal features of that correspondence dui-ing

the publication of toI. i.

LIVE AND LET LIVE.

J. P. (Bramley), says :—" I have had the opportunity of

reading a few Nos. of the Vegetarian Advocate, and

No. 2. of the Vegetarian Ilessenger, and the philosophi-

cal and jfliysiological facts contained in them, especially

in the latter, have convinced me, that it is not right to kill

animals in all cases. To talk about letting all animals live

till they die of themselves is monstrous. Look what an

increase of them there would be iu a few years ; why we
should be eaten up by them at once, if we were all to be-

come Vegetarians in practice. * * How should we obtain

Boots and Shoes, if we Avere to give up slaughtering ani-

mals ? '

' Our correspondent is evidently lenrn ing the Vege-

tarian system, and no one can expect to arrive at a complete

knowledge of every part of this subject all at once. If he

wm adliere in practice to his present expi-essed convictions,

we promise him fui-ther light upon the subject, such

as will enable him to perceive that the principle which is

right on moral grounds, can be carried out under all right

circumstances If the principle to " Live and let live " be

true morally, he may rest assured it is practicable physi-

cally, and to talk ofbeing eaten up by herbivorous animals,

is attributing qualities to sheep and oxen which they do

not possess. We beg to refer to the Vegetarian Advo-

cate, No, 5, vol. iii, page 52, for a more complete answer

to the fii'St inquii-y ; and with regard to the second : boots

and shoes made of leather wiU doubtless be substituted by
those made of Gutta Percha, Indian Rubber, Cloth, Felt,

or some other substance, as soon as the demand for such is

sufficient to create a supi^ly. Invention is not stopped, but

encouraged by the adoption of Vegetarian diet. "We be-

lieve it is not difficult to supply a superior shoe to that made
of leather, which is not so pliable or waterproof as Indian

Rubber, nor more enduring than Gutta Percha. We have

tried soler made of the latter article, and find them com-
pletely waterproof.

THE " VEGETARIAN MESSENGER " AND THE " VEGETARIAN
ADVOCATE."'

W. H.—^The idea that the Vegetarian 3Iessenger is

intended to supersede or to oppose the Vegetarian Advo-

cate, can only result from a very partial view of the ob-

jects of each work, and we beg to refer to the Introduction

to the Vegetarian Advocate, vol. ii, and to our own
Introduction, to show that there is a good understanding

between the respective editors of each publication. The
3Iesscngcr will be of great use in " preparing the way "

for the larger work, and in supplying, at a small cost, such

matter as the character of the AdvocatewiU not admit of

CARBON.

W. S.—Playfair's Tables only recognise the muscular

or lean portion as flesh, but as Liebig, in mentioning " ani-

mal organic bodies" as containing carbon, included the

blood and fat, he was perfectly right in his statement.

Fat is carbon, but in a fonn least adapted to the human
constitution. The carbon of vegetable and farinaceous food

being most easily digested, and at least eight times cheaper,

is much to be preferred. AVith regard to the restlessness

of carnivorous animals, see the Vegetarian Messenger, ^.22.

SOCIAL ADVOCACY.

H. P. (Liverpool), wiites:—"I have been veiy much
pleased Avith the Messetwer, and hope you will meet

Anth every encouragement in your zealous labours. I am
doing what I can for the spreaa of Vegetarian principles.

In Chester, I sowed some seed in yo ng and fruitful mmds,
and it is now producing fruit. The folloAving is an extract

from a letter from one of them ' We had Nature's Own

Book from x friend, last week ; Mother and I have read it

and are pleased with it. Henry T , has it now, and when
James F , has read it, I will take the first opportunity
of forwarding it to you. Henry F—•, nas purchased
Graham's Science of Human lAfe, James has bought Fruits
and Fnrinacea, and I have had the promise of the loan of
both of them. Your example has workeii a great revolution
among us as a family. We eat very much less meat than
we formerly did. John still continues his Vegetarian prac-
tice.'" This is the way in which the system is gradually
aflfecting th; habits of intelligent families, and becoming
the subject of friendly con-espondence, especially among
Phonographcrs, who are far in advance of the rest of the
world, in their means of communication. ^

INDEPENDENCE.
T. C. says :—" I have been favoured with pretty good

health, since I left off the use of intoxicating drinks, but I

never knew anything like the health I have enjoyed since
I became a Vegetarian. I use no tea, coffee, tobacco, or
snuff, ftnd as little greasy or oily matter as possible. My
living is of the most simple kind, and I do assure you, that
under my present regimen, I can eat a boDcd potato, Avith-

out salt even, with a far keener relish than I could, when
in the old school, with the additional condiments, and beef
into the bargain. I feel in a great measure independent,
although I have to work for the ' meat which perisheth,'
having thrown off such a Aveight of care and anxiety along
with the habits of camiA'orous and narcotic indulgences,
which once kept me in bondage. I would not for anything
on earth recant, and pander to the pernicious customs of
society." AVe would encourage our correspondent, who is

evidently a working man, to persevere in his course, and
to accustom himself to express his views on paper. His
letter bears signs of an acute discenunent ; and a ready
mode of expressing his views, such as a knowledge of Pho-
nography, for instance, Avould afford, Avould render him
exceedingly useful in expressing such sentiments as would
affect his feUoAV working men. Having tlu-OAA-n aside many
bad habits, he will uoav be prepared to conunence good
ones.

DEP.VRTURE FROM PRINCIPLE.

J. B., had tried Vegetarianism for some time, but from
some unaccountable cause, has commenced eating flesh

again. He writes :—" As to my OAvn practice ofanimal food,

I had better tell you the truth. The little trial I have just

had, so debilitated me, that I could scarcely pursue my cus-

tomary aA'ocations, and I had, for the whole of the time, a
very severe head-ache, caused, I suppose, by the improper
action of animal food upon the solids and fluids of the sys-

tem. At last I Avas compelled to turn almost a Vegetarian
again ; and now I take animal food only on one day, or, at

the most, tAvo days in the week ; and, even then, I ai not
feel any A'ery pleasant sensations." We would caution our
correspondent against persisting in a course which his

conAictions and experience alike condemn.

CHAMBERS'S EDINBURGH JOURNAL.
An Inouirer asks, AA'hcther the following objectiGnshav*

been refuted, and if not, Avhether they can be, and how ?—
" 'We are of opinion that a larger proportion of A'cgetable

food might advantageously be introduced into the diet of

the middle and higher classes of this country ; but Ave have
no faith in an exclusively vegetable aliment, which, Ave

imderstand, often has a detrimental effect on the excretions,

rendering them unusually offensive, and also on the intel-

lectual operations, wliich it tends to Aveaken. One fact

seems to tell strongly against all attempts to make out man
naturally a vegetable feeder, that, for the first few months
of his existence, Avliile nursing, he is exclusively supported

by animal food."

—

Chambers's EdinburgJi Jourjial, Dec. 6th,

1845. We thank "An Inquirer" for calling our attention

to thisremarkable, and someAvhat extraordinary paragraph,

though Ave think the talented author would not, as we can
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scarcely conceive that, though this might be a genuine

opinion in 1845, it can he entertained by the Messrs.

Chambers in 1850 ! The first ohj ection is unsound, because

the Tery reverse is the experience of those who adopt a

Vegetarian diet sufficiently long to enable them to judge

;

and with regard to the second objection, if it be acknow-
ledged, it must destroy at once the distinction of carnivo-

rous, herbivorous, and frugivorous, inasmuch as the two
latter classes of animals are supported, when young, in the

same maimer as man is. When men of intelligence start

such futile objections as these, they do much to confirm

Vegetarians in their practice.

GRADTJAI, CONVERSION TO VEGETARIAN PRINCIPLES.

W M. (Stratford, Co. Down), says :—" I had heard some
time since ofVegetarianism, but did not, at that time, enter-

tain any favourable opinion of it, partly through prejudice,

and partly for want of information. However, I obtained

the llessmigers containing Mr. Clubb's Lectures, and the

perusal gave me both pleasure and surprise. I read them

through again carefully, and became convinced that there

was something in the system. I then resolved to tiT^ it and

prove for myself, and now, after 3 weeks' trial, I find it not

only agree with me, but I derive more satisfaction in the

partaking of food than formerly. I consider the evidence

adduced in Mr. Clubb's Lectures, as to the physical ques-

tion, to be quite conclusive of the controversy as to man's

character in relation to food, I am satisfied it must be a

moral duty to obey the physical laws, implanted in man's

nature ; however,beyond this, I have yet to learn f-om prac-

ticc,as to the other advantages that Mr. Clubb mentions."

This is the most philosophical coui-se we can recommend
for becoming acquainted with the system , and we congratu-

late our orrespondent on the careful and judicious manr.er

in which he has evidently proceeded with his investigation

of the subject, and the plan he has taken to complete that

investigation. We beg to refer him to " Experimental

Philosophy," Vegetarian 3Iessenger, p. 58, as confirming

the propriety of the viewhe has taken. " It certainly aflfords

me," continues W. M., "a great deal of satisfaction to be

emancipated from the necessity ofusing the flesh of animals

for food, if no other advantage followed. I mean that of

being no longer a participator in the infliction of pain on
any of the sensitive creation, farther than can be avoided,

for I see that if we are to continue one portion of the race

of domesticated animals, it will be unavoidable to refrain

from killing, to some extent, to prevent them from over-

multiplying ; this, however, will bebut trifling compared to

what is at present perpetrated." We are glad to find that

even 3 weeks' practice is beginning to verify our coitc-

spondent's anticipations relative to the " other advantages."

Meantime, he has a " moral" r.dvantage in the satisfaction

which is here spoken of. The exercise of the merciful feel-

ings, here so artlessly pourtrayed, is already strengthening

those feelings, and rendering them still more capable of sen

sible operation ; and it is this which causes delight to the

progressive mind. We do notknow what race of animals are

here alluded to ; but,to our mind, the practice jf killing, of

every kind, by human beings, is only a result of departure

from created innocence ; and will become unnecessary in

proportion as man arrives at the " innocence of wisdom."
See Vegetarian Advocate, pp. 145 and 146. " But I .Mn re-

solved," concludesW.M., " tocontLnue the use of Vegetarian

diet myself, and to urge it on the notice of my friends."

No little encouragement is felt from the numerous cases

of thio kind which are continually occurring, although

our conviction of the truth of the Vegetarian principle is

an ample guarantee to us of that success, of which tlicte

indications are confii-matory.

" CHAMBERS'S INFORMATION FOR THE PEOPLE."

W. M. refers to the last edition of this work, article

" Animal Physiology," p. 119, in which, in speaking of the

human teeth, the writer remarks :—" They are of a medium
form, between that of carnivorous and herbivorous ani-

mals, the front are adapted for cutting ; the canine are sharp

,

though not of imdue length, &c. In short, the form cf the

teeth of man evidently points out that he is adapted to

live on a mixed kind of diet, or a conjimction of vegetable

andanimal substances,"—after which, the same writer says,
in p. 120, speaking ofthe carnivorous tribes, " these animals
never change their respective diet. * * But in man it

is plainly evident, from his anatomical stnictm-e, that he
was intended to feed on every sort of food promiscuously,
or that he could adapt himself to either animal or vege-
table fare, as habit o? necessity impelled him." Again,

p. 126: "We find that the Greenlanders, &c. live almost
exclusively on the fat and flesh of land and sea animals,

which, from its stimulating and nourishing nature, is the
very best for enabling them to live imder such extreme
depression of temperature." Again, speaking of man,
same page :

" He is equally adapted to become both—that
he will live on an almost purely animal diet, as well as on
one purely vegetable ; although were we strictly to com-
pare the form of his jaws and teeth, and the general struc-

ture of his intestines, with those animals that live on nuts

and other fruits and farinaceous or mealy substance, as for

instance the monkies, the near approach of these to the

human structure would indicate to us, that r.t all events a
farinaceous diet is the most suitable to his natural organi-

zation." "Here is a concession," remarks W.M., "after

what precedes it ! This appears very inconsistent in the

compiler of such a work as the Information!" Similar

contradictory statements appear in the same work, article,

the " Preservation of Health," as pointed out in the Vege-

tarian Advocate, p. 52, vol. i. It is but just to the public,

and to the Messrs. Chajibers, that such inconsistencies

should be pointed out ; in order that the former may be

guarded against reliance on statements which are unsound,

and the latter may, in future editions, so far correct theii'

works as to make them harmonize with themselves ; and

we have no doubt the increased light which has recently

been brought to bear upon this subject, will enable them
also to bring their works into greater hannony with truth.

We refer to the 3Icsse>iger, p. 25, as to the Northern re-

gions, and to pp. 63, 64, and 65 for further information on

the supposed " omnivorous " character of man.

DYSPEPSIA.

J. II. P. (London), has suffered for the Ir.st 7 months from
indigestion, and writes for information as to what diet he

should taJce. He says:—"Excessive mental labour and
trouble, brought on extreme nervousness ; my medical ad-

viser advised me to take mutton chops, &c. three times

a-day,with bitter ale, stout, &c. I did so, but I found

myself much worse, and I consultedmy present medical -t-

tendant, who immediately forbade liquorand spirits, and li-

mitedme to meat once a day. I soon improved alittle on that

treatment, andhehasnow ordered me a vegetable diet. * *

I feel little doubt of the applicability of Vegetarianism to

my case. * * lam, I thank God, not weak, but suffer

pressure in the head at different parts, at different times,

and when A'ery bad, it seems to take all life and energy out

of me, and cause the most wretched fancies imaginable."

We can, of course, only give general hints for persons

troubled with indigestion. I. Secure a good, not a craving

appetite, by r.buncant exercise in the open air. II. Keep
both mind and body well, and about equally, employed

;

never to excess. III. Keep regular hours f retiring to

rest, and rise early. IV. Take simple, unstimulating food

anddi'ink ; for Breakfast, articles such as are marked in the

Penny Vegetarian Cooker;/, Nos. 1, 2, and 50 : for Dinnc,
Nos. 3,33,and 38; and for Supper, Nos. 1, 38, and 50. V.

Think more about making others happy, than aoout your-

self or your own "troubles." VI. Have faith in the

continual efforts of God in nature, to promote health, and

to increase the happiness of those who " do well."

SIX QUERIES.

G. P. (Bramley), says :—" Having a desire to be con-

vinced of the truth of the Vegetarian principle, and having

tried a little of the Vegetarian practice, and doubt not but

it is conducive to health ; I offer the following questions foi

your consideration, and if answered satisfactorily, I doubt

not but I may become a Vegetarian in the fullest sense of

the term. I. Can a man be called a Vegetarian who takes

milk, butter, cheese and eggs? " We beg to reply, that the

majority of Vegetarians partake of these articles, and
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t)iat a fe'w only do not, whilst all are alike denomi-

nated Vegetarians, the principle of the movement, being

simply to abstain from the flesh and blood of animals,

which cannot be procured except by means of slaughter

;

and the abstinence from, or use of, the animal substances

named, being regulated by the choice of the individual.

"II. Doniot milk, butter, cheese, and eggs contain the same
kind of matter as animal food docs?" Strictly speaking,

inasmuch as any article of food contains elements of nu-

trition, these elements are identical ; but the form of the

matter in which they are contained, may be very different,

in producing, or not, the heating and stimulating effects

which are opposed to the healthy condition of the body.

Cliemistry shows, moreover, that the elements of nutri-

ment originate in vegetables. See Vegetarian 3Iessenger,

p. 6. Blood, perhaps, is the most objectionable fonn of

nutriment; flesh, being principally composed of blood,

is next to it in its gross, stimulating, and exciting quali-

ties, whilst eggs, cheese, butter, cream, and milk, are

less and less stimulating, in the order in which they are

here placed, approaching, as they do, to the qualities of

vegetables and fruits. " III. Is not everything that grows

fed, cherished, and nourished by the refuse of animals,

and, consequently, docs not part of that animal substance

enter our systems ? " Animal manure, supplied by stock-

keeping, is found to be very expensive, and does not ac-

complish the purpose so well as the manure produced by
chemical, .and natm-al operations on vegetable substances.

See Vegetarian Messenger, p. 29. Supplement, pp. 4, and 14.

The theory that animal substances enter into all vegetables,

is untenable ; wliilst, that vegetables enter and form all

animal substances, is self-evident. " IV. If morality be

outraged by the slaughtering of animals, how much more

may it be outraged by destroying an infinitely out-number-

ing host of insects,—animalcula;—which abound in water,

and on fruit?" Insectlife, we believe, is not produced in

water, until it becomes, to a certain degi-ee, stagnant and

impure, nor on fruit, until some degree of putrefaction has

taken place. Both of these conditions will be avoided by
careful men. "V. Is not morality outraged as much by
killing an insect as by killing an animal?" There are

always degrees of criminality which reqiiire consideration.

Perhaps the only instance oi perfect obedience to the divine

will, is to be found in the Creator himself, in whose " sight

the heavens are not pure." The present state of man, and
the circumstances which that state gives rise to, render

killing, in tiie lower forms of insect existence, a matter of

necessity to cleanliness and comfort ; but this may be re-

garded as the result of the sensuality and darkness of his

condition, and will become gradually more and more un-

necessary, in proportion a- he rises to a higher degree of

existence. Because we cannot become perfect at once, is it

any reason why we should not strive to obey, as far as

tie are able, the injunction :—" Be ye therefore perfect,

even as your rather which is in heaven is perfect."
" VI. What more right have the animals to take the

life of one of their own species, than man has ? " We
do not dispute the right—the freedom of man—to be
carnivorous. Man is blessed with freedom of choice, a

freedom which animals do not possess. Man, by this

freedom, can sLun what Is wrong, and pursue the right.

Animals must follow their instinct, and are, therefore,

incapable of being subject to those higher moral laws
whith it is man's privilege to obey. But if man abuse his

liberty, and do what lions, tigers, and wolves do, because

this would be contrary to the moral law, Avhich is intended

for his guid-AUce, he is sure, in the degree of his conscious-

ness of the breach, to suffer the penalty ; and althoiigh

those who are ignorant of, or who are not convint ed of the

moral obligation, cannot be sr-id to be guilty of the breach,

still, in the less degree of moral sensibility of which they

are susceptible, they do virtually suffer loss of enjoyment,

although in what may be termed "blissful ignorance"
of che punishment they actually endure. To go further in

inquiries of this kind, would be to ask, why was evil of

any kind pennitted ? If Ave stop in our practi:e of truth,

until we can see the length and depth of an Omnipresent
reality, we shall certainly fall short of the object we seelc

But, let ti3 become worthy of the little light we ha^e, by
making it oiu* own in actual life, and it will be sure to bui-n

the clearer, and reflect on all these subjects a brighter

light than we can at present look upon: we shall receive

more wisdom because more capable of appreciating it; for

it, is a universal law, that he who is " faithful over a few
tilings, shall be made a ruler over many things."

THIll:-I3 PAIIT9 A CONVEKT,
T. S. says:—"You will be glad to hear thatVegetarianism

is finding its way into our house. I am three parts a con-

vert to it, and A. and the children are getting a liking for

it. I feel lighter, and freer from bilious head-aches, than
I have done for a long time. " • A medical man in this

town is very much inclined to entertain the subject. He
says no animal shall be killed for his eating. » * Where
do you get leather from to cover your feet and hands with,

and to line your hats with? The cause is spreading gra-

dually in different districts, and I do think will be the

means of good to that invaluable blessing, health." The
material with which the hat may be lined, need not
be leather, but a much more agreeable substance. The
winter gloves may be cloth, and our summer ones,

linen. Our soles, too, may be of Gutta Percha ; and
when "Three Parts a Convert" shall have become
a complete Vegetarian, and have brought his eloquence

and influence largely to bear upon the subject, we do rot

doubt but the demand for thorough Vegetarian boots and
shoes, will soon become so great, as to make it worth
while for the inventive genius of our time to be brought

into sufficient activity to produce suitable covering for the

feet, entirely free from leather. We have just seen a pair of

felt shoes, which have been a long time in use, and which
were exceedingly comfortable. We believe leather a very

inferior substance to what may be produced for this pur-

pose. If to abstain from flesh is good for health, there is

no doubt that to abstain from leather will be found equally

so. There is no discord in nature : a system which suits

the stomach will be sure to suit the head, the hands, and the

feet.

DOMESTIC DIFFICT7I.TIES.

A Working Man has been practising Vegetarianism smce
reading " Vegetarianism Adapted to the Working Ciasfcs,"

in the Vegetarian Advocate. He is 41 years of age, and

has been a teetotaler 14 years, but has suffered much from

affliction, arising, he believes, from improper diet, and the

pills, draughts, and leeches to which he has resorted. He
says :—" I thought I had discovered truth in the Vegetarian

papers, and set about trying it in good earnest, despite the

entreaties, and tears, and threats of my wife, who showed
against it all a woman's hatred and spite ; consequently,

I have not had a fair trial. But, however, I have rerse-

vered, and got my better half to do what I ordered ; but.

Sir, you are aware that unless the wife takes the case,

heart and hand together, it is not likely to succeed in a

family, and in my case, I can say, that I find a difficulty in

carrying the system on with success. I still have a f.rm

faith in Vegetarianism, and a desire to practise the sane."

Whilst we sympathize with our correspondent under

these circumstances, we do not attach so much blane to

his "better half" as it would seem he is inclined to do.

We do not approve of the expression, " what I ordeicd."

We do not doubt but cases of this nature are difficult to

manage, but we would suggest that " a soft answer turreth

aAvay strife." It is very probable, as in many such cases,

the wife is most anxious to promote the best interests of

her husband ; and it is bec.iuse she fears the system would

!,e ;!etrimcntal to his health, that she is so much opposed

to the practice. With the confidence that such is the case,

the truth of the subject must be spoken " in love," and not

in a contentious spirit. Be firm to your OAvn convicticn of

the truth of the principle, even at some personal inconve-

nience; but show, at the same time, that the practice

makes an improvement in your own temper and disposi-

tion, as it is sure to do, if persevered in to this end ; lot it

be seen by the increased patience and affection Avhich yon

shoAv.that it is calculated to make you a better husband

and a better father; respect the conscientious convictions
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of your wife, however opposed they may be to your

o^vn ; be grateful for what she does, and complain not of

what she does not ; let her see that no act on her part,

however perverse, shall diminish your regard for her, or

cause j'ou to speak " an unkind word " ; exhibit in your

improved conduct, the truth of the principle, rather than

by any argument which you may adduce, and leave the

conversion of your wife to the truth, in confidence to Him
" who alone changeth the heart," and having done your

best, you will have the approval of your own conscience,

most likely accompanied by that of your wife and children,

and all may live to see good cause to be grateful for those

blessings which health, peace, and domestic virture alone

can realize.

JOINING THE VEGETARIAN SOCIETY.

T. P. B. (Newcastle), has practised Vegetarianism 10

years, and says, he would not give it up for any ordinary

consideration, but is not yet convinced that he ought to

j-in the Society, and states as a reason that " there are

some persons so circumstanced as not to be able to geiJ'a

good supply of vegetable food, and yet able to procure

fish," &c. "We cannot see how this can apply to the case

of T. P. B., or in any way form an impediment to his

joining the Society, the object of which is to induce habits

of abstinence from flesh. Even admitting that such cases

do exist in the present state of society, this is, in fact, to

us, a powerful reason for co-operation to do away with

such a state of things, by bringing about a better. But
T. P. B. does not see the " wrongfulness of eating flesh !

"

It is not necessary that he should. This is a mere negative

question which does not apply. So long as he believes in

the truth of the Vegetarian principle, and applies that

belief to life, this is aU that is required to become a mem-
ber of the Society ; and asT. P. B. is evidentlya" Christian

Philanthropist " we have great confidence in his zeal for

the truth, and doubt not he will see, in this view of the

subject, a reason for attaching himself to the organization.

Joining in a Society is simply endeavouring to accomplish,

by co-operation, what cannot be done by isolation, and
the Wstory of our own times will be full of powerful

evidence in favour of co- peration.

TEA AND COFFEE.

P. B. (SheiReld),says.—"In your benevolent efforts to

make people more sensible in their modes of living, do not

let those vicious poisons. Tea and Coffee, escape your

vengeance. Their almost universal use has been pro-

ductive of an immensity of misery. The prevalence of

nervous disorders, and the universality of decayed teeth,

may, I think, be chiefly attributed to this unwholesome
practice If people will have hot drinks for their mornins
and evening meals, advise them to drink Cocoa." The
precept and example of P. B. are the same, in this respect,

as those of some others of our correspondents, except that

the "beverage of nature" is taken by them, to use their

words" unadulterated from the bubbling spring," and that

they do not make use of cocoa oi." milk, thinking that the

former is liable to be adulterated with various fatty

substances (as is possibly the case with some of the inferior

kinds), and that the latter is not so well adapted to quench
thirst, as water, " pure and bright;" we do not, however,
commend the judgement of those who make these opinions

prominent in their advocacy of Vegetarian diet, knowing
that such a course is sure to add difficulties to the adoption

of the system, with all to whom it is addressed, whilst

these opinions are quite unnecessary to the adoption of

the principle of eschewing the flesh of animals as food.

In regara to the designation of tea and coffee as " vicious

poisons," yfe are reminded of tlie anecdote of Voltaire,
who, when assured that coffee was " a slow poison,"

remarked, that, if poisonous, it must necessarily be a slow

poison, since he had drunk it for sixty years, and still

enjoyed health. We confess, however, and especially for

the reasons above stated, that we see most advantage to

Vegetarianism, from the direct advocacy of its claims in

relation to abstinence from flesh as food, and being most
guarded in leaving all such questions as this raised by our

correspondent entirely at rest, for the future judgement

and adoption, or not, of those who are conversant with
the Vegctaiiaii practice, in adherence to the inuxim, of
not laying upon men " burdens too grievous to be borne."

RETURN to nature.
J. B. says:—I rejoice to be able to tell you that I am

again a Vegetarian, and now, perhaps, more earnestly and
strongly so than before. My wife has also returned to the

same simple habits, and feels better for it. Though I only

took meat once per day for 3 weeks, yet for the whole of

that time I was subject to a very severe head-ache and
tooth-ache, and was at last compelled to take to Vege-
tarianism in consequence of not being able to do my work
upon an animal diet. Before becoming a Vegetarian, I

had been very much troubled with these complaints, but
had no visitation of them again until I took to mixi d diet

with such painful results." We congratulate our esteemed
correspondent on his providential return to a good pra' -

tice, before the wrong custom, into which he had fallen,

had obliterated the truth.

VEGETARIAN HABITS IN TRAVELLING.

E. F. R. asks:—"What is the usual course adopted by

commercial and other travellers, being Vegetarians, with

respect to diet, in the different Inns of this country?"
When travelling, we recommend each one to ask for what
is desired, subject, in some measure, to the probable

facilities for procuring the articles, and to content himself

with taking the next best that can be procured, if he
cannot provide himself with all that is asked for. J. S- J.,

who has travelled much in En?;land, as well as in several

countries on the continent in the capacity of private

gentleman, has never found any difficulty in being served.

He could frequently procure omelets, accompanied by
vegetables, followed by puddings, tart, and fruit ; and when
omelets could not be had, he could at least procure a
simple dish of eggs, instead. He remarks, that it is always

less easy to make peculiarities of habit understood,

than to secure what is required for comfort in

travelling, but that this, even, can be done in pass-

ing along. W. W. IS a Commercial Traveller, who
visits the eastern, western, and southern counties of Eng-
land. He has travelled 10 or 12 years since he became a

Vegetarian, and he says: "Does the gentleman reaUy
believe in the advantages resulting from a Vegetarian

practice? and ishe in e«/-«es<.« These questions answered
in the affirmative, I am bold to declare that all the ob-

stacles are removed, and our friend may soon prove how
very easy it is to do pretty much as ijou like, even at an
Hotel. The demands of a Vegetarian are so simple and so

cheap withal, that mine host can well aftbrd to let me
have my breakfast, dinner, and supper for the usual prices,

without requiring the additional rcmmieration paid for

wine and grog. If an expensive dinner be wanted, whether
of animal or vegetable substance, the expence must be

proportionate. I have had some years' experience, and
have generally foimd it easy to obtain such food as bread,

rice, potatoes, greens, fruit, &c. A slice of bread and a

few figs, make me a good supper; and for breakfast a large

captain's biscuit, steeped in hot water till soft, eaten with

a little cold milk, I think excellent. Dinner: Potatoes,

cauliflower, and afterwards a little fruit with bread. I re-

quire nothing better. Of course, these dishes can be served

without much trouble or expence: somtimes I have to

suffer the inconvenience of not being able to get other

than bakers' bread, which to me is nauseous poison ; but

frequently I find that the kitchen folk will allow me to go

snacks Avith them, and they have generally some coarse,

dark-coloured bread, much more wholesome tha.i the

Bakers' stuff. Tea, coffee, &c., I never take, and only as

little water as is necessary. I hope the time is not far

distant, when there will be good Temperance and Vegetarian

Hotels. At present, I do not know of one that I could

recommend. I know that there is a demand lor such

establishments, but they must be of a very different cha-

racter to any that I have yet seen, or they will not be

frequented by Commercial Travellers, Avho arc really

required to maintain a respectable position in society.

The Dietary Reform Movomeut. will no doubt bring ?bout



a complete change in the character of Inns : instead of

being bcUy-god-tstablishments, they will become moral,

intellectual, and physical homes. But we must not expect

this change to precede our change: i>/an is the reformer

;

only let 3Ian appear, and behold all things obey liim."

W. H. B. is a Commercial Traveller in the northern and

midland cotmties, wlierc Temperance Hotels are on a

rather more respectable scale than in the south, east, or

west of Enjjland. He says :
" If a Vegetarian dines at the

same time as those who eat flesh, he can partake of most

at table, except the flesh, as there are always vegetables,

puddings, pastry, bread, cheese, butter, &c.; and he can,

by expressing his wishes, have 'if not the more sumptuous

made Vegetarian dishes), eggs prepared in diifereni ways,

and dessert fi-equcntly follows the dinner." We trust our

correspondent will find, from these practical statements,

an answer suited to Ms case.

LEATHER SUPERSEDED FOR BOOTS AND SHOES.

"W. M. (Strangford Co. Dovm) says :—" I met with the fol-

lowing article in the 3Iagazine of Science, vol. iii, 3rd edition,

p. 199, (London : Britain) 'A New Life Boat.—The cover-

ing, or skin, in place of plank is a kind of cloth, the result

of long and arduous application. It is of great strength and

durability, and perfectly waterproof; for additional

strength and security, there are two skins of this fabric.

* * The materials of this cloth are satxirated by a

chemical process, in the loom, wliich preserves it from wet
and the action of the atmosphere, ll also preserves its

pliability, and will not heat, mildew, or rot. As a proof of

the perfection to which tliis manufactme is brought, the

inventor, Mr. Hennessj, of Cork, has converted some of

the finer kind into the upper part of shoes, which is much
cheaper than leather, and far more durable.' This for the

uppers, with Gutta Percha for the soles, must remove any
difficulty that may arise on the score of want of materials

of which to make boots and shoes." We thank W M.
heartily, for this useful information, and we shaU be grate-

ful to our Irish readers, if they will endeavour to obtain a

specimen of the material, and forward it to us for inspec-

tion. We have, for some time, intimated our belief, that the

inventive genius of our time would be brought to bear in

this direction, and either this, or some other material, wiU
doubtless be as great an improvement for the feet, as Vege-

tarian diet is for the more interior organs of the body.

' SALAD.

H. B. (Delph) asks our opinion on the propriety of eating

radishes, onions, eschalots, asparagus, parsley, celery,

cresses, &c. We believe most of these vegetables are

wholesome, if well masticated, and eaten with bread. We
cannot recommend the eating of large quantities of butter

with them. Salad -oil is best.

BIOLOOT.

H. B. asks o\ir opinion ofRowbotham's System ofBiology.

It appears to us to contain some truth, but it is mixed with
'. great amount of error. It is undoubtedly a mistake to

live exclusively on solid farinaceous food, and fruits

furnish an excellent accompaniment to either bread, or

farina in other forms.

DISCREPANCY IN CHEMICAL TABLES OF NUTRIMENT.
Several correspondents call our attention to tables vary-

ing from those published in Vegetarian works. Different

chemists frequently come at somewhat different results,

both in qualitative and quantitative analyses. The tables

in the Supplement and other Vegetarian works, are fiom
those of LiEBiG and Playfair, which we believe to be the

best chemical authorities.

VEGETARIAN DIET.

Many correspondents seem apt to confound vegetable

food with Vegetarian food, and we beg t d state that the

latter comprehends all the productions of the vegetable

kingdom, including grain, herbs, and fruit, which are con-

sidered wholesome articles of diet.

MORAL CULPABILITY.

A "Reformed Cannibal" says :—" Thoiigh fully con-

vinced that animal food is neither so wholesome nor

80 nutritious, as food derivable from other s urces;

I and though I can, at the same time, coincide with the

j
supposition, that man, whilst in a state of innocence,

had no desire or disposition to take away the enjoyment of

animal existence, I am yet not quite satisfied as to the

degree of moral culpability attaching to a participation in

any degree, in such fooa ac the present day. Were the

taking away of life, Avithmy own hands, the sole condition

upon which it could be acquired, certain do I feel, that I

should never again partake of it, in any form, and my
object is simply to ask, whether you tliink, that enter-

taining this view of the question, I am as much bound to

a total abstinence, as if it were otherwise." We hold there
is no moral culpability beyond the light ofconviction. For a
man who is trained to eat flesh from his infancy, and who
has no conviction or information as to its injurious ten-

dency, to eat flesh is no sin. But " with the light sin

Cometh." Ignorance, however, on these subjects has to pay
its penalty, in the living to great disadvantage, though
it generally hides the fact from its victim. We cannot see

how "a Reformed Cannibal" can, consistently, employ
another to do what is repulsive to his own moral feelings!

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.

A distinguished prelate objects to our treatment
of the Scriptui'es in relation to the Vegetarian question,

and even goes so far as to hint, that we have no
respect for the Scriptures. His Grace calls atten-

tion to our remarks on the passage, "Every moving
thing that liveth shall be meat for you, even as the green
herb, &c." (pp. 41,42,) and says, "in one place, the writer

attempts to prove that the Divi7ie command to abstainfrom
blood, cottpled with the permission to eat flesh, is absurd and
self-contradictory ! " We beg respectfully to explain how-
ever, that it was not the divine command wliich we
endeavoured to show as contradictory, but that the view
which men choose to take of it was contradictory, and, con-
sequently, that it could not be a correct view. How, we
would ask, can a man be said to obey the command to

abstain from blood, ifhe continue to partake of flesh, which
is composed of muscular fibre, nerves, sinews, and blood

vessels, containing more or less blood ; because, when the

latter are rendered free from blood, the whole presents an
almost colourless mass, which, it is well known, is not
the state in which the roast beef of England is ordinarily

partaken of. It is because we believe in the correct

ness, the truth, and the harmony of the Word of God,

that we wished to show that this contradiction was
not, in our opinion, expressed. But that the word,

"But fiesh with the blood thereof, which is the life

thereof, shall ye not eat," indicated that flesh with blood,

formed the exception to the rule, that " every living thing

should be meat," and as fiesh is not eaten without blood,

it is not reasonable to conclude that the passage was a nega-
tive repetition of the fii'st appointment of man's food by
the Creator. If this were not the meaning, why is it said

in the next verse, " and surely your blood of your lives

will I require ; at the hand of every beast will I require it ?"

This is an instance which shows the liability of even

learned men, to make, what would appear somewhat un-

charitable remarks, from mistake , but seeing how the mis-

take occurred, we can readily conceive that the strictures

of our correspondent were intended as a salutary caution

to us not to damage a good cause by doing, what he doubt-

less sincerely believes to be a sin ; and in this feeling, we
thank him for his well-meant, but mistaken remarks,

sympathising, as we do, in the same feeling, that it would

he highly derogatory to our character, to attempt to prove

that God contradicts himself. It is our chief object, in

fact, in all such passages to

" Assert Eternal Providence,

And justify the ways of God to men."

FORTHRIGHT BREAD.

In answer to several inquiries as to how to make
this bread, we beg to refer our correspondents to the

Supplement, p. 17, for the recipe. G. B. says :—" I had

a meeting of working men at my room the other even

ing, and several of them, who were desirous of further

information, said they had tried the system for several



weeks, and each expressed himself fully satisfied

of the truth of Vegetarianism, and that he never

felt better, or more equal to exertion. One young man
has to delivor letters 20 miles each day, and this work he

can perform easier than he has ever previously done. All

gave their testimony to the valuable properties of un-
fermented Forthright bread."

PASTE.

G. p. inquires "how paste can he made without

Buet?" We believe that all good cooks use but'er in

prefereiice to hog's lard, for paste. The Penny Vegetarian

Cookery, p. 13, contains the information he requires.

"lookino full in the face."

The ReT.E. W., in making some remarks on a correspon-

dentof T/ie West Briton, vf\\o endeavoured tomake itappear

that vegetable eaters would look " askance with malicious

countenance at their neighbour's beef- steaks," says:

—

" Vegetarians look not ' askance,' they are a remarkable

people for lookingmenand things full in the face. They leave

'eying askance' for the tigers and tigresses, together

with ' malicious coimtenances.' Vegetarians, in modern
times, like those we read of in older times, are remarkably
' fat, fair, and fuU.' The * eying askance ' and ' malicious

countenance ' are more characteristic of the carnivorous

tribes, than either the herbivorous or frugivorous." We
think the charge made by the correspondent alluded to,

is exceedingly imfounded, and could only be made in

complete ignorance of the principles and practices of

Vegetarians.

THB MODERATE USE OF FLESH.

G. p. (Bramley), who, it will be remembered, favoured

us, sometime since, with six questions,* with the promise

that if we answered them to his satisfaction, he

would adopt the practice, has, we are happy to say, kept

his promise, and after writing a long account of his ex-

perience says, "I have now been for nearly 4 years, a

partial abstainer from animal food, taking about | lb. per

week, till the last 6 weeks, during which time I have not

tasted it ; and I think I am qualified, in some degree, to judge

and to speak on this subject, since 1 know the kind of infiu-

encewhich even so small a quantity of flesh meat is capable

of producing, is the reverse of all that is good, and pure.".

This case verifies the truth of the remark, that it is only

when men depart from the least indulgence in flesh, that they

can truly understand the effect of the practice. Our
correspondent has joined the Vegetarian Society, and is

zealously promoting the principle in his own locality.

THE ACQUISITION OF TRUTH.

G. p. gives US a long account of his gradual de-

parture from pernicious practices : fii'st drinking ; then

smoking; and lastly flesh-eating. He indulges a little

too harshly, in condemning as unchristian those who
continue to drink and smoke ! We would warn him,

in kindness, for the sake of the truth he has ac-

quired, to have charity towards those who have it not.

We are not worthy of the truth, if we are proud of it,

or if we condemn our brother for not receiving it. But,

as our correspondent says he has determined to adopt the

motto :—" If we would increase in the knowledge and

love of truth, we must practise the truth which we already

possess," we have great hopes, not only of Ms increasing

in the knowledge and love of truth, but in the acquisition

of charity, as well.

THE DECLARATION OF THE SOCIETY.

D. T. says:

—

" I have founa several, who practise the

Vegetarian system, and I find they are rather timid

In signing the declaration of the Society, just as they

were in signing the teetotal pledge, some 12 or 15

years ago. For my oyra part, I have not the slightest

hesitation in signing, and doing all that I can in

promoting a knowledge of the advantages of Vegetarian

diet. Having joined the Society, I consider myself as one

of yourselves, laboiuingin the same great field. I am aware
by this act, I have brought individual responsibilities upon
myself, if I may so term them, but I am prepared to meet
them, being convinced that I am labouring in a good cause

* Appendix, p. iL

or the benefit of mankind—for generations yet unborn."
We cordially congratulate our correspondent on becoming
nominally, as well as in spirit, " one of us." We are aware
that there are hundreds practising the system, who have
not yet thought proper to take this step, but we would
have them consider, that by so doing they are strengthen-
ing the hands of those who are endeavouring to serve this

form of truth. It has sometimes been a manceuvre in wai',

to make a parade of forces by marching them several
times over a pass, so as to lead the enemy to suppose that

great numbers were against them ; we wish for no such
manoeuvre as this, but we regard it as of considerable

importance that we should be able to have a correct esti.

mate of the number who are entering the service. We
cannot, unless we have a list of them, make anything
like afair estimate of theii* numbers ; this, and the privilege

of receiving private, as well as public information, as to

the movements of the society, may be considered among
the advantages of uniting together in one great society

;

and when it is remembered that we have no pledge to

sign, but simply a declai'ation as to what we have done, we
think there is not a reasonable Vegetarian, who will con-

tinue to absent himselffrom being as useful as he might be.

"every living thing THAT MOVETH SHALL BE
MEAT FOR TOU."

Rev. E. W., speaking of the stress laid on this passage

by two opponents of the Vegetarian system, says :—" Tlicy

wish to have it understood literally,of coui"se,but I reckon
they would object gravely, being compelled to practise

literally. Has Mr. J. or J. D. R. eaten a bit of eveiy
moving thing that liveth?" Do they not perceive that

they are binding a burden upon their own and otheis'

shoulders which they cannot move? If so, I cordially

invite them to Vcgctaiianism: her 'ways are pleasant

ways;' take her 'yoke,' it is 'easy' and her 'burden,' it

is ' light.' Pray do not mistake me, ^ put not Vegetarianism

in the place of the Gospel. Have you had a littlo bit of
' every moving thing that liveth,' according to the plain,

unqualified provision of your hobby passage, or do you
shelter yourself behind some convenient, homespun pura.

phraseof text more suitable to your palate and prejudices?"

Although those who attempt to speak or write in opposi-

tion to the Vegetarian principle, resort to such passages,

it will generally be acknowledged that they do not eat flesh

because such passages are to be found in the Bible. Ad-
ducing the p<assages,can, at best, be considered as an excuse

for eating flesh; because, when strictly looked at, taken

either literally or spiritually, they do not imply either a

command or an injunction to eat flesh, whUst there are

both, to eat the herbs, seeds, and fruits of the earth.

REASONS FOR JOINING THE VEGETARIAN SOCIETY.

^G. W. says:—"I shall continue to abstain from animal

food, first, because I feel better in health from the use of

vegetable food, and secondly, because of the inhumanity oi

the slaughtering of animals. Before, however, I can con-

sistently join your society, I must be prepared to add several

other 'becauses.'—In short, to be 'fully persuaded in my
otvn mind' in relation to the propriety of adhering strictly

to Vegetarian habits of diet." We would suggest to our

correspondent, the perusal of the remarks in the Supple-

ment, p. 17, and also those made by D. T. above, upon this

subject. The reasons he has given us, that he is a Vege-

tarian because of the inhumanity of slaughtering animals,

and because he is improved by vegetable food, are very strong

ones for becoming a Member of the Society, as they com-

pletely qualify him for that purpose without any other

"becauses," as we think they are quite suflicient to enable

him to become "fully persuaded" in his own mind of the

propriety of Vegetarian habits, since he can never admit

of the propriety, or justice even, of inhumanity on the one

hand, or of disregard to the laws of health on the other.

Few can fully estimate the value of cordial and active

co-operation.

MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT SOCIETIES.

D. B, (Stuiing), having read in the Supplement to

the Messenger, our recommendation that members of

Mutual Improvement Societies should bring forward
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the Vegetarian principle for discussion, induced liis

brother to bring the subject before the Mutual Im-
provement Society at Bannockbum. Much interest has

been excited on the subject, in consequence of a paper

which was read, and the discussion which foUowed

;

and all expressed their surprise that so much arj^u-

ment could be adduced- in favour of a system wliich

they had before regarded as absurd. We regard efforts

of this character with peculiar interest: when we
remember that the best work on the subject of Vege-

tarian diet which has yet appeared, sprung originally

from an effort to interest a society of tliis character for a

single evening ; that Dr. Franklin's gigantic powers of

mind were first developed by similar means, and seeing, as

we do, continually, the pleasing results of intellectual

combinations of this kind, we have reason to recommend
all young men who may be interested in their mental im-

provement, to form and support classes of this character.

They may be regai-ded as nurseries for public men, and are

well adapted for preparing young minds for the business

of the world. The greatest impediments to such societies

generally, is lack of interest in the subjects discussed, but

with Vegetarianism no such impediment will be found,

becatise there are sure to be some who are upholders of

things as they are with regard to their dietetic practices,

and the orderly discussion which is sure to arise on the

subject, is a security against any lack of interest which
might exist on other subjects. It is not uncommon for

the subject to be adjourned 4 or 5 times, owing to the

interest which it excites. See Supplement, p. 4.

" IMMOVABLE AS THE HILLS."

A correspondent in Scotland, speaking of himself

and brother, says :—" We have for upwards of 4 years

adhered rigidly to the Vegetarian principle. We com-
menced it first by way of experiment, and during the

first 2 years, we believe, few beyond the circle of

our own household knew what we were about: dur-

ing the remainder of the time, however, we have
been coming out gradually, feeling, as we went
along, the groimd becoming more and more firm ; and

now, by personal experience, observation, and a know-
ledge of facts, which we before were ignorant of, we are

convinced that the ground is as immovable as the hills.

We may mention, that within the circle of our acquaint-

ance in this locality, there are a number who are now
acting upon the same principle, and we cherish the hope,

that the time is speedily coming, when tliis movement,
which is the embodiment of true temperance, true peace,

and true humanity, will be embraced by every disciple of

Temperance, by every member of Peace Societies, and by

every one whose soul is quickened and animated with a

pure desire for the good of the universal family of man,
and for the glory of Him whose workmanship man is."

We regard with much interest experience of this charac-

ter, because it is evidently that of thoughtful and careful

men, and when conviction, so firm and decided, is arrived

at in this way, there is no doubt whatever of its perma-

nent character, and the consequences which follow ad-

herence to principles thus embraced, cannot fail to be of

the most gratifying and happy character.

-- VEGETARIANISM AND CHRISTIANITT.

J. F. who has been a Vegetarian 15 weeks, says:

—

" There are several here acting upon the principles of

Vegetarianism, and I cannot see how a man can be

a Christian and not a Vegetarian. It is my firm

conviction that the system is in strict accordance

with our nature, and he who goes contrary to his

nature, will be beaten with many stripes." We think

a little more experience will enable our correspondent to

perceive, that it Is quite possible for men to be sincere

Christians and not be Vegetarians; it would be mon-
strously uncharitable to think for a moment that It is

otherwise. Our Christianity does not depend upon what
we eat and drink, but on the conscientious discharge of all

our known duties, civil, moral, and religious. Before the

practice of Vegetarianism becomes a moral duty, some
desree of knowledge on the subject is requisite, and there

are thousands of sincere Christians who do not possess

this knowledge, and the "efore are none the less true to

their convictions. But it is when a man sees the truth on
this subject, and perceives that it is conducive to that state

of mind and body which is most adapted to the develop-

ment of the Christian character,—to progress in the Chris-

tian graces—then, if he do not act upon his convictions, he
is in a much worse position than the man, M'ho, being in

darkness on this subject, does not comprehend this light.

There are various degrees in the development of the

Christian life, and those who are happy enough to adopt
that course, in apparently small concerns, which tends to

the highest degree of enlightenment and Christian charity,

will, most assuredly, enjoy a higher degree of hsppiness

and peace, than those who remain insensible to such
discipline.

DIETETIC EXFERIENCE OP A STONE CARVER.
G. E. wrote to us in February, 1850, and stated his case

thus :—" Iam 41 years ofage ; have been a teetotaler 14 years,
but I have had a great deal of sickness, and have generally
been sufferingfromsome ailment or other, arising, I believe,
from improper diet, even from my boyhood. I have suf-

fered so immensely from pills, draughts, &c., that my
constitution is become quite weak. I have been frequently
attacked with painful inflammation ; but am still an active
man, though originally of weak frame. I have practised
Vegetarianism now for 2 months, and my greatest diflBculty

,

now that I am convinced of the truth of the system, is that

it produces acidity of the stomach, to such an extent as

to do me injury in various ways. My stomach has been very
delicate for 15 years past, and 3 years ago it occasioned me
a fit of illness in the region of the groin, which I often feel

now, more or less, but of late very much so, and being in a
country village, I cannot get on exclusively with the sys-

tem, and take a little meat sometimes, although, in heart,

I am a Vegetarian. I am not so strong as I was, or

am in general, but still I have a desire to practise the
same. I want to find out some sort of diet that will keep
my stomach in proper tune, and then I could go on in

style." To meet the requirements of this somewhat diffi-

cult case, we have learned, subsequently, that a friend to

whom it was referred, who had considerable experience of
the mor^ simple but successful remedies to be applied, im-
mediately forwarded a private letter to our correspondent,

with the Penny Vegetarian Cookery, marking those articles

ofdiet which he considered most suitable to hiscase, being
the simplest farinaceous and vegetable substances, includ-

ing the digestive biscuits, and advised him to avoid every
substance of a greasy and irritating nature, such as animal
food of all kinds, and to live entirely upon fruits and fari-

nacea, advising him to seek relief as carefully as possible,

by observing the effects of digestive biscuits and rice upon
his system. On the 3rd of June, he had the gratification of

receivingthe following reply: "I have been wishing to write
toyouforsometimepast.to tellyouhow admirably Vegeta-

rianism suitsme. I wrote to you some time ago; I had then
been on a very wrong track, until you kindly wrote me
better advicethan I had hitherto obtained, I get on now
first rate, being able to regulate the action ofmy system like

clock work, and keep in excellent health, entirely without
the use ofmedicine of any description ; and, altogether, I

feel in a blessed state of existence. I am more buoyant in

spirits—more agile. My physical energy is increased, and
altogether, I enjoy a new life. It was a blessed day forme
when Providence first led me to see the Vegetarian tracts,

simply by accident, in a shop windo w. I told you I thought

I could see truth in them, and I have not been deceived;

yet but for your timely advice, I might have given it up for

a time, as my stomach rebelled so much in consequence of

my ignorance of the nature of food. But, I am thankful to

say, I am now so well that I intend, with my wife and
family, to emigrate to Port Natal, for the sake of a warmer
climate, as the English climate does not suit the health of

my children. Although my better half has not yet adopted

Vegetarianism, there is much less flesh eaten at our table

now, than there used to be, without the thoughts of being

starved, as formerly. I take a good stock of digestive

biscuits a.><3 meal with me on board, in order to avoid the
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••^^theffnnd povlc." Onrfriend ,whohappened to be In I;lTer-

pool on the 10th of June, had the pleasure of seeing our

correspondent, who was preparing for his voyage in the

emigrant ship, and was much gratified with the satisfaction

he expressed in having adopted his simple Tegetarian prac-

tice. He said he then felt quite equal, not only to his usual

occupation, as a stone carver, hut was prepared to under -

take the heavier part of masonry. This great improvement

had taken place in ahout 4 months*

THE PROORESSIVE APPRECIATION AND ADOPTION OF THE
VEGETARIAN PRINCIPLE.

Christina asks :—Can you teU me hoAV Vegetarianism

can be strictly carried out, without very greatly curtail-

ing what would be generally considered articles allowed

to Vegetarians ? For instance, if I have a farinaceous

pudding, my landlady tells me the dish must be buttered

or greased in some way. Now, whether butter or lard

be used, they must both be considered as belonging to

the animal kingdom. If I have anything fried, I know
not how to dispense with lard or butter. Then, Cocoa

is so nauseous without milk (which is certainly not

Vegetarian) ; and there are comparatively few puddings

that can be made without milk; and if I have a fruit

pudding or pie, how can I make the crust without

butter or something equivalent? So, again, with eggs;

it is difficult to make some puddings without them ; and
yet, butter, milk, and eggs, are certainly outside the

vegetable kingdom, although in the Penny Vegetarian

Cookery, the use of all these is prescribed, which seems to

me hardly consistent. I do not write in the spirit of

cavilling, but to inquire. For the last ten months, I have
not touched animal food, having left it off by medical

advice, and I am weU-pleased with my present diet ; still, I

must continue to own myself a debtor to the animal king-

dom, because I do use, though sparingly, butter, milk,

suet, lard, and occasionally an egg." In strictness,

Christina is right in the application of the word Vege-

tarian to nothing but the productions of the vegetable

kingdom ; but, like all truth to man in his present state,

the Vegetarian principle, in order to gain acceptance with

him, becomes accommodated to his state. Just as the light

of the sun becomes attenuated and adapted to man by the

atmosphere, so does the light of truth in morals, become

adapted to him by the "tate of the mental atmosphere, or

condition in which he lives. The man of ordinary flesh-

eating habits, can, perhaps, receive the Vegetarian prin-

ciple best, in the character in which it is presented to him
by the Declaration of the Vegetanan Society, implying

abstinence from the flesh of animals simply, whilst the

man of experience in this practice, in the simplicity of

taste which is progressively cultivated in abstaining from

the use of flesh, can adopt the primitive food of man, con-

sisting of the "herb bearing seed, and the fruit-tree

yielding fruit," for which is claimed, by those who hare
arrived at this greater simplicity of habits, that morecom-
plete satisfaction and tranquillity of mind and body which
the more complete adherence to right principle invariably

promotes. We vrould advise Christina, at once to

abandon the animal substances mentioned, involving, as

they do, the slaughter of animals, and gradually, if she

think it desirable, in accordance with the opinions ex-

pressed, to adopt the greater symplicity of the system.

The productions of the animal kingdom which are obtained

without slaughter, are admirably adapted for suiting every

degree of perception and inclination relative to this sub-

ject, which various degrees will continue to exist, so long

as man inclines, in any measure, to that which is unfa-

vourable to his mental and moral growth in goodness. It is

interesting to observe how incompatible is partaking ofthe

flesh of animalswith the free use of fruits ; and it seems to be

onlyjust in proportion asmaneschews the gross elements of

diet, and becomes more and more refined in his tastes and
inclinations, that he can fully appreciate that which is

not only most simple, but most delightful to the senses.

Progress in simplicity of diet in the advanced experience

of Vegetarians ,may thusbecome more and more agreeable.

Whilst the animal substances of diet become proper-

tionably less agreeable. And this is in accordance with
correct reasoning ; since, although every principle at its

source is ever the same, with man it must be progressive,
man's state being progressive, and his view of truth
naturally becoming more and more complete as he adheres
to his convictions in practice. The Vegetarian Society
embraces every degree of Vegetarian practitioners, with-
out considering any other condition requisite than that of

abstinence from " the flesh of animals as food." The fourth

edition of the Penny Vegetarian Cookery, although con-
taining instructions for the use of some animal substances,

in order to suit these various states and degrees oftaste and
conviction, also cont<ains instructions, and an " Invalid's

Dietary," by which the taste for fruits and farinacea can
be gratified, as well.

the cdlttvation of THE soil,.

J. p. G. says :—" There is a growing desire to look to the

land, as the solid basis from which all progressive improve-

ments should commence ;" and suggests, that Vegetarians

who feel interested in the subject, and desire to aid one
another in the purchase and cultivation of the land, shouli

become known to each other, in order that should any
eligible property be offered for sale, at any future period,

the information might be communicated to all who desire

it, and the result be, co-operation in the purchase and

division of land, as well as in other objects, according

to the convenience of each individual concerned. Already

knowing several who are desirous of being possessed of

small pieces of groimd, and knowing others who have
some information as to how an experiment can be com-
menced, we shall be happy, as far as may be, to receive

such information as will have the effect of supplying the

desideratum sought after by our correspondent. We
believe the Vegetarian movement would be essentially

benefitted by a more careful attention to the growth and

improvement of the various articles of Vegetarian diet

;

as it is probable, there is much yet to be discovered in the

sciences of agriculture and horticulture, which will tell

powerfully and practically in favour of the Vegetarian

principle. It is diflScult to conceive a more grateful occu-

pation for those Vegetarians whose tastes incline towards

it, than that of cviltivating the choicest fruits of the

earth ! See Vegetarian Messenger, p. 140.

LOAF SUGAR,

E. S. inquires whether it is true, that blood, or any

animal substance is used in refining sugar. We are

informed, that the use of animal substances for this pur-

pose has been superseded.

domestic mill.

E. S. inquires whether the common sized domestic

coffee mill wiU answer the purpose for grinding the

wheat into forthright fiom-? We are informed by

those who have tried it, that it answers very weU,

when the consumption is not large; and that it can

also be used for grinding pearl barley, rice, split peas,

lentils, &c. Where a larger mill is required, it may be ob-

tained from Messrs. Procter and Ryland, Birming-

ham.

APPROACH TO nature.

p. G. says :—" The more I adhere to the principles and

practices of Vegetarianism, and the nearer I approacn to

nature, the more delightful does life become. Not only

have I thrown away flesh, strong di-ink, and tobacco, but

butter, milk, cheese, eggs, pepper, salt, vinegar, mustard,

tea, coffee, and the like, I take very little of, and I intend

to take less." We frequently receive testimonies of this

kind to the beneflts of the more simple habits in Vegeta-

rian diet ; and we regard them as pleasing indications of

the progress of truth in the minds and lives of those who
have thus been directed by their convictions on the subject

of diet. When once the benefit of simplicity of life, in

se.-ving truth rather than custom, is arrived at, it is per-

ceived that it then becomes much easier to foUow truth in

other ways, since the dietetic habits are already in har-

mony therewith.
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THE SCRIPTURES AND VEGETA.RIA.NISM.

Veoes wishes to know, how the following texts ought to

be received or understood, in connection with Vegetarian-

ism: I. Genesis ix. 3. Our correspondent will find this

treated of in page 41—43 of the Vegetarian Messenger ; and

likewise, briefly, in the Appendix, p. v.—II. Deut. xii,

15—20. The same method of viewing these passages

may be adopted as that applied to the passage above

referred to. (pp. 42, 43.) Although we jdo not feel called

upon to enter into theological questions of diet, or profess

to present the views of all Vegetarians on these important

and interesting subjects, we feel it a duty, when thus

called upon, to present the individual opinions of some

who have given their attention to these passages, thus

giving our readers the benefit of reflections upon their

views; which, however different tliey may be fiom those

or;linarily entertained, are entitled to respect, as the

result of sincere conviction. "We believe that it is a part

of the wondrous plan of creation, that man should be

at liberty to rise high, or to sink low, in the gratification of

his tastes, desires, and inclinations. There is no intole-

rance in the government of God ; and the chapter here

referred to is full of instruction to man, for the regulation

of his conduct and feelings in relation to God ; and, after

showing that man is to annihilate every vestige of idolatry

from his heart, as expressed by tlie command, to destroy

all the places, overthrow the altars, hew down the graven

images of the gods, and destroy the names of them, it is

said, * but unto the place which the Lord your God shall

choose, out of all youi- tribes, to put his name there, even

unto his habitation shall ye seek, and thither thou shalt

come,' V. 5. The chapter proceeds to draw attention to

the place where the name of the Lord is written, where
all the offerings of the heart or affections, so beautifully

typified by the ' firstlings of your herds, and of your

flocks, and your fi-ee-will offerings,' are to be brought.

Thus to the 14 v. we find positive instructions, and the

15 V. commences with, * Notwithstanding, thou mayest kill

and eat flesh in all thy gates, Avhatsoever thy soul lusteth

after;' evidently showing, to our minds, that the killing

and eating of flesh, whether taken literally or spiritually,

in relation to the gratification of fleslily lust, can only be

viewed as a permission, which required the word ' not-

withstanding ' to divide it from the appointments of the

previous portion of the chapter ; and in the succeeding

verses, where the words, ' thou shalt,' are employed, as

they frequently are in Scripture, where 'thou mayest'

would express the original meaning, the Hebrew language

making no distinction in this respect, wo need only allow

the same style in which the subject is commenced in the

15th v., to pervade the other A^erses referred to, and we
shall find, where killing and eating fiesh are mentioned,

such acts are expressed as permissions, and not as com-
mands. And the reason for this permission is beautifully

expressed in the 21st v., ' If the place which the Lord thy

God hath chosen to put his name there, be too far from
thee, then thou shalt (mayest) kill of thy herd, and of thy

flock, which the Lord hath given thee, as I have com-
manded thee, and thou shalt (mayest) eat in thy gates

whatsoever thy soul lusteth after.' Thus, man is fiee to

follow his lust, if he will not, or cannot yet attain that

higher state, where the name or quality of God is written

or impressed. But this freedom to follow liist is slavery,

when compared with the liberty of truth, Avhich is only

attained by overcoming the lusts of the flesh, which is

typified by overthrowing the altars, and hewing down the

graven images of the gods.—III. Deuteronomy xiv. 3—29.

The same remarks will apply to these passages. And it is

here shown, that whilst the unclean animals are forbidden

to be eaten, those which are clean are evidently allowed to

those who are under the dominion of lust, which can never

apply to those Avho seek to be under the reign or govern-
ment of truth, or divine wisdom.—IV. Acts x. 13—16. The
vision of Peter is so manifestly figurative, that it is

surprising that it should ever be regarded as relating to

the slaughter of animals, and partaking of their fiesh.

The meaning is explained by Peter himself in the same
chapter. * Ye know how that it is an unlawful thing for a

man that is a Jew to keep company, or come unto one of

another nation ; hut God hath showed me that I should not

call any man common or unclean,' Acts x. 28 v. Also, same
chapter, 34 and 35 verses. It is much more consistent with
the true purport of the Word of God, that it should teach

such sublime principles of universal charity to all men, as

are here inculcated, than that it should relate to merely

physical meats and drinks. V. The distribution by our
Saviovir of the loaves and fishes. This extraordinary

miracle was doubtless intended to show the satisfying

character of the ' bread of life.' The fact, that the same
word which is translated fish, was used to represent also a

certain class of vegetable substances, makes it doubtful

whether the fishes here spoken of were of an animal or

vegetable nature. And that such was the extensive

meaning of Greek and Hebrew words is shoAvn, not only

i by commentators, but is confirmed by the passage :
* We

remember the fish which we did eat in Egypt freely ; the

cucumbers, and the m,elons, and the leeks, and the onions,

and the garlick.' Numbers xi. 5. Whatever may have

betiii the real character of the food partaken of in this

case, it appears quite evident that the instruction to be

derived was of a spiritual, and not a merely carniil nature.

And, as it is by no means necessary to deny the Divine

peiinission to man (in a sensual state) to partake of animal

'food, to prove the superiority of a Vegetarian diet for man
seeking a better condition than that of subserviency to the

senses, this permission, in consideration of man's state,

may apply with equal propriety to this as to the other

cases referred to. If Vegetarians denied the suitableness

of flesh to supply the cravings and desires of the carnal

mind, these passages might appear to weigh against them,

but we presume such is not the case. We, therefore, as

Christians, have to follow the teachings of truth, which
must ever be those of Him who said ;

* I am the way, the

truth, and the life,' whether that truth be manifested in

the Word or the works of God."—C. H. S.

' PATIENT perseverance.
A. T., who has practised Vegetarianism for about 6 months,

with great advantage to his health, after describing the
many benefits he has derived, physically and mentally, from
this practice, expresses his regict that his wife and children

_
have not yet followed his example. He says:—"I do not like

,

to give it up, but wish them to enjoy as much health and
happiness as I do. What am I to do?" We can only give

general advice in cases of this kind. We would refer to
" Domestic Difiiculties," p. iii., Appendix. We may remark,
however, that the case of A. T. appears so completely to

'prove the value of the system, that we think that he needs
but to patiently persevere in his own firm adherence to the
principle; to allow perfect toleration with regard to the
adult members of his family ; to use his authority, in all

kindness, towards those whose training is more or less his

duty as a parent, and to endeavour, not by argument or

contention, but by example and affection, to win the senior

portion of the family over to that practicewhich has proved
to him so great a blessing, and he can scarcely fail to

realize his best wishes with regard to the health and com>
fort of his domestic circle.

INDIGESTION.

, G. p. says :

—

" I have but too often felt the miserable

effects of indigestion, brought on by eating improper

•food in improper quantities, and at improper times;

most acutely and severely, indeed, have I felt the

symptoms of this complaint ; and I have tasted the plea-

sm-e and sweets of pure, good, and painless health, now,
for some months past, for which I am indebted to Vege-

tarianism and its simple bill of fai'e. I think I caimot

better endeavour to repay this debt, than by adhering

faithfully to the precepts which this system inculcates,

all the days of my life ; and, by precept and example,

striving to enlist in our ranks others of my suffering

fellow men." We have watched, with great interest, the

progress of our correspondent, from a critical questioner

of Vegetarian principles, to a zealous adherent of those

principles ; and we heartily congratulate him on the

result of his conscientious adoptions of right practices.

This is another instance, proving that unexpected blessings

await those who will follow out the teachings of their

highest conceptions of truth.
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" THE VEGETARIAN CAUSE,"

Says F. II., "is as a li^lit which needs to have its rays

shed abroad upon the understandings of the people, to be

instrumental in changing their habits, and reforming

their lives and manners. There is, however, a prodigious

mass of ignorance to penetrate, before vfe can hope to

reach the sense of the bulk of the population. How
obvious, then, ought it to be to all Vegetarians, that it

is peculiarly their duty ahd privilege, earnestly to ' help

forward.' " We fully coincide with F. R., in believing it

to be the peculiar duty and privilege of Vegetarians to

" help forward ;" but Ave think that the " mass of igno-

rance " with which all refonners have to contend, is too

frequently made a hughcar, so as to discourage liiany who
would otherwise assist in " helping forward." Ignorance

i& not a, positive obstacle, it is only a negative deficiency,

like darkness, which disappears when the light shines.

Truth, on all subjects, succeeds in the world, just in pro-

portion as it is allowed to operate on men's minds, in

converting them into its own instmments ; and if we
examine the subject thoroughly, we shall see that its

progress is always equal to the service rendered to it by
those who possess it. We should never, therefore, despair

of its success ; because we always see that devotion to it

is invariably repaid, if not in the precise manner in which
it was expected, yet in as useful, and perhaps a more
satisfactory way. Truth is never spoken in vain, and is

never practised without increasing its own manifestation,

and more or less effecting its righteous purpose. Thiis is

the practice of the consistent Vegetarian, ever a continual

lecture of the most powerful character. There is a vitality

in truth, brought thus into life, which must be felt by all

with whom it comes in contact.

COST OP FARINACEOtTS FOOD.

A. S.H. says:—"You have almost invariably stated the

cost of oats, Mheat, Indian and barley meal, Scotch barley,

and peas, &o., as at 2d. per lb. ; whereas, as markets have
rated for these two years past, they oughtonly to have been
stated at Id. per lb. ; or, at most, at Ijd." Wehave always
endeavoured to bo xvithin the mark, in speaking of the

economy of Vegetarian diet, and have generally stated the

cost of farinaceous food at the retail, and not at the whole-
sale prices, or such prices as our Scotch correspondent

mentions.

INTEREST AND DUTY.

J. E.. says:—" Tartly owing to tlie striking argu-

ments which I have from time to time read in your
novel and interesting Messenger, and partly to my own
reflections, I am now all but persuaded that it is my
intci'est as well as my duty, to abstain from eating any
part of slaughtered animals ; but ray wife thinks it expe-

dient to make a preliminaiy trial of the new system in its

practical bearings, before we resolve to become Vege-
tarians." We admire this combination of duty and in-

terest; believing that these are never really separate.

We refer J. R. to pp. 2 and 3, Vegetarian Messenger, for

information how to commence the Vegetarian practice.

PREPARING FARINACEOUS FOOD.

A. p. H. says :
—" In preparing grain or pulse for dietetic

use, simplicity should be observed, in removing as little as

possible of the bran or husk ; thus, not only making it more
wholesome and nourishing, but getting a larger quantity

out of the bushel, and having one half less to pay to the

miller, in consequence of which the article is greatly

cheapened. Till within two months of harvest, oatmeal

was to be had at Is. 2d. per imperial stone of 14 lb.; and

wheat at 5.?. per bushel, for the very best, at from G2 to Gl

lb. per bushel. I am using wheat-meal at present, both
for porridge and bread; it was put once through the mill,

and not sifted at all, and coarsely ground like oatmeal, so

that all the bran is In it. We like it well ; I had 62 lb. of

meal out of a bushel of wheat, and it cost 2d. for milling

(wheat dressed in this way loses only 1 lb. per bushel in

milling), so that at 5s. for the wheat, and 2 J. for grinding,

it cost exactly Id. per lb." We thank A. P. H. for his prac-

tical remarks on this subject, and fully agree with him
that much depends upon the proper prepai-ation of farina-

ceous food. The extensive consumption of the bakers'

white bread, in England, instead of the unbolted or

forthright bread, is very detrimental to health.

TRUE CIVILIZATION.

E.. F. says:—"The majority of the members of the Vege-

tarian Society arehighly intcll igent, and so conversant with

the mass of the people in middle and humble life, and
with their habits, their minds, and simple notions, one

could not well desire a more powerful moans of carrying

on the happy work of true civilization." 11. F. is right

in judging of the powerful means possessed by Vegeta-

rians of promoting true civilization. AVe believe Vegeta-

rians generally, are unconscious of the influence they are

already exerting in the world ; people are already almost

instinctively looking to them as exemplars in relation to

dietary habits ! Even with the confirmed flesh-eater, there

is frequently manifestedan irresistible feeling of conviction

that the Vegetarian is right. It thus becomes a position

of happy responsibility for any one to adopt this course of

life ; and how important it is that each should individually

be consistent with his convictions on the subject

!

VEGETARIAN PROVISION STORES.

A. S. H.says :—"There ought to be, at least, one Vegeta-

rian store in Manchester, and another in London, which

Vegetarians and others would have access to, and where

they might have it in their power to procure all sorts of

meal, and other Vegetarian provisions, manufactured on

the most approved principles, and at the cheapest possible

rates." A ready supply of the best manufactured farina-

ceous articles, is of great importance, not only to Vegeta-

rians, but to the public at large ; and there is no doubt

that a person of strict integrity, and with efficient means

to supply genuine articles, would find that these sugges-

tions would aff"ord both a profitable and safe investment

for the capital required.

SUBSCRIPTION TO THE VEGETARIAN SOCIETY.

A.G. (Dublin) says:—"Would it not be advisable to raise

the subscription of the members to four shillings per annuin ?

I am sure every one who wishes well to the cause, would

gladly contribute so small a sum ; and as the number of

members is increasing, a comparatively lavgeamount migl.t

be thus placed at the judicious disposal of the Society."

The annual subscription to the Vegetarian Society was

fixed at one shilling, in order that the humblest of its

members might not feel it otherwise than convenient to

make the required contribution. Our correspondent seems

not to be aware, however, that with the collection of the

annual subscriptions, voluntary subscriptions , &Mitiona\ to

these, are received ; and it is to these that the operations of

the movement are mainly due. We admire this arrange-

ment, which gives fireedom to all members, and presents, at

the same time, no bar to any degree of zeal in those who

have both the desire and the ability to minister more ex-

tensively to the wants of others. ,,
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